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·• CHAPTER ·XVIII.' 

;/Hlf Ari_Jijj:VJSTRATION .iJF SIR ROBERT PJiKL. 

T:HE. Geherar ·Election ·of the summer of r 84 r ·marked the~ 

. t~imiriation_of.}m important chapter of British history. ThJ 
. country; wearied with Whig rule, preferred Con- The f~!ma' ~r 

· -.sei-htiv~ •caildidates ;- ~n?: t?~ Wh!gs,: defeated· on· ~~~~~rA.~:.-
the· Address had no alternative but retirement from numstratwn; . .-.. . :·-. - . . T 
power. Their-resignation -·paved the way for the return _.of 
Peel to office. But the . Conservatives. imder Peel in .r 8;tf. 

· -formed.·.a -v~r)' dfffere~t body from the "'c~~~~\~~J' 
....... ~ ....... - ..... ..,. .......... ----~~". ·-,~·,..., - ~-;1" 

Peel. )n r~3:4· . In. 1834 S~nley had refused to join tlie 
,;;.!' ;..--~~- ,. - ~.. ..., ~ .• 

·.,ministry., In i ~41 he readily consented to accept· office; his 
accc;"_~sion .~as: f6ll6\ved by that of Gr<Mlam and Ri~n; anB 
t~e Conseryative• party. was thus strengthened by its junctiop 
with· three:out·of the four statesmen who had seceded from 

··the Whigs in _rS34·· • · · .· . . · · · · , J .. · 
· · '(he· construct-ion- of· the new Government was .facilitated 
. by~·this circti~1sta:nce, ·Peel himself became Firs't Lord bf 
the Trea~tiry ·i Wellington consented _to serve -in the..:.~Cabirift 
without office; ·LyricUmrst resumed his seat on the. woolsack; 
Goulbutn w-as 'made Chancellor of the ExGhequer; Grahaln, 
-Ab~rdeen, -antl Stanley respectively recei~ed the seals o.f the 

: Home,"Foreign, afid Colonial Departments. Five other pee~s; 
-~~ckingham; H;addington, . Ripon, Wharntliffe,. and . E!lJn; 
.boro~gh, a:n.d tw~. other p)mm_o,fers, Bar?inge and ~na_~fh· 

, bull,··were given ?ppomtments U:L the Gablhet. The Cabmet 
• VOL. V. .. ":' • . l - . .• K ' ' 

. ~'-.... . ~ ... ~. . 
. 't 
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thus comprised fourteen members, eight of whom were peers, 
and six of whom were commoners. It was far larger than Peel 
himself would have probably desired. He had long before 
acknowledged that a council of nine members did business 
more effectually than one of t~irteen. 1 The necessities of the 
situation, however, compelled him to sacrifice his own views. 
Anxious to secure the co-operation of the moderate Conserva
~iyes, of the old Tories, and of the Whig secederst he was 
forced to admit the representatives of the three parties into 
,r:.. ' 
t.h_e council chamber. 

Large as the Cabinet was, the majority of its members 
exercised little influence on its counsels. B.uckingham, Had
dington, Ripon, Wharncliffe, Goulburn, and Knatchbull had 
neither the ability nor the status which would have enabled 
them to have spoken with very great weight in the closet. 
Six of the other members of the Cabinet were of a different 
calibre. The reputation of Wellington, the genius of Lynd
hurst, the prudence of Aberdeen, the eloquence of Stanley, the 
capacity of Graham, raised these five men to a high rank. 

None of the five, however, had the experience, the 
The supe-
riority of information, and the judgment which made Peel 
Peel. 

the superior of them all. In an unreformed Par-
liament Wellington, Lyndhurst, and he had composed the 
triumvirate which had regulated the business of the State; in 
a reformed Parliament I:eel alone shaped the destinies of his 
ministry. 

w Never before had British minister a more serious task 
before him. Abroad the heavens were black with clouds. 
His difli· The East, notwithstanding Palmerston and Napier, 
.culties. was still ruffled by action; France had neither for-
gotten nor forgiven the policy of 1 84~ ; Canada was still 
brooding over her wrongs; the United States were preparing 
for war; China was actually struggling with the British Empire ; 
and disaster was alr~ady prepared for British arms in Afghanis
tan. At home the prolonged depression of trade had pro
duced severe distress ; distress in its turn had led to riot ; and 

1 Hansard, vol. xxix. p. 3~ 
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the m{nistry had to deal ~ith two fo~idable o'rg~ni;~tioris : one 
prepared by the working classes to secure their own· political 
supremacy ; the other inspired by the manufactuhng classes 
t~ promote _free trade in corn. The. people, moJeover, were · 
demanding'the immediate repeal of the. new Pob! Law. An 
increasing expenditure al,ld a contracted revenue wJre perplex~ 

_ ing statesmen. The haste with which the preceding~ Parliament 
had been· dissolved had even interfered with th~ necessary 
financ.ial arrangeme~ts for the yea~. .. : 1 • ., · • . . • •• 

Yet there . were circumstances m the situatiOn whwh dimi
nished these embarrassments. The majority _overJwhicli Peel 
presided was loyal in its support of him ;· a few months after , 
the dis~ohition,_ the ?irth of a Prince of W ~les gav~ lthe people 
a new mterest m the, monarchy ; and a slight revival of trade · 
induced_ the hope . that the· nation might ultimatbly recover· 
some portion ,of its; previous' .ptosperity.1 The pe{iod of the 
year, .. moreover; at which Peel took office was offadvantage 
to him.. , Members of Parliament, anxious to n!turn to -their 
COUntry Seats and their country amusements, were aesirOUS"tO 
help the ·ministry • to transact .the necessary ;busiJess : of the· 
autumn, and to leave it leisure to prepare undi!turbed its 
I?easu_res ~or the :su~ceeding y~ar~ _ · 1 -. 
_ Two thmgs reqmred to be done before Parliament was 
prorogued. .. Baring had made no provision for th, estimated 
deficit of about £2,soo,ooo: On the 27th of.Sep; His ~rst · 

tember Goulburn proposed· to raise £s,ooo,ooo of- duties. 

new- stock, applyit;g one-half of the.:s_um to exi:ing~ishing the 
d~ficit; the other hal(to f~ndin? a similar. amount of~xc~equ~r 
bills.2· There was nothmg either heroic or offenstve m this 
pr~posal, and the scheme· was approved. With~ allnost equal 
readiness Parliament agreed to continue ·the •Poor L~w ·till the 
end of the followingJuly. Every one saw. that it ·Ja:s-reason-

, able that the law: should be continued till the. mtnistry had . .,. .· 
_I <· • • -~t" 

1 '111ere is·:a.curious letter tiC-Dr. Arnold to Bunsen, •in which he ~ays: 
'"Trade seems reviving,· alihough ·I suspect tbat in many markets.you have 

excluded us irrevoca~ly." See Dean Stanley's. Life of Arnold, vol.· ii. p. .250. 

~ Hansard, val. lix. p. 834. · · 
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leisure to examine the questions involved in its repeal. The 
commissioners conciliated their opponents by relaxing some of 
their regulations, and the ministers succeeded without much 
difficulty in obtaining the powers which they required.1 

Public business being thus facilitated, a few days' -worK 
enabled the ministry to get through its labours. Peel only 
The session took his seat after his re-election on the 16th of 
of ' 84•· September; on the 7th of October, Parliament was 
prorogued. 2 The second session of the new Parliament com
menced on the 3rd of February 1842. The subjects with 
which it was necessary to deal were clearly indicated in the 
speech from the throne. The queen recommended " the state 
of the finances and of the expenditure of the country" to the 
consideration of the Legislature ; and she urged it to consider 
the laws which affected the import of corn and of other articles 
the produce of foreign countries.3 The speech naturally ex
cited considerable expectation. Amidst the general expectancy, 

1 h c Peel explained the scheme which he proposed to 
~rws. orn 
. , _.. substitute for the existing Corn Law. ~Under the 
law which had been passed in 1828, the duty varied with the 
price. When the price of wheat was 59s. to 6os. a quarter, 
foreign wheat was admissible at a 27s. duty; when the price 
exceeded 73s. a quarter, it was admitted at a rs. duty. Between 
these two extremes there were numerous variations : when the 
price of wheat W!lS 64s. a quarter, the duty amounted to 23s. 8d.; 
when the price rose to 66s., the duty fell to 2os. 8d. ; when the 
price rose to 6gs., the duty fell to r6s. 8d. Up to this pGint, 
therefore, every addition to the price of wheat was attended by 
a corresponding fall in the rate of duty. When the price of 
wheat, however, exceeded 7os., the duty fell much more rapidly, 
and evr=ry addition of a shilling to the price reduced the duty, 
on an average, by 4s. · The statesmen who devised this sin
gular arrangement imagined that 7os. was a famine price, and 
that the importation of corn should be facilitated at this point. 
T!}.ey failed to notice that their plan had the effect of creating 

1 Hansard, vol. lix. pp. 513, 703, 881, 953· 
s Ibid., p. 624 a I hid., vol. lx. p. 3-
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t~y-'YhJch.J~~Y~~~!.Q-liY<?id. When t~e price 
of wheat once rose to 695., it _was the clear interest of the 
importer to keep back his corn till the price rose to 7 y. The 
slight rise of 45, in the price immediately saved him from 
1 ss. Sd. of the duty.1 

In altering the Corn Law, Peel decided on removing ·this 
obvious objection to it. t_f;i~4h.~r_ec!, .. ;tq. 7 3~·. a~~t~~;~PiifE. at 
which tg¢.~xs,.<!!HY spo~.J!<Lcommence .. f{e.s\lggest~d a: 2oS: 
d •• 1t1:Y• -~~Jl)e, price. stood.,.b_etween ,sos:,.~ and,.,&J.s . .-:Bet:~Y.een 
th£~itjX,9~~xtr~_m~_g,:Ji<;,P,LQP;9,~e~ .l!:.gr~~.!;~L,~Jt.tY1 falling as the 
price rose from 505, to 52s., from 555. to 66s., and from 695. to 
73s., but temporarily resting between 525, and sss., and 66s. 
and 69i. 2 )The odd arrangement which was thus suggested 
would, Peel thought, tend to encourage the importation of 
corn at each of the proposed resting-places. The proposal was 
not entirely acceptable either to his friends or his opponents. 
The former declared that the minister had thrown over the 
landed interest. The latter denounced the measure as an 
insult to a suffering people. The League ado~ted this lan
guage; 3 and Russell, reverting to the proposal which· he had 
made in office; asked the House to resolve that !' considering 
the. evils which have been caused by the present Corn Laws, 
and especially by the fluctuations of the graduated or sliding 
scale,'' it " was not prepared to adopt the measure." 4 

The resolution which Russell thus proposed conveniently 
raised a distinct issue between the two parties. Peel had 
placed before Parliame1xt a graduated scale, dependent on the 
price of corn; R,.ll~~~(!ll,.!tfilf~c.i~dutr,.h!!Yi!!K.!12..cif..~~~e 
p_ti~. The issue was in principle similar to that which twenty 
years before had been raised by Londonderry on one side and 

I This effect of the old Corn Law was clearly explained by Peel in Ha11sard, 
vol. lx. p. 223. · 

. 2 Ibid., p. 228. ~ 

3 Malmesbury's Memoirs of an ex-Minister, p. xo3 ; Quarterly Review, vol 
~~~ . . 

4 Hansard, vol. Ix. pp. 235, 358. 288x petitions, with r,54o,ooo signatures, 
were presented either for the repeal of the Corn Laws or against Peel's bill, 
Prentice, History of the Corn Law League, vol. i. p. 328. 
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Ricardo on the othe;.l The House might have almost con
tented itself with reading the old debates of r822, instead o1 
again discussing the issue in 1842. The House, however, 

< debated Peel's new proposal for three nights. In these debates 
the Cabinet was represented by Knatchbull and Graham; but 
Peel found his most competent assistant in a younger man. 
Mr. Glad- Mr. William Gladstone, the son of a Scotch mer-
stone. chant settled at Liverpool, was born in r8o9. Like 
his great leader, Peel, he followed up a brilliant career at a 
great public school, by taking a high degree at Oxford. For
tunately, even the doors of a reformed Parliament were open 
to a young man of promise ; and the Duke of Newcastle, 
anxious to maintain his influence at Newark, invited Mr. Glad
stone to stand for his borough. The Tory duke watched with 
satisfaction the progress of the young politician whom, he pro
bably thought, he had distinguished by his notice. Mr. Glad
stone, whose father had possessions in the West Indies, IUfide his 
!!!ark in the first reformed Parliament by a vigorous defence of 
sl~very and t~e planters. His ability was rewarded by a sub
ordinate office in Peel's first Administration. From 1835 he 
became one of the recognised supporters of Conservative prin
ciples. Supporting Graham's motion, condemning the war 
with China, in r84o; 2 supporting Sandon's resolution on the 
sugar duties in r84r,s he had strong claims on the Conserva
tive Ministry. His services were rewarded with two offices, 
the Vice-Presidency of the Board of Trade, and the Mastership 
of the Mint; and his ambition was further gratified by his 
appointment to the Privy Council. Any one, however, who 
will turn back to the debates of 1842 will see that these various 
honours were worthily bestowed. The brunt of every great 
contest in that session fell on Peel; but Peel found his most 
capable lieutenant in the young orator whom he had just raised 
to the Privy Council. 

The first occasion after his acceptance of office on which 
Mr. Gladstone rendered effectual service to his . party was ir 

1 See ante, vol. ii. p. 108. 2 Hansard, vol. lv. p. 1029. 

a Ibid ... val. !viii. p. I6o, 
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replying to Russell's criticisms ·on Peel's scheme. In pref~r
ring a fixed,duty to Peel's graduated scale, Russell was adopt-

. ing the wiser and more statesmanlike course. But there was 
orie objection to Russell's fixed duty. · In periods of scarcity, 

w?!.ll..!!!~)~ri£~-~.PL£9!n< ~ll,~- bigh, iU~P.9~~-}.'_-;-~~h _h~avier 
burden on~ the consumer than Peel's scale. Both ·statesmen 

'p?actically- proposed whe~ -the-' pi-1~~ .;;~ 64s. that the duly 
should be 8s. But Peel contemplated that every further rise 
'in the price should be atten<fed with a corresponding fall in 
the duty. _-Russell saw the advantage which this circumstance 
·gave to his ·opponent, and suggested as 'a matter for- conside
ration that when the price rose to 7 3s. the 8s. duty might be 
changed into a IS. duty.l ·Mr. Gladstone at once fastened on 
this suggestion. -What would be the effect; he asked, of the 
two schemes on an importer Of corn when the price of wheat 
stood at 64s., the point at which both Russell's and Peel's 
scheme niet, at which "these two great planets '-"ere in con
junction?_" (Under Peel's scheme the importer would. have 

.

1

, an inducement- to let in his· corn which would- increase with 
every .increase in price ; under Russell's scheme he . would 
have every inducement to keep back :his corn till the price 

J rose, to 7 3s. 2 /!Russell's scheme thus reproduced one of the 
evils of the old law, and would prove a source of. inconvenience 
to the consumer. ; 

It is probable that the great body of members only jmper
fectly understood the issues which. were thus laid before them~ 
But the majority of them. had been returned to Parliament 
pledged to reject Russell's scheme, imd Russell accordingly 

I experienced a decisive defeat. 8 This' division, however, did 
not terminate the controversy; Two days after the defeat of 
Russell's amendment, M...s.YHliers proposed the total repeal· of 
the Corn Laws. The consequent debate ·spread over five 
nights; but total repeal found little favour on either side of 

1 the House, and Mr. Villiers was defeated~ by a large majority.~-

1 Hansard, vol. Ix. p. 352. 
• 349 votes to 226. Ibid,, ,p. 620 •. 

' 793 votes to 90- Ibid.1 p. 108~, 

~ Ibid., p. 370. ,, 
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On the following· day, Christopher, one of the .members for 
Lincolnshire, a county which has been always remarkable for 
its fidelity to protection, endeavoured to obtain a slightly 
higher scale of duties than that which had been proposed by 
Peel. Christopher, however, did not venture to press his own 
views to a division. A subsequent .proposal to levy relatively 
higher duties on barley was also defeated; and Peel's scale 

~ was embodied in a bill, which was· read a first and second 
time in the first fortnight of March.1 

For a whole month the time of the House of Commons was 
occupied almost continuously with these discussions. .But the 
. members were already eagerly expecting a more im-

'I he Budget. 
portant debate. From the commencement of the 

session men had intently speculated on the financial measures 
which it was known that Peel was preparing. During the 
whole month, however, in which the House was engaged on 
the Corn Law; Peel made no sign. He declined to commit 
himself to an imperfect statement/ and he waited till the Army 
and Navy estimates were voted to bring forward his Budget 
At last, on the nth of March, he rose to allay the general 
expectation. Baring, in 1841, had estimated the revenue uf 
1841-42 at £48,3ro,ooo, the expenditure at £so,731,226, 
and had placed the deficit at £2,421,776. 3 Peel, speaking 
within three weeks of the close of the financial year, placed 
the revenue at £48,osJ,ooo, the expenditure at £so,387,ooo, 
the deficit at £2,334,ooo. The deficit of 1837-38 had 
amounted to £r,4oo,ooo, the deficit of 1838-39 to £4oo,ooo, 
the deficit of 1839-40 t'o £r,457,ooo, the deficit of 1840-41 
to £1,842,ooo, the deficit of 1841-42 was estimated at 
£2,334,ooo. The gross deficits of these five years had ex
ceeded £7,4oo,ooo. But the evil did not stop here; the 
expenditure of 1842-43 was placed at £so,8rg,ooo, the 
revenue at only £48,Jso,ooo. There was every probability, 
therefore, that a further sum of £2,47o,ooo would be added 
to the gross deficit. in the ensuing year; and that_ the accumu. 

I Hansard, voL Ix. pp. uo3, ix84; and vol. h<i. pp. 44, 405. 
I Ibid,, vol. lx. p. 147. 3 Se!'! ({1/f&~ yo!, jv. p. 2~ 
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Ia ted deficits of the six . years . would . amount . to almost 
£1o,ooo,ooo.1 

For six years a Whig Ministry had tolerated these dis.credit
able deficienCies. Spring Rice h~d made no effort, and Baring 
had failed in his attempt, to determine ~hem. ·His addition 
of five per cerit. to the customs and excise in· 1 84o had broken 
dowri2 His modification of the sugar and timber duties· in 
r84i: had been rejected by Parliament. It was obvious that 
Peel·in 18{2 could not resort to the proposal which he had 
assisted· in:· defeating in I 84 r ,' or to the measure which had 
proved abortive in i84o. One e·xpedient, however, was open 
to the financier; ·and Peel had the courage to impose a direct 
ta?C on in tome. HMr,qp£§.~P~J2x .. th~xt T~~come· 
t~)'$~!~~~!2f.J~EP~nc~l~P.,.Q,)llld, or of ta~ived. 
almost exactly three per cent., on each person's income; but 
to exempt from· its operation all incomes of less than £lso 
a year; and aJ.L.Ir_ishmen,_except . .Jrish_laridlo;ds residingTn 
Great-Britain. · Ireland being excused the tax, Peel increased 

(the duty on Irish spirits by1s. a gallon. In addition to these 
arrangements, he decided on equalising the stamp duties, and 
on' subjecting coal exported in British bottoms to the tax 
of 4S; charged on coal exported in foreign vessels. By these 
various methods he expected to derive an income of £4,38o,ooo, . 
and th~pyer.t.his.deficit of ,l;2,476,ooo i~!~~~l;!~plu's.of 
£r,9oo,ooo. 3 

1 The figures were as follows :~ 
Rivenue, 1842-43· Expenditure, r842-43. 

Customs . £22,500,000 Debt . and Consolidated 
Excise • I3,45o,ooo Fund • 
Stamps . 7,1oo,ooo· Army 
Taxes • 4,400,000· Navy • , 
Post Office soo,ooo Mlscelianeous 
Crown Lands 150,000 Ordnance • 
Miscellaneous 250,000 Fortifications • 

China 

. £3!·795.000 
6,617,000 
6,739·000 
2,800,000 
2,084,000 

w8,ooo 
67s.ooc. 

£so,8r8,ooo 
or, including fractions, £5o,8r9,ooo. 
Hans., voL Jxi. p. 426. 

2 Peel said in 1842 that the five.per cent. ought to have produced £r,8gs,ooo, 
and that it only yielded £2o6,ooo. Hansard, vaL lxi •. p. 432.. , 

a Peel expected to derive £.3•77o,OQO from the income-tax, £,roo,ooo from 
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By_ gne bold stroke Peel had succeeded in converting a 
deficit into a surplus. _By another bold stroke he applied his 
Protection surplus towards the relief of trade. In I 842, the 
duties. tariff enumerated no less than I 200 articles. Every 
commodity which either necessity or fancy required paid toll 
at the custom-house. Many of these duties, however, were 
not raised for the sake of providing a revenue for the State; 
the 111ajority of them were imposed for the sake of protecting 
the British manufacturer or the British colonist. The country 
gentlemen who had governed England for one hundred and 
fifty years had displayed the merit of consistency in their 
principle. They taxed foreign corn, foreign meat, and foreign 
wool, ·for the sake of maintaining their own rents; they taxed 
foreign commodities for the sake of maintaining the profits of 
the manufacturers. In their universal benevolence they were 
ready to listeq to any cry for protection which was raised by 
the humblest interest; the only interest which they consistently 
disregarded was that of the consumer. The great town of 
Birmingham once seriously desired that the use of shoestrings 
instead of buckles should be prohibited ; and it is probable, 
if shoestrings had only been imported from abroad, the absurd 
request would have been complied with. Some member, how
ever, recollected that, if Birmingham made buckles, Coventry 
made ribbons, and the House, unable to decide between two 
such claims, suffered the consumer to tie instead of buckling 
his shoe. 1 Birmingham succeeded in surviving the crisis in 
its trade which the change of fashion had threatened. But the 
House neglected to apply the lesson which it might have learned 
from the incident. Members, who thought it the first duty of 
freemen to frre themselves from competition, forgot that in 

- freeing themselves from competition they had ceased to be free. 

stamps, £250,000 from spirits, and £200,000 from coal; total, £4,38o,ooo. 
Hansard, vol. !xi. p. 449· By an odd mistake, which is corrected in the text, he 
placed the deficit in his speech at £2,570,000 instead of £2,470,000. Peel sub
sequently explained that he had provided the additional £roo,ooo to meet any 
deficiency which might arise or special emergency, Cf. ibid., pp. 842, 902· 

1 The story was told by Slaney in the House of Commons in r83o. Ibid., 
New Series, vol. xxiv, p. 686. 
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· Something, indeed, had been already done by Wallace and· 
Huskisson to remove some of the encumbrances by which trade 
had been fettered. But their ·reforms, whose nature has already 
been described in this history, had only touched a few of the 
chief commodities of trade. · Boidet than his predecessors, 
Peel dealt with the whole 12oo articles· affected by the tariff.1 

The duties on the raw materials, he 'proposed,_ should never 
exceed five per cent. ; the duties on articles partly manufac-

. tured, twelve· per ceht. ; the duties on manufactured articles, 
twenty per cent.' of their value. These three decisions aJI«,s:g;d 
Z,S~,J~Jh:3.~o~~j0E1 or nearly twoout of everythree 
articles, enumerated in the-tariff. - So miserable was the effect 
of prohibitory duties that· the policy only involved a loss of 
£27o,ooo a year. ~dition.....Jo_this_gE._eat reform,_J::e€::1 
reduced the_ duti~~ge coache_s,~o!!._foreign,and~colollial, 
coffee, on .IT.ejgJ;l_and coloni~ti.rnller,_al)d.rep~f.l~d~theEP.£.rt 
dlitfeson-British manufactures.2 · • · 

",....._ _ __.,_.~ 

;The great Budget which was thus introduced led to fierce· 
debates. But public men· of botli parties were so startled at 
th~ apparition of an income-tax that they confined themselv~s 

1 It must be recollected that in the Budget Peel was fortified. by the report 
of the Import Duties Committee: The inquiry before this Committee did· 
perhaps more to destroy protection than any other work which can be men
tioned, Disraeli called the evidence " the greatest work of imagin;1tion of the 
nineteenth century." . Hansard, vol, xcvii. p. 431, But no other workeither 
or" fact or imagination had a great~r influence. '· 
· 2 The relief involved a loss of ,revenue of · 

750 articles" /,270,0oo. 
Coffee 170,000 
Timber . . 6oo,ooo, 
Export duties Io0,oo0 
Stage coaches 70,000 : 

----
£!,210,000 

Hansard, vol. lxi. pp. 45o-463. It is said that, under the old system, Baltic 
timber was carried from the Baltic to Canada, reshipped, and brought back to 
England so as to come in at a ios. instead of a sss. duty. Ibid., vol. xxvii. p. 
214- In the same way, before 1842, Brazilian coffee was carried" to -the Cape 
in order that it might be impoifed at the 9d. (or East.Indian) duty_instead of 
the Is. 3d. (or Toreign) duty. Ibid., vol, !xi. p .. 457· Such were the miserable 
shifts to which the ProtectionistS drove the ·trader. 
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in the first instance to that part of the scheme. Peel's original 
Debates on intimation that an income-tax would be proposed 
.the Budget. was received in "ominous silence" from his own 
supporters.l The silence was not imitated by the Oppo
sitiOn. Baring, speaking with the authority of an ex-finance 
minister, objected to the duty. Russell, rising as the mouth
piece of the Whig party, supported Baring's objection. 
Brougham, recollecting the memorable victory which he had· 
won in the same cause in r8r6, and perhaps fancying that some 
portion of the influence which he had possessed as a commoner 
still clung to him as a peer, invited the Lords to insist on the 
tax being made a temporary burden ; and the Opposition 
generally, imagining that the murmurs of their leaders in the 
House would be echoed in the country, clamoured for the 
adjournment of the debates till after the Easter holidays. The · 
contemplated agitation, however, perished in the hour of its 
birth. · The Lords, alarmed at the possible consequences of a 

. controversy on financial subjects with the Commons, persuaded 
Brougham to withdraw his resolution; the queen set an ex

' fmple to her subjects by promising that .her own. income, fre_~;: 
by the rules of the Constitution.from taxation, should be ~!lb~ 

J j~ted to the new burden; and the people, instead of petition
ing against the bill, imitated the example of their sovereign, 
and met in many cases to pass resolutions in its favour. 2 The 
Whigs had already lost repute by their administration of the 
national finances; they incurred · further obloquy by their 
attempt to defeat the measures which Peel was taking to 
restore the credit of the State. 

The session was almost entirely occupied by the deb~!e on 
~~h: _p~opos,als. Every portion of the Budget afforded an 
opportunity for repeated discussions. The new income-tax, 

1 Hansard, vol. lxi. p. II2J. 

2 For Brougham's resolution, ibid., p. 507; for its withdrawal, ibid., p. 
755; for Baring's speech, ibid., p. 840; for Russell's, ibid., p. 897 ; and cf. 
the debates, ibid., pp. 944, rn8; for the queen's message, ibid., p. 659. A 
large me!iting was held at Sunderland to denounce the Budget ; a resolution 
in its favour was proposed, and carried almost unanimously. Ibid., vol. lxii. 
p. 246. 
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the new corn law, the new tariff, the new spirit duties for 
Ireland, had, each and all of them, to be eni"bodied in sepa
rate measures ; and at every stage of each cit these measures 
renewed discussion becan1e possible. Russell himself opposed 
the first reading of the Income-Tax Bill; Charles Buller, a 
little later, urged the House to reject it on its seconCl read- -
ing; Hume, trying to minimise the evil which the Opposition 
apprehended from. the tax, endeavoured to limit its duration 
to a year; Elphiristorie; embodying: in a formal resoiutiori the 
views of advanced Liberals, desired to su!Jstitute for it a tax 
on the succession to real estate; a~d Roebuck, animated by 
similar considerations,· wished to relieve professional men from 
one-half the burden 'o( the tax. The wordy warfare did not 
cease with the passage of the bill through the Commons. · When 
the bill reached the Lords, Lansdowne proposed a resolution 
objecting to it, and the passionate discussions only terininated 
wJ.!l?. .. tp~ )2~~'!-g~" 2U~e"g}~~s,ur..e.1 The discu~sion;Tnthe 
tariff were even more prolonged. The.tariff invited the oppo
sition ~f two distinct parties. Protectionists were alarmed 
because it went so far ; free traders were concerned because 

· it did not go far enough. One party thought it dangerous, the 
other inconsistent. Protection, indeed, was already becoming 
unfashionable. Only a minority of the House of Comqwns 
in 1 842 was ready to avow its deliberate antipathy- to free 
trade. In theory most members were free traders; ·it was only 
when he descended from generals to parti<_:ulars that the~ free 
trader became a proteCtionist. One member, in the interests 
of the shoemakers, wanted an increased duty on women's 
shoes ; another member,_ m the· interests of the Isle of Port
land, wanted an increased. duty on foreign stone; a third; 
trembling for the future of. Cornwall, proposed higher duties 
on foreign

4
copper; and Peel mentioned a Scotch correspon

dent of his own ·,vho was· a good free trader in everything 
except hewngs:2 But the country gentlemen were most per
·- 1 The debates referred to in the text are i'n Hansard, vol. lxii. pp. 640-71<J, 
ibid., pp. 998-1040; ibid;, pp. 1139-1164; ibid,, vol. IXiii. p. 24i; ibid., vol. 
Jxiv. pp. 24, 83; · ·· · · · 

2 Ibid., vol. lxiii. pp. 363, 761, 1365, 1495· 
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sistent in their struggle for protection. Confronted with a new 
corn law and a new tariff, they trembled foli their own rents, 
and for their county's future. They endeavoured to raise the 
duties on cattle, bacon, apples, vegetables, cheese, and butter 
-articles whose importation had been previously prohibited, 
but which Peel was proposing to admit at moderate rates of 
duty. They succeeded in securing a duty of 6d. a bushel on 
foreign apples. On every other point they were beaten, and 
were forced to contemplate the possibility of competition with 
foreign countries.1 In the discussions which thus took place 
the spokesmen of the Government almost uniformly used the 
language of protectionists. They endeavoured to reassure the 
drooping spirits of their supporters by proving that the pro
tection which the tariff still secured was adequate for aU 
practical purposes. 2 Protection was still the mainspring of 
their policy. It was in vain that Roebuck endeavoured to 
equalise the duties on foreign and colonial timber, and on 
foreign and colonial sugar. The protectionists rallied in the 
defence of colonists and planters ; and the free traders were 
decisively defeated. 3 The ministry, in fact, was not satisfied 
with maintaining the bulwarks of protection; it decided on 
retracing a step which Parliament, eleven years before, had 
taken in the direction of free trade. Althorp, in 1831, had 
been wise enough to reduce the duties on the export of coal; 
and the trade had grown to an unprecedented extent in conse
quence. A great geologist, however, alarmed at the possible 
consequences of the exhaustion of the mines, and successful 
in instilling his own fears into the breast of the minister, 
persuaded the Government to propose an export duty of 4s. a 
ton on. coal. The indignant remonstrance of the trade forced 

1 Miles tried to increase the duty on foreign cattle from £r per head toSs. 
per cwt. Hansard, vol. lxiii. p. 617; and cf. p. 688. See also ror the duty on 
onions and potatoes, ibid., p. 753-

2 See, for instance, Goulburn's remarks on the duty on shoes, and Mr. 
Gladstone's defence of the duty on cotton and iron to protect minor branches 
of tbe cotton and iron trades. Ibid., pp. 1365, 1367. 

s For the 11J<?tiGir-of\1,tbesugar duties, ibid., p, IISS; for that on tbe timber 
duties, iui'!•· 'p. 128o, • ·," ... .. 
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the Government into ·~ compromise; and the duty was ulti· 

n mately.fixed at 4-S:, a ton on coal e.xpo:ted i~_foreign ~hip?, and 
Vat qnly 2s; a;..<ton on coal exported m Bntlsh vessels. Men·~· 
:· probably considered that they had done som.ething to postpone 

the catastrophe which geologists predicted. . They omitted to 
observe that; as every ton of pig-iron presumed the consumption 
of three tons of coal, the exhaustion of England was much 
~ore effectually precipitated by the export 'of iron pigs than 

-by the export of coaJ.l 
.· Yet, notwithstanding th~-objections which free traders might 
raise, t~ .• }?.!!Sl~~±;...P.LQY~<!.Jh~~(ir.st,grelJ.t.~!;l va.n~J!;,.in~t4e 

· ~!!? .. n-9.fi:~e_:~~~<ie. It did not remove the shackles under 
awhich trade was struggling, but it relaxed the fastenings and 
flightened the load. .The language, too, w}:iich Peei hab~tually 
used was more liberal than that of his colleagues ; and it was 
possible to deduce fron::J. it that free trade in corn was the 
direct result ofhis policy .. "!have a deep impression," so he~ 
declared, "a firm conviction, ~hat population is inc'reasing more 

tra~i~ly. t~an the s~p~ly of provisions .in this co~ntry." 2. The 
~pmwn mduced h1m m r842 to encourage .. the 1mportatwn of 
foreign cattle· and foreign meat. It. was easy to infer that it 

_might force him at some future time to sanction the admission 
of foreign corn. 
· And never since England had been a natio!l was the need 

for cheap food more apparent. '(~e~~~ The distress 

l}ac:l been iD!;~a..sfug since; r 83 7-ha_d .ilttaffie.s!_p_!gpOf- or;~e p~o!>!e. 
tions which)Us_qifficulu~se. The Go_vernment was fully 

' 1 For the coal duties; Hansard, vol. lxiii. pp~ 1545-85. • 
~ Ibid., p. 662. Steam had taught Peel a lesson which he might other-

.._ wise have never learned •. Steam had enabled Irish cattle, &c., to be imported 
.in hirge quantities. into'England. In 1825, 72,000 •sheep, 63,000 cattle, and 
65,000 'swine were imported from Ireland into England. In 1840 these numbers 
had risen to 193,000 sheep, 120,000 cattle, and 384,ooo'swine. Yet the increased 
fmportation had not reduced prices (which, on the contrary, had risen), and 
had .not, therefore, injured the English .farme" Ibid., p. 38o. Peel put the 
consumption of London at 170,000 or 18o,ooo cattle a year; that of England 
at 1,3cio,ooo or x,soo,ooo: The numbers are inaccurately printed in Hansard . 
as 13,000,000 and 15,000,000. Mr. Gladstone put tht; consumption-apparen:ly 
more accurately-afterwards at 200,000 oxen for Lo~.(~ ~Nffjo•ooo for all 
Engl~nd. Cf. Ibid., P: 641. _ . , ~ . . . II~«:; 

23947 .g ~ 
1 5 J v t.. 1SS'8 § LIBRARY. ~ .. 
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conscious of its extent and its severity. Early in May minis· 
ters advised the queen to issue a letter recommending the 
collection of subscriptions for the poor in every parish church; 
they sent down a Commission to Paisley, and provided funds 
for the relief of that district,! These arrangements, however, 

1 made no perceptible impression on the vast load of suffering 

t
under which the population was sinking; the almost universal 
poverty. which was the lot of the spring became even more 
marked in the summer. The Opposition endeavoured to 
deduce from these circumstances the necessity for fresh laws. 
In the beginning of July, Wallace, in the Commons, proposed 
that the session should be prolonged until after an inquiry had 
been made into the cause of the people's misery. Ten nights 
afterwards,' Brougham, in the Lords, suggested the appointment 
of a Select Committee to undertake the inquiry: Brougham 
and \Yallace were unable to secure any effectual support fot 
their motions.2 Peel, convinced of the wisdom of his own 
measures, declined to be forced into exceptional or additional 
legislation, and the long debates which Wallace and Brougham 
originated were only useful in acquainting the people with 
the price which they were paying for the dying system of 
protection 

In fact, the consequences of the old policy of protection, 
which Peel had not yet abandoned, had been only imperfectly 
Thecostof understood before the debates of 1842. Educated 
protection. men, indeed, capable of appreciating the deductive 
reasoning of Adam Smith, were acquainted with his. objections 
to the commercial system of the eighteenth century. But the 
people had not read the "Wealth of Nations," and could not 
have understood it if they had done so. For their information 
the cost of protection was translated into plain figures. It was 
shown that the differential duties on foreign and colonial timber 
virtually imposed a tax of £z,ooo,ooo a year on the people; 
that the same system raised the price of sugar by zos. a cwt., 
or, on an average consumption of 4,ooo,ooo cwt., imposed 

I Hansard, vol. JxiiL pp. 685, 886. 
2 Ibid., vol. lxiv. pp. 86r, 1238, 1241, 1288, 
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a tax of £4,ooo,ooo on the nation. It was estimated that the 
average duty on. wheat_ amounted. to ros. a quarter, and that, 
as the peopie consumed 24,ooo,o;o quarters a year,1 the bread 
tax was equivalent to an annual' tax of £r2,ooo,ooo. Protec
tion, therefore, i~ the case of these three articles was imposing 
a charge of £ r 8,ooo,ooo, a sum _exceeding one-third of its 
revenue, on the overtaxed people of this country. The three 
interests, indeed, in the eyes- of agitators resolved themselves 
into one interest. The -country gentlemen of England ,,-e_fe 
interested in the Jamaica plantations.• The counfry gentlemen 
of England, while nominally protecting the fore~ts of-Canada,. 
were in reality thinking of their . own 'woods.' The country' 
gentlemen of England were inflicting dear bread on''the poor 
for the sake of maintaining 'their own rents. "Was· ever al! 
aristocracy so endowed?" asked Cobden in Parliament. ."They. 
had the Colonies, the Army, 'the Navy, the Church;_ arid' yet 
they condescended to COntend for a slice from the' pOOF man's 
loaf." "If devils were lords in England," wr'ote Ebeneze~ 
Elliott, "they could but tax our bread." 2 

Beaten on the Corn Laws, beaten on the tariff, beaten on· 
the proposed inquiry into the causes-of the distress, the Opposi
tion yet decided to inake one more 'effort for the sake .of a 
suffering people. The price of corn had been high in r84r, a 
wet autumn had interfered- with the"'sowing, and speculators 
anticipated that the price would be still higher in the autumn 
of r842. They kept, therefore, their corn in bond, and 
declined to import it even under Peel's Corn Law. ( Sixteen 
years before, in a period of distress, the Liverpool Ministry 

tad suspended the Corn Law, and temporarily sanctioned the 
mportation of foreign corn.a The precedent of 1826, it was 
rge.d, was_ exactly ap.plica.ble to the situation of 1842. ·" 'lk, 
~P$~~lli)-gr,y.,;_le,t....!b5!W_,~," said O'Connell in the 

1 It is variously esti~ated. The estimate in the text is from the Report of 
the Handloom Weavers, and is quoted in Hansard, vol. lxiv. p. 336. 

2 For the estimated loss by timber, ibid., vol. lxiii. p. 1281; for that on 
sugar, ibid., p. 1163 ; for tl)e extract from Cobden's speech, ibid., vol. lxiv 
p. 1361. 

3 Ante, vol. ii. p. 208. 

VOL. V. B 
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simple language in which his most forcible appeals were 
couched. " But they said there was no food. Let them tell 
him no such thing. There ·were, at this moment, I,soo,ooo 
quarters of wheat lying in bond, waiting until prices became 
high enough for the landlords to allow the people to be fed." 1 

. Peel, however, relying on his new policy, declined to give 
\way. He had chosen his part, and nothing that the ll).inority 
could do could move him from it The debates whicli the 
Opposition continued to raise could only in consequence be 
injurious to the public interests. They encouraged the corn
jobbers to keep back their corn in the vain hope tha~ the law 
would be suspended, and that it would be admitted free o£ 
duty. Throughout the earlier months of the year, moreover, 
the weather had promoted the speculation for a rise in prices. 
A wet autumn was followed by a wet spring; and an unusually 
cold May induced the best authorities to predict a late and 
bad harvest. Suddenly, however, the barometer rose, the. 
clouds cleared away, and one of the wettest of Mays was fol
lowed by one of the hottest of Junes. The summer sun 
removed the effects of the spring clouds. The hot weather 
exerted an aimost miraculous influence. The quality of the 
grain proved as good as the yield was satisfactory, and th~ 
whole of the harvest was cut and garnered a fortnight earlier 
than usual. 2 

The sudden change in the weather in the summer of 1842 
produced a marked effect on prices. During April, May, and 
The summer June the price of wheat gradually rose from 5 8s. Sd.. 
of t84•· to 64S. sd. the imperial quarter. The corn-jobbers, . 
anticipating a further rise, and speculating on a possible· sus
pension of the new Corn Law, kept back their corn, retaining' 
no less than z,ooo,ooo quarters in bond. The price, instead 
of xisihg, remained almost stationary until after the r8th of 
August. tThe jobbers, by that time convinced that their 

1 Hansard, val. Jxiv. p. 1177. 
2 Tooke's Hist. of Prices, vo!. iv. pp. II, 12. Mr. Tooke is responsible for 

the "miraculous influence," and I have endeavoured in other respects to pre· 
serve the language of this very exact observer. The rainfall i·s recorded in 
Ann. Reg., r842, Chron., p. 378. 
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speculation bad. failed;. suddenly poured the .whole of their 
. corn on th~: market. ~ An addition of ~,ooo;ooo quarters of 
co~n-:-:-neai-Iy ·Otie-t~nth of a year;; cons~rnpl:iOti-7had a neces
:~ary and immediate effect on prices. :ne ho'ine yield, proving 
.on:e-fourth large~ than usuai,l stimulated the· ;reaction; and 
. the ·ptii::e of. wheat, which had .averaged 64s. 5d. in July, fell 
to ~4o,1'.)n.:the.autumn. 2 ' . · · · 

vso sudden was the 'revulsi()n in prices that man.r,;;.:person~· • 
were·. ruined. by it. . The corn-jobbers experienced -t~e. f~te. 

·which is _the. natural,result of an unsuccessful specu- · Its' effect 

·lation,:.lfne ·farmers ,were deprived of the adyan- iJL.i>i:I:es. 
tl:l;ges which the gqod .h~rvest might have j)rougqt, them,; by 

· the panic. fall~in the. value of their produce. ~v~n~tll,~:p9or,._ 
· ~~g :J!l_~j;:.. m..is~rable -habitation§;, .. ~ere M no+;.reli~v:ed .. , by, 
cE_e..~P,~L. fo93:-~_,'l):~~Y· ~ould _ Jl~t,p_ro<;:Ur,(!..,t4~~~.~witl)out 

:. ~is:.£:! ~they"c_ould.n_ot bt~y :ev~n,clleap,!;>re~d. ., . 
. ·.During the first hal( of 1842 the. poor had endured with 
p~tiehce· the .fate which. :wa!l apparently overtaking them .. 
:rheir. conduct. had received• on more. than one occasion the 

·,_cold approval of the authorities. Poor ignorant, men, they had 
'listened to th~ only advisers who condescended to inst!uct 
them.· Th'e_Chartists told them that theywer~ poor The Char-: 

he2ause they. were not represented in Parliament; \!!is." · 

~and that thdr political enfranchisement c;ould not be refused if 
they had only !f1ecourage to insist on it. Many people thought 

. with Sybil that. the peo_ple h~d ','learnt their strength," s and • 
thu.t .the -doors of Parliament ~ould fly open before. its peace-

. ::ble. demonstration. . The.Ji_r.~L~tep..i_!!_ the .sJ..emo~s_trati~?!l. \y~s 
ts>;:P._~t;it)Q!(,.!.~.~jiouse ~oL (;oi];lrrlOns. T~ree years before, 
.indeea,-- the Chartists, in resolving on a similar· attempt, had • 
experienced. an' _unexpected reverse. 4 They Sl}CCee9,eQ., not= 
Withsfu~ding :their previous failure, in. obtaining 3,3rs·,752 
signatures· to the petition which they presented to Parliament 
in 1842. They induced Duncombe to moye that .they should • 

l Tooke's Hist. of Prices,. vol.· iv. p. 13. 

' s Ann. Reg., 1842, Chron., p. 377· 
4 For the petition of 1839, ante, vol. iv. p. 385. 

3 Sybil, bk. iv. ch. xv, 
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oe heard either by themselves or by their counsel at the bar 
of the House. But the petition of 1842 proved as abortive 
as the petition of 1839. The Government refused to listen 
to a plea which it was resolved to reject. The most pro
minent members of the Opposition supported the policy of 
the Administration ; the majority readily adopted the advice of 
its leaders ; and the hearing which the petitioners claimed was 
accordingly refused.1 

Such a refusal was perhaps inevitable; but it sounded like 
a death knell on the ears of the hungry men who had based 
their hopes on the petition. " We mun speak to our God to 
hear us, for man will not hearken; no, not now, when we 
weep tears o' blood," was poor Barton's reflection on the 
rejection of the petition of 1839.2 Thousands of workmen, 
lapsed into despondency, unconsciously repeated the wail of 
despair in 1842. 

Yet, amidst the general dejection, a few men clung to the 
idea which had animated them in 1839, and which still in
The~kes spired them in 1842. Labour, they thought, could 
of~¥_; still obtain its rights if the labourers were only true 
to themselves. The various unions, in which they were 
organised, afforded the working classes the requisite machinery 
for maintaining a struggle against their employers, and their 
own voluntary abstention from work would force the capitalists 
to come to terms. The old eternal struggle between capital 

•and labour was thus to be renewed, and the sole distinction. 
of 1842 was that the campaign was to cover a wider area than 
usual, and to be conducted to a more decisive issue. 

A pretext for a strike soon occurred. In July some colliery 
owners in Staffordshire reduced the rate of wages from 4s. to 
3s. 6d. a day. It had previously been the custom of the 
district to give the men a fortnight's notice of any such reduc
tion. Notwithstanding this custom, an employer gave notice 
that the reduction ;.:ould take effect in forty-eight hours' time. s 

I Hansard, vol. lxii, p. 1373 ; and vol. lxiii. pp. 12-88. 
2 Mary Barton, ch, ix. 
a I have followed Graham's explanation of the original cause of the strike, 

n Hansard, vot: lxv. p. 438. Disraeli apparently founded on this speech the 
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The men resisted the demand and appealed to the magistrates. 
The employers maintained their ground and blew out their 
furnaces. The struggle, first confined to a small centre, soon 
spread. The men on strike marched into,the adjacent dis
tricts and forced the colliers' to join them in desisting from 
work. A failure in the supply of coal threw the potters in ,the 
north of the cou.nty out of employment. The neighbouring 
counties soon caught the contagion. The flame, kindled in 

J the first instance in Staffordshire, rapidly spread to Cheshire, 
·.Lancashire, Warwickshire, Yorkshire,to Scotla.nd, and to Wales. 
In Cheshire and Lancashire alone 150 mills were stopped, 
and so,ooo-some persons thought xso;ooo persons-were 

.thrown out of work. Committees of public safety regulated 
-the conduct of the mob, and decided the conditions on which 
labour which they were pleased to regard as .necessary should 
be performed. I · 

. The strike was accompanied with many acts of deplorable l violence. If, however, the condition of the people~ and the 
i extent of the movement be recollected, surprise will be felt 

that the acts of outrage were not more general, and that ·the 
conduct of those who committed them was not worse. In 

l 
several towns, indeed, the mobs plundered the _shops of bread 
and other food ; in many places they were brought into 
collision with troops and police, and blood was ·shed on both 
sides in these conflicts. In Staffordshire, -where the riots 
almost amounted" to ;m insurrection, public buildings and 
private houses were ransacked and burned. But the vast 
forces which had been set in motion 'might have been reason
ably expected to have worked more disorder. The dull embers 
of suffering, once kindled into ·a flame, might have easily pro: 
duced a: wider conflagration.2 The riots had commenced in 
July ; before the end of August the disorders were virtually at 
an end. Work was, in most cases, quietly resumed; and the 

account in Sybil: "What is Diggs doingi" said Master Nixon in a solemn 
tone? "A-dropping wages, and a-raising tommy like fun," said Master Wag
horn. Sybil, bk. vi. ch. vi. 

l Hansard; vol. lxvi. pp. 1072-1074-
2 Prentice's Hist. Corn Law League, vol. i, pp. ?JJO et sq. 

\_ • 
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working classes relapsed into the dull despair which was the 
eternal. conditibn of their lives.1 

-"When Toil plays, Wealth ceases," said Gerard. "When 
Toil ceases, the People suffer," replied Sybil.2 The great strike 
The increase of 1842 proved the truth of both dicta. The pros
of distr.Ss. pects of improvement which were afforded by the 
good harvest were destroyed by the disturbances ; and the 

l suffering of the spring \VaS exceeded by the deeper misery of 
· the autumn. Alll}ost. every class in the kingdom p;rticipated 
\ ill,. the universal distress. In one town, of which particulars 
were given,. out of eighty shipbuilders thirty-six failed; five 
ceased working; the wages of the carpenters whom the 
remainder employed fell from 33s. to 2 rs. a week; the shop
keepers found it almost impossible to keep their shops open; 
the butchers sold only one-half the quantity of meat which 
they had disposed of the year before ; the relief of the poor, 
which had only cost £7035 in 1837, amounted to £r4,232; 
the charitable people of the neighbourhood contribute,d £2192 
in money and 8oo tons of coal to the relief of the distress; 
the few people who maintained _a precarious independence 
were crushed by the weight of supporting their neighbours; 
and the rates rose to r 8s. in th~ pound, and were equal to two
thirds of the rack rental of the town. 3 Sunderland, however, 
was only one of the towns which suffered from the distress. 

J ~rough9~t _the length and b. rea~th of the. kingdom there w:as 
Jone universal wail of misery. It might have been said of 

1
lliftai~ in 1842, as it had been said of Ju?ah more than tw~ 
thousand years before, "She hath received of the Lord's 
hand double of all her sins;" and no Isaiah had yet arisen 
to speak comfortably to the nation, and cry unto her that 
her appointed time was accomplished, that her iniquity was 
pardoned. 

:roverty so widespread .as-that oL 1842. necessariiy affected 

1 For the riots see the papers of the day; cf. Ann. Reg., r842, Chron., 
pp. 133. 149, rs7. r6r, r63. 

2 Sybil, bk. vi. ch. v. 
3 See Lord Hawick's speech, Hansard, vol. lxvi. pp. 453-455· 
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the revenu.es of the. State. After"the changes which'he had 
made in his Budget, Peel had expected .a revenue Its effect on 

Of£ 2 I ,5 6o,O~O from the customs-he reC~lV~d Orily . the revenue. 

'£, 20,7 54,18 5 ; he had e~pected £ i 3· joo;ooo .from the excise, 
and he received only £r2,soo;6~7/·.0n. ~these two. great. 
branches of the national income; which' shrink and: swell with 

\the. increasing or decreasing prosPe~ttof. t~~ pe·~ple, ther~ 'had 
been a gross loss of £2,ooo,ooo. It was d1fficult to·exaggera,te 

- . ~ . 0 . . • • . 

the .significance of these figures. · Ye~ iri a financial s~nse, · 
additional importance attached to them· from a curious' error 
into which Peel had fallen. :He had f~iied to fo~esee ·that 
one m~iety of the income-tax would not be collecte'CJ during l:h"e. 
ex1stingfinancial y~ar: 'l;his error, however, w.as partly re~eemed 

·by the unexpectedly large yield of the· new taX:· Instead· o.f 
producing £3,7oo,ooo it yielded more than £s,ooo,o;o. N.of-

1 withstanding the universal distress, the taxable income of the 
country was .nearly one-half. greater than the sum at \vhi~h Peel, . 
relyj9g 'qn the. StatistiCS of I 8 I 6, had ventured On placing it_l · 
~his ccnisi&r~tiori, however, attracted little attention at the 

time. The circumstance on which p,oliticians ·fastened was 
the serious deficit il} the yield., of the customs and -

• • · Attack or 
excise. Extreme men· on botS sides of the House 'the Tories 

attributed this detiCit to P~el. . - The To;ies ·t~ought on Ped. 

~that the difficulties of the situation had .been. aggravated by 
th~ policy of the minister. The Budget of r &'42; they ·argue~, 
had been framed to pacify the manufacturers, and the rriantl~ 
factu~ers were the pestilent class which had· produ~~d · the. 
present misfortunes. No markets, however free trade ~ight 
be, could absorb the illimitable produce of machinery moved 
by steam. "If we could ·establish. a railway comrn'unic~fion 
with Jupiter or Saturn, and found these planets filled with a 
population in want of all the necessarie~ of life, this country 
would be able to glut their markets in six weeks." 2 

1 The figures will be found, in a convenient shape, in Sir:S. Northcote's 
Twe;.ty Years of Financial Policy-quoted hereafter as Northcote's Financial 
Policy-:p .. 376. Ci. Hansard, vol. lxviii. p. 1403, where they are given less· 

. accurately, ,'2 Tbid,', vol, lxvi, p. 592. 
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Nothing, it was evident, could reconcile the country gentle
men to the growth of manufactures, or to the partiality which 
a Conservative minister was extending to trade. Their dis 
appointment was natural. The minister whom they had 
placed in power to maintain the Corn Laws had already 
amended them ; and, as they feared, was contemplating a 
further amendment.1 They had before their eyes "the strange 
and lamentable spectacle of the vessel of State, navigated by 
the Conservatives and bearing the Conservative flag, steering a 
Whig -course." 2 

j!The fears which the country gentlemen entertained were 
'~Sartially justified by a new measure. In the year in which 
TaCanada the new Corn Bill was passed, Stanley, as Colonial 
C~rn Bili. Secretary, persuaded the Canadians to place a small 
'duty-three shillings a quarter-on American wheat, on the 
understanding that all flour imported from Canada should 
thenceforward be admitted into the markets of the United 
Kingdom as colonial flour, and at a reduced rate of duty of 

;one shilling a quarter. He induced Parliament to give effect 
to this understanding in 1843 by passing what was known as 
the Canada Corn Bill. The advantages of the arrangement to 
the colonist were obvious ; the change was, in fact, proposed 
in the interests of the colony, and defended by Stanley as a 
measure of c.olonial policy. Nor was it clear that the change 
would be disadvantageous to the agriculturist at home. Stanley 
himself probably imagined that America was so far off, that 
American agriculture was so backward, and that Atlantic 
freights were so high, that little flour would reach this country 
through Canada from the United States. But the country 
gentlemen refused the consolation that was thus offered to 
them. They saw in the riew bill a fresh attack on their o~n 

Linterests, and the attack came not from Peel, whom they were 
already prepared to regard as a traitor, but from Stanley, whom 
some of them had thought of placing in Peel's position. 
Stanley, indeed, by his new measure, had done more even 

I See Lord Worsley's speech, Hansard, vol. lxvi. p. 59S• 
2 Lord Stanhope, ibid., p. 263. 
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'.than Peel to depress and discourage the great agricultural 
I interest. One man, at any rate, true to his colours, retired 
from the Cabinet. But Knatchbull's resignation only drew 
increased attentitm to Peel's conduct. Rallying at Walling
ford, t!Je Conse~"a~~-sl~Jl1,9U~~.dJor~the~defeat.oCthe_IJ.lini:;;try 
w.hif_ll tlM;y~~!id_vplac~djn_qf!ice.l 

The change in the Conservative policy under Peel, which 
was alienating the extreme ·Tories, did not satisfy the 
Liberalparty. · The Liberals complained that Peel A k r 

ttac o 
had shrunk from enforcing his own conclusions. the~Liberals 

H . d 1 . . h d b d . f h fi upon ·Peel. 
. IS ec aratwns a een · rna e to satls y t e ree 
traders, his measures had been pared down to content the 
friends of monopoly and the advocates of protection.2 Nothing 
but free trade could open a market for the manufactures of the 
country j and the minister had made no real advance in this 
direction. He had taken "th~e~duty_ofLg~.yi;:m::~and-cassava," 
a~d haj,...::.JeyL~_or.!!_aE£2J:.l.gar oppress~£..:' 3 The new .Corn 
Law had produced convulsions in the corn trade which had 
never previously been known. Could it be intended to adhere 
to a measure which had ruined the corn-jobbers, "which had 
ruined the farmers, by producing an unprecedented fall in 
prices?. These questions, urged, night after n:ght, at meetings 
of the Corn Law League, were formally repeated by Mr. 
Villiers at the opening of Parliament.4 But Peel only answere~ 

1 For the· Colonial Bill of 1842, Hansard, vol. lxiv. p. 742. For the resolu
tion on which the bill of 1843 was founded, ibid., vol. lxix. p. 939· Cf. ibid., 
pp. 577, 689. For the Wallingford meeting, ibid., p .. 346. The date and 
cause of Kn11tchbull's retirement are incorrectly given in Ann. Reg.,· 1849; 
Chron., p. 242. The Duke of Buckingham bad already retired in 1842, Greville's 
Memoirs, second part, vol. ii. p. 79· The C"cnada Corn Bill became the 6 & 7 
Viet. cap. 29. In 1844 Mr. Gladstone refused to extend the prinCiples of this 
Act to>Australia, on the double ground that Australia was not an exporting 
countr);, and that an extension of the Act would produce an agricultural panic. 
Hansard,' vol. lxxiii. p. 1567. 

2 Edin, Rev., vol. lxxvii. p. 223, 
S Cobden, Hansard, vol. lxvi. p, 837. 
4 A few days before Parliament met, on the 21st of January; Mr. Drummond; 

Sir Robert Peel's private secretary, was shot in Charing Cross by Daniel 
M'Naugbton. Drummond, who had begun life as a clerk at the Treasury; 
had been private secretary to .Robinson, Canning, Wellington, and Peel. H~ 
lingered for a few days after be w~ wounded. M'Naugbton was tried for tht 
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that the new Corn Law had not yet had a fair trial, and that 
he had no present intention of altering it." 1 

Peel probably could not have given a different answer. 
But his reply had only the effect of alarming his supporters 
Peel de- without conciliating his opponents. Instead of de-
cliues to fending the relics of protection to which they still 
modify the 
Corn Law clung; instead of denouncing "the rapid growth of 
of r842. 

·that monstrous giant which had risen up in the form 
of the Anti-Corn Law League," 2 Peel used evasive language 
which did not pledge him to adhere to protection for his own 
murder on the 3rd of March: It became tolerably clear during the trial that 
be had mistaken Drummond for Peel, and that he had intended to kill not the 
secretary, but the minister, His counsel, who rose afterwards to eminence as 
Sir A. Cockburn, successfully pleaded that his mind was unsound; and the 
jury acquitted the prisoner on that account. For the murder, Ann. Reg., 1843, 
Chron., p. 6. For the trial, ibid., p. 345; and Townsend, Modern State Trials, 
vol. i. p. 314. The questions which were raised by M'Naughton's acquittal, 
respecting the criminal responsibility of persons who were insane, were subse
quently referred by the House of Lords to the judges. Hansard, vol. lxvii. p. 
714- A sort of epidemic of assassination passed over Western Europe in the 
middle of the present century. In France seven attempts were made on the 
life of Louis Philippe; and the King of the French drove about the streets of 
his capital in a bullet-proof carriage. Raikes's journal, vol. iii. p. 134. In 
England, Oxford, Fmncis, and Bean fired, or pretended to fire, at the queen. 
Oxford fired at the queen twice on Constitution Hill. Ann. Reg., 1840, Chron., 
p. 245. He was proved to be insane {ibid., p. 263), and confined in a lunatic 
asylum for the rest of his life. Two years afterwards, Francis, " a little, 
swarthy, ill-looking rascal" (Martin's Prince Consort, val. i. p. 139), fired at 
the queen on the same spot. He was convicted of high treason, and sentenced 
to death; the sentence was not carried into effect, but Francis was sent to a 
penal colony where the labour was the most severe. Hansard, val. lxv. p. So
Francis made his attempt on the 3oth of May 1842. On the 3rd of July, Bean, 
"a hunchbacked wretch" (Martin's Prince Consort, val. i. p. 141), presented 
a pistol, which missed fire, at the queen's carriage. It was plain enough by 
this time that the epidemic was infectious, and that new measures were neces
sary to prevent its spread. Dastardly attempts like those of Francis, Oxford, 
and Bean would have been sufficiently detestable if the sovereign bali been 
a man ; they were doubly atrocious when the sovereign was a young girl, a 
young wife, and in expectation of becoming a mother. Peel proposed, and 
Parliament agreed, that future attacks should be punishable by transportation 
and whipping, and Lord Abinger, in passing sentence on Bean, hinted that 
in any future case the whipping would be inflicted. Ann. Reg., 1842, Chron., 
p. 142. The debate on Peel's bill will be found in Hansard, vol. lxv. pp. 19, Bo, 
xox, x66. Sir T. Martin says that Bean was tried ''under it." Martin's Prince 
Consort, val. i. p. 143. But this is a mistake. The law was not retrospective. 

1 Hansard, vol. lxvi. p. 178. 2 Lord Beaumont, ibid., p. 285. 
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lifetime, or even for the lifetime of the· existing Parliament. .. 
The alarm which t?e country gentlemen felt was increased a 
few days after¥iards. Lord ~bWick,_ expressing the general ~. 

1 

view. of his own friends,. drew attention to the distress· of the 
country, and urged the extension of free trade as the only-appro
priate remedy. It fell to Mr. Gladstone's lot .to reply to. Lord 
Howicki Mr. Gladstone had- always contended that the tariti 
of 1842' involved and established a principle of prbtection. 
He had tried to show that . .the sliding scale. of his 'leader was a 
wiser measure than the. fixed· duty oChis opponents, He, was 
ready in 1843 with an epigram as an argument, a:rid stig~atised 
the fixed,, duty as a tableland terminating in· a precipice. But 
the warmth which he threw into his speech when he was 
criticising the Whigs died out when he passed on to the 
defence of his own measures. Corn, he argued, had been the 
subject of exceptional legislation for nearly zoo years. ...The 
special legislation could not be w'ithdrawn without occasioning. 
a violent shock, the effects of which would be chiefly felt by 
the wage-earning classes. This consideration, he· contended, 
furnished a conclusive reason against dealing with· the· Corn · 
Laws, and displacing, by doing so, a large amount of agricul: 
tural labour ; but this· consideration, he was careful -to add, 
though conclusive, was only temporary. Such a speech natu: 
rally emphasised the . impression which .Peel's reply to Mr. 
Villiers had made. Peel had declared that he had no pre
sent intention of altering the Corn· Laws; Mr. Gladstone had 
defended them on grounds which he had taken pains to show 

were _only temporary. Alk-!,!.~:!;JffilJJP._ell!s,,.~t ... w""'~~i~.il¥ .. &:i!llt 
~r.~.,J,u_,f<!Y...Q!JI.,..Qf.froe.e~trade,.;.,.ml.hlJl.,p;p:~nthes~.,w~e,JnJ!!YP.El 
Uk£t.>$.t\2Jh. Alarmed at the pro.~pects which were thu; 
afforded to them, the country gentlemen again endeavoured 
to draw from . Peel some· explanation of his real meaning; 
they again received, only scant consolation. "I do not under
take to say I will abide by any law," replied Peel ; "but I 
will say that I do not now contemplate ,any alteration in the 
law." 1 

1 For Lord Hawick's motion, Hansard, vol. lxvi, p. 448. For Mr. Glad
stone's reply, p. 479· It was in this debate that Graham admitted that the 
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Yet, notwithstanding the fears of Tories and country gentle
men, Peel and Mr. Gladstone meant precisely what they said. 
They did not wish to trammel themselves with pledges which 
might prove inconvenient in an indefinite future ; but they had 
no intention of altering the Jaws which they had made. The 
The Budget state of the revenue, indeed, justified a minister in 
of •843·. declining to embark on further changes in the tariff. 
In 1842, when he had rearranged the tariff, Peel had person
ally introduced the Budget ; in 1843, when he had nothing to 
propo~e, he allowed Goulburn, the titular finance minister, to 
bring it forward. The story which Goulburn had to tell was 
simple enough. Peel, the year before, had expected a revenue 
of £5 r,45o,ooo to meet an expenditure of £so,8r9,ooo. The 
expenditure had increased to £sr,167,ooo; the revenue had 
shrunk to £48,745,ooo. Instead of a surplus of £63x,ooo, the 
year had closed with a deficit of £2,42z,ooo. Fortunately 
for the country two circumstances reduced the significance of 
this deficit. In the first place the deficit itself would have 
been avoided if the whole of the income-tax impmed in 1842 
could have been collected before the 5th of April 1843· In 
the next place peace in East and West made large reductions 
possible. The expenditure of the nation, which had amounted 
to £sr,167,ooo in 1842-43, was placed at only £49,388,ooo 
in I84.\-44· The revenue of the year which had just closed 
had amounted to £51,45o,ooo; the revenue of the year 
which was just beginning was placed at £so,Iso,ooo.l 
principles of free trade were by most men acknowledged to be the principles of 
common sense. Hansard, vol. lxvi. p. 687. 

1 The figures were as follows:
Revenue. 

Customs 
Excise • 
Stamps • 
Taxes • 

• £1g,ooo,ooo 
13,000,000 
7,000,000 

4,200,000 

6oo,ooo 

Debt and 
Fund. 

Army 
Navy 
Ordnance 

Expenditure . 
Consolidated 

• £31·535.000 
6,620,000 
6,383,000 

Post Office 
Crown Lands 
Miscellaneous 
China Indemnity 
Income-Tax • 

130,000 Miscellaneous· 
1,849·000 
3,000,000 

250,000 
870,000 

5,100,000 

£so,Iso,ooo or, with fractions, £49·388,ooo 
Hansard, vo!. lxviii. p. 1391. Cf. Northcote's Financial Policy, p. 737· 
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A· balance-sheet of this character made it almost certain tl1at 
no new financial proposal would be made. The Government 
was compelled. to watch the effects of its previous policy, and 
await a possible revival of trade. '[fu:..good h~t:X~~t The revival 

O~P.r<~vio4~Y~.!J.rJ:!ad.not.producedany~immediatf(!, of trade. 

!effect on~the~industrial.classes.-But .. at~theycommencement of 
jr84"~ ... slgn~· of a_hE.ppier-state~of~things.-;e~~~aiready_v,isib_l~. 

I
Th~ weather was, on the whole, fine ; the price of- wheat was 
unusually low.1 The good harvest of 1842 was followed by a 
good harve~t in 1843. The agric~ltural cl~ss.es gat~ered hope; 
the labounng classes, blessed with cheaper food and·,more 
employment, ceased to despair. In March the textile industries 
of Lancashire and Cheshire showed signs of improvement; in 
April Manchester was obviously regaining its old position; in· 

· May "the revival of business had extended to the woollen 
trade;" a .month or two later still the hardware manufacturers 
of the midland counties were sharing the general improvement. 
Glorious summer weather in August and September stimulated 
the revival. It was everywhere felt that the lean kine had 
been succeeded by the fat kine; that the ebb was over and 
that the flood had begun.2 • 

J1lescodnfluen~~s made a marked impJ~ssion.op_the.r.evenu~. 
Goulburn had expected£ 5o, r 5o, ooo, he received£ 5 :i, 8 3 s, ooo. 8 

He· had estimated the expenditure of 'the year at Its effect on 

\ £49,388,ooo, and he only spent £48,669,ooo. In the revenue. 

1 round numbers, therefore, the country had received £z,7oo,ooo. 
more, and t!Xpended £7oo,ooo less, than had bee? anticipated. 
Its position in 1844 was better by £3,4oo,ooo than had 
appeared probable in April r 843. In the preceding year, 
however, Goulburn had set aside a surplus of £76z,ooo. 
Altogether, therefore, in the twelve month; he had received 

1 The price of wheat fell to 48s. 3d. in January, and to 46s. 2d. in April. 
The declared value of the ·exports increased from £47,284,988, the lowest point 
which it had touched sirit:e 1837, to £s2,2o5;447· 

2 Tooke's Histury of Prices, vol. iv •. pp. 14, so. 
3 The chief additions were in the Customs duties, which had yielded 

£21,426,000, inst:ad of the £Ig,ooo,ooo. expected of them, Hansard vol. 
lxxiv. p. 363, 
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£4,I6o,..:>oo in excess of his requirements. He was· able to 
pay off the deficit of 1842-43, and still retain a substantial 
surplus of £r,4oo,ooo.1 

It happened, moreover; that a great financial operation 
increased this surplus. The value of the funds had been 
steadily rising since the accession of Peel to office. The price 
Conversion of Con sols stood at an average of 89~ in I 841 ; it 
of stock. rose tO 92 in 1842; tO 95! in 1843; ana tO 99~ in 
1844. It was obviously unnecessary for Government to give • 
a iarger sum than 3 per cent. as interest for the money which 
it required. It so happened, however, that nearly£25o,ooo,o~o 
of the debt bore 3t~r ~enti!_lter~. The greater part of 
tl:iin;u:ni- consisted of the old- 5 per cent. stock, which had 
been converted into a 4 per cent. stock by Vansittart in 1822, 

, and had been reconverted into a 3! per cent. stock by Goul
' burn in r83o.2 But, in addition to the stock of£rs7,ooo,ooo, 

there was a further sum of £67,soo,ooo of reduced 3! pet 
cent. annuities, the remnant of the old 4 per cents. which had 
been Jealt with by Robinson in r8z4,3 and some smaller 
sums .of £r4,6oo,ooo and £ro,ooo,ooo respectively created 
in Ireland in 1787 and in England in r8.r8. - Goulburn pro
posed to convert these stocks into a new stock bearing 3! per 
cent. interest for ten years, and 3 per cent. interest afterwards. 
The holders were, of course, offered the alternative of repay
ment at par. The n.ew 3! per cent. stock was, however, worth 

- rather more than £ 10o, and nearly every holder, therefore, 
preferred the £roo in stock to the £1 oo in money. The 
success of the operation effected an immediate ~aving of 
.£6zs,ooo, and an ultimate saving of £r,zso,ooo a year.4 It 
was the largest of the schemes which had, as yet, been offered 
for the reduction' of the debt, and it avoided the mistake, 
which Vansittart had committed in r822, of increasing the 
capital while reducing the interest. 

1 The original deficit of 1842-43 was £2,422,000~ antt, p. 28; but this 
deficit was increased by subsequent charges to £2,749,000. Hansard, vol. 
lxxiv. p. 365. 2 Ante, vol. ii. pp. n9, 443· 3 Ibid., p. 165. 

4 -For the scheme, Hansard, vol. lxxiii. p. 729; Northcote's Financial 
Po·licy, p, 53- • 
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· .. A subsidiary change increased this ga!n at the moment. 
The interest on the 3! per cent stock had been paid in July. 
~nd Jatmary; the interest of the new 3i per cents. was made 
payable iri October and ApriL This alteration in the dates ;£ 

:payment postponed tilL 1845-46 one 'moiety of the inte;est on 
the new stock. · It was. dear, however, that this postponement 
of a charge, whife it temporarily increased the existing surplus, 
did not ·affect the financial situation. Goulburn, with much 

l: prudence, applied the money which he got. by an exceptional 
process to equally abnormal purposes. He reserved a sum of 
£4oo,ooo ·for any claims which India might make for .the 
operations of the Chinese War. He threw on the Exchequer 
the burden of paying off the few dissentients who declined to 
take the new stock, ·and whose ·claims amounted to about. 
£zso,ooo; and he applied a further"sum of £z3g,ooo to the 
extinction of an annuity payable to the South Sea Company. 
These decisions necessarily affected his estimates for the 
expenditure of the ensuing year. The .normal expenditure "of 
the year was placed at £47,8o4,ooo; the exceptional expen
diture at £88g,ooo_; and the gross expenditure. at The Budget 

£48,6gJ,ooo. The revenue,. which had amounted ofrBH·, 

in the prec.eding year to £sz,8Js,ooo, was.placed with equaL 
prudence at £s i,78o,ooo.l The surplus at.the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer's d~sposal thus amounted to about £3, Ioo,ooo. 

1 The estimates· were as follows :-

Customs 
Excise . · 
Stat.nps' 
Taxes· . • · 
Income-Tax 
Post Office .. 
Crown Lands. 
Miscellaneous 

Revenue. 
£2r,soo,ooo 

13,000,000. 
7,000,<:>1?0 
4,200,000 
s.wo,ooo 
,6oo,ooo 
130,000 
250,000 

~~ ... 

Expenditur~. · · . 
Debt. • . • . · £27,697,000 
Consolidated Fund 2,4,oo,ooo. 
Army . . . . 6,616,868 
Navy, ·. .• 6,f!50,I28, 
Ordnance ...... :. . . ••. : ~. 8.4o.,o64 
Miscellaneous' 3,000,000 
East Indi~ Co.: ·• 400,000 
Dissentients 3~ per cent. 250,000 • 
South Sea Fund , 239,000 

The revenue is erroneously given in Hansard as £51,790,000, the expendit~re 
as £48,643,000. These erron~ous totals have·been copied by SirS. Northcote, 
Financial Policy, p. 378, and his totals do not in consequence corre~pond 
with the sums of which they are composed. Cf. Hansard, vol. Jxxi~. p. 37~· 

j. 
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A large surplus .of this description had been confidently 
anticipated in the public papers; and many members of Par
liament, as well as many other authorities, in consequence 
expected that Goulburn would be in a position to propose 
financial changes of importance. One consideration, however, 
which influenced the Government had escaped their notice. 
The income-tax was expected to produce more than£ s,ooo,ooo; 
and it had only been granted for a period of three years. If 
the tax were allowed to lapse at the appointed time, the sur
plus would be converted into a deficit, and all the difficulties 
"hich Peel had overcome would be renewed. With this possi
bility before it, the Government, instead of largely reducing 
taxation, determined on strengthening the Exchequer balan~es, 
and on making only insignificant changes in the rates of taxa
tion. The duty on some kinds of glass, on currants, on coffee, 

' 
1 and the stamp on marine insurances were reduced; the duties .. 
, on vinegar and on wool were repealed.1 The ministry at th-:, 

same time decided to reduce the duty on foreign sugar the 
produce of free labour. These unambitious alterations absorbed 
some £4oo,ooo of the mrplus. The residue of it was retained 
to strengthen the balances, and to pave the way for more 
drastic measures in 1845·2 

1 Wool had been the subject of taxation from x802. It gave rise to a good 
story, which is worth preserving. Canning once amused himself on a wet day 
in a country house by substituting the letter F for the letter W,in Lord Shef
field's treatise on Wools. • The leading sentence, after it was altered, ran as 
follows:-"~ have no doubt that, with due protection, the production 9f 
British Fools may be rendered sufficient for our national wants, so as to render 
the importation or" Foreign Fools wholly unnecessary." Charles Wood had· 
proposed the reduction of these duties in the preceding July. Hansard, vol 
~~~ . 

~ The changes cost
Glass , 
Vinegar • 
Currants , 
Coffee • , 
Marine Insurance 
Wool 

£35,000 
12,000 
go,ooo 
so,ooo 

100,000 
. 100,000 

£387,000 
Or, in round numbers • . J;39o,ooo 

The duty on sug .. r, the produce of free labour, was reduced to 34'·, or to 101 

more than thE duty on colonial sugar. Ibid., vol. lxxiv. p. 384. 
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Ari unambitious Budget of this character could-not be·ex-
. pected to create· en~husiasm. The House, which h:J,d been 
meditating on direct taxation and free trade, laughed when 
Goulburn)ecaine eloquent on vinegar; imd the. only important 
_debates:., which the Budget provoked. had- rcderence·. to the pro
. posed alteration in the sugar duties. · It . is said that the first 

r Pitt, on commencing one ·of his . speeches with " Sugar, Mr. 
··Speakef," was received with laughter, till tu;ning ·o~ those who 
.laughed, he·added,in a voice of thunder, "I say Sugar/ Mr._ 
Speaker, Sugar I Who dares -to laugh at sugar now?'' . · 

· · '. . · · · •. . Sugar • 
. No one·was disposed to laugh at sugar m the later· 

·years· of the _Melbourne and. in the earlier years_ of Jhe Peel 
Ministry. Sugar had been the proximate cause -of the fan.· of 

i ¥elbourne; and sugar -was still the battleground of Whigs. 
and Conservatives. The Whigs were unanimous in desiring· 
"to reduce the protection "which discriminating duties' afforded 
to the British .colonies. The· Conservatives were altriost as 
unarii~ous in resisting a change which would force .the British 
colonist, dependent onfree labour, into competition 'with shi.ve:' 
grown sugar. Neither Conservatives nor Whigs· ventured· on'· 
propounding a policy of free trade. The Whigs merely insisted _ 
that all .foreign. sugar should be .admitted at the same rates, 
while· the Conservatives desired to keep a- prohibitive duty 
upon foreign slave~grown sugar. Russell himself endeavoured 
to «';nforce the views ofhis friends, and was beaten by a deci
sive· majority.i But his motion was immediately 'afterwards 

. fo!l~~e'd by one i:nuch more formidable to the ministry. Many 
Conse~vatives complained that, while Goulburn was doing 
something t'o help the foreign cultivator, he was doing not~ing 
to help the colonial trader: Miles, the member for Bristol, . 
·accordingly desired to reduce the duty on colonial sugar from 
24-f ... to zos. ; and in order to gain the support of the Whigs he 
con~urrently offered to reduce the rate on foreign free-grown 
sugar from 34s. to 30s .. To ordinary persons there was· not · 
much difference between hls proposal and that of"the Govern
ment. Goulburn was proposing ·three rates of 24s., 34S·, and 

1 By ~97 votes to 128. Ha.n.sard, vol. lxxv. o. 21q. 

VOL·~ C 
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!l3s. ; and Miles was substituting three others of 2os., 3os., 
and 63s. The Whigs, however, supported Miles, and the 
Government was beaten. Confident in his .own policy, Peei 
had not yet learned to tolerate defeat, and he insisted on the 
House reversing its vote. The submissive assembly, which 
on the 14th. of June had beaten the ministry by 241 votes to 
221, resolved on the 17th of June to retrace its steps by 255 
votes to 233.1 

This remarkable division lent some significance to the 
financial policy of 1844. The year was, otherwise, memor
able for no great fiscal changes. During the course of it, 
however, an opportunity occurred for revising the arrange
ments which subsisted between the nation and the Bank of 
England. Advantage was taken of the occasion to revise the 
Bank charter. 

A bank is an institution which undertakes to receive the 
money of its customers, and to keep it till they require its 
Th~.llank repayment: In the interval it devotes it to profitable 
<21arter Act. uses. ·some banks allow their customers an advan
tage in these speculations, giving them some small interest 
on the money deposited with them. Others allow them no 
interest. But, whatever may be their practice in this respect, 
all banks derive their profit from employing the money de
posited with them, and are, in consequence, known as banks 
of deposit. In addition, however, to' this, the primary function 
of a banker, some banks issue promissory notes representing 
certain definite sums of money, payable on demand. These 

1 Hansard, vol. Jxxv. pp. 968, 1o82. Peel's menace of important consequences 
which might result from the ultimate decision is in ibid., p. 1012; but the Con
servatives held a meeting at which they assured the Prime Minister of their general 
and united support, and Peel was thus enabled to secu~e the vote and go on. 
Martin's Lyndhurst, p. 100. It ought perh~.ps to be added that, in the previous 
year, Ewart had endeavoured.to se~ure uniform 'duties on foreign and colonial 
sugar, and was beaten by 135 votes to so; and that Hawes had endeavoured 
to reduce the duty on foreign sugar to 3¥·, and had been beaten by 203 votes 
to 123. Hansard, vol. lxx. pp. 249, 268. Ewart originated the policy of imposing 
low duties on foreign sugar. See ibid., vol. xxi. p. 947· Any one who wishes 
to follow the subsequenJ history of the movement should refer, inter alia, to 
ibid., vol. xxxiv. p. 724 ; vol. xxxviii. p. x6o9; vol. lv. p. 76; and post, 
Ch. XX. 
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notes an! accepted, where . the credit of the bank . is. good, 
as. readily, ·or more readily than money itself,- FQr .many 
purposes it is easier arid safer to carry a piece of paper than 
the gold · and silver which the paper represents. A con
siderable demand, 1n consequence, exists for notes of this 
character. · . Some profit attaches to issuing· them. The banks 
whic~ issue such notes are technically known as banks of 
~e • 

The temptation which such a state of things -produces con
stitutes a serious danger.. If an individual can persuade the 
public to regard the paper on which he prints his name a.S 
equivalent to large 'sums of gold and silver, there will be 
always individuals ready to issue paper 1110ney. Such .issues, 
extravagantly ·or recklessly made, must necessarily; sooner o~ 
later, create confusion and difficulty. Most civilised com
munities have consequently found it necessary to place bankers 
under considerable restrictions. In this country these· restric
tions have been the frequent occasion of violent dispute, the 
fertile cause of commercial legislation. · . : 

From 1694, when the Bank ofEngland was originally con
stituted, legislation affecting banks has been continuously in 
force in this country; and it;l-;¢7~9-~-'Y,Q!:S the ~!Ll!..~S~$!.r 
'\¥~;;r~!le)Y;~£L.£<E-~1l',$P{Y~gY.~.Y,~~I~,.)L was~ ~!l~~ted, _c\~~-~ "2}_0. 
~.Qci.e_ti9n.~~.Y-i!lg~or~ , !h.a.p.~tJS..P.~~!}~S..._~ho.~;M, Banking 

~y,.gJ~}~:-t~~-i~e~s ofbanking.!~Engle_114. This ~r~~f,;'.' 
restriction was extended to Ireland in 1783, when · 
the Bank of Ireland was first constituted. But the law of 
·troS never applied to Scotland. In Scotland, th~refore, from 
the 'first inception of banking, any number of individuals were · 
at liberty to open a bank. ln England and Ireland no more 
than six persons were able to do so .. The law remained un
altered till the reign of George IV. ·In r821, however, joint
stock companies were theoretically allowed to be established 
in Ireland for. banking. purposes . at .3: distance of more than 
fifty Irish miles from Dublin; and in,J,.§£~ the Liverpool 
Ministry, alarmed at the failures of private banks, ~!;tthor~.9 
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t~ creation of joint-stock banks in England at a di:,tance of 
IU.Ore than sixty-five II!iles .from London. 1 

The banks which were thus formed exercised from a very 
early period of their existence the privilege of issuing notes 
payable on demand, or, as they would now be called, bank 
notes. In Scotland, as early as r 704, the Bank of Scotland 
commenced issuing £I notes; in England, the Bank of Eng
land up to I759• when £Io notes were issued, issued no 
notes of a smaller value than £20. But, from their first 
institution till I 77 5, the private English banks were in the 
habit of issuing notes of low value. In I 7 7 5 Parliament 
forbade the issue of any notes of less value than £I ; in I 7 77 
it raised the minimum to £5. When, however, the pressure 
of the war forced the Legislature to suspend cash payments, 
notes of a smaller value than £5 became necessary for the 
ordinary. purposes of everyday life ; the Act of I 7 7 7 was 
accordingly repealed, and the i.ssue of£ I and £2 notes again 
became legal. The change which was thus made continued 
in force till I826. Parliament, in that year, while sanctioning 
the formation of joint-stock banks, renewed the prohibition of 
notes below £5· It was, in the first instance, intended that 
the prohibition should apply to the entire kingdom. The zeal 
of Sir Walter Scott was instrumental in preventing its extension 
to Scotland, and the Scotch banks retained the privilege, first 
exercised in Scotland in 1704, of issuing £I notes. 

Banking legislation, therefore, in Great Britain had from 
1704 downwards proceeded on distinct principles. In Eng
land, from .I 704 to I826, companies of individuals had been 
precluded from forming joint-stock banks. In Scotland, on the 
contrary, such companies had always been legal. In Eng1and 
the privilege of issuing notes had been the constant subject of 
legislative restrictions ; in Scotland no such restrictions had 
been enforced. 

1 Liverpool, Huskisson, and Baring wished the new banks to be formed on 
, what would now be called Limited Liability. But this course was made 

impossible by the opposition of the Bank of England. Hansard, val. cv. 
p, 141. 
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The Act of 1826 led to a diminution of private banks and 
. th~ formation· of joint~stock banks .in England. .The former 
di~inished from 554 in 1~25-26 to 41 ~ in r 834--'35; The forma· 

The latter gradually increased in numbers, till 55 tionofjoint
. · . stock banks.. 

1~~:~ ::~~~:i~~~:nti!~t?ven ~: j~:t-~~~~~ ~=~~ing. The 
Grey ·Administration availed itself _of the opportunity, which 

l
·the ex~;iration of t~e cha.rter of the Bank of England a~~rd. e?, 
to rev1se the btmkmg system, and to repeal the proviSion m 
the ·Act of 1826 which had prevented any joint-sto.ck bank 
,approaching within sixty-five miles of the metropolis. 1 

.-\ new 
impulse was thus given to the formation of joint-stock banks. 
While only 55 of these banks had been registered up to 
1.834-35, roo were registered in 1835-36, and 1i8 in r841-:-42. 
These figures, moreover, only imperfectly illustrated the ·extent 
of the change. Most of the ·new· banks had many branches, · 
and one bank, therefore, frequently, or even usually, represented . 
a large number of local banks . 

...,.....So startling an alteration naturally excited much attention. 
1 n a short period of fifteen years the whole banking S) stem of 
the community had been altered. An incOIWertible currency. 
had been supers.eded by notes convertible 'into money, the 

1 Althorp, in 1~32, moved for a Committee of Secrecy .to report on the 
expediency of renewing the Bimk charter. Hansard, vol. xii. p. 1356. · The 
Committee was unable to agree.up~n a report. Spencer, p. 468. But, on the 
31st of' May 1833, Althorp himsel( explained the terms on which .he proposed 
that ·.the charter should be renewed, He paid off one-fourth part of the debt 
due from the Government to the Bauk, reducing' the amount of the whole. to 
about £u,ooo,ooo; he renewed the charter till 1855, with ·a proviso that it 
might be terminated on or after the 1St of August 1845· after. twelve months' 
notice; and he made the notes of the Bank ·legal tender everywhere except at 
the Bank itself. The effect of this provision, which was opposed by Peel, was to 
enable country bankers ·to cash their notes in'bank paper and not in coin. At 
the same time he repealed the restriction which had pre~iously prevented the 
formation of joint-stock banks within sixty-five·miles of London. though it was 
provided that banks within that distance of the metrop6iis should not be' banks 
of issue; he subjected every bank to a ·payment of 7s. (in lieu of tlie stamp 
duties previously payable) ~:m every£ wo of notes issued ; and he provided for 
the periodical publication of the accounts of the Bank of England and of all 
banks of issue. For the Act see 3 & 4 WilL IV. c. g8.;o. The chief debates on 
it are )n. Hansard, vol. xviii. p. 169; vol. xix. pp. 82.:.109; vol. xx. pp. 452, 
764, 839· 
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monopoly of private bankers had been destroyed, and joint
stock banks had been everywhere instituted. Speculators: 
formed new companies, prudent persons trembled at the 
possible consequences of un]imited speculation,~ and econo
mists doubted whether directors, ignorant of the elements of 
banking, were likely to conduct the business on approved prin
The Com- ciples. These fears led in r836 to a motion for a 
mittee of committee to inquire into the joint-stock banks. 
1836• 

The Committee reported that the law Imposed no 
adequate restrictions on the formation of banks, that it laid 
down no definite regulations for their capital, their paid-up 
capital, their shares, or their accounts j and it expressed a 
strong opinion that the stability of these institutions deserved 
the serious consideration of Parliament.! The same conclusion 
had been forced on the public by the financial disasters which 
occurred at the time. tThe feverish speculation of r836, to 
·\vhich reference has already been made, necessarily produced 
some pressure on the money market. At this precise moment 
the financial policy of the United States created a considerable 
demand for gold, which, in consequence, flowed steadily from 
England to America. 2 J The bullion in the Bank, which had 
amounted to nearly £ro,ooo,ooo in January 1834, declined 
to about £4,ooo,ooo in January 1837.3 The Bank, with this 
pressure upon it, took no adequate steps to restrict its circula
tion, and the private and provincial banks slightly increased 
their issues. The Bank of England had only £4 of bullion in 
its coffers at the last of these dates for every£ ro at the former, 
and the paper money in circulation, nominally convertible into 
gold, had actually increased m the interval from £ 28,368,ooo 
to£ 29,433,ooo.4 Such a state of things was full of peril. The 

1 The substance of the Report was reprinted in the earlier edition of M'Cul· 
loch's Commercial Diet., ad verb. "Banks (English and Provincial)." 

2 The circumstances under which the American demand for gold arose are 
clearly explained in Tooke's History of Prices, vol. ii. p. 285-

3 Ibid., p. 386. 
' Mr. Courtney, in his article on " Banking" in the EncycloptEdia Britannica, 

has laid the chief blame on the joint-stock banks, which largely increased their 
issues between December r835 and December r8J6. But he seems to have laid 
no sufficient stress on the facts (1) that the issues of the joint-stock banks repre-
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failure of a great bank -in fne autumn of 1836 brought t)le 
danger home to every obser-Ver. The speculation wa_s at. once 
checked. ( Industry generally staggered under the ~e,m<;!~ 
shock ; commerce suffered from the fall of prices . ~~ 
which panic had produced; the tabouring classes found them
selves without employment. The agitation which consequently 
arose has already been related in this work, and the Chartist 
riots of 1842 and the prosperity of the Corn Law League may 
thus, with some approximation to truth, be ascribed to the 
crisis of 1836:1 

There was one prominent politician· to whom such a crisis 
appealed with a voice of thunder. Peel was the leader of the 
Conservative party, and he was the author of the Act of r8r9. 
He had succeeded in i:8r9 in substitutinga convertible for an 
inconvertible currency, and he saw with consterQation that the 
policy of the Bank of England an~ the provincial banks had 
brought a second suspension of cash payments within appre
ciable distance. When the Bank had only £4,ooo,ooo of 
bullion in its coffers, and £29,ooo,ooo of notes were circu
lating in the country, it was impossible to contend that the 
paper currency was, in any true sense of the. term, based on 
gold. This general conclusion m~st have been pressed home 

. to him by the ruin which burst on the United States in r837. 
Something like free banking had been established in America, 
and in seven years the currency of the United States increased 
from $66,ooo,ooo to $I49,ooo,ooo .. In 1837 every bank in 
the Union stopped payment; x8o banks ~ere totallydestroyed; 
and society in the 'States was temporarily prostrated by the 
calamity.1 " 

sen ted only a small proportion of the provincial issues; (2) that during th~ 
period of extreme pressure the country banks contracted their issues, while the 
Bank of England increased its issues. See Tooke's. History of Prices, val. ii. 
pp. 3II-I7. The increased. issues of the joint-stock banks were partly due. to 
the circumstance that many private banks were turned into joint-stock banks 'in 
the beginning of 1836. It seems, however, certain that in 1825 and 1839 the 
provincial issues increased concurrently with a ,considerable decrease in ib.e 
bullion in the Bank. See Peel's speech, Hansard, vol. lxxiv. p. 1341.' 

1 Mr. Courtney is responsible for these figures. Encyclo. Brit., vol. iii. p. 
339· But many of his statements-indeed, the greater part of his article-are 
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ln two capacities, therefore, Peel had reasons for desiring a 
fresh reform. f\.s_!/}e. leader of -a great political party, he· 
distrusted a £Ommercial.system which had been directly re-. 
r7: ~~titude sponsible for distress and indirectly productive of 
ofPeel. d!sturba~ce. As t.he author of the Act of I8Ig, 

he disliked -a-- policy ,;..hich ~enabl~d paper money to circulate 
in increasing quantities while the supply of gold in the country 
was diminishing. The terms of the Act of I833 afforded hirr 
an oppoi""tunity .for revising the Bank charter, and he seized 
the occasion to supplement the labours which he had accom
plished a quarter ef a century before, by reforming the currency 
of the kingdom. In the first instance, he had the prudence to 
confine his measure to England and Wales. For that portion 
of the kingdom he desired to institute one great bank of issue. 
The issue business and banking business of the Bank of 
~s_l;>ill_of England had been hitherto conducted in the same 
~~!; department, and the issues had been regulated on 
what were technically known as banking principles. Peel 
95;cided _o_n separ!_!tipg the bapking from the issue depart~-;t, 
and on regulating the issues by what were· commonly called 
currency principles. The issues were to be determined, not 
by the demand for paper money, but by the amount of bullion 
in the coffers of the Bank. The Bank was to be at liberty to 

· ;issue £ q,ooo,ooo of notes on the security of the debt due 
to it from the Government and of Exchequer bills. But all 
i issues above this amount )ere to be based on bullion, three
; fourths of which were to consist of gold. 
~ · It was Peel's wish to go still further, and to prohibit the. 
issues of country bankers. - But he did not venture on carrying 
out this policy in 1844. He contented himself with pr_9\libiting 
n~ ba!Jks from issuing notes, with limiting the issues of old 
~nks to their existing amount, and with insisting on . the 

I publication of weekly accounts by the banks' -of issue. This 

founded on, or enlarged from, M'Culloch's article in his Commercial Diet., 
which was republished in •the earlier editions of the Encyclopt:edia under the 
title •' Money." Wood said the increased American circulation in seven yean 
was from $61,000,000 to $x86.ooo,ooo. Hansard, vol. Jxxiv. p. 1354-
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- arrangement, he thought, would tend gradually to reduce the 
country issues.1 But. its effect proved much slower than its 
author prol::i'ably anticipated. A generation. after Peel'!> scheme 
had been a1)proved by the Legislature._ only a little .J more. than 
£z,ooo,6oo out of the £s;soo;o'bo of country iss'ues' had been 
withdrawn from circ~lation. 2 ' . '/ • 

The Act of 18~4 prohibited the formation of any new bank 

\
of issue in an·y part of the· United Kingdom; in every other 
respect it applied to England and Wales alone. Peel forbore, 
in 1844, from attempting to deal with Scotch and- His bill of 

Irish banking. He undertook- to do· so, however, in ' 845· 

the foilowing year j and in April 1845 he rose to redeem his 
pledge. Banking was conducted on opposite principles . in 
Scotland and Ireland; but the Scotch and Jrish were equally. 
agreed in- resenting any interference with th_eir domestic 
arrangements. · · - . . 

In Ireland as in England a great bank existed founded on' a 
charter, and enjoying a n;onopoly in D~blin and its neighbour- ' 
hood. Like many' other Irish institutions it was The ~ank 
founded on Orange principles, ·arid. the Roman of Ireland. 

Cath~lic who happened to be a director was required to take 
a particular oath which was not necessary in the case of liis 
Protest~nt colleagues. The average issues~ of the Bank of 

· 1 When a countr.y.ba~k ~eased to issue notes either from its own' failure or · 
by arrangement. with the Bank of England, the latter was to be at liberty to 
increase its own issues on securities by two-thirds C?f the amount which the bank 
ceasing to issue had been entitled to place in circulation. _The scheme, there
fore, provided a slight ultimate increase in the issues which the Bank of England 
was erititled to make on securities, and. a rather greater ultimate decrease in 
the issues of the country banks. It made no alteration in the circulation, since 
the private banks were forced to retain a reserve of Bank· of England notes to 
the amount of one-third of their own issues. Hansard; vol. lxx.iv. pp. 1330 
d~ . -

2 For· Peel's scheme, Hansard, vol. Jxxiv. pp. 720, 1330; and cf. the Tracts· 
which Lord Overstone had previously published. The· scheme is explained 
in M'Culloch, ad verb. "Bank of England ; " and; more elaborately, by Mr. 
Courtney in Encyclo. Brit., gfh eel., ad verb. " Banking." It is violently 
attacked by Mr. Tooke, History of Prices, 1839 to 1847, pp. 144-402, .and the· 
arguments are repeated by ths same author in his less well-known work on the 
·Bank Charter A_st, x844- -The whole thing is elaborately summed up by Mill 
in Prindples of Po#tica!Economy, book iii. ch. xxiv. ., _ 
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Ireland amounted to £3, 7o6,ooo-; the average issues of other 
; joint-stock banks to £z,s6s,ooo. Peel took these figures as 

the basis of his measure, ·sanctioned the continuance of a 
circulation ·to this amount, and provided that any further 
issues_ should be made on the security of bullion. He in
cidentally repealed the monopolies which the Bank of Ireland 
enjoyed, and the distinctive oath required of the Roman 
Catholic director. He, at the same time, confirmed a debt of 
£z,63o,ooo due from the Government to the Bank, made it 
a security for that part of the issues of the Bank which were 
unsecured by specie, and committed the public to the pay
ment of 3! per cent. interest on the loan, on condition that 
the Bank performed the business of the public gratuitously. 1 

No bank in Scotland could be compared with the Bank of 
England or the Bank of Ireland. Nineteen joint-stock banks 
Banking in of high repute circulated their notes throughout the 
Scotland. country ; and the amount of their issues, which 
varied largely in different periods of the year, amounted on 

1 an average to £3,041,ooo. Peel again accepted this sum as 
the maximum issue of the Scotch banks. Any further issues 
he required should be based on specie. In all three countries, 
therefore, existing privileges of issues were respected, but all 
further issues were required to be based on bullion. 

Peel's scheme was received with very general satisfaction. 
The Scotch especially, who had feared that the minister might 
endeavour to upset the whole banking arrangements of Scot
land, were agreeably surprised at finding that things were left 
very much as they were. The Irish usually approved tlre 
destruction of the monopoly of the Bank of Ireland. The 
House, engaged on" more exciting topics, only languidly dis
cussed a commercial measure of the first importance, and the 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxix. p. 132~. It ought, perhaps, to be added that Spring 
Rice bad endeavoured to deal with Irish banking in 1839. He bad proposed 
to continue the charter of the Bank of Ireland, repealing the monopoly of bank
ing which it enjoyed in the neighbourhood of Dublin, but preserving its mono
poly of issue. For the scheme, ibid., vol. xlix. pp. 773-910. O'Connell 
fought the scheme determinedly and successfully ; see for instance, ibid., 
vol. 1. p. 28,5. 
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bills which Peel introduced to carry out his pr~po~al~ became 
law without material amendn1ent;. 

In two sessions, for good or· for· evil; Peel had placed the 
whole banking system of the kingdom on a new basis. But 
the commercial legislation which.he thus carried in:1844 and 
184sattracted less attention than the brilliant Budgets which 
characterised his ministry. In- 1842 ·he had imposed ·an 
income-tax, reformed ·a tariff, and termi~ated a disastrous 
deficit. Yet'the Budget of 1842 was surpassed by the memor
able financial policy which be pursued in 1845. 

On the 14th of February, almost at the commencement of 
the session, Peel brought forward the Budget. One dis
adv;mtage inevitably arises from introducing the The Budget 

financial scheme of one year before the close of the of ' 845· 

old one. The estimates on which the new scheme is framed 
are necessarily imperfect. ~eel, for instance, instead offur
nishing the House with the full figures for 1844-45, was 
forced to rest his statement ori the returns for the twelve 
months concluded on the 5th of' the previous January. In 
those twelv~ months the revenue had reached £s4,oo3,ooo, 
the expenditure had only amounted to £so,646,ooo. The 
revenue l:iad exceeded the expenditure 'by '£3,3S7,ciOo, and 
Peel confideRtly believed t~at this surplus would' be .increased 
to £s,qoo,ooo by the close of the financial year. 

Cautious, wise, and resolute finance had entirely reformed 
the financial situation. The co11stant deficits into which _spring 
Rice had drifted, and which Baring had been unable to 'deal 
with, had been·effectually terminated, and.the count~y·had the 
satisfaction of knowing that its regular i~come exceeded its 
normal expenditure. . But this reflection depended on one 
consideration. The deficiency had been terminated by the 
imposition of an income-tax, and the loss of the income-tax, 
which expired in 1845, might possibly produce a fresh deficit. 
On'the assumption that no additions were made to the esti
mates, the regular expenditure of 1845-46 'could not be placed 
at less than £48,s57,ooo. The regular income, without the 
income-tax, r.ould not be reckoned at more than £47,9oo,ooo. 
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It was true that, if the income-tax were allowed to expire, the 
Treasury would receive one half-year's arrears of the ta~ 

£2,6oo,ooo, in the ensuing financial year; and that in the 
same period an indemnity of £6oo,ooo was due from the 
Chinese. But these win2[alls could not, of course, be expected 
to recur; and the Treasury, therefore, unless the revenue 
increased or the expenditure were contracted, would be con
fronted with a fresh deficiency. Retrenchment in the expen· 
diture was indeed almost impossible. Economy had reached 
its limits ; the country was alarmed at the rapidity with which 
its nearest neighbour was adding to her fleet, and demanding 
increased outlay on its own; and the minister decided on 
increasing th~ expenditure from £48;557,ooo to £4g,6go,ooo. 
This decision made it at once apparent that the whole of the 
income duty could not be spared. The revenue of the country, 
incluuing the Chinese indemnity and the income-tax, could 
only be placed at £sJ,7oo,ooo. The loss of the income-tax 
wou:d· inevitably lead to fresh deficits.1 

Peel, indeed, though he fortified himself with these figures, 
did not personally require the argument with which they sup
plied him to justify his decision. A th1 ee years' experience 
had convinced him of the benefits which had been derived 
from the changes in the tariff, and he was naturaliy desirous to 
carry the policy of 1842 further. In that year the alter.~tions 
made in the tariff had been based on protectionist principles, 

1 The revenue and expenditure were placed by Peel as follows:-
Revenue. Expe11diture. 

Customs . £22,000,000 Army . £6,678,ooo 
Excise • 
Stamps. 
Assessed taxes 
Post-Office • 
Crown Lanrls and Mis-

cellaneous. 

China indemnity 
Income-tax • 

13,500,000 Navy • 6,936,000 
7,100,000 Ordnance 
4,2oo,ooo 

700,000 

400,000 

£47·900·000 
6oo,ooo 

5,200,000 

Miscellaneous 

. Total Supply Services • £18,8gs,ooo 
Debt 28,395,000 
Consolidated Fund 

£49,6go,ooo 
The first of these sums does not corre
spond with the details, but the figures 
were thus given by Peel. Hansard, 
vol. lxxvii. pp. 47o-472. 
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and had been pmposely designed to relieve the' co~sumer (mly 
so far as relief could be given without injury to the producer. 
The tariff still enumerated 8r3 separate articles on which 
import duties were charged. More than halfof these produceq 
little or no revenue to the State; many of them were com
modities the very existence of which were only known to per~ 
sons possessed of antiquarian or technical knowledge. {At one 
stroke, Peel decided on purging the tariff of 430 items. The tariff 

So insignificant was their produce that the abolition purged. 

of the whole of them only"invoived a loss of £32o,ooo. By , 
another stroke, which cost the country £II 8,ooo, he took off 
all the duties on British exports.) The only of!e of them to 
which much significance was attached was the duty on coal. 
The gloomy forebodings of a great geologist that the coalfields 
were approaching exhaustion had induced Peel to place a duty 
on the export of coal in r842. The injury which the duty 
occasioned, and the remonstrances of. colliery proprietors in 
the North,1 induced Q.im to remove it in 1845. By two slrokes 

,

of his p~n, at a sacrifice of less thim half a millio~ a year, Peel 
had done more to free trade from the shackles with which hi1l 
predecessors had bound it than all the financiers who had held 
office from Pitt to Baring .. 

These two sweeping changes, effected at a comparatively 
slight cost, formed the most important features of the great 
Budget of 1845. But, in addition to these, Peel decided or 
remitting the auction duties, the tax on glass and on cotton-wool, 
and on further reducing the duties on foreign and colonial 
sugar. The tax on glass was one of the most inju-

Giass. 
rious of the excise duties. Its amount depended on 
the kind of glass which was made.· Its existence consequently 
necessitated the constant supervision of the manufacturer; and 
the rules which were adopted to prevent fraud had the inevi: 
table effect cJf checking enterprise. The British manufacturer 
found that the expenses to which he was subjected -dwarfed 
his home trade and prevented his competing with the fo~eign 

1 See the debate on Lord H. Vane's motion for the removal of the duty in 
!844. Hansard, vol. lxxv. pp. 227-272. 
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ass-blower. Contracted trade was not the worst evil which 
·ose from dear glass. The poor boarded up the windows in 
teir wretched houses, excluding sun and air. In vain had 
te Legislature exempted these dwellings from the window
'x; the poor could not afford the luxury of windows made of 
,xed glass. · · 
Health, kJo, was not the only object to be promoted by 

1eapening the commodity. If the manufacturer were once 
eed from the restrictions and expense wi.th which the duty · 
:ttered him, glass might be applied to many new uses. Water
ipes in France were being made of glass ; Peel himself 
1owed the House of Commons the balance-spring of a watch 
tade of glass. What limits was it possible tp place on the 
se of an article which was tough enough to be employed as a 
ater-pipe, and delicate enough to be made into a watch· 
)ring? The prospect in which Peel thus indulged has not 
tdeed been fulfilled : water-pipes are still made of iron or 
uthenware, watch-springs of steel. But, though in these 
~spects his anticipations have not come true, glass has been 
1rned to uses which even he did not contemplate. Any one 
·ho compares the old glass bottle in common use forty years 
go with the modern bottle in which the manufacturer repro· 
uces the designs of antiquity in a material surpassing in its 
xceeding delicacy anything that the ancients possessed, or 
•ho recollects that six years after the Budget of 1845 a palace 
1ade of glass was erected in Hyde Park to receive the richest 
~easures which a world could expose to view, will perhaps 
onclude that the reality surpassed the dream, that the fulfil. 
1ent was more marvellous than the prophecy. 

The excise on glass interfered with its manufacture ; the 
uction duty led to fraud. It was estimated that property 
.uction worth £4s,ooo,ooo was annually sold by auction, 
uty. but that property worth only £8,ooo,ooo paid the 
luty. The ingenuity of those who sold .md those who bought 
ras occupied in devising means to evade the tax. The com
lOnest expedient for evading it'was to put up the property, 
tot for sale, but to test its value. When its value was ascer· 
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tained' the property was bought in, and the 'day after sold to . 
the highest bidder by.private contract. Dishonesty, or some· 
thing akfri 'to it, was thus promoted· by law. Peel· ~wept away 
the duty; increasing to a, slight extent the licence payable by 

. auctioneers. 
T;o· 'other 'alteration~ were made by Peel. He remitted 

the dUty on cotton-wool; he reduced the duties on colonial 
sug~r. The victory which Miles had. won over Cotton-wool 

Goulburn in the previous year had probably con- and Sugar. ' 

vinced him that it was unsafe to leave the sugar duties alone . 
. Peel a~cordingly proposed to redu~e the duty on colonial 
r sugar from 24s. -to J4S., and OU foreign sugar, the produce of 
I free labour, from 34S. to 23S. 4d. The reduction, he estimated;. 
would deprive the revenue of£ r,3oo,ooo a year .I 

The great Budget naturally led to sharp deba:tes. 2 The 
:minister, in a military phrase, was-attacked all along the line. 
·~ussell, with the keen instinct of the first par!Ia- Debates on 

entary, tactician of his day, assailed the weakest the Budget. 

\)art of his opponent's position,· and denounced the sugar 
duties; Roebuck, and one or· two other Radicals, resisted the 

i continuance of the income-tax, or criticised its inequalities. 
The Tories, on the contrary, annoyed at the neglect of their 

1 The 24<. and 34'· duty in 1844 had, moreover, been subject to the general 
addition .of 5 per cent. made by Baring in r84o; the duties in the text are 
those on brown sugar, the duties on white sugar were simultaneously varied. 
Hansard, vol. lxxvii. p. 477· · 

2 The financial aspect of the Budget maybe placed as follows:-

Sugar . £r,3oo,ooo 
Glass 64o,ooo 
Cotton-wool :, 68o,ooo 
Repeal of import duties· 320,000 

,. ·export duties , . n8,ooo 
Auction duty • . 300,000 

Deduct increased duty on auctioneers .. £3.3s8,ooo 
so.ooo 

£3,3o8,ooo · 
The result is incorrectly given· in ibid., p. 494. as £3.338,ooo. SirS. Nqrth
cote has copied the error in Peel's figur<:S in his text, Financial PoliC)', p. 64, 
but corrPcted it in his Appendix, p. 379· . 
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own interests, tried to preserve the auction duties, and the 
customs duties which constituted a protection to agriculture. 
Criticisms of this kind were not formidable to the .minister. 
His assailants disliked his Budget; but they disliked one 
another still more. The protectionists. declined to support 
Russell; and Russell, of course, declined to suppo~t the 
protectionists. Peel was certain of defeating his opponents 
by rallying his own friends, and of subsequently defeating his 
friends by the aid of his opponents. 1 In every part of the battle-

, field he won an easy victory. Yet, as the contest progressed, 
evidence was continually forthcoming of an increaslncreasing 

dls.u:ustof ing coldness between the minister and his supporters. 
f.~d .. 

The country gentlemen, who had placed Peel in 
power, complained that he had changed his opinions, aban
doned their interests, and "truckled" to the Radic'als. 2 What 
could be said for a Tory mini;t'er who was· actually proposing 
to remove import duties on grease and on lard? How coul~ 
English or Irish farmers pay their re'nts if foreign butter wer 
admitted duty-free under the guise of grease? or if American 
swine were suffered to compete with Irish pigs? The sub
ordinate officials of the ministry endeavoured to allay the 
apprehensions of country gentlemen by explaining that, in the 

1 The opposition to the sugar duties was led by Milner Gibson, who tried to 
equalise all the duties on foreign and colonial sugar. Labouchere, speaking 
on behalf of the regular opposition, declined to go quite so far, and Milner 
Gibson was beaten by 2rr votes to 84. Hansard, val. lxxvii. pp. 1043-II5I. 
Russell almost immediately after-.:ards refought the old battle which he had 
fought so often before, and tried to equalise the duties on all foreign sugar. 
He was beaten by 236 votes to 142. Ibid., p. 1346. . The resolutions were 
agreed to in ibid., val. lxxviii. p. 514. Cobden, in the debate on them, said 
the discriminating duty amounted to a protection of £xo, ros. a ton on colonial 
sugar, or on 230,000 tons to a grant of £2,416,000 ~o the West Indian colonists. 
Ibid .. p. 440. Roebuck tried to exclude professional incomes from the income 
duty, and was beaten by 263 votes to 55 (ibid., vol. lxxvii. p. 634) ; and to 
extend the tax to Ireland, and was beaten by 275 votes to 33 (ibid., p. 821); 
while Charles Buller, on an abstract resolution that the tax should be made 
less unequal and inquisitorial, was beaten by 240 votes to II2. Ibid,, vol. 
lxxviii. p. 614. Bankes tried to save the auction duties, with a view to apply· 
ing the money to the ·relief of the ratepayers, and was beaten by 167 vott>s tc 
go. Ibid., 'vol. lxxix. p. 295. 

~ Malmesbury's Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, pp. 103, 1o8. 
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_l:ingti~ge- of the '~u~t~"xu-house, grease meant- butter that had 
·.been.· damaged a~d was unfit for· food. The explanation 
br9~ght-,dow;r upo~ the country gentlemen the· indignant 

·_in;:ective off~ee traders. Had it, t~n, come to this, that the 
_ great ·agri~ult!Jral _interest of England was dependent on pol
liitingfr)reign buttenvith tar, lest by some c)lance t!le poor ope
r~ti:ve ~houfd succeed in getting a little cheaper food? Did the 

• pro~perity'of\he Tories really depend on dear butter and dear 
lard;-? -;''I.)lave sometimes said at Covent Garden," exclaimed 

• C~bden, "that there should be. written over this House, 
~ 'D~alers.in'corn and cattle, and no competition allowed with 

t-lfe·shop over the water.' But I never said anything so insult
_ing ·to' you as that you were cheesemongers and dealers in 
butter." 1 

- Discontented with the minister whom they had placed in 
' poW~r, angry with-• the policy which he had pursued, smarting" 

under the gibes of the free traders, the Tories only gave Peel 
. a grudging support. Step by step they had been led into a 

support of Whig principles. Point by point every privilege to 
which they had clung was beirig taken away from them. The 
Administration, which had been placed in office to preserve 

"'the Corn Laws, had a~ ended them in I 842 ; it_ had admitted 
Canadian corn_ on favourable terms in 1843 ; it had authorised 
the entry of foreign cattle; it had repealed the import d!lty on 
wool; it was now removing the duties on grease, lard, hides, and 
even tares. What could· Russell have done that Peel was not 
doing? Had not the country gentlemen a right to say that 
they had been betrayed by their leader. If he had thought 
when the new Corn Law was brought in by the right honour
able baronet-such was the. declaration of the eldest son of the 
Duke of Richmond 2-that it was tobe foilowed by the tariff 
aiJd Canada Corn Bill, no~ower on earth would have induced 

I See the debate in Hansard, vol. ·1xxviii. p. n61 ; and cf. ibid., vol. Jxxix, 
p. 293. This debate had evidently much effect on Peel. He said in 1846 that 
a protectionist in taking his stand upon grease had done more Injury to pro
tection than had been done by any decid~d ~nemy io ~tie cause. Ibid., vol. 
Jxxxiii. p. 1024. -

2 Ibid:,, vol. lxxviii, p: 98~. 
_YO:(.,, V, D 
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him to vote for it. He, like the rest of his friends, had been 
betrayed by Peel. 

Yet the country gentlemen, bitter as they were, felt them
selves powerless. They could not cross the House and join. 
the Opposition; they c~ld not defeat their leader without 

. ., Whig aid. Their ablest speakers had their tongues 
Dtsrae!ts • d b ffi d h h d h 'fi . at~!'k on the tie y o ce, an t ey a t e mortl cation of 
mtmstry. finding themselves worsted in debate as well as in 
the lobby. Help ·from any quarter would, in .such circum
stances, have been welcome to them; and help came from an 
unexpected place. In the preceding chapter allusion has been 
made to the young literary adventurer, who, after many unsuc
cessful efforts, had succeeded in obtaining a seat in the House 
of Commons. Disraeli had not displayed, since his election, 
any great parliamentary activity. The inquirer who takes the 
trouble to analyse division lists will probably be surprised at 
his almost constant absence. But he occasionally came down 
to the House to make a set speech, and on these occasions he 

''displayed an increasing distrust of the Whigs, and an increasing 
:admiration of Peel. "Placed in an age of rapid civilisation 
and rapid transition," so he spoke of the great Conservative 

; \statesman in May 1~41, "he has adapted the character of his 
measures to the condition of the times. When in power he 
never proposed a change which he did not carry, and when in 
opposition he never forgot that he \vas at the head of the Con
servative party." 1 Warm panegyric of this kind its author 
probably thought worthy of acknowledgment. Peel, however, 
in forming his ministry failed to provide any place for his 
young supporter. But Disraeli did not immediately alter his 
opinions. He became an authority on commercial treaties-the 
great advocate of reciprocity. He was compared afterwards to a 
dock, "whose hands were at one time supposed (having gone 
for three hours in a dull monotonous tjck upon foreign policy) 
to point to some diplomatic appointment abroad. But the right 
honourable baronet, knowing the maker too well, would have 
nothing to do with it, 2 and Disraeli remained unemployed. 

1 fiansard, vol. lv • p 8~6. 2 lbid., vol. illxv. p. 1472. 
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... " .. 
Distnist...:is-usually-mutuat: The neglect of the minister was 

resented by the subordinate; the clock, moreover, to go on 
·with the metaphorical quotation, was " disappointed at .. not 
being the clock at the Admiralty; . · . . at last it became 
qt1ite··irregular, no longer chiming in witf.J. Jhe right honourable 
.baronet." The chime had become so much out of tune that 
;Disraeli, in August 1843, venture~ to accuse the ministry of 

I· .. disgraceful conduct." The members of Peel's Cabinet were 
·not yet accustomed to the insubordination of their supporters; 
and the minister to whose lot the reply fell declared that "it 
was not seemly on the part of younger members of that House 
to rise up behind her Majesty's ministers, whom they intended 
.to support, and. heap the grossest terms of contumely and 
opprobrium upon them.l In the following year Peel com
pelled. the House to reverse. the decision which M~les had 
persuaded it to express on the sugar duties.- Disraeli, in 
strong language, denounced the conduct of the minister in 
coercing his supporters, and the weakness of his supporters in 
yielding to the minister. For .himself he intended to remain 
firm. " Nor shall I feel that I have weakened my claims. upon. 
the copfidence of my constituents by not changing my vote 
within forty-eight hours at the menace~ of.a minister." Gaul
burn, still unused to language of this ki~d, declared that he 
had seldom heard a speech addressed to ministers which con
tained language so derogato~y to their character, and so calcu
lated, if not intended, to hurt their feelings. 2 The reproof had 
no effect on the orator. A .sear afterwards he raised a laugh 
in one debate by saying that Peel "ha~ cau&h.!...,.!he _Whjgs 
~.!.!YEg~nj_'!_all,ic:.<!..,e~ay ... w!th .their.;c~h~s;" 8 while about 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxi. pp. 841, 842. 
' 2 Ibid., vo!. Jxxv. pp. 1030, I037· Roebuck, speaking on the same evening, 
ascribed Disraeli's speech to "a feeling of disappointment." And, in. allu~ion 
to the· manifest impossibility of the minister's satisfying aU the claims on him, 
quoted the sermon preached at the University on Pitt"s visit to Cambridge: 

' " There is a lad here with .five barley loaves and two small fishes; but what 
f - ., 

jare they among so many." Ibid., p. 1o82. . · • 

,.. 8 Ibid., vol. lx~viii. p. ISS· Graham, in reply; rejoiced. that Disraeli' was 
in open and avowed rebellion, and no longer .in a state of covert mutiny. 
{bid.' p. xs6. 
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the same time, in terms of more severity, he declared that 
. "R.,rotection appears to be i_n about the same condition that 

Protestantism was in in 1828. The country will draw its 
~~raT. - For my part, if ~e -;_re to have free trade, I, who 
honour genius, prefe!" that such measures should be proposed 
by the honourable member for Stockport (Cobden) than by 
one who, through skilful parliamentary manceuvres, has tam
pered with the generous confidence of a great people and a 
great party. For myself, I care not what may be the result. 
Dissolve, if you please, the Parliament you have betrayed, and 
appeal to the people, who, I believe, mistrust you. For me 
there remains this at least-the opportunity of thus expressing 
publicly my belief that a C~mservative Government is an organ
i~d hypocrisy." It was obvious that the minister felt the blow 
which he affected notwithstanding to disregard. In other years 
he had left to his subordinates the duty of reply; in 1845 he 
attempted it himself. He quoted the praise which Disraeli 
had accorded to his policy in former years, and contrasted it 
with the language which he had lately adopted "This I 

I know," so he concluded, "that I then held in the same estima
tion the panegyric with which I now regard the attack." 1 

Peel, of course, did not succeed in crushing his opponent 
by affecting to disregard his invective. He had to deal with a 
man who had begun life with tht~o reflection that "a, smile for_ 
a .friend and a sneer for a foe is the way to govern manki!ld~' 2 

and who, if he occasionally forgot the smile, never omitted the 
sneer. Within a month of Peel's. retort Disraeli renewed his 

..., attack on the minister. " I never knew the right honourable 
gentleman bring forward a measure which assumes to settle a 
great controversy without saying that three courses were open 
to us. In a certain sense he is right. There is the course the 
right honourable gentleman• has left ; there is the course that 
the right honourable gentleman is following; and there is 
usually the course which the right honourable gentleman 
ought to follow. . . . The right honourable gentleman telu 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxviii. pp. 1028, 1038. 

J Tlz'vt'an Grey, book ii. ch. iii, 
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us to go back to precedents ; with him a great measure is 
always founded on .a small precedent. He traces the steam- . 
engine always back to the tea-kettle." 1 But the sneer on this 
occasion was to be followed by somethin:g worse. " Some
thing has risen up in this country as fatal in the political world· 

~(£~~:~~ f§l;~~:;~g;.:;g:E~~:~~~~;~ 
entitled, he cries out, ' Let' us have no party questions, but 
fixity of tenure.'" 2 "Peu·de Torys," so wrote a distinguished 
foreign statesman of this very speech-" merrie parmi les plus 
mecontents, auraient tenu, sur le plus illustre d'entre eux, 
un si insultant langage; mais beaucoup prenaient plaisir a 
l'ecouter." s 

The man who habitually throws mud at ahother may be
, spatter or miss his opponent; but, in either event, he is 
· certain to sully his own fingers. Disraeli, however, did not 
mind dirtying himself, if he could only succeed in damaging 
Peel; and his mud, it inust be conceded, usually flew very 
straight. He gained the double object of making himself the 
spokesman of discontent, and of irritating the minister who 
had neglected the agricultural interest and the member for 
Shrewsbury.. The agriculturists, in fact,_were in a state of 
~no_n9enc,y. A high authority dech).red in the beginning of 

r 

1845 that "he had never seen them· so depressed and out of 
spirits as at the present moment." 4 It was. authoritatively . 
stateo in March that the farmers of Norfolk were paying their 

I rents out of capital, that half the small farmers in Devonshire 
were insolvent, and that the other half were rapi?ly falling into 
the same position. 5 The col1ditiQl!.P_f_ili.e_agriculturaL_!ab_o~r 
was wretched in~the extreme. His_sgf(~rjggs_had_been bad 
I e!)..2_~gl.!..~.!_l.~_jhey.E,.l!;~~Y others ;~y _S(!~gl_ed. 

1 Hansar'ii, vol. lxxxix. p. 557· 2 Ibid., p. 56,5. 
8 Guizot's Lift of Peel, p. zgr. 
' Lord Malmesbury, Hansard, vol. lxxvii. p. 33-
G Ibid.; vol. lxxviii. p. 785. · · 
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l intolerable when they had to ·be endured alone. "It is the 

C 
. .d remark of a beautiful writer," said Mr. Bright in 

Cg_g.tmue 
~"ioll.of the House of Commons, "that to have known 
agnculture. h' b . . h d" . 
~ _,.. - not mg 1,1t misery IS t e most portentous con Itlun 
under which human nature can start on its course. Has your 
agricultural labourer ever known anything but misery? He 
is born in a miserable hovel ; he is reared in penury ; he 
passes a life of hopeless and unrequited toil, and the gaol 
or the union-house is before him, as the only asylum on this 
side the pauper's grave." 1 "I be protected," so ran the well
known speech of an agricultural labourer at a meeting of the 
Anti-Corn Law League, "and I be starving." 2 

Tl:!ough()ut_the. whole of Peel's administration the distress. 
<E _t:4.e. agricultural classes continued. It alarmed the country 
gentlemen, and it embarrassed the ministry. The country 
gentlemen were almost unanimous in ascribing their d1fficulties 
to the competition with which they were threatened,. and to 
the burthens which were thrown on land; they were almost 
unanimous in demanding increased protection and reduced 
taxation. I And throughout the whole period the great associa-

Renel);ed 
aCti Vi.ty of 
the 'Anti .. 
Corn Law 
L~~e. 

tion which Cobden had promoted, and which Cobden 
and Bright were ever stimulating into action, was 
holding its meetings, levying its contributions, and 
declaring that the reed on which agriculture was 

leaning would only pierce its hand; while Tories were com
plaining that the course which ~eel was pursuing, and the 
language which he was using, were disheartening the pr,;otec
tionists and encouraging the Anti-Corn Law League. 

If British agriculture depended on corn laws and protection, 
the fears which tne country gentlemen expressed were justified 
Every year which passed made the organisation of the Anti
Corn Law League more complete. Its members increased in 
number, its subscribers increased as rapidly as its members. 

!Instead of contenting itself with holding meetings in large 

I Hansard, vol. Ixxvi. p. uo8. 
2 The meeting was at Bremhill ; the labourer, Tnh Gringell, Hansard, vol. 

lxuiii, p. II25. 
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towns, it boldly pushed its missionaries through rural Eng
land. It asserted its opinions with increasing confidence on 
the floor of Parliament. In May I 843. while the country 
gentlemen were still agitated at the prospects which the 
Canada Corn Bill was affording them, the League maintained 
a five nights' debate in· the House of Coinmons. ·In June 
1844 Mr. Villiers, who had originated the debate in· r843, 
again demanded the repeal of the Corn Laws. In Ji.me 1845 
he renewed the attack. 12 5 members ·supported him in r 843 ; 
124 in 1844; 122 in 1845· But the majority which defeated 
him dwindled from j8r in I 843 to 328 in· r844, and to 2 54 in 
1845·1 The League, moreover, was not satisfied with demand-, 
ing the repeal of the Corn Laws. It was undertaking to prove 
that the Com Laws were 'made for the landlords, and 'the 
landlords alone, In 1843 Cobden-declared that ''th~ law 
was passed for the landlords, and that it operates for their 
benefit and their benefit only." In 1844 and 1845 he'tried to 

·obtain an opportunity for proving the truth of his assertion. 
In each year he moved for a committee to inquire into the 
~ondition of the agricultural classes, and ihto the effects of the 
Corn Laws upon them. The country gentlemen were not pre
pared to concede the committee. But their refusal' of it placed 
them in a fresh dilemma. It enabled free traders to declare' 

·.that the protectionists had not the courage of their own opinion~, 
and did not venture to subject them to the test of inquiry. 2 

.· Agitation, too, 1L~€! •. l!..S!lowball, was_ gathe_ring_force .as .it 
· rqlled. The subscriptions to the League rose from £sooo to 
£i2,ooo, from £12,ooo to £roo,ooo. -It obtained soo,ooo 

, signatures to _its petitions in one year, I,ooo,ooo in the next, 
r,soo,ooo, arid from z,ooo,ooo to ·J,ooo,i,oo in the two suc
ceeding years. s Intelligent farmers criticised ·the folly of 
admitting cattle at reduced rates of duty, and of maintain
ing high rates of duty on beans imd Indian corn, the ~aw 
materials out of which fat cattle were produced. 4 The 

1 Hansard, val, lxviii. p. 407; val. lxxv, p. 1549 ; vat lxxxi. p. 38r. 
2 Ibid., val. lxix. p. · 393 ; val. lxxiii. pp. 862, 96o; val. lxxviii. pp. 785, 88I, 
a Ibid., val. Jxxiii, p. 944- ' Ibid;, val. lxx~iii. p. Boo. 
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speakers of the League were obviously educating the farmers, 
and the garrison by which the citadel was defended was show
ing dangerous signs of division. The agriculturists were evi
dently in need of an earnest leader to rekindle their enthusiasm ; 
and the leaders, instead of conducting them to victory, seemed 
half inclined to surrender the citadel. The foremost free 
traders openly declared that Mr. Gladstone was on their side 
at heart. " If you want to know what the principles are that 
ought to guide our commercial policy," said one of them in 
1843, "look at the right honourable gentleman's article in the 
Foreign and Colonial Review; but, if you wish to know how 
these great principles can be reduced to a question of miser
able expediency, look at the right honourable gentleman's 
speech last night." 1 Expediency still regulated Mr. Glad
stone's utterances in 1844. He told the free traders then that 
the House had devoted eighteen nights to the discussion of 
the subject the year before, and could not renew the dis
cussion every year.2 For himself he claimed something like 
stability for the decisions of Parliament. J .anguage of this 
kind was sensible enough, but it had not the true ring of 
protectionist principles. 2 

From Mr. Gladstone's standpoint, however, a good deal 
could be urged for waiting quietly to test the results of the law 
Theim- of 1842. Misery roseto i:s highest !eye! in the 
provement course of 1 8,42, 'and the barometer which indicated 
oftrade. · lmr growth fell rapidly afterwards. The declared 
value of tne- exports rose from £47,284,988 in 18,:1.2, -to 
£s2;2o6,447 in 1843; to ..£s8,s34,7o5 in 1844, and to_ 
£~nx,o82 in I~. FI..O.!!L2...§35_!:2_!~4_2_ the foreign trade 
of the nation remained almost. exactly stationary; from 1842 
tq -1845 an addition of 25 per cent.- was made to it. T4e 
internal trade of the country increased during the same period 
with_~_y~q_ g~el!_t~~~tivity. In 1842 the people had been 
unable ~,!ind ~ll}ployment. _ . .In-1845 th_L.qemand for labour 
e~ceeded the supply of it. It was stated in the _House of 

1 Hansard, vol. lxix, p. IIJ. Cf. Croker Memoirs, vol. iii. p. u, 
a Ibid., vol. lxxv. p. 1419, 
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Commons that II4,838 persons were employed in some York
shire factories in r845 in "which only 84,510 had been working 
seven years before.1 This vast addition to the dem.and for 

) 
labo-ur was accompanied b~ a steady decrea~(!jn,.the.,prjce of 
~!i- The price of beef was reduced from 7d. to s'td. per lb., 
of mutton from 7d. to 6d., of sugar from 7d. to 5d, Of tea from 
ss. to 4s., of flour from ro!d. to 8!d. a quartern.2 The income 

. .....~ ~~ ·~ 

9£,tht;! ~<>.~ing-~lasses increased, and the co§t, of the}r. food 
q,imjni§hed. ~!.LS2~~!:_q~,~P~'!Pe~.!IUY~s>g~~gually~dimin
i?hipg,~a~d <::!ime wa~ decreasing,~~en,more rapjdly. In r84z, 

l 
~ r .309 persons were committed for trial, and the commit.ta.ls 

. declined' to 29,591 in r843, to z6,542 in r844, and to 24,303 
persons in r845. In r84z on~ person out of every soo of the 
population; irfi'845 one person out of every 7 so, was committed 
for trial. . · . . . 

V.: The mighty change in the condition of the people, which 
commenced in the ministry of Peel, and which ·has been 
continued almost uninterruptedly ever since, was riot solely 

. due to the fall of one political party and 'to the rise of another 
to' power. The contests, indeed, which rnen dignify with the 
name of History are only little pubbles.flogtjpg,.Jt,!l_)he.sl!rface 
which eriahle us to mark the movements of the tide.' To 

"'a;~rt~i~ -the-t;ue ~~~~fLQf the_pr.osRe;~y.~the~i~quj;J~mu~ • 
gobeyond even~the.great-Budget~oLt_8_4,z: _W.hat-Reel~Fea-IJy 
d~hat year;.'Y,_i!,s_t!.'.U~C.G.elerate_:in_d accentuate an impulse 
:lY!Jich..,:.1';aS already prepared. He found .l!:-Go.untry..,:~J~gg~!if!g 
u!:.2,er_b_un:l~ns_wJii~JL_a mistaken · poLcy..had.iplposed,_'Yhi~h. 
m~~eq•.t}J_ing~,-a!,ld ~'!.~~ ... ili.d;.nQ..good ... to'".:any,.human 
~- He saw the necessity of remLiving tl:ie load, and he 

!
removed it: And, by making England a cheap s country 
instead of a dear country, he- gave enterpri<se an opportunity 
which it had never known befo're. . 

~~1),qg~t.,_2f .. l.,~4:,.,..!h,~r.~[g~e,.i§~~-~PEB£.~g_f ~~e~ ;~,!
·!!~~~ of his..Jor:esight,,and. of his.sk}ll.; · But the Budget. of 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxx. p. 907· 
2· These figures were cited by Graham, ibid., p. gro. 
8 See a letter of Peel's in the Croker Memoirs, vol, ii. p. 385-
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1842, unprecedentedly great as it was in its conception and 
completeness, was not the sole or even the chief cause of the 

• s~~se_guent i_!Tiproy_~nt. tf!E; _c~;~t~y, ~s probabiy t~pre 
1 !£feel than to any other statesman who ever lived in England. 
1 ~J the true heroes of modern England are not her states~ en 
\ Q!tt .l.!~r inventors and engineers.) 

In a former volume an account has been given of the origin 
of railways up to r83o. The success of the Liverpool and 
Thedevelop· Manchester Line gave an extraordinary stimulus to 
'::..i!::a~ these undertakings. In the four years ending 1829, 
enterprise. only a little more than £8oo,ooo a year was autho
rised to be spent on railways. Authority was given by Parlia
ment for an average expenditure of more than £ z,ooo,ooo in 
each of the four years ending I 833 ; of nearly £ II,OOO,OOO in 
each of the four years ending r837; and of nearly £zr,ooo,ooo 
in each of the four years ending r845.1 The capital expended 
on railways, which amounted to £6s,ooo,ooo in r843, exceeded 
£2oo,ooo,ooo in 1848.:_ Less than 2ooo miles of railway had 
been constructed in 1843, and more than sooo miles had 
been constructed in 1848. The pertinacity with which these 
projects were pushed forward compelled the ministry to deal 
with the whole subject of railways. In 1844 an Act was passed 
authorising the Government, in the case of any railway con· 
structed after that year, in certain contingencies and after a 
certain interval, either to purchase the line or to revise the 
tolls ; and provision was at the same time made for the 
carriage of poor persons at what were then thought to be low 
fares. s The legislation, however, which Parliament provided 

I Porter's Progress of tke Nation, p. 33~. The authorised expenditure after 
1837 sank to [3,6oo,ooo in the four years ending 1841. 

2 Statistical Abstract, 2nd number, p. 8+ 
3 7 & 8 Viet. c. 85. Provision for cheap fares had previously been made in 

an Act of r838 ; the complaint was made in the House of Commons in r844 
that a third-class passenger going to Bath could not travel by day, and had to 
stand all the way. It was admitted that the carriages were without covering, 
though it was claimed that they had seats, and that a third-class passenger 
leaving London at 4.30 A:M. could reach Exeter at 9 P.M. Hansard, vol. 
lxxii. p. 245· 
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on the occasion was not productive of much. good, and is not 
worthy of much attention. 

The rapid developme~t of railway enterprise was productive 
of two advantages. In the first place, at a time whell_c_i'\pitaJ 
was redundant and,.~.e-~r.marj{_~verstoc;~d, Its conse

it prov!Oeaa'"'n'ewand almost il.!.!nlit~_b.l~Aield-.for£tlle quences. 

!J:~_stmentJ;>f.the cme)tnd,t~employment o.f th~s>ther. A.Jlli, 
in'the next plac.(!,jJ_enc()_urage<:Lel!t~rpr:i§ej~_"an_othei..'.Y.,aY:- The 
production of the country was arrested from the difficulty or 
irtaoifity ordistributing its p~;;--duce. Years before, the inven
tion-of the-spinnii1g~je~nyandthe mule had led to the pro
vision ·o[ mote yarn than all the weavers in the kingdom could 
consume. The discovery of the power-loom had redres-sed 
the balance, and thenceforward_ there was no artificial limit to 
the use of yar11 in weaving. But the horses in the country, 
whether they were employed on roads or on canals, could not 
possibly distribute, with reaso1;1able economy, all the cloth 
which the manufacturers could produce. Producti~n was, in 
other words, limited by the want of nieans of distribution ; and, 

t if no new locomotive power had been invented, the _progress 
of industry must necessarily have been checked. 

Just, then, as the greatest industrial fact in the eighteenth 
century was the application of steam to production, so the
most important commerCial circumstance in the nineteenth 
century is the application of steam to locomotion ; and the 
invention and its ~equences undffiibte"dl)\ di) St~~;, at 

m,2!S;JQr the_develop~ent~of..tr_ll.de than even,jhe . sea. 

gE,St ,.:§wigE:t~QC_J;..§..~ It is a remarkable circumstance that; 
while the steam-vessel preceded the locomotive, the use of 
steam to any great extent on land preceded its u,~e to- any 
large degree at sea. In 1841 the tonnage of the steam- fleet 
in the commercial navy of the United Kingdom was only one
thirtieth part of the tonnage of the sailing fleet. Twenty years 
after 1841, there were still eight tons moved by sails for every 
ton moved by steam. Four years afterwards, in 1865, when 
the sailing fleet·attained its maximum tonnage, the to~nage of 
the steam fleet was one-sixth of the tonnage of the sailing fleet ; 
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n r884 the tonnage of the steam fleet exceeded the aggregate 
onnage of all the sailing vessels.1 

This revolution-for it· is a greater revolution than either a 
R.eform Act or a change of dynasty-was characterised by 
>pposite peculiarities. So far as raiiways are concerned, the 
tctual speed of the locomotive has not b·een materially aug
nented by half a century of progress. _The engine burns 
ess fuel, it is worked more economically; but the fastest train 
hat runs now does not travel at twice the speed at which the 
'~ocket bore Huskisson to the house where he died. But, 
n the case of the steamer, the opposite has occurred. It is 
1ardly an exaggeration to say that almost every year has added 
o the speed, the size, and power of the steam-vessel, and that 
he finest steamers are three times as fast and ten times as 
arge as the finest vessels forty years ago. 
It is worth observing, moreover, that the prodigious advance 

nade during the last half century would have been impossible 
:ne tool· at any previous period of the world's history. If, 
takers of at the beginning of the century, men could have 
h.e nine-
'enth designed the Alaska or the City of Rome, they 
entury. 

• could not have built them. In fact the progress 
•f mankind m·ay be traced in the history of its tools; and 
list as the Neolithic age superseded the Palreolithic age, the 
3ronze age the Stone age, and the Iron age the Bronze age, 
o, in our own time, the marvellous skill of the tool-maker and 
he application of steam to tool-making have enabled man 
o accomplish objects which would have been impracticable 
tefore. 

There is another circumstance connected with the appli
ation of steam to locomotion which has perhaps received 
nsufficient notice. Th~JaU~~y,~he~it was first introduced, 

1 The numbers are:-
Sailing Vessels. Steam Vessels. 

Number. Tonnage. Number. Tonnage. 
184I • 22,668 2,839,332 793 96,00, 
I86I , 25,905 4•3oo,5r8 2133 so6,3o8 
I865 • 26,069 • 4·936,766 2718 823,533 
1884 • . x8,o53 3.464,978 66oi 3·944,273 
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was administered on aristocratic· principles. The stea~1er, 
from_it5::fu.st i!ltr_o~liction,·.:wMaS:wcirked::on:a:demo:-;h:::o~ 
crati£.,.pJan. Railway directors could not imagin_e cratic~ffects 
that it would. pay to carry passengers at high speed o~steam . 

. and low fares ; a~d their best trains were therefore reserved ' 
for the !i£e, ..!YEile the .poor _we!:e. carried:at ~ i~w."'rat;;'"s~ at inccin, 
venient times, and in uncomfortable carriages. It was other
Wisewifhthesteafue"i: fhe'Silipow~~r'h':l the wisdom. to see 
that, if the vessel ran· at all; it would pay him to carry every 
one whom he could attract to it; and he .did not commit the 

l folly of providing a comfortable and· fast. steamer for. the rich, 
and an uncomfortable and slow steamer for the poor. But, in 

• the course. of forty years, a mighty change occum!d in the 
ideas of railway directors. They discovered that, if their enter
prise was to be successful, it must be supported by the shillings 

~of the poor and not by the sovereigns of the rich. With rare 
exceptions the poor man can now travel at the same speed 

land with almost the same comfort as. his richer neighbours, 
)and thewisest railway managers are annually endeavouring to 
lprovide more an"d better accommodation for the many. 

The facts which have thus been mentioned afford· perhaps 

f 
the best proof that can be given of. th. e growing prosperity of 
the people. If the working-cla~!~Lh.ad remaine<;l in 
t~e abject poverty in which Peel found them, they ~.;:/~f~'h; 
.;--""""'"------~- . . . 
would not now be travelling i~ third-class carriag~s ~~~;~~i~; 
in-express ~tralns:--It was their increasing wealth ~f the· work-
!-<~·.-..-.· .. -- ---. ____ _.- ... ~-·•o ..... _.. _ _ . tng-classes. 
wliicli gave them _means to travel, and mduced the 
railway companiesr(niiaKe'"adequate provisionfortheir accom
modat~:Bu~il'"tile"se-facts~fumish-nre~best proof .6fthe 
Fa wing"' prosperity of the people, they ani also symptoms of 
their greater power. In a neighbouring country, men, when 
they effect a revolution, write egalite on the walls. In our own · 
country we do quite another thing, we attach third-class car
riages to express trains. 

T~lJ..l2Plication_of.J1~~}1)_to locomotion was,~,_th~~ 
greatest fad in the commercial history of the century,_but it 
w~companied wi~hJ~o_q_tl).~f~cirsums~ancespf.great.moment, 
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and prodigious influence. The first of these, the institution of 
cheap postage, was a reform accomplished by P;-lG.in~;rt\VI:iich 
hasalreadyb~een related in the previous volume. The second 
oithem, the transmission of messages by electricity, has still t~ 
be-record~d_:_ 

Man, from the earliest ages, has probably devised means for 
the rapid propagation of intelligence. Gibbon relates that, in 

the second empire, fire-signals were repeated from 
Electricity. 

one mountain to another, and a chain of stations 
commanded a space of soo miles; 1 while those who are fami
liar with Scott's poetry, with Macaulay's ballads, and with Mr. 
Froude's history will easily remember picturesque descriptions 
of beacon-signals. In the period of the great war, when early • 
intelligence of the enemy's movements was of essential import
ance, a new system was introduced, and messages were signalled 
from hilltop to hilltop by a succession of semaphores. This 
method of communication was called a telegraph; and the 
word " telegraph" was in common use long before electricity · 
was applied to telegraphy. For instance Croker, writing from 
the Admiralty in 1813, said that the Plymouth telegraph had 
announced a new victory; while the compiler of the " Annual 
Register" records in 182 7 that telegraphic communication had 
been established between Holyhead and Liverpool, and a mes
sage conveyed from place to place in five minutes.2 The 
word was in equally common use in other countries. To take 
a curious illustration, Guizot inserts in his " Memoires" the 
elaborate telegraphic message in which the thin~ Napoleon's 
attempt on Strasburg was conveyed to Paris, 8 and adds the 
•curious statement that the· message was interrupted in the 
middle of it from the line becoming enveloped in mist. 

It is not improbable that a reader who meets with such 
passages as these a century hence will wholly fail to attach to 
them their proper meaning. He will associate a telegraph 
with the only telegraph which he has ever known, and will be 

1 Gibbon, Roman Empire, vol. "· p. 130. 
! Croker, Memoirs, vol. i. p. 53; Ann, Reg., 1827, Chron., p. I8o. 
a Guizot, Mimoires, vol. iv. p. 198, 



·at a ioss to understand how an electric current could ·have beeri 
inte~rupted "J)y a fog. F~r the telegraph to which these pas
sages r_efer is already as extinct .as. the dodo ; . and, UI}like. that 
bird, has left no fossil· or· other remains behind it to enable 
future investigators to record its history. 

It is difficult .to give the whole credit of any invention to 
any individual. De Caux and Lord Worcester preceded Watt, 
and Trevithick constructed a steam carriage before Stephenson 
bui!t a locomotive. When we say that Watt applied steam to 

•pr_oduction, and that $tephenson extended it to locomotion, 
we mean that these are the two men who proved to mankind 
that steam could be thus used. It is not possible to speak 
with similar exactness in the case of eleftricity. The know
ledge of this marvellous force which. has already annihilated 
time, and which in the future may turri darkness into light and 
supersed~ steam itself as a power, ·has been communicated to 
us by a succession of investigators. Its use. and the methods 
Of using it have only gradually been discovered by a succession 
of experimentalists. . . ... 

When Pope, iri the eighteenth century, in a well-known 
couplet' expressed his wonder "now the devil" the hairs had 
got into the amber, 2400 years had passed since 'rn;m had first 
observed that the amber possessed a property much more 
marveilous than the· dust. But it would have surpljsed Pope 
to learn that this property was to make the name ·which the 
Greeks had given to amber (electron) the n1ost notable of· 
modern names; since it was to I?eapplied to the force"whicJ1 
perhaps will ultimately account fo~,._!llany unexplained pheno
mena of the universe, and which is'already the most powerful 
that man has taken into his service. 

Though, however, in the. sixth century before Christ, Thales 
had obser.ved and recorded the power of attraction which 
amber possessed, little came of his discovery for 2400 · 

1 
I h 

. h . Thaes. 
years. n t e Sixteenth and seventeent centunes . 
of our era, indeed, Gilbert and Boyle and Newton in our own 
country, and Von Guericke abroad, succeeded in showing 
'that other substances besides amber possessed the P<?wer of . 
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attraction ; and that light and sound could both be produced 
by "electrical excitation." But it was not till the eighteenth 
century that any real advance was made in the study of the 
new force. Even thoughtful men at the present time are 
only beginning to recognise the debt which the world owes to 
the eighteenth century. The work which that century did 
was not of a kind to attract superficial attention. It was work 
of preparation, and the foundations of a building do not catch 
the eye so readily as the superstructure. Yet mankind should 
not be ungrateful to those who pave the way for future pro-· 
gress; and should remember that it was in the laboratory 
of the eighteenth century that the nineteenth century was 
prepared. 

Before the first thirty years of the eighteenth century were 
complete, Stephen Gray, a Fellow of the Royal Society, showed 

that electricity could be conducted from one body 
to another. The discovery was, in one sense, hardly 

The fisherman of the ancient world who touched an 

Gray. 

new. 
electric ray with a harpoon and received a shock in his own 
body had experienced the fact, which he was unable to explain. 
Gray, however, did much more. He suspended an ivory ball 
by some common packthread from a piece of rubbed glass at 
the top of his house, and he found that he could conduct the 
electricity from the glass to the ivory. He endeavoured to 
conduct the electricity in a horizontal instead of a perpendicular 
direction, suspending his packthread by strings of packthread, 
and the experiment failed. At the suggestion of a friend he 
substituted silken for hep1pen strings and the experiment 
succeeded, and he was actually enabled in this way to convey 
electricity 886 feet It was obvious from these experiments 
that, while hemp conducted the electricity, silk did not. In 
other words, that while some bodies had, others had not, the 
power of conducting electricity. 

While Gray was conducting this experiment in England, 

Dufay. 
Dufay, a Frenchman, was simultaneously engaged 
on investigations which resulted in a fresh dis

covery. He found that the electricity produced by exciting a 
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vitreou5 subject like glass was different~ from the electricity 
produced by exciting a resinous subject like amber. For "a 
body with vitreous electricity attracted all bodies with resinous 

.electricity and repelled, all bodies with vitreous electricity; 
while a body with resinous electricity attracted all bodies with 
vitreous electricity· and repelled all bodies with resinous elec
tricity." While, a Jew years afterwards, a German, ·Muschen
broeck ot Leyden, reasoning on this discovery, conceived the 

. idea that "the electricity of bodies might be retained The Leyden 

• by surrounding them with bodies 'which did not jar .. 

conduct it." The idea led to the invention of the Leyden jar, · 
in which electricity may be accumulated or stoxed. 

These three great discoveries were made, it· ~ust be re~ol
lected, by men experimentalising for the sake of acquiring 
knowledge, without the faintest idea of the mighty conseq uenc·es 
which were to result from their labours. The next great 
advance, in the discoveries· which were ultimately to lead -to 
the electric telegraph, was, on the contrary, _n'lade by accident-,-;; 
if the term· accident can properly be applied to the observa
tions, n1ade by men of learning, of facts which ordinary persons 
ignore. At the end of the last ce~tury G:ilvani, an .. 
Italian professor, noticed that the leg of a dead frog. Galvam. 

-in course of prepara:tioh for his table-was c:onvulsed on 
being brought into .contact with the dissecting knife ·of an 
assistar:t engaged in working an electric battery. Some time 
afterwards he' observed that the legs of other dead frogs, which 
had been suspended on some copper hooks in an iron balcoqy, 
were similarly excited into motion ~henever the wind brought 
them into contact with the iron of the balcony. A coin patriot 
of Galvani, Volta, hearing of the discovery, was led 
to deduce from it that electricity·had been generated 

Voita. 

by two metals being brought. into communication through the 
'moist limb of the frog .. Galvani, on the contrary, inferred 
that the electric fluid was present in the frog's limb, and that 
it had. beeri excited by the contact of the metals. Later 
experience has shown that both deduct.ions were partly right. 
Electricity is present in the frog's !Tmb, and it may be gene-

vaL. v. E 
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rated by copper anq Iron connected with a damp substance. 
Galvani's deduction, however, which has added the word gal· 
vanism to the universal language of· civilisation, was of no 
importance in the history of the telegraph. Volta's deduction, 
which has added another word to the same language, was of 
supreme importance, because it led to his invention of the 
Voltaic pile. By placing plates of different metals, zinc and 
copper, one above another, but separated one from the other 
by pieces of cardboard saturated with salt and water, he suc
ceeded in producing an effective electric battery. By connecting 
the zinc plate at the bottom with the copper plate at the top of 
the battery by a wire, he was enabled to maintain an electric 
current of considerable volume in a constant flow. He had thus 
surpassed the achievements of Gray, Dufay, and Muschenbroeck. 
They had proved that it was practicable to conduct an electric 
current for short distances, and to store small quantities of elec
tncJty. Volta had made it possible to produce electricity in 

• large volumes, and to conduct the current to the most distant 
places. 

Thus a century of experiment and reflection had placed it 
in the power of man to realise the prediction of ~he poet and 
to throw-if need were-a girdle of electricity round the 
earth. Yet, though Volta had made it possible to throw an 
electric current from Paris to St. Petersburg, the current could 
convey no meaning on its arrival. Electricity might )ight a 
warning flame or ring a warning bell, but it could do no more. 
And, for twenty years after the commencement of the century, 

no further advance was made. In 182o, Oersted, a 
Oersted. h k' . professsor at Copen agen, ma mg some galvamc ex-

periments at a lecture, happened to notice that the needle of 
a compass, accidentally left near the wire, along which the 
electric current was passing, was excited as the current passed. 
Struck with the circumstance, he made further experim·ents, 
and he found that "a magnetic needle, placed in the neigh
bourhood of an electric current, always places itself perpen
dicular to the plane through the current and the centre of the 
needle." 
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This discovery, supplemented by further experiments made 
by Ampere in France and -Faraday in England, formed the 
basis of a new science-electro-magnetism-which 

. Faraday. 
has already explained many phenomena, which had 
previously seemed inexplicable, and which may ultimately solve 
other problems in the book of nature, which have hitherto 
baffled the investigator. With its effects on physical science, 
however, this chapter.thas no concern. It is more- to its pur
pose to point out that Oersted and Ampere 'had made it 
certain that electricity would tie employed as . a means of 
communication. Before ten years were over, indeed, Ampere 
himself suggested that it might be used .for this pur- The tele

pose; and, in 1~,3.7, CookLand-'YlwaJstone in this graph. 

country, and Morse~in America, had invented telegraiJhs depen-- . ·- ---dent on electricity. -
-s'Iow as had been the gradual progres; of discovery, the 

invention, ·when it was once made, was adopted with rapidity. 
In 1837 a telegraph was erected on the Great Western line; 
in the succeeding years it was rapidly extended to other 
places. A su'bmarine telegraph to the dockyard at Ports
mouth suggested the possibility of submarine communication 
between England and France. A cable containing an electric 
wire was actually laid in 185o; and, though it was almost 
immediately broken, a new cable was successfully laid in 
18 5 1.1 This achievement led to the rapid extension of tele
graphic enterprise. Ireland was connecfed with England by 
the electric wire in 1854, Malta in 186I, and India in 1865. 
After many attempts, London and •New York were placed in 
telegraphic communication one with another; and, ' in the 
course of a little more than thirty years, the whole civilised 
world was brought into almost instantaneous communication 
by-t~is most marvellous of inventions.2 

I Ann. Reg., I85o, Chron., p. 106. 'Ibid,, 185I, ·Chron., p. 164. 
2 In the slight account of the leading discoveries which resulted in the inven

tion of the electric telegraph, I have not ventured to do more than draw the 
barest outline.. The reader, who wishe.s for more detailed information, will 
find an excellent article on electricity in tbe new edition of the Encyclopcedia 
Britannica, and ample references to the best works on the subject. 
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v Th!~greaLdiscovery_and_the simultaneous development .of 

I
. r~i~vays had much more to do with the greater prosperity o{ 
t~_pe~n~Je than either the Budget of 1842 or the Budget of 
~845· B.!,!!.)t_.is nope_.the less. true that the refor~s which 
Peel introduced accelerated the impulse which inventors set · 
in motion; and thus the rapid _pJ:ogress of the nation would 
have been retarded or postponed if -it .had not been for the 
g~at fiscal reforms .initiated by the miniif;er. 

Before concluding the present chapter it may be desirable 
to supplem'ent this account of industrial revolution and financial 
legislation with a short review of the other measures, introduced 
during the same period to improve the social condition of the 
people. 

It had been the misfortune of the Melbourne Ministry that 
it had alienated its best supporters by its determination to 

The Poor retain office when it had no longer the power to 
f2-'vs. enforce its Irish policy, and that it had alienated 

the masses of its fellow-countrymen by its steady support of 
the new Poor Law. · tee! unquestionably owed some portion 
<2fJ1is majority in 1841 to the hatred .which this law inspired. 

~ Y ~t he had never taken a ~ingle step which justified the con
ciusion that he was in favour of amending it. The utmost 
that could be said of him was that many of the candidates, 
pledged to his support, indulged in reckless denunciations of 
the "tyrants of Somerset House." It has been already stated 
that, in the short session in which the new Government was 
formed, auth9rity was obtained for keeping the new law alive 
for another year. In the course of 1842, Graham, as Home 

· !Secretary, introduced a measure for continuing the law for 
another five years. Its introduction rekindled the smouldering 

' embers of controversy. The abuses which had occurred since 
; the new law had been in operation were brought forward ; ~1e 
, hardships which the poor were experiencing were repeatedly 
insisted on. All that passion and exaggeration could do was 

t done to defeat the bill. 
The position . of the Commissioners was plain enough. It 

was their object to discourage pauperi~m by making the 
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l
pauper's lOt une-ndurable or at least disa-greeab-le.· As a gener_a,l 
rule, ·therefore, ·they set their faces against outdoor relie£ 
Destitution was to be the sole ground on which relief \vas to 

!be given. Entrance. to the workhouse was to be the test of 
}destitution, artd the test was to be made efficient by the exaction 
J·of labour, by the strict regulation of diet, by the ·enforcement 
t·of s·evere discipline and even constraint There was no· doubt, 
too, that the fi.i:m beijef which they entertained of the wisdom 
of these rules inade them occasionally indjscreet. Stories were 
oold of their striking beer out of a workhouse dietary, and of 
their punishing the ·master of another workhouse who had 

,given the poor beef and plum-pudding .on Coronation day; 1 

\vhile, unfortunately for .them, a confidential memorandum, 
prepa~ed only for the information ,of the Cabinet, and couched 
in· the hardest language, found its way into the hands of the 
proprietor of -'the Times, and was read by hi in in the House of 
Coinmons.2. The Commissioners, moreover, it is reasonable 
to suspect; hardly rriade sufficient allowance for the machinery 
with which they had to work. Masters .of workhouses, inter
preting their .orders strictly, committed . excesses· which the 
Commissioners ;had never foreseen. Adult girls were flogged 

lfor. misconduct; old people were washed in cold water; 'and 
llsick people, restricted to the approved allowance, were refused 
the food which was essential to their recovery.s . 

Such complaints as these did not necessarily ]:>rove that the 
"""'..;..~---- . -~ . - -~ system was wrong. . They onlr. showed that its administration 

i£s:-l.!!!.P~.fr.fJ,. TI1e politicians, however, who attackedthe . 
new Poor Law, declared the system, and not its administration, 
to be in fault; grievances, they argued, were inevitable so long 
as the workhouse was a test of relief; they could only be re
moved by the relief of the poor in their own homes. The 
true' answer to this contention :was that relief was intended to 
be irksome. But the Government did not venture on return
ing such an answer in. I842 .. Graham, on the contrary, was 
at pains to explain that the workhouse test was only -used 

1 Hansard, vol. xxxv. p. 710; vol. xliv. p. 727. • 

2 !hid., vol. lxvi. pp; II72, II75· 3 Ibid,, vo}, .}x:iv~ p •. IOI. -
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in exceptional cases, and that the mass of the poor were still 
relieved outside the house. He even declared that it would 
be cruel in the extreme, that it would be unjust, that it would 
be oppressive, if the workhouse test were made the universal 
rule. His argument subjected him to one very inconvenient 
retort O'Connell reminded him that there was no outdoor 
relief in Ireland.l But it probably conciliated a great many 
English members. The long debate ou the bill, protracted 
throughout the greater part of June and July 18.p, was gradu-

'ally terminated, and Parliament, at the end of July, assented 
to a measure which continued the Poor Law Commissioners 
f(?'i-""a further period o( five years. 2 

The passage of the bill, however, had not settled the contro
'versy; Graham, in fact, had only succeeded in securing the 
. continuance of the Commissioners by dropping other clauses 
·which had originally formed part of the measure. It became 
consequently necessary for him to deal with these matters in 
fi1ture sessions. At the commencement of 1~44 he introduced 
a bill, which r~tpoved the law of ba2tardy out of the. Poor 

B d L,aw, enabled the mother to recover from the father 
a~ y. the cost of maintaining the child; and provided 

asylums for the r:elief at night of destitute persons without 
inquiring as to the place of their settlement.3 Towards the 
dose of the same session he introduced another mea-sure making 

Se 1 
birth the basis of settlement, and prohibiting the 

ttement. · · 
' - removal of poor people from the place in which they 

had resided for fi ~e years. 4 The first of these measures led to 
a- repetition of the-~l<l discussions. A clause was introduced 
into it, against the wish of the Government, which ordered 

'women who were mothers to be relieved at the place of their 
residence. 5 The second of them, though reintroduced in 
1845,6 Qjd not become law till 1,~46, when the removal Of tb_e 

l Hansard, vol. lxv. pp. soS, sro. 
2 It ,was read a second time in the Lords on the 26th of July. Ibid., 

p. 630. A proposal to limit the bill to one year was defeated in the Commons 
Ibid., p. 74· 

8 Ibid., vol. lxxii. p. 476. 
6 Ibid. I p. ross. 

4 Ibid., vol. lxxvi. p. 1932. 
4 Ibid. 1 vol. lxxvii. p. 312. . 
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· poor man from the parish in· which he had resided five years; 

\

of the,wife from her husband's parish; or of the children from 
their parents' parish, was at last forbidden; and the ha:ds·h. ips. 
which the poor had undoubtedly endured were to some extent 
alleviated;!. 

In fact, the heat which a long controversy had produced 
had gradually cooled; the advantages of the new law were 
discovered to outbahmce its inconveniences; its most violent 
opponents reconciled themselves to its continuance ; and, 
instead ·of clamouring for its repeal, endeavoured to improve 
its administration. The Poor Law had already been extended 
to Ireland. In 1843 a Commission was appointed to inqui~e 
into the state of the Scotch poor. 2 In 1844 the Commissjon 

J 
reported; and. in .. r_~s most o. f .. the_principles-oLthe-English 
J;.?o.!,.L~w were,.exte~nde~§e~la_rrd. 3 . 

A feeling, however, was gradually ansmg that other reme· 
dies than the compulsory relief of the poor were urgently 
t:equired. Ashley had already obtained distinction by his 
efforts in the cause of the Factory Bill of 1833· In r84o he· 
moved for • the commissfon cif inq"!liry into the em
ployment of women and children in mines and 
collieries, which produced. the sensational report 

Employ
ment of 
women and 
children in 
mjnes . . 

whose contents have already been allude.d to in a 
preceding. chapter. In r~,z he introduced a bill to give ·effect 
to the ~mis~i.Q!le.rs'-.l:e.c.o.romeA.datiQ.!}S,_<tud _1Jrgf'!.<UL9u,..the 
HOiiS'ein _!..:!P.eech which guoted fresJy fr_o_IJ.Uh.E!.....!\.e..P..Q!.t this 

1 9 & 10 Viet. c. 66. ·It ought perhaps to be added that, when the Act of 
1842 ex.pired in,1847, a change-was made in. the c~:mstitu(i9n orT!l;'"~Law 
~O~~tis;ion~r~~.:.;.n~,~{~~P!~.~~~~~3iS!~ajy .~~~.~~Il9~~-~:~8.Si_t i~~~il?-p 
House of Commons. The second reading of the bill making this change was 
cmied; aft~ {;Jr nights' debate, by a large majority~218 votes ·to 42. Han
sard, vol. xcii. p. 1236. Bpt~a.,cl!'use was.inserted in •. committee .. against,the 
~!;h-~.!_l~e ,G£;'e!_E~Rk CPE.).R~lli;:!g,.\,!,!.\:"g~'!rcliall,_s._.t_o ,give. joint ,accom.rno_9a· 
~s.n.,[!t...,~o~k!lous;.~~,.\9,.lllarried,people. Ibid., vol. xciii. p. 8gB. ·The Ac,t 
is the ro & it Viet. c. 109 ; the clause is section 23 of the Act. . 

2 For a debate on the appointment see Hansard, vol. lxvi. p. 179. 
8 The report· is in Pari. Papers, r844, vol. xx.. ; for the Lord Advocate's 

speech introdudng the bill." Hansard, vof. lxxviii. p. 1399' The debate on the 
se~ond reading is in ibid., vol, lxxxi. p. 398 .. The bill becam.e the 8 & 9 Viet. 
~~ . 
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"a~yf\11 document,"_which excites·" a feeling of shame, terror, 
and indigr.gttion." The "awful document" had done its work; 
andthe House assented to the first reading of the bill, which 
exclud;d women from mi~es, forbade the employment of chil
.4'"ren under thi~teen years of age, and !lanctioned the appoint
ment of inspectors to enforce its provisions.1 The colliery 
o;ners of the North of England were alarmed at the prospect 
of so radical an interference with their industry, and insisted 
on the impossibility of conducting their business if the employ
ment of boys of eight was forbidden. 2 Londonderry, one of 
their number, who was no friend to what he was pleaseJ to 
term "the hypocritical humanity which reigned so much at 
present," 3 gave them his warm support, arid sP.cured for them 
a compromise which suffered them to employ boys of ten on 
th~ee days a week.4 Ashley was bitterly disappointed at the 
alterations which were thus made in the bill; but he was wise 
enough to reflect that the half loaf was better than no bread, 
and to accept the mutilated measure which Londonderry 
offered him. 

During the passage of the bill, the mine-owners had fre
quently employed an argument which it was difficult to answer. 
Assume, they said in effect, all the cruelty with which the Re
port charges us, similar grievances exist in other employments. 
Why select a single industry for reform, and leave the evils 
which characterise other occupations unremedied? The true 
answer to the contention was that Ashley had no intention of 
dealing with mines and collieries alone; on the contrary, he 
had been the constant advocate of further reform. In r837 
he had urged the Government to take up the matter; in r838 
he had himself taken up a bill which the Government had 
introduced, and on its failure had asked the House to express 
its regret that the Factory Act had been so long without 
amendment; his motion had virtually compelled the Govern-

1 Hansard, vol. lxiii. pp. 132D-1364. 
z The remonstrance of the northern mine-ownerS is printed in Hansard, vol. 

lxiv. p. 544, note. 
a Ibid., voL lxv. p. 104 4 lbid,, p. 3· 
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ment iri :r839 to make 'a' more. serious a'ttempt to legislate; 
.while in 184·0, he had. obtained an inquiry into the whole sub
·ject.: But the information, which· was thus gained, proved 
that .an Act, which rnerely regulated labour, would do very · 
little. Every commissi~rt, and every committ~e, which jnquired 
into the subject, and every person who was brought into con
tact with the labouring. classes, were-struck by the lamentable 
ignorance which universally prevailed. ·Education, ... 
' d 11 . l h' f h" df ] EducatiOn. It was gra . ua y seen, was t 1e c te t mg nee u .; .,.._._ · 
and, at the commencement of 1~4_31 Ashley p!£posed an address 
to the Crown, praying jt to adopt measures fqr diffusing the 
benefits and blessi~gs 6f .a moral .and religious education 
among the working-classes. 2 The address, supported on all 
sides of the Hou!?e, was -carried \vithout a division. The 
queen returned .a gracious· .ans\ver' to it; cthe Goyerninent 
agreed to legislate; for one night, .at ariy rate, a whole assembly 
professed a unanimous desire to 'throw a little light into the 
darkest corners of modern England. 

But the abstract· is frequently .more :acceptable than .the 
concrete. The thesis ·which commands universal assent jn 
the one shape, is attacked on all sides in the -other. . The .first 
words whic~ man attributes :to his God, are a ·Command for . 
light;· the noblest prayer in the great epic of the ancient world 
is a prayer :for light; the last words, which were uttered by 
the greaf philos.ophic poet of the· nineteenth .century, were a 
cry for light. In theory, in r843, ev,ery :mart of education. 
or position would have readily joiried i!l the petition, -"Lighten 
our darkness." They admitted the necessity for more light:: 
they were even ready to pay for it, provided-fQr the whole 
admission was in the proviso~the light was the light of their 
own farthing candles. · 

Graham proposed to redeem the pledge which the House 
had given by in~g..i:~T~~~~_I~gJl]ating factori~,~ 

1 See Hansard, yo!. xliv. p. 383. Lord Ashley's motion in 1838 was only 
defeated by r2r ·votes to ·106. Ibid., p. 443· The Government Bill of 1839 is 
in ibid., vol. xlv. p. 434. For the inquiry of 1840, cf. ibid., vol. Iii. p. 86o; and 
vol. lv. p. r26o. _ · 

2 • For the debate, ibid., vol. lxvii, p. 47· 
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ptQ..v.iding for the. ed_ucation of the ~hild~en ,e~p_loyed, in Jhem. 
1i!Lchild under eight years old-so he proposed-sh_o1,1ld .be 
The Factory e,!.l1ployed at_ ~11_; .. no child under thirteen should be 
B!!l or •843· er;:ployed for more than six hours and a half a day; 

l no young person under eighteen, and no girl under twenty-one, 
should be employed for· more than t\velve hours a day on the 
first five working days of each week, or for more than six hours 
on a Saturday. Children, in factory districts, who were above 
eight years old and under thirteen, were to attend school. The 
inhabitants of the district, with the assistance of the Govern
ment, were to provide adequate school accommodation for the 
purpose. The schools to be erected were to be vested in two 
trustees, one of whom was to be the clergyman of the parish. 
The master of the school was to be appointed by the Diocesan; 
the inspector, who visited the school, was to be approved by 
the Diocesan ; the version of the Scripture authorised by the 
Church was to be used in the school ; the books employed in 
it were to be selected by the Diocesan. , Even these provisions 
did not satisfy the requirements of extreme Churchmen like 
Inglis. They were received with a yell of dismay by Roman 
Catholics and Dissenters. The Dissenters of Manchester 
pledged themselves to oppose the measure by every means in 
their power. The Roman Catholics declared that no Roman 
Catholic child could conscientiously attend the new schools. 
Had not the Church of England, so they argued, already 
obtained an adequate .. m-onopoly? Had she not already sole 
possession of the wealthy universities and schools ? Is not she 
contented "with these vast advantages, but, after having herself 
most reprehensively neglected the education of the poor, when 
a measure is proposed to rescue the infant operative from the 
degradation and depravity of ignorance, is she to come forward 
with her pretensions, and claim, as a matter of ecclesiastical 
prerogative, the instruction of factory infants upon whom she 
never cast away a thought before?" 1 

Frightened by the~rm which he had raised, and the multi-

1 The words are Sheil's, in Hansard, vol. lxix. p. 553· For the bill, ibid., 
vol. Ixvii. pp. 422, 1477. 
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tude of petitions against the bill, which- rained night a:fter .night 
on the table of the House, Graham endeavoured to modify his 
measure. He proposed to increase the number of the trustees; 
to confine the religious instruction of the children to partic\ilar 
hours, at the commencement or at the end of each school 
time; to insist on it being given in separate class-rooms; and . 
to allow the parent a right of forbidding _its child religious 
teaching. But these concessions did not conciliate the Oppo~ 
sitlon. The whole thing, said Roebuck, depended on the 
Church ; the whole scheme was designed to promote the influ
ence of the Church; and, "in no plan of education, maintai~ed 
and enforced by the State "-so he asked the House to resolve
" should any attempt be made to inculcate peculiar religious 
opinions." 1 Roebuck did not, indeed, succeed in "carrying his 
·proposition; Members of Parliament, in 1843, were too busily 
engaged in ~I)gjh_~ flames of the!L}? .. '!Yll~c:~,pc!~_e,t;jg_e_<;!mit 
thllJ~¥.M:-~9-r!gh!.:.!£~txtiqg~§_q,lheJ~gh~5?.L2ili~r"~gt:!_Q2l~· 
and they accordingly rejected Roebuck's resolution by a large 
majority. 2 But the motion, defeated as it was, had done its 
work. _A month afterwards, Graham, -finding that he had 
failed to satisfy the Church, and that he had affronted dis
sent, withdrew the educational clauses.8 The labour clauses 

, cumber~d 'the notice paper a little longer, when they too were 
withdrawn.-

Religious <;lifferences had produced the ordinary result. A -
measure, which all humane meQ aainitted- to be necessary, had 
been postponed because _the sects into which Christianity was 
divided were all intent on moving by the solitary light of their 

l Hansard, vol. lxix, pp. 530, ·539· 
2· By 156 votes to 6o. Ibid., p, 564. , 
8 Ibid., vol. lxix. p. I56f'· Hume, later on, proposed a resolution on the 

subject of education, but the House was co_unted out. - Ibid., vol. lxx. p. 1350. 
The Church, a5 a rule, has clung so persisteutly to its notions of religious 
education that it ought perhaps to_be added that Hook, the vicar cf Leeds, the 
leader of the High Church party, and perhaps the best specimen of an English 
clergyman then living, saw clearly enough that the State had. no business· with 
religion, and that the only education which it could provide must be of a purely 
secular character. See Stephen's Life of Hook, p. 261 ; and Hook's letter to Mr. 
Gladstone in ibid., p. 346. 
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own candles. Despairing of reconciling these differences, 
afraid of neglecting the interests which raised them, Graham, 
in the commencement of ~.§.4..4, reintroduced his bill without 
the education clauses. The bill, in other respects, was the 
same bill as that of r843, _ exc_ept that the minimum age at 
:w:.lli(:h any child could be ~ployed was r?-ised from eight to 
nine years.l The education controversy, which had raged 
fi~rcely in r843, was no longer possible. But a new con
troversy arose on what was then known as the ten hours' 
clause. Factory reformers had for years maintained that ten 
hours were long enough for any young person to work. Official 
persons, on the contrary, authoritatively advised that its adop
tion would lead to a reduction of 25 per cent. in wages,2 de
dared that manufacturers could not.maintain their superiority 
if the hours of work were reduced to ten. The Liberals, as a 
body, were agreed in maintaining twelve hours as the- dura
tion of a day's work. The Tories, on the contrary, against 
the wishes of their leaders, supported a ten hours' clause. 
With. their support, Ashley, in r 844, twice defeated the 
Government, carrying a test amendment, virtually introduc
ing a ten hours' system-from the ·rst of October 1845.3 But, 
though he was able to carry this test amendment, he failed to 
introduce the ten hours into the ena~ting clauses of the bill. 
The House, nearly evenly divided, thought that the matter 
should be compromised, and rejected by a small majority 

1 G~aham's proposal for a twelve hours clause, and, by a rather 
larger majority, Ashley's alternative of a ten hours' clause.4 
It was probably at the moment ready to split the difference 
and make eleven hours the duration of a young person's work. 
Graham, however, bent on maintaining his own view, did not 
afford it the opportunity of doing so. He withdrew his bill, 
and substituted for it a new one, merely making such amend
ments in the law as he imagined would command universal 

1 For the bill, Hansard, vol. lxxii. p. 278. 
2 For the estimate, ibid., vol. lxxiii. p. II<J9. 

s For Ashley's amendment, ibid., p. I073· For the divisions on it, ibid., pp,
r26J-r266. 

' Ibid., pp. I46o-I463. 
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assent. Ash lei -in ;y_ain · end:eavoured to graft· the ten hours~ 
Clause on the 'i-tew~~~s:tl!re. ·:The House refused to give him 
a new vict_ory over the Governnient, and the bill; as it• was 
accordingly passed, while it ~egulafed the labour of childr~n} 
contained no provisions for limiting the working hours: af;: 

~young persons.1 . , 

Graham had won his battle; the bill had :become law in tlie 
shape in which he had desired. · But the. ministers had little 
cause to congratulate' themselves on the victory. :They had 
pprchased it by .disregarding the wishes ·.of· the ·respectable 
people whom Ashley re-presented, 'and by rigorously' coercing 
their own supporters. Nor had they the~satisfactioh of reflect· 
ing that they had permanently disposed of a difficult question. 
1Jl~~:t\.<:~-o~,M.:.-_applie§....!:9~-S9ttori._:and_~!Us.._Il1illli: . At the 
commencement of i~.S, A.§..l).l~y_Q~ougf!l.i~f~9.i.!!:.to .tf!g~te 
1~.91!.~2.Print:wo_rl_{_::;,.ggi:l .. in.b!(!Jl~hl.ug:gr2.,q~s. 'l'he 
old story, lvhich he )]ad· told so often, had to ,be • told.· again. 
l..ittle children were employed in these works alrriost· as soon 
as they could walk. . yet the. manufacturing classes viewed, 
with a ncit unnatural alarm, the persistent efforts which Ashley 
was m'aking to regulate labour in every branch of industry. 
"It has been said to rrie more than .once," so he hiinself 
~onfessed, . "Where will you stop?" ·The' answer ·was riot 
likely to allay panic. "I· reply, :without hesitation, Now here; 
s6 long as any portion of this mighty evil .remains to be 
removed." · A Government, responsible for the trade of: the 
couphy, a,nd ~.ith no experience of the consequences :which 
might ensue from. interference. with. industry, viewed the pro
spect "with a serious apprehension." They saw the impossi
bility of res·isting the movement, of which Ashley was the 
spokesman, and they dreaded the consequences of accepting 
his measure. . Graham assented to the. introduction of ·the 
new bill, but reserved to himself every latitude· for amejlding 
it. He ultimately consented, if the bill were confined' to 
p.lln~Qi~,.}9,....Jl.IP.hlbit the e~pl_OJJ11ell_t.&QLchil§~l1,~:UBde.r 

·• ei~~t,_~~~- prohib{t ~he ((_JEployment of all .girls, and ~of-l!oys_, 
1 Hansard, vol. lxxiii. p. ~666, vol. lxx.iv. pp. 8g9; rio4. . 
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t~n.der thirteen,_at night. and to provide for the education of 
Argument cpildren under eight and thirteen. Ashley, afraid 
~;:\~~~:;.• of wrecking his measure by another contest on 
clause. the ten hours' clause, assented to this compromise; 
and a further step was thus taken towards the regulation of 
infant labour.I 

The promise, which Ashley made in 1845, he fulfilled • 
in the beginning of 1846. The political atmosphere, indeed, 
was not at that time favourable for the adequate discussion 
of a great measure of social policy. The causes, which had 
prociuced a crisis in affairs, and which will be related in 
detail in the succeeding chapter, concentrated attention on 
other matters than factory reform. Yet, at the commence
ment of the session, Ashley, returning to the charge, reintro
ciuced his measure; Unfortunately, he thought it his duty 
immediately afterwards to submit to the electors of Dorset• 
shire, whom he represented, the propriety of his determination 
to support the policy of free trade in corn ; and the squires and 
their tenants, rallying in the cause of Protection, mustered at 
the polling booths and drove him from the House of Commons. 
In his absence from Parliament, the charge of the bill fell upon 
Fielden, the member for Oldham. The bill, which again con
tained the ten hours' clause, was thrown .out by a small 
majority.2 But this result only strengthened the hands of 
reformers. The bill-the. same bill-was reintroduced in 
I.847.s Supported by the Whig Ministry, which was at that 
time in office, it passed its second reading by a majority of 
more than two to one. 4 Though the ministry had announced 
its intention of amending the ten hours' clause in committee, 
the manufacturers, dispirited by the nature of their defeat, 

1 For the hill, Hansard, vol. lxxvii. p. 638. Out of 565 children, whose ag!!s 
were inquired intq,.! began to work. 2.<lt)V_t:en fo~r and fil·.e; 3 between five and 
~.;,. 68 between six and seveJl.i. and 133 between sev<;_n and ei~ht. Ibid., p. 
640. For Ashley's promise, ibid., p. 653. For Graham's amendments, ibid,, 
voi. lxxviii. p. 1369. 

2 For the debates in 1846, ibid., vol. lxxxiii. pp. 378-418 ; vol. lxxxv. p. 
1222 ; vol, lxxxvi. pp. 466, 998. The majority was 203 votes to 193, p. 108o, 

8 Ibid., vol. lxxxix. p. 487. · 
' By 195 votes to 87, ibid,, vol, xc. p. I75· 
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desisted· froin. opposition aqd "laboured for a compromise.1· 

The ten' liours' clause was; under these circum- The clau~e , 

stances, carried,2 though the Prime Minister and his passed; • 

colleagues voted . against it; and even the Lords disobeyed 
the injunction of ministers and passed the tneasure.3 

The victory. marks an epoch in the history of England. 
·r t was a· new and greater· proof than had yet been afforded 
of the growing power of numbers. It has been sometim.es . 
ciaimed as ·a Tory triumph; it was nothing of the kind; it 
W.!§._~Ji~.tory_9l...!QE! .peopl~~-o:v:~~..J:>fficia:L..England,; and both 

., parties of the State, if the opinions of political parties are to· 
'fie teste<rDy'tnose of their responsible leaders,~_eq\l~lly 
opposed." to it. It is true that unofficial Tories voted for 
the clause, and unofficial Whigs voted against it. But ·tbe 
unofficial Whigs voted ·with their leaders because their party 
was in good. order; the unofficial Tories voted against their 
leaders because they were in a state of mutiny. The Factory+· 
Acts may have been right or wrong; wise or unwise. But 
right or wrong, wise or unwise, the credit of their passage 
rests with. neither political party. They were carried, as 
years afterwards a Merchant Shipping Act was ·ciu~ied, in 
an unwilling Parliament, by the force of popular 'opinion.· 

The passage of the ten hours' clause, therefore, illustrated 
the increasing pressure of opinion on Parliament; and the 
result proved that unofficial ·England was right, and. that 
official England was wrong. Men in office had loudly pro
claimed that the ten hours' clause would inevitably'lead to 

l 
Hower wages ; 4 and the passage of the clause did nothing of · 
the kind. The length of. a day's work <tecreased, and its 
value increased. yet the seeming paradox admitted of easy 
explanation.. M~S,binery .. alte"~e<:L ... the_.,whole. conditions. oL the 

\labour market, In I815, said Ashley, a person following a 
~-e~~ ~- . -

I Hansard, v~l. xci. p. 22, 

2 By I44 Votes to 66. Ibid., p. 146. 
s Ibid., vol. xcii. p. 946. The Act, a very short one, is th~ ro · a11d n 

Viet. c. 29. 

4 ·See, for instance, Mr. ~eo nard Horner's statement, quoted iri Han;ard, 
vol. lxxxvi. p. ror2. 

•. . 
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pair of mules, .spinning No. 4 cotton, walked eight miles in 
twelve hours, and put up 8zo stretches. In 1832, the machine 
moved so much more rapidly that the workman, to keep pace 
with it, would have had to walk twenty miles, and would 
have been able to put up 2200 stretches.l It was obvious 
that each labourer in 1832 produced in twelve hours r6o 
per cent. more yarn than in 1815, and that wages formed 
to the same extent a decreased element in the cost of pro
duction. The working-man was being gradually changed from 
a labouring to a supervising animal. 

But there was another and a still stronger reason why wages 
did not fall from the reduction in the hours of labour. Man 
is only an animal, his labour is subject to the conditions under 
which all an.imals work. He has neither strength nor endur-

" ance for accomplishing more than a certain task; and, if he 
attempts more than he can get through, he is certain to 

1 fail. If a man in full vigour can walk 18o miles in a week 
of six days, he will not compass a greater distance by walking 
ten instead of eight hours a day. He will be leg-we.ary and 
reduce his pace from four to three miles an hour. And so 
it is with all work.. Great authors have discovered that a space 
of two hours in one· day is, on an average, the maximum time 
during which they can produce first-rate literary work. Such 
men would increase neither their product nor its 'value by 
working three hours. It is with the work of the hands as 
it is with the work of the brain ; there is a limit to man's 
capacity to produce and to endure. 

This truth was only imperfectly understood in the middle of 
the present century; and, in consequence, the working-man, 
iii-fed and overtasked, bore on his person and inflicted on 
his children the mark of too much toil and too little food. 
Wise men said that more food and less work, and not more 
work and less food, were the needs of the age. No "race 

I of ciegenerate dwarfs," to use Macaulay's phrase ; "no potato
! fed race," in Cobden's language, could hope "to lead the 

way in arms, arts, or commerce." And so, though officials 
1 Hansard, vol. lxxiii. p. IO'J7· 
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understood it not, the me,n,.who gave. to their. fellow-laboJ.Iren; 
-----~ ,>t--"----':!l'- _ .... - •- ",•, ~- • A 0 • ,. 0 ~ 

chea2er food and greater leisure were to, be· reckoned as 
~-~--~--.-'>"··-~->;., .c•.··~---·o'(J;.. - ,.fig>~- ;. --: ,,. ""l 

~p:n:g:::tlie.~lii~:ouiluer§. of· n1o,£,esUIJ.g~:-'Phey~f?trn:cr 
a .... tacestunted by insufficient diet, &TormeCl-by premature 
and excessive toil, and they gave the men-what the brutes 

• had long enjoyed-a little more food and a little more 
leisure: ' · 

"Leisure to live; leisure to love, leisure to taste our freedom; 
0 suffering poor, 0 patient poor, bow bitterly you need them." 

VQL. V, 



CHAPTER XIX. 

THE REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS. 

IRELAND is, at ~nee, a scandal and a difficulty to the English 
people. For centuries the English have been endeavouring 

to solve the Irish question, and every solution has 
Ireland. 

hitherto failed. Their attempts to solve it have 
been continually marred by conditions which have, in fact, 
made their failure certain. They have constantly atter>ded to 
one side of the problem, while . the Irish as persistently have 
exclusively regarded the other side of it. (For the English, with 
the moral instincts of a law-abiding nice, have concentrated 
their attention on the disturbances and outrages which have 
desolated Ireland. While the Irish, dissatisfied with their own 
position, have been occupied with the remedy of their peculiar 
IDJunes. The one people has been clamouring for a redress 
of grievances, the other has been demanding the restoration 
of order." 

Much could uncloubtedly be urged for the English view of 
the Irish problem. When Ireland was the constant scene of 

The English 
and Irish 
view of 
the Irish 
question. 

outrage and disorder, when life was unsafe, and 
property was insecure; when even dumb animals 
were not exempt from cruel injury, if they happened 
to belong to unpopular persons; no Government, 

worthy of its name, could have avoided exceptional precautions 
for the preservation of life, and for the protection of property. 
The precautions which the English Government took were 
natural enough in the period in which they were first proposed. 
The Coercion Acts ami the Crimes Acts, which were applied 
to Irelancl, were not much more opposed to the principles of 
modern legislation than the measures with which Pitt, at the 

Ba 
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close of the efghteenth centuty,.and>the authors of the Six.: 
Acts, at {he close of the reign of George III., eridea':'oured to 
stamp out sedition in England. But while, after th~ accessjon 
of Ge"orge IV., every Administration showed an increasipg dis
~osition to gove~n England without resorting to exceptional · 

l laws,~Iy_i.U.in. ·ister_sho.wed-a..g.r:o:wing_rceluc::tance_tpjiisp.!*~e 
with exceiJtioJ)~Uegislation. in Ireland. The votes. of English 
and Scotch rtiembers could always be relied on for sanction-
ing ·or continuing repressive measures in that country. Its· 
disordered condition unfortunately afforded Parliament an 

. adequat~ excuse for this conduct. ~~Q,_t)leg_ugh.J.reland 
was nominal}y~part _of _the_ United __ ~ingdoil), _ thoJlgh_her . 
i'£p.re~~e.J;ltative~LSllt.e_in_the_British -Barliament,.measures _were ·, 
uniformly applied to Ireland which would not have been-

~ endure"d "inGreatBritaln. 
This difference in the freatment of the two nations was 

perhap~ unavoidable: But it made r~pr~§i!!tatiye_goverl!ment 
ig)!:~l~nd a.fr~ud. _It is_:tbsu!9- to say ~t~'!c..count!Y:...enjgy_§_ 
t~resen tative in sti tu ti oi]~_jf _ its_~J~gat~uu:e_ynif()rmly _ ou .t; 
vote!.Qy_Jl!en~oLanother-r-ace. The logical result of English 
policy towards Ireland· should have been the suspension of 
constitutional government in Ireland. ·If, indeed,~ElJglish 
statesmen had . only_llad_the-courage.to~gw.ern~IrelandJor.a, 
score of :Y!,.a!s ... l!s~India .iswgQ_yern.e(l ,now, ,a~d.as,every.colony 
was governed in the teign of George IV., and if they had 
concurrently terminated the undoubted grievances to '~ 
thertiSh were exp~, Ireland migl.:!_possiolx oe ~~f£1 
to:"day. But English statesmen did not venture on carrying 
;;unheir policy to its logical eirreme. They could not bring 
themselves to deprive their fellow-subjects of the advantages 
of parliah1entary ·representation ; and they contented them
selves with providing the Irish Government with exceptional 
machinery for preserving order. In the result, the who1e 
scheme btoke down. - Order was not preserved ; aqd_th!! 
I[ish~alleged:th_eit_tre§:!i}l.entby~Engl~!l"d_a~.lt!L~J£Q.t!SeJor.the 

. brutal outrages whif!i !]1~YS.911#hu;J.jly_committed., 
Jt,tnust Mt be thought that the exteptional legisiation, to 
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which English statesmen resorted in the nineteenth century, 
The char- bore any resemblance to the indefensible methods 
acteristics h" h h · h d d O h ofEngiish w IC t e1r ancestors a use . n t e contrary, 
legislation. they displayed an ~~iJ,sing disposition to remove 
the chief grievance which the Irish still endured, and they 

/ imagined ·that, with its removal, the Irish would condone the 
: past. They omitted to reflect that it is easier for a dominant 
' race to forget than for a subject people to forgive. A long 

course of misgovernment and oppression had placed the Celt 
·ii enmity with the Saxon, and the mere removal of a legal 
I barrier could not obliterate a galling memory. Every Irish 
)child had been reared in the tradition that men of his own 
kindred, of his own tongue, and of his own faith had once held 

1 
the land from which men of another race, another language, 

'another creed had dispossessed. them. How could it be ex
pected that such a memory would be obliterated by allowing 
the Irish tenant the advantage of a Roman Catholic represen-
tative in Parliament? ' 

Emancipation, indeed, had done all the work which it could 
reasonably be expected to do. It had removed one of the 
The con- disqualifications to which the Irish were subject. 
~[~,~~~~· ?~~ ~~s~~ke 1Jhich Jvas made in 1829 was the con
cipation. .c~o.EJ:h!lt !h~ re~edy of a single grievance would 

•s!itisfy _th_~Irjsh. The ordinary experience of everyday life 
rriight have taught any sensible person that it could not do so. 
A creditor, who receives 2s. 6d. in the pound, does not usually 
forego his claim to the remaining r7s. 6d. \The Irishman, who 
was at the mercy of an absentee landlord, and an unsym
p:rth"etk- agept, _ w]10 ~was forced to contribute to the ·support 
of_a Church to which he did not belon&_~nd who was liable 
:;,t;my_ moment to have_ his rent raised or to be evicted from 
bis_holdiQ_g, was not likely to be pacified by the knowledge 
that he had the opportunity of voting once in five or seven 
years for an O'Brien or an O'Connell. Ije was in want of 
b_re.ad, and the English Government had given him a stone. 

Unfortunately, moreover, the circumstances under which 
redress had been granted tended to encourage a new agitation. 
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1:b.~.l:!,ggns,~'Y.~i9J1,E-9gl~n~.s2.Ef~~5L.SH.,.tl~~.Ji§.~~I .. JJ.ngs!J?m, 
were never granted voluntarily; they were always · 
----~'"'*"'~-=· :._ _ ··~. "=... . . ~---_,_-:&~<:·~- -----... ~·--.!"•~;:..=,.,.....,;;l;.Orli.. The manner 
~L. t9 __ r_t~g ~Y.,Ji:t~ J~i~P· It required the arming of in which 
y_...._-. ._....... emaricipa· 
the volunteers and the American rebellion'to obtain tion was 

for Ireland independence, in the eighteenth cent.ury. 
carried. 

It required the Catholic Association and the Clare election to 
obtain for the Irish emancipation in the nineteenth century. 
An excitable people might easily believe that they-qwed these 
reforms to their own resolution, and to no sense of justice in 
England. A quick-witted people might readily cop.clude that 
future reforms could be won in the same way. If, in short; · 
emancipation had been accomplished in r8rg, the Irish would 
have had 1io fresh example before t~em of the advantages 
of organisation. The reluctance of the British Parliament to 
concede this small measure of justice forced the Irish into 
association and ta~g~t ~;!U;_q~jr p.o.w~; 

The policy of im unreforined Parliament, in refusing the 
emancipation of the Roman Catholics so long as it dared to 
do so, was unfortunately imitated by a reformed · 
L . 1 Th I . h R. C h' 1' h , Ireland and egis ature. e ns oman at o 1c, avmg the reformed 

( 

obtained Roman Catholic representation, desired Parliament. 
to rid himself of the burden of maintaining a Protestant 
Church. It was no use urging· in reply the stock arguments 
of Tories and landowners. He ·had learnt in"•I829 the value 

-~~- ...._ ___ . ~' .,...,,._:-· 
of association. He applied the lesson in 1831; he declined 
t;p~~the; and even Stanley, with the ai<i of troops, 
police, col}rts-martial, and· Coercion Acts, could not compel 
him to do so. In th~ interests of the Church~even the 
.Hous~ of Lords was ;illing to consider the interests of the 
Church-exceptional legislation for Iri§h tithes had become. 
necessary. Then arose the nume.rous tithe bills, which made 
and unmade ministries, from 1833 to 1839. Amidst the 
almost interminable discussions to which these measures led, 
one point of agreement was constantly visible. Every autho
rity, from O'Connell at one pole of the question to Stanley at 

{ the other pole, admitted that the tithe should be collected 
· ultimately from the landlord and not from the tenant, and 
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that the tithe-owners should concede some portion of their 
: revenues in exchange for the better security which they would 

thus obtain for the residue. Political parties in England 
were ultimately divided on the detail whether the Church 
of a minority should retain 7o or 75 per cent. of its tithes. 
The great Tory party haggled successfully for the odd £s. 
But details of this kind were of no interest to the Irish people. 
They desired to rid themselves of Church and tithes. They 
succeeded in transferriiJg the tithes to their landowners; and 
every Irishman knew that success had been won from a 
reluctant Legislature by the resolute conduct of the Irish 
tliemselves. 

Thus England for ten years had been busily impressi.ng 
upon Ireland' the value of association. The Irish had been 
Association taught' to believe that they could obtain nothing 
in Ireland. except by association; they had been simult~n-
eously taught that, with association, they might march from 
victory to victory. Great, however, as the victories had been 
which the Irish had gained, the English had on every occa
sion tacked conditions to_ their ~oncessions which made them 
unwelcome as gifts grudgingly bestowed. In 1829 England 
g'ranted to Ireland Roman Catholic Emancipation, but she 

\accompanied the grant with the wholesale disfranchisement of 
Thepolicyof the 'Roman Catholic cottiers. In 1838 England 
ro~~:d~ent passed a Tithe Bill, but ~he refused to apply a 
Ireland. shilling of the revenues of a detested Church to 
any purpose unconnected with the Church itself. Two years 
afterwards she grudgingly granted a measure of municipal 
reform to Irehind, and she availed her~elf of the opp~rtunit)lo 
to deprive all but the very largest towns of the advantages 
of self-government. 

Conduct like this sufficiently explains the irritation which 
the Irish still felt towarrls England. ':[h~s_onduct of the, 
The conduct Egg:lish _!o_J:_~e_jri§h,,moreovt;!r, was emphasised by 
of society the conduct of the foremost men in England to the 
towards ....... 
O'Connell. foremost Irishman. -It is difficult even now to read ---,..,. . 

•mmoved the story of the treatment which O'Connell h~bitually 
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received in England; O'Connell was not merely the foremost 
Irishman alive; he_ was perhaps the greatest Irishman that· 
reland had ever known. . He represented Ireland as no one 

ever represented Ireland before. The issues of peace or .war · 
depended on his single voice.· From 1835 the life of the 
Whig'.Ministry.rested on his favour, and he risked offending 
many ,of his closest adherents in Ireland by his zealous·. 
support of Melbourne and Russell. ~Sh~s. ~aJCI_._W,l!_f 
lLa.!lfu.~!Jy _insJJ)t~d. by,.Jhec~E.Qgli:>h ... E~9P.\e .?-!,!Q,,.,sJJglit~d"'by..;th,e f· 
Epglisli Minist.ry. Th.e Emancipation Act \Vas accompanied 
~,. ... ,_. ____ ..,..,._";>'.,_.,.;,.,.:.-".No0'''" 0 

by the pitiable condition that the great victor should not 
receive the rewards of his victory. His sove~eign, "the fir;;t 
g"eritlerpan in Europe," ~hose, in his own house, to t-urn his 
back with studied insult on his 'distinguished· subject. ':CQ.,e 

l 
Whigs left their choice club, by scores at a time, beca!lse 
O'Connell became a member of it; and -~great Whig 

. houses closed their doors to the first orator of his generati~' 
· D'TStltigliishedtoreigners:--notice·a~the"'strange-uealmern~wliicl:i 
the English awarded to the most powerful Irishman·; and 
Guizot· could only gain access to the agitator through th~ 
courtesy of a Whig lady of Irish birth. The story remains 
on his pages, to the shame of the Whigs. O'Connell, seeing 
that the dinner was to be followed by a reception, rose to 
take his leave. He did not know that a F6reign Minister's 
wish. had converted, for three short hours, the outcast into 
the hero: 

The treatment of Ireland by England was no longer marked 
by the savage contrivances which disgra~ed the annals· of the 

"' seventeenth century .... There was no probability in I84o"' of 
any one suggesting that men, women, and even ·children 
should ·be cut down with. the horrid justification that, as zU.ts 
will be lice, Irish children would grow into Irish men and 
women.l There was no probability that a whole population 
would~ be ejected from their homes and their property, and 

•· 
1 Prendergast's Cromwelfia" Settlement, p. 58 .. If English gentlemen would 

only read Mr. Prendergast, they would, perhaps, understand the causes of Irish 
disaffecl'ion more clearly than they do now\ . 
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transplanted into the wilds of Galway. These had been the 
expedients of the seventeenth century. There was even no 
probability of a Protestant seizing a Roman Catholic's estate, 
or of a Protestant Parliament, or of a Protestant Privy Council, 
recommending either the branding or the mutilation of Irish 
·priests. I These were the expedients of the eighteenth century. 
A studied determination to maintain the rights of a minority 
unimpaired; a fixed resolution to yield nothing to the Irish 
which it was possible to refuse; the habitual accompaniment 
of every measure of grace with offensive conditions; a constant 
neglect of Ireland's greatest representative-these were the 
indignities which Englishmen reserved for their unfortun·ate 
fel-low-subjects in the enlightened atmosphere of the nine· 
teenth century.2 

. t;? The political question in Ireland has always been accom
'panied by an economic question. The people multiplied; 
and a multiplied people found no work. Driven from their 
industrious pursuits by English competition, they swarmed 
upon the land. The potato stood between them and the 
grave. Their trade was failing, but the potato enabled them 
to go on multiplying; and the woes which Ireland has since 
endured may thus be referred to two causes: the absence of 
coal, and the presenc5! gf the_potato.) 

Before the Union in r8or, these truths had not asserted 
themselves. The movement of trade was only commencing; 

1 See Lecky's History of England, vol. i. pp. 296-7; and cf. Hansard, vol. 
cvii. p. n6. 

2 The Melbourne Ministry appointed Sheil, More O'Ferra]], and Wyse, three 
Irish Roman Catholics, to subordinate appointments in the Administration. 
Bradshaw, the member for Canterbury, speaking to his constituents, said, "Look 
at the appointments these men and women have made. There is not one of 
them that is not a direct insult to the nation. See the Irish Papists promoted 
to place, to power, and to patronage." Lord Melbourne's "sheet anchor is 
the body of Irish Papists and Rapparees whom the priests return to the House 
of Commons. These are the men who represent the bigoted savages, hardly 
more civilised than the natives of New Zealand, but animated with a fierce, 
undying hatred of England. I repeat then deliberately that the Papists of 
Ireland, priest and layman, peer and peasant, are alike our enemies-aliens 
as they are in blood, language, and religion." These extracts were quoted by 
Russell in the House of Commons. Hansard, voL lxxii. p. 700, • 
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the multiplication of freeholds was not completed; .and the· 
population had not :Ssumed the proportions which it after
wards acquired. But th_!. Jnevitable ·conse5l_uet:Jc.~,_due to a 
lg,~,s,,..o_f tra:~~ncd.,JL!Wh.cr.~~s,e. of.,,Jt:~P~Pl~,_b,~!!JJ!~
diately visible after 18o1; and the Irish; -like many other 
~ns, con[.u.s.ipg_tbf..-Pf.PPJer<a,nd,.t4e.ppst, ascribed all their· 

\misfortunes to the Union its'elf. 'rhere are, indeed, reasons 
for believing that the Union intensified the evilS which would 
in any circumstances have arisen. · Before the Union Dublin 
had been the centre of fashionable society in Ireland. After 
the Union, peers and commoners -could plead their parlia
mentary duties as an excuse for withdrawing to London, 
The Viceroy without his Parliament looked like a pale. moc:in, 
reflecting only a borrowed and feeble light. Irish socicly, 
shunning the mock satellite, longed to bask in the real sun, 
in London. 

~~t§~i_srn, which 'was already draining the life-blood from 
Ireland, b~9ll)}t_ a. ll!-...9:te..J!J.~<:>lerable_"'e¥;il; and men who had 
Dublin houses found that their property was re-

Absentees. 
duced to _one-third of its value in a dozen years. 
Taxation, when its produce is wisely expended, inay be corn
pared with the sun; which absorbs the superfluous rnoistureof 
the ~oil in order that it may be returned in fertilising showers. 1.. 

But the~taxation imposed by absentee landlords is not attended 
by this recompense. The wealth is drawn from the poor 
nation : th~ fertilising showers fall on the wealthy one.l 
\'!'By increasing absenteeism the Union had intensified distress. 
It had withdrawn revenues from the country, which might have 

1 Lord Cloncurry, in r8or, sold for £2500 a house in Merrion Square, which 
cost his father £8ooo in 1791. Recollections,p. 9· Arthur. Young published in.~ ;? 
r772 a list of Irish absentees,. whose united ·incomes amounted to [732,000.~ -~. 
Vol. ii. p:191._il He placed the rental of Ireland at £5,293,000. Ibid., p. 86. 
Absenteeism, therefore, at that time drew one pound out of every seven of Irish 
rental out of Ireland. Smith O'Brien in, 1847 placed the rents of absentee 
landlords at £4,000,000, or at nearly one-third· of the whole rent (Hansard, 
val. xci. p. 159), but Cloncurry placed them at £6,ooo,ooo. Ibid., vol. lxxiv. 
p. 889. So far as I know, there is no accurate list of absentees at the present 
time. · The Irishman who compiles one, and suggests some .practicable scheme 
for s~tbjicting them to exceptional taxation,_ will take a direct step toward5 
remedying the woes of Irtland. 
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• afforded employment to some of the superfluous poor. But 
the poor themselves bred and multiplied till the subdivided 
land was almo?t incapable of further subdivision. Then began 
the terrible retribution which ever attends upon improvidence. 
In the good seasons the people grew a supply of potatoes 
adequate for food. In the bad seasons the supply proved 
inadequate, and for a portion of each year the peasantry had 
an insufficient quantity of bad potatoes to live upon. Men, 
starving for want of food, are not likely to make any serious 
provision for the future. It was a common practice in Ireland 
to eat the best of the bad potatoes, and to reserve the worst 

I for seed.1 The cottiers had never heard of the doctrine of 
heredity, yet there is even heredity in potatoes. Raised from 
unhealthy tubers, the potatoes became less vig.orous·; the crops 
failed more and more frequently. Even skilled writers assume 
now that the rot, which a few years later on destroyed a whole 
crop, and involved a nation in famine, came suddenly and 
without warning. 'l{ature does not work so clumsily. She 
had given ample warning, to those who had eyes to see, of 
the famine that was coming.2 

The periodical famines which occurred in Ireland s between 

l Good potatoes were a luxury; an inferior tuber, the "Jumper," had been 
brought into general use in consequence of the facility with which it could be 
cultivated on inferior soil. When it was first introduced, it was thought scarcely 
good enough for swine. In 1838 it constituted the principal food of the labour
ing peasantry. Part. Papers, 1837-8, vol. xxxv. p. 535· 

2 I have never met any one who knew or recollected that ten years before the 
potato disease of 1845, the same disease broke out in the United Kingdom 
(Ann. Reg., 1835, Chron., p. 338), and attracted sufficient attention to become. 
the subject of a paper read at the British Association Meeting in 1836. Ibid., 
1836, Chron., p. 123. It had been known for some years in America. Hansard, 
vol. lxxxviii. p. 76g. 

s The term Ireland is used in the text, but all parts of Ireland were not 
equally poor. The Railway Commissioners, writing in 1837, said that wages 
inth~ northern districts averaged rs. a day, and that the food of the people 
consisted of meal, potatoes, and milk ; in the southern districts they averaged 
8d. a day, and the food of the people consisted of potatoes and milk; in the 
western districts they averaged only 6d. a day, and potatoes formed the sole 
food of the people. Pari. Papers, 1837-8, vol. xxxv. pp. 459, 46o. The DeTon 
Commission said of the Irish labourers, "In many districts their only food is 

\the potato, their only beverage water ; their cabins are seldom a protection 
• against the weather ; a bed or a blanket is a rare luxury ; their pig and their 
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r8rs and 183o made Irish proprietors doubt the.wisdom of'''. 
the policy which they had been pursuing for nearly . . : 

. . - ... Insh famme . ., 
forty years. F()r political purposes they ha~ ·en- · ' 
couraged the multiplication of the people, and Ireland, in 
consequence, had become a great lazar-house. The policy,. 
moreover, failed. The sw.~rd broke in the .hands of the men 
who had fabricated it. The forty shilling freeholders, T)>disfran

rebellincr against their landowners threw out a Beres- cqi~frii~•it of 
o ._ ' 4~.Jr~e· 

ford for Waterford, and returned O'Connell for Clare. h~s. 
Peel, seeing that no reliance could be placed on the peasants' 
votes, d~!.,.JE~9Jl.Jll~ir..fl.i~fr_1.Ec.hi?.~!P~El.),.;<lhc!.,!.,~.~r.able 

_, cottiers, wlw had been created for political objects, remained, 
',{'iilze'~s-;,arm o! locusts, eating up the soil. Fn;<';,h9ld.s~d 

~mult!plied...l;l.y_Q.nj;_gme_r_a,tj.Q11:._qfJ~t1d}orQ_sJn_their_o.wri 

~sts. · The cottiers were evicted by another generation in 
the interests of the estate. Properties were cleared of super
fluous people with as little pity as if the peasantry had been 
either rabbits or weeds. The· ejected tenantry, finding no 
employers for their labour, crowded into the towns. It would 
,have been almost as practicable for them to go to Jupiter as 

\

to have gone to Canada. Flocking into the towns Its conse

they increased the e_vi_ls _which already existed .. quences. 

They rendered the habitatiOns of those who received them 
!more crowded ; they disseminated disease; they resorted to 
;theft and all man~er of:vice and iniquity to procure subsist
l,ence; a vast number of them perished from want.l 
.. It may, perhaps, be thought that Irish landlords, in clearing 
their estates, were only doing what English landlords would 
have done iri like circumstances. But it . should be re-

manure heap constitute their o!llY_P~~perty." f>arl. Papers, 1845, vol. xix. p. 
35· The census of 1841 showed thai of ihe whole rural population of Ireland 
46 per cent. lived in a single room for each family. ·Hansard, vol. lxxxiii. p. 
1051. The Devon Commission reported that i75 of the Irish, and i of the 
Irish in Connaught, lived. in rooms unfit for ·human habitation. Ibid,, vol. civ, 

p. 93· 
1 Pari. Papers, 1845, vol! xix. p. 19. It was incidentally stated by O'Connell 

in 1846 that 150,000 persons had been subjected to eviction processes from 1839 
·to 1843. Hansa1·d, vol. lxxxv. p. 520. In this place, as in other places, I havl.' 
endeavoured to weave the actual language of my authorities into the text. 
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·collected that there was a broad distinction between the two 
countries. In England the suppprt qf the poor was thrown 
tupo!2J._h<:,l~lfd. An able-bodied man with no means of sub
, sistence had legal rights to relief. The landlord might eject 

. ~his cottager, but he could be compelled to. support him. In 
· lJreland, on the contrary, the able-bodied poor had no legal 

right to relief. The ejected cottier, deprived of his only 
means of subsistence, had nowhere to apply for food. He 
Eould not obtain relief unless he was not merely starving but 
'diseased. Ejectment in Ireland was, therefore, literally a 
sentence of death. The landlords who cleared their estates
and there were landlords who pulled down whole villages
destroyed their tenants' lives as effectually as if they had shot 
them at once.1 

One generation of Irish landlords had multipliea freeholds 
· · and produced famine; another generation of Irish landlords 

evicted their tenantry, and prodt1ced a land question. From 
its very nature the land question soon took the lead of all 

iother Irish questions. The Irish cottier could at any rate 
, live under the supremacy of a detested Church, or beneath 
the shadow of an unreformed municipality. But the Irish 
cottier could not even live if he were divorced from the soil 
which gave him his precarious food. Centuries before a 
question not wholly dissimilar had arisen in England, and 
had been settled by the good sense of the people and the 
moderation of the great feudal proprietors of the soil. The 
villeins, holding under their lord, at their lord's discretion1 

had been turned into copyholders. Their arbitrary payments 
had been commuted into quit-rents; and a whole people had 
been quietly conceded fixity of tenure. If the Irish cottiers 
could have been granted a similar boon, Ireland might have 
been pacified forty years ago. The boon was denied by the 
English nation, and Ireland refused to be contented with the 
doles of relief which were grudgingly meted out to her. 

1 The expression is Poulett Scrope's, in Hansard, vol. lxxxvii. p. 392. I 
refrain from giving the name~ of the landlords whom Poulett Scrope quoted as 
razing villages, "400 souls turned out upon the highway, not even ;illowed to 
rest in the roadside ditches." · 
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And. throughout this time, -while cot tiers were being evicted• 
by the score in every Irish county; while the ejected tenantry 
were dying by the score in the overcrowded towns; while the: 
cry of a whole people was rising heavenwards_; while the ques
tion of vengeance, "What mean ye, that ye beat my people to 
pieces, and grind the faces of the poor? "-'-old as Isaiah, 
et~rnal .as truth-was bejrtg repeated upon earth,- Whigs and 
Tories were busily contending whether the land should be· 
charged with 70 or 75 per cent. of the tithe; whether £8 o{ 
£ro householders should elect the governing bodies of a 
dozen Irish towns. 

In the meanwhile the reluctance or inability of the British 

I 
Legislature t. o address itself to the vexed questions which were 
agitating ln;!land,· was inducing some Irishmen to The agita:. 

conclude, that. redress was· not obtainable from ~;;e~lro}he 
E1;!gland. In CO,!l§~q).lence )!. ,desire gradually~ar.ose the Union. 

'for. a restoration __ oLthe. Irish Parliament. Such a desire was 
n~t unnat~1;~l. . The Unio~ h-;:d .foil~w~d the terrible cruelties 

( which had attended the suppression of an Irish. rebellion; it 
had ·been purchased by corrupting· the representatives of a 
people; it had been followed by the reckless disregard of the 
promise which had been given by Pitt and Castlereagh. The 
wishes of five millions of persons had been sacrificed for the 
sake of satisfying the scrupleS of one old man whom birth 
had placed on a throne; Such conduct as this, from its very 
nature, could not be lightly forgotten or forgiven by the Irish . 

., A minister who' spends millio_ns in corrupting a Legislature, and 

\

who sacrifices ·a people for the sake of a sovereign, entails 
endless evils ort future ages. The Englishman who expresses 
surprise that the Irish should be desirous of Home Rule, 
should study the sham~ful page of his history which describes 
.the manner in which- the Union was effected in r8oo. - · 

Ever since I Bog the .Irish had lookeq regretfully at the 
old copstitution of which they had been thus deprived. But 
the repeal of the Union was only authoritatively demanded 
afte~ the emancipation of the Roman Catholics in 1829. 
The folly, which deprived O'Connell of the advantages whiCh 
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the Relief Act secured to future Roman Catholics, forced 
him to appeal again to his Irish constituents, and almost 
compelled him to commence a new agitation. Making one 
great triumphal progress through a rejoicing country, he under
tqok to repeal the Union. The British Ministry, in settling 
one great Irish question, had originated a new one. ' 

Yet the new movement which O'Connell thus originated 
languished for many years in obscurity. O'Connell advocated 
The agita- Home Rule before small audiences on the Corn 
tio!' Ian- Exchanrre at Dublin. But his audiences did not 
gms hes from . o . . 
1834 to r84r. grow; they displayed no enthusiasm ; the proceed-
ings hardly attracted attention; and even the permanent 
officials Of the Government saw without alarm the origin of 
the new movement. The dissolution of 1841 apparently pro
nounced its doom. Ireland, which at the General Election 
of 1834 had, sent forty representatives to Westminster, pledg.ed 
to repeal, scarcely chose a dozen Repealers in 184r. O'Connell 
himself was defeated at Dublin ; one of his sons was beaten at 
Carlow; and the Irish boroughs generally preferred moderate 
supporters of the ministry to the nominees of the great Irish 
agitator.1 

For more than a year after the dissolution of 1S4r, Ireland 
remained unexcited and undisturbed. Even the change of 
Government, and the, transfer of power to Peel, did not 

rouse the people to a fresh agitation ; and in the 
The agita· 
ti§n revives session of 184~_Engli~!l- 9ha~tis!p. attracted more 
in 

1842
' attention than Irish Hq__~~ _ R_ul~. In the autumn 

of 1842, however, a few young and obscure Irishmen deter
mined to found a new newspaper. They called it the Nation. 
A love of the Irish nation was its motive, Irish natioriality 
its object. A young man, who had already made his mark 
as a journalist, Charles Gavan Duffy, was the editor of the 
new paper. Another young man, Thomas _Pavis, was Duffy's 
principal assistant. Davis and Duffy were both impressed 
with a belief in Ireland's wrongs, and in the capacity of the 
Irish; if they were only true to themselves, to remedy them. 

1 Duffy's Young Ireland, pp. 34-43. 
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Th~se:docfriries they.~~forced·week after week in the colurrl~s 
· ~fthe iVation, ·both in poetry and prose. · 

·.:.. . .. 
.• "The wor.k that should to-day be wrought, defer not till to-morrow, 

,'the help that should within be smight scorn froth withoitt·to borrow. 
·Old maxims these, -yet stout and true, they speak in trtiri1pet tone, · • 

'.To do at once what -is· to do, and trust ourselves alone.'' l 

Appeals, made in such language as this, stir the blood forty 
years after they were written. . Repeated week after week, they 
made a vivid impression on an excitable people. The heat 
which O'Co~mell had been i.).nable to kindle ·at. the Com 
Exchange, was fanned by.the writers of the Natz'on. O'Connell, 

~ who had only hitherto .half believed in the cause which he 
• ,had originated, found himself forced f?rwards by younger 

Irishmen. The R_£-P-eal ... !~&Pt, as the revenue of the Associa
tion 'was called, rose from £,6o to £,3oo a \Veek; the Dubllri 
Corporation resolved, iftet a great debate, to petition for Home 
Rule ; and O'Connell, encouraged by the universai enthusiasm, 
t and over-confident in his own powers, openly dedated ~hat 

i843· should be the Repeal year. • 
·The univ~!sal_enthusiasm-justified his confidence. Peers 

and ·prelates, Protestants an·d Presbyterians, joined an assotia-
1 tion which' had hith:rto con~ist~d _of ~ries~s,"' tradesmen, :and 
t peasants. The Natton had vmd1cated ItS title, and combmed 

the-heterogeneous elements of Ireland into a consistent whole. 
The Repeal' Rent, which had already risen from ;{,6o to£ 3oo, 
rose to £68o in May 1843·2 A hundred thousand people 

'-assembled at Mullingar to listen to O'Connell. But this great. 
meeting was soon exceeded. Half a million of persol)_t> was 
supposed to be present at Mallow 'in June. The Repeal Rent, 
which had already risen to £68o, rose to £2200. Ademand, 

1 This, perhaps, the finest of the many fine sorigs in "The Spirit of the 
Nation," is by the writer who took as a nom de plume the name Sliabh Cuillin, 
and who was also the author of the grand denunciatory stanzas," The Union." 

2 Duffy's. Young Ireland, p. 191, Graham afterwards read an account of 
the Repeal meetings held in 1840 and 1841, to show· that the movement had . 
not originated "Consule" Peel. Hansard, vol. lxxii. p. 764. But the account 
in the text is substantially accurate, The rent never reached £2oo,.and did 'noi 
average £roo :i week duriRg the Melbourne Ministry, 
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which was being raised by the voices of millions, which was 
supported by the contributions of millions, seemed irresistible. 

Two circumstances were apparently favo.urable to. the suc-
cess of repeal. <;>ne of these ~as the remarkable alteration 

The doc· wpich had been effected in the policy of England 
trin.e of. d_uring the prec~ding twenty years. England had 
llatlonahty. • 

defimtely abandoned the system of Castlereagh. 
She had, at Canning's bidding, adopted the new doctrine of 

' nationality. In South America, in Belgium, in Greece, in 
··Poland, the British people had either actively promoted, or 
·found fault with their rulers for not promoting, the cause of 
{nations. The principles which had thus modified the foreign 
policy of England had been successfully applied to British 
colonies ; and the Canadians, who had been rebels in arms 
in 1837, held responsibl; office in an independent Canadian 
Government in 1842. If nationality were a good thing in 
foreign nations or in British colonies, why was it a bad thing 
in Ireland? Irish orators and Irish writers could disinter the 
views of English statesmen from Hansard, and found on them 

.arguments for Home Rule in Ireland. 
Political . as~o_ciation had, moreover, been facilitated by the 

organisation of I.reland for a ~dal object. A few years before 
~a~er 1842, a young ,Irish priest, Father Mathew, struck 
Mathew. with the evils which habitual drunkenness was in

flicting upon the people around him, preached the blessings of 
temperance in the South of Ireland. Hi~ mission succeeded; 

, his gospel spread; and Father Mathew leaving Munster, where 
i he had been born and worked, proceeded as an apostle 
(of temperance· throughout Ireland. Never did warlike con-
queror achieve a success comparable with that of this humble 
priest. Public-houses were shut up, breweries and distilleries 

\thrown out of work, the consumption of whisky decreased by 
one half. Two millions in Ireland embraced his principles. 
Crime diminished with the decrease of drink, and even the 
Irish -Government formally acknowledged the benefits which 
temperance had conferred on Ireland. These benefits did 
not, indeed, please every one. An Irish peer formally com-
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plained in Parliament that the pledge was a piece of _sljp-slop 
_-a· Popish device. His opiniol)S found no support even 
in the House of Lords ; and a. few years, ~fterwards ·a 'Tory 
finance minister, who had p~rsonal eJ~p.etience of Irelaifd, : 
admitted that on the preceding St. Patikk's Day there was 
not a single drunken !!ian in t!J.e streets of several large 
towns.I 

The social movement, which Mathew had promoted, facili
'1 tated the course of the political movement which. the Nation 
!had excited. Men who had already experienced the advan
;ltages. of one association .readily formed themselves into a new 

\
society. At Mathew's preaching they had pledged themselves 

. to temperance; at O'Connell's bidding they pledged them
/ seives to repeal .. 

Victory;· indeed, seemed imminent. A cooler head than 
O'Connell's might ha'Ve been excused for believing that the 
men of Ireland, who flocked in .their hundreds of thousands 
to Mullingar and Mallow, could not be refused. Foreign 
.nations were already expressing their sympathy with the Irish. 
Men in the United States were threatening that an English 
invasion of Ireland would be followed by an American invasion 
of Canada. Advanced politicians in Franc& were promising 
French assistance to the oppressed Irish. 2 Neither France nor 

i ~nite.d _State~ .r~gard_ed _England_with_;~"ciCgrrdiality~in 
· 1843. There seemed; at least, a possibility that civil war in . 
"Bntain would be followed by foreign war abroad. Could 
England even ventu;e on civil war? The British ar~y, it was 
remembered, was largely recruited in Ireland ; and the Irish 
·troops could .not be trusted to fight against Ireland. A million 
of Irish were living in Great Britain ready to support their 

. kith and kin by raising disorders in ·English towns. 'Had not 
emancipation been surrendered in 1829 to an assodatioil 
inferior to that which had been formed in 1843 ? Was not 

· 1 Duffy's Young Jrelanrl, p. 147. For Lord Westmeath's attack on Mathew,· 
Hattsard, vol. lv. p. 59i:. Carlyle wrote to his wife a striking description of 
Father Mathew's service-" I almost cried to listen to him .... I have seen 
n~thing so religious' since I set out on my travels, &c." Life in-London, vol. i, 
I'· 313. 2 Duffy's Young Ireland, pp. 316, 321, . 

~· G 
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the same triumvirate, Peel, Wellington, and Lyndhurst, in 
office in r8zg, which held the reins of Government in 1843? 
Was there any reason for supposing that they would volun· 
tarily commence a contest now from which they had shrunk 
then? 

These arguments convinced the heedless thousands to whom 
they were addressed. They possibly even satisfied the orators 
The position and writers who employed them. Yet they ignored 
oiPeel. one distinction which ought to have been plain. In 
1829, Peel had to deal with a House of Commons in favour 

!of th~ emancipation of the Roman Catholics. In 1843, Peel 
;could reckon on a House of Commons prepared to main
!tain the Union at all hazards. In 1829, he could not hope 
to obtain coercive measures without conceding emancipation. 
In 1843, he was certain of obtaining any repressive laws which 
he proposed without conceding anything. Thus the attitude 
of the House of Commons in the one year suggested a policy 
of surrender; the attitude of the House of Commons in the 
other year suggested a policy of resistance. It would be 
unjust to the memory of a great man to ascribe )lis conduct 
to expediency. But it is none the less certain that the com
position of the House of Commons made it expedient for 
Peel to concede emancipation in 1829 and to refuse repeal 
in 1843. 

For some· weeks; indeed, after Parliament met in 1843, the 
great movement which was agitating Ireland attracted but 
slight attention. It was only in the last days of April that 
Lane-Fox, who sat for Ipswich, announced his intention of 
proposing a motion to put a stop to the agitation. He was 
met by Smith O'Brien, an Irish gentleman of anciynt descent 
and moderate opinions, with an amendment pledging the 
House to maintain the Union, but to redress the well-founded 
complaints of the Irish people.I Twelve days afterwards, an 
Irish peer, Lord Roden, asked Wellington in the Lords
Lord Roden's son, Lord Jocelyn, asked Peel in the Commons 
-whether the Government was prepared to take steps for the 

l Hansard, vol. lxviii. pp. 1001, -I02'J. 
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suppression of agitation in Ireland. This family attack led 
. to a memorable result. "Wellington replied to Roden by 
reading the address of the Lords in 1834, declaring their fixed 

•.determination to maintain unimpaired and undisturbed the 
_legislative union between Great Br-itain and Ireland." Her 
Majesty's Government, he added, agreed with this declaration, 
and .would invariably act upon it. Peel replied to Jocelyn by 

. reading the speech from the throne in the same year,_" I 
have seen, with feelings of deep regret and just indignation, 
the continuance of attempts to excite the people of Ireland 
. to demand ·a repeal of ·the •legislative _union. This bond of 
our national strength and safety I have already. declared my 
fixed and unalterable resolution, under the blessing of Divine 
Providence, to maintain inviolate by all the means in my 
power "-and by adding, in language of doubtful propriety, 
that he was authorised, on the part of Her Majesty, "to repeat 
the declaration made by King William." 1 Irishmen wouid 

\ hardl}'_~ve been. human if thex had submitted in silence 
·'tothis la~William IV.'s 'memorable declarati0nh"';d 
elicited an.ei;q~t rebuke from Grattan in 1834.2 Reding
ton, !ill Irish member, who subsequently held a position o( 
trust in the Irish Government, recollecting that William IV., · 
in taking his stand on the Union, had expressecl his anxiety 
"to assist in removing all just causes of complaint, and in 
sanctioning all well-considered . me"asures of improvement," 
inquired whether Peel was authorised to repeat this declara
tion also. Peel, in general terms, replied that it was the 
wish of the Government to administer the affairs of Ireland 

}with forbearance, moderation, impartiality, -and justice; and 
to do nothing inconsistent with the just rights of the Irish 
people. 3 

Yet, at the time at which this declaration was made, a step 
was about to be taken which savoured little of forbearance, 
moderation, impartiality, and justice. Sugden, who had become 
Chancellor of Ireland . on· the formation of Peel's Ministry, 

1 Hansard, vol. lxix. pp. 9, 24- . 2 Ante, vol. iii. p. 449-
8 Hansard, vol lxix. p. 331, 
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placing his own construction on the declarations of Welling-
ton and Peel, determined on dismissing all magis-

&Ju:d.c.n and h d d' l . 
tl)e ~rtsh trates w o venture on atten mg Repea meetmgs. 
~·g:~strates. He actually superseded a Galway magistrate, Lord 
French, for iQtending to be present at meetings at Caltra and 
Athlone. This proceeding led the Government into fresh 
embarrassments. Smith O'Brien, Grattan, Sir R. Musgrave, 
Lord Cloncurry, and other Whigs retired from the Commis
sion of the Peace. Alarmed at these resignations, and the 
criticisms which were passed on his conduct, Sugden did 
not venture to carry out his threat, and several magistrates 
attended Repeal meetings, and were not removed from the 
Commission of the Peace by the Chancellor of Ireland.1 

The sword which Sugden had drawn had broken in his 
hand; the step which he had taken had driven scores of Irish 
gentlemen, hitherto ranged on the side of order, into alliance 
with the Repealers. A far more significant measure had, how
ever, in the meanwhile, been introduced by the Irish Govern-
~.Arms ment. In the course of May, Eliot, the Irish Secre
Q tary, introduced an Arms Bill. For ]learly fifty 

-years a series of Arms Acts had been continuously in force in 
Ireland. The condition of the country made their continuance 
intelllgible .. Hardly a month, hardly a week, passed without 
the occurrence of some outrage showing the little respect 
which the Irish entertained for life or property. Men were 
shot ; houses were attacked or fired ; arms were seized ; 
assaults were committed ; cattle were houg~d; and stacks 
were burned by bands of men, whom it was difficult to detect, 
and still more difficult to convict of the. crime. It is the first 
function of government to preserve order ; and Whigs and 
Tories were equally agreed in concluding that order was 
impossible if the use of arms were unrestricted. Acts regu
lating the importation and registration of arms had been 
passed by the .Irish Parliament in 1793 and 1796, and had 
been renewed by the Imperial Parliament from time to time. 

1 Hansard, vol. Jxix. pp. 922, g82, roC>'\; and cf. Duffy's Young Ireland, 
pp. 250, 262. 
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The first measure· .which· had received the_ assent of the 
Imperial Legis!a.ture had been prepared by the Talents Ad minis-

-tni.tion, and adopted by the Tory Government which succe·eded . 
it. The last measure on ·the subject had been introduced by 
Morpeth in 1838, and passed ·without discussio,11' and withoUt 
notice. The change, which had sit1ce affected the feelings 
of the I~ish, made it probable that even Morpeth's Act 1vould 
not be renewed without debat~. But a inere tontinUqnce bill 
might perhaps ha've been passed without much observation. 
The ministry, however, decided ori strengthening its nhtchinery 
by amending the Ad which ·they had the opportunity of simply 
-continuing. For the sake of securing a few additional precau• 
tions, it exposed itself to a bitter and protracted opposition. I 

This opposition was doubly inconvenient because it was 
condui:ted by moderate men. O'Connell and the Repealers, 
despairing of parliamentary help, were ~bsent in Ireland, and 
the objections made to the A'rms :Bm-were rahed by men who, 
like sirtith O'Brien; still clung to ti1e connection with England, 
or, like Redington, were ultimately to receive office in the 
service of. the State. The Arms Bill; it 1vas argued, wa~·Uh" 
constitutional ; it was diabolical. · Even Castlereagh, when he 
frained the Six Acts, had not ventured on proposrng stich a 
measure. Old as tyranny, it was the work of tyrants: The 

- . . -
~~0ns. had .. a P.P.Jied.~-~6 .,.Ire@._!_ig ;..~__!:ls._j~gis)a~qpJ>y -J:Ybich~the 
Jjlilis!ir!_.e~ )H£ ~ndeavqured, _3ooo _ye~~~ before, to gush~Jbe 
I~r.aelites. To carry arms was the inherent right of every free
man; but arms, which were needless elsewhere, were necessary 
in Ireland; and in practice the bill would disarm the Roman 
Catholic cottier, and leave his wealthier neighbour armed. It 
disarmed the victim without hindering the assailant. True, 
it was a mere continuance of previous legislation. True, the 

1 The main provisions of the bill, which were thus introduced, were simple. 
-t No one in Ireland was to be allowed .!Q_cgrry arms,, to selL arms. or __ gunpo)fder, 
i oSto~pjfthEO trade of a ·sn;lth withou_t~a license;-~ J:'i<lli_ce!!i.e~t_o_ c['~Ey"a;::os_~?~!d 
_, b~ gn_mted exc~pt on a re~ommendatwn of two househo!de~ ; a smrth s license 
1 was roileitable on his conviction of any misdemeanour; ·licensed a-rms were to 
1 be distinguished by 11 brand ; and the con-stabulary were authorised to search 
I night or day for unbranded arms. _ " • .' . 
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·man who was foremost in attacking it had supported the bill 
of r838. It was one thing to place such a measure in the 
hands of Melbourne and Normanby, it was another to entrust 
it to Peel and De Grey. England, only a year before, had 

f
been the scene of an armed organisation of Chartists; Wales, 
at that moment, was the theatre of outrages, committed under 
•the directions of a secret association of men in disguise. Yet 
the ministry had not proposed an Arms Bill for England in 
\842, it was not proposing an Arms Bill for Wales in 1843. 
Why were the old expedients of tyranny to be reserved for 
Ireland alone? Why, if the ordinary laws were strong enough 
for Chartists in England, and Rebeccaites in Wales, was it 
necessary to resort to exceptional legislation in Ireland ? -The 
Union could be defended if Celt and Saxon were governed on 
the same principles. 'the Union becam~1 as O'Connell called 
jt, a living lie if qn('! law was in force in England and another 
l~w thought good enough for Ireland.1 

Vigorous arguments of this character were employed again 
and again during the progress of the measure. But they fell 
like idle words on the ears of the Tories who supported Peel. 
The second reading of the bill was carried on the last day 
of May.2 • But the real struggle only commenced with this 
victory. Debate after debate led to division after division. 

1 Hansard, vol. lxix. pp. 1042, 1100, n28, II29; vol. lxx. pp. 275, where 
the arguments summarised in the text will he found. The Rebecca riots, which 
broke out in Wales in I843, and which furnished the Irish members with a 
telling argument, were of an extraordinary character. Armed bodies of men, 
led always by a man in woman's clothes, and ~requently disguised themselves 
as women, attacked and pulled down the turnpike gates in Central and South 
Wales. These bands took the name of Rebeccaites from a verse in Genesis, in 
which Rebecca is promised that her seed shall possess the gate of her enemies. 

, The riots were ultimately put down, or rather ceased when the obnoxious gates 
were destroyed. But the leaders of the movement were never discovered, and 
the few persons who were arrested were treated with leniency. The Govern
ment had the good sense to issue a commission to inquire into the cause of the 
riots; and, on ascertaining that t\le .tolls. were excessive, to amend the law instead 
of rebuilding the gates. Hence, Central and South Wales were relieved from 
the pressure of turnpike tolls more than a quarter of a century before they were 
abolished in other parts of the country. Successful organisation of this char· 
acter is certain to be imitated. Rebecca still maintains her sway in Central 
Wales. Bnt her attacks are now made upon salmon, and not upon turnpikes. 

2 Ibid., vol. lxix. p. 1217, By 270 votes to ros. 
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The bill, which had been introduced in May, did not pass 
the Commons till the beginning of August. It did nof pass 
the Lords till the end of a protracted session. I 

These debates had made it plain to every Irishman that 
the ministers ~ight rely on the suwort of the Legislature 
in any measures of coercion. Estimable. country gentlemen;· 
who would have resisted an attempt to revive the Six Acts, 
passed an Arms Act at the bidding Of the Irish The policy. 

Government. Nor, even now, is it plain that they of coercion. 

were unwise in their generation. A country may be governed, 
as England governs India, by a race or class, superior in 
organisation and education, imposing its decrees on a subject 
population. Such a government may be just or unjust, brutal 
or popular. But, just or unjust, brutal or popular, it rests 
on tlie solid foundation of force. A country, on the other 
hand, may be governed-:as England and the United States 
are governed-by representatives, periodically elected by its 
people, ·and reflecting their opinions. In such a government 
the will of the people-that is, the majority of the people-' 
is the sole ultimate law. A mean between these two forms 
of government may be attempted, but is not likely to endure. 
Such a mean has existed fur eighty years in Ireland. Nomi
nally an integral part of the United Kingdom, she has sent 
her representatives-Ioo and 105 at a time-t~ the British 
House of Commons. Her representatives have uniformly 
found that ,their ideas were not English ideas ; that their 
proposals for promoting their country's good were continu
ally thwarted by F;nglish and Scottish members. They have 
consequently remained ari impotent minority in a dominant 
assembly, unable to regulate business, able only to delay it; 
and the majority, conscious that~representationjnJrelattd..,was. 
a_.!D..Qf.kery.,_a_Q.~~. and a snare,_ has resorted to tlle_QJ_Q,_ 
m?-.£!1inery of force, the constant exRedie1.1t of desp.£!isg.1. 

Even in 1843;""liowever, some members clung to the hope 
that the Legislature might sanction a measure of justice, and 
that Ireland, governed on Irish ideas, might become a willing 

I Hansard, vol. lxix. p. 1578; and vol. -lxxi. pp. 470, 912. 
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member of the United Kingdom. It fell to the lot of Smith 
Smith O'Brien to give expression to this hope. In a 
O'Brien. speech, which received unbounded praise for its 

moderation, he described the wrongs of his fellow-countrymen. 
'J2he sins, which Engla,n£l committe!i to")Vards rrelan<;l, were 
sins of omission an~ commission. The head and front of her 

rffending was the maintenance of the Church of a minority, 
·the neglect of the Church of the majority. But this gigantic 
injustice permeated the whole system. Since Peel had been 
in power, ev2y important office had been filled by Protestants; 
wa.ny _important offices had_ bee_n given to Protestant English
men; only three subordinate situations had been reserved for 
Irish Ron17:m C~tholics. ~ Onthe same principle of distrusting 
thelrish Rom~n Catholics, th._e parliamentary and municipal 
I franchise in _Ireland had been limited by restrictions, and the 

number of voters was in consequence annually decreasing. 
The neglect which the Roman Catholics experienced was 
supplemented by other acts of injustice. ueland was taxed-

\ Sroith o:Brien thought inordinately taxed-for the support of 
'tl;le British Government. But the money which was drawn 
from Ireland was expended in England.l T,.he drain of wealth, 
~-h ~as~ thus exhausting the poorer country, was increased 
by the rents of the absentee landlords, who, aliens in race, 

, l ~n language, and in creed, had _no common bonds of sympathy 
J with their wretched peasantry. These various sources of dis
content were not destroyed by any compensating advantages. 
The sins of omission, indeed, supplemented the sins of com
missiOn. An Irish Parliament would undoubtedly have dealt 
with the complicated question of tenant-right. The British 
Parliament had not even ';;~ntemplated its consideration. An 
Irish Parliament would have adopted some s<,:beme for intro
qucing railways into Ireland. The British Parliament had 
rejected the scheme which had been proposed for the pur-

. pose. 'The Irish Roman Catholic, therefore, convinced by 

1 The argument is O'Brien's, As a matter of fact, however, it is very doubt
ful whether the taxation, drawn from Ireland, has ever done much more than 
pay the cost of governing and garrisoning Ireland. 
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the experience of a bitter past that he could gain nothing 
from England, placed his hopes on the possible restoration 
of the Iris~ Patlian{ent. . The cry for repeal, said O'~rien, was 
not the v01ce of treason, It was the language of despa1r. 1 

But O'Brien spoke in· vain. The House, rallying in SUpport 
of the Union, was deterniined to prefer coercion to concession. 
Five long nights were passed in discussing O'Brien's thesis. 
At the close of the fifth night- O'Brien was defeated. 2 A few 
weeks afterwards, W.J.£9, who had originated the Appropriation 
Clause of 1834, formulated the chief ofthe Iris!) grievances in 
an address for such a settlement of Church property in Ireland 
as would remove all just grounds of complaint. Ward had; at 
any rate, displayed the courage to propose· a real measure of 
relief. The men, however, who formed the House of Com· 
mons in I 843, did not think his· arguments Worth considera-

'tion. There were not even forty~members who would trouble 
themselves to ·main_tain a House on a debate of the first imc 
portance to their Irish· fellow-subjects; and, on the second
night of the discussion, the House was counted, and the motion 
was lost.3 

The ministry had, in fact, chosen its part The restoration 
of order was to precede the redress of grievances; ·and prepara
tions had already been tnade, which' were reassuring Tr.o_ops in 
its supporters. Thirty-five thousand troops were Ir£!~n~, 

quartered -in Ireland, a war squadron was stationed on her 
coasts, the barracks were turned into fortresses, and Ireland 

1 Hansard, vol. lxx. p. 630. 2 By 243 votes to r64- Ibid., p. roBS. 
a Ibid., vol. lxxi. pp. n8-2r9. In the course of his speech ori this motion 

Ward said that Lord R. Tottenham, when he was made Bishop of Killaloe, at 

f
the time of the Union, had never read prayers, had n-ever preached, had never 
baptized-in short, had never performed any of the offices of his holy calling ; 
but his father, Lord Ely, had six votes, and his nominees had given them for 
the Union, and the price of the six votes was a bishopric worth £9ooo a year. 
Ibid., p. I45· It appears, from the same debate, that Stewart, Archbishop of 
Acrnagh, left £soo,ooo behind him, and Porter, an Irish bishop, £2oo,ooo. 
Mrs. Porter had a great passion for gold, and the bishop consequently declined 
to accept his rents iil paper. On rent-days there was always a gentleman in 
another room, rea'dy, for a consideration, to accommodate the tenants-with 
gold, "so that a sitlgle bag. of gold·travelling in at one door and out at the 
other, brought in a handsome return to the bishop." Ibid., p. I45· 
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was thus converted into a country occupied by a military 
force. 1 Every accession to the number of the Repealers was 
followed by fresh additions to the troops at the disposal of 
the authorities. The session closed on the 24th of August, 
and the queen was advised to express her concern at the 
persevering efforts made to stir up discontent and disaffection, 
and her determination, under the blessing of Divine Provi
dence, to maintain the Unio~ inviolate. 2 Yet, for more than 
six weeks after the Speech was read; the ministry quietly con
tinued its preparations and made no sign. The man, who 
was regulating the military portion of the business, had quietly 
waited years before in Torres Vedras, and had allowed time to 
illustrate the perfection of his strategy. He would not allow 
himself to be precipitated into action by the progress of the 
Repealers and the taunts of O'Connell. 

Clontarf lies on the north side of the Bay of .Dublin. It 
overlooks the city which has for· centuries been t.he capital of 

the Irish nation, and the beautiful bay which has 
The meeting · • . 
at Cldfltarf been the constant subJeCt of Insh song. But, even 
proh;bited. before the smoke cloud which shrouds the joys and 
sorrows, the hopes and disappointments of a populous city, 
the Irishman at Clontarf can only think of the past. It was 
at Clontarf that Brian Boru won his crowning victory, and 
secijred his country's independence. Was it not possible
so thought the Irish-to win a second, and a greater, victory 
on the same historic field? Could not the Irish, assembled 
in tens and hundreds of thousands at Clontarf, conclude the 
agitation which had been successfully conducted, and demand, 
in a tone which would brook no refusal, the future inde
pendence of their country? The arrangements were made; 
Sunday, the 8th of October, was fixed for the meeting; every
thing pointed to a mighty gathering; the people in their 
thousands were rolling towards the city; when a notice in 
the Gazette forbade the meeting and cautioned all persons 
against attending it. s 

i Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 353; and cf. Hansard, vo1. lxix. p. 1239. 
2 Ibid. vol. lxxi. p. 1009. 

a Ann. Reg., 1843, Hist., p. 234- Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 369. 
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The notice was unexpected.; the Repealers hastily met to 
consider what they should do. In the opinion of the younger 
and more daring members of thei~ party only one course was 
possible. O~hacLprg~, over a!J~L:PX~f..llg~in,~ to 
take no ·st~ _whjc]]._would_lead-to-ci.viL.w3f.; buLlll;_l!_~d 

pledged himself repJ!~Y to resist any attempt to quell the 
agful~y force. " I for on.e· defy ill the minis-t~f 
England to put down the agitation in the diocese of Ardagh," 
so he liad said at Mullingar._ "Let their enemies attack them 
if they dare "-such had been his words at Cashel. "If the 

1
British Government were to use force against them, to trample 
~n their constitutional rights, setting the law at defiance, and 
thus throw them on their own defence, they would be glad, 
in such an· event, to get allies aJ:!d supporters everywhere." I 
The enthusiasm with which these declarations had been re
ceived had committed the Irish generally to the opinions of 
their leader; and the younger men of the party, at any rate, 
were determined to follow up brave words with brave deeds. . . . 
" We must not fail, we must not fail, however force or fraud assail; 

By honour, pride, and policy, by heaven itself we mus·t be free. 
·we promised loud, we boasted high, to break our country's chains or die, 
And should we quail, that country's name will be the synonym of shame." 2 

There could be no reasonable doubt that, if Davis and Mr. 
Duffy had regulated the policy of the Repealers, the notice 
'of the Government would have been disregarded, and the 
Clontarf meeting would have been held. 

The Repealers, however, were nothing without O'Connell; 
and O'Connell shr~.JJ~ from the_.d~~isil:_C::..liJ!:R which ~askper" 
haps.._th0£gic.aLc;pnseqlience.oLhis.agitation. He O'Connell 

jhurtiedly decided to abandon the meeting. He shrinks from 
' d d h' r 11 · • • b d' the contest. <persua e IS 'e ow-agitators tp enJOin o e Ience 

Ito the orders of the Government. And so, when the morning 
broke, on which the people w~re to h~ve assen;bie? in their 
hundreds of thousands, the site of Bnan Boru s victory was 
only occupied by the troops of the British nation. Eight 

1 Cf. Ann. Reg., z843, Hi;t,; p. 228; and Duffy's Young lrdand, pp. 245• 
249, 324. 2 Duffy's Young lreland, p. 377• 
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centuries before Ireland had been won at Clontarf. And 
now, in 1843-so younger and more energetic Irishmen com
plained-she was to- be lost at Clontarf.l Q'Connell, it was 

1 cl.egr, had been playing a game of brag with Peel; and Peel 
had won th£._g~me. 

O'Connell had saved the Government from a second and 
a greater Peterloo. He possibly expected that his moderation 
would earn its gratitude. But the Government, instead of 
acknowledging O'Connell's services, was only eager to follow 
up its victory. A week after the prohibition of the meeting, 
O'Conneii and his leading colleagues weFe arrested, on a 
charge of conspiracy and sedition.2 It was obvious that the 
ministry had rejected all idea of compromise, and was bent 
on crushing out 'Repeal. 

The story of O'Connell's trial is not a satisfactory one for 
an Englishman to write. The Sheriff was appointed by the 
The trial of Crown ; it rested with the Sheriff to prick the jury 
~nli~!I. by which the prisoners would be tried. Technically 
the special jury list, from which the jury should have been 
taken, ought to have included the names of all Dublin house
holders liable to serve. As a mfltter of fact it only included 
388 names; and, of these 388 person~, 70 were disqualified 
by age, infirmity, or some other reason; among the remaining 
318 there were only 23 Roman Catholics. The Crown lawyers 
hesitated to try O'Connell before a jury selected out of such 
materials; and the trial was postponed till the following 
February, in order that a revised jury list might be in operation. 
The revised list contained 717 names, but 6o qualified persons 
were omitted from it. The Chiefjustice of the Queen's Bench 
in Ireland thought that the omission did not vitiate the array; 

\and O'Connell was accordingly tried by a jury chosen from 
an admittedly defective list. In forming a special jury 48 
names are ~rawn from the whole number on the list; each 
side has a right of objecting to 12 names; of the remaining 
24, the 12 who first answer to their names in court constitute 
the jury. { Among the 48 jurors drawn in O'Connell's case there 

1 Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 370. ~ Ann. Reg., 1843, Hist., p. 237. 
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were 1 i Rpman Catholics. In a country in which the Roman 
Catholics were to the Protestants as 7 is to ·1, they stood on 
the jury as I is to 4· But the Crown solicitor was· not satisfied 
with this ~dvantage. · He objected to every Roman Catholic 
in turn. "The m0st eminent Catholic iri the empire, a man 

' whose name was familiar to every educated Catholic in the 
world, was about to be placed upon his trial in the Catholic 
metropolis of a Catholic country, before 4 judges and 1 z jurors, 

.among whom there was not a pingle Catholic.1 "If it is 
possible that such a practice should be allowed to pass without 
remedy "-..such was the striking commentary of the Chief
} ustice of England-" trial. by jury will be a mockery, a delu
sion, and a snare." 2 

v- Flagrant as was this injustice, it was exceeded by another : 
O'Connell was tried on eleven counts. The counts contained 

· 57 folio pages; the whole indictment was nearly a hundred 
yards long. The. "stupendous document raised so many 
issues that to answer . it, or even to understand it, · was · 
difficult." a The confusion which it created was afterwards - - . . . ~ 

severely condemned by the Chief-Justice of England. Some 
of the counts of the indictme!lt were bad in law; the charges 
on some of them were not proved. Some. of the defendants 
were convicted on oniy one count, some on several counts, 
some on all the counts; yet the Court proceeded to pass 
sentence without distinguishing between these details ; and, 
by doing so, it again exposed itself to the severe reproof of the 
Chief-Justice of England. "This is no technical objection," 
so Denman argued. " So far from being merely technical, it 
may involve the greatest injustice, because you may inflict the 
heaviest punishment·for the lightest offence, or indeed for that 
which may turn out to be no subject of punishment at all. 
To pass sentence for three offences when a party is convicted 
of only two, cannot be right." 4 

Yet the Government had obtained a victory. With the 

1 Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 412; and Arnou1d's Denman,·vo!. ii. p. r7J. 
2 Arnauld's Denman, p. 176. 
8 Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 398. ' Denman, val ii. p. rSQ. 
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aid of a defective panel, and a Protestant jury ; with the aid 
~is.~;on· of judges tainted with the partiality which disgraced 
v•c;•~n. Ireland, it had succeeded in obtaining a verdict 

against O'Connell and his colleagues. An appeal Jay against 
that verdict, indeed, to the House of Lords. But even the 
men, who advised that the appeal should be m;1de, did not 
venture on anticipating its success. The political opinion of 
the Lords was opposed to the political opinion of O'Connell; 
and it seemed hopeless to expect that an assembly, composed 
of Tories and animated by Tory views, would allow the great 
agitator to escape. · The appeal, however, was made. The 
Lords, before giving judgment, took the natural and dignified 
step of seeking the opinions of the English judges. Their 
views deprived O'Connell's friends of the little hope which 
they still retained. A majority of the judges thought that the 
defects in the panel and in the indictment did not invalidate 
the judgment, and that the decision of the Court of Queen's 
Bench in Ireland ought consequently to be confirmed.l 

Nothing seemed wanting but the formal endorsement by the 
Lords of the views of the judges. Technically, in 1844, the 
vote of one peer was as good as that of another peer on such 
a matter. But it had been the practice on occasions of the 
kind for the lay lords to leave the decision to the law lords. 
Hotheaded Tories in 1844, indeed, thought that this practice 
should not be observed in such a case as O'Connell's. They
claimed to revive an obsolete privilege for the sake of destroying 

The judg- a political_'opp~nent. Happily for the credit of the 
ment assembly m wh1ch they sat, they were persuaded to 
r~~<>rsed. h . d l hd'' retract t ese pretenswns, an to eave t e ec1s10n 

to the law lords, who alone had the knowledge and the training 
which qualified them to pronounce it. Only five lords learned 
in the law-Lyndhurst, Brougham, Cottenham, Denman, and 
Campbell-had heard the whole case. The two first, one a 
Tory, the other a Whig who had passed over to the Tory 

I The judgment of the H9use of Lords was given on the 4th of September 
z844. Parliament had been adjourned from the 9th of August to the 5th of 
September, to allow time for the opinion of the judges to be taken, and it was 
prorogued on the 5th. Hansard, vol. Ixxvi. p. 1997. 
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ranks, voted for upholding the judgment. The three last, 
all Liberals, voted for reversing it. The decision, of course, 
followed the majority, and the judgment was reversed. 

The decision was a surprise to the numerous people who 
had imagined that it was certain that the judgment would 
be sustained. The conduct of the Lords-so they argued
illustrated the love of justice inherent in Englishmen. The 
Peers had sacrificed their own prejudices to a sense of duty. 
"L'Angleterre," wrote a' distinguished foreigner, "avait rem
porte Ia plus belle des victoires : elle s'etait vaincue elle-meme: 
elle avait immole sa passion, son interet, ses pn~juges, ses 
ressentiments les plus inveteres et les plus naturels, au culte 
de Ia tradition, aux raffinements de la liberte, a Ia noble supersti
tion du droit." 1 . The congratulations, in which Montalembert · 
indulged, have been echoed by English writers who did not 
enjoy his eloquen'ce; and probably most Englishmen still 
regard the decision of-the Lords as a striking example of the 
impartiality of the highest appellate court. Yet the inquirer, 
who ventures to look ·below the surface, will at once observe 
that the law lords voted as they would have voted on any party 
division; and he will consequently infer th'at the judgment 

(was reversed from no inherent sense of justice among the 
~Lords, but from 'the accidental circumstance that three out of 
{the five law lords were member~ of the Liberal party. If the 
first Lord Tenderden had died two years sooner, and had 
beeri succeeded by a Conservative Chief-Justice instead of by 
Denman; if the first Lord Eldon had survived till 1844; nay, 
if a great Irishman had. not been removed from the Irish 
Chancellorship to make room for the Whig Attorney-General 
of a falling Whig Ministry, the decision on O'Connell's case 
might have been different: On such moving accidents as these 
did the judgment of the highest appellate court depend.2 

.. 1 Montalembert, De l'avenir politique de l' Angleterre. p. rsr. 
2 Those who have read Mr. Bryce may recollect that, in the c.ontest for 

the Presidency. in 1876, both the Republicans and .the Democrats claimed 
success, and that the issue was referred to a commission, whose decision 
·ultimately depended on the politics of its fifth judicial member, who himse.JI 
was chosen by the other four. Bryce, American Commonwealth, vol. i. p. 46. 
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Yet the.decision was attended with one circumstance which 
renders it grateful to the memory. IJ: did more than all the 

The effect troops in Ireland to terminate the agitation for 
on Ireland. ~epe~1 Kindled by injustice, the flame died out 

when justice was done. The Rent fell off; the ci.rculation of 
the NatioJZ decreased ; the lustre of O'Connell's name paled. 
The liberation of the great agitator from gaol almost terminated 
his political career. For a few years more, indeed, he remained 
among his fellow-countrymen in Ireland, or among his parlia
mentary friends in London. But his reputation was broken, 
his health was impaired. The building was mouldering away; 
the ruin only reminded men what the building had been. It 
seems possible that the slow disease, which was to subdue at· 
length, had affected O'Connell's vigorous understanding before 
he yielded to authority and abandoned the demonstration at 
Clontarf. But a few years passed before the progress of his 
malady shattered his strength, and forced him to seek repose, 
and change in a more genial climate. The change came 
too late. The disease which had seized him was one from 
which there was no recovery; and O'Connell, though he reached 
the sunny shores of Italy, reached them only to die. His death 
~'Cannell's took place in Genoa, in 1847, and, in accordance 

\ ~:_ath. with his y.rill, his body was carried to Ireland, his 
~hem:Lt.o Rome. The last will of the Irish agitator throws a ' ~ . " doubt upon his whole career. Patnotrsm IS one of the noblest 

influences whicti ~an regulate the life of man. But the patriot, 
like the lover, must owe no divided allegiance. O'Connell, 
while he was suffering imprisonment for his country's sake, 
was passionately in love with a young girl; 1 and his will 
proved that his heart, which his friends thought had beat for 
Ireland alone, was yearning for Rome. 

O'Connell's death thus detracts from the consistency of his 
career, and throws a doubt on the genuineness of his opinions. 
In every other respect his character· stands forth in singular 
relief. His portrait is painted in strong light and deep shadow. 
and the half tones, which subdue other pictures, are absent 

1 Duffy's Young Ireland, p. 530. 
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fr6m~th~ iikeness .. An Iiishm~n wh~· gazes upon it is apt't~ 
~ \ ' . .. ~ ~~ , 

. be daz~led.by the light, im Englishman is liable to be.fr_~ghtened 
· by .the.~hadows; and both English and Irish,.in reprodqcing it, 
·run the: risk of turning it into a caricature .. Yet the reader 

\

w._bo -~.~.i}~;si£9. y :;..Q~.C __ Ol?}l.~!! .. £~-.()~.a .~e.!ltr. <tl .. sta.~gpoLnt ~will. pla2e ..... ·' 
~~...!!..;a .level,;>vith,..QL<~:!!..~~3~~o.!!:; a·;:.r.ucJle..: l_!.b?ve His char. ~ 
anyl"othti.~I~ishrrian.. Centuries~hencec:..'he;.will_be ~cter. · 

~recollectt'!cl,.for: •. tl}e .... sq~~e~~~£!1:~SI;ieJ'~d)';1~=·9'~§.~9:.for. 
the failure which.heencountered in.r843; and men may then 
fo~get that the failure was .. sust~ined by the old mari of-seventy, 
~nd. that.the ,vict~ry~was .gained, by _the.m.ature._ma!l;oLfifty-six. · 
~. O'Coimell's trial, and the events which preceded it, forced 

''the Government to review its Irish policy. For:J.h.e first time 
since :Pe'el·had~been.Prime~Minister-he~deliberately Peel'; Irish 

set himself to examine the Irish problem, .and tO policy. 

probet~e,cause o(Irlili}g!t_atioi,_.'fhere was, indeeq,_some 
. difficulty in determining...wh.a.Uhe_Irish_questioJJ.JYas . ._:• One 
'saialt. was a physical question; another, a spiritual j n~ 
~ ...... ~"+'""""',,-~-.. ·"''"' --·o..,; -- ~"~',.·-·' ·' . ill.;-~·-· --"' -~----.. . • .. ;;~.;L~...:;....>,:~ 

it was ,tl'J.e absence of the aristocracy, then the absence .of 
';'A.j~~ . ·,- .;;;;;.,,. -. -. "· - ... - ..... · •. :':;-'<-,10'-0\< :"'...., .. ~- ~--... ~ ,_ ....... _ _.. - .... :.~. y. ·~--

r~!!:Q.~ds; U1ls....ili.~~~P$-21~~~9.~y, ,._pota~<?~ •• 1h_t'!,..p:ex.!:" 1 

Graham,; in 1843, had .. unnecessarily declared that concession 
had reached its utmost lih1its: ~'Notwithstanding this declara
tion, the: Government,. in 1844, attacked the main cause of "tfi;F- '-'1'.;10..,-... ·~~ .... +~:.· ,::. .• :r....::...,-
difficulty; by the app()iritment of a COJ;nmission to inquir~.into 
th.Lcon.<;litign.~f tliejri~h ~ss.upjer_s.J But the action to which 
Graham :was thus a party in 1844, and which,,ec.mtradicted the 
opinion which he had expressed in 1843, Wa~ not sufficient. 

· Inquiry :from its very nature would . occupy· time, and the 
general (eeling of Parliament was in favour of an immediate 
remedy. ; Normanby, speaking with the experience of an ex

\Viceroy tmd of an ex-Secretary of State, asked the Lords to 
opledge themselves to take the earliest opportunity of investi
'gating th'e causes of Irish discontent On the same evening, 
Russell, In the House of Commons, asked for a committee 
9f the whole House on Ireland. Norrrlanby's motion pro-

. duced on,ly a comparatively feeble discussion. Russell's action, 
1 Disraeli, Hansard, vol. lxxii. p. 1016. 2 Ibid., p. s. 

WL~ H 
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on the contrary, led to a nine nights' debate. On the third 
night of it, O'Connell, just convicted by the Dublin jury, 
entered the House. The man, who had been convicted of 
treasonable conspiracy at Dublin, was greeted with cheers at 
Westminster; 1 and the applause with which he was received, 
and which temporarily interrupted the debate, must have con
vinced every member of the Government that ajl.ldiciaL victory 
had not terminated the Jrish question. 

There was one measure which many people thought might 
be taken to improve the condition of the Irish. The Whig 
Railways Ministry, in the. course of 1836, had appointed a 
in Ireland. small commission 2 to consider the possibility of 
introducing railways into Ireland. The Commission recom
mended the construction, at public cost, of three great arterial 
lines: (1) From Dublin to Cork, with branches to Kilkenny 
on one side and Limerick on the other; (2) from Limerick to 
Waterford; (3) from Dublin to Enniskillen. It entered into 
elaborate calculations to prove that these lines could be con
structed for a comparatively moderate sum, and that they were 
likely to prove remunerative. The Commission dealt with such 
great matters as the communication which it was hoped to 
establish between Cork and New York; and with such com
paratively small matters as the gauge of railways. Morpeth, 
Morpeth's in 1839, introduced a plan for giving part effect to 
Bill of r839· these recommendations, by the construction of a line 
from Dublin to Cork. A railway, which was of no .immediate 
or prospective advantage to either Ulster or Connaught, did 
not satisfy the members for either of these provinces. It did 
not, therefore, receive a~y unani~ous support in Ireland. Tory 
politicians in England regarded it with much suspicion. If 
the commissioners were right, and the line was likely to be 
remunerative, there did not seem any reason for Government 
departing from its usual course and superseding private enter
prise. If, on the contrary, the railway was unlikely to succeed, 

1 For O'Connell's reception, Hansard, vol. lxxii. p. 929, note. 
2 The Commission consisted of Drummond, the permanent Under-Secretary 

at Dublin; Sir John (then Colonel) Burgoyne; Barlow, Professor of Matbe
matics at Woolwich; and Griffith, the author of Griffith's Valuation. 
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the ministry was committing the country to a vast ·unprofitable 
expenditure. Peel expressed his doubts ; Morpeth ·saw that 
his scheme was doomed. The events of 1839 made its success_ 

·hopeless. A ministry which~was saved from ·extinction by the 
sovereign's reluctance to part from the ladies -of her bed
chamber could ·not venture on persisting in measures of· 
doubtful propriety. Nothing more was heard of Morpeth's · 
proposal. But Ireland-unfortunate as usual-:-was perma
nently poorer. Private enterprise shrank from attempting 
works w'hich Government contemplated constructing at public 
cost.1 

His conduct in opposition made it impossible for Peel to 
propose the construction of Irish railways at public cost. His 
conduct iri office, in issuing a Land Commission, compelled 
him to wait for the commissioners' report before dea.ling with 
the land question. He was, therefore; temporarily precluded 
from healing the true sore of Ireland, and was forced to resort 
to less effident measures of relief. Graham pledged 

• • Charitable 
the Government to mcrease the educatiOn grant, to ;tf§uesrs 

enable the Roman Catholics to receive gifts and hold 1\<.:J· 

property in trust for charitable and religious uses, to extend the 
county franchise, and to make the payment of the poor-rate the 
qualification for the exercise of the borough franchise.2 These 
reforms, so far as they went, were desirable enough. The 
only objection to them was that they went a very little way. 
II} one point, indeed, the promise of the Government \Vas 
more than fulfilied. ~-~el'clusively.,., Pn?_t~stant~body~whiC;h, 

1
~11r_~;,l-_?_·~n;;7~~~-~~r~\~l:·- :~~~~i~\~cii~!~~~~fc 
of the new Commission consisted. of Roman Catholics; the 
secretary was a Roma~ Catholic; an Irish Roman Catholic 

1
was .enabled to provide a permanent endowment fund for the 

·support -of· Roman Catholic ministers and the building of 
iRoman.Catholic chapels.s _ 

1 Pm·l. Papers. 01837-38, vol.-xxxv. pp. 451, 49r, 504, 525. For the parlia· 
mentary proceedings on Morpeth's proposal, Hansard, vol. xlv. 2P· rosr, ro6o, 
1077, ro8z, II02. 

2 Ibid., vol. lxxii. p. 781. 3 Ibid., vol. lxxix. p. 1027. 
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Every one, however, felt that this measure was little more 
than tentative; and a change in the Irish Government facili
Changes in ta~ed furt?er legislation. . De Grey, who_ ~ad been 
the Irish VIceroy smce the formatwn of Peel's Mm1stry, was 
Government. 'l] d . f ]''f. H . d d 1 , an anxwus or re 1e . e retire , an was suc-
ceeded by Hey_~bury, a peer, who had served his country 
at Naples, at Madrid, and at St. Petersburg, who had been 
appointed Governor-General of India in r835, but had been 
superseded, on the fall of Peel's Ministry. In the course of 
the following winter, Lord St. Germans died; Eliot, the Chief 
Secretary, succeeded to the peerage, and necessarily retired 
from the Chief Secretaryship. Peel promoted Sir Thomas 
Fremantle, the Secretary at War, to the office.l The two 
chief political situations in the Irish Government were, there
fore, occupied by new officials at the commencement of r845; 
and Peel had the advantage of colleagues free from any pre
conceived notions of Irish policy. His own mind was alread)! 
made up. Towards the close of the sessi"on of 1844, he 
undertook to supplement the Charitable Bequests Act with 
a measure dealing with higher education in Ireland. Means 
were to be found, in some·way, for the education of the upper 
classes of the Irish, and for the more efficient education of 
candidates for the Roman Catholic priesthood.2 

Some provision already existed for the education of the 
Irish people. Trinity College, 111ith its considerable endow
ments, afforded opportunities to wealthy Irish. The National 
Board, which Stanley had instituted, had under its control 
3153 _schools, and 395,ooo scholars. 3 But Trinity College 
retained most of its advantages for the benefit of its Protestant 
students, and the 395,ooo scholars, whom the National Board 
was educating, did not, after all, include one person in every 
twenty alive in Ireland .... The Roman Catholic, since I 793, 
had been allowed to graduate at Trinity; but he could hold 
neither scholarship nor professorship. The Roman Catholic, 

I Sir T. Fremantle was made Secretary to the Treasury in t841; be succeeded 
Hardinge at the War Office in 1844, on the latter's appointment as Governor 
General of India, 2 Ha!Zsard, vol. lxxvi. p. u32. 

a Th~ figures are Graham's, Ibid.", vol. lxxx. p. 351. 
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who could not afford to enter_ a university which took from 
him all his fees, and withheld from him all its prizes, had no 
adequate means of obtaining a satisfactory education. Some 
steps had, indeed, been taken for the education of the Roman 
Catholic priesthood. In 1795, Fitzwilliam had proposed, and 
his successor, Camden, had approved, the appropria- _ 

, . · . Maynooth. 
t1on of an annual sum of money to a·college formed • 
at. Maynooth for the education of Roman Catholic priests. 
The Irish Parliament had readily sanctioned the scheme; the 
pay'ment of the grant had been continued, after the Union, by 
the Parliament of the United Kingdoin, and, though the sums 
voted had been reduced to £gooo a year in r8o8, this amount 
had been thencefonvard regularly allotted to Maynootn. In 
some respects the grant was disadvantageous to the college; it 
was too small to maintain the institution ; it was large enough 
to discourage voluntary contributions. The surroundings of 

• the-college were squalid; i_ts professors were wretchedly paid; 
it was even impossible to assign to each of the 440 students 
'a separate room; it w~s dubbed by Macaulao/, i~ a memorable 
speech, a "miserable . Do-the-boys' Hall;"· and it was Peel's 
~deliberate opinion that the absolute withdrawal of the grant 
would be better than the continuance of the niggardly 
allowance.1 

In dealing, therefore, with Irish education, the Gov(!rnment 
had two problems before it. It had to provide some means 
of educating the middle classes of Ireland, who were unwilling 
to send their children to the National Schools, and unable 
to send them to Trrnity College; it had concurrently to 
endeavour to remove some of the squalid wretchedness. which 
was the lot of Maynooth. It had the wisdom, as it deter
mined to move, to act. liberally. It asked Parliament to 
vote a sum of £3o,ooo to imp~ove the buildings at May
nooth; it proposed that the Bo~rd of Works should in future 
be responsible for keeping t)1em in repair; it suggested that 

1 Macaulay's speech is in Hans~rd, vol. lxxix. p. 649; and in p. 366 of his 
speeches. The speech, as it was published, affords an excellent proof of the 
care with which Macaulay edited his speeches. It di rs, in many respects, 
{rom the report in Hansard. For Peel's·speech, Hansard, vol, lxxix. pp. r8, 25. 
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the salaries of its professors should be more than doubled ; 
that the position Qf its students should be improved; that 
t~il:nn,ua! grant should be !aised from about £gooo...,_to 
about £z6,ooo, and that this sum, instead of being subject 
t01iie'app.roval of the Legislature once a year, should be 
placed on the Consolidated Fund. 1 Then arose a series 
of debates which have no parallel in the history of the British 
Parliament. Inglis, who had been returned for the Univer
sity of Oxford in L8zg, led the Opposition. Thinking he had 
got an exclusive monopoly of truth, he objected to what J;le 
called the endowment of error. 2 The English Churchman 
and the Scotch Presbyterian joined, heart and soul, in assailing 
Peel. 0.!,1e popular preachc;r compared the English minister 
tq, the young man void of understanding, who fell a victim 
to_ a woman with the attire of an harlot. 8 Some Scotch peti
tioners declared that the signs of the withdrawal of heavenly 
favour from the country had not been wanting since the Act 
of r8zg. It was high treason to Heaven to apply the revenue 
of a Protestant people to the education of a Popish priesthood. 
An English orator, in language almost as forcible, declared 
\hat any one, who assented to the grant, worshipped the beast; 
and supported that clearly predicted apostasy which opens its 
mouth in blasphemy against God, has ever been at war with 
the saints, and conspires afresh against our Lord and Saviour. 
"The Orangeman raises his howl," said Macaulay, "and 

!Exeter Hall sets up its bray, and Mr. MacNeile is horrified 
.·to think that a still larger grant is intended fo~ the priests of 
Baal at the table of J ezebel, and the Protestant operatives of 
'Dublin call for the impeachment of ministers in exceedingly 
fbad English." A few years later a man, who was both a 
. Christian and a gentleman, declared _the Irish famine to be a 
:dispensation of Providence in return for the Maynooth grant. 4 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxix. p. 36. 
2 The sentence is Bernal Osborne's. Ibid., p. 55· 
3 For the description of the harlot, see Proverbs vii. ro, rg, r4, 2I ; for its 

application, Hansard, vol. lxxix. p. II39· 
4 For the petition, ibid., pp. rrg6, II39· For Macaulay's speech, ibid., 

p. 657. In the corrected edition of Macaulay's speeches the passage is 
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Violence of this description was necessarily only the weapon 
of a few. The many made up for their deficiency in vigour 
by the frequency of_ tbeir_ blows. Night after- nigbtjt rained 
petitions: 298 petitions against the bill wen~ pr_~s~n!~.<! on 
the 3rd of April, when Peel explained his scheme; Anger of the 

i48 on-the 8th; 254 on,the 9th; 552 on the roth; country. 

2 262 on the I Ith, when the bill waS put down for a second 
reading: 662 on the I 4th; 58 I on the rsth; 420 on the 
16th; 335 on 'the qth; 37 r on the 18th. The petitions 

, hardly allowed a doubt to remain as to the opinion of the 
country. Peel, indeed, was again exposed to the full force 
of the strongest power which any British minister can en
counter. The _ Mussulman, driven to his last defence; raises 
the standard_ of the Prophet, and proclaims a holy war.· But 
the Englishman, if Protestantism be in .danger, shouts; "No 
Popery!''- and_ creates equal enthusiasm. Once before, Peel 
had encountered the cry, and its violence had driven him, 
at the instant, from his seat, and had ultimately 'forced him -
from power. In· I84s, he had again raised the same issue, 
and had prepared the d·iscontent which was again to produce 

-his fall. . - -
There was, indeed, no doubt that. the minister would suc

ceed. On such a. question, he_ could command the support 

1 of every Conservative who preferred party- to principle, and 
I of every Liberal who preferred principle to party. The mass 
of the Conservatives could not afford to reject a measure with 
given in more courtly language. I have preferred the rougqer originaL 
The Dublin petition, to which Macaulay referred, is printed in Hansard, 
vol. lxxix. p. 499· The Irish famine was traced to the Maynooth grant 
by Hoare, just as the death of George IV: in r83o and the burning of 
the Houses of Parliament in r834, bad been traced by Dr. Croly to the 
Roman Catholic Emancipation Act of r829. See ibid., p. 502. It may be 
worth while adding that the· Times said of Peel, 17th April 1845: "\~';it_~ 
~r_s,_~!2E~~2J:.P.OP"!Y•.tb':._gre:;! fio_m?lopath has pnt,tfl_yn,~~jC>E,_il}_~!~~;" 
and that, in a letter to this paper twelve days afterwards, Mr. MacNeile argued 
that, "As the Word of God forbids the bowing down to images as expressly 
as it forbids theft or adultery-consequently, as· we could not, without wilful 
rebellion against God's.authority, approve or co-operate in the endowment of 
a college for instruction in theft or adultery, so neither can we approve of 
or co-operate in the endowment of a college for instruction in bowing down 
to images." 
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which the fate of the ministry was connected; the mass of the 
Liberals could not oppose a remedy which was associated with 
the principles which they had consistently supported. But 
the Liberals, though they gave the minister their support, 
assailed him with their abuse. They supported the measure, 
but they attacked the man. The remedy was right enough, 
but the leader of the Conservative party was the wrong man 
to propose it. O'Connell, moreover, increased the minister's 
difficulties by ascribing the introduction of the bill to his own 
demonstrations. " Agitation, I thank you ; Conciliation Hall, 
I am much obliged to you ; Repeal Association, Maynooth 
ought to pray for you!" 1 Such support was certain to increase 
the frantic terror. with which the bill was regarded. 

The minister's difficulties, moreover, which were thus aug
mented by the taunts of his opponents, were concurrently 
Mr. Glag· increased by the secession of one of his own col
stone resigns. leagues. During the many sharp debates which 
had occurred in 1842, 1843, and 1844, Mr. Gladstone had 
gradually proved himself the most capable of Peel's lieutenants. 
He spoke with an authority which Peel and Graham alone 
enjoyed; he spoke with an eloquence which even Peel could 
not command. Mr. Gladstone, however, had commenced his 

" political career by publishing a singular essay on the relations 
of the Church with the State; and he thought that the in
creased assistance which his leader was offering to Maynooth 
was incompatible with his earlier opinions and with the 
pledges under which he had been returned to Parliament. 
He consequently decided to support the measure, but to 
prove his own disinterestedness by sacrificing his office.2 He 
intimated his intentions to Peel in the autumn of 1844: he 
carried them into execution in the spring of i845. 

Yet, vast as was the storm which the minister had provoked, 
the issues which he had directly raised were of the smallest 
proportions. Hardly any one ventured to propose that the 
original vote to Maynooth should be withdrawn. A grant, 
indeed, which had been sanctioned by George III., which had 

l Hansard, vol. lxxix. p. 550. 2 Ibiq., vol. lxxvii. pp. 70, 77, 79· 
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been fixed by Perceval, which had been voted in an unre· 
formed Parliament, almost without debate, and· which had 
been continued for fifty years, could not be withdrawn. Peel's 
opponents, therefore, were compelled to argue that there was 
no harm in sacrificing £9ooo a year to Baal, but that a 
sacrifice of £26,ooo was full of harm. Instead of d~bating 
a question of principle, they found themselves perpetually 
confronted with a question of degree. They we·re forced to 
admit the propriety of granting a pound to the Church of 
Rome, and to protest against the iniquity of granting three 
pounds. The vigour, with which they urged and reiterated 
their arguments, was, at any rate, creditable to their pertinacity. 
They debated the second reading of the bill for six nights, the 

· third readipg for three nights, and they . seized other oppor- · 
tunities for protracting the discussion. Even the Lords forgot 
their customary habits and sat up till a late hour on three 
.successive evenings to discuss an amendment for inquiring 
into the class of books used at Maynooth. But·this unusual 
display of zeal proved useless. A majority' in· both Houses 
steadily sl!pported the minister, and zealous Protestants and 
old-fashioned Tories were unable to defeat a scheme which 
was proposed by Pfel and supported by RusselJ.l 

The heated controversy was not concluded in the Lords 
when the ministry brought forward the second portion of their 
scheme in the House of Commons. Peel had him- Middle class 

. self taken charge of the Maynooth Bill. Graham education. 

conducted the measure for providing education for the middle 
clas_ses of Ireland. H.,LPE?)JOS~2-t~..!:!E§ Jhre~_.$Q)leges ~n 
the north, west, anq .. i?QUth of Ireland at a gross cost of 

" ,.. _,.,.. ........... ,....~_,~ ....... 4 :. ....... -..,... ,_... -· ' -~· .............. -«,_.7,~ 

j)oo,ooo; to devote £6ooo, or, as was afterwards deter-
mined, £7000, a year, to the maintenance of each of them; 

1 Leave was given for the introduction of the bill by 216 to II4. Hansard, 
vol. lxxix. p. ro8. The second reading was carried by 323 votes to r76. Ibid,, 
p. 1042. A resolution to vote the necessary funds was agreed to by 322 votes 
to 148.. Ibid., p. I3II. The resolution was confirmed on report by 232 votes 
to II9 (ibid., p. 1429), and the third reading was carried by 317 votes to r84. 
Ibid., vol. lxxx. p. 744· The second reading in the Lords was carrU,d by 226 
votes to 69 (ibid., vol. lxxxi. p. n8), Lord Roden's amendment, referred to in 
the text, having previously been rejected by 155 votes to 59· Ibid., p. rr6. 
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to affiliate them to a central university which the Crown could· 
of its own prerogative establish in Dublin, and to abstain 
"f[om all interference, positive or negative, ~ith the con
scientious scruples of the students in matters of education." 
It-;;_s-hoped that some Irish gentlemen, and many Irish wh<! 
were not gentlemen, would avail themselves of institutions 
which offered good and cheap education to Roman Catholic, 
Protestant, and Dissenter without distinction. The explana
tion of- the scheme, however, revived the clamour which the 
Maynooth Bill had already excited. The Roman Catholic 
prelates denounced it as a measure "dangerous to the faith 
and morals of the people." 1 Inglis branded it as "a gigantic 
scheme of godless education." The gigantic scheme of god
less ·education, it was· soon evident, was making steady pro· 
gress. In opposing Maynooth, the Tories had the advantage 
of assistance from English Dissenters; in opposing the new· 
colleges, they had only an uncertain aid from a small body 
of Irish Roman Catholics. The people, who had denounced 
in loudest language the endowment of a Roman Catholic 
institution, saw with indifference the establishment of seculat 
education in Ireland ; and Graham's bill was accordingly sup
ported by large majorities, and became law.2 

The Government could fairly contend that it had done 
something to conciliate the Irish. The Charitable Bequests 

·Act of 1844, the endowment of Maynooth, and the establish
ment of new colleges-Queen's colleges as they were ultimately 
called-in 1845 had undoubtedly improved the position of 
the Roman Catholic population. Everything, in fact, which 
either diminished the resources available for the support of 
the Protestant establishment, or increased the scanty revenues 
of the Roman Catholic Church, tended to remove the religious 
inequality which was one of the great causes of Irish dis
content. Religion, however, as the preceding pages will have 
shown, was not the only source of the dissatisfaction of the 

l Hansard, vol. lxxxii. p. 738. 
2 For the scheme, ibid., vol. Ixxx. p. 345· For the enlargement of the 

Annual Sustentation Fund, .(, 7000, ibid., vol. lxxxi. p. 493· For Inglis's dil
scription of the measure, ibid., val. Ixxx. p. 378. 
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Irish, Religious· inequality was the Irishman's sentimental 
g~·ievance. Tl~e I conditions.· 'on which he held his farm were 

· hts real hardshtp. · · - . · 
. I . . . . • 

It has been al~eady stated that Peel" m r843 had appomted 
a sl_llall commission to investigate the conditions on which 

., irish land·was h~ld, The Commission was admir-· The Devon

ably calculated to conciliate· the tenantry without Commissyon. 

alarming the lanblords: At the head of it w;:ts Lord Devon, · 
an English peer ~ith a iarge Irish property~ ·Sir R. Ferguson, 
a landlord of Thone ; Mr. Redington, a large. proprietor in 
Galway; Mr~ Jolin Wynne and Mr. G. A. Hamilton, both Irish 

I . 
landlords, were !Lord Devon's four colleagues. Appointed 
towards the 'cJosk of r,843, they were occupied during 1844 
with the most elkborate inquiry which had ever taken place 
in Ireland. The~ produced, at the commencement. of 1845, 
a report which o~ght. to be familiar to ev.ery one who desires 
to understand t~e Irish· _question. This Commission, com
posed of landlorqs and appointed by a Cons,ervative Ministry, 
tr.~e.i_ t~e. ~vii£. ~ith ;wbich Jreland. was op.rressed to !h.e -~Y~t.e_m 
9L1J!.J.i.<i..t~.n:u,re. 1 The mass of Irish proprietors held their . 

'"" estates ·in ~t~ict ~imitation; the. law did not a~low them .to 
charge "thetr property for the purpose of makmg the most 
n_ecessary iinpro~~ements; they had no I_lleans of their own 
to devote to the purpo.se; an.d, in consequence, all improve
ments in Irelandr were commonly tbe work of the tenant 1 

Much of the land, moreover, was let in a fashion which gave 
the landlord littJJ or no interest in it.· It was held on leases 
for lives. perpetuJny renewable by the payment ~f a fine. on 
~he termination ()f each life. ·In many cases, the middleman, 
the creation of Jn absentee proprietary,. stood between the I . . . . 
<landlord and the renant. The middleman had the advantage 
of a lease; the sup-tenant held under him at will. The greater 
·par~ of the soil of Ireland was thus held by tenants at will. 
Th~ uncertainty ff this tenure, wrote the Commissioners,_ is_ 

1 In Ireland the Janillord builds neither dwelling-house nor farm-offices, nor 
puts fences, gates, &cJ, into good order before he lets his land to a tenant 
Par!. Papers, 1845• v,l. xix. p. 16. · 

I 
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said to paralyse all exertion and to place a fatal impediment 
on improvement. In the North of Ireland, indeed, a different 
custom prevailed. The tenant in Ulster claimed a proprietary 
right in his holding. The Ulster landlord acknowledged the 
right; and ten, twelve, or fifteen years' purchase was commonly 
given by an incoming tenant for the outgoing tenant's interest. 
The Commissioners thought the custom anomalous; they. 
acknowledged that Ulster had thriven under it. Security of 
tenure had saved one portion of Ireland from the terrible lot 
which afflicted the three remaining provinces.1 

These facts suggested their own remedy. When one part 
of Ireland enjoyed security of tenure and was prosperous, 
and three parts enjoyed no security and were wretched, com
mon sense suggested that the conditions which had promoted 
improvement in Ulster should, in some way or other, be 
extended to Leinster, Munster, and Connaught. In 1835, 
1836,. and 1843, bills had been introduced into the House 
of Commons to secure the Irish tenant compensation for the 
improvements which he made in the landlord's property. The 
Commissioners adopted the principle of these bills. They 
proposed that the clerks of the peace in Ireland should have 
power to register, and that the assistant barristers should be 
empowered to enforce, agreements for improvements; that 
the tenant shouid give notice to the landlord of any proposed 
improvement; that the assistant barrister should certify its 
cost, which was in no case to exceed three years' rental; 

land that, where the tenant's rent was raised, or where the 

1
tenant was ejected from his holding within thirty years of the 

;date of the improvement, he should receive compensation for 
iits then value. 2 These were the main recommendations of the 

The Bill Devon Commission. 3 T~Government decided on 
of r84S· giving effect to some of them; and it entrusted the 

measure which it determined on introducing to Stanley, who, 
at the beginning of 1845, had been summoned to the House 

1 Parl. Papers, I845, vol. xix. pp. 12-16. 2 Report, p. 18. 

8 For the sake of clearness, I ha,·e omitted the recommendations which did 
not bear on the relations between landlord and tenant. 
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of Lords duri~ his father's lifetime. His experience in the 
Irish Office, his intere~t, as his father's heir, in a large Irish 
property, and his capacity in debate, admirably qualified him 
for introducing a bill, affecting the rights of landlords, in an 
assembly of landed proprietors. Stanley, indeed, did not 
venture on carrying out the exact scheme of Devon and his 
colleagues. (Instead of it he proposed the appointment of 
a Commissioner of Improvements. A tenant desiring to 
improv<_;, his property was to apply to the Commissioner, 
who had power to inquire into and determine the desirability 
of the improvements. If the Commissioner approved them, 
a tenant ejected from his holding within a certain period was 
entitled to compensation for them. The only improvements 
which the bill recognised were classed under the three heads 
o: building, fencipg, and draining.},, ~fhe tena~t who built on. 
h1s farm was entitled to compensatwn for th1rty years after 
the building was erected, one-thirtieth of the· cost of the 
improvement being deducted for every year during which 
he had enjoyed it. The tenant who · fenced his farm was 
entitled, on a similar principle, to compensation for twenty 
years; the tet~ant who drained his farm· for fourteen years. 
I3ut the value of the improvetper\.ts was in no case to exceed 

.£5 for each acre ofthe holding.l 
A measure such as this· did .. not deal with all the evils in 

the Irish land system. It placed no limit on the rent which 
the landlord was entitled to exact; or on the'power of eviction 
which the law suffered him to exercise. It gave the tenant 
no compensation for any improvement which did not come 
within its strict letter. It did not cover all the recommenda
tions which the Devor/ Commission had· made; it was less 
generous than the scheme which the commissioners had de
vised, Yet its proposal gave the House of Lords an oppor-

.. 
l The scheme is explained in Hansard, vol. lxxxi. p. 2II. The bill is 

Lords' Bill, Session. 1845. No. 196. For the sake of brevity, I' have styled one 
of the improvements "fenclng. '' The fencing which the bill contemplated was 
the destruction of the huge dykes which served as very imperfect fences, and 
which in small holdings frequently occupied more than one-tenth of the surface 
of the soil. 
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tunity such as rarely falls to the lot of any assembly. A chamber 
The attitude of landowners, it was invited to be just to a nation 
ofth~rds. o"f occupiers. It was asked by the heir of a great 
landlord to carry out the suggestion of a commission of land
lords, and declare that no landlord should in future rob a 
tenant of property, which happened to be protected by ·the 
bill, for fourteen, twenty, or thirty years as the case might 
be. Yet these great landlords would hardly condescend to 
consider the measure. Thirty-six peers, holding property in 

·Ireland, signed- a declaration that the bill was destructive of 
rights of property, and asked the Government to withdraw 
it. Stanley, with difficulty, persuaded the House to allow 
it to be referred to a Select Committee. The Committee 
manifested so strong a feeling against the measure that its 
author determined on modifying it, and, as the summer was 
The)lill far advanced, withdrew it to introduce it in another 
with$awn. shape at some more convenient time. 1 Thirty-six 
years elapsed before another minister-cast in a different 
mould from Stanley-had the courage to remedy the chief 
grievance of the Irish occupiers, and to insist on even the 
House of Lords allowing that occupier and landlord could have 
joint proprietary rights in the soil. 

For the opportunity to which Stanley had looked forward 
did not occur during his lifeHme. A greater question than 
The crisis even justice to Irish tenantry engaged the atten-tion 
o~s- of Parliament, and Stanley himself, instead of en-
deavouring, on behalf of a ministry, to persuade Irish land
lords to be just, was engaged, in opposition to the ministry, 
in protecting English landlords fro~ free trade. At the 
close of the session ofr845,.indeed, the Peel Ministry enjoyed 
a security which nothing seemed likely to disturb; even the 
dissatisfaction of extreme Tories at the liberal measures of 
their chief found no expression amidst the prosperity which 
everywhere prevailed. Parliament was prorogued on the gth 
of Auggst, and the members separated, some, like the queen, 
toray flying visits to the Continent, others of them to discuss 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxxi. pp. nr6-nsz; and vol. lxxxii. p. 493· 
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in their country homes the news o( the queen's progress. At 
the time of the prorogation, however, news had reached the 
minister which had caused him some disquietude. (.The 
potatoes in the Isle of Wight .were diseased. Three ·days 
afterwards similar news. reached him from elsewhere. A 
large potato- dealer, who had taken the trouble to make 
extensive inquiries into the subject; informed him that the 
disease was general throughout Kent and Sussex, and that 
it had made its appearance in Holland and France. During 
the next few weeks the disease gradually spread, and the 
minister anxiously awaited intelligence of its extension to 
Ireland. His worst fears were not, at once, realised. Favour
able news arrived from the Viceroy. Soon after the beginning 
of October, however, the hopes which were thus raised were 
disappointed. Reports, one more unfavourable than the 
other, arrived from Dublin. On the 1oth of October the· 
Times in· a leading article drew attention to the partial 

I 
failure of the potato crop,s; its Irish ·news of the 13th of 
Octobe7'd~·ci;;edth;t"th~ e~ccounts frcim Cork of the failure 
were most alarming. On the .18th of October the Agricultural 

, Society .of Ireland held a meeting to consider the disease. I 

\

Peel, on his own responsibility, sent twci s. cientific gentlemen 
to Ireland to investigate its nature, and to ascertain-whether 
anything coqfd be done to· check •its ravages. A day or two 

J afterwards he summoned .a 'meeting· of the Cabinet for the 
'31st of October.· · . 
T~ e~g'e!)cy_~as_qJ.ldoubtedly_g.rave. Twenty-seven 

\

m-illions of people. were living in the Unite~ Kingdom in 
1845,. and. 6,ooo,ooo out .of the number subsisted . 

" Its nature. 
·on the potato. 2 More than 8,ooo,ooo persons were 
living in Ireland in 1845, and-4;ooo,ooo depended exclusively 
on the potato.s · Assuming that only one-half of the potato 
crop had failed-and the accounts which· reached Downing 
Street would have justified an even graver assumption-the 

l Times, z2nd of October. 
· 2 The estimate was made by Mr. Villiers in 1843. Hansard, vol. lxix. ·p. 38. 
s The estimate is: Sir Robert Kane's. Pee}'s Memoirs, vol- ii. p. r6g_. 
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food, which was in ordinary years barely sufficient for the 
support of 6,ooo,ooo, could not be expected to do more than 
support 3,ooo,ooo. Nor was it an easy matter to see how 
the other 3,ooo,ooo could be fed. The news which arrived 
from the Continent made it doubtful whether any large. 
quantity of potatoes could be imported from abroad. Foreign. 
nations, in fact, themselves anticipating. scarcity, were su~

pending .the import duties on grain, and prohibiting the ex
portation of potatoes.I It was obvious, therefore, in October 
that hundreds of thousands of people, who had hitherto 
subsisted on the potato, must be supported on other food 
or starve. But the potato is the cheapest food on which~ 

life in this country can be sustained. The failure of the 
potato crop, therefore, compelled the poorest part of the 
population to increase their expenditure by purchasing deat:er 
food than that to which they had hitherto been accustomed. 
No one could doubt that they would be unable to do any
thing of the kind, and that either· public grants or private 
charity would be required to supply the means which would 
enable millions of people to live. 

But there was another difficulty connected with the subject. 
On the assumption that 3,ooo,ooo persons, who had hitherto 
lived on potatoes, would require in 1846 to be supported on 
corn, it followed that some 3,ooo,ooo quarters of wheat, or 
4,soo,ooo quarters of oats, would be needed for their sup
port.2 But this additional supply could not be furnished from 
British farms. The autumn of 1845 was wet; the harvest 
was deficient ; and its yield, instead of being adequate for 
the home demand, would require supplementing with imports 
from abroad. The failure of the potato crop, therefore, made 
two things certain. Some three millions of persons would 
require support from public or private charity; and the 

'additiona.l food required for their support would have to be 
· imported from abroad. 

Th.js_reasoning at.once drew~_ttention to the duty on corn!.. 

1 Peel's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. I45, I46. 
2 I .quarter of wheat or I~ quart.,ers of oats is the usual allowance per head. 
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· il·.Pa~liament '\vas 'to be invited to grant a sum· of mo~ey f~~ ~ . 
··the su-pport of the Irish, and if the money was to be · · · 

· · h J c · . ffi . . I.ts effect spent m t e pure 1ase of 10re1gn corn, the e Clency on the 

/Of the grant would be· pl~inly limited bythe exist- Corn Law.· • 

. en_ce of the duty on .wheat and other cereals. The average 
p;Yc:_~f-W:heaUn.October.rose~to .64s;.a~quart~r. 1 ,qj~.4~_::cli:ifY .•. 
on ";heat Whe·n the price was 64s. was 8s. a quarter. The 

l
~~spensiGri'Orthe repe.il'oftheduty wouldeMbfe-;he:importer 
tp sell for s6s. the wheat for wh_ich he was charging 64S· In 

tthe presenc-e 9f scarcity it '.Yas impossible to maintain such · 
~a ~restriction as this on the free import of grain.. In a minor 
\~m.e.rgency in r8z6_ ministers had opened the ports on their • 
own responsibility. 2 Almost the first act of .the Parliament 
elected in this year had been to indemnify them for doing so. 

1Pe_eLdesired in 1845 either to repeat the policy of 1826 or to 
!summon Parliament for the purpose of suspending the Corn 
iLaws. ·,But even the suspension of the Corn Laws in r8z6 

t
'had led to their" modification in r 828 ; it was i?le, so it seemed 
to Peel, to hope that if the measure of 1842 were suspended 

1 it co?ld be restored when the emergency ·was over. The 

)

great Anti-Corn Law League, which, in the eyes of Tory 
landlords, was "the . most cunning, unscrupulous, knavish, 
pestilent body of men that ever plagued this or any other 

'country," 3 was redoubling its exertions. Night after ' Its effect I 

~night its lecturers were explaining its principles to 0~-·Peel. 
\thousands upon thousai1ds of their fellow-countrymen ; week 
lafte_r week its pamphlets were circulating by tens of thousands 
thrpughout the length and breadth of England; month after 
~month the addresses of its great orators-the perspi<!uity of 
· Cobden's speeches, the vigour of Bright's rhetoric-were 
exerting a continually increasing influence on the English 
nation. The Anti-Corn Law League had-almost succeeded in 

~.__......---.: ""'--"""--. ..---~ .... -~ 
converting a nation ; but the Anti-Corn Law League and the 

!eiPerience of three years had already conyerted Peel. Th_e 
arguments of Cobden and the Budget of r842 had done ~he1r 

1 Ann. Reg., r845, Chron., p .. 429. 2 Ante, vol. ii. p. 208. 

3 The words were used by Lord Essex at a county meeting at St. Albans. 
Hansard, vol. lxxii,' p, I025. 

VOL. V. . l 
.• 
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work; and the minister, who four· years before h~d been 
borne to power by the protectionists, had gradnally. been 

·,convinced of the wi~dom of free trade.1 He felt that if the 
measure which he had originated in ·1842 were once sus

. pended he had no arguments to use for its restoration. 
Any minister, moreover, must have felt ashamed of fue 

suggestions of those who supporfed the .Corn Laws.. Th,e 
. · • Council of the Royal Agricultural Society had re-.. 

Suggest1ons l h h · ' • 1 1· · 
made in the cent y t oug t proper to 1m press upon agncu tura 
crisis. ' labourers the importance of having a week's wages 
in-advance. The labourer, so it declared, should pinch and 
screw the family even in the commonest necessaries of life 
until he got this. From three to four pounds of potatoes are 
equal in point of nourishment to a pound of the best wheaten 
bread, besides having the .greater advantage of better filling 
the stomach. A lot of bones may always be got from the 
butcher for 2d., and, they are never scraped so clean as not 
to have some meat upon them. These, the Council went on 
to explain, might be boiled three ·times. Even on the third 
boiling, if they were only boiled long enough, they would still 
yield a little nutriment. Such was the opinion of the 6ooo 
landlords and tenant-farmers who belonged to the Agricultural 
Society of England.2 A great Duke made a suggestion which, 
if it had not been ridiculous, would have been even more 
grim. He explained that life might be supported by a pinch 

\of curry po~wder in hot water: a 
While such expedients were being suggested by peers and 

country gentlemen, Peel summoned the Cabinet for the last 
The Cabin:t day of October. The Cabinet met; the minister 
meets. discovered that the majority of his colleagues did 
not share his views. Three members alone-Graham, Aber
deen, and Sidney Herbert, a younger brother of Lord Pem
broke, who had lately succeeded Fremantle as Secretary for 

1 When Cobden was delivering the speech which is generally known as his 
"rlJ!i!)'·fa!ming" speech, the Tories asked, "Why does not Peel answer this?" 
Peel murmured audibly in reply, "Those may answer him who can.'' Set: 
Greg's Essays, vol, ii. -P·..3S6. 

2 Times, 2,ith October rB45· s Ibid., 1oth December 1845· 
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War,--s.6p,Pcirtea· their le'ader .. The majority aecided to do 
:. n'othih'g. ·w.i:. .~he enc!. Of ~he' month. The asse~bly of the 

Cal;linet'' aha, ·its freqti~p( sittings. agita!~d ·England; its sepa; • 
ratio~;q1ade..lf profound'.impression. '' lJ?s~ead of ;m Order irk 
Co.~nci! f.or opening -t~e ports, tlie''Lon~01z· Gaiett~ contained .. 
a 'fur.~h~r pror?gatiC?n :of· Pa;liamt;nt ;·". '' t~~PJ>..YE.ti~~D!ElJt..S~ 

·~ be· mote sick tlian· the 'potatoes," said Lord ~Roehampton in 
"E;~dymio~:-,.,~1·~-~~, . ._. ... -, -~~.:-_ ... ;-,;.>;( ••• ~-~~ )~i,~. _ _ .. --~>· ~ · ~-

. · The Cabinet adjourned . till the end 'o·f the month. ·It' . 
. reassembled on Tuesd~y ~he. ~.sth'o( N~v~~ber." · All'tne' news·,.:·. 

l.
w~_ic~i reache~ Peel in the int~rva-1~ confirm. ed .his p:e~iotfs. :; 
oplmon. ·There was no doubt of the .. extent of the. diSaster:-··· 
F$.,a:, 'inde~d, temporarili postf:ioned ·the . famin~ \vhicli ,·:Was .'. 

· · steadily approaching. ·The few people w~o had good potatoes. · 
to .sell hastened to sell them before they became bad, and the 

··~n-ar.ket was in this way glutted for the moment, at the cost 
' of aggravating the difficulties which 1ooined in the future.· 
\S~me pe_op:e even imagine<;! that, as potatoes ?id not rise in 
/pnce, the ~1sease. had be·en. exaggerated,_ and failed to see that 
the present cheapness was Itself enhancmg the future dearth. 
Peel, of course, was not deceived by this circumstance. H.e, 

1 fron:i the first, foresaw the coming famine; he was convinced 
i of the necessity for preparing for it; and. he only reluctantly· 
1 assented to the postponement which the attitude of the majority 
·of his colleagues made necessary. 

Grave, then, as the crisis had appeared when the Cabinet 
adjourned in the beginning of. November,2 it was much 

1 The two quotatiotis which are given in. the text are from Disrael!,;i Life of 
Lord G. Bentinck, p. 6; and Endymion, ch: xxx. The "'Z'Jl:!!S[ls qa,I~_vvit!J· 
out.a cause at1d !]ismis~~d .. w.ith91lt,a,.~9II;;eq!lence" (Hansard, vol lxxxiii. p. 

. i'I7Cwlli-,;-Ji- ~·-agitated :E;;gla~d; perplexe;Cth-.; ;agacious Tuileries, and dis
turbed even the serene intelli<;ence of the profound Metternich" (Lift of 
Bentinck, p. 20). .fill a prominet.t position in Disraeli's writings. 

2 It is remarkable how little Peel's position was understood out of doors. 
On the 2rst of October the Times alluded to rumours of differences between 
Peel and Stanley ; on the 23rd of October it declared that the slkling scale 
had "palpably. failed;" on the 28th of October it proclaimed the "doom" of 
the Corn Laws. But, on the 6th of November, it ascribed the difficulty to 
Peel.. ''The most prudish of premiers may hesitate before he condemns what 

fhe has sanctioned, and sanctions w~at he has strenuously ?en~unced. If this 
'be so, there is only one course for htm to take, • • • to restgn. , 
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graver when it reassembled at the end of the month. At 
a preliminary meeting on the zsth, it agreed to some draft 
instructions to the Lord Lieutenant on the course which he 
should pursue in the emergency. On the following day, how
ever, Peel read to it a memorandum in which he stated that 
he could not consent to the issue of these orders if the Corn 
Laws were to be maintained. He added that ~ thoug.htthe 
p~:e..er course was_to_S!JSpend t~e law~by an Order in Council, 
and summon Parliament to "deliberately review the whole 
question of agricultural protection." For himself, while ready, 
Jf his colleagues desired it, to undertake the review, he thought 
it better for the country that it should be undertaken by 
others. This declaration necessarily produced a profound im
pression. Its significance was increased the next morning 1 

The Edin· by the publication of a letter which Russell four 
h~~~-etter. days before had written from Edinburgh to his 
constituents,-the- efectors of the City of London. Russell 
was alarmed at "the indecisign ap:d proqastinatk>n" which 
the Cabinet was ~!;arently displaying. He thought that 
the danger of the crisis was aggravated by the Corn Law 
of r84z. At the time that Act was passed, he had desired 
a fixed duty on wheat. In his judgment it was "no longer 
worth while to contend for a fixed duty;" and he called 
upon the electors of the City to unite to put an end to the 
"system which has been proved to be the blight of commerce 
and the bane of agriculture. . . . The Government appear to 

l be waiting for some excuse to give up the present Corn Law. 
; Let t~ people, by petition, by address, by remonstrance, afford 
them the .excuse they seek." There could be no doubt about 
the meaning of this letter. The leader of the Liberal party 
had adopted both the creed and the machinery of the Anti
Corn Law League. 

Thus, while the Prime Minister of England was formally 
,refusing-to maintain the Corn Laws, the leader of the Liberal 
party had pronounced an unqualified preference for free trade. 

1 The Edinburgh letter is dated the .z~md of November. It appeared in the 
Times of the a 7th of November. 
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On the z9th of November Peel circulated another paper 
. among the members of the Cabinet, urging the necessity of 
\immediately opening the ports, and of subsequently modifying * . . • 

the existing system of protection. On Tuesday the znd of 
December, when the Cabinet met for the third time, Peel 
was prepared with a memorandum explaining the principles 
on which modification should be based. (.A new sliding scale 
was to be substituted "for that of 1842, l:mtTlle.-diitj";'.to 

~ ~-=---~,.,-~~1<'1',....,...._.~~~~"'"""'-c:::{~~-~.u~ .... 

\ 
b~ ~nnu~yT.,~~~~.SLJ?Y yne shil~i!lg, ~Ed, in Jh.e ~ .<:ourst:,-of 

_ e~h~ yea~s, .. t9~.J~(!~!hus .. gradua}ly_"abo}L:;.hrc!,., For a. moment 
' Peel thought that _th.~ Cabinet -would accept this proposaL 

WellingtDn, regarding Peel as more important than corn, 
decided to support. the mipister. Two men; however
S~nley and the Duke of B~cleuch-de~lined to be parties 

l
to the new policy. Peel himself thought it im- Peel 

possible to persevere with a mutilated Cabinet, and, ~gns. 
on the 5th of December, placed his resignation in the queen's 
hands.l · 

1 Sir R. Pe~l's Memoi1·s, vol. ii. pp. 173-222. Most writers on the subject 
have referred to the fact that the Times announced on the 4th of December 
that Parliament would meet in the first week of January, and that it would 
recommend a consideration of the Corn Laws, preparatory to.their tot.cl repeal. · 
Miss Martineau says that ''the Times had true information," but ·she declines 
to reproduce ''the chit·chat of London" for the sake. of disclosing the means 
by which the information had been obtained. Mr. M'Carthy is less scrupulous. 
He states that '' t~_blap~ishme_nt!l.Pf a. gifted .and .beautifullf!dy.had.somehow 
extorted· the secret Trom a young a11d i}andsome member of the Cabinet, and 
that ~he iJ;J:(l <:"om'illunfciie"d:it~io\ile·;"'Timei·- But rieitlier Miss M~riin';;aU: nor 
Mr. ·M;Carthy seems to have noticed that. the -Times was wrong. So far from 
the Cabinet having decided to summa;, Parliament and to repeal the Corn 
Laws, it had made up its mind -to retire. The,secrct which the,gifted ~rid· 

\
beautiful lady extorted from the young and handsome member of die Cabinet 
was not the decision of the Cabinet, but the wishes of Sir R. Peel. The Times 
clung to its own view on the next day (the very day on wl)ich Peel resigned). 
"Mrs. Harris don't believe a word about it; for she has heard nothing about it 
from Mrs. Gamp, who is the only authority for the opin·ion of Mrs. Harris. 
They (Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Gamp) have not succeeded in getting hold of a 
scrap of truth which they can turn to profit. ... The reason is obvious, the 
repeal of the Corn Laws is a thing for statesmen to do, not for old women to 
n~I]Qer about." It again clung to its story on the 6th when the queen had 
actually sent for Lord John Russell, and it did not ascertain the true state of 
the case till the nth, the day when Lord John Russell went to Windsor; and 
then it inaccurately flung the whole responsibility of th~ crisis on the shoplders 
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The queen had no alternative before her. Of the four chie 
who had led the Liberal party in prosperity and adversit 
during .the fifteen years which had passed since the deat 
of George IV., two were dead; one-Melbourne-:-was ir 
capacitated by illness; and the fourth-Russell-was alon 

R 
. available for public service. The queen according! 

ussell m .. 
vi ted :a form sent for Russell. But she was at Osborne, Russe 
a mmistry. '11 Ed' b h ' ' b b was str at m urg ; commumcatton etween t 
Isle of Wight and Scotland was slow, and six days passe 
before Russell was able to obey the queen's summons. I 
asking him to undertake the Government, the queen was abl 
to announce the removal of one great impediment to his doin 
so. Peel had written to her, promising "to support in 

1. private capacity measures which may be in general conform it 
! with those which he had advised as a minister." Russel 

therefore, could rely on his great opponent's supporting tb 
measure which it would be the first object of his ministry t 
propose. But another difficulty occurred to him. The Pa 
liament of r 841 was a Conservative Parliament; the majorit 
of its members were ostensibly opposed to free trade; an 
the queen, therefore, might do well to ask those members < 

the Cabinet who were seceding from Peel to undertake tb 
formation of a new ministry. The queen submitted this diff 
culty to Peel. Peel consulted both Staniey and Buccleucl 
and on the rsth of December was enabled to state that thoE 
of his colleagues who differed from him were not prepare 
to form a ministry.l Any impediment to the constructio 
of a new Cabinet was, in this way, apparently removed. Bt 
a new· and insurmountable obstacle was raised within tl: 
ranks of the Whigs themselves. \.Russell, naturally desiring t 

,, · obtain the assistance of all his old colleagues, offered to restor 
Palmerston to the Foreign Office; and Lord Grey-for Lor 

of the Duke of Wellington, To talk of such announcements, as Miss Martine~ 
does, as true information, or even, as Mr. M'Carthy writes of them, as inform 
tion substantially true, is to ignore all the facts and all the dates. Since tt 
note was written, the true facts have been brought out clearly in Grevillt 
Mt?JWirs, Second Series, vol. ii. pp. 309-315, 

• Peel's llfemoirs, pp. 225, 2,34. 
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Hawick had now succeeded to his father's. title-recollecting 
the crisis of r 84o, objected- to risk a quarrel with France by
entrusting the Foreign Department to the_ statesman-who 
had concluded the Quadruple Alliance. · _ Palmerston, on· his 
part, was willing to- waive his claims, but he declined to accept 
any position in the Cabinet except his old office. Lore\ Grey, 
in short, was wining to see Palmerston in anything. but the 
Foreign Office; and Palmerston was insisting on the Foreign 
Office or nothing.l , 

Russell, unable to conclude any compromise between Pal
merston and Lord Grey, found it necessary to confess his 
inability "to form a ministry; and on the 2oth of Peel resumes 

December the queen asked Peel to resume office. office. 

Peel at once expressed his readiness to d"o so; and, summon
ing his old colleagues, communicated to them. his sove~eign's 
offer and his own decision; and asked for their support. The 
courage of the minister in resuming his position, without seek
ing extran~ous advice or taking time for deliberation, delighted 
Wellington, who at once professed his intention to stand by 
him. Stanley, on the contrary, announced his resolution to -retire. _ Buccleuch, who in the previous crisis had thrown in 
his lot with Stanley, asked-for time to consider what he should 
do. Hesitation is the natural prelude to concession. In two 

· '.days Buccleuch determined to go on. 2 

Stanley's resignation necessitated the partial reconstruction of 
the Cabinet. On the eve of the day, moreover, on which Peel 
resumed office, one of his old colleagues, Wharncliffe, died 
suddenly in London. Two vacancies, therefore, almost simul
taneously occurred in the Cabinet. The Duke of Buccleuch 

1 Greville's MemtJirs, Second Series, vol. -ii. p. 323. Martin's Prince Consort, 
voL i. p. 310. Bulwer's palmers/on, vol. iii. p. 184 Trevelyan's Macaulay 
vol. ii. p. 169. Sir T. Martin says that Lord Grey also desired to obtain for 
Cobden a sea·t in the Cabinet. But I know of no other authority for this state
ment, which, however, is indirectly supported by the fact that, according to 
the Times of the 19th, Cobden called on Lord Grey on the 18th of December. 
Russe!l ·made Cobden the curious offer of the Vice-Presidency of the Board 
of Trade. Morley's Cobden, val. i. p. 344· The Times declared on the 26th 
of December that " I,QrdJ~glmerston ,and .bis organ ,had, don_e,all, that,it$as 
possibJ¥~~9 ... <J,oyto,.~~_i!e .\!~~~!"~.!!.~ .!ilaqJ).il):, e_yery part~of .the wo~ld -and in 
e~ery- Cabinet-of-Europe;" -· · 2 Peel's Memoirs, vol, ii, p. 253. 
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consented to accept the Presidency of the Council in succession 
to Wharncliffe, and Haddington exchanged the Admiralty for 
the sinecure offic~ of Lord Privy Seal in succession to the 
Duke. Ellenborough, who on the original formation of the 
Government had been placed at the Board of Control, and who 
had since shone for a brief space as Governor-General of India, 
re-entered the Cabinet as First Lord of the Admiralty. These 
changes had no great significance. In Stanley's place, Mr. 
Gladstone, who had retired from the Board of Trade in the 
spring, accepted the seals of the Colonial Office. 

So far everything seemed favourable. The Cabinet had 
lost Wharncliffe and Stanley, it had gained Ellenborough and 

Mr. Gladstone. It had acquired new stren0ath in 
The Dukes 
and the the Commons; it had not materially lost strength 
ministry. in the Lords. Peel confessed that he felt like a 
man restored to life, with greater means of rendering public 
service than ever. But clouds were already gathering on the 
horizon. The Dukes mutinied against the mir1!ster; and, 

;: mutinying, resolved to show their power. Mr. Gladstone, 
since his first entry into Parliament, had sat for the Duke of 
Newcastle's borough of Newark. His acceptance of office 
vacated his seat; the electors of Newark were instructed to · 
choose a Tory lawyer, a nominee of the Duke's; and Mr. 
Gladstone, for a year and a half, remained out of Parliament. 
Lord Arthur Lennox was Clerk of the Ordnance; he sat for 
his brother's, the Duke of Richmond's, borough of Chichester; 
he was ordered to resign ; Lord Henry Lennox, the Duke's 
son, was elected, and the Clerk of the Ordnance remained out 
of Parliament. Sir Thomas Fremantle, who had successively 
filled the positions of Secretary to the Treasury, Secretary at 
War, and Chief Secretary for Ireland, sat for the Duke of 
Buckingham's borough of Buckingham ; he was required by 
his constituents, the Duke's dependents, to resign ; and the 
electors chose Lord Chandos, the Duke's eldest son, as their 
representative.! Peel replaced Sir·T. Fremantle with Lincoln, 

l A debate was raised on all these elections, in which Peel very generously 
defended the Duke. Hansard, vol. lxxxiii. p. II67. 
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the eldest son of. the Duke of Newcastle. Lincoln sat fqr 
South N ottinghamshire. His father had preponderating in
fluence in the county. His acceptance of office vacated his 
seat ; the electors, urged on by father against son, elected 
Hildyard, a protectionist squire, as their . representative, and 
the Chief Secretary for Ireland remained for months. out of 
Parliament.l Examples of this kind are sure -of imitation. 
Some of Peel's supporters, who had been returne,d to Parlia
ment to .. support protection, thought. themselves bound -to 
resign their seats and offer themselves for re-election. Ashley 
~nd Sturt resigned their seats for Dorsetshire, Lord (:harteris 
resigned his seat for Gloucestershire, and Gloucestershire 
and Dorsetshire. chose protectionist representatives. These 
elections proved that the country gentlemen of agricultural 
England shared the ophiions of the Dukes and appr.oved their 
conduct. Popular boroughs and northern counties were not, 
indeed, likely to imitate the example .of Dukes and country 
gentlemen, but they showed an equal disinclination. to choose 
Peel's supporters. Wharncliffe~s death created a vacancy in 
Yorkshire, whose West Riding had been represented by his 
eldest son ; and the Yorks)1ire freeholders, instead of electing 
another of :Peel's supporters, chose Morpeth, a member of the 
Melbourne Cabinet, as their representative. Peel conferred 
a seat at the Boar~ of Admiralty on Rous, the member for 
Westminster; and the Westminster electors chose a Radical, 
Sir De Lacy Evans, as his successor. These elections made 
it tolerably plain that the~ part which Peel was playing did 
not commend itself to town or country. Southern England 
was rallying to protect · agriculture, Northern England and 
populous towns werepreferring Russell to Peel. 

Conscious, however, of his own integrity, firm in the strength 
of his arguments, and aware of divisions amoflg his opponents, 
Peel met Parliament, on the 2 2nd of January, with Par)iament 

confidence. Ireland was the chief subject of the meets. 

speech, which the ·queen delivered in person from the throne. 

l Attn. Reg., 1846, Chron., p. 35· He was finally elected in May (through 
the Duke of Hamilton, his father·in-law's interest), for Falkirk. Ibid., p. 70. 
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•Two circumstances, occurring simultaneously} were creating 
anxiety. Crime-and one of the worst of crimes-assassina. 
tion, ·was increasing. Famine was imminent. The queen 
asked her Parliament to devise measures for the protection 

' of. life; she relied on the co·operation of its members to aid 
her in alleviating distress. " The prosperous state of the 
revenue, the increased demand for labour, and the general 
improvement which has taken place in the internal condition 
of the country," afforded strong testimony of the wisdom of 
its recent fiscal measures. She recommended it at once to 
consider whether it might not with advantage extend the same 
principles.1 

A speech of this character did not prove much. It did not 
even mention the word corn. Timid country gentlemen, 
gathering temporary courage, wondered whether they had 
given way .to unnecessary fears. They would, at any rate, 
await the result of the debate on the address before they 
decided on an uncompromising opposition to the minister. 
They had not long to wait. The moment the mover and the 
seconder of the address had concluded their speeches, Peel 
rose. He explained the advantages which had resulted from 
the remission and relaxation of protective duties; he pointed 

l out the benefits which the poor derived from cheap food. He 
· denied that the rate of wages varies with the price of food. 
; He declared that a large debt and heavy taxation could be 
j best encountered by abundance and cheapness of provisions, 
1 and he recapitulated the history of the potato rot as an 
~.additional reason for repealing the Corn Laws. The country 

gentlemen, as they listened to his periods, heard the doom of 
the system which they had cherished for fifty years. A mere 
army, without a staff, they had neither the capacity nor the 
knowledge which would have enabled them to reply. Had it 
not been for the aid of Disraeli, who denounced "the sublime 
audacity" of the minister coming forward to confess his con
version to principles which he had spent his life in resisting, 

I Hamard,, vol. Jxxxiii, p. 4· 
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the debate on the addre!ls might possibly have concluded 
without a solitary protest from a single protectionist.1 . 

Five days after the debate on the address, the minister rose 
in committee to explain his scheme. HJ'! had acted in 1842 
-so he told the House-on. the principle of re-. -;::;:::-:-' 

'

,mitting the duties on raw materials constituting the proposal. 
1,elements of manufacture in this country. The manufacturers 
had consequently the advantage of free access to the raw 
materials which they required. The minister was' entitled, 
in return, to require them to relinquish the protecting duties 
which they enjoyed. He proposed, therefore, to reduce the 
duties on cotton goods, woollen goods, silks, metals, paper
hangings, soap, straw-plaits; and other articles, and. concur
rently to reduce the duties on raw materials which were still 
liable. to taxation, such as timber and tall?w· He dwelt on 
the subject as if his first object \vas to open the markets to 
.foreign manufacturers.. He arranged his matter as if free 
trade in food were only the logical consequence of free trade 
in other articles.2 He desired in 1846 to extend the policy of 
1842 by reducing thed'uty'oiitne r<!W..,C_Ql!Ull.Qdities=w:hicf_The 
farmer usea;siicn as seed, E,'Qd~maize~~ic;Q;,w_llsJ~g~y~ed 
for-feeding cattle:" But, j.ust as he had .called on the manu-

l
fucturers to relinquish. the protecting duties which they. had 
enjoyed, as a return for the advantage which they derived 
from cheaper raw materials, so he called upon the agricul

\.turists to abandon· the protecting duties on food. He pro
posed to reduce the duties on butter, cheese, and hops by 50 
per cent. ; to admit live stock and dead . meat duty free; and 
to fix the duty o~~1\ll)J}ng a quinter from the rst of 
February 1849, preserving a small protective duty in the inter-
vening years. 

Land, however, groaned under a burden to which trade was 

1 For Peel's speech, Hansard, vol. lxxxiii. p. 6]. For Disraeli's, ibid., p. 
III, and see especially p. n8. . . · 

2 Dalhousie· summed up the chief· changes made in 1846 as follows : "The 
duty of 20 per cent. on manufactured goods they proposed to. reduce to io per 
cent., and that on' half-manufactured goods to 5 per cent., while they removed 
the whole impost from the raw material;.; Hansard, vol. lxxxvii, ·p. 794· 

~':-, . 
,.,_" 
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not subject. Peel did not, indeed, attempt to trace the tn 
incidence of local taxation. He affected to assume, for tl 
purposes of his argument, that it fell upon the agriculturis 
and not upon the landlords. He therefore attempted to cor 
ciliate the assembly of landlords he was addressing by promi 
ing agriculture relief from its local burdens. He suggeste 
that economy, and therefore saving, could be affected by con 
bining I6,ooo highway authorities into 6oo highway district~ 
he offered to relieve the rates by throwing on the Consolidate 
Fund the cost of maintaining convicted prisoners and of cot 
ducting prosecutions; he offered to pay the whole cost of th 
police force in Ireland, and half the cost of medical relief i 
England ; and he suggested that the State should lend mone 

1at low rates 'of interest to enable landlords to increase the pr< 
·ductiveness of their land by draining it. These undoubte 
boons to the landlord, Peel probably hoped, rather tha 
thought, might obtain consideration for his proposals. H 
had soon reason to perceive that little favour would be el 
tended to them. One of his former supporters declared thr 
Irritation of his speech was such as to excite disgust and indi~ 
the Tories. nation. Another of them asserted that " never i 
the whole course of his existence had he been so much h01 

\ rified, distressed, or astonished, as he had been in listening t, 
1the propositions which had emanated" from Peel.l 

Such language as this proved the deep irritation of th 
country gentlemen, but it also furnished indirect evidence c 
their incapacity. Men rarely resort to abuse till they fin< 

btheir other weapons inefficient or useless. The countr: 
gentlemen, indeed, met to consider what they should do 
but they were sheep without a shepherd, an army without : 
general. One man there was, not of them, but among them 
who was already distinguished for the attacks which he ha< 
made on the minister, and who had the capacity, at any rate 
which would' have fitted him for the lead. The;_ country gentle 
m£_n, _however, though they had learned to distrust Eeel. ha< 

1 Peel's speech is in Hansard, val. lxxxiii. p. 239. For the criticisms in th• 
lext by Colonel Sibthorp and Lord March, cf. ibid., pp. 310, 311. 
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~o..! • .Y!!..}~,.~!L.!8..,.~~tJ;~is,ta,eli; and they accordingly set 
themselves to select some. other person for the nominal lead 
of their ~party. There happened to be aniong them a .man 
who possessed remarkabl~ qualifications for' the ,position. 
Lord 'George Ben$.U?ck, the brother of the Duke of Lord George 

Portland, belonged to a family which, in the present Bentinck. 

century, has produced a weak Prime Minister and an excellent 
Indian ·Governor. He had begun life as Canning's private 
secretary, he had served for nearly twenty years in Pa~liament, 
but his ambition had urged him to. seek successes at New
market rather than in Westminster. Nature had provided 
him with a broad mind; forty-four years of life had been in
sufficient to furnish it. And, like all people whose· capacity 
is great and whose information is small, he showed more zeal" 
in defending the wrong cause than in ascertaining the right 
one. Yet, even in this respect, he was an admirable repr~- · 
sentative of the country gentlemen who chose him· as their 
leade~ ; his training was their training, his pursuits their pur
suits, his knowledge was ·no scantier tha!l theirs. Furious 
with Peel for adopting a policy· which seemed ruinous to agri~ 
culture, he allowed himself. to be nominated to the lead which 
his friends insisted on his assifming. Perhaps even: then it 
occurred to him that his own deficiencies would be partly 
supplied by the adventurer, who, carefully suppressing himself,' 
was in reality the soul of'the mutiny. And certainly no two 
statesmen ever presented a wider contrast than Bentinck and 
Disraeli. It would perhaps be~~12...~YJb~:,..Jienti~Js 
was all fl,!ct, and Disraeli all.fan<;y; but it is at least true 
that, in thei/';p;~~h~~:·B~ntin~k'i~aned on his figures,while 
Disraeli soared on his imagination. 
· Bentinck; or Disraeli; saw clearly ·enough that the protec

tionists were not ·numerous enough to inflict defeat on the 
mmister. The great object which he proposed "to . . 

The pohcy 
.himself was to delay the progress of the Govern:- oft~e ~ro-

\ h d h h tect10msts. 
· ment measures that they s. oul not . reac t e . 

House. ·of Lords before Easter." 1 The forms· oC the House 
1 The words ar~ taken from Disraelrs Lord G .. B~n_tinck, p. ~Io, 
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lent him assistance. Measures which relate to trade can only 
emanate in resolutions in committee. Protectionists had there
fore the opportunity of resisting the motion for going into 
committee, of contesting the resolutions in detail, and of re
newing the same fight on the bill. On the 9th of February 
a motion was formally made for going into committee. The 
minister thought that the preliminary debate would be ex
hausted in two or three evenings. At the end of the fifth 
night Pe~l himself rose to close the discussion with a speech 
which was described as "more powerful, and more to be 

, admired, than any which had been delivered within the 
1 memory of any man in this House." 1 But Peel's speech did 

not produce the. desired effect. The debate was protracted 
ov~r seven more nights, and the House did not divide on 
the preliminary question till the morning of the last day. of 
February. 2 With almost the solitary exception of Bentinck, 
the protectionists did not dispute the policy of the Govern
ment, they addressed themselves to the easier task of exposing 
the inconsistencies of the minister. They could not prove 
that free trade was wrong and that protection was right, but 
they could, at least, show that, if Peel and Graham were right 
in 1846, they were wrong in 1842. Two days afterwards the 
struggle was renewed in committee. For ten years Mr. Villiers 
had been the consistent advocate of free trade. He could 
not brook the temporary delay which Peel contemplated, and 
he moved an amendment proposing the immediate repeal of 
the Corn Laws. Its propo~al only played into the hands of 
the protectionists ; it enabled them to waste two more nights 
in a discussion which could not possibly lead to any practical 
result.S The Committee, thus delayed at the outset, did not 
conclude its labours till the 9th of March.4 The issues which 
had been raised in committee were raised again on report, 

. . 
I The words are Bright's. Hansard, vol. lxxxiii. p, n2g. 
2 The House divided, 337 votes to 240. Of the majority only rr2 were Con. 

servatives. Ibid., vol. ·Jxxxiv. p. 354-
3 Russell, at the very outset, declined to risk the success of Peel's scheme by 

supporting Villiers. Ibid., p. 462. The motion was finally rejected by 265 
votes to 78. Ibid., p. 575· 4 Ibid., p. 837. 
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and, only oii ·the 2oth of March, the House agreed to all the 
'resolutions of the Government; and ordered bills to be brought 
in to give effect to them.l Bentinck and Disraeli were more 
skilful obstructionists than their· later .imitators. They had 
succeeded in occupying almost exactly two .months in deciding 
w[l.ether the ministry should be allowed to introduce a bill to 
carry out its policy. 
Tw~ m~nths' delay was inconvenient. But the incon-· 

venienc~ was much greater from tqe peculiar situation of 
parliamentary business. Free trade was not the The Coer

only measure which the ministers had advised the cio~ill. 
: queen• to recommend in consequence of the Irish famine. 

She had <J.Sked her Parliament to adopt measures for prevent
ing assassination in Ireland. The ministry was therefore com
pelle~ to. supplement its free trade measures with an Irish 
Coercion Act, and to afford its opponents a further opportunity ' 
9f wasting time by giving them another subject to talk about. 
~nd a Coercion Bill afforded unusual opportunities for talk. 
It incidentally raised the most difficult problem which occupies 

'the attention of British statesmen. Up to the passage of the 
Reform Act of 1832, indeed, every .British statesman had 
assumed, as a matter of course, that the system of government 
pursued in England was inapplicable to Ireland. Ireland was 
·almost continually subjected to Insurrection and Coercion 
Acts. 2 After the passage of the Reform Act, the officials 
responsible for the peace of Ireland could 'not understand the 
possibility of dispensing with the old machinery. They per
suaded ·stanley to propose the Coercion Act of 1833; they in
duced Parliament to continue a modified Coercion Act in 1834. 
But the Act of 1833 drove Stanley from the Irish Office; the 
Act of 1834 broke up the Grey Administration. The Mel
bourne Cabinet, secure of O'Connell's support, made no use of 
the coercive powers with which Parliament had entrusted it,s 
and, in 1840, the powers themselves were allowed to expire. 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxxiv. p. I342. 
2 The Coercion Acts are enumerated in ante, vol. ii. p. 263x. 
a The fact was stated in 1846 by Russell on Norman by's ·authority. Han

sm·d, vol. lxxxvii. p. 501. 
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Unfortunately for its own future, and for the history of the 
country, the ministry thought it necessary to propose fresh 
coercion in 1846. Crime, especially that kind of crime which 
is regarded as agrarian in its origin, was increasing in ten 
out of the thirty-two Irish counties; and in five out of these 
ten counties-Tipperary, Clare, Roscommon, Limerick, and 
Leitrim-the increase had assumed dangerous proportions. 
These five counties contained about one-sixth of the entire 
population, but, in r845o they furnished more criminals 1-or 
more agrarian crime-than the whole of the rest of the country. 
Ministers proposed that the Irish Government should have 

. . /power to proclaim either county or district. When 
lnsh cnme. d" . l . d h G . a county or 1stnct was proc a1me , t e overnment 
l was authorised to appoint additional magistrates and additional 
police at the expense of the locality. In such districts the 
representatives of a victim of outrage were to be entitled to 
pecuniary compensation from the ratepayers; persons out of 
doors at night were to be liable to transportation, and persona 
congregated in public houses or carrying arms were to be 
liable to arrest. 

Some little delay arose in introducing the measure which 
was thus agreed upon. The retirement of Sir T. Fremantle 
from the Irish Office, and the unsuccessful exertions of his 

I It may be well to give the exact figures on Graham's authority:-

Five Counties. Rest of Ireland. 
Homicides. 47 92 
Firing at Person 85 53 
Aggravated Assaults • 190 350 
Dangerous to Life, Assaults IIO 127 
Incendiarism 139 339 
Killing and Maiming Cattle Io8 164 
Robbery of Arms 420 131 
Appearing armed 64 25 
Administering Unlawful Oaths • rgo 33 
Threatening Letters . 1043 901 
Attacking Houses 309 174 
Malicious Injury to Property 104 300 
Firing into Dwelling Houses 93 41 

2902 
-Hansard, voL lxxxv. pp. 338-340. 

2736 
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successor to find a seat, naturally interfered with its intro
duction. Entrusted at last to St. Germans, ~ho had filled 
the office of Irish Secretary in 1 8_42, it was· read a second 
time in the House of Lords on the 23rd of February:1 Even 
·among the Lords, however, doubts arose as to the policy 

. and propriety of the measure. Lord Grey declared that the 
ministry was responsible for .the disturbed state of Ireland. 
The iss~e of the Devon Commission had excited the· hopes 
o( a miserable tenantry; the withdrawal of Stanley's bill had 

.filled them with dt!spair. 2 He had the courage to object to 
a miserable wretch out of doors at night being made liable 
to transportation. Even Stanley, in his memorable measure 
of 1833, had only made the offence .a .misdemeanour. How 
could Parliament in 1846 venture on increasing the penalty 
which had been thought sufficient in 1833? Only seven 
peers, however, had the compassion to think transportation 
for seven years too severe a punishment for the offence of 
,tJeing out ot. doors after sunset. Grey's amendment was 
rejected,. and the Government thereupon consented to limit· 
the duration of the bill to three years.t 

With this slight modification the bill passed the Lords on 
the 13th of March. 4 Slowly as it had proceeded, its progress 
had been too rapid for the convenience of the ministry.· It 
had actually reached the House of Commons a whole week 
before the Commons had decided whether a Corti Bill should 
be introduced ot not. No opportunity could have Renewed 

been more favourable for skilled obstruction. If obstruction. 

the ministry proceeded with the Corn Bi11 before the Pro
tection for Life Bill, it laid itself open to the charge that it 
was indifferent to !J.Ssassinatfon. If it proceeded with the 
Protection for Life Bill before the Corn Bill, it laid itself 
open to the charge that it was indifferent to famine. Peel 
proposed to compromise the difficulty by r~ading the. Corn 

· Bill a second time, and then proceeding with the fir.st reading 
1 Hansard, vol. lxi<xiii. pp. 1348-1389. Clanricarde had previously drawn 

:~ttention to the necessity for legislation,. and had received an assurance that a • 
bill was ready. Ibid:, p. 747· 2 Ibid., vol. lxxxiv. p. 1360. 

a Ibid., p. 716. ' Ibid., p. 97?. 
VOL. v. 1). 
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of the Protection for Life Bill.1 He hoped that the debate 
on the former could be concluded in one or two sittings; 
that the House would then at once be able to read the latter 
a first time. He had hardly yet realised the nature of the 
oppo§ition with which he had to deal. The Protectionists 
debated the second reading of the Corn Bill for a week, and 
only allowed it to pass the second reading in the early morning 
of the 28th of March. 

In these circumstances Graham, on Monday the 3oth of 
March, introduced the Life Bill. But he was not even allowed 
to do so without a preliminary debate. Orders of the day 
had precedence of motions on Mondays, and Graham had 
therefore to propose the postponement of the orders before 
he could introduce his motion. Most of the evening was 
occupied with the preliminary discussion, and time was only 
left for Graham's own speech on the introduction of the 
bilL The Government probably hoped to continue the dis
cussion on the Tuesday. But private members would no. 
give way to it, and it was actually unable to secure the re
sumption of the discussion till the Friday. On that evening 
O'Connell, enfeebled by illness, delivered his last appeal for 
his native country to Parliament.2 It did not need his 
authority and example to stimulate the opposition of Irish 
members to a fresh Coercion Bill. The debate,\llf>rotracted 
throughout the evening, was again adjourned till the Monday. 
The third night failed to bring the discussion 1:o a conclusion ; 
private members again refused to give way on the Tuesday, 
and the Government was compelled to allow the House to 
adjourn for the Easter recess without obtaining the first 
reading of the bill. 

When Parliament reassembled after Easter, the same tactics 
Parliament were pursued. Lord G. Bentinck's great object 
after Easter. before. Easter had been "to delay the progress of 
the Government measures ; " after Easter "he devoted all his 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxxiv. pp. 1045, i283. 
2 "A feeble old man muttering before a tau! e." Life of Lm·d G. Bentinrll, 

p. IS9· The speech is in Hansard, vol. lxXXI'. p. 49.} 
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energies to the maintenan~e of the deadlock." 1 Never before 
had the parliamentary programme so facilitated obstruction. 
The House was divided into four parties. Some 120 members 
still yielded an unflinching support to the minister. Some 120 

members:...:::....Radicals and Irish-were determined to resist all 
coercion. The 400 other members who followed Bentintk 
and Russell were nominally in favour of coercion. But 
Bentinck declared that he could only support coercion if it 
were given precedence over corn ; while Russell hinted a 
relucta,nce to supp(}rt coercion unless corn ~ad precedence 
of it.2 Four parties, so constituted, were unlikely to make 
progress. The Irish talke4 on the Life Bill from dis-like· of 
coercion, the country gentlemen talked on the Life Bill from 
dislike of free trade. And the measure which the queen 
had recommended to Parliament in January was not actually 
allowed to pass its first reading till the ISt of May. s 

The resources ·of delay were not yet exhausted. Iri the · 
«Ourse. of the debate on ihe Life Bill; Peel had avowed that 
his opinions on the subjeCt of corn had undergone a change. 
The restrictions' which he had at first believed to be impolitic 
he now believed to be unjust, and a sense of their injustice 

'precluded him from any compromise.4 Bentinck seized on 
this avowal as a fresh pretext for delay. He succeeded in 
wasting a'~hole night in a discussion founded on the minis
ter's new change of opinion.. When it proved impossible 
to protract the talk ~ny longer, a series of motions to report 
progress effected the same object; and Peel, admitting that 
he had no strength to go through with the contest, gave way, 
and the House was once mqre adjourned. 5 But the end was 
already near. On the following night, the sth of May, the 
Corn Bill went through comniittee. On th.e 8th of May it was 

. reported; and finally, on the 15th of May, after three nights' 
de bat~:, it was read a third time, and carried to the Lords. 6 

1 Life of Lord G. Bentinck, pp. no, 202. 

2 Hansard, vol. lxxxiv. p;· 1280. 

4 Ibid:, p. nog. 
3 Ibid., vol. lxxxv; p. 1406, 

5 Ibid., vol. lxxxvi. p, 92. 
6 Ibid.; pp. lAO, 299· 721. 

to 229. 
The third reading \vas carried by 327 votes 
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Tactics of delay, frequent as they !lre in the Commons, have 
never been tolerated in the Lords. Even the great landowners 
who composed the majority of that House would not have 
ventured to obstruct the progress of a measure which they, 
perhaps sincerely, thought ruinous to their country and them
selves. The bill was read a first time without a division on 
Monday the 18th of May.1 It was read a sec:ond time on 
the 28th of May after three nights' debate by a sufficient 
The Corn majority. 2 The Lords, indeed, so their leader had 
Bill becomes the courage to tell them, had no alternative but to 
law. 

accept the bill. It had been recommended by the 
Crown, it had been passed by the Commons; if it were re
jected by the Lords, the Lords would place themselves in a 
position J.n which they could not stand, because they were 
."entirely powerless. Without the House of Commons and 
'the Crown the House of Lords can do nothing." 3 It was the 
opinion of a distinguished author that the chief claim which 
Wellington possesses to be entitled a statesman arises from 
the manner in which he persuaded the Lords to accept the 
decisions of the Commons. If this be so, his speech on this 
occasion must be regarded as his chief parliamentary achieve
ment, for the doctrine of the impotence of the Peers was never 
stated with greater plainness either by himself or by any other 
statesman. 

Wellington's avowal facilitat~d the further progress of the 
measure. His speech made it plain to every man of sense 
that the Lords,· however much they might dislike the bill, 
could not hope to defeat it. Protectionists, indeed, still en
deavoured to resist the measure, or, at any rate, to substitute 
a moderate fixed duty of ros. or even ss. for free trade.4 
They had the mortjfication to find themselves in a minority 
in their own stronghold. Tory peers, at last convinced of 
their impotence, ceased to divide, and the third reading of 
the great measure which established free trade in corn actually 
passed an unwilling House without a division.5 Corn, how-

I Hansa1·d, vol. lxxxvi. p. 728. 
2 By 2II votes to 164- Ibid., p. 1405. 
' Ibid., vol. Jxxxvii. pp. 453, 544-

3 Ibid., p. r404-
il Ibid., p. 959· 
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ever, was only one of the. commodities which Peel desired to' 
liberate from the shackles of a protective tariff. The debates 
on the Corn Bill were accompanied or followed by discussions 
on the Customs Bill, and the Protectionists again rallied to 
support the cause which was already lost. The old arguments 
were again used to support protection· for hops, spirits, silk, 
cattle, and timber, and the battle of free trade was fought over 
and over again in Lords and Comrpons. 

In the discussions which thus took place, peers and country 
gentlemen repeated the blundps from which they seemed 
hopelessly incapable of extricating themselves. They had to 
deal with measures which reconstructed .a commercial code, 
and they based their objections to it otf their own interests. 
They ought to have made it their business to attackJ:ree trade 
in goods; they made it their especial object to denounce free 
trade in agricultural produce. If they had taken the former 
course, faction ~tself could have only declared them mistaken. 
By following the latter course a na,tion of workers pronounced 
them selfish. Men recollected the Report of the Agricultural 
Society bidding the poor boil, three times over,. the refuse 

;bones of the butcher's shop; they remembered the suggestion 
tof a great Duke that a starving people should satisfy their 
}hunger with a pinch. of curry powder in a basin of hot water; 
>they unde~stood that millions of workers were to be condemned· 
Ito dear food that a few thousand landlords might be able to 
extract a little more rent from the soil. "And Y!...C.~ltyour
s~lves Conservatives, Aristocracies ! " sci a great writer had 
written only three years before. "OJ!gbLn.ot .. hon.our.~and • 
ng_hl~l_l~SS OJ_ !1Jin_9, 2! .!_.hey_ had departed Jrom~a!l_tQ~.~~arth 
e.!§s:'Y)1ere, ~to. find their last refuge_ •. with,.J,OU? Ye unfor
tunate!" 1 

Notwithstanding peers and country gentleme~, however, 
Corn Bill and Customs Bill passed the Lords on the 25th 
of June,2 and the protectionists had to content themselves 
with a barren protest against measures which they were un
able to defeat. But one satisfaction was still in store for 

l Carlyle, Past aud Present, p. 2o6. 2 Hansard, val lxxxvii. p. ¢1. 
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them. Impotent to withstand free trade, they could at least 
visit their displeasure on the ministry which had ventured to 
propose 'it The passage of the Corn and Customs Bills to 
the Lords left the Commons free to revive the discussion of 
the Life Bill. There was, indeed, some difficulty in assum
ing that any formidable number of members could be induced 
to combine against this measur~. Its first reading had been 
supported by the Whigs and the Protectionists, and only 
opposed by Radicals and Irish. Was it possible to assume 
that the men who had said "Aye" in May were prepared to 
say "No" in June? Politicians, however, find little difficulty 
in justifying inconsistencies which ordinary men would shrink 
from committing; and the leaders both of Whigs and Pro

The Life 
Bill
defeated. 

tectionists, in supporting the Life Bill in May, had 
left themselves a pretext for ,opposing it in June. 
Bentinck had declared that it would cease to be 

justifiable if it were not pushed forward,l Russell had under
taken to demand amendments in it at a later stage.2 Bentinck 
therefore could say in June that delay had deprived the bill of 
its justification, and Russell could assume that it was more 
convenient to reject the bill tl1an to attempt to amend it 
in committee. Whigs, Protectionists, and R~dicals therefore 
agreed in combining against Peel ; and, on the very night 
on which free trade was passed by the Lords, the minister 
exp~rienced his final defeat in the Commons. 3 

Ot!e resource was still available. The minister might have 
appealed from the Parliament which had defeated him to the 
country which perhaps approved his policy. 4 But Peel shrank 
from the course which was thus recommended to him. He 
felt the inconsistencies of his own position, he feared the 
consequences of a general election fought on the propriety of 

coercive measures for Ireland, and he preferred the 
Peel retires. . 

repose of retirement to a protracted struggle with 
a mutinous assembly. Instead, therefore, of appealing to the 

1 Hansard, val. lxxxv. p. 141. 2 Ibid., p. 548. 
8 By 292 votes to 219. Ibid., val. lxxxvii, p. 1027. 

' See Peel's Memoirs, val. ii. p. ~92. 
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country, he announced, on the following Monday, his own. 
·retirement.1 

The fall of_Pe.el.i.!LJg_lle.rS46.was-undoubtedly:due·to the 
tage ~~chJlls ... pg),isy _ex<:iteg .. amopg_.his_(oJl0-1l:~S. They 
could ;IJOt forget his sacrifice of protection j they could" no~ 
fo'rgh:.e the repeal of the Corn Laws. As a general rule the 
historian has no neeq to interrupt his narrative to indicate the • 

·results. of the legislation which he records. But t.!J..~-ti~.Cjl,l 
reforms which Peel. carried were of so much importance<> the 

I ~d~::::;~:f~~;~~:~:~:~~~:r~r~~n~:~~~f"'i~~;~~e:;~~; instance. . · 
England, so the Protectionists declared, had flourished on 

·Protection. If, Pr_£!~~<:<!:~c~~i!.hdra)vn, .th~Y,~ll.Jg,!ls.g,~tJ<!d~ 
wop.I<Lst.agpate,,...<!,gri~ulture. wot}ld . def;ty. Fortu-

'1>• • • • • ··:--~:- ~·· - • .,: ~T ~ ~ · ·· ' ·· ~-·~-~ 'v!';" The results 
nately It IS possible to test the worth of these pre- of Free 

dictions by accepted statistics, and the policy which Trade. 

Cobden proposed and which Peel adopted rests no longer 
on uncertain presumptions but on certain facts. The real 
or declared value. o(_!he.expoJtS_Q.CBritish_a..ng_Ir@;~RI:Q:-' 
duce amounteq.,.in""'! 8_rs,_the.Aast.reaf._.of,...the ~gn~at ~war,~ to 
.l4'9,6·5J,z45; in 1842 it had fallen to £47,284,988. fullih 
__,,..,,__... - !4 ~. . . .~ ........... 

l'i~f! • ..J:i,~_~tlie,r(}su]t,of,.tw.enty-seven~years'-protec~If>.!!:._!!_~d 
risen in r869 to £r89,953,957· Such had been the rresult of 
twenty-seven yeafS'OHreew:_ae:! 
Tt may7hQwever, be thought that these results, startling as 

they are, do not affect the main issue. Agriculture, so it 
was asserted ~ __ r..§.,4§, .. could._I10t_thri:ve-w.ith~~t-pr;t~. 
Farmers pay their income-tax under what is known as Schedule 
B., and they pay on the rental of t~eir land. The gross 
assessment of property under this schedule represents, there
fore, with sufficient accuracy the agricultural rent of Great 

i Hans;'rd, vol. lxxxvii. p. 1040. ,. 

2 The figures for r8r5 are from M'Culloch's Commercial Dictionary, those 
of r842 and r869 from Statistical Abstracts. r869 has been selected in the 
text·because it is twenty-seven years from r842, just as 1842 is twenty-seven 
years from r8r5." The results would have looked much more surprising if one 
of the next four years had been chosen • 

. ' 
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·Britain. The gross assessment under Schedule B. amounted 
in 1815_to £3~1396,144· It rose in 1846 to £47,I7o,589. 
In thirty-one years during which a corn law had existed the 
assessment had been increased by £8,78o,ooo. In 1877, 
however, it had risen to· £s9,3oo,285, or by £12,I3o,ooo. 

, Thirty-one years of protection had added rather less than· 
I £9,ooo,ooo to the annual value of agricultural land in Great 
:Britain. Thirty-one years of free trade had added more than 
'£12,ooo,ooo to it.l 

There is one other test which may possibly be applied to 
the measures which Peel originated. In r8r5 the population 
of England and Wales amounted to ab.out II,ooo,ooo; in 
1842 it exceeded r6,ooo,ooo; in r869 it exceeded 22,ooo,ooo. 
Th,ere are no means of ascertaining the number of poor in 
1815, but the roll of paupers amounted in 1842 to 1,429,ooo,2 

()~ in other' words, one.·.·. person out of every eleven was a 
I?::.up_er. The roll oLpaupers had fallen in r869 to r,o39,ooo; 
and, lnround numbers, only one person in every tw~nty-one 
'Yas a pauper.3 This comparison is in some measure im
perfect, because it is impracticable to state the exact number 
of paupers in 18r5. But criminal statistics have been kept 
with more accuracy. In r8r5, 7818 persons were committed 
for trial,4 or oue person in every 1400 of the populatic;m; in 
!§..4¥, 31,309 persons were committed for trial, or one. person 
in every_5oo of the population; in r86g, 19,318 persons 
;e-re-committed-for trial," o~ one-person in every r roo of the 
Ropulation. - ·· . 

Three things, then, are beyond dispute. 1. Commerce, 
1 The figures for IBIS and 1843 are from the Report of the Commissioners 

of Inland Revenue for 1870, pp. ISS, 192; those for 1877 from the Statistical 
Abstract. Lord Malmesbury, in· his Memoirs, vol. i. p. 139, quotes a predic
tion of his steward's, that the landed proprietors will lose at least IS per cent. 
of their rents by Peel's Bill of 1842, and he adds that " experience has shown 
that this is far under the mark." Experience has shown exactly the reverse. 

2 Ante, vol, iv. p. 3S8. 
3 Statistical Abstract. The comparison would again be much more favour

able if a later year had been taken. 
4 The committals and not the convictions are selected, because the com

mittals represent the crime, the convictions its detection. The figures are 
from Porter's Progress of the Nation, p. 642, and the Statistical Abstract. 
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w.\}ich _stagnated, tJI).der ... protecti veJJl.~,&hil~,..~~QLd}y ..s!_e
~Jo.pe_d un de.rJ!,~~ ... J.r,.~de. 2. A ~~}.CJ.!llH!.St. __ w_!li~.~ P!9g~§.§_~P 
!m.T_-_I§~S .t_Q.,~r_84!?·~.P.!.2g!:essed_more~.r:wi~Uyj~<?JE.-!.~4§... to 
!.~7,7· 3· Tllel~ocial,..coQ&tipv,.,of...,th~ ••• Pe.Qpl~'-""}j_pi_ch ~Pl£· 
.b~!?,ly,,,rea~heci ... it~.,E}~illl.t1,1TI--""o[""''Y,.~<:!£12~l;l!l~~-Jr~ !.?_.4~,-~3.s 
r~aJJyJ.!l!prnci.,\lnd~r...Jh~~yste!ll· Those persons 
who are best acquainted with statistics will perhaps hesitate 
to ascribe the vast improvement in trade, agriculture, and 
morals- to free . trade and cheap food alone; ot~r~91~, 
Sl!~.~-~~~steiJ.m,..,.pa.v~~played,.~_,:..Par.t.,.in,..d~ve\oping~.J.~<i!l&t!:Y• 
jY§.L.iJ,~-9.!))~r_c;au~e~, .. ~h ... Jl.~,~s:£tt!fgtio!1,»MY~, 4ad~~.9P&~;, in 
r~fo.r.m\ng,._~9FieJy; But these reforms have at least been 
accomplished under free trade, and all the predictions of all 
the Protectionists have proved idle. 

For free trade this country is indebted to Peel, for cheap 
food it is indebted primarily to Cobden. But, just as Peel 
was the statesman who in r8r9 applied Horner's theories to 
the currency, and who in I829 applied Canning's principles 
to religious legislation, so Peel was the minister who adopted 
Cobden's views, and gave a nation untaxed bread. Verily the 
English reward their chief benefactors -in their own way. ~ 
o!sLfu>EL~£_orLq!!ill~2-~~~d~iv~tW_g.<t~xile.,9_~~~s.e....,_l!~,9.e~l~s:!. 
~h-er •. P~P!t!.J,~op:_t. In._~pgl<!~d~.f~~l."'~a~~!ir,i_y.~g,,.fr.?]ll. qffice 
~e~~e pe,gave.the .people cheap;Jood,. 



CHAPTER XX. 

THE RETURN OF THE WHIGS TO POWER. 

THE defeat of Peel in the summer of 1846 placed a statesman 
in office who had only a minority of the House of Commons 
The forma- to depend on. There were, indeed, two quarters 
~~~s~lthe from which some people thought that Russell might 
Ministry. obtain assistance. The free traders under Peel 
might become the allies of the Whigs from conviction, the 
Protectionists from circumstance. Support from the former 
Russell would have gladly secured, but those of them to whom 

jhe applied for co-operation refused to desert their leader in the 
hour of his defeat. 1 Support from the latter he could only 
obtain by abandoning the policy of free trade to which he was 
impelled both by necessity and reason. Unable, therefore, to 
secure the assistance of the free traders who thought with 
him; unwilling to apply to the Bentincks and the Disraelis, 
with whom he had little in common, Russell was forced to rely 
on his own immediate supporters in the composition of the 
new ministry. 

These supporters were divided into two classes-the old 
Whigs and the new Liberals. The former comprised the men 
who had held office under Melbourne, the latter included the 
advanced thinkers of the party who under Cobden's guidance 
had destroyed the Corn Laws. ~ussell formed his Cabinet 

f ou.t of the narrow circ.;le of his old colleagues. Cottenham re
turned to the Woolsack~ Palmerston to the Foreign Office, Lans
downe to the Council Office, Auckland to the Admiralty; Minto 
became Privy Seal; Lord Grey, Colonial Secretary; his relative, 

1 The men to whom Russell applied were Dalhousie, Lincoln, and Sidney 
Herbert, three of the latest additions to Peel's Caqinet. .Recollections and 
Suggestions, p. 242. 
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Sir George Grey, Home Secretary; Hobhouse was appointed 
to the Board of Control, Clar~ndon to the Board Its com-

of Trade, Campbell to the Duchy of Lancaster, position. 

Clanricarde to the Post Office.; Bess borough, who, as Dun
cannon, had held office under! Grey and Melbourne, became 
Viceroy of Ireland ; he took with him Labouchere as Chief 
Secretary; Morpeth was sent. to the Woods and Forests, 
Macaulay became Paymaster of the Forces. Russell himself· 
succeeded to the Treasury. :a;e promoted Wood, who almost 
immediately afterwards, on his father's death, became Sir 
Charles Wood, to the Chancellorship of .the Exchequer. 

Each of these app~intments ~as defensible on its own merits. 
But it was nevertheless possible to urge an objection to the 
Cabinet as a whole.1 Formed to represent the party of pro-

!
gress, it did everything but represent it. It looked too much 
like a family party to which the nearest and dearest friends of 
the minister had been invited.: The men who had fought the 
battle of free trade had no pl,ace in the Whig council. Mr. 
Villiers, whose name and wfiose connections procured him 
the offer of a seat in the new Cabinet, refused office. Cobden, 

I 
whose health was driving him, abroad, was put off with a civil 
letter ; 2 and the free traders, who had stormed the citadel of 
protection, saw, as their share of the spoil, the appointment • 
of Milner Gibson to an inferior office in the Board of Trade. -· 1 There is an excellent· account of the members of the Cabinet in Lord 
Campbell's Autobiogr:Zphy, vol: il. p. 203. Exceptionally few changes occurred 
in the composition of this ministry., (1) Macaulay, defeated at the general 
election, retired from Parliament and office, and was succeeded by Lord 
Granville. (2) On the death of Bessborol!gh, Clarendon was m'j.de Viceroy 
of Ireiand, and at the same time- Labouchere was promoted to the Board of 
Trade, while Sir W. Somerville becdme Chief Secretary for Ireland. (j) On 
the death of Auckland, Sir Francis Baring became First Lord of the Admiralty. 
After these changes had been made, 1Bright pointed out that ·the Cabinet con
tained seven peerl Cottenham, Lansdowne, ¥into, Grey,· Campbell, Clan
ricarde, Carlisle, and two persons, Russell and Palmerston, " precisely of the 
same class and order ; " and" five other gentlemen, four of whom are baronets, 
and one is not a baronet. Of the~e I find that one is the son-in-la'v and 
brother-in-law of a peer, another is: the son-in-law of a peer, another is the 
nephew of a peer, another is the gran.dson of a peer and the nephew of a peer 
by marriage, and the last is the son-in-law of _a peer." Hansard, vol. cv. 
p. 1209. 2 Morley's Cobden, vol. i. p. 403, 
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Though the members of the Anti-Corn Law League were 
excluded from office, the" principles of the League were the 
Its prin· principles of- the new ministry. If Peel had 
ciples. remained in power he would have been probably 
satisfied with the victory which free trade had already secured. 
Russell used the short remainder of a protracted session to 
strike down one more monopoly. The circumstances in 
which he had left office in 1841 gave him some inducements 
for dealing with the sugar duties. It so happened that two 
things afforded him an adequate excuse for doing so. Peel 
had almost necessarily subordinated his financial arrangements1 

to the great measure of free trade; and the Budget of 1846-7 
showed, in consequence, only a small surplus revenue. A 
prudent minister might, therefore, reasonably desire a larger 
income. But, in addition to this consideration, there was a 
doubt whetfier the whole supply of free~grown sugar was 
adequate to the demands of a growing population. Questions 
both of finance and food pointed therefore to the alteration of 
the Budget, and to a revision of the sugar duties. 

Since 1845, when the duty had been fixed by Peel, sugar 
the produce of a British colony had paid ~4s.; sugar the 

I The revenue of 1845-6, which had been estimated at £49.762,000, actually 
produced £52,009,324. The expenditure only amounted to £49•400,167. 
The estimates for 1846-7 were as follows :-

Revenue. 
Customs . £r9,500,ooo 
Excise . 13,400,000 
Stamps. 7·450;000 
Taxes . 4,230,000 
Income-Tax. 5,1oo,ooo 
Post-Office • 85o,ooo 
Crown Lands 
Miscellaneous 

120,000 

300,000 

Expenditure. 
Deot and Consol. Fund £3o,675,ooo 
Army . · •. 6,697,000 
Navy • 7,521,000 
Ordnance 2,543,000 
Miscellaneous 3•435,000 

China Indemnity. 
£5o,95o,ooo 

700,000 Or with fractions 
£5o,8;r,ooo 

50,873,000 

£sr,65o,ooo 
Hansard, vol. lxxxvi. pp. 1432-1440. This surplus was devoted to certain 
increased charges, the principal of which consisted of grants made in aid of 
local revenues, in accordance with Peel's pledge in bringing forward the C;;rn 
Law. Ibid., vol. lxxxvii. p. 1321. 
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· produce of free labour in a foreign State had paid 2..JS. 4d. ; 
sugar the produce of slave labour had paid 6H.l 

""' Sugar.· 
But, while the production of free- grown sugar 
showed no ~ymptoms of increase, the demand for sugar con
sequent on the growth of population was steadily rising, and 
the price of sugar was gradually increasing. In consequence, 
sugar,' which was once called "the delight of youth and the 
solace of age," ·became an article of rare luxury among the 
poor. · 

There was no doubt that people did not abstain from sugar 
because they had no taste for it, but. because they could not 
afford to buy it. In 1831, when ·the price temporarily fell to. 
23s. 8d. a cwt., the consumption· rose to 20 lbs. a head; in 
r84o, when the price rose to· 48s. 7d., the consumption fell 
to 15 lb.s. a head; in r845, the price fell to 32s. rrd., and 
the consumption· rose to· 20 lbs. a head.2 It was ·obvious, 
therefore, that every reduction in. price was immediately suc-

tceeded by an increased consumption. But it· was difficult 
to see how an· increased deinarid could be· supplied "without 
drawing ori the produce 'of. slave-worked estates. The con
sumption ·already amounted to 25o,ooo tons a~ year .. No one 
ventured at placing the produce of British possessions at more 
than· 28o,ooo tons. Sugar grown by free labour in other 
countries might possibly add another zo,ooo tons to the totaLs 
If every pound of free-gro;vn sugar had been imported, the 
consumption could only have been increased from about 20 
to about 24 lbs. ·of sugar a head. But Brazilian slave-grown· 
sugar was obtainable for less than half the price of plantation 
sugar.4 Nothing but the large differential duty prevented, 
therefore, its wholesale importation .. The numerous politicians, 

1 Ante, p. 47· 
2 More exactly .J:9.58 lbs., Statistical Abstract. Cf. Hansard, vo!. lxxxviii. 

p. 57; and M'Cu!loch"s Commercial Dictionary; ad verb. Sugar. 
3 These figures are Bentinck's. Hansard, vo!. lxxxviii. p. 39· They were 

not admitted by the Government, who placed the total supply of free-grown 
sugar at 25s,ooo tons only. Ibid .• p. !)o. 

4 The average price of Brazilian sugar in the three years ending 1842 was 
2os. 3d., of British Muscovado sugar 4IS. Iod. M'C\!lloch"s Commercial 
Dictionary, ad verb. Sugar. 
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however, who had made the abolition of slavery the chief 
object of .their lives, thought that the admission of slave-grown 
sugar would add a new encouragement to the slave trade. It 
is true that these humane individuals could not deny that 
northern England depended for its supply of cotton on the 
slave-owning States of the transatlantic Republic, and that 
the very sugar which they declined to admit into England was 
brought by English ships to this. country and re-exported to 
the continental markets. Sentiment rarely reasons. Men like 
Denman and Brougham, who had stood in the front rank of 
the battle during the campaign against slavery, doubted the 
propriety of any change which would indirectly discourage 
free labour and stimulate the slave trade. They were ready 
therefore to support the protectionists in resisting the equalisa
tion of the sugar duties. For a moment it seemed probable 
that the new ministry might be defeated on its first important 
measure. Such a result might have ensued if a large number 
of persons had not still followed the lead and adopted the 
advice of Peel. With a generosity which he had not always 
experienced himself, Peel supported ;. measure which he dis
approved, for the sake of preserving a ministry which had 
supplanted him.1 His decision settled the matter. The bill, 
notwithstanding the opposition of the protectionists and the 
abolitionists, passed through all its stages and became law.z 

The change which was thus made ~~t ,the duty on co1Qn_ial 
1 s.ugar at 14s. a cwt.; it reduced the duty on foreign sugar 
! immediately to zrs. and eventually to I4S. 8 It had conse

quently the effect of admitting large quantities of sugar which 
prohibitory <'iuties had previously excluded from the English 

!markets. It increased the revenue and simultaneously de-
creased the price.4 "We cannot deny," wrote the chief oppo-

1 Hansard, vol. lxx~viii. p. g8, 2 Ibid., pp. I8o, 510, 649, 844. 
s T)le duty on foreign. sugar. was to be .. reduced by about Is. 6.d. a year till 

it.reacll~cj.r!JS .. 
4 The quantity of raw sugar retained for home consumption rose from 

4,856,ooo cwt. in 1845 to 5,220 ooo cwt. in 1846, and 5•779,000 cwt. in 1847. 
the consumption per head from xg.s81bs. in 1845 to 2o.88 lbs. in 1846, and to 
23.14 lbs. in 1847. Statistical Abstracts. Since that time the consumption has 
almost continuously .risen, and it has for many years exceeded 6o Jbs. a head ... 
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nent to' the change, "that the revenue has gained £4oo,ooo, 
and that the consumers have saved nearly£ 2,5oo,ooo in the 
price of sugar." 1 Perhaps few reforms could be mentioned 

- which have conferred benefits equal to these on the people 
of this kingdom. 

It would have been happy for the Whig Ministry if it could 
have contented itself with reforming the sugar duties. Un
fortunately; the necessities of its position forced it The state'of 

to deal with Irish subjeCts. Bessborough and Ireland. 

Labouchere, on entering office, shrank from the responsibility 
of dispensing with the exceptional legislation which their 
predecessors had declared necessary. Ashamed; indeed, to 
renew the Coercion Bill, which they themselves had been 
instrumental in rejecting, ministers only asked· the House 
to continue the Arms Bill for another nine months.· But the 
House, ;.vhich at the instigation of the Whigs had -rejected 
the Coercion Bill, showed "itself in no humour fgr coercive 
legislation from the new ministry. The Government, rightly 
interpreting .its opinion, withdrew its measure. Whatever 
happened, it was .at le4}st evident that for a short season 
Jr:sla.w;! wa~. to dsP.end on tb~-Az:.dm~i,y..,]aw.. 2 

In truth coercive legislation was wholly unnecessary in the 
sumrne~ o( 1846·. A whole people, without food, and in many 
cases without shelter, was dying on the roadside. 
The d-isease which had startled Peel in the autumn The famine. 

of 1845 reappeared in the summer of 1846. From every 
quarter of Ireland the same news arrived. The potatoes were 
rotting in the grourid, _and the people were without food. The 
steps which Peel had taken had postponed but not averted 

t the famine. He had authorised the purchase of large quantities 
· of Indian corn, which he had retailed at low prices; 3 and 

1 "Lord G. Bentinck, in Disraeli's Life, p. 521. The passage goes ou: 
"But with all this, the balance of imperial ruin is so great as to be in
tolerable." 

2 Fot the-bill nhhe·Whig Government, Hansard,.vol.-lxxxviii.-p:>S7S·-For 
I its withdra\val;-ibid;;-p."753· 

3 The purchase was originally authoriseu through the Barings by a Treasury 
Minute, dated gth of December 1845· Ibid., val. lxxxviii. p. 768. Peel was 
curiously enthusiastic about this policy. He said a great revolution had been 
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he had simultaneously asked Parliament for power to employ 
}the people on public works, one-half of whose cost should 
be ultimately repaid by the locality, and to enable grand juries 
to make· presentments for loans for the conduct of other works 
of a more local nature, the cost of which should be entirely 
repaid by the local~ty.l These measures had limited the 

.distress which famine had occasioned, but they had also 
'checked private enterprise and arrested local effort. Private 
Peel's mea· individuals, on the one hand, hesitated to introduce 
~~~'lin~r Indian corn into the country, when Government 
with it. itself was engaged in the traffic and selling the grain 
at its own price. Grand juries, on the other hand, refused 
to employ men on local public works at the expense of the 
locality when they could be engaged on other works equally 
adv~ntageous to the locality, half of whose cost was to be 
defrayed by the State. 2 Nor was this the only evil. It was 
found that the poor preferred the comparatively easy work, 
which· they were"required to perform for the public, to the 
harder work which was expected of them in private employ
ment. They liked what Russell callesJ. "a~ unfair day's wages 
for an unfair day's work." 3 In consequence, instead of 
migrating as in other years to Great Britain, they remained 
at home; and in August, while 97,ooo persons were employed 
on the relief works, farmers in England; in Scotland, as well 
as in Ireland, w_ere_ CQn2plaining of a want. of labopr. 

While then the new Government was not prepared to con
Russell's demn the steps which Peel had taken in an un
fu~a;~;li~,g exampled crisis, it thought that the time had arrived 
with it. for reconsidering their policy. It concluded that the 
importation of Indian corn could safely be left to private enter
effected by the introduction of Indian corn. Hansa,·d, vol. lxxxv. p. 694- The 
people ill the first instance disliked it, and called it Peel's brimstone, Sir C. 
Trevelyan's Irish Crisis, p. 33· note, Retailed at a penny a pound it became 
rapidly popular. Hansard, vol. lxxxviii. p. 771. 

1 Ibid .. vol. lxxxiii. pp. 183, 223, 432, 540. 
2 Up to the time of the fall of Peel, £450,000 had been expended on works 

the cost of which was to be partly borne by the State, and only £133,000 on 
works the cost of which was to fall wholly on the locality. Ibid., vol. lxxxviii, 
p. 766. s Ibid., p. 77'J· . 
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prise, as the P,!!judic_L:_tgainst its use was disappeari11g and 
the demand for it was increasing,1 and that tlie .best chance 

I of'Stop.piilgtheabuses inherentinlargepublic workSlay in 
!~rowing the whole cost of them on the locality. It, conse~ 
quently introduced ~&e;v bill authorising the Lord-Lieutenant 
to summon a Bar~;y Sessions or County Sessions in any _dis
tressed district. (It empowered and required.the magistrates 
thus assembled tq determine the particular work which should 
be undertaken. The works then decided on were to be carried 
out under the superintendence of public officers; their cost 
was, iri the first instance, to be defrayed by the Treasury, but 
the advances made by _the Treasury were to be. repaid with 
interest upon them by the locality.2 ;),; 

Tliese measures, it was hoped, might do something to 
check the extravagance and the evils which had_ resulted 
from previous legislation. They_r.rove_<i unfortu- Their . 

n~nequal to meet the . crisis,: ...... JIL..I-8A.S_t_he ,r'l]]lre. 

• <fuease hgd....§p~y_J_~gll.Q.l!!;.Jhe...£.Q.l]Jltry.:..o....lnJ ~16 
U;,~~~ljght fel_l~=q~!Jn al!...!!lst~~t on< t~e~_whoJe,.~-~p.4 "On 
the 27th of July," wrote Father Mathew, "I passed from 
Cork to Dublin, and this doomed plant bloomed in all the 
luxuriance of an abundant harvest. · Returning on the 3rd of 
August, I beheld with sorrow one wide waste .of putrefying 
vegetation." 6 F~ e~y_p~. from sY-~tY.S..OJill.!:J:1 • .£~~ 

l It was added that private enterprise was ready to undertake the importation 
of Indian corn if it were freed from public comp~tition, Hansard, vol. lxxxviii. 
p. 778. 

2 Hansard, vol. lxxxviii, pp. 775, 999· The labour rate was to be paid by 
the owner and not by the occupier. The Treasury minute, prescribing the 
manner in which the biil should be carried out, is reprinted from the Times in 
the Times pamphlet, "The Great Irish Famine of 1845-46," p. 27. · 

a For -a good account of the defects of this Act, see Mr. G. A. Hamilton's 
speech in 1849• Hansard, vo!. cvi. p. 1405. . 

4 The failure of the potato crop in 1846 was estimated to entail a loss of 
£n,25o,ooo on Ireland. The crop -covered I,soo,ooo acres, and at £xo an 
acre should have been worth £xs,ooo,ooo: Three out of every four acres were 
lost. In addition one-third of the oat crop (4,ooo,ooo acres, at £3. xos. an 
acre) failed,- and its failure inflicted a further loss of £4,666,000 on Ireland. 
These figures were given by Labouchere on the high authority of Mr. (after
wards Sir R.) Griffith. Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. 88, 

s Sir C. Trevelyan s frisk Crisis, p. 29. 
VOL. V. L 
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the same ~u!_liversal cry of destitution. A starving people 
J clamoure"d for admission to the relief works. The average 
number employed in October was I 14,ooo, in November 
z8s,ooo, in December 44o,ooo, in January r847, 57o,ooo, 
in February 708,ooo, in March 734,ooo. It was impossible 
to exact from such multitudes a degree of labour which would 
act as a test of destitution.1 

These figures would have been startling enough if relief had 
answered its purpose. Unhappily, it was too evident that, 
while a nation was crowding on the works, other thousands 
in remote districts were perishing of famine. One Dublin 
paper in the beginning of 184 7 reported eight inquests on 
dead persons in Mayo ; the Protestant clergyman of Skib
bereen declared that the population of the union had .been 
decimated by famine ; an Irish member in the beginning of 
February said that one-fourth of the whole population would 
die if effectual relief were not afforded them ; a month later 
it was estimated that z4o,ooo had already died; the Chie( 

:1Secretary for Ireland, speaking with the responsibility of office 
rupon him, spoke of his fellow-creatures perishing by thou
\ sands.2 

Government itself was for the moment stunned by these 
circumstances. Against its own judgment, in defiance of 
Its own precepts, it had been forced to undertake the task of 
finding employment for a people ; and it was daily becoming 
evident that it was being stifled by its own success. Com
p~ig_ts _c_ol!.t.inually __ arrived that the roads were blocke(rl:iy 
The discon· the labourers on.-theworksand by the stones which 
tinuanc!' of th-ey-were cnishino-.- If work were paid by the day 
the Rehef " 
Works. it proved· impossible to exact any adequate labour 
from the workmen, and there was no machinery for enforcing 

I Irish Crisis, pp. 44, 46. The only serious attempt to check this disastrous 
state of tl1ings, in the autumn of 1846, was made by the issue of what was 
known as the L~ouchere.Letter. This~~. ci;-cular allowing present~ents 
to be made \lnder the Labour Rate Act for the drainage, &c., of estates whose 
proprietors allowed them to be charged with the cost of repaying the advance. 
Tne measure as an expedient for diverting the people from the roads was a falfiim 

' lbid., p. 49. The letter itself is reprinted in the Times pamphlet, p. 27. 
2 Hansard, vol. lxxxix. pp. 77, 103, 943, and vol. xc, pp. 261, II02. 
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l
pay'meitts by results. If Ireland were not to be permanently 
pauperised, if England were not to. sink under the burden of 
p.aupetising the Irish, it was plain that the relief w_ orks mt_J.st_ 
be dis'continued. At .the beginning of March, Goyep},!!le,!lt 
had the courage to direct the discontinuance of e~_ployment. 
Twenty per cent. of the persons employed on the relief works 
were to be summarily ~ischarged on the zoth of March; the 

l r~mainin? _8o_ per c~nt. _were to be subsequentlz reduced from 
tJme to time m proportiOns· to be fixed by the 1 reasury.1 

This-,decision was followed by momentous consequences. 
The labourers were ,lapidly reduced in number. 734,ooo 
persons· had been employed in March; only szs,ooo were 
employed in April; only 419,ooo in May; only Ior,ooo at 
the beginning, and only z8,ooo at _the end, of June. In 
August the Relief Act expired, and the whole machinery for 
the employment of the people by the State was terminated. 2 

Qg,_~rnme!ll,j~~-d_,_c<iuJd.ll_ot discharg~~s of thousands 
of sta~g~Ji~r~ without instituting~ome .fte.sb_ma~ltiner.y 
f2,r their_ reli,~. I.t acccording]y_re_s_Oh',~Q 9n th,e The organi· 

£!gitn.i?~tioJ} of tern porary.r,elieJ;J;:ommittees~thro!-!g'Q; R'!:ier of 

1
0.,.\;!~\t Relief, it was thought, could be ad- Committees. 

ministere~ in kind ; and the chances of abuse could be 
lessened by throwing on each locality the duty of gradually 
re_r~ying one-half of the advances which the Go:er~ment was 
willmg to make for the purchase Of food. A bill Introduced 
for this purpose af the end of January was hurried rapidly 
thro~gh Parliament. Relief committees were gradually orga
nised under it throughout Ireland. At one moment no less 
than J,ooo,ooo · persons received daily rations under the 
scheme, and a population was in this way kept alive till the 

I harvest, and the operations which the harvest occasioned 
enabled society to resume its ordinary aspect.3 At the same 

1 Hansard, vol. xc, p. 1248. 
2 _Irish ·Crisis,. p. 47; cf. Hansard, vol. xciv, p. 53. 
3 Lansdowne's explanation of the Government scheme is in Hansard, vol. 

lx·xxix. p. 355· Russe_ll's, ibid., p. 426. 'For· the second readfng of the bill in 
the Commons, ibid,, p. 765; in the Lords, ibid., p. 1352. The Act became the 
IO & II Viet. c. 7· For the numbers fed under it,. Sir c. Trevelyan's Irish 
Crisis, p. 64. ·- ·· 
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time bills were carried suspending the duty which P~d had 
Fresh still left on foreign corn, and relaxing the regula
measures. tions of the Navigation Laws which prevented its 

importation in vessels which were not British and which were 
not manned by British seamen.l 

These measures were passed without opposition. The lament
able spectacle of "a nation breaking stones upon the road," 2 

and destroying the roads by doing so,3 disarmed hostility. But, 
as the session wore on, opposition was no longer silent. Two 
kinds of critics assailed the policy of the ministry. Irish mem
bers, fresh from the awful spectacle of a famine-stricken country, 

'rlclamoured continually, Give, give, give ! 4 ]!.nglish Radica.ls~ 
~!.armed at the prospect of a pauperised Ireland supported: by~ 
.§.ng~sh taxpayers, p~otested agaipst the folly an~ injustice q( 

: compelling.one nation.to m~intain_the other. It so happened 
that their arguments were enf()rced by the ~-ample of another 
portion of the Empire. Those whom duty or relaxation has 
The carried to the Western Highlands may, perhaps, 
Western amidst the natural beauties which surround them, 
Highlands. 

have reflected on the resemblance which the inhabi-
tants present to their Irish neighbours. Sprung from Irish 
ancestors, the West Highlanders still retain many of the char
acteristics of the Iri$h race. Ill-fed, ill-housed, they cultivate 
the little enclosures on which their cabins are built, and depend 
for their subsistence on the precarious crop which they are 
able with difficulty to g~ow around their humble dwellings. 
The seas team with fish, nature has provided them with natural 
harbours, yet their want of enterprise induces them to neglect 
the fishery, and they see their seas swept by hardier fishermen 
from other ports. If the summer be propitious they pass their 

1 The suspension of the Corn Law was suggested in the Speech from the 
throne, Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. 3. In the Lords' debate on the Address 
Stanley declared that the suspension of the Navigation Ad would be prefer
able. Ibid., p. 30. Twq days afterwards Russell introduced measures sus
pending both Acts, ibid., p. 210. They were passed through both Houses in 
four days, ibid., p. 355. France had previously suspended her Navigation 
Laws, ibid., p. 353· 

2 Lord George Bentinck, p. 355· 3 Hansard, vol, xc. p. 627. 
4 "T\Jey sit down and bowl for English money." Ibid., vol. lxxxix. p. 955 
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life in happiness;· if rain or tempest diminish their :store they 
ascribe their misfortunes to the anger of an offended· Deity; 
Superstitious habits·· of thought raise the pre:;byter to the 
position of the priest. Broad as are the outward differences 
between· the Presbyterian and the Papist religion, both are 
marked by the same intolerance and the same sacerdotalism. 
The Papist and the· Presbyterian would fly· at: one another's 
throats, yet . .there is little distinction between them except i!1 
vestments, in ritual,· and in names. 

During the first thitd of this century the West Highlanders, 
like the Irish, rapidly multip§d. Their muitiiili~ati~n w;s 
si'imufate<fbya peculi~. . The sea washed on 
h . c h 'd I · · f ~.elp. t eir .ores ores at every tl e arge quantities o sea-

weed; and the weed or kelp, when burned, produced an ash 
which contained a strong alk~li, and formed a chief ingredient 

. in the manufacture of soap arid other commodities. The 
proprietors of the Western Hebrides derived a large annual 
revenue from licensing their tenantry as kelp-burners, and. the 
boast of one of them is still recollected, that his shores were 
lined with a silver fringe. Until.after the accession of George 
IV.,,the inci~ation of kelp formed the thief industry of these 
islands. The price of alkali averag<:d £,10, and occasionally 
exceede(£ zo a ton. After the war, however, the kelp-burners 
were subJected.to·competition. The barilla, a plant 8f foreign 
growth, yieJds on .incineration a larger percentage of alkali than 

. kelp. Alkali therefore could be produced more economically 
from the one than from the other. Protective duties alone 
maintained the industry ofthe kelp-burners .. Jn 1787 Parlia
ment imposed a duty of£s, ss. a ton. on barilla,; Vansittart, 
in 18rg, raised the duty on alkali to.£rr a ton. In r8zz, 
forced to make some concessions, he reduced the duty on 
barilla from £n to £8. In r8z:f Robinson further reduced 
it to £5;. In 183o Goulburn low.ered it ~o. £z; I while, in 
1844, Peel fixed the duty on alkali at 3os., the duty on barill~ 
at only ss. a ton. I.!l.J8_4:5 the duty was rep_!'_:~,l~.Q.. . 

1 Hansard, vol: ii. p. 2r4- But cf. M'Culloch's Commercial Dictionary, 'ad 
verb. Tariff, Barilla, and Kelp. ·So little was the question understood; that 
Scrope, in his Life of Lord Sydenham, p. 44, talks of the kelp-fishery .. 
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Reductions in the tariff which reduced the price of alkali 
from about £1 1 to about £4 a ton stimulated trade to an 
extraordinary .degree, but they had a melancholy effect on the 
4o,ooo or so,ooo persons who were dependent on kelp-burning. 
Their situation in remote and ungenial islands made it difficult 
for them to find employment in other industries. Like the 
neighbouring Irish, they had a strong disinclination to remove 
from the hillside on which they and th-eir forefathers had dwelt. 
The law gave them no claim to relief, and their landlords or 
chieftains were in many cases ruined by the change which had 
brought them to the verge of starvation. The battle of. pro
tection could not, in any circumstances, have been won ; 
free trade was the inevitable result of British commerce. But, 
if the country gentlemen of England had condescended to 
make kelp and not corn the subject of the battle, they would 
have had a better case, and a purer, because a less selfish, 
cause. 

A population suddenly deprived of its chief industry became 
solely dependent for food on the crops which it was able to 

extract from its little holdings. No cereal except the 
The famine 
in Western oat would ripen in the moist climate of the Hebrides. 
Scotland. 

Like the Irish, therefore, the Western Highlanders 
mainly depended on the potato, and in the autumn of 1845 
the potato failed. Henry Kingsley has described in one of 
his best novels the terrible scenes which then followed: "The 
old folks died first. That was as it should be .... Then the 
children began to die ; and this was very bitter, and very, very 
hard to bear. . . . And then they began to die. Yes ! the 
oldest of the able-bodied men began to lie down, and to fall 
asleep in a strange quiet way. Perfectly happy, perfectly calm, 
they would lie for a day or two, and at last give over speaking. 
In the morning they would be found quietly dead." 1 

N20ipg_.evenjnjr~and was _mo.re pjtiful than the distress 
wh_i<;:h was thu~ desolating t~e West Highlands; and, to add 

1 Henry Kingsley adds: "This is no novelist's fancy : the author has seec 
what he ·is describing." Austin Elliot, ch. xli.; cf. Hansard, vol. lxxxix. 
p. 192. 



to the misery of the Highlanders, their own misfortunes were 
for some time overlooked because the Irish were more nume-. 
rou.s and more noisy. Yet the lairds of Western Scotland 
showed the Irish landlords ·an example which the latter might 
have followed with advantage. In too many cases the absentee 
Irish landlords remained either in London or abroad, and 
allowed their agents t9 take advantage of the crisis to clear 
their holdings and eject their tenantry. They clamoured for 
Government aid, and they protested against the injury to their 
own estates by the application of a poor law to Ireland.! The 
Scotch laird, .on the contrary, submitted to his own ruin in a 
vain attempt to save his people, and, when he applied to the 

J 
Government, soughf no relief for himself, but only demapded 
help for his tenantry.2 

In the presence of the greater suffering in Ireland, the 
Government did little to abate the distress in Scotland. Im
mediate remedy for distress indeed there was none. All that 
the ministry could hope to do was to mitigate the suffering 
and to diminish the death-rate. But it was at least possible 
to provide against the recurrence of the disaster. Good might 
come even out of an Irish famine if its repetition were made 
impossible, or if the machinery for dealing ~·ith it The Irish 

were improved. Whatever other l~sson was de- P~or Law. 

ducible from the~risis,.the~fail'ure.of_the~~P..Q.Or_law~vv.<!~ 
evid_en.t. The Act of_rllJS_h<td-provi9ec1_ttn_organisation 

Jt~gl.!.~ut.Ireland.for,th~s~!ief.p(the,p_<JR!, bl!L$ had ma,d.~ 
n,2_pJOJLsio_gJ:or. their_ relief. outside_ the _wprkhouse, The 

"'guardians were_empoweJe!LJq_;r~Jiey~- iQ_tl~ hot is_~, j,g_!h,e 
first place, such destitute poor persons as by reason of old 
age, infirmity, or defect were unable to support themselves, 
and destitute children; and, in the next place, such other 
persons as the said guardians should deem to be destitute 
poor, and unable to support themselves by their own industry 
or by other lawful means. a The Act gave a preference,. there-

1 For the ejections, see, (e.g.} the account in Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. i248; 
vol. xc. pp~ 1oo6, Ido]; vol. xci, p,·2io. 2 Ibid., vol. xc. p. 315, , 

3 I and,2 Viet. c. 56, sec. 41. 
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. fore, to age, to youth, and to sickness, and it only dealt with 
\ the case of the able-bodied poor when there happened to be 
~'roo~_f.Q.r them. But in practice there was never room for all 
the old, young, and sick in Ireland. Even in ordinary years 
no accommodation was available for the able-bodied poor; 
while in 1847 the whole of the workhouses could not have 
contained 3 per cent. of the poor whic~ required relief. The 

, deficiency of the accommodation which the law had provided 
was the more inadequate from the conduct of Irish poor law 
guardians. They showed a strange indisposition to appreciate 
their real duties. The rates which they levied in Ireland 
merely yielded £zg8,ooo in 1845 and £426,ooo in 1846. 
The latter sum was only equivalent to a rate of 7!d. in the 
pound on all Ireland. In one case, ins.tead of raising the 
rates, they closed the wo~kho?~e.1 

There was one obvious remedy for this state of thingo. If 
the principles of the English poor law were applied to Ireland 
Its ~mend- the scenes of 1846 could hardly be repeated. Land
ment. lords would not dare to evict their tenantry if the 
ejected tenantry became in consequence a burden on the rates. 
Guardians of the poor could not neglect their duties if they 
were made responsible for the relief of the destitute able
bodied poor. A good poor law, firmly administered, promised 
to prove the best possible preventive, and the Government 
accordingly decided that a new poor law should become the 
corner-stone of its policy. The main.feature of the bill which 

l
'wi!S consequently brought .in was_the it!troduction, when the 
workhouse was full, of relief outside the house. The Govern
~ent hoped to prevent the abuse inseparable from outdoor • 
relief by granting it only for temporary periods, on the express 

I recommendation of the Poor Law Commissioners, and by en
r forcing a rigid labour test. These precautions, however, did 

not reconcile a great many. people to the measure. The in
stitution of outdoor relief, so it was roundly declared, would 

1 At Castlebar. The guardians, frightened at the expenditure, closed the 
hr.·use. Yet the rates did not exceed y, in the pound. Hansard, vol. 
XC, p. 13. 
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swallow up the ·rent of Ireland. Out of a gr"oss rental of 
£q,ooo,obo no less than_£g;ooo,ooo were diverted into the 
pockets of the mortgagees. The remaining £8,ooo,oo.o, it wa9 
argued, coyld not by al1y possibility suffice for the support of 
the z,soo,~oo poor whom-it-was ilSsumed would.be thrown on 

·the land.l 
These arguments did I).Ot prevent the passage of the. measure, · 

but they drew attention to the condition· of the Irish landlo~ds. 
When their poverty was made a reason for resisting an effectual 
poor law, some measure seemed necessary for removing the 
encumbered proprietor. The Government decided ~p.cumbered 
on facilitating the sale of the limited owner's estate. F<~~~~~;~"t. 
A bill for the purpose, introduced by Cotten ham as Chancellor, 

· passed through all its stages in the Lords, but was ultimately 
dropped in the Commons.2 A more .elaborate measure was,. 

~·howev. er, carried in another Parliament in the succeeding year,~ 
rand means were thereby afforded for enabling the embarrassed 
I owners of life estates to seil their property and dis~harge their 
miabilities. s • 

These measures were in many respects wise; they were in 
every respect well-intentioned; and perhaps no Government 
could have easily foreseen . the difficulties which 

Its results. 
ultitnately arose from them. It seemed impossible 
to imagine that anything but good could co;;e&om the sub
sti'Mlon of a solvent f~ i;!veiiti:aiidowner. Yet the 

':It..._.,_,___~ - ---·. . -- . - . ~- ,- - _, 
;result proved· that the new propnetor, often a mere speculator, 
'occasionally a non-resident, had less sympathy with and iess 

1 For the bill, Hansard, vol. xcii. p. 6o, In the case of tenancies of £4 and 
upw.ards, the rate was to be divided between landlord and tenant. In smaller 
tenancies it was to fall wholly on the landlord: Ibid., p. 70. ·Stanley en· 
deavoured to throw the rate wholly on the occupiet. Ibid., p. 557· 

2 Ibid., vol. xci. p. ~62, and vol. xciii. p. ng2. 
3 The Act required the sales to be conducted under the direction of the 

Court of Chancery. But, as Peel put it in 1849, the Court of Chancery was a 
place which every one, from the Chancellor downwards, advised his own friends 
never to enter. Ibid,, vol. civ. ·p. n2. And in accordance with his advice 
the ministry decided in that year on entrusting the functions of the Court of · 
Chancery to a Special Commission, Ibid., p. 892, vol. cv. IJ· 357, and 12 and 
13 Viet, c. 77• 
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1 thought for his tenantry than the old landlord. One result, 
therefore, of the Encumbered Estates Act was the exaction 

,of a higber rental; and the greater rents ;hich ·were thus 
i'Jein~ded -prepared the way, thirty years afterwar<\6, for a new 
hand question. 

This result was not foreseen at the time; and the ministry 
hoped that the institution of an adequate system of relief and 
the substitution of a solvent for an insolvent proprietary would 
remedy present evils and ward off future dangers. All parties, 
however, were not satisfied with these measures. Bentinck 
Bentinck's proposed that the Government should set the poor 
~~~~i~s;l for '.to work by the wholesale construction of railways in 
railways. Ireland. When the shareholders of a line found 
one-third of the capital, he suggested that the Government 
should advance the remaining two-thirds at 3k per cent. 
interest. He contemplated making these advances to the 
extent of £I6,ooo,ooo; and he hoped thus to provide for an 
expenditure of £z4,ooo,ooo on public works of utility. As 
the loan advanced by the State was· to form a first charge on 
the undertaking, a railway which earned £z, 6s. Sd. per cent. 
on its whole capital would be able to pay £3, xos. per cent. on 
the portion of its capital advanced by the Government.1 

The proposal was coldly received by the ministry. Russell 
declined, indeed, to resist its introduction, but intimated his 
intention of opposing it at a later stage. Before the second 
reading came on an intimation was conveyed to his supporters 
that they must make up their minds to choose between the 
bill and the Government.2 The hint was hardly necessary 
to secure the rejectiOn of the measure, but it increased the 
majority against it, and after three nights' debate, it was thrown 
out by a large majority.s 

This division seemed for the moment to ~eal the fate of the 
question. By a singular chance, however, the men who had 

1 Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. 773 ; Disraeli's Lord G. Bentinck, p. 375· 
~ The announcement was made at a meeting of the Liberal party at the 

Foreign Office. Ibid., p. 386, and Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. 1216. 

3 By 332 votes to n8. Ibid., vol. xc. p. 123. 
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~defeated Bentinck's plan were destined to revive it in a modified .. " 
l form before three months were over. The Government con
s~g[l!!lt_a....§t1ll1-0f_£6.zg,pgo~s~a,.;]oa,g_LoJbree Irish 
tailwe}'S, 3Th is resolution exposed it to some obloquy. Except 
in amount, and in the security which it•required, there was not 
much .difference between the policy which it was supporting · 
and the policy which it had refused -to sanction; and, though 
~it succeeded in carrying its proposal, it subjected itself to the 
fcharge of inconsistency in its decisions.l 

A great burden was necessarily thrown on the exchequer by 
the Irish expenditure. At the beginning of March, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer admitted that £z,4oo,ooo . 

• ' The Budget. 
had been advanced, of which £z,ooo,ooo had been 
actually spent. · He contemplated further advances of about 
£6,ooo,ooo. The fam-ine, -therefore, seemed 'likely to throw 
a charge of £8,ooo,ooo on the national revenue.2 It so 
happened that ·a dull state of trade rendered an additional 
burden on the national finances peculiarly inconvenient, and 
made the ministry hesitate to propose fresh taxation.. The 
revenue of the year, it was estimated, was only likely td 
exceed the expenditure by about half a million, and the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, unable to provide for the famine out 
of income, decided on raising the necessary amount by a loan. 
The interest of the new debt which was thus created, and the 
increased sum which was required to pay the interest on 

1 The sc~eme will be found explained in Hansard, vol. xcii. p. 2I3: The 
ministry had originally intended to advance a sum of £I,ooo,ooo for the re
clamation of. waste lands. The plan was coldly received and ultimately 
abandoned, and the ministry hoped to get the £620,000 for the railways out of 
the sum thus saved. Ibid·., p. 283. · 

2 The sum spent did not .reach the estimate. The actual expenditure may 
be summarised from Sir C. Trevelyan's figures as follows:-~ 

First Relief Act (9 and IO Viet. c. I) • · £476,ooo 
.Grand Jury Presentments (ibid., c. 2) . 13o,ooo 
Second ·Relief Act (ibid. c. I07) , 4,8so,ooo 
Dist~ibution_of ~o_od (w.& II Viet., c,·7)} . 

6 6 Medical Relief (Ibid,, c. 22), • , I, 7 ,ooo 
-··--
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exchequer bills, almost entirely absorbed the small available 
surplus.1 

Thus, in finance as in other matters, the policy of the 
ministry .was affected by the Irish famine, and through the 
The Dissolu· greater part of. the session men thought and talked 
tion of ' 847· of nothing but Ireland. During the whole period, 
however, politicians recollected that the Parliament of 184 r 
was drawing to a close. It had lasted for nearly six years, 
and, with the solitary exception of the first Parliament of 
George IV., no Parliament in the nineteenth century had 
been suffered to complete its sixth year. Every honest poli
tician, moreover, desired that the electors should have the 
opportunity of choosing a fresh Parliament. The issues on 
which the general election of 1841 had turned had no longer 
any influence o'n politics. Protection had been abandoned; 
Peel had been defeated ; and the same House of Commons 
which had commenced its career by overthrowing Russell and 
the Whigs was concluding its existence by tolerating a Whig 
mm1stry. Nothing but a general election could dectde whether 
the country approved the arrangements which had been forced 
on it. Yet the dissolution of r847 showed that the people 
regarded the vicissitudes of parties with comparative indif
ference. Languor was the characteristic of the election, and 
the changes which were effected by the polls ~d little signi-

1 The Budget figures were as follows :-

Customs 
Excise • 
Stamps 
Taxes . 
Income Tax 
Post Office . 
Crown Lands 
Miscellaneous 

Income. 
[2o,ooo,ooo Debt 

Expenditure. 
£28,045,000 

!3,700,000 
7·500,000 
4·270,000 
5·300,000 

845.000 
120,000 

330,000 

Consolidated Fund 
Army • 
Navy . 
Ordnance 
Miscellaneous 

2,700,000 
6,840,074 
7.s6r,876 
2,679,127 
3.7$0,000 

[52,o6s,ooo £sr,s76,o77 
-Hansard, vol. xc. pp. 324, 326. 

The £8,ooo,ooo for the famine was borrowed at 3i per cent., and the interest 
on exchequer bills was raised from rid. to 2d. a day, a change which involved 
a charge of £r42,ooo. The two sums therefore absorbed [422,ooo out of the 
&mall surplus of [48g,ooo. Ibid., p. 333· 
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~!)J::e. On a few occasions ministers suffered defeat. Hawes, 
the Under-Secretary of the Colonies, was beaten in La~beth; 
Hobhouse, the President 6fthe Board of Control, at Notting
ham ; Fox, the Secretary of the Ordnance, at the_ Tower 
Hamlets; and Macaulay at Edinburgh. On the other hand; 
the electors displayed a desire to support members who had 

J distinguished then1selves by their advocacy of free trade in 
·food. Cobden,- though absent from England, was returned . 
by the_ West Riding of Yorkshire. _ Bright and Milner Gibson 
were elected for Manchester, and the electors of South Lanca' 
shire selected as. their rein'esetitative M~. C. P. Villiers.l Peel's 
immediate followers also suc<;eeded,·in commending themselves 
to the electors. • Peel himself retained his seat at Tamworth ; 
Mr. Gladstone, after a sharp contest, returned to Parliament 
as member 'for 'the University of Oxford; Goulburn success
fully resisted an- atteh1pt to" drive him from the sisfer Uni-

. versity·; Graham found a· seat at Ripon.; and Cardw"ell was 
returned at the 'head of the. poll for the great ~orough of 
Liverpool. If. the electors generally showed little distrust 
of R:tssen, they everywhere displayed an increasing confidence 
in·Peel. -

The dissolution· took place in July; the elections occurred 
for the most part in August, and the new Parliament was com
plete in the following September. In ordinary circumstances 
the ministry would have probably postpened its meeting till 
the commencement of the following year. In I8,tJ.,7, however, 
grave- and almost unprecedented -disasters necessitated its 
earlier deliberation; for in London commercial embarrassments 

\were threatening ruin; in Ireland famine had been succeeded 
I by violence and "an organised resistance to legal rights." 2 

A curious hypothesis has lately been suggested, that 
financial c-rises are in some way or other dependent on the 
changes \\•hich scientific observation tells us are constantly 
occurring on the face of the sun. The idea is only less 

1 Mr. \Tilliers and Cobden were also returned for their old constituencies of 
Wolverhampton and Stockport. 

2 See the Queen's Speech, Hansard, vol. xcv. p. 12, 
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fanciful than the original superstition that the sun itself was 
. affected by the petty occurrences which take place 

'l.he.com· d' 1 1 Y 'f 1 'd merc;iaJcrisis on a 1stant p anet. et even fanc1 u 1 eas occa-
of..riJ.!?· sionally receive some sort of authority from facts. 
There is apparently strong reason for believing that the spots 
on the sun's surface vary in intensity with some periodical 
regularity. Commercial crises are likely to recur, as they have 
occurred in the past, at regular intervals, and it is of course 
possible that the periodicity in one case may correspond with 
that in the other. 

It has been frequently stated in this history that the course 
of events is ordinarily governed by the forces which, for want 
of better words, may be styled action and reaction. Man 
seems incapable of pursuing a calm, consistent, and moderate 
policy. Yet it is probable that the great majority of persons 
are not ~nfluenced by the temporary motives which apparently 
sway the nation. In politics, as in other things, the mass 
of the people are permanently divided into two great camps; 
and it is only an unsettled minority which passes over from one 
side to the other, and produces the great political changes 
with which every autonomous country is familiar. Just the 
same thing is observable in commercial circles. Sober-minded 
persons take their securities, as they take their wives, "for 
better or for worse." But a large and perhaps increasing 
number of people are not content to act on this simple rule. 
They are constantly· imagining that they can increase their 
fortunes by changing their investments. Their transactions, 
when they are confined to one country, do not leave it mate
rially richer or poorer. The loss which one man sustains is 
compensated by the other's gain; and the investing com
munity, as a whole, only suffer the slight loss which arises 
from the percentage which it pays to the brokers who con
duct the business for them, and for the stamps which the 
State exacts to ratify its bargain. 

1 Some readers may recollect the sneer of Gibbon: "As if the sun, a globe 
of fire, so vast and so remote, could &ympathise with, the atoms of a revolving 
~1anet." Decline and Fall, vol. ix. p. 34• 
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If ordinary transactions on the Stock Exchange were con. 
fined to transfers ~( capital from security to security, the 
financial atmosphere would be rarely or never overcast. by 
the clouds_ which periodically obscure the sky; Crises arise 
because men do not merely invest their own capital, but 
b'trrow capital from other people for the purpose of making 
their investments. Some persons think that it is wiser and 
safer, instead of lodging their money in ordinary securiti.es, 
to lend it on temporary loans, and large quantities of capital 
are consequently employed in ·this way. For this reason, 
most men of substance find themselves able to borro:v 
capital temporarily on easy terms. The merchant borrows 
money on the security of. the commodities whose arrival 
he is expecting; the farmer on that of the crops and animals 
on his farm ; the shopkeeper on that of the goods in his 
shop. The commodities of the merch~nt, the crops of the. 
farmer, the goods of the shopkeeper, _are not always speci
fically pledged as security for the loan. A man known to 
be merchant, farmer, or shopkeeper is able to obtain the 
capital which he requires on his personal security. 

Civilisation, among its other consequences, is continually 
tending to increase the number of traders. Men ignorant of 
the first principles of trade buy shares in companies formed 
for purposes of trade, and trust their management to directors 
occasionally as ignorant as themselves. There seems a wide
spread belief among persons with a little capital, that any ;ne 
who happens to have a peer for his father, to have inherited 
a baronetcy, or to have acquired the confidence of a borough 
9r a county, is competent to manage the most delicate 
financial transactions. If the people who buy shares re
commended to them by the social position of the directors 
confined themselves to investing their own capital, only a' 

, trifling harm would resu!'l:. The less prudent among them, 
. however, like· the merchant, the farmer, and the shopkeeper, 
; think that they, too, may trade-on borrowed capital. They try I to increase their incomes ·by borrowing 'capital at a low rate of 

interest, and'employing it at what they consider an advantage. 
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Thus the great superstructure of trade and business is 
built on foundations which are sustained by credit, and any
thing which casts a doubt on the solvency of commercial 
men shakes the basis on which the commercial system is 
founded. By the natural law which governs human trans
actions, confidence tends to be shaken at regular intervaPs. 
The histories of all crises are in many respects identi;.:al. 
When a panic has occurred on the Stock Exchange, and 
has involved many speculators in ruin, the financial atmos
phere is temporarily cleared by the fall of the houses whose • 
pos1t10n was insecure: But the people, cautious from expe
rience, ·abstain from investing their money at all, or place 
it in the safest securities. The natural result follows. The 
funds and other similar securities are forced up to an artificial 
value, and prudent persons find it more and more difficult 
to find any remunerative investment. Their inability to find 
good securities in which they can lodge their savings tempts 
them to seek other investments; and vibrating-as crowds 
will vibrate-from panic to confidence, they again swallow 
the gilded baits which financial schemers are always ready 
to dangle before them. Confidence, when it once takes 
root, is a plant of rapid growth. The shares of a new 
company, whose aggregate value is comparatively small, are 
easily forced to a premium. Sanguine investors imagine 
that they may add ro, 20, or so per cent. to their capital 
by dealing in shares. They place their own capital in shares ; 
they borrow other people's capital to place it in shares; and, 

:Congratulating themselves on the success which their confi-
dence has stimulated, they close their eyes to the catastrophe 
which their recklessness is preparing. 

It will, perhaps, be recollected that the speculation which 
prepared the financial crisis of 1825 mainly occupied itself 
with investments abroad. · South America was the favourite 
-E! Dorado in which every capitalist imagined that he could 
quadruple his capital. The ruin of that year taught investors 
a salutary lesson ; and at the next crisis it was found that the 
capitalists had shunned the temptation whiCh foreign enter· 
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· prise had previously held out to them. But the investor had 
learned no other lesson. He had escaped from Scylla to be 

' engulfed in Charybdis ; he had learned to avoid distant un
dertakings, but he had unlimited confidence in commercial 
speculations at home. This characteristic of the crisis of 1837 
w"'as also visible in the disaster of I847· On l~gJh-o_scg.si()nS 

1~I?~.E.1£:!i~!.l-wa_~_l:?.lJ~Y--~!.th~ l!s>_l!le en_terpripe. In 18 3 7 com
;panies formed for miscellaneous objects attracted investors, 

· l,"'hile in 1847 capitalists were chiefly tempted by the pros· 
fpects which railways were supposed to afford. . · 

. There can be little doubt that the steps which were taken 
by Parliament in 18_26 and 1837 partly stimulated the excite
ment of 1837 and 1847.(,.. In x8z6, the Legislature, alarmed 
at the fall of private banking-houses, sanctioned the formation 
of joint-stock banks ; and the new banks, competing one with 
another for business, promoted the formation of the c"om
panies whose ruin was th~ lead_ing feature of the crisis of 1837· 
In '1837, the Legislature, moved by the development of 
commercial enterprise, approved the introduction of limited 
liability. Investors are amongt~e least discreet of the human 
family. When they saw that, in the generality of compan·ies, 
their liability was limited to a definite sum, they imagined 
that they had taken the. only precaution that was required of 

• them ;]though in many, perhaps most, cases the liability was 
fourfold, or even tenfold, the amount paid on their shares. 

It would be a grave mistake to_ imagine that either the 
'formation of joint-stock banks or the introduction of limited 

·(liability into commercial enterprise was necessarily injurious 
tbecause each measure was responsible for the development 
lof a fresh crisis. On the contrary, a crisis would in all pro
!bability have occurred in any event, and all that the Legisla

\ture did~UV~$~t~~,;JQ...~t<::PLtP.._e, for.m_ .w~iGh~ it 
·a~med. In the same way it has been sometimes complained 
ithat Peel's Act of 1844 was partly responsible for the Grisis of 

1
1847· It would be as reasonable to- urge that improved 
agriculture was the direct cause of famine. Yet there c_an be 
no doubt that. the man who increases the production of the 
WL~ M 
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soil stimulates population, and therefore makes famine when 
1 it reCurS In Ore fatal; and, in the same Way, there Can be alSO 
no doubt that the Act of 1844 had the temporary effect of 
~aking money cheaper, and consequently of stimulating 
speculation. 

-Up t~ a short time before the passage of the Act of r344, 
the Bank had acted on the principle of keeping its securities 
at a nearly even amount. 1 After 1844, its directors, fancying 
that their circulation was secured by the separation of the . 
issue from the banking department, entered into much more 

, active competition with other institutions. In September 1844 
the rate of discount on the highest class of bills was reduced 

'to zl per cent.; and in March 1845 this reduced rate-a 
) lower rate than had ever before been adopted-was applied to 

both bills and notes.2 £_heaper money naturally stimulated 
•speculation. Perhaps few persons who have not had the 
actu-al fig~res before them can have any conception of the 
extent to which speculation grew. Any one who will turn to 
the files of the Tz"mes of November 1845 will, however, be 
in a position to appreciate the nature of the mania. In its 
issue of the qth of November the Times published an elabo
rate analysis of the schemes before the public. Forty
seven completed railways were asking for powers to raise 
£7o,ooo,ooo; uS railways in course of construction were" 
requiring £67,ooo,ooo; 1263 projected railways were seeking 
to raise £563,ooo,ooo. These companies alone, therefore, 
were simultaneously contemplating the raising of £7oo,ooo,ooo 
of money, a sum which may seem more intelligible to many 
people if it is added that it exceeds the national debt of the 
United Kingdom at the present time.s 

A speculation of this character must sooner or later have 
I been followed by a crisis. But the crisis might possibly have 
I 

l Tooke's History qf Prices, vol. iv. p. 374· 
2 Ibid., vol. iv. p. 63. 
3 Times, 17th November 1845· Mr. Dawson, in a paper read before the 

Statistical Society in 1847, and quoted by Tooke in History of Pdces, val. iv, 
p. 299, seems to have overlooked the analysis of the Times. He places the 
'ail way capital for which parliamentary sanction was required at £34o,ooo,ooo. 
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, been delayed for some months if the bJlgh!. jla,q not faf}ep,=on · .. 
/ t~p0t_a!p i.n..t4~,au!J,I.W1.1,.8[.J§A6. · It became gradually clear 

J
to every. one that the deficiency in t.he. home supplies.of fo.od 
would necessitate large purchases of food abroad, and that. 

l
g£>1d would be taken out of the country to pay for corn! _The 
bullion of the Bank, which had amounted to £r6,ooo,oo·o in 
August 1846, was in this way reduced to a little more than 
•£I3,000,000 on the 23rd January I847, and the Bank direc-. 
lt~rs, observing or apprehending th~ commencement of a drain 
bf gold, raised the rate of discount to 4 per cent. . 

The change in the rate of discount had not the effect of 
l checking the drain. · The reserve continued to decrease 
throughout January, February, and March. · In the beginning' 
of April the Bank had .less than £ Io,ooo,ooo of bullion, and 
less than £3,soo,ooo of reserve. ~lil~ ~Uhe _continued 

I ~ig,jts directors_raised the,,rate oUI~scount).9~S-per.cent. 
I Th~s addition to. t?e rate, however, was ?nly one featu.re in .its 
policy. The mm1mum Bank rate applied only to b1lls w1th 
ninety-five days to run; The Bank, on the rsth of April, decided 
that it should apply to all bills, and that, when the applications 

!for discount exceeded the whole sum which. the Bank was 
prepared to lend on any day, a pro rata proportion of the bills 
presented should be returned. Such a stipulation had riot 
been mad~ for more than fifty years. I!...f!_e~t~].Janic,.J!_ 

'almost p~y~£ .•. tr!lde,_B_ut the severe_r~~edy ~ ft1lfi_Ued)ts 
@pose. The draill_,of.b:ullign..gecrease}~!_j,...!h.Lposition of tpe 
B~~_improv:ed ;.ang,,3pa,t_\,va~~p~ps mor~ ~e:_ptional,,no 
commercial disaster of unusual importance occurred. 
~-·_r- ... .,.,. ...... _ .. -~·- ~ 

For three months affairs in the ,commercial world continued 
Ito improye. But, as the summer advanced, a new cause pro-

)

! duced a~~ew crisis. In the autumn of I~4.S:-.t~,i~iJE!:L9f the 
p.Q.t~t<is.NP.h.ali_ltr.SU~~-in .~Lg~1d; In the surmn(:T of 

. r .§.47~ J.lnexpp;:te.d~P!OJlQc;.ti:\Ceness .of ,the .. wheat-harvest·led-to I a remarkable fall in the p.!ice oJ c(_)rn. The price of wheat 
t_fell from I02S. a quarter at the end of May to sos. a quarter 
lat the end of August.1 Such a fall must, in any circum-

1 Tooke's History of Prices, vol. iv. pp. 4II, 413. 
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l stances, have·· been- ruinous to persons engaged in the corn 
1trade. The ruin was more widespread in 1847 because the 
Jfailure of the potato had naturally· increased the speculation in 
1 corn. Houses which had been shaken by the events of t_!le 
spring were ruined by the course of trade in the summer. The 
Governor of the Bank of England, one of his immediate pre
decessors, and two other directors of the Bank failed. In 
'London, in Liverpool, in Manchester, and in Glasgow houses 
fwi~h a reputation for stability tumbled down amidst the general 
rum. 

T~es_e_ failures_ produced pressure on the Bank, which was 
compelled to contract its advances. Men unable to obtain ac
commodation in the market were forced to sell their securities. 
The price of consols, which had averaged 95! in 1846, fell to 
82 in October r847.l Speculative stocks became actually 
unsaleable. Men unable to realise the shares in which they 
had placed their savings pressed their bankers for advances. 

\ The Bank, fearing the exhaustion of its resources, again 
· hardened its terms, and at last, on the 1st of October, took 
: the unprecedented step of declining to make any loans what-

ever, even on stock or exchequer bills.2 

! Then ensued a perio(i of alarm which has rarely been 
witnessed in the City of London. The funds fell to 78. 
Banks whose solvency had been above suspicion were pros
trated in the universal crash, and at one moment it seemed 
as if _the Bank of England would alone remain erect amidst the 
ruins which surrounded it. Men, agitated by the universal 
collapse, and unable to reason calmly on the catastrophe, 

l threw the blame on the Bank Charter Act, on Peel, and on 
the ministry. The opponents of the Bank Charter Act, how
ever, laboured under a radical difficulty. The Chancellor of 
the Exchequer was a warm supporter of the Act of r844; 
Peel, the most powerful member on the Opposition benches, 
was the statesman who was responsible for it. It was no easy 

I Statistical Abstract, second number, p. 75; cf. Amt • .Reg., r847, Chron., 
p. 120. 

2 History of Prices, vol. iv. p. 315. For the defence of the Bank see Sir C 
Wood's speech in .Hansard, vol. xcv. p. 398. 
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matter to get rid even temporarily ·of a financial measure 
which had been introduced by-Peel and which was approved 
by Wood, and for the first three weeks of October the ministry 
refused to be moved by the panic and to suspend the Act 

The confidence of the Cabinet did not allay the prevailing 
panic. The storm cont'intied to rage; ruin continued to 
spread. Alarmed, at last, by the extent of the catastrophe; 
and moved by the remonstrances of the City, the qovernment 
on the zsth of October gave way. Russell and Wood, Prime 
Minister and Chancellor of the Exchequer, took upon them-

~selves to recom. mend the directors of the Bank "to enlarge 
!'the amount of their discounts and advances upon approved 

!security," and promised.'. "if this co .. urse~ should lead. to any 
infringement of the law, to propo~e--to Parliament, on its 

.. meeting, a bill of indemn'ity.l "'/ .• . ' 
Few letters have had a more instantaneous effect thari the 

letter which was thus addressed by the Government to.·the • 
Bank. ·The moment that it was perceived that the restraints 
imposed by the Act of 1844 were removed, confidence re
turned. Money which had been lo_cked up in panic was 
released, and business slowly and gradually resumed;oits 
ordinary channels. The mere knowledge thatnhe Bank had. 
authority to infringe the law made its infringement unneces~ .. 
sary; and the Bank, on being authorised to· increase jts · 
circulation, found it possible to reduce it. Circtllatiori, if 'the 
image be permissible, had been congealed by panic;. it was· 
thawed by the warmth ofreturning confidence.2 

It is th~ business of the historian to. state facts and not to 
obtrude his opinions on his readers; and the .present· writer 
has almost uniformly endeavoured to abstain from criticisms 
of his own: But. there are ·occasions when the purposes of 
history would hardly be Jufiiled if this course were strictly 
followed. Thq)assage of the. Act of r 84J, -~uspension 
in I~47•~a~_stances.in_point_TheyJed.~to_so_much_con· 
~.- ... ' . 

1 The letter from the Government may be found in a dozen places. Perhaps 
the most a.ccessible t:o _most people is Tooke's History of Prices, vol. iv. p. 449-

2 Ibid., voJ. iv. p. 323. 
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troversy at the time, they have been responsible for such 
differences of opinion since, and the conflict has been fought 
out on such purely technical grounds, that the student who 
is devoid. of guidance may despair of arriving at any just con
clusion upon them. 

"" Much difference of opinion would, indeed, have been avoided 
if men had placed clearly before themselves the object of the 
Act of r844. That Act, a corollary to the proceedings of 
r8r9, w,as intende<rt-;· ensure the convertibility of the bank
·~e. The issue department of the Bank of England was con
sequently severed from the l:)anking d~partment. Logically, 
perhaps, it would have been better to have made the separation 
geographically and organically complete, and to have placed 
the issue department under the direct control of Government 
itself. In that case the confusion which has since arisen could 
not have occurred, and men could not have talked of one 

• department of the Bank of England being full of gold, while 
the other was in want of gold. But legislation in England is 
rarely pushed to its logical extreme. It would perhaps have 
been impossible to have carried a measure which removed the 
issti.es fr'om the control of the Bank; and Peel therefore, if he 

'

did not take the best course in 1844, chose perhaps the best 
practicable course which was open to him. 

Any one. who will regard the Act of 1844 from th.s limited 
basis will probably cease to find fault with Its provisions. It 
t;nd~djy_ answered the chief purpose of its projector rr;· 
ensuring the convertibility of the bank-note. But this cir
cumstance- had very little influence in allaying panic. As a 
general rule, no one doubted the solvency of the Bank or 

·\the convertibility of its notes. Commercial men simply re-
• 

1 garded one another with suspicion. Business was built on 

'

credit; any blow to credit produced ruin; and the ruin was 
just as marked after 1844 as it had been before the Bank 
Charter Act. 

But a harder topic still remains for consideration. If the 
Act of 1844 were wise, was its suspension in 1847 justifiable? 
;.The Act compelled the directors of the Bank to rely in times 
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of pressure on its banking resetve alone. By doing so, it 

!supplied a guarantee that the business of the Bank should 
be conducted in the most prudential manner. -It made it 
d~<:!)_l_t Jor t~e _?i~~:.:.~~ _ t? __ a,gg~~r.<Ue .fl c~isls,. b£J~Ji:~!~g 
c~t. ~~t when !he crisis ~rrived. it,..PJPJ:>.~l:>JY~-~e.Q_u_se<Uhe 
c~.e.Q!y of .tl:!.~~.stg~s ~to ... relie:v.e.,the _pres_s_ure. It threw; 

!
consequently, on t_he Government the responsibility. of devising. 
means for mitigating distress. It is a remark of Mill's that an 
extension of credit is hurtful when, credit being already in an 
inflated state, it can only serve to retard and aggravate the 

lcollapse; but that it is salutiuY. when the collapse has come.1 

The ~al question for the cor:sideration of the Government 
in 1847 was whether it was desirable to allow its own credit 
to be used to restore confidence in the commercial world. 
Whether, to put the matter in another way, it would have 
been desirable, if the issue department of the Bank of England 
had been a Government office, as the Mint is a Government 
office, to have suspended the arrangements for ensuring the 
convertibility of the ·note for the sake of preventing a huge 
commercial disaster. 

Placed in this way, only one answer can apparently be re-
turned to the question; and the propriety of the G~vern~ent, 

1
1 in_su~pending the Act of 1847, instead of being di~putabl~ on 

pnnc1ple., seems to be narrowed to a mere questiOn of time; 
On this issue it is hardly worth while spending many words. 
It is sufficient to say that, in such a crisis, it is probably wisei 

f:~d t~;~;.~~~~.e~~~l~~~J~~~9 a(~il~~-~v t~~h~~,:~~~~~ 
~~e; and that probably Wood might have restored con
fidence a little sooner if he had hazarded action a little 
earlier.2 

1 Principles if Political Eco11amy, Book iii. ch. xxiv. sec. 4-
2 In proposing to the Bank that it should enlarge its discounts, Rusoell and 

Wood suggested that the advances should be made at not less than 8 per cent. 
interest. It may, perhaps, be worth while to point out that this stipulation 
could not have been made a dozen years before; the usury laws having been 
only partially and provisionally repealed in r8~7. and oniy permanentiy repealed 
in r839; For many centuries all usury· was illegal. The dictum of David that 
blessed is the m~n " who hath not given his money upon usury" seitled the 
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The Government, in its letter to the Bank, had both sug· 
gested and sanctioned a breach of the Jaw. It had relied in 

matter. In· the sixteenth century, Calvin, shaking himself free from Rome, 
had the merit of exposing the absurdity of this view (M'Culloch's Principles 
of Political Economy, fifth edition, p. 485 note); and the requirements of an 
increasing trade compelling men to borrow, statesmen, instead of prohibiting, 
endeavoured only to regulate the interest of money. An Act of 1545 {37 
Henry VIII. c. 9) fixed the legal rate of interest at IO per cent. But this Act 
was practically repealed in the following reign ; and usury became again illegal 
(5 & 6 Edward VI. c. xx.), and see Froude, vol. v. p. 6o. But this retrograde 
measure, so Parliament eighteen years afterwards was forced to confess, did 
not do ''so much good as it was hoped that it should" have done, and the 
Legislature was forced to retrace its steps. Scripture plainly pointed to the 
prohibition of usury ; reason taught ;1en that it was idle to enforce tll.e strict 
principle of Scripture. Conscience pointed one way, expediency the other; 
a compromise was necessary between conscience and expediency, and it was 
expressed in one of the most illogical sections in the Statute Book: "Foras
much as all usury being forbidden by the law of God is sin and detestable: be 
it enacted" that -- no one shall take more than 10 per cent. for his money 
(13 Eliz. c. 8, sec. 5). 

Ten per cent. continued' the legal rate till 1623, when it was reduced to 8 
per cent. in the interest of the landowner. But the landlords who thought 
proper to make this arrangement for their own convenience had the hypocrisy 
to add that "no words in this law shall be construed to allow the practice of 
usury in point of religion or conscience" (21 Jac. i. c. xvii. sec. 5). The rate 
was further reduced to 6 per cent. in the Commonwealth, and to 5 per cent. in 
the reign of Anne ( 12 Anne, c. r6). 

The existence of these statutes had a contrary effect to that which the 
Legislature proposed. Men who have money to lend do not lend it for less 
than its worth because Parliament chooses to say that only a certain rate of 
interest shall be payable on a roan. They either add a commission to the rate 
of interest, as is commonly done still in that part of the British Empire where 
usury laws still prevail, or they stipulate that they shall only ad'lance a per
centage of the nominal amount of the loan, or they adopt some equally effica
cious procedure for evading the law. Yet, notorious as these evasions were, 
a long period elapsed before the Legislature consented to amend the law. 
A Select Committee of the House of Commons,. indeed, recommended the 
repeal of the usury laws (the report is reprinted in Ann. Reg., 18r8, Chron., 
p. 373), but it was not till the beginning of the present reign that the law was 
repealed so far as bills of exchange not having twelve months to run and con
tracts for loans of money were concerned ; and it was not till r854 that the 
\'hole of the laws were swept away, 2 & 3 Viet. c. 37 ; 13 & 14 Viet. c. 56; 
and 17 & r8 Viet. c. 90. Cf. for the effect of the laws in r8r8, Romitly, vol. 
m. p. 350. Mr. Lecky has dealt with the whole subject in an admirably com. 
prehensive passage in the History of Rationalism, vol. ii. pp. 250-270. See 
for earlier attempts to repeal the law, Hansard, first series, vol. xxxiv. p. 723 ; 
new series, vol. xi. pp. 283-319; ibid., vol. xii. p. rso; ibid., vol. xiv. p. 409; 
ibid., vol. xix. pp. 816, 1437; ibid., vol. xxiv. pp.·s6, 493· 
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doing' so on obtainjng from Par1iament an indemnity -for. its 
conduct. In the result, the law had not been broken, and a 
parliamentary indemnity was not therefore necessary. But ·a 
Government which had taken the extreme course of proposing 
the suspension of an Act of Parliament could not shelter itself 
under the excuse that the Bank had not found it necessary to 
adopt its advice. It was morally bound to give Parliament 
the earliest opportunity of pronouncing an opinion· on its con
duct, and it accordingly called the new Parliament together 
on the x8th of November The course which the ministry 
took in both Houses was very slmple. It referred the whole 
question of the .causes of commercial _distress, and of the 
operation of the Act of 1844, to Select Committees.. But 
the debates which took place· on the motions practically 
settled the matter. It became· abundantly evident "that the 

i 
highest authorities approved <the course which the m_ inistry 
had taken, and that they were .in fa!Pur of retain_i9g_tl1e 

~ A~t.of 1;844·1 ·. · -. 

-Ostensibly, Parliament had been summoned to pronounce 
an opinion on the commercial policy of the ministry. But 
its assembly enabled it to deal with the state of 

I 
Renewed 

Ireland.· The old eternal difficulty had recurred. outrages 

F ; h d b r 11 d b d" d" in Ireland. amme a een 10 owe y 1scontent, Iscon-
tent had produced disorder, and the landlords who lived on 
their property, as well as those who had deserted their duty, 
were clamouring for coercion. 
• The cry was intelligible enough. ·On the x6th of September, 
Michael Connell was shot dead in open day in Limerick. The 
next day, in the same county, Michael Kelly was Their 
shot. Michael survived the wound and was placed frequency. 

under the protection of the police. Within a week his brother 
1 The debates are in Hansard, vol. xcv. pp. 374, 531, 6o4-· The Lords' de

bate in ibid., p. 48r. But the three speeches which contain the gist of the whole 
subject are Sir C. Wood's, ibid., p. 374; Wilson's (a maiden speech),.p. 414; 
and Peel's, p. 65o. Herries subsequently proposed iwo resolutions, (r) ap
proving the· policy of the Government, and (2) ·declaring .the _expediency of 
suspending the provisions of the Act of 1844 in relation to the issue of notes. 
Ibid., vol. xcvi. p. ~03. The first of these was passed, the second rejected by 
163 votes to 122. Ibid., p.' 863. 
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John was shot dead. On the 2nd of October, Mr. Roe, a 
landlord and magistrate of Tipperary, was shot dead on the· 
high-road, in open daylight, near his own house. On the 
3rd, John M'Eniry was shot dead. On the 8th, Timothy 
Hanly, Mr. Otway Cave's woodranger, was shot dead in 
Tipperary. On the uth, Peter Nash was shot, and died 
an hour afterwards, in Limerick. On the r8th, 'Mr. Lucas, 
a landlord, was shot dead in King's County. On the 24th, 
Patrick Ryan, Mr. Kellet's steward, was shot dead in Tip
perary. On the 30th, Michael Welsh, Mr. O'Callaghan's 
steward, was shot dead in Clare. On the 2nd of November, 
Major Mahon was shot dead in Roscommon. On the follow
ing night the house of Mr. Meade in Limerick was attacked 
for arms, and Mr. Meade dangerously wounded. On the 5th, 
a police constable in King's County, while protecting Mr. 
Garvey, a magistrate, was shot and wounded. Patrick· 
Clearey, a Limerick smith, was shot at and wounded-as 
·it proved, mortally-about the same time. On the 7th, 
Edward Devitt was mortally wounded in Tipperary while 
aiding a neighbour to defend his house. On the 12th, Mrs. 
Ryan, wife of a bailiff, was shot dead in Limerick. On the 
13th, Mr. Hassard, treasurer of the county, was shot; he 
died shortly afterwards of his wounds in Clare. On the same 
evening, Mr, Bayley, a landlord. and magistrate, was shot and 
dangerously wounded in Limerick. On the 16th, a man 
named Quin was shot at in Tipperary. On the 17th, Patrick 
Larkin and his son were both shot and wounded in Limerick. 
On the r8th, Mr. Hill, a land agent, was ~hot dead in 
Limerick, and a man who was with him was mortally wounded. 
On the 23rd, Kelly, a collector of poor rates, was shot in Ros
common, and on the 28th, a clergyman, Mr. Lloyd, returning 
from church, was shot dead near Aughrim. 

This is only an extract from the dreary history of crime 
in_Ireland in the autumn o£,1847· But it will make a very 
imperfect impression if some other circumstances are not 
stated. Nearly all the grave offences which have been in
stanced occurred in qare, Limerick, and Tipperary" The 
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"'rest of"Ireltnd enjoyed a comparative immunity from crime.1 

Many of the -murders, moreover, were committed in open day 
an~ in crowded localities ; yet, with few exceptions, nQ_Q!Je 
w~..err_est~,fl.,..fo.r_these_~droes. The murderers, protected 
by the people, in. almost every case escaped ; and the hill
sides in some instances were illuminated in celebration of 
murder. 

The course which the Government should have taken under 
these circumstances was plain. It should have strengthened 

lits policeiTor the pteserv~tion of life, and it should have altered 
ithe law and made arbitrary evictions impossible. The Whig 
Ministry of 1847 adopted only one of these courses. It took 
no steps to give security to the cottier, but it took advantage 
of the short autumn session which the commercial crisis had 
necessitated to introduce a new Coercion Bill. The · ~~- ' - · - Fresh 

(Lord-Lieutenant was empowered to proclaim a dis-·meas':'resof 

I 
trict ; in a proclaimed district he was authorised coerciOn . 

. to in<;rease the police force and to charge the increased cost 

f
1on the ratepayers. In such a district the carrying of arms 
without a licence was to be illegal. Where a murder was 

1committed~ the justices and constables were authorised to re· 
-~quire all male persons from sixteen to sixty years of age to aid 

. :fthem in searching for the murderer.l1 

The bill was received with mixed feelings. Irish memb-ers 
com,pl!J-ined with some force that a ministry, which ~ad come 
into office by defeating a Coercion Bill, should have followed 
the example of its predecessors and reverted to a policy of 
coercion.. English members, on the other hand, declared that 
the measure was inadequate, and that a sharper remedy was 
required. As the Examiner put it, _:ji.,.,.\:>jl,Lto ..,hang first anci, 

I' Out of 195 serious crimes-homicides, firing at the person, firing into dwell· 
· ing-houses, and robberies of arms-r39 were committed in Clare, Limerick, and 

Tipperary,. These counties only contained 13 per cent, of the population, yet 
they furnished 71 per cent.· of these crimes. Hansard, vol. xcv, pp. 276, 277. 

, Ann. Reg., 1847, Chron., pp. 133; 135. For the trials in some of these cases, 
see ibid., 1848, Chron. pp. 334-363. 

2 Hansard, yo!. xcv. pp. 270; 310. I have shown, in my Life of Lord John 
Russell, vol. i. p: 462 seq., that the Prime Minister most reluctantly assented to 
this measure. · 
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try afterwards would hardly be thought to exceed the require
ments .of the case." 1 Cowed by the general feeling of the 
country, the Irish failed seriously to contest the measure. 
The independent English members succeeded in making it 
more severe by declaring ac~~~sories after the fact punishable 
for murder, whether the actual murderer was discovered or 
not2 Extended in this way in its operation, the bill was 
rapidly passed through both Houses; and Parliament, thus 
endorsing the commercial policy of the Government, and 
thus applying a new Coercion Bill to Ireland, separated for 
Christmas. 

Though, however, the ministry had taken steps for the pre
servation of order, it could not permanently ignore the causes 

C 
to which disorder \vas attributable. When Parlia-

ompensaw 
tion for im- ment reassembled after Christmas, Somerville, who 
provements. 

had succeeded Labouchere as Secretary for Ireland,3 

Jir.~_troduced a bill _to give security to the Irish tenant for the 
timprovements which he had made. But the bill perished 
. almost in the hour of its birth.4-Disliked by landlords for 
what it did, disliked by reformers for what it did not do, 
it made no progress. Other circumstances soon directed 
the attention of its promoters to fresh measures oi coercion. 
Amidst the clash of arms conciliation was again forgotten, and 
the gross evils of the Irish land system were left unremedied.6 

If, indeed, Ireland had been solitary in her discontent, 

1 Examiner, 5th of December r847 ; Hansard, vol. XCV. p. 718, 
2 Ibid., p. 961, II and 12 Viet., c. 2, sec. 18. 
3 Lord Bessborough, the first of Russell's Lord-Lieutenants, died in May 

1847· For very pleasing notices of him see Greville's Memoirs, second part, 
~ol. iii. p. 82 ; Life of Spencer, p. 52. He was the first Viceroy who had 
died in office for sixty years. He was succeeded by Clarendon, the President 
of the Board of Trade. Labouchere became President of the Board of Trade 
in succession to Clarendon, and Somerville, who sat for Drogheda, succeeded 
Labouchere. 

4 The bill was read a second time and referred to a Select Committee. 
Hansard, vol. xcviii. p. 6g. • 

5 Somerville's bill gave the tenant compensation to a limited extent for 
improvements undertaken with the landlord's consent, or, after notice to the 
landlord, with the concurrence of arbitrators appointed under the Act. 
Hansa1·d, xcvi. p. 673. 
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events in 1847-8 might have flowed in a different channel. 
The- course of Irish politics, however, was suddenly modified 
.by the revolutions which· convulsed the continent of Europe. 
An ·account of these events will more properly fall The Revolu

within the compass of a later chapter. Here it is tion of 1 848. 

only necessary to point out the influence which they exerted 
in Dublin. Occurrences such as those of 184 7-8- the 
Austrians driven .out of Italy, the King of ·the French a · 
fugitive from France, the Pope flying from Roine, Metternich 
and Guizot companions in exile-were calculated to_gir_...!l:le 
p~qLey_ery~~eRJ:ll?Ji~ll-.0· ·Lamartine, moreoyer, who imme
diately became the guiding spirit of the Provisional Govern
ment in Paris; who had passed his . youth in . converse with 
his books, his heart, and his thoughts, who sought in his 
Tacitus· arguments against modern enipires,1 was exactly the 

.character whom the imaginative writers of the Jl.'iltion 'were 
likely to imitate. The aid· of France had been the dream 
of Ireland as well as. of Italy. T~J!!'ur for .Qppres~e.d.n.~tion- · 
ali ties, so Lamartine ·declared,. had come. France would hot 

l stand by and witness their repression.2 

Equality is the maxim: of Republicanism, yet the first action 
of republicans is usually to place themselves under a leader, 
and among them, as among monarchists, the lead §lffi~h 
is frequently accorded to birth.· The patriots of ~ien. . 

179.8 arrayed themselves under a Fitzgerald; the patriots of 
r848 chose a leader in an O'Brien. Smith O'Brien had for 

. years past been a respectable member of Parlhiment. He 
had dissented from the counsels of peace which O'Connell 
gave in r842; he had objected in 1846 to serve on a railway 
committee on the ground. that England had not done justice 
to .ireland ; 3 but he· had little in common with the party -of 
which he wmi'" the leader. Duffy, Davis, Meagher, Mitchell, 
were young men buoyed up by the enthusiasm of. youth; 

lO'Brien was a middie-aged man, whose temperament was 

1 Lamartine, Histoire de !a Revolution de 1848, vol. i .. p. 74 
2 Ibid., vol. ii. p; 39· 
s Hansard, vol. lxxxv. pp. 1071, II53· and vol. Ixxxvi. p. 966 •. 
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already subdued by the advance of years. They bad floated 
to the surface through the elevating force of their own abilities. 

i!ie was only saved from sinking into obscurity by the sustain
.lng power of a great name. They fanned one another's 
passions by the warm breath of their own poetry; he froze 
his audiences by the dulness of his prose. The songs of 
the Nation, the speeches of Meagher, still stir the blood of 
those who read them and disapprove. No pulse was probably 
ever quickened by any ofthe many contributions which Smith 
O'Brien made to the pages of" Hansard." 

Duffy and :pavis in 1842 had condemned O'Connell for 
lagging behind them; Meagher and Mitchell in 1848 out
stripped Duffy. The Uni(etf: I1:t~hmqn, of which Mj!_£hell 
was the editor, became a much more fervent and a much 
more popular newspaper than the Nation. M~gher repeated 
on the platform the advice which Mitchell disseminated in 
his newspaper, and war, if the language of Irish patriotism 
could be relied on, became every day more probable. 

Yet the movement which was thus announced with pomp 
and vanity was destined to lead to failure and ridicule, 

Lamartine, reflecting that the good-will of England 
Fresh mea~ 
sures or was worth more than the promises of the Irish, told 
coercion. 

an Irish deputation, with Smith O'Brien at its head, 
that it was not meet 1 for France to intervene in the affairs 
of a country with which she wished to remain at peace. The 
ministry, determined to stop rebellion at the outset, decided 
on prosecuting Smith O'Brien and his associates. Before the 
actions which were thus instituted were tried, it introduced 
a fresh measure of coercion. Doubts had arisen whether 
Pitt's Act of 1796 or Castlereagh's Act of x8q, by which the 
Act of 1796 was made perpetual, were or were not applicable 
to Ireland. These doubts were removed, but offences against ·_ 
them were declared to be not treason but felony, punishable 
with transportation. 2 On the other hand, a new provision 

l "Com·enab!e," L' Histoire de !a. Revolution, vol. ii. p. 268. 
2 Hansard, vol. xcviii. p. 20, and II and 12 Viet., c. 12, sec. 3· This modi

'fication of the law seems to have been suggested by Campbell, See Auto
oiograp!ly, val. ii. p. 239. 
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of unprecedented severity was imported into the Jaw, and any 
person who "by open. and advised speaking" compassed the 
intimidation either of the Crown or of Parliament was .made 
guilty, of felony.'l 

This provision did not constitute the only measure of pre
caution. Revolution on the Continent had been followed by 
an· inroad of f01'eigners into the United Kingdom; and the 

• Government decided on temporarily renewing the provisions 
of the Alien Acts, and on taking power to remove suspected 
foreigne;';;£r~;'"'the country. 2 Such legislation looked incon
sistent enough from the hands of a Whig Minist!Y· But parlia
mentary reform had made it easy. for a minister to obta.in 
powers which could not have been sectired from an unreformed 

·Parliament. "The people readily assented to a ministry which 
relied on popular support assuming functions which it would 
not •have entrusted to a Government which owed its orig'in to 
the favour of a king or the will of an .oligarchy; and t~is 

disposition on the part of the people to entrust ministers with 
extreme powers was especially visible when the party was in 
offi~e'which identified itself most closely with the cause of the 
people. There was no objection-so ran the excuse-to entrust 
unconstitutional powers to a constitutional i11inistry. Armed 

,., with this apology, the rrien who had resisted the Six Acts could 
.vote with an easy conscience for the Coercion Acts of r833 

- and 1848. They closed their eyes' to the objections to the 
measures before them, and relied on the position of the men 
entrusted with their administration. 

Armed with the special po>vers which Parliament had en-

1 Russell, .before going into Committee, gave an undertaking that the pro
vision against' open and advised speaking should be only temporary. Hansard, 
vol. xcviii. p. 239. The words "open and advised speaking" after this 
,assurance' were retained by r88 votes to 79, ibid., p. 379; and on repoct by 
83 votes to 39• ibid., p. 420. The amendment making the. provision temporary 
is in ibid., p. 42 r, qnd see the 4th section of the Act. 

2 The Crown and Government Security Bill was introduced into the Commons 
on the 7th of April, was carried to the Lords on the r8th, and received the 
Royal assent. ,on the 22nd of April. Hansard, vol. xcviii. pp. 20, 480, 537· 
The Aliens Removal Bill was introduced into the Lords on the nth of April, 
and was read a second time in the Commons on the r7th. Ibid., pp. r35, s6o. 
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trusted to it, the ministry addressed itself to the task of re· 
establishing order. The original prosecutions against Smit-h 

{
O'Brien and his associates failed, the jury being unable to 
agree on a verdict.1 But fresh proceedings against Mitchell 
succeeded, and the Court sentenced lum to transportation for • 

1 fourteen years. 2 His imprisonment removed the ablest and 
·boldest leader from the ranks of the confederates. His 
sentence, it was thought, would be the immediate signal for -
a general insurrection. But the Irish, though they are always 
talking of insurrection, seldom rise. Their leaders, from 
O'Connell downwards, quote with approval the words with 
which Byron incited the hereditary bondsmen of Greece to 
rebel. - From O'Connell downwards, they have had the wit 
to see that they could obtain more by passive 'resistance to 
authority than from active rebellion. • 

It is possible, indeed, that the abortive attempt at an up
rising which characterised 1848 would not have occurred if 

~- ~inisters had not resolved on a fresh measure of 
The Habeas 
Coiinrs Act 
suspended. 

!e~p. Towards the close of the session, alarmed 
at the language held on the platform and in the 

press, they asked for power to suspend the Habeas Corpus 
Act in Ireland till the 1st of the following March.a The . 
House, at the instance of its leader, suspended its standing 
orders, and passed the bill through all its stages on a single 
Saturday afternoon. On the following Monday the Lords 
imitated the despatch of the Commons, and on Tuesday, the 
25th of July, the Royal assent was communicated.4 

F~~ measures have had a more immediate effect than the 

1 Ann. Reg., 1848, Chron. p. 364-
2 Ibid., p. 384. Mitchell was tried by a jury from which the Crown struck 

off every person who was a Roman Catholic. The authorities ordered every 
person to be challenged whose political opinions were supposed to agree with 
those of the prisoner. But in actual fact every Roman Catholic was challenged. 
See for debate on this jury; Hamard, vol. xcix. pp. 2-4-

3 Russell's speech explaining the reasons for this measure is in Hansard, vol. 
c. p. 696. It was after a resolution, carried on 0' Brien's motion at a Dublin 
meeting, that " the purpose and end of our organisation are the overthrow of 
the power of the British Legislature in this island." Ibid., p. 702. 

4 Ibid., pp. 743, 756, 779· 
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s2~Pe'!sion. of_tne_.Hab.eas_Corpus.Act~in_It(!land in 184§. 
:Smith O'Brien a\ld his confederates, knowing that it was 
I aimed against themselves, left Dubliri and scattered through 
·\~he provinces. Co,llecting a few followers around ~im, O'Brien 

• ·wandered from place· to place with the object of avoiding irri· 
. prisonmen,t. Such conduct brought him into collision with 

authority. He ventured on attacking a small. police force at 
Ballingarry which defended itself in the house of Cormack, a 

· widow. The attack was repelled, O'Brien was ieft alone, and 
a few days later was quietly arrested at the railway station at 
Thurles. Technically, an attack upon the police \vas :m act 
of 'high treason, and O'Brien was tried for high. sn{ith . 

treason before a special commission. He was found O'Brien's 
• . · • rebellion.' 

guilty, and the dreadful sentence which the law 
·31w~rded to traitors was pronounced upon him. But the 
ministry was not likely ·to commit the grave error of 'shedding 
his blood. ·It did not require the unanimous recommendation 
ofthe jury by which he was tried to gain for him mercy, The 
execution of the law would have only converted into a tragedy 
a rebellion which had fortunately terminated in a farce; and 
O'Brien, his life spared, was transported. .~nortaJjQ!;l 

.t'esminated.theJa,st;:Irish..r,eb!i!llicm,.1 · 

l_I)._fact,A!;~~~I:.e_V:.otutio~proce~ing,i.JJ_lreland whic.h 

1 His trial will be founcl in Ann. Reg., 1848, Chron., pp. 389-443. Smith 
O'Brien's case was carried by writ of error to the Queen's Bench in England, 
and subsequently to the House of Lords. Ibid., 1849, Chron. pp. 359, 372: 
After the decision of the Lord~ the Government took steps to remove him froin 
the House of Commons and to commute his sentence to transportation,' 

• Both decisions incidentally raised constitutional points ·Of some importance: 
(r) Rus~dl was advised that a man guilty of .high treason was civilly dead, 
and so, instead of moving his expulsion, as he had originally Intended to do 
(Hansard, vol. cv. p. s8r), lie asked the House to affirm the fact, and to order 
the issue of a new writ f~r Limerick; (2) Smith O'Brien objected to the com
petence.of the Crown' to commute a sentence for high treasori, and the Govern· 
ment set the doubt at rest by introducing a declaratory Act to enable the Crown 
to do. so. This biil passed by large majorities, but ·after a good deal of dis
cussion. Ibid., vol. cvi.· p. 830. In the course of these debates Sinith O'Brien 
petitioned to be heard by counsel on the measure: A debate arose whether 
tlie House could receive a petitio!' from a traitor, It 'ultimately decided to 
receive the petition, apparently on the common-sense ground that it was 
desirable to make the right of petitioning as wide as possible. ·Ibid.~ p. 395·- . 

VOL. V. N -
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made rebellion less probable. Up to the middle of r845, 
~hen the potato-rot first appeared, every year had added to 
the teeming millions on Irish soil. The three years which 
followed the first outbreak of famine diminished the popu-

' lation of Ireland by 6 so,ooo souls. The three following 
years further decreased the numbers.of the Irish by r,roo,ooo 
people. Each succeeding year still further reduced the roll of 
the nation; and England, which pointed with just pride to the 
increase of its own people, noticed with equal satisfaction the 
progressive decrease of the Irish race. 

Rebellion, indeed, in Ireland would not have occurred even 
in r848, if twubles in England had not encouraged ins~urrec

t~ In England, as in Ireland, men of extreme 
t~irtists political opinions imagined that the convulsions in 
i\l,.r.s~s. Continental Europe might lead to revolution at 

home. The prostration of trade, the inevitable result of the 
commercial crisis of the preceding autumn, had thrown multi
tudes out of employment; the poor were suffering privations 
which they had not experienced since r842,1 and poverty, pro
ducing discontent, was preparing the way for disturbances. 

Some members of the working classes had never abandoned 
the designs which they had formed years before for acquiring 
a greater share of power for their own order. The five points 
of the Charter'had been developed into six, but the success 
of the six points was still the object at which earnest workmen 
were a1mmg. The petition of 1837 had failed, the petition 
of r839 had failed, but the old remedy was still in favour. 
The working classes were to petition the House of Commons 
in their millions, and with the voice of millions were to 
demand justice. 

Among the many men who exercised influence among the 
Chartists was an Irishman, Feargus O'Connor. He had many 
of the showy qualities which are calculated to captivate 

1 A single extract will perhaps illustrate this as well as a score of authorities. 
In Leeds "workmen were thrown out of employment in vast numbers, ftnd the 
destitution was appalling; 15,000 persons were receiving relief at one time from 
the public soup kitchen ; their average earnings did not reach rod. a head ; the 
rates were heavy." See Life of Hook, p. 412. 
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mobs. .Tall, broad, of high lineage, and with a rude eloquence, 
he impressed an uneducated audience. His paper, ~us 
the Northern Star, became the chief organ of the ~"or. 
Chartist movement; his voice became 'the loudest at Chartist· 
meetings ; his counsel; after the. arrest .of Frost and Jones, 
was the boldest in the Chartist camp, and the electors of 
Nottingham, .fascinated by his .position, chose him 'as their 
representative. His remedy was sitnple. A monster .petition 

twas to be escorted tq Westminster by a monster procession, 
{and Parliament, overawed by a mob, was expected to yield 
fto .the voice of the people. All these anticipations only ended 
in ·a ludicrous catastrophe. On the i;th of April the attention 
of the Home Office was directed to a public advertisement 
that the meeting would be held on Monday, the roth of ApriL 
On the following day Grey, as· Secretary of State, after con
sultation with the Cabinet, issued a notice declaring that a 
meeting held for the purpose of organising a procession to 
escort a petition to Parliament, accompanied by excessive 
numbers of the people, was illegal.1 On the 8th Wellington, 
as Commander-in-Chief, was invited to join in the delibera
tions of the Ca,binet, · and the safety- of the metropolis was 
entrusted to his hands.2 The dispositions which the Duke 
had made at Torres Vedras· were not more judicious than 
those which he thereupon prepared. A few~ regular troops 
held the approaches to Westminster, while a larger body were 
kept concealed in reserve. The ordin~ry work of the police was 
performed by a body of special constables, who came forward 
in countless numbers to defend their property against 

bb 3 0' • h · Che collapse a ra !e. Connor, fng tened by these prepara- of the move-

tions, refused to proceed. Instead of .forming a ment •. 

procession he parleyed with the police, and the famous petition, 
which was to have been carried by an impulsive crowd of 
soo,ooo, persons, was ignominiously consigned to a hack cab 

1 Hansard, vol. xcvii. p. I353· and vol. xcviii. p. 6. 
s There is a very interesting reference to the Cabinet in Life of Lord Campbell, 

vol. ii. p. 236. 
a One hundred and seventy thousand special constables were sworn in. Ann. 

Reg., I848, Chron. p. ·52; and cf. Hansard, vol. xcvii. p. 459-
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and taken to the House of Commons, The unfortunate docu
ment had a harder fate before it. It was picked to pieces by 
a special committee .. It was found that, instead of containing 
s,7o6,ooo names, as O'Connor had boasted, only 1,975,4o6 
signatures were attached to it. It was discovered that the 
names of prominent personages, such as those of the Queen, 

lof Wellington, and of Peel, had been affixed to it, and that 
wholly fictitious names, I such as "No Cheese,"" Pug Nose," 
and "Fiat Nose," had been added in numbers. This dis-
covery turned the whole thing into ridicule. The little leaven 
leavened the whole lump; the House of Commons found a 
welcome excuse for disregarding the voices of I,goo,ooo people 
by pointing to the tricks of a few hundreds of tmscru pulous 
persons, and the cause of Reform was for years arrested by 
the abuse of the machinery devised by the Reformers. 

In the meanwhile Parliament had found leisure to devote 
itself to other labours than the suppression of rebellion in 

The panic Ireland and of Chartism in Great Britain. For 
of '848• some years a panic dread of France had seized the 

British people. It is easy to give a philosophic explanation 
of the causes in which the panic originated. The Whigs 
under Melbourne preached peace in their speeches and 
threatened war in the-ir despatches. The military and naval 
estimates were framed on principles consistent with the policy 
which they advocated in Parliament, but inconsistent with the 
tone which Palmerston habitually adopted. The end of the 
reign of William IV. saw retrenchment carried to an extreme 
which had never previously been contemplated. The com
mencement of the reign of Victoria saw war in Eastern Europe, 
war in Afghanistan, war in China; while war with France and 
war with the United States seemed imminent. It appeared 
probable that Britain would t>e arrayed against a world in arms 
with troops insufficient for the relief of the peace establishments 
in the colonies. The inevitable result ensued. Parsimony 
was checked by panic, and undue economy was succeeded 
by extravagant preparations. The panic which thus occurred 

1 Ha11Sard, val. xcviii. p. 284-
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was temporarily allayed by the ·accession of Peel ann Aber
deen to power. Under Melbourne the Foreign Office had 
been the most warlike department of the Government. Under 
Peel, Aberdeen was the most pacific member 'of the Cabinet. 
The country was r.eassured by a reasonable expenditure on 
t~e army and navy, and confidence was restored by the evident 
desire for peace.1 The confidence, however, which Peel and· 
Aberdeen had established by their conduct was interrupted 
by their fall. An unfortunate difference between France and 
England created ill-feeling on both sides of the Channel. One 
of the sons of Louis Philippe had a few years previously 
advised his fellow-countrymen to build a steam fleet. The 
British Foreign Minister, a year before his return to office, had 
declared authoritatively that steam had bridged the Channel. 2 

At the commencement of 1848 Wellington stamped. panic 
; with the seal of authority by addressing a letter to Sir John 
\Burgoyne on the state ohhe rtq_tional defences.s 

While the country was still agitated with the alarm which 
Wellington's letter excited, while newspapers and broadsheets 
were publishing articles and arguments to prove the facility 
with which England might be invaded, Parliament resumed 
the labours of the session which had been tempqrari:ly inter
rupted by the Christmas recess. One thing was needful. A 
country strewed with .the wrecks of a great commercial disa-ster 
required leisure for the repair of the ruin which had been 
made .. But the ministry, with Wellington's warning still ring
ing in its ears, had no eyes for the ruins of the past. It 
hastily decided on a policy of expenditure. 

Before 1842 the Budget had uniformly been proposed by 

1 The military and naval expenditure of the nation amounted to £r6,JOJ,6oi 
in 1826. It was gradually reduced to £r3,914,677 in 1830. The Whigs further 
reduced it to £rz,o66,057 in 1834. They increased ino £14,722,628 in r84o. 
Peel left it at £ r6,864,697 in 1846. Porter's Progress of the Nation, pp. 
sos. so6. . 

2 Cf. Cobden's Political ~Vritings, vol. ii. p. 222, and Hansard, vol. lxxxii. 
p. 1223. 

3 For the letter see Ann Reg., 1848, Chron. p. 5, and cf. ibid., Hist. p. 
34- The letter was never intended. for publication. Greville's Memoirs, Part 
ii. vol, iii. p. _tfY], 
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the Chancellor of the Exchequer. In 1842 and 1845 Peel, 
intent on commercial reforms of unexampled mag

,fi:d:e7~r nitude, had taken the duty into his own hands and 
:
8
_4il. had personally brought forward the Budget. In 

1848 Russell decided on following the example of Peel, and 
on introducing his own Budget. In the previous year the 
revenue was estimated at £sz,o6s,ooo, the expenditure at 
£5 1,576,o77.1 But famine in Ireland and commercial 
disasters at home had disappointed these anticipations, and 
in February it was no longer possible to expect that the 
receipts of the year would exceed £51,362,ooo, while supple
mental estimates and the charge of the famine debt had raised 
the probable expenditure to £52,315,o79· 2 The ministry did 
not venture on anticipating that the revenue of the succeeding 
financial year would exceed £5I,25o,ooo. A little war at 
the Cape threw an additional charge of £1,10o,ooo on the 
country; and some £245,ooo, not provided for in the esti
mates, had been spent on the navy. If these sums were 
paid out of the revenue of 1848-9, and no reductions were 
made, the expenditure would be raised from £sz,315,ooo 
to £s3,66o,ooo, or to £2,410,000 more than the probable 
revenue; and, instead of attempting retrenchments, the minis·. 
try, sharing in tQe panic, decided on increasing its establish
ments. It determined on an increased expenditure on the 
army, navy, and ordnance of £452,ooo, and on embodying 
the militia at a cost of £15o,ooo. These and other minor 
charges raised the expenditure of the year to £54,596,ooo, and 
left the nation face to face with a new deficit of £3.!-346,ooo.ll 

1 Ante, p. r72. 
2 These figures will be found in Hansard, vol. xcvi. pp. 905, go6. 
B The figures were :-

Debt • • 
Consolidated Fund 
CaffirWar • • • 
Naval Excesses in r847-48 
Army 
Navy • 
Ordnance 
Miscellaneous 
Militia • 

-Ibid., vol. xcvi, p. 9r9. 

£2B,s3o,6oo 
2,750,000 
z,roo,ooo 

245·500 
7,r62,996 
7,726,6ro 
2,924,835 
4,oo6,ooo 

xso,ooo 
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~.ear,~e, Jamin~,~P4_ .. .feebJ_~-fiPit.n_<:e ha5i _brought .. the 
C.Q!J!ltry_!Q_.this. 4_eplot:_a,Ql~""-SO!},d~~iPP· To provide tor the 
deficit which it had incurred, the ministry boldly proposed 

} to raise the income-tax from 7d. to IS. in the pound. The 
increase, it was calculated, .would supply an additional revenue 
of £3,soo,ooo a year, and thus convert the de-licit into a 
smaH surplus. With this surplus, ministers ·even venttlred 
on proposing a small measure of free trade. Up to r842, 
copper had been allowed to be taken out of bon·d and smelted, 
provided that a proportionate quantity of fine copper was 
returned into bond. In r842 Peel had repealed this clumsy 
arrangement, and allowed the importation of copper ore on 
the payment of a small duty. The smelters of South Wales 
declared that in consequenc~ of this change copper was 
smelted abroad, and their own trade injured. Moved by 
their representations, Russell decided on repealing the import 
duty on copper ore. Perhaps no financier had ever promised 
a smaller boon in return for . so great a burden. He was 
imposing an additional tax of sd. in the pound on incomes, 
and he was asking the people to accept a little cheaper 
copper. 

The Budget was received with a shout ofdisapproval from 
both sides of the House. Member after member rose to 
express his surprise, his consternation, or his regret; and the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer was compelled to minimise some 
of the proposals which the First Minister had made.1 Hume, 
consistent in his own views, asked the House to postpone 
supp~y till it had decided on the propositions of the ministry; 
and the Governme_nt, alarmed at the attitude of its supporters; 
consented to refer the estimates of the year to Select Commit
teP.s.2 No such course had been taken for twenty years. 

I Hansard, vol. xcvi. p. 968, and Beaconsfield's Speeches, vol. ii. p. 427. 
2 The original proposal was, that the miscellaneous estimates should be re

ferred to a Select Committee, the military and naval estimates to Select and 
Secret Committees. Hansard, vo!. xcvi. p. ggr. Hume at once objected to 
the Committees being secret. Ibid., p. 997· Bentinck declared that a Secret 
Committee to inquire into the ·navy was unconstitutional. Ibid., p. 1002. 

\Vood subs~quently abandoned the secrecy, explaining that" be had laboured. 
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The Budget was proposed on the x8th of February; the 
estimates were referred to Select Committees on the following 
Monday. On Thursday the 24th a rumour of riots in Paris 
agitated the benches of the House of Commons. On the 
The effects 2 sth it was officially known that Guizot had re
lie~~iution signed; on the 26th the fall of the dynasty of July 
ofr848. was announced in London. The whole cause and 
justification of the estimates was over. The King, whose 
approach as a conqueror had been dreaded, was on his way 
to England as a refugee. Palmerston, relieved from the irri
tating influence of Guizot's presence at the French Foreign 
Office, made up his mind that peace was certain. 1 Lamartine, 
who for a few months swayed the destinies of France, displayed 
an anxiety to maintain the British alliance. The first French 
Revolution precipitated war ; the third French ·Revolution 
prevented war between France and England. 

Amidst the roar of revolution abroad, economists returned 
to the attack upon the Budget. Hume sounded the keynote 
of the controversy by' declaring that "the universal opinion 
throughout the country was that the Government had pro
posed an unwarrantable increase in the expenditure." 2 And 
The Budget the ministry, moved by the language in Parliament 
withdrawn. and out of doors, resolved on withdrawing its whole 
scheme. On the 28th of February, Wood, under the pretext 
of making a fuller statement than his leader had found practi
cable, introduced a new Budg.et. If the House of Commons 
would renew the income-tax at the old rate of 7d, he offered 
The second to abandon the proposal for the extra sd. The 
Budget of bal~ce at the Bank was fortunately high, and the 
1848. 

charge of the Caffir War and the increased cost of 
the navy could be paid out of this balance. "It is one of the 
advantages of maintaining high balances in ordinary times 

under some misapprehension" about the course pursued in r8z8, The Com· 
mit tee of that year had, at its own discretion, conducted its sittings in private, 
but was not a !::iecret Committee. Ibid., ID63. See also Peel's remarks, ibid., 
IOJ2. 

1 Palmerston's opinion of L:!martine will be found in Ashley's Palmerston, 
vol. ii. pp. 7J· 77, 8r, ~ f{ansard, vo). xcvi. p. I;JJ~· 
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tl1at by this means we may be enabled to bridge over a tim(! 
of temporary pressure." 1 The ministry, in short, proposed · 
to abandon its proposal for fresh _taxation, and to encounter a 
new deficit, ·. · . 

Since the days of Vansittart, no ministry had.~entured 'on 
so radical an alteration of the Budget. T.\le_W~hjg_G.g~rn
ment of 1848 <;:ould hardly_ have survived its retreat if the 
dTv'Gi~7 it;"'opp~~t;''h:a,'d';;~ridt' it ;ith~~t. a~ . organisea 
~---~"'~""--. ·-~ -·- ·~--- ~- ... · .~.~~-:'!!·-~~ 

0Epos_ition. .J>eel sat apart from the Conservatives who had 
d~serted him; and the protectionists w·ere without .a leader. 
Throughout 1847 the foremost place on'the Opposition benches 
had been conceded to Bentinck. But, towards the cl6se of 
the year, the attitude of Bentinck on a particular question had 
estranged him from the Tory party. For many y~d~sjre . 
had existed among Literalpolitici;ms to rem~(i:jle_disabiljties 
~h--exc1udedthe Jew from Parliament. . The re- Disabilities. 

formed House of-Commons, in 1833 and 1834, of the Jews . 

. passed bills introduced by Charles Grant for the purpose. 

1 But the Lords steadily refused to consent to what was errone
ously called the emancipation of the Jew.2. For many years 
the division of opinion betw'een the two H~mses cre'ated no 
practical interest. No county or borough in the United 
Kingdom selected a Jew as its representative. The debates 
which Grant and others raised consequently only seemed of 
abstract importance, and little inconvenience resulted from 
the contrary views of Lords and Commons. 

In 181.7 t~,g~!iBJ.LSuddenly_assum~.~e.w~aspect. The 
CityorLondon, at the general election in that year, chose as 
one of its representatives Baron Rothschild, a well-know~ and 
wealthy Jew. The voice. of the City of London acquired 
double significance because the -City simultaneously placed 
Russell, the Prime Minister of England,. at the head of the 
poll. It would in any circumstances have been Russell's du~y 
to have dealt with the questions which were raised by Roths-

1 Hansard, vol. xcvi. p. 1414. 
2 For Grant's original motion, ibid., -vol xvii. p. 205. For the decision 

of the Lords in 1833. ibid., vol xx. p. 249: For the decision of_ the Lords in 
1834, ibid., vol. xxiv. p. 731, 
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child's election. The need for doing so was doubly urgent 
when his own constituents were partially disfranchised by 
Rothschild's exclusion from the House of Commons. In the 

1short autumn session of 1847, Russell accordingly moved that 
1 the House should resolve itself into a committee for the pur-
pose of considering the propriety of removing the disabilities 

'of the Jews; 1 and, in the course of the debate on this motion, 
'Bentinck had the courage to express his determination to sup
lport the Whig leader.2 

The protectionists, who had practically adopted Bentinck 
as their leader, were almost unanimously in favour of excluding 
the Jew from Parlia.ment. They were disappointed to find 
that the man who had fought so vigorously against free trade 
was not prepar,ed to contend against the Jew. Intolerant of 
freedom, they had the arrogance to convey "their keen sense 
of disapprobation" a to Bentinck. Perhaps the annals of 
English politics do not present a more surprising consequence 
than that which ensued from this remonstrance. Bentinck, 
stung to the quick by the ingratitude of his friends, withdrew 
from the prominent seat which be had occupied on the front 
Opposition bench. For more than a session the protectionists 
remained without a leader,4 and the cloak of Bentinck ulti
mately feli on the shoulders of the gifted but unscrupulous 

Disraeli 
becomes 
leader of 
the Pro
tectionists. 

politician whose name has already been mentioned 
in this history, anP, w,ho not only, like Bentinck, had 
separated himself from the Conservatives to support 
Russell's proposal, but whose name, whose face, 

whose voice, and whose pen constantly reminded his sup
porters that he was himself a Jew. 

In the interval which elapsed between the retirement of 
Bentinck and the succession of Disraeli to the lead of the 

1 Hansard, vol. xcv, p. 1234-
2 For Bentinck's speech, ibid., p. 1381. The motion was carried by 253 

votes to 186 (ibid., p. 1397), but the bill founded on the motion was ultimately 
thrown out by the Lords. 3 Lord George Bentinck' s Life, p. 513. 

4 It would perhaps be more accurate to say that they were under a trium
virate: Disraeli, Lord Granby, and 'Herries. Malmesbury's .Memoirs, p. 176; 
but cf. Greville (Memoirs, Part ii. vol, iii. p. 123), who says Granby was elected 
IMder. 
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Tory party, the protectionists remained without a leader; and 
ministers, saved from .the attacks of an orgimised.Opposition, 
were enabled to survive humiliations which otherwise would 

·have overwhelmed them. Wood was consequently allowed 
to reconstruct the Budget which Russell had brought fcirw.ard. 
The financi;:tl troubles of the Goveniinent were not, however, 
terminated by the reconstruction of th~ Budget. The altera
tions which the Whigs had made in the sugar duties Bentinck 

in 1846 had been followed by severe distress in the and the . · 
. . . - . . - sugar duties. 

West Ind1a colomes. The protectiOnists asserted 
that this distress was attributable to free trade ; the free traders 
declared that it was the almost inevitable accompaniment of 
the embarrassments which were visible in every part of. the 
world. On the first night after the Christmas recess, i Bentinck 
asked for a Select Committee to inquire into the distress of 
the sugar-growing colonies. The Committee was granted ; it 
pursued its labours under Bentinck's guidance with industry; 
and ultimately, at the end of May,. after the rejection of several 
alternatives, it a:gnied;by its chairman's casting vote, to recom
mend, during the next six years, tQ.e"j.!!!po.~ition of,a'<d.if[exs:n-
1 iaL duty •. of .• r os."'in Aavour.,.of,sugar,the...produce-.. of ... British 
poss.e§~ions. 1 · . 

The policy which Bentinck and the Committee were thus 
propounding was d~'E;,Ilded,.by prot~tionists who hated free 
trade, and by freu.~;,ade':s who hated slavery; and a ,combina· 
tion of Liberals and Conservatives compelled the Government 
to deal withthe matter. (On the r6th of June Russell offered 
to reduce the duty on colonial sugar by rs. a year for three 
years, and to continue the reduction of the duty on foreign 
sugar for three years longer. than was originally proposed, till 
it was equalised with the duty on colonial sugar in 1854· 
The new scheme, therefore, maintained the differential duty 
for three years longer than the original plan of 1~46. It 
1formed to this extent a concession to the protectionfsts.2 _> 

A proposal of this character was not likely to sa0sfy·every 
1 For the debate on Bentinck's motion, Hansard, vol. xcvi. pp. 7, 84, cf. Lift 

of Lord G. Bentinck, p. 529 et seq. 2 Hansard, vol. xcix. p. 738 
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one, but it was almost certain to pass. Men like Hume, 
unable to understand a minister who was "unblushingly" 
modifying a policy on which he had deliberately taken his 
stand,1 were powerless to defeat a change which was sup
ported by Whigs and protectionists. Men like Bentinck, · 
who desired much greater concessions to the West Indies, 
were unable to overcome the united forces of Whigs and 
free traders. The slight concession to the colonies secured 
for the Government adequate. support. The protectionists, 
indeed, induced Sir J. Pakington to propose a resolution 
censuring the policy, but the ministry,2 after a long debate, 
succeeded in defeating the motion by a small majority.s 

In the course of the discussion on the sugar duties, it 
occurred to some persons that a reduction of duty would 

increase the financial embarrassments of the nation, 
The third 
Budget of and the Government was accordingly pressed to 
1848

. declare bow it intended to provide for the fresh 
deficit it was incurring. In consequence of this criticism, 
the ministry was drawn into a fresh dilemma. It had com
menced the session by suggesting that the est~;blishments 

should be increased and that the income-tax should be raised; 
it bar! subsequently besought the House to continue the tax 
at its previous rate of 7d.; in June it discovered that the 
increased expenditure which had necessitated fresh taxation 
was unnecessary. No less than £zJs,ooo was saved on the 
miscellaneous estimates, the expenditure on the navy and on 
the ordnance was reduced by £3oo,ooo, and the proposal 
for embodying the militia at a cost of£ rso,ooo was quietly 
abandoned. These changes, however, did not reduce the ex
penditure within the limits of the income, and the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer, in the last fortnight of the 
The fourth • 
Budget of sesswn, was consequently compelled to propose what 
1848

' was humorously called a fourth Budget. The total 
·expenditure of the year was finally placed at £54, r6r,256. The 

1 Hansard, vol. xcix. p. 753· 
2 Ibid., p. 825 ; and cf. Disraeli's Bentinck, p. 54+ 
s The ministry was suoported by 26o votes to 245· Hansard, vol xcix. 

p. IJ\j6, 
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revenue was raised by some· minor changes to £sz,13o,ooo, 
and the deficie1icy of £z,ooo,ooo was coyered .• by a.new loan 
oCth.:J,tramO.unt.I· . . 

The result proved more satisfactory than Wood had antici
pated. The revenue·, instead of amounting to £sz,13o,ooo, 
produced £sj,oq,ooo; and the expenditure, placed in the 
Budget at £54,16t,ooo, only amounted to £s3,287,ooo.2 

vThe year therefore ended, from a financier's point of view, 
with brighter results than had been anticipated. The increase 
in the revenue, indeed, reflected the general condition of the 
country. Notwithstanding the severe crisis of the preceding 
year, trade was gradually recovering its former elasticity. The 
income-tax in 1848-9 was levied on a higher assessment. than 
had ever yet been reached.; s the value of British exports was 
greater than in any previous year.4 There was mor_e shipping 
'in British ports, more work in British factories, more spirits, 
unhappily, drunk in British taverns than had ever previously. 
been kno\vn.5 · · 

The return tci prosperity. \vhich was thus evi_dent was partly 
accelerated by a fall in prices. The people ·were better off, 

Jnot because their incomeS were larger, but because R . . : 
~ · · "-' eturnmg 
'-the commodities which they required were cheaper. prosperity of 

• . , . • . the people. 
A-lmost every art1cle of dally use cost 10 to 25 per 
cent. less than at the time of the passage of the· Reform Act. 
i'he average P!ice of wheat throughout the year .was lower 
than, with the exception of 1835, it had been in any previous 
year in the century. The retail price of meat in the best 
shops was 1d. to t}zd. a lb. less tha~ it had been eighteen.yeats; 

1 Hansar/i?v_ol. xcix. p. 1452; and cf. vol; ci. pp. 544~546. 
2 Ibid., vol. cvi. p. 740. But Wood's statement is very complicated. Cf. · 

Statistical Abstracts. · 
3 £259,214,593 ·: this amount was not again reached till I851-2. 
4 £63,596,o;:s against £52,849,445 in 1848, 
5 3,400,809 tons of shipping were registered in British ports at the close ·of 

!848, an increase of nearly 100,000 tons over the previous year. Tbe con• 
sumption of spirits in 1849 rose to 1.02 gallons per· head of the popula.tion, 
The hig!Jest previous consumption had been 1-oi gallons in 1846. The in
crease was the more remarkable from the fact' that th" Irish, who ·had been 
almost decimated by the effects o( the famine, are a spirit-consuming people. . 
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• 
before. Cotton, linen, groceries, tea and sugar, were all from 
ro to 25 per cent cheaper than at the time of the Reform 
Act.1 The cost of living, therefore, was sensibly lower than 
it had been in previous years. 

Many persons, however, thought that the classes who were 
dependent on land for their livelihood did not share the 
general improvement. The farmers, it was contended, suffered 
from the decreased cost of agricultural produce, the landlords 
from the consequent inability of their tenants to pay their 
rents, the labourers from a reduction of wages by the competi
The pro· tion of Irish immigrants. The agricultural classes, 
~t:!d~~~~e~ it was argued, had therefore some claim on the con
tiouists. sideration of the Legislature. In the Lords, Stanley, 
adhering to his old principles, avowed himself, at the com
mencement of the session of 1849, the uncompromising ad
vocate of "the old, just, and equitable principle, which gave 
necessary protection, not monopoly, to the labourers and pro
ducers of this country, and to our fellow-countrymen, wherever 

. they were to be found throughout the world." 2 In the Com
mons, Disraeli, too astute to connect himself with a cause that 
was lost, but too prudent to sever himself from the country 
gentlemen, endeavoured to secure compensation rather than 
protection for the land. The landlords were thenceforward 
persuaded by him to look to the reduction of local burdens.s 

Disraeli's cautious conduct did not entirely remove the effect 
of Stanley's incautious utterance. On the first night of the 
session, the most powerful protectionist had gone out of his 
way to profess his adherence to the principles of protection ; 
thenceforward, every free trader was taught to identify the 
cause of free trade with the fortunes of the ministry ; ' and the 

1 Cf. Henley's statistics in Hansard, vol. cvii. p. 412, with Wood's in ibid., 
vol. cvi. p. 1203. 2 Ibid., vol. cii. p. 54-

• 3 For his motion on land taxation, Ibid., vol. ciii. p. 424· The motion 
was rejected by 280 votes to 189. Ibid., p. 861. Lord George Bentinck's death 
in the preceding September had removed Disraeli's warmest friend and most 
formidable rival from his path to the leadership of the Tories. 

4 Graham, in April, quoted Stanley's words, and put the case quite plainly: 
"Here therefore issue is joined. I say that protection or no protection is the 
point at issue, and I regard it as the battlefield on which the struggle mus\ 
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followers of Peel, who were still wavering between old friend-
ships and new principles, ranged themselves with increasing 
steadiness on the side of the Whigs. - In consequence of this 
circumstance, the ministry assumed a bolder front than it had 

l presented in the previous year. In 1848 it had apparently 
been expiring from in~i!ion; in 1849 it gave fresh proof of 
its vitality. • . 

There was one subject which adinitted of no delay, with 
which it was necessary for the ministry to deal. Ireland was still 
the theme and the difficulty of the hour. A foreign The state 

gentleman whose labours in the cause of charity oflreland. 

made his name familiar in 1848, and whose genial manners 
·secured. him afterwards a welcome in society, declared that in 
his perambulations round the world he had seen humanity in 
most. of the latitudes and longitudes, and that n.£.!Ji~!;~~e 
had he found men subjeCt to misery of such an. aggravated 
~·~~~;,., ... ,._........._ •• &.~v.'" ~· ,_.• ~ '" - ,; ·~ - ·-~., 

character as in Western Ireland.l ·· · 
._ti~;_...,...o..;,........,..;"""'~"M ... ~.._-· ,....-.i';l.i:,.,.,~.:~-.... 

It has been the constant curse of Jreland that measures 
,prompted for her relief have sharpened her sufi"e"rings. The 
jministry had hoped that the .P~,1i!:.~ of. !.~4),_8y_g~g:~ 
rpeasapt a claim_to_reljef, would have 'discouraged evictions; 
andthe re~pJ~Y,(!.d thaULsu.pplied.the_oJV:QeJ with an. excuse 
f~learing his ptoP.erty. In England similar legislation had 
led.'"lothe (i-;;mQii'tfo;" of cottages,; in Ireland if was followed 
by wholesale evictions. In the three years ending March 
1849, 16o,ooo persons were evicted. In one year, in a single 
union, rs,ooo ·persons were ejected from their holclings.2 It 
take place between· reaction and progress." Hansard, vol. civ. p. 675. The 
words, coming from Graham, were of exceptional significance, because he had 
just refused to join the ministry on Auckland's death. Lift {!f Campbell, vol 
ii. p. 249, and cf, Greville's Memoirs, second part, vol. iii. p. 2.59 et seq. 

1 Count Strelecki, quoted in Hansard, vol. cv. p. 502. 
2 A landlord of Galway turned out his tenantry on a stormy winter's night. 

lThe parents implored shelter for their children, and were refused. Many of 
,them died. Peel said of this landlord's conduct, " I ~k~~~~it1.~any 
k~W"X~S~in.g.its~l£ .. <.:!r!Y~e~ a. case.<;>£:. mpre grjevous.hardship ev~r occ~rred." 
Hansard, vol. xcvii. p. 1009 .. Yet it may be doubted whether such injustice 
was not terribiy common. In September 1847, 6ooo notices of. ejectment were 
served in a single union, ibid., pp. 345· 856, 86o; and cf. for other evictions, 
ibid., vol. civ. p. 883, vol cv. pp. 1286, 1288, and vol· cix. p. 469. It-ought 
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,,was a poor consolation to these miserable people that their 
Ell-treatment elicited an expression of the :• deepest abhorrence" 
:m the House of Commons,1 and that rts consequences were 
lfelt in every part of the British dominions. 

v- Some of these unfortunates crowded into the Irish work-
1 houses-the deaths i~ these buildings, week for week, equalled 
!the mortality of the 11·hole of London with its 2,ooo,ooo 
.inhabitants-others of them lay down and died on the road
side ; others again dragged their weary bodies to the coast, 
:and begged or collected the few pence necessary for their 
(conveyance to England. 2 Some of them, who had still a little 
money, came to England on their way to the western hemi- _ 

sphere ; others of them, destitute of means for emi-
Its conse· . . h , h fi d' 
quences to gratwn, came In t e vam ope of r. mg work. 
England. Afraid to apply for relief, lest they should be sent 

1back to starve in their own homes under a law of settlement, 
they t<?._ok refuge in the jails, and brought down wages to the 
lowest point at which men could live. Wherever they went 

'

they carried with them the seeds of disease. The emigrants 
died in mid-ocean ; s died on reaching Canada. The Irish 
who swarmed in England died like flies ; clergymen, doctors, 
and relieving officers were struck down by the fever which the 

_ Irish brought. In England and Wales more people died in 
'1849·than had ever died in any previous year; 56,ooo more 
people died than had died, on ai1 average, in each of the 
preceding five years ; 34,ooo more people died than died,. 

to be added that the Act of r847, by declaring that no person should receive 
relief who was in occupation of more than a quarter of an acre of land facili· 
tated evictions, since the wretched cottiers had to choose between starvation 
and the surrender of .their holdings. 

1 The expression is Peel's in Hansard, vol. cv. p, 1288. 
2 From the rst of December r846 to the 29th of April 1847, 15o,ooo Irish 

landed in Liverpool alone. Ibid., vol. xcii. pp. 58, 526. The numbers from 
January to November r847 were 278, 005. Sir C. Trevelyan's Irish Crisis, 
p. roo. In 1849 it was said that 396,231 landed in a single year. Hansard, 
vol. cvii. p. 322. 
_ 3 The mortality among the emigrants in r847 amounted to 17 per cent, 

Nearly one person in every six persons who left Ireland for Canada died on 
the jonn)C)'. Ibid., vol. xcvi. p. ro26. For an account of the emigration see 
Sir' C. Trevelyan's' Irish Crisis, pp. 99 and xo,s. 
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on an average, in each of the succeeding five years, though 
these five years added a million souls to the population. 
• Even this mortality, frightful as it was, had. its good side . 

. It was nature's method of remedying a huge blunder, and 
of apportioning the population to the soil. She. was vindi
cating .the disregard of her laws by wholesaie niassacre) 
In the earlier ages of the world, and in rude and Oriental 
countries at the present time, she would .have been left to 

'"' solve the problem in her own way .. It was impossible in the 
nineteenth century for any Government, in a civilised country, 
to leave a whole people to die. The ministry was compelled 
t.o inte~,-~nd_to ~save~ the _peopl_e_fr.o.m-.fii'TI!g~---{\nd;J:p 
doitjustice,the Leg~,.E;£!withstanding the disc~ge
~!2v~~ulted from pr~vio!lsJail~~,~~tjt~elf The 

senously to work to deal w1th thMe_c~l.s. At the Natio!'al . 

I 
-f h · · h · • k d r d Rate tn Atd. outset o t e sessiOn t e numstry as e tOr an 

obtained a vote of £so,ooo to aid bankrupt unions in the 
task of feeding the people. The vote was granted,2 but. the 
sum was only intended as a temporary makeshift. The· 
ministry. almost simultaneously invited both branches of the 

"l Legisl~ture to appo.int seJ£\~tplnJ_rpittee;;,to,inqui.re i_~to ~he 
\Operatton~of.~the.Insh--Poor-Law.3 References of tins kmd 

l
ar~ --~~u;rly made excuses for delay, bU:t n~ charge of pro
crastination could fairly be brought against the mini.stry of 
1849· Russell laid before the Commons committee the 
details of the scheme on which he relied in the emergency, 

_._.and, obtaining the adhesion of the committee to one portion 
of it, introduced a bill to give effect to it. 4 

1 The population of Ireland decreased from 8,2g_5,o6r in r845 to 8,287,848 
in r846, to 8,025,274 in 1847 to 7,63g.8oo in 1848, and to 7,256,3r4 in r849. 
The pdpulation has gone on decreasing, though with dimin-ishing rapidity, 
ever since. At the census of r88r there were 5,294,436 persons in Ireland. 
In 1846 there were 129,807 emigrants, in 1847 258,270, in 1848 248,089, in 1849 
299,498. The Statistical Abstracts give all these figures in the most conven"ient 
form for reference. 2 Hansard, val. cii. p. 374, 629, 12 & 13 Viet. c. 5· 

3 Ibid., pp. 275 and 465. . · 
4 I have left this passage as it originally stood. But I have shown elsewhere 

that Russell's measure was modified by the adverse decisions cif his owri Cabinet. 
See Life of Lord I Russell, val. ii. p. 82 seq. 

WLV 0 
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The main principles on which Russell determined to act 
were as follows :-He proposed that (r) the rate leviable in 

1 
the electoral divisions of each union should be limited to 5§·; 
(2) when this rate proved inadequate, it should be supple
mented by a rate levied over the whole union, limiting, 
however, the whole sum leviable in any parish of the union 
for union purposes to 7!·; (3) any remaining deficiencies 

'should be supplied by a rate in aid chargecj on the whole 
of Ireland, amounting to 6j; in the pound. This proposal 
was one which it was difficult to defend on principle. The 
theory on which the poor law was based, that each locality 
should support its own poor, broke down if the locality were 
relieved from the burden whenever the load happened to be 
heavy. Many men of experience considered that, instead 
of making the union help the locality, it would be better 
to narrow the areas within which the rate was collected, to 
make each property chargeable with its own poor, and force 
the landlord who ejected his tenantry to stand between them 
and the grave. A maximum rate, moreover, would be at the 
best an imperfect remedy. It made no provision for the 

! support of the poor when all the resources procurable under 
1 it were exhausted. The rate in aid, if it were limited to 6d., 

could only under the most favourable conditions yield about 
£3oo,ooo a year. But there was no justice in such a rate. 

vit was equivalent to a proposal that Ulster should be taxed 
to support the destitute unions of Connaught and Munster. 
Such a proposition was either too narrow or too wide. Some
thing could be said for forcing every locality to sustain its own 
poor; something could be urged for asking the whole king
dom to help a locality crushed by an unprecedented disaster. 
But nothing-so it was argued-could be pleaded for taxing 
Ulster, and not England, for the relief of destitution in Galway. 
Either Ireland was an integral part of the United Kingdom, or 
it was not. If it were not, let the whole consequences ensue, 
arid let Ireland receive the Home Rule for which she longed; 
but, if it were, let the whole kingdom share a common burden, 
and minister out of its abundance to the necessities of Ireland. 
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These arguments produced a. great effect. The Commons 
C:?mmittee, though it adopted the principle of a rate in aid 
in a preli~inary report, declined to agree to the maximum 
without receiving evidence. The Lords committee, bya large 
majority, refused to adopt the rate in aid. 1 Twistleton, the 
.head of the Poor Law Commission ita Ireland, resigned his 
office from a disapproval of the measur'e. 2 . On the other hand, 
the ministry received help from a quarter to which theyhad 
more than once been indebted. In a ·great speech, in 1vhich 
he unfolded his whole ideas of Irish policy, Peel gave the 

,support of his authority to the measure of the, Government. 
There were two reasons, so he argued, why there was no 
injustice in imposing a special 6d. rate on all Ireland. In 

l
th~ first· pla~~ •. Ireland .. J.· '!Le.xem pt. -kom-the -income:tax·; -ill' 
the next place, she h:~d_never-repaid_the.sums-which-had 
f;een -;:d~"';;:nced to her.y~ar1).,beJ9re*for_building·workhouses.3 

! Ireland:-£herefore, which had thrown on the rest of the 
kingdom the burden of a debt incurred in ·her interests, .and 
which had been relieved ·from direct taxation to which other 

-portions of the kingdom were subject, might, without injustice, 
be compelled to contribute a rate in aid to support her own 
poor. If, indeed, the Irish preferred to· maKe a serious effort 
to repay their debts, Peel added, amidst the laughter of the 
House, that .he would be disposed to consider the propriety 

·of exempti'ng them from the rate in aid. If she made no such 
effort, he declared his determination to support the proposal 
of the ministry.4 

.Strengthened by the authority and the arguments of Peel, 
the ministry succeeded in carrying the measure by large 
majorities in the Commons; 6 and the Lords, conscious of 

· 1. See Lord Monto!agle's a'rialysis of the majority, Hansard, val. cv. p. 303. 
Every independent peer, not an office-holder, voted against it. 

2 Ibid., val. civ. p. 476. . 
. s £t,2oo,ooo bad been ·advanced, out of which only £36,000 had been 
repaid. . 

' Ibid., val. ciii. p. tSJ. Cf. Peel's speech on this occasion with· his speech 
on the second reading of the bill, ibid., vaL civ. p. 87. 

5 The Opposition met the proposal by an amendment to throw the rate 
on all property and income in Ireland above the value of £tso. · This was 
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their inability to defeat it, and unwilling to risk the conse-
'h R • quences of its rejection, had the good sense to stay 

1: e. atem \ • . 
Aia13ill .away from their House and to allow It to pass.1 

passed. Th f • h d • . •"- e prospect o Its passage a m the meanwh1le 
enabled the ministry to introduce a fresh measure of tem- • 
porary relief.. The .£so,ooo voted at the commencement of • 

!the session was already exhausted. In the middle of April 

1 
it obtained authority to advance a further .£ 10o,ooo towards 
the relief of distressed unions on the security of the rate in 
aid.2 

So far the ministry had succeeded in carrying out its plan. 
On the 26th of April, after .the Rate in Aid Bill had left 
the Commons, Russell introduced his other measure for _the 
amendment of the Irish Poor Law. The most important 
provisions of the. bill; as it was presented to and passed 
the Commons, were those which limited the rate in the 

\electoral division of tbe union to ss., the rate in the union 
to 7s. These clauses the Lords st.ruck out by decisive 
Difference majonties. Their action raised a curious issue. 
t'~;ct~·:nd An amendment which struck a n1aximum rate out
Commons. of the bill enabled an increased rate to be imposed 
on the ratepayer. It therefore imposed or authorised the 
imposition of adoitional taxation. No usage, however, is 
so clearly fixed as that which precludes the Lords from 
initiating any tax on the people. For more than two 

tcenturies the Lords have refra:ned from even amending a 
tmoney bill, and have confined themselves to either accepting 
or rejecting the measure as a whole. Strictly speaking, there
fore, the action of the Lords in amending the bill was an 
infraction of the privileges of the Commons, and was authorita
tively declared to be so by the Speaker himself. On many 

defeated by 237 votes to 164- Hansard, vol. ciii. p. 3r4- A similar motion made 
afterwards for an income-tax (ibid., vol. civ. p. 474) was also defeated by 194 
votes to 146. I bid., p. 593· 

1 The second reading in the Lords was only carried by 48 votes to 46. 
Ibid., voL cv. p. 322. 

2 Ibid., vol. civ. p. 467, 12 &. 13 Viet. c. 25, sec. 4· The Act was to run fot 
two years. 
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questions, however, which indirectly dealt with local rates 
the· Commons had waived their privileges. They had done. 

·so in the case of the Poor Law of I 834; in the case of the 
-Irish Poor Law of 1838; in the. case of the amended Irish 
Poor Law Act of 1847; and. of the Irish Municipal Act of 
1S38; and Russell, quoting these precedents, proposed that 
the Commons should follow them, and not insist up,on their 
privileges. His advice was adopted, and the minister pro· 
ceeeded to recommend agreement wiN! the Lorqs. The 
course which he thus took undoubtedly facilitated 
h h 

· b . ·. . The Com-
. t e passage of t e measure, ut Its passage m a mons give 

;shape ,~hich differed from that which it had originally way. 

t worn. The maximum· rate both in union and distrLc!.-<;iis-
~ a })P~~""'alrd" ~~·· ne.:v.er.:ifter.war.d~_rexi.v~e.d. 1 . . 

""'n all probability the Commons more readily assented to 
waive their privileges on' this occasion because few among 
,~hem liked the principle which the Lords had rejected.· They 
had surrendered their convictions to their party, and were" 
not sorry for the opportunity which their leader afforded 

.them of getting rid of a distasteful provision. In truth, it 
was no easy matter to prove to an ordinary country gentle
man that, if it were impossible to .fix a. maximum for the 
poor rate in Wiltshire, it was indispensable to fix a maximum 
for it in Limerick. Yet something could be urged in favour;' 
of the Government plan. In many cases the landlords were 
'irretrievably ruined. The only chance of relieving the district 
in. whi,ch their property was situate lay in helping them to 
sell it to solvent capitalists. . But no man in his senses· 
would have bought an estate in Ireland which was liable 
to an indefinite poor rate for the support of a teeming 
population without food. The ministry, therefore, desired 

1 For the original scheme, Hansard, vol. ch•. p. 86o; for the division in the 
Lords throwing out the maximum, ibid:, vol. cvii. p. 393; for the debate on 
privilege, ibid., p. 1040. The Act is th_e 12 & 13 Viet. c. 104- T~c£...!!:5 it 
passed, provided for the rearrangement of Unions, for emigrati'on, for charging 

\annuities, &c., secured on land with a portion of the poor rates, and for the 
[exemption for seven years of improved land with an increaSed assessment in 
c9n,equen9e of 9u~h improvements. . 
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to face the risks which a maximum poor rate involved, for 
the sake of creating confidence where there was no trust, 
and the Lords' amendments, however defensible they may 
have been, retarded probably to some extent the flow of 
capital into Ireland. 

From the beginning to the end of the sessioQ_the __ proc_eed
ings in the House of Commons had_ been little more .than a 
seri~s-of debates on Irish_subjects.l Yet the longest sentence 
may have a parenthesis, and, in the intervals between these 
The Navi- discussions, the ministry found leisure to deal with 
e':4;,ts. one subject of vast importance. The nation had 
steadily resolved to secu~e free trade. Y t:t_ f;ee -trade-is ·~n 
err}ptyterm unless the vessels in which the trade is carried are 
aiS'OJr~; and for centuries the carrying trade had been regu
lated on principles of monopoly. From the time of the Plan
tagenets certain commodities could only be imported ·in English 
vessels manned by English seamen ; from the time of the 
Tudors the coasting trade was reserved for Englishmen alone; 
and, from the time of the Commonwealth, all foreign ships 
without a licence were precluded from trading with the British 
plantations in America, and no commodities were allowed to 
be imported into England or Ireland from Asia, Africa, or 
.-\ merica, except in English vessels of which the master and 
the greater number of the crew were English, or from Europe 
except in English vessels, or in vessels the property of the 
country or place from which the goods were brought. It was 
the habit of the Parliament of the Restoration to confirm the 
bad and to reject the good in the policy of the Commonwealth. 
By Acts of r66o and Acts of r66z, the Restoration Parliament 
practically reimposed Cromwell's Navigation Laws. 

These laws, when they were originally framed, were dictated 
1 In addition to the measures stated in the text, the Chancellor of the Ex

chequer introduced a measure in May, advancing £,3oo,ooo for purposes of 
land improvement, and £200,000 for drainage (Hansard, vol. civ. p. I26o) ; 
and, towards the end of the session, he made a further grant of £soo,ooo for -
the purposes of tlr. Galway and Athlone Railway, and of £rso,ooo for poor 
relief. Ibid., vol. cvn. pf>. so. 76. At the commencement of the session the 
ministry obtained the continuance of the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act fot 
a further period. Ibid., vul. cii. p. 306. 
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by a jealousy of the Dutch. The Dutch have proved, on the 
whole, the most formidable rivals the British have ever en

·countered at sea; and in the seventeenth century they occa
sionally rode masters of:the Channel, and threatened to absorb 
the whole cariying trade of the world. Any legislation seemed 
desirable which tended to deprive them of the advantages 
which they had thus secured. Nor can it be denied that high 
authorities may be quoted in suppor.t of the legislation which 
was adopted. Adam Smith is the profoundest thinker ori. 
economic;! subjects that Britain has yet produced, and in a 
f~mous passage, after pointing out the many disadvantage~ 
which the Navigation Laws inflicted on trade, he declared that, 
"as defence is of much more importance than opulence, the 
Act of Navigation is perhaps the wisest of all the commercial 
regulations of England." 1 Mill in the nineteenth cent-ury 
eridorsed Adam Smith's conclusions. · "When the Navigation 
Laws were enacted," he wrote,2 "the Dutch, from their mari-

" time skill and their low rate of profit at home, were able to· 
carry fo; other nations, England included, at· cheaper rates 
than those nations could carry for themselves; which placed 
all other nations at a great comparative disadvantage in obtain
ing experienced seamen for their ships of war .. The Naviga
gation Laws, by which this deficiency was ret_nedied, and at 
the same time- a blow struck against the maritime power of 
a nation with which England was then frequentlyvengaged 
in hostilities, were probably, though ·economically disadvan-

. . I 
tageous, politically expedient." 
· It requires some courage to dissent from a conclusion which 
is supported by the authority of Adam Smith and Mill. Yet 
it may be doubted whether the Navigation Acts were ever. 
attended with the effects which Adam Smith and Mill attri
buted to them. The causes which led to the development of 
British trade and the supremacy of tne British at sea were 
probably quite other than the existence of a Navigation Act. 
"N.axig<~._ti9I_l,,;..~I1}J,,J1~Y~l .... RR~r," wrote M'Culloch,3 ''1¥.,.e,.tlle 

1 Wealtk of JY.ations, fifth edition, vol. ii. p. I95· 
2 Political Economy, People's Edition, p. 555· 
s M'Cullock, ad verb, Navigation Laws. 
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children, not the parents; the effect, not the cause, of com .. 
mer_<;e." It is universally admitted that freights were raised 

l
and commerce restricted by the monopoly which was conferred 
on British vessels. The rule which compelled British owners 
to employ a majority of British seamen in every ship made it 
difficult for them, in time of peace, and impossible in time of 
war, to man their vessels. A serious disadvantage was tim£ 
thrown on British shipowners. 

Nor was there wanting another reason against the perpetua-
tion of the monopoly. A Navigation Act was possible when 

• the chief rival in the carrying trade had comparatively few 
'commodities of her own to export. But a Navigation Act 
• became simply ruinous when other nations engaged in trade 
' threatened to retaliate. It was perfectly easy for America to 
say that, if England would not admit American goods in 
American bottoms, America would not admit British goods 
in British bottoms. The absurdity of a system which forced 
vessels trading between Britain and America to make every 
alternate voyage in ballast was visible to an unreformed Parlia
ment, and Wallace and Huskisson, by a _series of measures, 
which have been- described in a former chapter,1 repJaced_l! 
Navigation Act founded on prohibition by a Navigation Act 
founded on reciprocity. The amended system which these 
statesmen originated practically remained unquestioned for 
more than twenty years. The Budget of 1842, however, paved 
the way for a different policy; and in 1844 Mr. Gladstone, 
speaking with the experience of a Vice-President of the Board 
of Trade, and with the knowledge which he derived frClJ.n his 
connection with a great port, declared that the shipping interest 
was "exceedingly depressed," 2 and assented to the appoint
ment of a Select Committee to inquire into the Navigation 
Act. The Committee was appointed, but it made no report; 
and three years elapsed before a fresh Committee renewed the 
inquiry. Its report led to the introduction of a measure late 
in 184 7 and to its re-introduction in 1848. The measure .,_ .,.._._ . 

• 
l Vol. ii. p. 155 seq. 
1 Hansard, vol. lxxv. p. 275, vol. lxxxix. p. IOCY,1, vol. xcviii. p. 992. 
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formed in 1849 the main feature in the ministerial-progranl!~~:~ .· · 
and the chief battle-ground of party. •· -

.,-. One reason existed for legislation in 1849 which protec~ 

tionists found it difficult to dispose of. ·on the subject of the 
N a vig~)Vli,~the_most-impor.tant~col~ny_was_:ii;gC::I1dii:a 
demand for free trade. The Canadians declared_that_the 

'repeal of~_<;;mfl:L~.,had:given~thes:{]:;;f~d-St~t~~-a.decisive 
advantag~~ th~_<;:p]]Jpetition_for_the_corn __ t!ade. Canada 
coulci'grow wheat as cheaply as the neighbouring republic, she 
could carry the produce of her fields down the St. Lawrence 
to the coast at least as cheaply as the American farmer. But 
on the coast she found herself cramped by the restrictions 

. which the Navigation Act imposed on her. None but B..!itish 
vessels could trade to her p_<;>_tl!i,~n_~_the_~.r.Hlsli .. shjrr.o,w~, 
enjoying a monopoly, raised the_freigb!§. If the necessities 
of-Bntain"f'equiredafr'e_e trade in corn, common justice 

\demanded that Canada should receiv~ free trade in ships. So 
keenly did she feel on the subject that the Governor-General· 
warned the Colonial Office of the, consequences which 1\•ould 
result from the defeat of the Navigation Bill ; and the Colonial 
Secretary, spe_aking with the full r~sponsibility of office, de
clared that its loss would destroy the best security for the 
attachment of the North American Colonies to the. British 
Crown.1 

To grave arguments of this description the protectionists. 
replied that the difficulty arose, not from the existence of a 
Navigation Act, but from the institution of free trade in corn; 
and tbat a return to protection would once again afford the 
Canadians an advantage which would enable them to compete 
succes"fully with their neighbours. The true remedy, there
fore, was not to advance towards the demon free trade, but 
to return to the paradise of protection.2 The protectionists 
could not have raised a more· hopeless issue. Many of the 

1 See Lord Grey's argument, Hansard, vol. cv. p. 71. · 

2 Disraeli, in replying to a speech of Graham's, in which he declared the 
Navigation Bill to be the battlefield on which the struggle must take place 
between reaction-and progress (ibid., val .. civ. p. 675), said, "Ptqgr~Y-~-~wberl!!? 
P,.!2.lU.e~s ~J>aracji~~~or~p_rggg~-~~!P~t.ll<:<.d~vi!?" Ibid., p. 6g8. -~ . · 
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wisest members of the Conservative party saw that the policy 
of dear food, to which their leaders were again reverting, placed 
them at a disadvantage with the electors. Wellington, as usual, 
had the good sense to refrain from opposing a reform which 
was approved by Court and populace; and th~_Navigation 

Bill passed through all its stages and. becameJaw. 
-Yet the victory which was thus achieved was won by the 

slenderest of majorities. On the second reading in the Lords 
105 peers voted for the measure, while II9 gave their votes 
against it. The passage of the bill was only secured by the 
circumstance that the ministry had more proxies than its oppo
nents to rely on, and that the Whigs were in this way enabled 
to turn· a minority of 14 into a majority of ro. It used to 
be a remark of Russell's, that the majority was secured by 
the votes of the bishops; and it is true that, out of 25 bishops 
who either recorded their votes or paired on the occasion, r6 
supported the bill. It is only fair to a body of men who have 

· withstood most of the great reforms which have been accom
plished in the present century, to record the fact that, as a 
class, they were in favour of one great measure of reform. 
But it is obvious that the measure was not carried by the 
bishops, but that the bishops only swelled the numbers of the 
maJonty. The utmost ~hat they did was to raise a majority 
of two into a majority of ten.l 

A victory secured so hardly naturally encouraged the pro
tectionists. Proxies could not be used in committee, and the 
Conservatives therefore concluded that they would obtain an 
advantage at this stage. Stanley, with this object, moved an 
amendment in .favour of reciprocity. But the ministers again 
succeeded in defeating their opponents. Wellington, true to 
his principle of maintaining .the Queen's Government, again 
gave them his assistance; the bishops supported their policy. 
Clarendon came from Dublin, Normanby from Paris, for the 
express purpose of voting for the measure, and Stanley, to the 

1 The numbers were 173 votes to r63. In addition to the sixteen bishops 
included in the 173, Lord Auckland, who voted as a peer, but who was Bishop 
of Sodor and Man, also voted for the bill. Hansard, vol. cv. pp. n7, nS. 
Excluding his vote, the lay peers were only in a majority of one. 
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' disappointment of his followers, sustained a more decisive 
defeat than he had received on the second reading.1 

This great measure, the consequence an~p}ement.,. of 
~ ." .. ·' 

free trade, was the chief outcome of the session of 1849· 
Except foritsolscussimi';thetlmeof'Parliament was almost 
entirely occupied with Irish subjects. Whe~ Disraeli, in his 
best novel, wished to emphasise the distinction The state of 

between rich and poor, he chose, as an alternative Ireland. · 

title of his book, "The Two Nations." There had been, un
happily, two nations for centuries in Ireland. In the presence 
of a common distress, a decreasing attention had been paid to 
their differences. The sum~er of I 84g again afforded fresh 
illustration of the chronic quarrel between Protestant and 
Catholic. · 

An Act passed by Stanley in '832 .f£rbid<)ing~R-l¥-\Y_Qro
cessions in Ireland had been suffereoTo expire in 1845, the 
m;;istry vainly hO"p:'g that the time for exceptionaf legislation 
of this character had passed. In-~~, however, the Orange·. 
men of Down decided on. paying an armed visit to their 

\

Grand Master, Lord Roden, on the rzth of July. Their 
road to Tollymore Park, where Roden lived, ran through a 

f defile in the Maughan Hills; known as Dolly's Brae. The 
. pass, ~round. which-----a-large nuiiioe: .of Roman TJ>e

1
hattle 

Catholics resided, had been the tradttwnal battle- ~O)ly's 

field of Ribandmen and Orangemen. An armed ~~; 
procession of Orangemen,. on the anniversary of the battle of 
the Boyne, to one of the most intemperate of Orange peers, 
was a challenge which Irish Roman CathoJics were not likely 
to refuse. The Ribandmen thronged the heights of the defile 
through which the Orangemen had to pass, and nothing but 
the presence. of a large force of military and police, and the 
exertions of the priests, enabled the Orangemen to thread their 
way without a conflict. The narrow escape from disaster in 
the morning ought to have induced responsible persons to 
persuade them to return' by a different route in the evening. 

I n6 votes to 103, 

pp. 2$2, 25Jo 
Hansard, vol, cv. p. 756 ; cf, Campbell's Life, vol. ii. . 

\I ' • 
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A nearer and better road, running round instead of over the 
hill, would have enabled them to avoid the defile. But Irish
men are not fond of shunning strife. Elated with singing 
party songs, with waving party banners, with listening to 
Roden's eloquence, and with drinking Roden's whisky, the 
Orangemen reached Dolly's Brae on their homeward march 
in the evening. A squib fired by some one was the signal 
for an action. The Ribandmen fired on the police who 
escorted the procession, the police charged the Ribandmen. 
:The Orangemen, seeing an action in progress, joined in the 
fray. Four of the Ribandmen were shot dead, forty others 

t
were wounded. Excited by their victory, the Orangemen 
sacked and burnt the homes of their opponents, and wantonly 
murdered at least one inoffensive person. 

This deplorable incident excited a profound sensation. Irish 
w--

1
members of Parliament indignantly denounced the massacre 
of Irish men and women. Clarendon, the Viceroy, directed 
a laywer of experience to inquire into the causes of the affray, 
and, on his report, instituted proceedings against several of 
the Orangemen who were concerned in it The magistrates, 
however, refused to take the information; Roden himself
though indirectly implicated-had the indiscretion to preside 
on the occasion, and Clarendon, concluding that a magistrate 
was not justified in sitting on what the public regarded as his 
own case, directed the removal of his name, and of the names 
of two other justices, from the Commission of the Peace. I 

Fresh evidence was thus given in July. of the eternal 
differences which distract the Irish; a happier occasion in 

. August afforded an opportunity of showing how all 
The Queea s . • 
visit to parttes among the Insh could share a common en-
Ireland. l . E" l d h d d . t ms1asm. 1g 1t-an -twenty years a passe smce 
George IV. bad paid his short and memorable visit to Dublin. 
Since then no British sovereign had set foot on Irish soil. 
But the queen had long desired to see this part of her 

1 See for these proceedings Lord Clarendon's speech, vol. cviii. p. 923; and 
Lord Stanley's account, ibid., p. 886. Cf. Ann. keg., 1849, Chron., p. 73; and 
Hansard, vol. cvii. pp. 603, 1004, II29. 
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dominions. A visit of State ceremony, however, would have 
imposed cost on the public purse, and have occasioned private 
expenditure which the Irish could not afford. The queen, 
therefore, decided on dispensing with ceremony, and ori. making 
a yachting tour on the coasts of Ireland: Nothing could have 
been wiser. It may require the panoply of State to set off an 
old and unpopular sovereign. It required no pageant to com
mend a young queen, accompanied by her , young husband 
and her little children. No sorrow had at that time clouded · 
the queen's brow. There was nothing but sunshine in her 
face and happiness in her smile, And, from tile moment 
when on a summer evening she steamed into Cork, and the 
blaze of rockets and bonfires bid her . welcome, to the hour· 
when, on a tempestuous sea, she quitted Belfast, she evoked 
nothing but enthusiasm. Her short visit promised to do 

\more to restore. peace to Ireland than all the legislation· of 
'her ministry. · 

Encouraged by-the results of the queen's visit, the ministry, 
in 18so, determined on bringing forward three great measures/ 
designed t~elie~<li.§.trt':ss,,tQjn_spjre-~onfi_<;LenceJ>y Fresh Irish 

displaeg tru~, and to destroy the demand fo..& measu•es. 

repeal by makiDg the Union real. With the first object, it 
decioe'd~e the burclens~Irish property. From r839, 
when money had been lent for the erection of work- 'Dle~Relief 
houses, advances had been made. in r-apid succession ~ 
to distressed Irish unions. But in many cases the local 
authorities, weighted with debts of their own, were unable to 
repay these loans as they became due. The ministry con-

. sented, by the issue of an additional £3oo,ooo to tlie mos~ 
.....,_. ~--. -.- ~---......-~~---- ~ 

l
emoarrassed umons, to raise the whole debt due from Ireland 

·to £4,783,o.oo, and to extend the period of its repayment to 
fo.rty years.2 This prop_osa.l was naturally dislik~d by English 
Liberals; who detected m It an excuse for makmg one more 

,advance to Ireland out of Imperialfunds. But it was adopted 
1 Hansard, cviii. p. 823. 
2 In· addition to the measures mentioned in the text, the Government mtro

duced and carried a measure to prohibit party processions. Ibid., vol, 
cix. p. 12~ 
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by large majorities in a Parliament which had no better 
~bish policy to offer. The second measure was less 
f~IJ!,s:_. successful. It will be recollected that in the closing 
years of the Melbourne Administration, Morpeth had made 
a serious effort to extend the Irish county franchise. 1 The 
history of the bills which he introduced for the purpose was 
characteristic of a ministry remarkable for the clearness of its 
intellect and the weakness of its backbone. It proved capable, 
as usual, of devising a just and politic measure ; it proved 
incapable of carrying it through Parliament. (But Russell. 
did not abandon, as Prime. Minister, the policy which the 
C~bfnet had devised under Melbourne, and in I848, as well 
;s in I849, a _biV w~~ introduced extending th~ franchis~ T~ 
counties to all £5 freehol~ers, and in boroughs to all persons 
payin-g rates on an £8 rateable value. The measure which 
had thus been twice before Parliament was again introduced 
at the com~1encement of _}he . session .. of ....185o. 2 ;>; Like all 
measures of this character the bill was assailed by two kinds 
of critics. The Irishmen declared that an £8 rating in Ireland 
was equivalent to a £3o rating in England, and condemned 
the bill for not doing more. The Conservatives, alarmed at 
an extension of the franchise, condemned the bill for doing 
too much. The Government was able to use each of these 
critics to enable it to defeat the other. A proposal to raise 
the franchise to £I 5 was defeated by 213 votes to I 44; a 
proposal to reduce the franchise from £8 to £5 in boroughs 
was defeated by 142 votes tcf go, and the bill was ultimately 
sent to the Lords substantially in the shape in which it had 

1 been introduced in the Commons. 
It was the misfortune of the Whig ministers of 1835 and 

I846 that they could not control the Peers by the votes ot 
their supporters, and that they would not control them by the. 
vigour of their conduct. The Lords, bold from experience, 
at once displayed a determination to recast the bill. The 

1 See ante, vol. iv. p 214- et seq. 
2 For the bill of r848, Hansard, vol. xcviii. p. 585; for that of 1849, ibid., 

vol, cii. p. 6~; for that of xsso, ibid,, vol. cviii. p. 699. 
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£8 quali.fication Was Struck OUt, and a £I 5 qualification 
substituted for it, while, by a still more important amend
ment, ratepayers desiring. to be placed on the register we~e 
compelled to make their own claims for· the purpose. These 
·amendments were avowedly introduced into the measure with 
the object of restricting its operation. It was impossible for 
any ministry with any sense of dignity to. assent to them. 
Russell offered_:_if the latter Of them were abandoned-to 
cWP!.9.tp.J~~.,,\h~.,_[W"J~1.~r""by."'"sl1J.>§.tjJuting,.a £!.;t,...[,q;_..a..,._..£2.5 
qualification. .An £8 qualification, he explained, would give 
th"e"franchise to z64,ooo; a £ r 5 qualification to only q4,ooo; 
·a £rz qualification to qz,oo<Y'persoris. St Gerrrians, who, 
before his accession to the peerage, had been 'Chief Secretary 
for Ireland in Peel's administration, had already urged this 
compromise on the Peers; it was accepted after some· dis-

tcussion by a. small majority, arid the measure "became law. 
But the. Government, though it thus succeeded in passing 

one of its measures unaltered, and another . of them· in an 
amended form, failed to carry the third. . When The Irish 

Scotland was united with England in the eighteenth Viceroyalty. 

century; the Secretary of State became responsible·. for the 
administration oi both countries, and the internal affairs· of 
each of them were thenceforward regulated on the same prin
ciples by the same machinery. When, however, nearly a 
hundred years afterwards, a union was accomplished between 
Great Britain and Ireland, a different systei:n was adopted. 
The whole organisation of an iJtsL<:!P~nd~~t government 'Yas 
PI$~yed in~Dubiin. A Viceroy, surrounded by a privy 

1council, with a Chief Secretary at his elbow, reminded the 
{Irish by his presence of a period when an Irish executive 
I was at the head of. an Irish legislature, and of a system whose 
i loss was everywhere in Ireland regarded with regret, and whose 
restoration was expected with anxiety. ' 

Something, indeed, could be urged for the anomalous system 
which was thus established. At the beginning of the nine
teenth century, communication between England and Ireland 

\was dependent on the winds and waves; and, in such circum-
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stances, it may have ~eemed indispensable to place a high and 
res·ponsible official in Dublin. But almost every decade of 
the nineteenth century brought Dublin into closer communica
tion with London. In the second decade Telford made the 
admirable road through North Wales which still remains the· 
chief monument of his genius. In the third decade he threw 
the bridge across the ~enai Straits which has stamped him as 

a poet among engineers. Before the fourth decade was over, 
Stephenson, superseding the work of his predecessor, had 
joined London and Birmingham, Chester and Crewe, with an 
iron chain ; while, in the closing months of the fifth decade, 
another Stephenson, rivalling his father's achievement, had 
carried the Tubular Bridge across the Menai Straits, and 
united Holyhead with London by a continuous railway. In 
181 f, when Telford commenced improving the roads of 'Vales, 
the fastest traveller could not hope to pass from London to 
Holyhead in Jess than forty hours; wind and tioe decided 
the duration of the journey from Holyhead to Dublin. In 
x.§so, any one whose means enabled him to purchase a railway 
ticket could rely on reaching Holyhead within nine hours after 
leaving London. An additional six or,_seven hours-would land 
him by the steam packet in Dublin. The Irish capital there
fore, for all practical purposes, was less than one-fourth the 

\distance from London than it had been forty years before. 
In the interval, moreover, the conduct of the Government 

had tended to lessen the authority of the Viceroy. There 
had been a constant tendency to increase the functions of the 
Chief Secretary, and to diminish the duties of the Lord-Lieu
tenant. It was almost impossible to avoid this result. In 
selecting a Viceroy, custom, and perhaps necessity, compelled 
the Crown to choose among men of high rank and great 
wealth, and consequently to select an officer from a narrow 
body of candidates. But, in choosing a Chief Secretary, the 
minister was able to command the services of his most compe
tent supporters. An office which was held in one half-century 
by such men as Wellington, Peel, Stanley, Hardinge, and 
Morpeth, could not fail to acquire importance. In the Whig 
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Ministry of Grey, Stanley, as Chief Secretary, was promoted 
to the Cabinet; in· Me)bourne's second Administration the 
same distinction was conferred on Morpeth.I The Chief 
Secretary, in these ·cases; actualiy commu~ica,ted the decisions 
qf the-Cabinet to the man who was nominally his master, and 
·the po~ition of Viceroy became more and more like that of 
a··constitutional sovereign, a pageant and a name. . 
.-. Many reflecting people therefore doubted whether it were 
wise to retain an office which was a symbol of separation, and 
which was only ornamental and not usefuL The queen's visit' 
to Ireland naturally strengthened this feeling. It was felt that 
an occasional visit of the sovereign to Dublin would do much 
·more to inspire loyalty than· the perpetual presence of a 
Viceroy in the Phrenix Park; and Russell accordingly decided 
on introducing a measure for the abolition of the office, and the 
appointment of a fourth Secretary of State for Ireland, on whom 
the whole internal administration of the country should fall~ 

Everything about this suggestion, except the termination 
of the Lord-Lieutenancy itself, was unfortunate. Those who 
were most anxious for the abolition of the office desired that 
!every mark of ·separation should be obliterated, and that 
Jreland and England should thenceforward be governed by 
fhe same men on the same principles. But the creation of 
·a fourth . Secretar};ship of State tended to reproduce these 
distinctions . in another form. Moreover, tho~gh accidental 
and personal considerations should have no influence in deter
mining the course of legislation, the presence of Clarendon 
at Dublin, with Somerville as Chief Secretary, weakened the 
force of the minister's position. It could not be said of the 
Viceroy that he was a mere pageant, or of the Chief Secretary 
that he was other than subordinate. Of all the noblemen who 
had held the Viceroyalty during the preceding half-century, 
Clarendon had displayed the ·most statesman-like vigour. 
Politicians of all parties were ready to admit that, both in the 
crisis of famine and· in the crisis of revolution, he had done 

. 1 The same distinction was subsequently conferred on ·Lincoln and Labou
chere, and since J85I has been more frequeotly bestowed on Irish Secretaries, 

VOL.· V. ; P 
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well. But ·of all the politicians who had held the office of 
Chief Secretary, few had. occupied an inferior position to 
Somerville. With industry, capacity, and good sense, he made 
an excellent Chief Secretary. He had no pretensions to higher 
rank in the Administration. 

These circumstances strengthened the arguments of those 
who, from their position, were disposed to resist the ministry, 
and who from conviction were opposed to change. Conserva
tism concluded a temporary alliance with Irishmen who feared 

· __. that the abolition of the office would be prejudicial to Dublin 
tradesmen. In consequence, though the bill was steadily sup
ported, and though its second reading was carried by a large 

! majority, the ministry did not venture to persevere with it, and 
·it was accordingly abandoned.1 

Snch a result was mortifying to the Cabinet, but it was the 
inevitable consequence of its inherent weakness. During the 

session of I849, indeed, the Government had sue
~~ ~l~~~ ceeded in recovering some of the credit which it 
Gol'ernment. h d l . 8 8 D . h • f 8 . a ost m I 4 . unng t e sessiOn o I so Jt 
was exposed to constant embarrassment. The protectionists, 
throughout the session, assumed a position and a tone on 
which they would not have ventured in the previous year. 
The farmers, who were 'their special friends, were suffering 
from a general depression of prices. In the autumn of I849, 
Agricultural imitating the example which the Anti-Corn Law 
~~· League had set them, they attended meeting after 
meeting, in which they raised and reiterated their demand for 
relief. At the commencement of r8so, their friends in both 
Houses of the Legislature moved identic amendments to the 
Address, attributing agricultural distress to recent legislation, 
and declaring that the effects of free trade had been aggravated 
by the pressure of local burdens.2 They were beaten in both 
Houses,3 but Disraeli, seventeen days afterwards, brought 

l For the division on the second reading, 295 votes to 70, Hansard, vol. cxi, 
p. t464 ; for the abandonment of the bill, ibid., vol. cxii. p. 899. 

2 Ibid., vol. cviii. pp. 20, 125. 
3 The division in the Lords was 152 votes to 103 (ibid., vol. cviii. p. 79), that 

in the Commons 3Il votes to 192 (ibid., p. 253). 
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forward a specific motion for such a revision of the poor laws 
as might mitigate the distress, aritl was only with difficulty 
defeated by 273 votes to 252.1 Years had passed since the 
ag~iculturists had so nearly se)ured an important victory. 
They were encouraged by their numbers in the lobby, and 
anticipated the downfall of free trade. 

It was evident in these circumstances that pressure would 
be brought on the ministry" to relieve the agricultural interest. 
It was known that the Chancellor of the Exchequer c_, 

ld h I h. d" J d The Budget. _ wou ave a surp us at ts tsposa ; an , as a -
matter of fact, Wood, in introducing the Budget on· the rsth 
of March, placed the expenditure of the ensuing year at only 
£so, 763,582, the revenue at£ 52,28s,ooo, and the surplus at 
rather more than £x,soo,ooo. Half of the surplus Wood 

\
decided on applying to'ihe reduction of debt, the other half 
to the remission of taxation. The taxes which he decided on 
touching were the exc~£~>:..2~ •. £rl~~s_ !11.g J~e_§tam.p,duty 
on.£Q!!};'_eyl!-nces. The- former, which had been originally im
posed in 1784, had the natural effect of increasing the price 
and interfering with the _maker. Its existence was thought to 
discourage, among other things, the erection of labourers' 
cottages and agricultural buildings. The duty, therefore, it 
was contended, pressed severely on land, and its repeal, which 
would involve a loss of .£soo,ooo a year, would directly 
benefit the agricultural interest. 2 The same object Wood 
declared would be secured by a revision of the stamp duties. 
Agriculture, he argued, required capital; additional capital 
could only be raised by borrowing; and the small farmers 
were prevented from borrowing, except upon exorbitant terms, 
by the existence of the Stamp Act. The stamp duties fell 
much more heavily on the poor man than on the rich one. 
The stamps on the transfer of a piece of land worth £so 
amounted to 12! per cent. of its value; on land worth £1oo 

1 Hansard,'vol. cviii. p. 1272. • 
2 The duty on bricks (common) amounted toss. Iod. and IOS. a thousand, 

according to the size; on polished bricks, to r2s. Iod. and 24.f. 2d. Hume 
had brought forward previously a motion for allowing a drawback on bricks 
;~sed in building cottages. Ibid., val. cix. p. &,. 
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to 5 per cent. ; on land worth £3oo to z! per cent. ; on land 
worth £soo to £1 J4S. 3d. per cent.; on land worth £rooo 
to £1 per cent. Wood proposed to largely reduce the duties 
when the amount was less than £1ooo, and when the amount 
exceeded that sum to apportion it as nearly as possible to the 
value.1 He proposed similarly to equalise the stamps on 
mortgages and leases. 

One part of this scheme secured general approval. Every 
one admitted that advantage would arise from the repeal of 
the tax on bricks, and the only serious objection to its aboli
tion arose from a few Irishmen, who complained that, as the 
brick tax had never been extended to Ireland, its remission 
would do no good to that country. The other part of the 
scheme created much more opposition. Country gentlemen 
declared that the Chancellor of the J!:xchequer, while relieving 

\the poor, was in reality increasing the taxation on the rich. 
The ministry was so alarmed at their attitude that Wood 
voluntarily offered to reduce the stamp on mortgages from 
zos. to zs. 6d. for every fifty pounds. Notwithstanding this 
concession, the Opposition carried a resolution against the 
Government.2 The ministry, thus defeated, wavered in a 
statf) of pitiable uncertainty. The Chancellor of the Ex
chequer came forward with a compromise. He withdrew the 

\compromise; and suggested a fresh bill 3 with a fresh arrange-

1 Hansard, vol. cix. p. ggo. 2 Ibid., vol. ex. p. 340. 
3 In its ultimate shape the bill proposed a duty of one·half per cent. on con

veyances and of one-eighth per cent. on mortg-ages. Wood estimated that 
these changes would involve a loss of £soo,ooo. The Budget figures were 
as follows:-

Customs 
Excise . 
Stamps. 
Taxes • • 
Income-Tax. 
Post-Office . 
Crown Lands 
Miscellaneous 
Sale of Stores 

Revenue. 
. £2o,ooo,ooo 

!4.045·000 
6,86o,ooo 
4·320,000 
$,4IO,OOO 

820,000 
r6o,ooo 
260,000 
410,000 

£s2,285,ooo 
-Hansard, vol. cix., pp. 976, 977· 

Expenditure. 
Debt • • • £28,105,000 
Consolidated Fund 2,620,000 
N•wy • . s,849,423 
Packet Service 764,236 
Army . . 6,629,347 
Ordnance • 2,434,417 
Miscellaneous . . • 4,ooo,ooo 
Unenumerated Charges 2II,159 
Arctic Expedition rso,ooo 
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ment. The new arrangement proved no more lasting than 
l its predecessor, and it was withdrawn in favour of a fourth 
•plan, which became Iinv. 

Repeated changes of this character proved the weakness of 
the ministry. A great debate on foreign policy, which will be 
related in a subsequent chapter; nearly led to its downfall; 
and throughout the first five months of the session P. 1 . ._. eessup-
the existence of the Government depended on the port of the . 

. . Ministry. 
w1ll of one man. · Almost at any moment m the 

J first half of x8so, Peel, by a single word, could have procured 
i the defeat of Russell. But the word was not merely not 
'\spoken; there was no chance of its utterance. There was 
. much in the policy of the ministry and in its conduct of busi

·,ness which Peel did not approve. But there was one thing 
:which it was doing which secured for it his constant support. 
;It was giving a fair trial to the great experiment of free trade;. 

1jits fall.would apparently lead to the restoration of protection; . 
','and Peel, identifying the Whigs with the cause, the Opposition 
; with its defeat, gave Russell the constant support of his pre~ 
sence and his authority. 

Great, however, as was the help which the Whigs derived 
from Peel, their leader never" learned to place implicit con
fidence in his rival. He could not believe that a statesman 
who in understanding and information excelled his contem
poraries was not desirous of office. Yet, of all the great men 

1who have governed England, Peel was probably the least eager 
!for what men call power. He valued office not for the dis
'tinction which it conferred, b1.-1t for the opportunities which it 
1 offered, and he had as true a satisfaction .in supporting the 
wise policy of another as in initiating it himself. Though, 
too, he was young as men now reckon age, circumstances had 
impressed him with the weight of his· increasing years. Since 
x8so the House of Commoris has only 'at rare intervals been 
led by a man who did not number sixty summers, and the 
first place in the Government has, with still rarer exceptions, 
been held by any one who has not reached the age of- three
liCOre years and ten. But in· the hundred years which pre-
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ceded r8so the House of Commons had never been led by 
a man above sixty ; with one insignificant exception the office 

\of Prime Minister had never been filled by a statesman of 
'seventy years of age. Recollecting the fate of Liverpool and 
the death of Castlereagh, Peel shrank from imposing the 
weight of affairs on his declining years, and sought from his 
Sovereign the promise that she would never again ask him 
to enter her service. I 

Had Peel lived, circumstances might have proved stronger 
than his resolution, and he might have been forced reluct~ntly 

'" to resume the position from which he shrank. The 
His death 

plunge of a restive horse on the z8th of June r8so 
set that question at rest for ever by causing the accident which 
led a day or two afterwards to the statesman's death. Perhaps 
his country hardly realised his greatness till it was known that 

1 he was gone. Then even the anger of protectionists was 
.,.. allayed by grief for his loss and respect for his memory. For, 

if the statesman had few private friends and many public 
enemies, there was no one among friends or foes to whom 
the truth came not home-that the goodliest tree in the forest 

r:had fallen. -
J"'The _ch11racter of Peel~art of the_ history of..~.E~~

If his worth has not appeared in _ this work it will not be 
and char· illustrated by a few general remarks on his defects 
acter. or virtues. Yet the passions which his career pro-
voked were so- strong, the reproaches which still cling to his 
memory are so loud, that, before the curtain falls on his 
departure from the stage, an effort must ~~ ll!.ade to describe 

· his __ ser_vi<:;es. --- -
r' ::.:: l It was the memorable reproach of Goldsmith that Burke 
/ . to .P.arty gave up what was meant for mankind. Nearly _E~e 

opposite was true of Peel. Instead of sacrificing his policy to 
his- party, ·he was always ready to sacrifice his party to his 
p~Jicy. CoJJSciqus of his own superiority, he did not care 

J 
about the views of inferior men, and he did not even take 
the trouble of explaining to them the reasons of his opinions. 

l Greville's Memoirs, Part. ii. vol. ii. p. 433· Cf. ibid,, voL iii. p. I99· 
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!~~never .forgot _that .he~w~s _Minister.. of.En·g]and, ,but 
he rarely recollected that he was the leader of the Conservative 
pahy. Sl1y:~and::eV.en:iWkwli_ri:Un.:;-"ci~i;ty, .he had not the 
iria"lnation, and ·~;r~r co~rt·the-~opp~;tunity, to conciliate 
and educate his followers in unofficial hours. Impatient of 
contradiction and hasty iri his temper, he could not win sup
port in public by an encouraging smile or a conciliatory word; 
and so, though his capacity gained hirn confidence and his 
character respect, beyond the narrow circle of his own -asso
ciates he won no man's affectior1. 

His failure to attract SY2!!P.athy was due to the se~y_2f 
his manners and not toJh~_<;Qldness of hi_s hea.!J· His outward 
aipec!, ~eed, _!?elie~ his .i.J1pe~~~!1Lbetter .. na"'iiii-e; and the 

lman who seemed unsympathetic to his followers was capable 
of kindlier actions than many of those who condemned his 

. insensibility. In the midst of a storm of unmerited obloquy 
such as had never fallen on any public man, he found time to 
befriend, as no one else befriended, the dying Haydon. He 
was the firm and judicious patron of-science, of literature, and 
of art. With tte men who attained distinction in these paths, 
he threw off the· reserve which he retained for his followers ; 
with superiority, wherever he met it, he was in fact at home; 
with inferiority he was shy and cold. 

. Great men who wish to become great party l~~S_ll_ly,g, .._.____, - ........ y~·--- --~- ' ....... . . "" -- ........... -~ 

h~v~er, le~_:~ ~o u~~~~O...!}l~i.rfo!l~~rs, and Peel'sjha:bili!J 
to desceno to those beneath him aroused.in~the,first instance 
s~picion, .~d ulti~yftcTted--~utin~. And _the -=res:t! 
was more seriousin Peel's case because he did not fulfil 
the conditions which Conservatives usually demand in a 
leader. They could have forgiven-nay, they afterwards did 
forgive-haughty. manners in a Stanley; ·they would not 
tolerate them in a Peel. Though by education and in wealth 
Peel was superior to most of his followers, he was inferior 
to many of them in birth. They were identified with the 
older generation of country gentlemen who had governed 
England up to 1832; h~..}X,::!:.~ .th,e represe1,1t.ati_ve .Pf Jhe._l}_ew 
1d.,~,.l!,nd of the new ·men;·who were destroyingtthe.power 
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:of the old landlords more effectually than the Reform Bill. 
And thus it happened that, though Peel was the opponent 
of that measure, he personally gained more than any other 

'statesman from its passage. For the middle classes, on whom 
the franchise was conferred, recognised in him both a repre
sentative and an example, while he understood their views 
and their wants much more clearly than any of his con
temporaries. Hence he was able, almost alone, to maintain 
an authority in the Parliament of 1833 such as no other 
statesman has ever secured without numerical support; and 
hence, notwithstanding his connection with an unpopular 
party, he was regarded thenceforward both by friend and foe 
as the most capable of living statesmen. 

1 But the very reasons which won Peel the confidence of 
the nation excited the natural distrust of his own supporters . 
. A.c.cident made_ him the leader of the Conservative party,; 
conviction made him~ the greatest reformer of the century. 
'()~ organ-ic questions, indeed, Peel Jived and died a Con: 
;~ervative; and as, by a strange limitation ot language, the 
/term Reform in political circles is usually confined to organic 

lquestions, posterity even now has failed to appreciate the 
radical nature of the policy l'rhich Peel introduced. Yet 

1no statesman, either of this century or of any preceding 
age, had, up to his time, effected reforms so great and 
radical as those which were accomplished by Peel. Grey, 
indeed, closed a long and consistent career by carrying in 
his old age the great revolutionary measure whose principle 

~ he had advocated in his youth. But the one reform which 
will always be associated with the name of Grey was exceeded 
in importance by the six great reforms which this country owes 

, to Peel. In 1819 Peel reformed the currency; in 1823 he 
·Jreformed the Criminal Code; in 1829 he emancipated the 
!Roman. Catholics; in 1842 he reformed the Tariff; in 1843 
he reformed the Banking System ; in 1846 he repealed the 

I Corn Laws. Who is that minister whose admirers can boast 
.. ·that his name can be associatedwith six reforms so beneficent 
, and so enduring as these? 
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Great, however, as are the benefits which· this country 

J
deri~e~r2~:_~~~,9l_m. s,_ -~-heir au·t· hor. has __ never ent, irely 
recovered from the obloquy whtch was cast on htm for accom-
plishing them. HA.!:f;t.i~E()Eei-~lt:!.'.H; :~d .. society r5!f11s.es eto 
/~~i!e_,}~f~~n~~~r· It is, indeed, no easy matter to dis
cover any statesman who has passed through a long career 
without a change of opinion. Bqt perhaps Peel· is the only 

I statesman who has changed his views in office without notice, 
land without affording his supporters the opportunity of rang
. ing themselves under another leader. Both-in-...-I-829- and 
in .1845,. the_progress.of"'~vep_ts~~_..,.Ir.el~!J-~.~~<:-~~ h_~~ to re 
consider his opinions arid suddenly abandon,-hisold position. 
Th.o~e pers~ns who are b~st. ~cquainted with British history 
will be the first to do justice to the sincerity of his ·con· 
~ersion and to the purity of his motives on each of these · 
bccasions. But, at the same time, they will be the first 
to ackn9wledg~ "the incon~istellcy,~of;th~s. .;<;pnduct. Moralists 
may differ on the propriety of a statesman deliberately chartg~ 
ing his views. Bpt practical men will agree th~t such a_ change 
is ~best made when, the:statesma~};~ out of office. . . 
~ ., ... .-..- . .:..-,~ .,-..,... ...... • ,.,.·:•._. .... ---. _.,._, .. , ·. ~-.~<"" ~.__,,.,..,~.,.:-••c.:-.,.,·_ 

Peel, in fact, never would have adopted, either in 1829 or 
in 1845, the course which he pursued, if he had· not been 
influenced by a consideration which constantly animated him. 

'The Pri_!lle,,Minister"'oLEf)gla_nd, is_ the-servant of the public, 
but Peel ~~;er. iQ'igot that he. ~·;as· the s~r~·ant ~f. the Crown. 
Instead ofSirriply "considering-what course was-1~-~st' desirable 
on public grounds, or most ho~ourable for himself, he always 
reflected on the policy which was likely to prove convenient 
to his Sovereign. Much as George -IV. disliked the emancipa
tion of the Roman Catholics, he could hardly have succeeded 
in forming a ministry if Wellington and Peel had deserted 

' him in 1829. The queen might have been exposed to 
evident difficulties if Peel had refused, after Russell's failure 
to form a Government, to resume office in 1845. "In 1829 
a~~j.5_JYe,Uingt~I?- !lP<i Pe~l risked their o_wn,E.eputat_iQ;s, 

!and sacnficed thetr own wishes, for the~ sake of saving 
f. the Crown from embarrassment; and Peel's"''ie]ui!tio'n will 
· ·· . '~"' r ... ~~- ~ ·.l..:. ~ -~ ;~;~~~~~~~~~;i3i··_::;,_- .- · 
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. perhaps never wholly recover from the sacrifices which he 
thus made. 

There is, however, another question raised by his policy 
:which is of more interest. How came it that Peel, in the 
coux:se of his career, fo1;1nd it -~~c~~ry t~ :abandon ·alm-ost 

• eyery opinion which he had begun life by supporting? Is it 
not a reflection on his sagacity that none of his earlier views 
stood the test of later experience, but that one after another 
of them was flung overboard as useless lumber, for the Inglises, 
the Bentincks, and the Disraelis to cling to? Ought he not 
to. have foreseen, when he embarked on politics, that the 
course which the Tories were steering was leading to disaster? 
and ought he not to have joined another crew, and committed 
his fortunes to another pilot? The true answer to such a 
contention is to be found in the circumstances of Peel's career. 
He entered Parliament at twenty-one years of age. He had 
passed his youth amidst Tories at horne, at school, and at 

1 callege; and, immersed in the studies which gained him dis
tinction at the University, he had not leisure to examine the 
great political questions which were to exert so vast an influence 
on him afterwards. He inherited his earlier. opinions ; he 

~ t~ought out, f~r himself, his later conclusic;>!ls· It would thus 
\be as reasonable to ~lame Luther for commencing his. care~r 
as a Roman Catholic as to blame Peel for commencmg h1s 
career as a Tory . 
. ~The six great questions which he was mainly instrumental 
in settling are divisible into three classes. The reform of the 
Criminal Code and the emancipation of the Roman Catholics 
were measures of domestic reform. The resumption of cash 
payments and the revision of the Bank Charter were measures 
of financial policy. The reform of the Tariff and the repeal 
of the. Cor~ Laws were commercial measures. 

But, though these great measures are divisible into different 
categories, they all partake of the same characteristic which 
distinguishes the whole of Peel's policy. Slo·w in approachil)g 
al}x._great.subject,.his treatment of it, when he once decided on 
d~aling with it, was. th()rougt.__f_or _the sake of carrying their 
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I;Qe£lsu~~. most mi~~~_tt__t~-~promis~. Peel almost 
alone carried all his projects in the shape in which he intro-

l
iduced them. Other ministers sacrifice details for the sake of 

carrying their principles. With Peel the details of each scheme"· 
formed an indissoluble part of a harmonious whole. . 

_ ..,, -This circums!ance ;undoubtedly testifi,es.to,his7 capacity as 
a statesman. He•was tthel'"greatest--rstatesman~of.-his~own ag5:,_ J 
and _be_r~J!k§..~;!ll.q_qg . the f<?~em,o~a~,~;s_m¥J:l.-qf,...illL.llges. ~ 
Inferior .. to.,.Walpole,.in-tact,.to Chatham in.vigo11r, to Pitt in 
h.is.ingenuity in devising. ta~~s,:.to~Canning. in_ his -eloquence 
in 'expounding policy-in~knowledge;.in.judgment, and 2erspi- · 
cacity, he was __ superioi; _to.a!l.these, men. And thus he stands 
inthe front of all his contemporaries, and in the froht rank 
among the other great .men to whom the destinies of England 
have been committed in the past. ,) 

• 



CHAPTER XXI. 

THE RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT OF THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY. 

THE writer who undertakes to relate a nation's progress is 
necessarily compelled to detail the events which attract at-

tention during the period which he is describing. 
The func· 
tions of But, if he has confined himself to this duty, he 
history. 

ought to be the first to acknowledge that his work 
is imperfect, and that, after all his labours, he has been merely 
collecting annals .instead of writing history. Ho11 ever faith
fully he may have discharged his task, however useful his 
work may prove to other students, he has failed to accomplish 
the historian's highest object. He has merely described 
events in their order; he has omitted to analyse the causes 
which produced them or the consequences which have pro
ceeded from them. 

Yet history, in the only sense in which it is worth serious 
study, is not a mere bundle .. of well-arranged anna!s. It is 
a science which ipustrates the gradual progress of society, 
and the causes which have either assisted or retarded its 
growth. Some philosophic writers, indeed, contend that man 
is ·a mere automaton, whose minutest movements have been 
predetermined, or, at any rate, inevitably fixed from eternity; 
and that his independence or free-will in regulating them is 
only one of the many conditions which were foreseen, or which 
existed, in the remote past. Whether this doctrine, which the 
Church calls predestination, and which science calls necessi
tarianism, commend itself or not to the student, the historian 
will at least admit that the events of any age may be -always 

\referred to pre-existing causes, and that the true function 
2j6 .... -
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o(his!oyy_~~ n_ot_ t~_e ~~~9!.!~~~J?~ysis 
~!Jb.~, . .£~.~~ .~'lcl;;of)h~ .. progre,~s .. of.!h~ ,l}p,ll),!lP~fal!lily_.. 

Regard for these consideratiops induced the writer of the 
present history to devote more than 300 pages of prefatory 
matter to an analysis of the causes which were at work in the 
eighteenth century, and which have determined the progress· 
of England in the nineteenth century. It has led him since 
at regular intervals to stop his narrative in order that he might 
have the opportunity of describing the social condition of the 
people at different periods. These precautions, these digres
si0ns, may have seemed purposeless to some of his readers 
who themselves remember the periods with which he is dealing. 
Memory, however, can rarely be trusted on recent events. 
"L'histoire d'avant-hier," wrote Guizot, "est Ia moins connue, 
on peut dire Ia plus oubliee du .public d'aujour-d'hui." 1 The 
sufferings of yesterday are readily forgotten amidst the pleasures 
of to-day. Nothing is so difficult as to imagine that the heroic 
measures which statesmen have originated within our own 
recollection are not the mere outcome of their own opinions, 
but the links of a continuous chain, extending from .a pre-
historic past to an invisible future. • 

This work, however, would be still incomplete if the writer 
satisfied himself with tracing the causes which have made 
England a prosperous, contented, and autonomous ·nation. 
The progress of society is an infinitely more important matter 
than the progress of everits. But the progress of society, in 
the ordinary sense of the term, important 'as it is, is not the 
chief matter for the consideration of an historian. "1;!1.;,_ 
his!.2..ry~ gf ~-~~_ry __ civ_il!~~cl ~o.£i~!y," wrote Buckle, "i§...,J,h,e 
history of its intellectual develoument." 2 Without absolutely 

... -"-............. ,..;...,_=- -r"-1¥~-·....-.. ~~~~.,., .. ~~If' 
assenting to Buckle's dictum, every competent critic will admit· 

~!hat the progress of society !s both of less interest and of less 
Importance than the progress of thought. 

The history of human thought is the most comprehensive 
and most difficult subject which can occupy the attention of 

1 Guizot's Memoires, vol, viii. p.· SIS. 
~ History of Civilis.ation, vol, i. p. 387, 
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the student. But few writers of the history of nations have 
The history ever .ventured to load their pages with any careful 
ofthought. account of it. It is a common habit, indeed, of 
the writers of history to devote a chapter to the analysis of 
contemporary literature, and the interest which attaches to any 
literary review perhaps justifies their doing so. One branch of 
literature, moreover, helps to illustrate their narrative. The 
manners of every age are studied with most advantage in the 
contemporary m~moirs, letters, and novels. But the graver 
works of literary men have little or no influence on the 
generation in which they are written, and have no real place 
in its history. The thought of the foremost thinkers is rarely 
communicated to mqre than a limited circle. It is the dis
ciples who in succeeding generations disseminate the doctrines 
which they have received from their master. pke the pebble 
which is thrown into the water, the thought in the first instance 

" 13;gi_tates a narrow circle. ,But the wave, which it sets in motion, 
There· in its turn creates other waves, till the remotest 
ligious v;rges of the pond feel the influence of the original 
movement -
of the nine· i!ppression. Adam Smith completed his work, Ben
teenth 
century tham commenced his labours, in the eighteenth 
n~mhle~ • 
pre-existing century. Neither of them made any effectual im-
causes. pression on,politics till the first quarter of the nine
teenth century was over. The great religious movement for 
which the nineteenth century is memorable is distinctly 
referable to causes in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
It was the reaction 'against the thought of the foremost thinker; 
of those centuries. It is incomprehensible to any one who ha!: 
no acquaintance with the previous history of thought 

It would perhaps be possible to show, if the limits of this 
The effects chapter enabled the task to be undertaken, that the 
ofthe Reformation of the sixteenth century was followed 
Reformation --~ 
compamble bx..El~EY of the consequences which ensued from 
with the 
effects of tb~ cpnversion of Constantine. While Constan-
Con!'nan- · •1 fl · 
tine's con· tme was sti l uctuatmg between the old faith 
version. and the new gospel, he sanctioned universal toler .. 
ance by the Edict of Milan. When Christianity became the 
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religion ·Of the State, hetesy was assailed and toleration was 
forgotten. 1 An attack upon heresy has always' been acaom
panied by a propagation of error by authority. The .con
'version•of Constantine was the signal for a renewed controversy 
on the Trinity. The fourth century saw the Homoousion 
imported into the Christian. faith. The fifth century gave 
birth to the famous creed which owes its name to Athanasius, 
but which was not composed for at least a hundred years after 
Athanasius' death.2 The three witnesses were imported i~to 

. the text of St. John to. support the decision of authority. 
Similifr consequences resulted from the conversion of Henry 

: VIII. While the king still hesitated between the old and the 
.,: new faith, toleration was permitted. When the Reformation was 

once adopted, heresy was stamped out by persecution. For 
nearly twq centuries authority declined to allow the existence 
of free thought, and during the whole period, while punishing 
heresy, it was shaping creeds and w·riting. homilies. The 
Reformers, though they lopped away some of the errors which 
had been engrafted on the Christian faith, jealously retained 
the principal doctrines which had .o":'ed their origin to the 
Athanas ian school. · tp_ey...r~jected the Ro.maq_tenet,of..,tr:;tv· 
su bstan tia_ti~tn, _ b_llt" they~made..,.pr:edestination _the~absolute · 
a~nd essential ;,.~o~nc;Jiti"on .,"¢f,,,$al v:J,tion._They_r:_e!lloyed _one · .. 
~lty..:,b!tt~preserv_ed,..anotlwr:..obstacl!_!. For, in the ~o;ds . 
of -the great. author who has· already been quoted, "Many a 
sober Christian Would rather admit that a wafer is God than 
that God is a cruel and capricious tyrant." 3 ' 

In consequence of the retention oL some, and of the intro
duCtion of otheJ;, superstitions, the idea of God which 'existed 
among the followers of the Reformers differed little Ch • . . 

. . , . . nsttamty 
from the tdea of· God wh1ch authonty had propa- ~nd pagan· 

gated before the Reformation. · It has been fre- tsm. 

quently remarked that Chri§ti_enity:,,j£~J;2ttq!!~~~!!!g .. ~:S:2_,;~e, 
adopted the machinery of polytheism, and. that_" the victors · 
--~!;J'A,.o.;(~·-"' .. -.:;oo .... ~'"' .. ,. - ' - ., . • "f- -' ·-,~"""· .:.- ,J/f 

1 Gibbon, vol. iii. pp. 244, 307· 
2 Or perhaps for son)e centuries later. See Stanley's Eastern Church, p. 

235, and E11cyclopa:dia -Britannica, ad verb, Creeds. 
a Gibbon, vol x. p. igo. 
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themselves were insensibly subdued by the arts of their van
q'\li.shed rivals." 1 The Protestant would probably scornfully 
reject the notion that he embraced the superstitions of the 
ancient world, yet many a Protestant derives his idea of the 
Deity from either Milton or Bunyan; and the God of Bunyan 
and Milton bears a closer resemblance to the Jupiter of Homer 
than to the Jehovah of Jo'b. It is worth while, however, at 
the cost of a slight digression, to show how closely the ideas 
of Milton, on the highest subjects, correspond with those of 
the great Grecian epic. 

The machinery of "Paradise Lost" is of course almost 
identical with that of the Iliad and Odyssey. In Milton, as in 
Homer, the earth is the centre of the· universe:-

" Terrestial heaven, danc'd round by other heavens, 
That shine yet bear their bright officious lamps, 
Light above light, for thee alone, as seems." 2 

In Milton, as in Homer,· heaven is the home of the gods 
and goddesses, or the angels and the archangels ; heir is 
Milton and the· infernal region in which Pluto in one poem, 
Homer. Satan in the other, holds undisputed dominion.3 

Jehovah in one poem, Jupiter in the other, despatches his 
messengers on terrestrial missions. In Homer the gates of 
heaven fly open before the chariot_ of Juno, in Milton the 
gates of hell fly open before Satan. In Homer the gods and 
goddesses, in Milton the angels and archangels, are wounded, 
bleed, an<i suffer pain.4 The .gods and goddesses of Homer 
laugh at Vulcan panting in their service. The God of Milton 
is moved to laughter at the "quaint opinions wide" of the 
great astronomer of the world.5 These are a few of the well-

I Gibbon., vol. v. p. rJ6. Cf. Draper's Conflict o/ Religion and Science, 
where the whole subject is admirably worked out in ch. ii. 

2 Paradise Lost, bk. ix. L IOJ. The same idea exists in other passages ; cf. 
(e.g.) bk. iv. I. 66r. 

s Cf. • • Here we may reign secure" in Paradise Lost, bk. i. I. 26o, with 
Tp!raros o' 'Ato?]S l:vlpotutv O.vdUUI~!V in Iliad, XV. I. r88. 

4 Venus, in the Iliad, bleeds as gods bleed who neither eat corn nor drink 
wine (Iliad, v. I. 341) ; and cf. Satan's bleeding a stream, ·• sanguine, such as 
celestial spirits may bleed," Paradise Lost, in bk. vi, I. 333• 

5 Paradise Lost, bk. viii. I. 78; cf. Iliad, bk. i. I. 593· 
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known· examples which might be given of the ·intimate resem-
blance between the machinery of the two poems. 

But the resemblanc.e between the two poems is not merely 
visible in their details. In both poems man and God occupy 
the same position. In both of them man is in a state of 
decay.- In both God is neither an omnipotent nor a just 
Deity. The gradual deterioration of the human race may 
be ·inferred from several passages in Homer. Nest or declares 
in the Iliad that there are no such men as were living in his 
youth ; and Minerva authoritatively explains in the Odyssey 
that feW'" children are the equals of their fathers, and the 
greater part are degenerate. The degeneracy of man is raised 
into a religious doctrine by Milwn, and Adam is "the good
liest mail of men since born his sons; the fairest of her 
daughters Eve." 1 

It is, however, in his idea of God that Milton has borrowed 
most from Homer. The anthropomorphic God of Milton, 
like the anthropomorphic. God of Homer, is neither an omni
potent nor. a just being. Neither in the Iliad nor in "Paradise 
Lost" is God the undisputed sovereign of heaven. jehovah, 
like Jupiter, is engaged in a contest with rebels. against his 
authority. He suffers the host of heaven to be· engaged for 
two whole days in a doubtful struggle, an.d he does not choose 
to bring the war _to a conclusion till his own troops have been 
mown down in thousands by Satan's artillery. When the vic-

. tory is at last won, the conquest is in~omplete, and the rebel 
leaders emerge from hell to conquer a new-made world. " The 
sincerest care" of all the host of heaven cannot prevent the 
success of their attempt. But the God, who is thus not 
almighty, is also not just. When the victory is at last tem
porarily won, and the song of triumph is sounded in the. noble 
hymn, "Just are Thy ways, righteous are Thy decrees on all 
Thy works," God immediately pronounces a curse on the 

1 Paradise Lost, bk. iv. I. 323; Iliad, i. I. 26o; and Odyssey, i. L 276. Hector, 
indeed, contemplates the possibility of Astyanax's superiority to himself, Iliad, 
vi. l. 479; and Sthenelus boasts his supetiority to his father, Iliad, iv. l. 405. 
But these are, I believe, the only instances in Ii9mer which do not point to the 
grarluai degeneracy of the human family. · 

\'OL. V, q 

.. 
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• 
earth, which, if it be righteous, is certainly not just. The sun 
is ordered "so to move, so shine, as might affect the earth 
with cold and heat scarce tolerable ; " the moon and planets 
are "to join in synod unbenign ; " the fixed stars are to shower 
"their influence malignant;" and special precautions are taken 
lest the new-made earth should enjoy a perpetual spring. The 
God of Homer loves Troy beyond all the cities of the world, 
and yet sanctions its destruction to gratify the whims of a spite
ful goddess. The God of Milton loves man beyond all his 
works. He creates him foreknowing his fall, and curses the 
earth in consequence of it. It was such a description as this 
which suggested the remark appropriately cited by Mr. Froude, 
" Deus aut non vult tollere mala, aut nequit. Si non vult, non 
est bonus; si nequit, non est omnipotens." 

Though the Reformers of the Christian Church failed to 
remove all the tares which had grown up with the true seed 
The rise of of Christianity, though they founded their idea of 
doubt the 
chief cunse- God on the mythology of the Greeks rather than on 
ih:'R:.of the later Hebrew writings, mankind gained much 
formation. from their efforts. Tl!f!Y -~~<;1 introduced doubt 
i!_lto the regions . of faith, Infallibility is a structure which 
must, from its very nature, stand or fall as a whole. The 
removal of a single stone loosens the building and threatens 
its ruin. ·When one man proves that one doctrine taught by 
infallibility is false, another is certain to question the truth of 
other doctrines. Stone after stone thus crumbles before the 
attack, till the whole citadel is demolished. To the faithful 
garrison within the walls the gaping breaches are still invisible. 
The besiegers outside see only a decaying ruin before them 
which is hardly worthy of their artillery. 

Since the Reformation, to pursue the metaphor, the Roman 
Church has continued its occupation of a citadel under the 
The rise of banner of authority. Till;. Christians outside the 
Rationalism. wglls _have placed themselves under the guidan~e . 
qf reason. But the successes which the besiegers in the first 
instance achieved were not favourable for their ultimate advan
tage. Some of them, alarmed at the ruin which they had 
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·made, 'went m~er .. to the garrison; others 'of them,. afraid of 
·the· consequences of tl)eir victory, entrenched themselves 'in 

new 'citadels, and ranged themselves under new banners, all 
professing authority.. Only a small, though increasing, band 
remained encamped around the standard of reaso.n under 
which the whole army had originally fought. Its dwindled 

.ptimbers need not excite· surprise. Authority, whether it , 
emanated from the citadel' or. the plain, offered honour and 
wealth in this world, eternal happiness in the world .to come, 
to its faithful soldiery; while reason invited its followers to 
embark with it 0n a trackless ocean, with no compass to guide 
their course, with no promise to cheer their labours, in pursuit 
of a faint ray of light which was named Truth, and which ever 
receded as they advanced. 

Thus the struggle commenced between reason and authority, 
which has not yet reached its Marathon. But it so happened 
that, while Bunyan and Milton were reprpducing the anthropo
morphic gods of mythology in· Christian apparel, events were 
taking place which were slowly altering the conditions of the cam
paign. In the beginning of the sixteenth century, while Luther 
was translating· the Bible into German, and '.Henry VIII. was 
dallying with Anne Boleyn, Copernicus wa,s slowly elaborating 
the system which has since borne his name. In the beginning 
of the seventeenth century the invention of the telescope enabled 
Galileo to read some of the hidden secrets .of the . 

· d h . Galileo. heavens an to prove t e truth of the theory wh1ch 
Copernicus had propounded a century before. It was a remark 
of Whately, that "a bishop who in Galileo's time would have 
supported astronomy would have saved many from infidelity."l 
Perhaps he also might have saved the Church from the re~ 

proach that Christianity, which, it is said, is to cover the earth, 
is permanently excluded from the heavens. 2 Unfortunately 
for ·authority, the Church in the seventeenth century had no 
Whately for an adviser. It regarded the Copernican theory 

1 Life of Wluztely, voL ii. p. 152. 

2 See the striking remark of Draper in his great work on the Intellectual 
Developmmt of Europe. 
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of the revolution of the planets in the heavens as both heretical 
and absurd,. and Galileo was condemned by the Inquisition. 
His condemnation was, in one sense, a much more important 
matter than the heresy of Luther. The questions which the 
Reformer raised were matters of opinion, and it was possible 
for devout and wise men to doubt whether, in matters of 
opinion, I .uther or Rome was the safer guide. But the 
question on which Galileo was condemned was a matter of 
fact, and, before fifty years were over, no man competent to 
express an opinion could doubt that Galileo was right and 
that his judges were wrong. Authority, tested by· fact, had 

l proved to be fallible. If it were fallible on such a point aE 
this, where was its infallibility? 

Tb.~ invention of the telescope and the discoveries.of_Galileo 
and his successors egl~rged.the)deas_of space which man had 
- originally formed .. It is remarked by Newton that, 

The tele· 
scope en· in Homer, Tartarus is as far below the earth as 
larges man's 
ide"s of heaven is above it, that in Virgil it is twice as far, 
space. while in Milton hell is thrice as far. 1 The lapse 
of 3000 years had thus far enlarged the imagination of the 
greatest poets. Yet how feeble is the boldest flight of the 
imagination compared with the reality of truth ! If Milton 
had lived a little later he would have learned that the light 
of the nearest fixed star, travelling at the rate of 18o,ooo 
miles a second, a speed at which no solid body ever yet 
fell, occupies years in reaching the earth. The nine days 
through which the rebel angels tell dwindle into nothingness 
when they are contrasted with the discoveries of science. 

But the new ideas or the universe which science revealed 
to man not only enlarged his conception of space, but con
currently proved his own insignificance. The earth was no 
longer the centre of the universe; it was no longer possible 
to believe that the heavenly bodies which had excited man's 

1 Note on Pm·adise Lost, bk. i. 1. 74· In Homer, Vulcan, tossed from 
heaven by Jupiter, fell a whole day through space before he alighted upon 
Lemnos; while in Milton, the rebel angels, driv~n out of heaven, fell nine days 
before hell "received them whole and on them closed." Cf. Iliad, i. I. 593; 
-tim#, bk. iii. !. 578 ; and Paradise Lest, bk, vi. I. Sgt. 
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awe had 'been created for his sole advantage. It became 
gradually clear that man's dwelling-place was only a little 
planet, not _so large as other planets in the same system, 
that the fixed stars were the central suns of other systems,· 
and that round them other planets were also. presumably 
revolving. Every improvement in the telescope revealed 
new suns to the astonished investigator, till the mind was 

lfor_ced to believe that, as space had no limit, the stars were 
·without number. Was it possible to presume that these 
myriads of bodies, many of them more glorious than our 
o~n sun, had been created with .the sole ·object of making 
night a little less dark to the distant inhabitants of a ~solitary-' 
planet? Was it not fair to assume that these suns were 
·in their turn attended -by other planets, inhabited by other 
beings, and by beings of intelligence like our own? The 
tremendous speculations which resulted from this assumption 
are familiar to those who have studied the histor:,r of thought, 
but need -hardly be detailed in a history of the nineteenth 
century. 

Contemporary with Galileo another great man made an 
even greater discovery. Galilee had established the truth 
of the Copernican theory; K~.p~_<:!i.§.~,£yered __ ~he Kepler and 

1~-.y~ ~Y~~~}jl!!)}~avenly bodieso~o~e: Newton, Newton, 

in his "Principia," carried these revelations still further. He 

\ 
shO\v'ed that the doctrine of gravitation _accounted for the 

. laws which Kepler had laid down, and that the heavenly 
bodies could only move in the paths in which authority 
fifty years before had declared that they did not move. 
When the theory of gravitation was once understood, the 
reign of law commenced. The poor Indian was left to 
see his god in the clouds, and to hear him in the wind ; 
the philosopher was taught to infer the Deity from the order 
which prevailed, and not from its apparent interruptions.1 

But this grand conception of a God, the author of an eternal 
"'and immutable law by which all creation was regulated, 

was ·opposed to the idea of God which authority had_ pro-
1 Stephen's HiJtory of Tkougkt, vol. i. p. 410. Huxley's Hume, p. 161, 
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mulgated. The Church of Rome had uniformly taught that 
God constantly intervened in the government of the universe. 
Even the Reformed Churches clung tenaciously to the same 
doctrine. The minutest events which happened on the earth 
were, according to authority, brought about by the direct 
interposition of the Deity at the time, instead of being the 
·mere consequences of the eternal laws which God had pre
'ordained, and which had coexisted with God. 

Thus it was obvious, before the seventeenth century was 
concluded, that the old doctrine of authority was incom
patible with the ~ew revelations of science; and the bdst 
and wisest men set themselves the task of reconciling the 
two. Descat tes, at the time- at which Galileo was observing 
the heavens, had been elaborating the system of philosophy 
of which he was the originator. It was the essence of his 
system to draw a sharp distinction between man and other 
animals. The animals, so he taught, were mere automata; 
man thought, and was, therefore, something more than an 
animal. Thought was the essence of the soul, the opposite 

of matter. So far the position of Descartes, a child of 
Descartes. 

the Roman Church, was not antagonistic to the dicta 
of authority. The blow which Descartes dealt to Rome was 
not connected with the conclusions which he formed, but 
witl1 the right of inquiry which he both claimed and urged. 
The Church taught men to believe; Descartes told them to 
doubt. ''Can it be sin to know?" so Satan had soliloquised 
in paradise. Descartes gave a new answer to the question, 
and made knowledge a virtue, ignorance a sin. 

The influence of Descartes on English thought was not 
great.l In England his conclusions were not accepted by 

the foremost thinkers. But the fundamental basis 
Rationa1ism. . . 
=-~ c;. '"'of his system was tacitly adopted. He had en.-
t@oned reason on the seat which faith had previously occupied. 
~ll the divines of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
/all the great English writers from Locke to Hume, appealed 
tto the reason of their readers, and not to their faith. Rational 

1 History o/ English Thought, vol. i. p. 32. 
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ism became the distinguishing feature of the English Church, 
and Christianity was for the first time vindicated on rationalistic 
principles: 

Rationalism ·in the Church was necessarily followed by 
other consequences than those which divines who still clung 

·to orthodoxy had foreseen. The arguments which one set 
of reasoners used ·against Rome were employed' by- another 
set of reasoners against Christianity; and, at the end of 
the seventeenth and at the commencement of the eighteenth 
century, a succession of writers promulgated the views which 
are now known under the name of Deism. English neism. 
Deism is easily traceable throughout the whole """' 
course of the eighteenth century,· but· the influence of its 
.mthors gradually declined. Devout ,people were shocked 
at the coarse, unfeelmg language with which some of its 
advocates propagated their principles. Advanced thinkers, 
pushing the Deist's arguments to an extreme, laid the founda
tions of Materialism and Agnosticism, and Deism gradually 
decayed. But the influe·nce of the Deists was still perceptible. 
Even those who still remained within the shadow of the 
Church found their faith shaken by the constant iteration of 
:he arguments of unbelief. The best divines preached morals, 
a"nd not divinity. The Church fell into a torpid condition ; 
religion almost ceased in the land, and virtue was recom
mended not because it was right, but because it was expedient.! 

1:m:P,or w~s. inev~Y.l?.!!~~Y~~e~ct.!£.n. ·In ordinary 
Circumstances the reaction would have occurred in the-Church, 
and devout Churchnien, by conduct and precept; would~ have 
endeavoured to check the _growing spread of i~fiddity. - Bilt 
there was one circumstance, which has been hitherto· insuffi
ciently emphasised, which ·prevented the reacti(>n. _The chu~c~ 
following its natttral course. The attack which had ~~~ht~enih . 

followed the discoveries of Galileo and Newton had century. , :. 

been directed ·against religion, and not against the Church. 
While men's minds were steadily rejecting the· doctrines tq 
which their forefathers had clung, .they ~\'ere .. devising new 

l History of Englisk Tkouckt, vol, ii. p. 343, and note, 
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secuntJes, new privileges, for the Establishment. The decay 
of faith naturally led to the disuse of persecution. But, though 
persecution was no longer demanded on spiritual grounds, 
penal laws were passed from political motives. The Church 
no longer burned men's bodies to save their souls, but the 
State seized their property to strengthen the Establishment. · 
In an age of torpor in religion, when the Church had no faith, 
no activity, it was seriously pretended that no one could be a 
good subject who was not a Churchman. 

Secure, therefore, in its possessions, for which it cared, 
assailed only in its .doctrines, for which it cared not, the 
Church of the eighteenth century regarded with complacency 
the advance of Deism and unbelie£ 1:he rel/.ction against 
torpor and .scepticism-came, but it came from outside the
QlurZh. -Orthodox Christianity was preaching morals and ex-

pediency, its congregations were slumbering around 
Wesley. 

its pulpits, when ~esley suddenly startled mankind 
with what seemed a new doctrine. There could be no salvac 

... --" tion, he asserted, except through faith in Christ. The best 
men, the most moral men, were in a state of damnation until 
they had grasped this fundamental truth. When faith came
came perhaps in a moment-the believer was at once con
vinced of his own forgiveness and his own safety, I and might 
thenceforward live in a blessed assurance of freedom from sin 
and from the consequences of sin. 

A_do~trine_of_this kind was exactly suited to the require
J11"ents o( the age. Men were alarmed at t)1e consequences 
of a _rationalisti~_ m_ovement; Wesley told them to rest their 
~Lop~_l?_n_fa)t_!l .. The Deists \Yere explaining away the supe,r
~atural ; Wesley assured his congregations that every one 
might receive internal evidence. of the miraculous in his own 
s'ense of instantaneous conversion. The doctrine, moreover, 
;J:_ic)1_}Vesley taught was _on_ly_ evolvedfro;__Articles X., XI., 
and XII. of the_Church,~and he could, therefore, claim the 
sanction of_authority for the tenets which he was promulgating. 

---··· ~ '·" 

I All this is admirably stated by Mr. Lecky, History of England, vol. ii, 

p. ss6 
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But, though a-uthority was in one sense on his side, the Church 
soon showed that it had little sympathy with his teaching. It 
drove him from its pulpits and forced him into the- fields. 
Nothing could have been better for the success of the new 
movement. The fields in which Wesley collected his congre
gations held multitudes whom no buildings could have con
tained. Enthusiasm in crowds spreads li~e fire in a prairie; 
the people communicated one to another their own zeal, and 
the new religion-for a new religion it was 1-won recruits in 
every village, and missionaries in almost every recruit. 

Thus, as the middle of the eighteenth century wore away, 
the Church, secure in its alliance with the State, slumbered, 
while free thought on one side and Methodism on the other 
pushed their approaches, and 'made their converts by the 
hundred or the thousand. But towards. the close of the 
c~ntury some of the enthusiasm which Wesley and .Th effects 

h1s followers had excited was caught by the Church }!JM . 
itself. 2 Men like Wilberforce and Simeon, shocked Rl:i~~tion 

- ·- oB'reli "on. 
at the tone of those around them, endeavoured to ~~ 
raise others to the contempll!tiop.~~highe~~obJ;'~ts~than this 
lti"e .affords, ._li.U_d,.to ,.infllSe~ne_»'_tpougl~t.and_Ile)'!ji(ejnto wthe 
s~y in whi~h~th.ey~mo:v.ed._It-so..:happened~that~the.great 
P.Olitical 9Gl1Y"ulsion_which_we-eall-the-Erench~Re:v.olution 

~ded _cogency.to. their-arguments, 'l:hF_...gorm...».'-l!i~h.shgok, 
France to its_centr_e,_in ~he_mid_s~_oCw_hich monarchy~s 
~estroy~E...£!.a~privilege ~r:.~~~. ~h'l~Le.!l __ cqual_~ffec;t 
~}_igioE. ~ ~eaS9!l1 .in,its~coar_sestjorm,,~was_en!J!!:.oge_<;l on 

1 The g~t]I.of,M~thoqism has been so rapid that Tyerman, in his Lijt 
of Wesley, vol. i; p. II, calculates that in 1876 it could boast of more than 
12,000,000 adherents. 

2 Perhaps few people recollect how very long the reaction against torpor · 
was in coming. Fifty years ago butcher-boys carried their meat ihrough York 
Cathedral, a short cut from the shop to the customer. In 1842 .the church 
bells at Troston rang out, not for prayers, but to warn the gleaners that it was 
their time to go out and caine in. Mrs. Carlyle's Letters, vol. i. p. 156. There 
were only four Communions a year at Rugby when Arnold went there. 
Stanley's Arnold, vol. i. p. 146: Confirmations in many dioceses were few 
and far between. The candtdates for. this rite were brought by the thousand 
to the Cathedral town, and the occasion became-one of disorder and indecency, 
Life of Wilbetj'orce, vol. i, p. 343- -
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0;ueat which, th~ Church had occupi~, _ _!!_nd both morality 
and religion were shocked at the rapid spread of licence. af\.d 
..._____ .. - -h .. 

a,!_h~ism. The various classes which were thus assailed were 
f9rced _by_ co~mon misfort!Jne to join in a common defence, 
~gd the Conservatives who resisted the spread of ·revolution 
~e jmpelled tg withstar1<l ~he growth of indifferenc~ an~
<l.cmbt. ~ Thus, then, Wilberforce and Simeon, with their fellow
workers, found their arguments emphasised by events which 
had filled the upper classes with alarm. Yet the movement 
at which they aimed was the reform of society rather than of 
the Church. Except that Wesley had been driven outside the 
pale of the Church, and that Wilberforce remained within it, 
there was little distinction between the opinions of the two 
men. Wilberforce and his friends, however, succeeded in 
arousing in a section of the upper classes the religious sense 
which Wesley and his fellow-preachers had stimulated in the 
middle and lower orders. Sunday-schools had been intro
duced by Raikes in 1781, the Church Missionary Society was 
formed in r8oo, and the Religious Tract Society in r8or. 
Divines like Paley and Watson published works to resist the 
spread of infidelity. Religious laymen like Scott-afterwards 
Lord Stowell-introduced bills into Parliament to deal with 
the non-residence of the beneficed clergy. Some care was 
taken in the selection of the dignitaries of the Church, and 
Parliament attempted to check sedition and discontent by 
building new churches. These and many other similar circum
stances indicated that the movement which Wesley had 
originated outside the Church had extended into the Establish
ment. But they also showed that the impulse which the 

Je•lousy Church was receiving was derived from men who 
of Rome. based their theology on Calvin rather than on 

Rome; and the distinguishing feature of Church politics was 
a jealou£y or hatred of the Pope and of the Roman Church. 

This hatred, which broke up the Whig Ministry in r8o7, 
and which helped to break up the Tory Ministry in r83o, was 
remarkably perceptible in the interpretation which, in England, 
was uniformly ascribed to prophecy. Newton, in the close 
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of the eighteenth century, had made its interpretation a 
familiar study; and statesmen' like i Perceval, and philoso" 
phers- like Priestley, were equally guilty of 'an idle effort to 
solve. the riddles of their own time by' poring. over the writings 
attributed to Daniel and Isaiah.1 :J:n the interpretation of 
_prophecy,, the Pope was uniformly the Antichrist; 2 and per
haps no article of the· Church was h~ld more rigidly than the 
belief entertained by almost every e\fucated Englishman who 
thought on sacred subjects, that RoD?-e was the ~car let woman 
M the Revelations, and that the sev\!n heads of the beast on 
which she sat were the seven hills of the city. , The growing 
attention to prophecy led to startling consequences, - Priestley 
had expected the second c'oming of Christ within tli•enty years. 
Irving undertook to fix the day on which He ·should appear. 
The movement which is known as Irvingism was in this·way 
the logical outcome of the writings of Newton and of the 
Evangelical school of divines.· The hatred of Rome, which 
was even more general than the· disposition to' apply the pre~· 
dictions of the Hebrew writers to current events, led to conse
quences of equal-importance. ·Rome had always asserted the 
authority of the Church ; · the Prbtestant, on the ·contrary, 
relied on the· authority of . the· Bible. The- Roman Catholic 
declared that the Bible was only useful-to verify the The Bible 

doctrine which the Church taught; the Protestant Society. 

sought his doctrine in the. Bible.· ,Eager Protestants imagined 
that by the circulation of the Bibl:e they might deal a· death
blow to Rome. The Bible Society was ·accordingly formed 
in 18o4, and active clergymen displayed their activity by hold-
ing meetings in their parishes in its support. 

Yet, though Evangelical doctrines were predominant, those 
who were able to· look beneath ;the· surface of the current 
could detect eddies in the water.··· The institution of the -Bible 
Society led .to controversies which foreboded a storm. One 
party in the Church objected to the circulation of the Word ol 

1 Perceval's Lift, vol. i. p. 72. Hzstory of Engli~h Thought; vol. i. p. 431. 
2 See a ,curious passage in Cardinal Newman's Apologia pro Vita Sua, 

p. 52 ; and cf. Mr. ·Mozley's equally curiO\IS conclusion that Antichrist was not 
the Church of Rome, but pagan Rome. ·.Retliini"ent:es, vol. i. p. 176. · · 
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God without the explanatory notes of man; another party, 
raising the same objection in another form, objected to its 
circulation without the Prayer-Book; a third party, taking 
other ground, objected to the circulation of the Apocrypha. 
The last of these controversies was settled in r826 by a decision 
of the Society to cease printing Apocryphal Scripture ; and, 
to their immeasurable loss, later generations grew up ignorant 
of the history of the Maccabees, of the adventures of Tobit, 
of the heroism of Judith, and of the contest so ennobling in 
its results in Esdras. These stories, as familiar and as dear 
to our ancestors as the "Pilgrim's Progress" or as Ruth, became 
gradually less and less known to their descendants. The 
other controversies led to division. Those Churchmen who 
were desirous of maintaining the authority of the Church dis
player] an increasing distrust of the Bible Society. Cardinal 
Newman withdrew his subscription to it; and, if fiction may 
be used to illustrate history, Markham Sutherland,1 still vibrat
ing between authority and free thought, declared that "cram
ming" the Bible into the people's hands was "the most culpable 
folly of which it is possible for man to be guilty." 2 

Indications, then, there were, perceptible enough to those 
who looked for tbem, that a party was rising in the Church 
opposed to the Evangelical doctrines which were usually enter
tained by earnest Churchmen; and the reaction which this 
new party represented was stimulated by other circumstances. 
Astronomy had revolutionised thought in the seventeenth cen-

tury. Geology was to effect a still greater revolution 
Geology. . h . h a- · ' H - m t e nmeteent century. Buuon m France, utton 

ip Scotland, Smith in England, Werner in Germany, were ex· 
ploring the bowels of the earth, and examining the processes 
by which it had been· made. Different theories of creation 
were identified with the names of the Scotch and the German 
investigators-the one accounting for phenomena by the action 

1 The Nemesis of Faith, p. 63. 
2 It may be well to contrast the opinions of Cardinal Newman and Mr. 

Froude with that of Dr. Chalmers, who declared "the Bible Society the most 
magnificent scheme that e1·er was instituted for bettering the moral condition 
of the species." Lift of Chalmers, vol i. p. 263-
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of fire which the other attributed to the action of water. But 
it gradually became plain that no theory which geology made 
possible was consistent with the dogwa'which had been pre
viously propounded by the Church. Creation, it was evident, 
had been no sudden act, but a gm.gual_p,rm:ess_<:;ol1ducte.<i 
tliro"ugh millions of years:_Life_l::taci_be~n.no,_,recent,genera: 
tion, butJ!?<l.~~is_tec1,a_t_reriods t9_2_reg1~teJor ,man to .measu~~· 

1 '{[1e six~d~y,s_ofath.~J1rst~ch_apter.oLG~n~sis,<:;ojJl~tlli> .. longer~bl!· 
a~J.ed in_..!J: . .Jiteral~sense ;.could,..no.t; __ so,some,thinkers.de
clar_;j.:;;~~c_<:~pted ,in any,se__gsciate,y,t!~·-.-lHi.t.~~!t;,Qno_my 
had ~nlarged ·the ideas of s_pace, so. geolQgy was enlarging the 
.~~-• ._,. -~ , __ - -"";:""· ~--..,-' _..r·-· •<.~-.,;;~ ... .-=..Ji..J-_-..-._.:.·.~ 

I<!,\;~s .,?f;t~rp,e.I 
Thus geology. was assailing religion with a new weapon, and 

the assault was preparing the way for a new reaction. The 
exact form which the reaction was to fiSSume was decided by 
another circumstance. If the attack on religion made during 
the first quarter of the nineteenth dentmy had been solely 
based on the geological discoveries o(Hutton and Smith, the 
defence might possibly have been conducted from outside 
the citadel of the Establishment. Wesley had· proved in the 
eighteenth century, the Scotch Seces~ionists were to prove in 
the nineteenth century, that a sect of 'the most recent creation 
may hold extreme views on the suhje~t of authority in religion. 
But another circumstance, of supreme importance, affected the 
issue, and led to the defence of religion from within instead of -
from without the Church. Free thought in the eighteenth cen
tury had pushed its advance; witho~t assailing the supremacy 
of the Church. TJI.y .. a.§i?@lt of reason .upo!!JaitlJ,, The attack 

which was rehewed_.il}xthe~!Jineteep~t__h....fCE!\JI,Y,.,\vg.s E~t~b'hsh
acc2,!!!p~e<!, .by .. a!l_..~tt[Jc~, .,.cond uc~e~ .. ~<;l~r.,.ot_b,~r _menr. . 

gq"idanc_e,,.P}J)heJemporal~position .of..the. Ch urch.<:>L...l;';ng8.!JE. 
The exclusive p:l_~g~~c.!_l,the £hl!~h fnjoy~Q,~er,e assaile_si 
vat h _i':;jg~~hl~h_:al!\!'n}ed~j~s~pp_or!ers . ., -;All .._ullre_f()t:fi!.e,d 
P~.tliail1ent_'\Y~s_c_qmRel!eQ_t~peal the Test Acts and to 

I It ought, perhaps, to be also pointed out that the internal criticism of 
German scholars was at the same time introducing a new element into the 
controv_ersy between reason and authority~ Jnto this, however, it is hardly 
11ecessary to enter into detail.-
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remove the disabilities under which Roman Catholics had 
l!J?oured; a Prime Minister fra~kly told the bishops to "set 
their house in order ; " 1 and the Radical members of a reformed 
PE;rliament attacked Chu-;~h- r-;te;- Church endowments, and 
th~.monopoly which Churchmen enjoyed in the benefits of the 
gre~! _!!_niversities. 2 

Thus, at the time at which the first Reform Act was passed, 
a double attack was being made upon the Church. ~1; 
i~n.Qs~ie~e-~e assajling its ~piritu?-l__position; rival sects 
~assailing its temporal_position; and just as the violence of 
the assault which reformers had led had driven the friends of 
ol<fe"r-to r~lly- under Peel, so the vigour of the blow dealt at 
the Church drove the friends of religion to rally in its defence. 
B"'iit- as, in politics, some men desired to re~ist the advance 
of revolution by conceding necessary reforms, while others 
imagined that revolution could best be checked by resisting 
all further change, so, in religion, one party desired to save 
the Church. by admitting all the friends of Christianity into its 
fold, while another party thought that its defence could not be 
undertaken at all unless every member of the garrison was 
content to subordinate reason to faith, and to .serve, without 
questioning, under the standard of authority. 

There was, even in the reformed Parliament, a large and 
influential party which wished to defend the Church by 
The party of resisting all reform. These men were led in one 
resistance. House by Phil! potts, the most polemical of bishops, 
and in the other by Inglis, the most consistent of Tories. 
If they could have carried with them the leaders of the 
Conservative and Whig parties, they might have altered the 
history of England, and possibly precipitated the fall of the 
Church. Fortunately, however, for the Church, both Grey 

1 Lord Grey on the second reading of second Reform Bill. Arnold had 
written in 1832, "The Church as it now stands no human power can save." 
Stanley's Arnold, vol. i. p. 287. 

2 Faithful!, in the first weeks of a reformed Parliament, proposed the dis
endowment of the Church. Hansard, vol. xvii. p. 178. Divett, in 1834, pro
posed the abolition of Church rates. Ibid., vol. xxii. p. 381. Williams 
proposed the admission of Dis~enters to universities in the same year. Ibid., 
p. 900· 
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and Russell, ·who enjoyed the. confidence 6f the Whigs, arid 
feel, who was the most capable statesman in the Conservative: 

• pa~ty, adopted a different and wiser policy. · Peetand Russell 
were both in favour of reform; both were in favour of increas~ 
ing the efficiency of the Church, and of removing The party • 

• the just grievances of those who dissented from it. of reform. 

1 
But, while Peel laid chief stress on ina king the Church more 
efficient, Russell was the more anxious to make it more com-· 

· pre~ensive. 
·Some of the reforms either accomplished· or attempted. by 

Rus~ell or Peel have already been rela,ted iii this history. 
It has been shown how the friends of religious freedom 

~ -- ~- ";:"1 •r-f'jq<rW'iof ~~...--·--~---' 

. ~v~~!;. und;J_Russel!:.~-.§~i:l,~n~ ... l!.np.._'Y!ili....~e.¢1's,.~~§i§.t?-_rl_<::e, 
' ttieir ..firs!,. gr.eiltl!tYJCtOIY,.,.l_!!~I 82.§..; !..,.~1!£...1JE,'!•. m: the ~foll~!"...,!Eg 

.. year, the Tory Ministi:y s~J<;:Ceeded il). inducing_k~K..S!l.Q 
.PaiTiamenrto free the Roman Catholic from.._the disabilities 
.._...,..~_:-,.. -~ ...... ~~~-r~~--~-~.,. -,.,.,:. ..... _ "- -- __ ..,.. 

under which he_gy~lt~has_I:Je.en.sbqwi},.._}Jo,v .. Ru_ssd\.and 
p;;f attemp~gjn _r834-~t:ld,...I8JS-t;_.,remove=and_how 
Russell su<Ze~d.e,? .in_,.l§3 6,.,in.,..r.emO\'ing=Qile.,.of.,the-.most 
gTm-ing .. gd_e~ance~ 9£_\\;N,c~,;,N ()J,lc~:mformt;ts ... complained, ..,by 
~.££!!!_ent.of .. the ... Marr-iage~Laws. 3 'Ihese . were only 
some of the steps taken in the great period of reform to 
abate the monopoly of the Church, and to liberate those 
who dis.sented from its teaching. : Far more significant were 
the many other measures which :were either carried or pro
posed with this object in the same period. 

·In the famous manifesto which he issued in assuming office 
in, 1834, Peel took cr~dit for the circumstance that he had 
supported the Whig bill foJ=tl:Je a~olition of.CJI!J!,<;h :I'h: eccle

rates; that he had always been m favour 6f a JUSt siastical 

~IJl!!,tjltion_of_tiSb.-Y.,.; and that' ~;-was re;dyto ~~r~fi;st 
inquire· into the laws which governed the Establish- mtmstry. 

ment of the Church.4 In the few memorable weeks during 
which he remained in office he showed that the manifesto 
was not made up of empty phrases, by instructing his Attorney. 

1 See ante, vol. ii. p. 378. 
3 Ibid., vol. iv. · p. 69 seq. 

2 Ibid., p. 418. 
' Ibid., p. S. 
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General to introduce a Tithe Bill, and by appointing a Com
mission to inquire into the distribution of Church revenues. 
The fall of his ministry deprived him of the credit of carrying 
out his policy, but it did not save him from the abuse of 
Churchmen. He was denounced in Whitehall Chapel as 
Pontius Pilate.1 But the denunciation of the Church was· 
powerless to stop the current of reform.- Russell, in 1836, 
S~Cet;_ded in carrying a Comprehensive and SUCcessful measure 
f.gr~th.~ commutation of tith~.2 The Whig Ministry renewed 
the Ecclesiastical Commission which Peel had originated,!'· 
and its report9' became the basis of the most important legisla
tion which had as yet been applied to the Church. 

The inquiries of the Commission established the fact, whic~ 
had previously been surmised, that the net revenues of th.e 
The wealth Church amounted to nearly .£3,5oo,ooo a year.' • 
of the The gross annual income of the 27 individuals who 
Chu•ch and 
its unequal constituted the Episcopate amounted to .£I so,ooo; 
distribution. the revenues of the Cathedral establishn1ents alr 
sorbed a further £2q,ooo; while the 10,7oo beneficed clergy, 
who carried on the real work of the Church, received only 
.£3,o5o,ooo among them. But these figures only imperfectly 
illustrated the unequal manner in which the wealth of the 
Church was distributed. It was admitted by the Com
missioners that Durham was worth .£q,8oo, Canterbury 
.£q,ooo, Lonclon £r2,2oo, Ely .£II,soo, and Winchester 
£ro,7oo a year, while critics who wrote with less kindly 
feelings towards the Church placed the revenues of these sees 
at far higher sums, and declared that the smaller estimal:es 
had only been arrived at by ignoring much of the valuable 
property which the bishops really possessed.5 

I Edinburgk Review, vol. cccxiv. p. 3n. 
2 Ante, vol. iv. p. 65 seq. 3 Hansard, vol. xxxv. p. 14. 
4 They had been estimated at this amount by AI thorp in 1833· Ibid., 

vol. xvii. p. 274. After the Commissioners Report the gross revenues were 
placed by Russell, in 1838, at £3,J38,951, the net revenues at £3,439,767, 
Ibid., vol. xlii. p. 821. 

~ The case against the Church is stated in an exaggerated form in the Black
Book, where its income is placed at £9.459,000, p. 52. The figures set out in 
the text are given on the authority of Melbourne in Hansard, vol. xxxii. p. 127, 
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· If the revenues· o( the bishops had been equally distributed 

· amorig .the twenty-six sees into which England. and Wales 
. ' ~ere divided, each bishop would have enjoyed a net The conse-

, & income of about £6ooo a year. U riequally en- quences of J - . the unequal ·f . dow~d, some prelates had enormous inc,omes, others distribution. 

;. had small and inadequate' stipends. For the purpose of iri
·.; . creasing the revenues of 'the poorer bishop~, they were usually 
• allowed .to hold prebendary stalls in other Chapters or livi~gs 
~ z'n commendam-that is, livings granted only till some suitable 
.. ·person was appointed to them. Thus the unequa) distriby

tionpf the episcopal revenu~s led to the appropriation by the 
poorer bishops of revenues which would otherwise have been 

~:. ~vailable for the working clergy, and the usefulness of the 
Ghurch was necessarily decreased by the accumulation of in

-~ coinpatible appointments on the same individuals: 
• · How far these abuses had extended may be discovered by 

\
any one who w.ill take. the trouble bf asc~rtaining .the bene-

'. fices held by bishops rn 1832. Bagot, Bishop of . 
• · . . • • The b1shops. 

• Oxford, was Dean of Canterbury; B,athurst, Bishop 
. • pf ~onvich, was Rector of Sapp~tton; Bethell, Bishop of 

·Bangor, was Rector of Kirkby Wi$ke; Blomfield, Bishop of 
London, was Provincial Dean of Canterbury; Burgess, ·Bishop 
of .Salisbury, was Provincial Prece~tor of Canterbury i Carey, 
Bishop of St. Asaph, was Archdeacon of the Diocese; Carr, 
·Bishop of Worcestor, was Canon· of St. Paul's; Copleston; 

· Bishop of Llandaff, was Dean of St. Paul's; Gray, Bishop of 
Bristol, was Prebendary of Durham ; Jenkinson, Bishop of St. 
David's, was Dean of Breco.n and Dean of Durham; Maltby, 
Bjshop of Chichester, was Preacher at Lincoln's Inn ; Marsh, 
Bishop of Peterborough, was Professor of Divinity at Cambridge; 

. Monk, Bishop of Gloucester, was Prebendary of Westminster; 
Murray, Bishop of Rochester, was Dean of Worcester, Rector 

. · of Bishopsbourne, and Chaplain to the Archbishop of Canter
• ·bury; Percy, Bishop of Carlisle, was Chancellm of Salisbury 

R:ussell·in the same session placed Durham at £r9.48o and Canterbury at 
£ r8,Q9o, voL xxxv. p. r6, and these figures have been apparently adopted by 
the Hon. A. Elliot in his excellent little nook on the Staie and the Church. 
~L~ R 
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and Prebendary of St. Paul's ; Phillpotts, Bishop of Exeter, 
was Prebendary of Durham; Ryder, Bishop of Lich~eld, was 
Rector of Pitchley and Prebend of Westminster; Sumner, 
Bishop of Winchester, was Sub-Dean of Canterbury; Sumner, 
Bishop of Chester, was Prebend of Durham and Rector of 
Waverton; Ward, Bishop of Sodor and Man, was Prebend of 

• Salisbury and Rector of Great Horkesley. Such were some 
of the lucrative and incompatible appointments held by the 
bishops in 1832. 

The wealth-the unnecessary wealth-of these great digni
taries may perhaps be inferred from the fortunes which they 
left behind them. The bishops who died between 1828 and 
1848 are said to have left £ I,soo,ooo of personalty.1 But 
the fortunes which they accumulated formed, perhaps, the 
least vicious part of the system. The property from which 

their income was derived was managed by them-
Theirwealth. l d h d d h . . se ves ; an men w o succee e to t etr estates m 
their declining years, anfi who had no personal interest in 
their successors, naturally desired to make as much as possible 
for themselves and their families, and to do as little as pos
sible for those who came after them. No worse system could 
have been devised for their tenants, for the Church, or for 
the nation. The patronage which the bishops possessed was 
divided among the sees as unequally as the estates. But in
Their almost every case it was large, and perhaps in every 
patronage.· case it was abused. No enemy to the Church, but 
a man like Croker-a Tory among Tories-declared: "There 
is not (at least there has not l:ieen to my knowledge) any 
single case in which the promotion to the Bench has not been 
preceded or followed by circumstances connected with patron
age which would look very unseemly to the public eye. I 
remember to have heard that old Bishop Law, of Elphin, 
saluted a newly-mitred bishop with this congratulation, 'My 
dear Lord, I give you joy; you will now be able to provide 

1 Hansa1·d, vol. ex. p. 962. It was stated in 1845 that the eleven Irish 
Bishops who had died in the preceding forty or fifty.years had left £z,87$.ooo. 
lbid., val. ixXll<. p. 1292. 
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·for your large family; you will unite all your sons to the 
· Church, and the Church to all your daughters.'" 1 

Great. as were the abuses of the Episc9pate, those connected 
with Cathedral establishments were almpst greater. The vast 
estates of the Chapters were managed on the same vicious 
principles as those of the bishops. Their patronage was 

·lavishly bestowed on members of their .own body, or on their • 
personal friends and . acquaintances. i In consequence, the 
clergymen appointed to these benefice~ were frequently, per
haps even usually, non-resident. It ~as not, in- Non· 

deed, among Cathedral dignitaries alone that non-_ residence. 

residence was specially visible. The i:nischief in their case 
was that they-wlio · from their pos_itidn should have set an 

- example to the Church-sanctioned the worst abuses by their 
If conduct.ll So prevalent was non-residence that, in about 
l ro,sso benefices, it was variously estimated that from 3'687 

to 612_o clergymen were non-residents; The stipends which-
- in many cases were allowed by these absent· pluralists to tht!_ · 
curates who did the work were notori,ously inadequate. . In· 
a parish of 10,000 acres,· the whole of the tithes, worth £2000 
a . year, went to. an ecclesiastical corpqration ; and there was 
only one service in the parish church bn Sundaybecause the 
corporation would not, or could not, afford more than £24 
a year as a stipend to the vicar. Richmond and Kingston 
were united in one benefice because King's College; Cambridge, 
would not, or could not, afford to endpw the two out of the 
tithes.4 A senior Fellow of Brasenose held, in 1837, a stall 
in• Hereford, two livings worth £uoo a year,- with a cure 
of 3ooo souls, and was resident in Paris. 5 In such circum-

1 Croker's Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 82. ; 
2 The bishops set a notable example. Watson, the author of the Apology, 

Bishop of L!andaff, permanently resided in the Lake district. · Ashwell's Life 
of Wilberforce, vol. i. p. 343· ' -

3 The larger estimate will be found in Part. Papers, 1830, val. xix. pp; 36, 
37• where it is given for 1827. The smaller estimate \vas given by Sir J. 
Wrottesley in 1833· In· 1837 the number of non,residents was placed at 4975. 
Hansard, vol. xlii, p. 915. ; 

4 Both these statements rest on the high authority of Peel. See Croker, vol, 
ij, p. 265. D Hansard, val. xxxvii. p. xoo6. 

:. 
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stances it was only natural that Dissent was rapidly increasing. 
, 'Che number of Dissenting cl]apel~ in England was said to have 
'risen from 4302 in 1812 to 8490 in 1836.1 

t.. , Such, stated briefly, was the rotten and corrupt condition of 
the Church in 1835· ,In r~.P the first legislative step was 
taken to reform these abuses. - A perpetual Commission was 
incorporated, in which the surplus revenues of the Church 
were vesfed, and the Commissioners were ~~~re<! to frame 
schemes for the redistri£~i~L th!!J:>~hops' J~~~~,JorJh!! 
The Eccle- amalgamation of some of the smaller sees, and for 
~~~~L thecreation~0f£res11 sees in popufOtiS · district~:z 
sioners. Notwithstan-di'ng that-the Radicals- complained that. 
the measure was insufficient, and that the· Tories regarded a 
bill which made the bisho"ps stipendiaries as prejudicial, the 
moderate nature of the measure commended itself to most 
people; and, to the great advantage of the Church, the funds 
set apart for the support bf bishoprics were made adequate for 
the purpose without allotting stalls and livings to spiritual peers. 3 

1. Hansard, vol. xlii. p. 910. 

2 6 and 7 William IV., c. 77· Peel's Commission had proposed to unite 
St. Asaph and Bangor ; Llandaff and Bristol (subsequently changed to 
Gloucester and Bristol) ; So<;lor and Man and Carlisle; to form two new sees 
at Manchester and Ripon ; to reduce, as vacancies occurred, the value of the 
nirJC richest sees from a nominal £w2,86o to £70,700, and to raise the income 
of twelve sees from £33,560 to £.54,000. Hansa1·d, vo!. xxxv. p. r6. The 
union of Gloucester and Bristol was effected in the October following the 
passage of the Act, Allen, Bishop of Bristol, being transferred to Ely. The 
other amalgamations were not carried out. The Manx raised so much opposi
tion to the union of the see of Man with that of Carlisle that the Commissioners 
in r838 abandoned that part of the scheme. Ibid., vol. xli. p. 4- The Welsh, 
imitating the example of the Manx, clamoured against the union of St. Asaph 
and Bangor. Lord Powis, making himself their mouthpiece, introduced bills 
to prevent it in 1843-44-45-46. Wellington, on the part of the Government, 
resisted the measures; on the ground that if they were carried the bishopric of 
Manchester could not be created, since the ministry could not add an additional 
bishop to the Lords and could not contemplate a bishop who was not a peer, 
On the Bishop of St. Asaph dying in 1846, the Whig· Ministry gave way, and 
formed the new see of Manchester, providing that the junior bishop-not being 
the Bishop of Dnrham, London, or Winchester-should have no seat ill, the 
Lords. For some very curious debates, see ibid., vol. lxix. p. 756, voL lxxv. 
p. 484, vol. lxxvi. pp. 122, 591, vol. lxxx. p. 41, voL lxxxvii, p. ·1269, vol, xciii, 

·p. 294, vol. xciv. p. 236. 
3 Duncombe complained of the constitution of the Ecclesiastical Commission, 
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Such was the first important measure- of reform in the 
Church of England. In rSJ.~ it was followed up by a much 
more signific~nt law. No per;on was thenceforward 
· Pluralities. 

allowed to .hold more than one preferment; no ~ 
v person holding any Cathedral preferment was in future to hold 

more than one benefice_; no person was to ~old two' benefices . 
. more than ten miles apart or of the joint value of more than 
£rooo a year,-ortwo benefices when the population of either 
of them exceeded 3ooo persons. Even ~n these excepted 
cases no person ~as to hold more than orie benefice except 
with the leave of the bishop and with the-- approval of the 
Primate. Heavy pecuniary penalties were _attached to non
residence ; the licence of the bishop_(Qr;;.n.Qn:r.esidence_was 
limi~ed to specified cases; and, when the incumbent was non
resiOent, the btshop was authorised to appoint a curate in 
charge, with a stipend dependent on the. value of the living.l 

In ISJ,-2 a further step was taken· to increase the usefulness 
of the revenues of the Church. ·_ It was proposed by this 
measure to reduce t4e capitular establishjnents, and to apply 

I the money thus saved to the increased eqdownie!lt of populous 
parishes. It was hoped, by the .one cours;e, gradually to effect 
an economy of £13o,ooo a year, and it was estimated that 
this saving would. be adequate to raise; the endowments of 

· all livings in public patronage with fewer· than 1000 people to 
£I8o, with fewer than zooo persons to £zoo, with fewer than 
sooo people to £3oo, .and with more ~than sooo people ·tc 

£4oo a year. 2 The bill, li~e every ot~er of this wise series 
which he described as composed of fi1;e 111iniste~s, ·five bishops, and three 
Tories. Hansard, val. xxxv. p. 360. Charles Briller, desired to appropriate 
the surplus incomes of the bishops to the working c)ergy. Ibid., p. 214. Inglis 
complained that the bill made the bishops stip~ndiaries, and the Duke of 
Cumberland bad the folly to designate it_as a most prejudicial measure. Ibid., 
val. xxxiv. p. 598, xxxv. p. _921. 

1 rand 2 Viet., c. 106. It took three years to carry the measure. For some 
of the debates upon it, see Hansard, val. xxxiii. p. 799, val. x"xxv. p. 1045, val. 
xxx~i. p. 597, val. xi. p. 722, val. xliii. p. 597, voli xliv~ p. 492. 

2 Ibid., val. xxxv. p. r6. There were in future to be only six canons in 
Canterbury, Durham, Ely, and Westminster; five in Winchester and Exeter;-1 
two in Llaridaff and St. David's, and four in th~ other capitular establishments 
(3 and 4 Viet.; c_. II3, schedule). · · 
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of measures, did not satisfy extreme Tories. One of them, 
Inglis, went so far as to declare that Parliament .had no more 
right to pass the bill than to allocate the dock duties of 
Liverpool to the Corporation of Bristo!.l Notwithstanding 
Inglis's opposition, however, moderate men of all parties 
warmly supported the bill, and the measure introduced in 
1839 became law in 1840.2 Thus in a short period of five 
years future bishops had been converted from great land
o""wners into stipendiaries ; steps had been taken for using the 
surplus income of capitular establishments for the endowment 

1 
of poor parishes; and an effectual restraint had been placed 
on the multiplication of pluralities and on the abuses in
separable from non-residence. 

The revolution which this legislation marks will be much 
more plain if it is considered in connection with other reforms 

concurrently introduced and carried. In early 
TheEcclesi· E 1' h h" . h . b Ch h d astical ng IS 1story t e umon etween urc an 
Courts. State had been a union of two distinct organisations 
in one community. T~Chm:ch_had _a_separate voice, or 
separate voices, in the Legislature. When the different 

'estates of the reafm-ceased t; vote 'separately, she commanded 
a majority in the House of Lords; by the side of the temporal 
'courts she had her own spiritual courts. She had also sole 
!jurisdiction in testamentary and matrimonial matters. 

"The lowest court of ecclesiastical jurisdiction was the 
Archdeacon's ; from thence an appeal lay to the Consistory" 
or Diocesan Court, "and from thence to the Arch£ishop or 
Court of Arches." 8 From the Court of Arches a- further 
appeal lay to the Crown, which was in such cases accustomed 
to appoint a commission of review, known as the Court of 
Delegates. The. jurisdiction of the Court of Delegates was 

1 Hansard, vol. xlv. p. 859. 
2 The Act is 3 ·& 4 Viet., c. IIJ. For the debates on the bill see ibid., 

vol. xlv. p. 849, vol. !iii. p. 590· Ten prelates voted for, twelve against the 
second reading. Ibid., lv. p. 1022. 

3 Paterson's Liberty I!{ the Pre~, Speech, and Public Worship, p. 493, a 
book which contains in a comparatively small compass a great deal of useful 
information. The Court of Arches was, of course, so called because it was 
held in St. Mary's-le-Bow, S. Maria de Arcubus. 
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transferred to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 
1832. The ecclesiastical court not merely punished refractory. 

\

.or immoral clergymen ; it concurrently' enforced the payment 
of Church rates, and endeavoured to correct any improprieties 
of which laymen were guilty. .. : . . 

Spiritual discipline, indeed, was ra~ely exercised ; but its 
machinery still remained, arid was resorted to by injudicious 
persons. in isolated cases. So l~tely1 as ··1840 a Church 
Jewess, charged with a want of chastity" by her discipline •. 

sister, was condemned in the Bishop:. of London'£ court· to 
acknowledge her offence during the hours of divine service. 
The churchwardens, wiser than the G:ourt, let the wretched· 
woman in at a side-door, and, locking the gates of the church, 
kept the congregation outside till the sentence was executed. I 
But, though folly of this kind was rare, abuses of another sort 
were frequent. In the good old days when George IV. was 
king, a suit arose in the Archdeacon's ·court· at Totnes, was 
carried to the Diocesan. Court at Exeter, thence to the Court 
of Arches, and finally to the Court o( Delegates, on.tpe_!ight 
o~. _persops "'to....,..ha,r1g ~ their_"ha~sc..,<?n,~a.,.particular ...,peg. in 
c}1l_lf~h.2 A clergyman named Mon:is, ·the incumbent of a 

l Carmarthenshire parish, summoned one. Jones, a weaver, his 
churchwarden, for failing to provide ,:bread and wine for the 
sacrament. Jones was a. Dissenter, and also poor. He 
pleaded. poverty as an excuse for a' neglect which his con
science had suggested to him, was condemned for contumacy, 
and on failure to pay costs was thronln into Carmaitheri gaol. 
There, too, the same clergyman sent another of his flock, 
one James, a farmer, who had negl~cted to attend church.3 
James, it s~ems, had committed the aQ.ditional offence of 
voting against the Tory candidate, and he was appropriately 
cited before another clergyman, :tvfr, Williains, who was also 
rural dean and editor of the local Tory newspaper. About 
the same time, in another part of England, a man was fined IS, 

1 For this story see Hansard, vol. lxxv. p. 94· 
2 This story rests on the high authority .of Nicholl. Ibid., vol. lxvi. p. sr~ 
s For these stories see Ibid., vol. xlvii. pp. 5~2-526, 
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and 14s. costs for not attending church, and in default of pay
ment was sentenced to ten weeks' imprisonment.1 

The mischievous jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts over 
l~y~;s ·n;t finally abolished till~.2 J?!Jt in 184o.two 
Acts were passed which limited th!'!ir authority. By one of 
these the Privy Council or judges of an ecclesiastical court 
were authorised to release persons committed to prison for 
contumacy.a By the other, proceedings against a clergyman 
could only be instituted after a preliminary inquiry by a dio
cesan commission, and with the consent of the bishop.4 But 
both Conservative and Whig statesmen were prepared to go 
much further. The Whigs were anxious to abolish all the 
ecclesiastical courts except the Court of Arches, and to transfer 
their criminal and testamentary jurisdiction to the ordinary 
courts. The Tories desired to preserve the Diocesan Courts, 
and to abolish only the inferior courts. This difference of 
opinion led to the loss of the various measures of reform 
which \V.ere introduced. But the important fact to note is, 
that the wisest men on both sides were ready to reform and 

f curtail ecclesiastical. judicature. For the first time since the 
Reformation, Parliament was redistributing the property of the 
Church for the sake of increasing its efficiency, and curtailing 
its judicial powers for the sake of preventing the continuance 
of abuse.5 

1 Hansard, vol. lx. p. 310. Lord Houghton (then Monckton Milnes) said that 
in 1839 and r84o eleven other persons were sentenced to prison for from three 
days to nine weeks for not attending church. In 1843 some young men were 
fined for playing qicket on Burley Common on Sunday. The Attorney
General said they were rightly convicted for assembling outside their own 
parishes for purposes not justified by the law. About the same time some men 
charged with poaching were asked by the justices whether they had been in 
church on the previous Sunday, and were fined rs. each with £3 costs. These 
men, in default, were eleven weeks in Lancaster Castle. Ibid,, vol. lxxi. p. 
762 ; vol. lxxiv. p. 999· · 

2 23 & 24 Viet., c. 32. 3 3 & 4 Viet., c. 93· 4 3 & 4 Viet., c. 86. 
fi A history of the legislation from 1829 to r843 was given by Lyndhurst in 

1844. Hansard, vol. lxxiii. p. rsu. The bill of that year passed the Lords 
and was lost in the Cominons. For various divisions, ibid., vol. lxxv. pp. 

• w6-13r. Lyndhurst declined to reintroduce the bill in 1845 (ibid., vol. lxxviii. 
p. 26r), and Cottenham later on in~ffectually attempted to legislate. Ibid., 
vol. lxxx. p. 836. 
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The wisest statesmen, however, ·were not satisfied with' 
attempting to increase the . efficiency of the Church and to 
abolish the anomalies of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. The Non

They at the same time- displayed a desire to con- conformists. 

ciliate the Nonconformists by removing some of the serious 
disabilities under which they still lay. The Dissenters com
plained that the laws whicli refused thero_a_1Ls_4_~re_j!:Ltbe 
great adval$!g~s of the universities,_which comR~k4 them 

. .to pay a rate for the renair o'f the church,~<m_d..,lYhj~h_allg:)VJ'~d 
a clergyman <?L!~1.llglicari Communion tQ · condu.ct_tJl~lr 
funerals were_ul}jgst. Many years elapsed before the benefits 
;)'f the universities were opened to Dissenters, before they 
were relieved from the payment of Church rates, and before 
the burial laws were revised .. The accomplishment of these 
reforms did not fall within the 'period embraced in this history. 

\But the efforts made 'to effect them had a signi~cance of their 
own, and must be recollected qy any one who wishes to under
stand the religious history of-the .century. 
· The great Universities dealt 1with the Dissenters in different 
ways. At Dublin, ever since ·tHe ACt of 1793,- Nonconformists 
had been admitted to the studies and to 1he degtees The Uni

of the University. At Cambridge they had been versities

admitted as students, but a test · had been exacted from 
graduates which disabled Nonconformists from taking a degree. 
Oxford, more intolerant than either of her sisters, exacteda 
test on matriculation, and thus. exeluded those who did not 
conform to the Church from the advantages· of her schools. 
In r8 34 a bill to. open both the English tJ niversities to Dis
senters passed the Commons ~y large majorities, but was 
thrown out by a relatively still greater majority in the_ Lords. 
Discouraged by their defeat, the Dissenters, instead of con
tinuing the attack,:...!Rb~o_IJ.red~<jjg.rter...for_the..ne.w 
UiU'Versit)' of London_! The institution of this new University 
in 1836 re1noved one of their most obvious grievances, and to 
a-;;;tain extent reconciled them :to their con~;~~l~~~~-

~ ""' -~·-~-~- --

1 Hansard, vol. xxiv. p. 714, vol. xxv._ pp. Brs-886; cf. May's Comtiiu
tionai History, vol. iii. p. rg8. 
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f~th~ __ advantages ~-of the_older_foundations. Engaged, 
,ll.moreover, in another and a greater struggle, they forbore 
;for a time from pressing home their attack on Oxford and 
.~Cambridge.I 

It is as easy to understand the circumstances in which 
Church rates were first ·instituted as it is to realise the irrita

Church· tion which their collection ultimately occasioned. 
rates. So long as the Church of Englapd w~s the Church 

2Lthe..natio~ wli_icli every Englishman was c;~p~ll~d -to 
b<tlong, .. and_whose services _he y_as requ~re§ to a~tend, there 
was no ~ssm_why each householder should not be taxed to 
support i~_fa~jc .. _ But. frop t~(! migdle of the eighteenth 
centurybissent became a power in the land, and Dissenters, 
fo-;ced To- provide for ther~pai; ~f their own chapels out ~f 
their own funds, naturally objected to be taxed for a. Church
with those ··doctrines they disagreed and in whose minist;y 
th<rY •had no interest.~ Hence arose an increasing agitation 
for tlle discontinuance of Church rates. Althorp in 1834, and 
Spring Rice in 1837, introduced measures for their abolition. 
Althorp offered, if the Church would surrender the rates, to 
charge the Land Tax with a grant of £zso,ooo a year, or 
about one-half the siim which the rates produced. Spring 
Rice suggested that the property of the Church should be 
placed in the hands of commissioners who, by improved ad
ministration, would, he thoug\:lt, be able to provide out of it 
the sum necessary for the repair of churches.8 Neither pro
posal proved acceptable to Parliament. The Nonconformists 
objected to place a heavy charge on the Consolidated Fund for 
the purpose of strengthening a Church which many of them 
thought already too strong. The Church objected to applying 
any surplus which improved administration of its own funds 
might produce to the purposes for which Church rates had 

1 Ante, vol. iv. p. 18. • 

2 There is an excellent statistical analysis of the progress of Dissent in May's 
Constitutional History, vol. iii. p. 223. In x8sx, one-third of the population 
of England and Wales was outside the pale of the Church. 

a For Althorp's bill, Hansard, vol. xxii. p. 1012 ; for Spring Rice's, ibid,, vol, 
xxxvi. p. 1207. 
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hitherto beeri app!icable. Both measures co,nsequently failed, 
and the whole question remained unsettled .. 

Yet the necessity for a settlement was daily becoming more 
obvious. Outside the walls of Parliament thf'! Dissenters were 
organised in opposition to the rates, and ;were prepared to 
resist the law and to suffer imjxisonment rather than pay it.l 
In. parishes, where Dissent was weak;individ;ual Dissenters had 
no other remedy. In parishes, where Dissent was strong, the 
Nonconformists took much bolder courses: In Manchester 
they succeeded in defeating the proposal to impose a rate. 2 

In Braintree. they achieved a similar victory,;,~hut .the The Brain

c"'~;~hwardi%)!} 9~ti~llC~ ~(Jhe __ vestry, ~ollected tr~;!:~:e. 
tht.~ate. I tis perhaps unnecessary to trace the history of the 
protracted proceedings to which this strange conduct gave rise. 
It is sufficient to say that the House of Lords ultimately·de-__ ,.. .... -_..,~~--...._ ... ~~~--.,---~---- ... ""' ...... ----t,. __ ,.,.,..._. ----- ~- ... 

cljt,:~4 th,e r..il:t~i!Ifgal,,}m£, 1~3!. other pa,rishes hastened to 
follow the example of Braintree.8 The Church, had hitherto 
adhered to a Church rate as part of its property, and a little 
parish in Essex had made it plain that the so-called property 
only rested on the will of the majority. · ' 

Some years were still to pass before Parliament ultimately 

{ 
found ·.a· solution of a p.-rot.ra. cted contest :~y,..JEai_Il~i!lJng !h~. 
C.l1~.h~ rate, b\lt- making its payment .• vo~-~!lt<l;ry. In the in
terval, the persistency of the struggle proved the increasing 

· power of Dissent and the readiness of 'the Nonconformists 
to join in an attack on the Church. Other instances of the 

• growing strength of those outside the Church, and of the 
• desire of Parliament to remove all religious inequalities, 

might easily be inst~need. Two exall?ples will, Unitarian 

however, be sufficient. In 1844 Parliament chapels. 

)passed an Act authorising . the Unitarians to retain the 
1 Captain Flower's case will be found referred to 'in Hansard, vol xxxvi. p. 

12!4; Thorogood's'~ in ibid,. vol xlvii. p. 684. ' 
2 There ~a:s-a"Poll of 8ooo, aud the rate was lo,st by_ only one vote. On a 

scrutiny the rate was allowed, but the churchwardens did not venture on collect~ 
ing it. In I834 the ra1e was again rejected by a vei-y large rnajoi'ity. . 

3 The Braintree case is given in May's Constitutional History, val. iii. p, 
205. : Sir E. May says that 1525 parishes up to -1859 followed ·the example of 
Braintree. Ibid., p. 207, 
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chapels which they held. In the same year it swept away 
much of the disabling legislation under which the Roman 
1Catholics still lay. I 

Thus religious legislation, in a reformed Parliament, was 
assuming a novel form. The Legislature was, with the one 
The conse- hand, increasing the efficiency of the Church by the 
'L~b~~;lsl~!is- redistribution of its revenues, and, with the other 
lation. hand, removing the disabilities of Roman Catholics 
and Nonconformists. The clergy of the Church of England, 
who have never been distinguished for the liberality of their 
opinions, saw with marked displeasure that the Legislature 
was destroying its privileges and appointing commissioners to 
manage its estates. Their own views approximated much 
more closely to those of Phillpotts and Inglis than to those of 
Peel and Russell. They naturally rallied in support of the 

1 
statesmen whose opinions they shared and in whose policy 

' they concurred. 
I The first of these measures rose out of a decision of the House of Lords 

in 1844 on Lady Hewley's charity estate. Lady Hewley, by deeds executed 
early in the eighteenth century, hari left certain property in trust for the provi
sion of" godly preachers for the time being of Christ's Holy Gor.pel." At the 
time at which these deeds were executed, and indeed for upwards of a hundred 
years afterwards, Unitarians enjoyed no rights under the Tolera>ion Act. But 
Lady Hew ley's estates gradually passed into the hands of trustees the majority 
of whom were Unitarians, and the rents were applied for the benefit of 237 
Unitarian chapels. The House of Lords held in 1844 that, as Lady Hewley 
had herself been a Trinitarian, and as· no Unitarians were tolerated for. a 
century after her deed was executed, the estates must pass to Protestant Dis
senters, believers in the doctrine of the Trinity. Paterson's Liberty if the 
P1·ess, &c., p. 530; cf. May's Constitutional History, vol. iii. p. 199. This 
decision created. consternation among the Unitarians, who had enjoyed the 
advantages of the Hewley trust for sixty or seventy year.s. And, on Lynd- • 
hurst's initiation, a bill was passed; providing that, "where the founder had not 
expressly defined the doctrine or form of worship to be observed, the usage 
of twenty-five years should give trustees a right to the endowment." Ibid., 
vol. iii. p. 200; 7 & 8 Viet., c. 45· The other measure referred to in the text, 
7 & 8 Viet., c. 102, swept away a mass of legislation chiefly affecting the Roman 
Catholics. These statutes were for the most part obsolete, but the Roman 
Catholics naturally complained of their existence on the Statute Book. Two 
years afterwards, in ·1846, Parliament further purged the Statute Book of other 
legislation of the same character, 9 & IO Viet., c. 59· But this did not settle the 
matter, and Anstey proposed further legislation in z8so. Hansard, vol. cviii. 
p. 530, and in 1851, vol. cxiv. p. 362. The measure was lost in that year in 
consequence of the agitation on the Ecclesiastical Titles Act, lbid., p. 363-
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Thus the policy of moderate men in the Legislature was 
stirimlating the reaction already,_prepared by extreme men in 
the Church. Its guidance was sure to fall to zealous clergy, 
who, however much they might . be occupied' with t4e attack 
on .·the Establishment, could ·not venture to ignore 1 . .1 . h . d . I The con-the Slri1Ultaneous assault W 1JC SCience ah ratwna- rroversy 

ism were making upon religion. A. generation ~h~~;i:~ f~'de 
before, Paley and Watson had endeavoured to meet religion. 

'criticism by argument. . Throughout the eighteenth century, 
indeed, almost every publication which had suggested doUbt 
had·:a:ttracted an orthodox reply. But experience showed that 
no arguments could resolve doubts. Only one course was 
open to tjle divine. He could still borrow a policy from the 
earl ret Church, and enthrone faith above reason. J29ubts · 
which could not be removed b_y_arguwef!.C~Q.uld_be-ex, 

tinguished by authQ.I.:iJ;y__,~ 

In the second decade ot the present century, a small body 
of remarkable men were collected in Oriel College, Oxford. 
Copleston was provost of the -college, but Copleston. Oriel 

was under the influence· of one stronger and abler College. 

than himself, Whately. In the same period, ··Arnold passed 
his career at Corpus as an undergraduate .. At Corpus he was 
the friend of Keble and of Coleridge, the nephew of the poet. 
Arnold and Keble subsequently became fellows of O~iel ; and 
Oriel was also joined by Hampden, by Newman, by Pus~y, 
and by. Richard Hurrell Froude. . · 

The two men who gave tone and colour to the religion of the 
college were Whately and Arnold. Whately was essentially a 

• logician, always anxious to establish logical grounds for his 
creed. Impatient of cont~adiction in discussion,l he w~s in 
practice tolerant of difference; 2 and, though he' dissented 

' -· . . ·. 
1 Mozley's Reminiscences, vol. i. p. 29;· 
2 He once ccimplained that 'children were taught persecution in the nursery

!' Old Daddy Longlegs won't say his prayers, 
· • Take hifu Dy the left leg and throw him downstairs~" 

-Life of Whtitely, vol. i.- p. 55· Cf. Stahley's statement, that when he canie to 
the prayer that we might be hurt by no persecution, he ,always added internally 
a prayer" that we inay not be persecutors," Stanley's Christian Institutions, 
p. 239· 
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widely from the Evangelical school of divines, many of his 
warmest friends' were members of that body. Arnold was in 
theory more tolerant than Whately, but in practice his toler
ance was confined within very narrow limits. He had, in 
early life, passed through so many doubts, that he was natu
rally inclined to sympathise with the doubts of other people.1 

But perfect toleration is a rare quality, and Arnold, though he 
was ready enough to receive those whose doubts bore some 
resemblance to his own on equal terms with himself, had no 
claim to the broader tolerance which places men of every 
religion and of every sect on the same level. To the end of 
his life, he could hardly speak of the leaders of the great 
Church movement of his time in terms of patience ; he was 
stoutly opposed to the concessions which an age: in some 
respects more liberal than· himself, decided on making to 
the Jew. 

These two men, Arnold and Whately, gave the tone to 
religious thought at Oriel, at the time when Oriel was influ
encing religious thought at Oxford. Contemporary, indeed, 
with them, Keble, a man of more refined intellect than either, 
drew reverence from all men by the simpliCity of his life and 
the sweetness of his manners. But Keble's influence was 
different from that of Arnold and Whately. His nature fitted 
him to dwell in retirement, and nurture in privacythe thoughts 
which made him the sweet singer of his Church. Their nature 
impelled them into affairs and made them the leaders of 
men. 

While the religious world at Oxford was under this influence, 
John Henry Newman became an undergraduate. Those 

Mr. New- who differ widely from Newman on matters of 
man. opinion will bear their testimony to the graceful 

purity of his religious mind. He naturally fell under the 
influence of Whately, from whom he received kindnesses 
which affected his career; and in 1825, when Whately became 
principal of Alban Hall, Newman became his vice-prin-

1 It was said of Arnold, "One had better have Arnold's doubts than most 
men's certainties." Stanley's Arnold, val. ·i. p. aa. 
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cipaJ.l But the minds of strong men be~ome less susceptible 
to extraneous impressions as they mature; and Newman, 
even before he became vice-principal of Alban Hall, was 
divergipg from Whately. AQ.y one who will carefully compare 
the works which illustrate the Oxford movement will probably 
conclude that the divergence was promoted .by the influence 
of a younger man, Richard Hurrell Froude,2 who 

Richard 
became a commoner of Oriel in 1821. Froude was Hurrell 

Froude. 
the son of Archdeacon Froude, of Dartington. He 
grew up to manhood a Tory among the Tories.· But his 
politics were from the first insensibly moulded by his religious 
views. In religion he was perpetually endeavouring to base 
his own conduct on what he thought to be the example of the 
primitive'Church, and· he practised, as a young man, a strict 
asceticism which in all. probability shortened his days. With 
much in ·common· with one another, Newman and Froude 
were rapidly drawn together, and, as the influence of Froude 
increased, the influence of Whately declined. Several other cir-· 
cumstances tended to diminish Whately's influence. Copleston 
was removed to Llandaff in 1826, vV.hately was made Arch
bishop of Dublin in 1831, Arnold, immediately after ~Jlking 
his degree, withdrew from the University to the active work of 
tuition; and thus a religious movement, originally l<:_d_~Y-JII<::n 
il} {~vour_ <.?f.comj>rehe_nsion an<L!:$!e~.91}, passea un~e~ the sway 
of men desirous of ex<;lusion.and.authori~y. · · 
~~~~..,.,.. =.k.~ .•.... ~·· •.. -. ·- ·' .. .,_~ .... 

This circumstance receives a striking illustration from the 
lives of the sons of Wilberforce. It was the misfortune 
of this great and good man to survive the period . 

f h. . h d . k h' I 'd. Wtlbetforce. o IS zemt , an · to sm to Is ast repose ami st 
an increasing obscurity. Embarrassed in· his affairs, enfeebled 
in his health, he gradually withdrew from the society ·which 
he h~d adorned, and sought' in· the bosom of his own fan1ily 
and in the privacy of his own st~dy the quiet for which 

• I Mozley's Reminiscences, vol. i. p. 31. 
2 For Hurrell Froude, see Newman's account in Apologia, p.· 24, and cf. 

Bishop Wilberforce's judgment. Froude was "upon the whole possessed .of 
the most original powers of thought of any man I have ever known intimately." 
Life of W£/berforce, vol. i. p. 95· 
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he had frequently yearned in public life. Such a retirement 
was not favourable to the growth of his school. His own 
sons were disappointed at the position to which their father 
had gradually fallen ; the ablest of the friends of their youth 
was telling them that there were not two hundred men in 
London who believed in the Bible.1 Endowed with the 
deep religious sense, which they had inherited from their 
father, they too, like Newman, saw no rest for their faith 
except it were founded on the rock of authority, and gradually 
connected themselves with the new party which was rising up 
at Oxford. 

Yet, for some time, it was doubtful whether the new party 
would materially influence thought. Keble, indeed, accus
The origin tomed a world of readers to ideas of religion, which 
~~r~h~,?:;. in England were almost new, by the graceful poems 
ment. on the "Christian Year" which he published in 
1827. But in 1829 the movement had made so little progress 
that Newman voted for Inglis against Peel in the struggle 
for the representation of the University. While his opinions 
were still immature he. was persuaded to join Hurrell Froude 
and his father on a tour in the South of Europe. The friends 
set out in December 1832; Newman returned to England 
in July 1833· While he was abroad, therefore, the first 
reformed Parliament met, and its meeting seemed pregnant 
with fatal consequences to the Church of England. The 
ministry brought forward a measure for the suppression of 
Irish bishoprics; a Radical member of Parliament proposed 
the disendowment of the English Church; the House of 
Commons passed a bill sanctioning the admission of 
Je11·s to the Legislature; and the agitation began which 

1 ultimately led to the repeal of Church rates and to the 
admission of Dissenters to universities. Every post which 
reached the travellers brought news of some fresh onslaught 
on the Church of England ; every day seemed to loosen• 
some stone from the crumbling edifice. Yet the informa
tion which they had gained on their travels had convinced 

1 Mozley's Reminiscences, vol. i. pp. 103, 107, 
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them that . the structure was well worthy of re·pair. Froude 
had left England with a heart which was yearning for Rome; 
he returned to England convinced of the errors of. what he 

_ would him~elf have called a Tridentine Catholicism.1 He 
still desired to revert to a traditional Catholkism, but he 
concluded that the Anglican had as much claim as the Roriian 
to consider itself in accord with the primitive Christianity 
of the first three centuries. 2 He still disliked the chai1ges 
which had been introduced into the English Church at the 
Reformation, but he disliked still more the refetms which 
Rome had made at and after the Council of Trent. He 
desired, therefore, to maintain the English Church, but to 
moufd it anew on the pattern of the Fathers. Reforms, how
ever, such as those which he sought could not be obtained 
while the Church was linked \vith the State. He was there
fore inclined to join with the Radicals in freeing the Chu!-ch 
from the trammels which its connection with the State imposed 
upon it. He thus left England a Tory by birth, and ari 
Anglican with a strong sympathy- for· Rome. He returned 
to England a· Liberal, and with a strong aversion to modern 
Romanism.8 

A premature death removed Hutreil Froude at a very early 
date from the ranks of the reformers, and his place in the 
history of the Church ·movement is worth recording, hot from 
what he did, but from what his influence made others do. His· 
f~iendship and his conversation had already done their part 
in estranging Newman fro·m his earlier religious views; the 
tour in Italy confirmed the impression whlch had ·been 
already made. The two friends, one of whom had gone to 
Italy in the vain hope of baffling the disease which was 
destroying him, the other of whoin fell ill of a fever which 
proved nearly fatal, persuaded one another that a work was 
}o be done, and that they were the men to do it. 4 

1 Fronde's Remains, vol. i. p. 434· 2 Ibid., p. 293. 
3 Ibid,, p. 312; and cf. his desire to deprecate "every kind or extra

ecclesiastical interference" in measures affecting the spiritual weifare of the 
.Church in ibid., vol. i. p. 330 . 
.., 4 'The history of Newman's illness is told in the Apologz'a, p. 34, but 

VOL. v. S 
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Still ill, or weak, Newman reached England on the 9th 
of July. On the following Sunday, Keble preached an 

Assize sermon, on National Apostasy, from the 
~$le's 
4sSize University pulpit. The sermon is worth remem-
si'r!llon. bering, because Newman has always associated it 

with the commencement of the great movement which imme
diately succeeded. But the movement would have occurred 
if the sermon had not been preached. Keble's words merely 
augmented the impulse which Newman had already received. 
By voice and by pen he set himself to work out the scheme 
of Church reform which he at that time contemplated. Letters 

tto the Record, conferences with clergymen, gatherings at 
jcountry rectories, were some of the expedients by which 
;the .earlier days of the movement were characterised. But 
these efforts were soori forgotten in consequence of a new 
decision which gave a name to the cause. The reform_ers 
~~)::ided on converting Church people to their p"i-inciples by 
the publication of a series of Tracts; the Tracts ultimately 
won for them "the name of T~actarians. 
--The Tractarians were face to face with an attack upon 

relig~n a;;d~~pon the. Chu;-ci;:_. Faith could only apparent-ly 

The Trac· b~pporte~_by .?.J2P_os0_g _ :;~~~£!i!XJ:()~§c§on,_ and 
tarians. the first condition of the COI')_~s!.J~<2lveg,_the~efore, 

a~l110_!lstri],tion. that.the_English_ Church was entitled to speak 

cf. the interesting account of it in Hurrell Fronde's Remaim, vol, i, p. 318; 
compare also Newman's sayings on his sick-bed, "I shall not die. I have 
a work to do in England," with Hurrell Fronde's lines in the Dialogue between 
his new self and his old self:-

"l\fourn'st thou, poor soul! and wouldst thou yet 
Call back the things which shall not, cannot be? 

Heav'n must be won, not dreamed; thy tas~ is set; 
Peace was not made for earth nor rest for thee." 

In the very month, perhaps on the very day, on which Fronde .was composing 
this Dialogue, Mr. Newman was writing, hundreds o( miles away from him-

"I was not ever thus, nor prayed that thou 
Shouldst lead me on," 

in the beautiful hymn whose whole meaning is hidden to any one who omits to 
reflect that its author was leaving a bed of sickness to head a great religious 
movement, Apologia, pp. 35• II9. 
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with a?.!thority.; . Its authoritx_ could. only be proved if its 
connection_wjjh_J?Iirui!;h~.(!~C~hl_.i§1l:l.l1ity_\Yer_e demonstrateg. 

p to the C.QlJn_ciL..QC.J::~nLsq_~s urged-there was 
one Cath.Q!ic_and_l\p.ostolic~.Church_in_which_authmity_llll..d 

resided. Th·e disse-nsions of the sixteenth century had split 
this Church into fragments, all of which had rapidly accu~ 
mulated errors after the division. But _the errors of the 
Church of England were not greater than those of the Church 
of Rome, and-were much more easily corrected. For Rome 
professed that it was infallible, and its profession hindered it 
froni admitting itself wrong, while England made no such 
profession,. and was thus open to reform. · The two tasks, 

l
lt_h. erefor. e~~which the _____ Tr. ac. _t·a.ri<!!l!i __ ~JJb~!TI ____ i;,elY.e __ s __ ....)Y.ereJp 
establish, first, that the authority of. the P.rimitivJL£b.ill£!1 
~e.d_in-the.::;,~btJ&ch::.:oLEngla:gd, :_and:_~ecq!l_d,_: ... tlmt . the 

, doctrines of the Eng~QU,r~h 'Yere really: identi~~Lwith~ 
fot~pre-Tridentine Christianitx.1 Perhaps some day their 

first object will. be chiefly recollected because it- inspired the 
earliest serious effort of a young man who lived to become 
one of the greatest of modern statesmen, and because his 
·arguments were answered, or, as most criticS~ will think, de
stroyed, by the great Whig historian of the century. 2 The 
Tractarians' second object is chiefly recollected be.cause it 
produced the Tract which brought their· series to. an abrupt 
conclusion. Tract XC. is an· elaborate attempt to · 

h h • l f h E j' h Cl h Tract.XC. pJ?Ye t at .t e artie es o , t e _ ng I? _ . _1ur~~~ · ~ 
not inconsistent with the doctrines of medireval Christianity; 
th~th'Ci may_ll.!! subscribed ... J:i_x· tlto$"' \vho aim ·at ~fug, 

1 Lloyd, who was afterwards Bishop of Oxford, while Regius Professor of 
Divinity, had drawn the distinction between Romanism as defined by the 
Coupcil of Trent and the Romanism of the Romish Church at the time of the 
Reformation, Stoughton, Religion in England, r8oo-r8so, vol ii. p. 35· 

2 Arnold spoke of the Tractarians, in connection with the argument, as 
"those extraordinary persons who gravely maintain that primitive episcopacy 
and episcopacy as it now exists in England are essentially the same." Stanley's 
Arnold, vol. ii. p. 2. He was _therefore inclined rather to smile than to be 
alarmed at the Tractarian movement. ·But his opinion rapidly changed. In · 
1836 he wrote the article in· tbe Edinburgh Review on " the Oxford Malig
nants." But the title to the article was added by Napier, the editor. 
1/Jid., p. 9· 
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Catholic in he~r~_f!nj_do_ctrine.;.!..and, as•a great_author 2 has 
put it, that every Roman doctrine-he would have been mor(;! 
accurate- if he had -written every Catholic doctrine-may .be 
he1a ·,vi thin-the limits of the English Church. 
-Few boo~~J2_ubljsped..J.g_the_present.._ century have made §Q 

great a sensation as this famous_Tract. Four Oxford tutors 
at--once decla~ed its teaching to be most startling and danger-

l
ous; the Hebdomadal Board precipitately condemned it as 
"eva~ing rather than explaining the meaning of the ;rticles;" 
and Bagot, Bishop of Oxford, Newman's own d~ocesan, asked 
Its condem• -the ~hor_ to_suppres£.. it. The request pl~ced 
n~n. the author in a singular dilemma. The double 
object which he had set himself to accomplish became at once 
impossible. He had laboured to prove that authority resided 
in the English Church, ancfat,th'oiTty: in the pe~son of his 
own --diocesan, object~d-!o)\h; {nte;pr~t~tion ~(the articles. 
F~he__!l.10~~!It,.Ne~vman resolved on a compromise._ He 

~did not withdraw Tract XC., but he discontinued tqe 
series. The Tracts, as a recent writer has said, "ceased at 
the~oment when they became the best-read publication of 
the day." 3 The discontinuance of the Tracts, however, did 
not alter the position of authority. The bishops, one after 
another, "began to charge against" the author. 4 Authority, 
the authority which Newman had laboured to establish, was 
s~~ing off th~ dust _of_fts fe~t-_;gai~t him. 

1 Tract XC. is, in one sense, one of the most melancholy books which have 
ever been written. It is the attempt of a good man to justify his continuance 
in a Church whose teaching he disliked, by placing an interpretation on 
words which they cannot bear. Take, for instance, the construction in the 
Tract of the 22nd Article of the Church:_ "The Romish doctrine concerning 
purgatory, pardons, &c., is a fond thing vainly invented." Nothing can be 
·plainer than that the writer intended to denounce in the article the. doc
trine of purgatory, and pardons, &c. Newman, however, declares that the 
article did not mean to do this, but that it only denounced the Romish doctrine 
and not the primitive doctrine, which he attempts to prove was a thing distinct 
from the Rom ish doctrine. See the Tract, pp. 23-42; and cf. the author's own 
account in Apologia, p. 78, and his allegation, "The articles are to be inter
preted, not according to the meaning of the writers, but (as far as the wording 
will permit) according to the sense of the Catholic Church." Ibid., p. '37· 

2 Dean Stanley in Edinburg it Review, No. 314, p. 319. 
8 Mozley's Reminiscences, vel. ii. p. 386. 4 Apologia, p. 139. 
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The attacks of. .. the bishops made Newman's continu
ance in the Chillcli(irEDgiand difficult. · But; long before 
_the attack was made, he had~ediiis own p'Ositioo-;Ith 

Q dissatisfaction. The researches ~hich he had made ir;to- .the 
-----~- - ·-

history of Christianity had convinced him that the disputes 
which agitated the Church in the sixteenth century ha:d been 
preceded by similar differences in the fifth century. 1 The 
Monophysite of the fifth century occupied the position of the 
Protestant of the sixteenth ce~tury; and, if the Monophysites 
were wrong, the Protestants could not be right. But the 
_whole bent of Newman's teaching had been· to show that 
the Church of the fifth century was right, and that the 
Monophysite was wrong; and i,!;,,JollowedAhat,.Rome.in,~i:he 
s!l'teeJ:lth.~centuq,_,was.right, and the Pmtestants were.wron.g: _ 
The wretched squabbles of the 'fifth century, of which perhaps 
not one person out of a thousand people has any cognisance, 
were thus the strange means of opening Newman's eyes to 
the untenable nature of his own position. But, immediately 
after the publication of Tract XC. and the attack of the . 
bishops, another singular event drew Newman still farther 
towards Rome. Good men in Germany arid England thought 
that it would ·be a desirable thing to send a Protestant bishop 
to Jerusa"lem. Bunsen, the Prussian Minister in 
L d h d . d E 1' 1 h P:>e.Jeru· _ on on, a marne an ng 1s 1woman; t e queen 5;1tem . 

. -h If . d G . d bW\pprlc. was erse marne to a erman pnnce ; an , · -._-"" · 
through the influence of Bunsen and the co~operation .of the 
Prince Consort, GeFmany and England decided on the appoint-

lment of a bishop who should at once supervise the Lutheran. 
jChurch of Germany and the Prote_stant Church of England 
in Jerusalem. It is difficult at the present time 2 to feel any 
of the enthusiasm for the ~cheme which its promoters shared, 

1 Apologia, p. II4-

2 Bright said in rSsr-and the passage is too characteristic to be passed 
over-" A bishop was sent lately to Jerusalem; and he did not travel like an 
ordinary man-he had a steam frigate to himself, cailed the Devastation, 
And when he arrived within a stone's-throw, no doubt,- o( tlie house where 
an apostle lived,. he landed under a salute of twenty-one guns." Hansard, 
yo!. cxiv. p. 1149· 
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or any of the -horror of it which was felt by Newman. A 
.;ommunion with Lutherans, Calvinists, and even Monophy
sites seemed to him an abominable thing, which tended to 
separate the English Church farther and farther from Rome. 
ILwaLa_step to C~tho!icity, but not to the CathQlicity at 
wqich Newman was ai~_!1g. 1 -· From the hour that the see 
was established, his own lot was practically decided. For a 
few years longer he remained in the fold in which he had 
been reared, but he felt like a dying man. He gradually with
drew from his pastoral duties, and finally entered into com
munion with Rome. 

It was necessary to relate in some detail the development 
of 1;l"ewman's religion, because the progress of his views 
corresponded with the course of the movement which he 
originated, and tqe best history of Tractarianism from 1833 
to 1841 is to be found in the growth of Newman's mind. 
After 1841, when the publication of the "Tracts for the 
Times" ceased, Newman himself withdrew from the active 
direction of the movement. The principles, however, which 
he had endeavoured to enforce in Tract XC. were elabo
rated or exaggerated three years afterwards by Ward in 
Ward's "The Ideal of a Christian Church.'~ It was the 
~~~~fi~~fa object of Ward, as it had been that of Mr. New
Cli~rch." man, to give a Catholic sense to the Thirty-nine 
Articles. The Hebdomadal Board, which had been roused 
into action by Tract XC., determined on a fresh display of 
vigour. It condemned the new book as inconsistent with 
the articles, and its author for subscribing to them when he 
took his degrees. It degraded Ward from the rights and 
privileges which his degrees conferred upon him, and it was 
only prevented by the veto of the proctors from repeating its 
condemnation of Tract XC. These intemperate proceedings 

1probably precipitated Newman's ;ecession; t£ty_had nat~:~~ly 
't~t_of driving_lYard_!!}to _th_e a~ll!s of Ro~e. 2 

1 Apologia pro Vita Sua, p. 143; and cf. Life of Hook, pp. 336-341. . 
2 Dean Stanley's •account of this controversy is excellent. Edinburgh 

Review, No. 314, pp. 318-326·; cf. Stephens' Life of Hook, pp. 391-393. 
WiJQerjorce, vol. i. p. 245· The language of the Times may perhaps b4 
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A great movement never perishes for want of a leader. 
After the secession of Newman, the control of the move
ment fell into the hands of Dr. Pusey; A profound 
Hebrew scholar, a grave divine, and a learned. man, 

P~y. 

Pusey had already infused sobriety and re'sponsibility 1 into 
the cause which he was assisting.• ·Pusey; like Newman 
artd Ward, fell under the censure of authority, and a sermon 
on the li:ucharist in 1843 procured. his suspension from 
preaching in- the University pulpit for a couple of years. 2 

But the censure ·oLauthority had a different effect on him 
from that on his fellow·labourers; While they were driven 

\from the Church, he steadfastly continued in it. 
Thus a'simultaneous assault on the temporal and spiritual 

position of the Church had produced the reaction which is 
the inevitable consequence of attack. - In Parliament, indeed, 
the defence of the Church had fallen into the hands of re
formers who . had the wisdom to meet aggression by con
cession. But, in the country, its defence had been under
taken by men opposed to all change, who had rallied their 
followers under the standard of authority. No one acquainted 
with the history qf -religion can doubt that an appeal to 
authority could have any issue but one, or that the road on 
which the Tractarians were travelling could lead to any goal· 
but Rome. No feeling among Englishmen, however,·_ 
. h . R Th T . The lS so strong as t at agamst ome. . e ractanan se9'ssion 

movement had from the first been regarded with t~me. 
·suspicion because it was thought to tend Romewards. 
Suspicion was changed into conviction when Newnian's 
secession was followed by other con~ersions. 3 The men who 
accepted as an indication of the feeling at the time. On the 14th of February 
1845 it wrote:_" Sincerely do we congratulate the public that his [Ward's) 
scandalous and offensive work should have been condemned by a majority 
of more than two to one." . Seven- days before, quoting from the Standard, 
it wrote: "We rejoice to be able to announce that the Hebdomadal Board 
at Oxford have, by a large majority-sixteen to eight-resolved to comply with 
the requisition of 474 members of Convocation to propose a candemnatiori of 
Tract No. 90." 1 Apologia pro Vita Sua, p. 62. 

a Wilbeiforce, vol. i. p. 228. Stephens' Life of Hook, p. 342. 
3 For an account of these conversions see e.g., Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. 37; cf. 

Stephens' Hook, pp. 398-400. 
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still remained in the English Church, but who adopted the 
practices which Newman had advocated, were denounced, and 
in some instances molested by the people. In the diocese 
of Exeter especially, where the Bishop sympathised with the 

High Church party, agitation arose against the 
Excitement 
in the innovations which he encouraged. The surplice 
cou~try. in the pulpit, the weekly offertory, were both re .. 
garded as steps towards Rome; and the clergyman who 
turned towards the east, or who read the prayer for the 
Church Militant, was regarded as a Papist in disguise.l 

While Peel remained in office the reaction against the High 
Church movement received no encouragement from the State. 

-r:~~~s~i.~m of__RI}_s.sell JQ....pow~ was,. how eyer, 
Agit~tion 
against the the signal for a_..B.e~ _p_olig..:_ Th(! Whig minister's 
Tractarians. --- .... - · · 

~ .. · opinions were in accordance with those of the Bible 
Society. He regarded withdistrust th~ changes which th~ 

1 
Tractarians .. h~d introduced, and ~·the sensual or symbolical 

jworship of the Church of Rome and its imitators." 2 In his 
/Church appoint_!!lents _he_ consequ_ently selected men trainee!. 
·in 1ln oppo~fte ~c~oo! of thoug~t. For, though attention has 
hitherto been confined to the Tractarian movement, it must not 
be forgotten that other parties in the Chur~h were continually 
advocating a .contrary policy to that which Newman and 
his fellow-workers had originated. Men like MacNeile were 
carrymg on the ~::fi_l}gelic.aL1119Vement which Wilberforce 
The Broad had__.2rjginated. Men like Whately and Arnold· 
Church. and Hampden were endeavouring to strengthen the 
Church by a policy of comprehension, and instead of opposing 

t authority to science, were desiring to reconcile the teachings 
\of science with the language of the Bible.s . 

•1 Any one who wishes to follow up the account of disturbances in Devonshire 
and Cornwall will find ample material in the Times of February and March 
1845· For the disturbances in London, see Dr. Stoughton's Religion in 
England, x8oo-r8so, vol. ii. p. 202. 

2 See a curious and characteristic account of Ritualism in Recollections and 
Sugge,tions, p: 425. 

3 There is a good account of the Low Church revival in x827-183I in Dr. 
Stoughton's Religion in England, x8o6-r8so, vol. ii. p. 86. It was the desire 
io stop the spread of infidelity which induced Plumer Ward to write Tr~maine, 
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It has seemed desirable to illustrate the history of the 

Tractarian movement by tracing the progress of one man's 
mind. It may be possible to relate the history of the Liberal 
reaction by describing the animosity which one other man pro
voked; The career of Hampden in many respects 
resembles that of Cardinal Newman. Both men Hampden. 

were educated at Oriel~ both of them were fellows of the 
college ; both of them became heads of houses at Oxford. 
Both of them had thus lived in the same atmosphere, and had 
been influenced by the same great and good minds. . 

In 1832 Hampden was selected to preach the Bampton 
Lectures. The Rev~ John Bampton, some readers may require 
to be told, had. q~ade provision by his will for the delivery 
of eight lectures on eight Sundays at Oxford to confirm the 
Christian faith and to refute all heretics and schismatics. 
Hampden chose as the subject of his cou~se, "The Scholastic 
Philosophy considered in its relation to Christian Theology." 
Nearly fifty years afterwards a great Liberal Churchman de
clared that these Lectures afford the .best solution of many 
of the perplexities in which Christian theology has been 
involved.1 But this view of the matter was not and could 
not be shared by the High Church party, arid their indigna
tion- was increased by the publication in 1833 of a pamphlet 
by Hampden, ~upportlng· the proposal tD admit Dissenters to 
the Universities.2 Still, in 1833 the Oxford movement was 
only in its infancy; Liberalism still held its own in the Uni-_ 
versity, and. Hampden in the same year was made Principal 
of St. Mary's Hall. This distinction gained him further pro, 
motion. In r834 he was made Professor of Moral Philo
sophy, and in the beginning of 1836 was selected by Melbourne 
for the Regius Professorship of Divinity. · 
a novel which was much ·better known fifty years ago than it is now. It was 
the \~ish to reconcile the teachings of science with the language of the Bible 
that induced the last Lord Bridgewater to make the will which led to the 
publication of the Bridgewater Treatises. These treatises, however, did much 
more to make science popular than to remove doubt. 

l Dean Stanley- in Edinburgh Review, No. 314, p. 318. 
2 ·Arnold, in 1833, advocated embracing Dissenters in the Church. Stanley's 

Arnold, vol i, p. 294 

• 
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There is no reason to suppose that Melbourne in making 
this appointment was conscious of the animosity '!Vhich it was 

H
. . calculated to provoke. His views on Church. as 
ts appomt· . . 

ment as well as on State were mdeed broad and hberal, but 
Regius Pro- · · 
fessor of he cared much more for a qmet hfe than for the 
Divinity, ;uccess of his own opin~ons. He shrank from offer· 
ing Arnold a bishopric, and he probably gave Hampden the 
Regius Professorship because he imagined that the appoint
ment would give little or no offence.! But he was quickiy 
undeceived : the two Archbishops called upon him to remon
strate ; Newman declared that those who did not protest 
were incurring a greater responsibility t.han had been incurred 
by the members of the University for many centuries; 2 and 
the Hebdomadal Board at Oxford, or the Board of Heads, 
as it was then called, passed a statute declaring that, having 
no confidence in Hampden, they could not allow him to judge 
the qualifications of the select preachers of St. Mary's. This 
stroke, indeed, failed. The proctors interfered with their veto, 
as eight years afterwards they were to inter(ere on a more 
memorable occasion; and, when it was found that office had 
the same effect on Hampden that a coronet is supposed to 
produce on a Radical, the storm which had arisen in the tea
cup was gradually allayed.a 

In fact, in the next few years sober Churchmen were more 
alarmed at the consequences of the movement which New
man had originated than at the Liberal opinions which 
Hampden had displayed. On the reconstruction of the Heb
domadal Board in 1842 the heads of houses actually appointed 
him to its chair, though the Board still declined to rescind its 
recorded censure.4 Five years afterwards, on the formation of 
a new see at Manchester and on the death of Vernon, Arch-

1 Torrens' Melbourne, vol. ii. p. 181 ; cf. the account in Greville, vol. iii. 
pp. 341-343· 

2 In the Elucidations; cf, Edinburgh Review, No. 314, p. 318. 
3 See Ashwell's Life of Wilberforce, vol. i. p. 92; Newman's Apologia, p. 

57; Mozley's Reminiscences, vol. i. pp. 343, 350; Life of Wkatery, vol. i. pp. 
353, 390; Hansard, vol. xxxix. p. 1397 ; and Miss Hampden's Memorials of 
her father, p. 49, seq. 

' Ashley's Wilberforce, vol. i. p. 216. 
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bishop of York, it fell to the lot vf. Russell to select two new 
bishops. To Manchester he appointed Lee, who had served 
under Arnold at Rugby, and who had afterwards 
been appointed head~master of King, Edward's ~i~h~ or 
S h I B. . h · T y k · h · d Hereford. c oo at trmmg _am. o · or e promote 
Musgrave, Bishop of Hereford; and he filled Musgrave's place 
at Hereford with the Regius Professor of Divinity. 

These appointments were injudicious. Both the new men 
were Liberal in politics ; l:;loth of them were liberal in their 
religions opinions ;-i and other charges had been preferred 
against Lee, which were ultimately disproved. · The objec
tions, however, which were made to Lee's appointment were 
drowned in th,e clamour against Hampden's nomination. The 
rectory of Ewelme was at that time annexed to the Regius 
Professorship of Divinity. Ewelme was in the diocese of 
Oxford; a see which had. lately been entrusted to Wilbetforce, 
a prelate whose capacity, whose eloquence, arid whose earnest
ness gave him eminence among his brethren, but whose sym
pathies were more in favour of the party which Newman 
had founded than with the school .of thought with which his 

·own father had been identified. Thirteen bishops, of whom 
this active prelate'was the moving spirit, addressed a remon
strance to the Prime Minister. Russell, however, declined 
to "assent to the doctrine that a decree of the University of 

. Oxford is a perpetual bar of exclusion against a clergyman of 
eminent learning _and irreproachable life;" and the appoint
ment was made. The manner in which bishops are. appointed 
in the English Church affords a curious commentary on High 
Church doctrine. · In theory, the bishop is elected· by the Dean 
and Chapter of the Cathe-dral. · In practiee, the Crown, in 
issuing its conge d'etire-as the letter allowing. the election 
is called-directsthe Chapter· to elect a particular person. 
_And, by an old statute of Henry VIII., .the Chapter which 
disobeys the order of the Crown incurs the penalties of a 
pfremunire. Men who had nothing themselves to lose were 
anxious that the Dean and Chapter of He~eford should incur 
imprisonment and penury, rather than assist in the creation 
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of a bishop to whom they conscientiously objected. The 
atmosphere of the nineteenth century, however, is not favour
able to martyrdom; and the Dean and Chapter of Hereford 
probably reflected that the statute which desired them to elect 
the nominee of the Crown enabled the sovereign, in their 
default, to proceed with the appointment. The Dean, in these 
circumstances, satisfied himself with a mild protest, and the 
Chapter proceeded with the election. Orthodoxy had, how
ever, still one chance left. The appointment of every bishop 
in the province of Canterbury has to be confirmed in St. 
Mary's-le-Bow by the Archbishop. It is customary on these 
occasions for the apparitor of the Archbishop's Court to call 
upon any persons who oppose the appointment to come forward 
and be heard. On one occasion, in the seventeenth century, 
an objection had been thus raised, though it was overruled.1 

The shme course was taken in 1847. The Court held that 
confirmation by the Archbishop was a purely ministerial act, 
and proceeded to pronounce and publish confirmation of the 
appointment. 

But orthodoxy was not yet satisfied. It applied to the 
Court of Queen's Bench for a rule to show cause why a 
mandamus should not issue compelling the Archbishop or his 
Vicar-General to oppose the appointment. The Court was 
occupied for four days in listening to arguments on the ques
tion. The judges of which it was composed differed ultimately 
in their opinions ; and the Court, being equally divided, the 
mandamus was necessarily refused.2 

1 Hansard, vel. xcv. p. 1340. 
2 Of the four judges, Patteson and Coleridge were in favour of the applica

tion, Denman and Erle were opposed to it. For the whole story, see, inter alia, 
Greville's ,vemoirs, Pt. ii. vol. iii. p. liS seq.; Arnauld's Denman, vel. ii. pp. 
234-243; Ashwell's Wilbeiforce, vel. i. p. 419; Hansard, vel. xcv. pp. 1337, 
1355, vel. xcvi. p. 632. Wilberforce's conduct comes out very badly in Ash
well's pages. He promoied the case in the Court of Arches ministerially, and 
he withdrew it judicially. He pursued Hampden in 1836 " with the utmost 
vehemence," he" became the life and soul of the opposition" to him in 1847, 
and he admitted afterwards that he had never read the Bampton Lectures, and 
that when he did read them he found nothing in them not susceptible of an 
innocent interpretation. See Dean Stanley in Edinburgh Review, No. ;;14, 
pp. 326, 32]. 
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It is a sign both of the action and of the reaction which had 
thus occurred th.at the first great viCtory which the Oxford 
school achieved was obtained over Hampden, and that· .the 
first great defeat which it sustained '''as inflicted by Hampden. 
But the defeat was of much more consequence than the vic-. 
tory. It struck· a fresh blow at the Claims of authority. It. 
was obviolls1hatGishop~- ;ere·i~· ;;~ ;ise~inade by th~ 'church, 

·\'and t~at the authority of the Church was subord_inate to the 
a~thonty of the State. It so ~appened that this 'rh~
VJew of the matter was emphasised by some other ~.orl!,'l.m 

d. b h . 1\.. ·a h . ~ment. procee mgs a . out t e same tmie. JL-~~Q!: __ a_m,_a - -- ··~ 

cl!!_gyE.!.~n,.J:as_a.RP-ojnted-hy_the_Chancel!Gr-to.a_living-in 
Devonshire. •PhiiiP.otts., .. :JJis_diQcesan, __ subjecte!Lhlm_to_a 
long and tedious. examination, and declined to institute him 
~he ground that· Iiene1aheretical views on the subjed of 
b~ar regeneratioiJ._,_'[h~Tearly_C::hristian.Church:'hefd':thai: 
biPtJ~ether administered by..Eyl!J~n, or by~.!l)~J1, .. 6r 
even ir!~r.entlY. in sp,P..r~y,.,]?qy,s,~yv:as~"<l.li<I. _But.it.held,. and 
some Hig_!l_ Chyrchmen . ...§tilLhol.d, ktbat. n.Q.chiLd_wh_o_d_i_ed_1lt1-
baptizeQ could be sa~~d,!._Tb~~doJ;_tdne_had never been 
in;j)iicitlY.2£_cep!ecLin_the .. Eng!i§h_Church,;_and_divines.of 
~'U'ta'tfon ha~_.,§hnt..,n~J!"Pll!~CPQS:luQiJ)g. t}lat~innocent~cJ!iidren · 
of Christian p~rent.§,_a,u.ell~-~!l~th~gi:(!_aJ ..... lll_,qrglJe_a<:_hen;~of~th.e. 
a~!-LY.Qt:l!;l,,.;.~er:~-dosnne~Uo~l!!$rn.al~1!1_is~ry;,.b.e~ause,~fro_tn 
no_fault _qlt,h~i.r~ow,n, ,t]:J.ey_I:Ja.cL n.9U~c;:~~ixeei_the J>~bWJ~()Lthe 
~r,.ame.nt. The decision of PhillP.~tts, hgl"~~el;.1Y~P~held 
~y the C~ourt. oCArches, .but~an __ appe.atwas _carried_fr.O.in_thi$ 
Court to the PJj_yy_(:p_uncil._There~the~d¢cision~w~s~rev.erseg 
bl2:..g~t_!1Jajority~ofwthe~judges,.and_,ths two. Archbis.h~opp, 
Sumner and M usgrs,y~, _voted.~for_the_re~ersaJ.,._!u..j;~J;,tigg, 
t~Y .• Cotmcil was sup_Rorted by_p_£,b,ljs....9.Pi!!L®_. __ Many 
c~gymert, indeed, held the_~<!!!!.e. view$~as __ Gorharn.._Many 
laymen objected to the attem_Qt of a bi~_Qp~to~inquire.into,a 
cie~:syi_e~·s_befm:~~R!'oceeding tb his i~stit~tion.;~andme~ 
oLsense~of.altp~r.ties~sa;.v)hauhe.d.ecision_h,ad_broadened.t-he 

1 On the orthodox view of baptism, see Lije ojHook, p. 187; and cf. Stanley'r 
Christian Institutions, ch. i. f 
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f~d,ation on which the Church was built These facts were 
S\? clear that, if the Privy Council had contented itself wit~ 
r«versing the judgment of the Court of Arches, most parties 
in the Church would probably have acquiesced in silence in 
its decision.-But, in addition to doing ·so, the. two Primates,· 
~o were members of the Court, took.occasion to declare' that 
t~e opinions held by Gorham were opinions which had beep 
l~ld in the past by a host of great and good Churchmen. This 
opinion, promulgated by the Archbishops and endorsed by a 

•Court composed c~iefly of laymen, struck a fatal blow at the 
.T-;aci:arian party, and at the larger body of High Churchmen 

'w_!10, unprepared to accept the. whole of Newman's teaching, 
; sympathised with his desire to assert the authority of the 
~hurch. The Privy Council was officially declaring that the 
right of determining doctrines resided in the State and not in 
the Church; and that, whatever might be the High Church 
tl.!£0Jy; the Church bad no authority othet tnan that which the 
S~te allowed to it.l 

Thus, while the Gorham judgment encouraged the Evan
.gelical or Low Church party, by sanctioning an opinion which 
many of them had tacitly held, and had not ventured openly 
to pronounce, and the Latitudinarian or Broad Church party, 
by widening the area of legal doctrine, it forced the High 
Church party into renewed activity by the force of a blow 
aimed at the citadel of its position. And, before six months 
were over, the Prime Minister, alarmed at' the Pope's action 
in dividing England into Roman Catholic sees, gave the High 
'IheDurham Church fresh cause for resentment by a phrase in the 
letter: Durham letter.2 He went out of his way to declare 
that the danger to the Church of England from the conduct 
of her own "unworthy sons," in "leading their flocks step by 
step to the very verge of the precipice of Rome, was much 
.greater than any danger to be apprehended from a foreign 
prince of no great power." 

1 Life of Wilbeiforce, vol. ii. p. 38. For the case, see also Recollections and 
Suggestions, Appendix I. ; Stoughton's Religion of England, r8oo-r8so, vol. ii. 
p, 176 ; and Greville's Memoi.-s, Pt. ii. vol. ii. pp. 300-304-
, t For the Durham letter vide t'nfra, ch. xxiii. 
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tt is never wise for statesmen in high positions to apply 
names to those from whom they differ; and it was in the. 
highest degree unwise for a Prime Minister to call a great 
party of religious inen who-whether right. or wrong in their 
opinions-were bringing zeal and earnestness to their work, 
unworthy sons of the Church. It was· inevitable that such· 
language should either drive them from the fold or impel them 
to new efforts for increasing Church authority.. It was attended 
with both consequences. . The_:.Gorham judgm~!l_Land_t_be 

·Durham letter- were followed:._Qy_i!!~Cpn~r~ie>_!!~Ato~:R,oiJ1!, 
\and by :i fresh ;agitation for:·authority,.. Blo~field, Bishop of 

LOndon, had already introduced a measure for transferring the · 
appellate functions of the Privy CounCil to the Upper House 
of Convocation. The defeat of this bill induced the leaders 
of the High Church party to · agitate -for the festoration to 
Convocation of its previous powers. Two prelates, Convoca . . -~-""'-

. Oxford and Exeter,· took the lead in the new move· t~ 

ment, and in 1853• in the ministry of Aberdeen, C.£l.!.vocation 
was at last suffered._ to resume its place in the State as-a con-
.sult~t[YJ:!_.bQdy.i - -··-- · · -- -

The history of Convocation since 1853 has -proved in a 
· · ~t;iking way the difference between an assembly created to 

1 It hardly .falls within -the scope of this wo,k to trace the history of Con
vocation. It is sufficient to say, that the Convocation of Canterbury was the 
assembly in. which originally" S"ubsidies were granted" by-the Church "and 
ecclesiastical canons enacted." The power to enact fresh canons without the 
king:s licence was •expressly taken away by a. statute of Henry VIII., and the 
taxation of clergy by the clergy was discontinued after r664. . From that date 
Convocation had practically_ nothing to do. Aiter the Revolution, indeed, the 
High Church party endeavoured to revive it. but the attempt only led to differ· 
ences between the Upper and the Lower House, and Convocation was finally 
prorogued in 1717. Thenceforward a few members of each House met at the 

' commencement of each new Parliament, voted addresses to the Crown, and • 
were immediately prorogued. So matters continued till r853, when, in conse
quence of the agitation of the High Church party, Convocation was again 
allowed to assemble. There is a g·ood account of the History of Convocation 
in Hallam's Constitutional History; vol. iii. p. 242 seq.; cf. Sir Travers Twiss 
article on it, sub verb. in EncycloptEdia Britannica, 9th edition ; Buckle's 
History of Civilisation, vol. i. p. 414; and Life if Wilbeiforce, vol. ii. pp. 136, 
268: It ought, per!)aps, to be added that a motion for summoning Convocation 
was made in the House _of Commons so early as 1837. and only rejected in a 
thin House by 24 votes to 19. .Hansard, ':91. xxxviii. p. 461. · ..-

o 
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do something and an assembly with something to do. It 
may safely be asserted that the deliberations of the Right 
Reverend and Reverend Houses have, in no single particular, 
affected the history of their country or of their Church. But, 
though the outward and visible result of the High Church 
movement has not fulfilled the expectations of the ambitious 
General prelate who recalled Convocation to life, its effects 
~~:'6~7trd are still visible, and are perhaps still extending. 
rno1;ement. It has galvanised the religious world into vitality, 
and the s~s\vhiCh- it has given to religion has been 
felt by bodies wieely dissenting from the Tractarians. High 
Ch.urchmen and Low Churchmen, Nonconformists and Roman 
Catholics, have all made an effort, such as was never made 
before in England, to infuse religious activity into the nation; 
and, in an age in which a large and increasing section of 
society· is emancipating itself from the old lessons of its 
childhood, and perhaps in many instances ceasing to hold 
any belief; other persons are actively promoting Church work, 
impressed with a firm faith in the truth of the great doctrines 
which they share in common one with the other, and with 
a still firmer faith in the truth of the little dogmas which each 
sect of these earnest people holds alone. 

Nor must it be forgotten that to the High Church move
ment we o~t~!:_ _i~~reasing warmth and colour of publ-ic. 
worship, the restoration of_Qgthic_architectur~, 1 an ipcreasing 
attentipn to church music, and the more cheerful associations 
The oh· - . ~(th .which Sunday is being gradually surroun<kd. 
servance The Evangelical school, inheriting the tradition of 
of Sunday. 

the older Puritans, had regarded the Sabbath as 
a day of abstention from work and movement. The High 
Church party had always considered it as an opportunity for 
healthy recreation. The _history of the Sabbath, however, so 
curiously illustrates the history of thought, that it is worth 
while adding to a chapter, already too long, a few more para
graphs on the subject. 

1 Mr. Lecky has noticed this in a note to one of the most beautiful and 
striking passages in the History of Rationalism .. vol. i. p. >!56, note. 
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It was a remark of Whately in r836 that the very mention 
of a Sabbath was a startling novelty a little more than 20.0 

years ago.l Hallam relates that in r62r, ."a bill having been 
brought in for the better . observance of the Sabbath, usually 
called Sunday, one Mr. Shepherd, sneering at the Puritans, 
remarked that as Saturday. was dies Sabbati, this might be 
entitled a bill for the better observance of Saturday; commonly 

· called Sunday." The witticism cost .Shepherd his seat; he 
was expelled the House. But the Lords, less Puritan than 
the Commons, struck out the word Sabbath, and substituted 
the words·" the Lortl's Day," ahd the Act thus amended may 
still be read on the Statute Book,2 Such legislation was new 
in modern Englanc1.8 The Reformers had required the clergy 
to teach the people ·that . they would grievously offend God 
if they abstained from working on Sundays in harvest-time; 4 

and a statute of Edward VI., regulating the keeping of holy 
days, declared that "it shall be lawful to every husbandman, 
labourer, fisherman, and to all and . every other person or 
persons, of what estate, degree, or condition he or they be, 
upon the holy days aforesaid,· in harvest or'at any other time 
in the year whep necessity shall require, to labour, ride, fish, or 
work any kind of work at their free wills and pleasure; ·anything 
in this Act to. the contrary in anywise notwithstanding." 6 

It is clear, therefore, that the observance of the Lord's Day, 
or of .the Sabbath, as it came to be called, arose with the growth 
of Puritanism in the seventeenth century, and it may be in
teresting to add that the Puritans carried their-opinions about 
the Sabbath to America; and that strict laws were passed in 
the New World for regulating conduct on that day,6 The 
puritanic view of Sunday survived the Restoration. An Act 

1 Life of Whately, vol. i, p. 337· 
2 I Car. I., c. 1, Hallam, is, I think, inaccurate (Constitutional History, vol. 

1, p. 40Q) in placing the incident in r6zi. The Act is one of r6zs. 
3 It was, however, adopted in Anglo-Saxon times. See Paterson's Liberty 

o/ the Press and Public Worship, p. 354 
4 Stanley's Arnold, vol. ii. p. _zos. 
5 5 and 6 Edw. VI .. c. 3, sec. 6, 
6 See De Tocqueville's Dem(O('racy in America, vol. ii, Appendix E. 

VOL. V. T 

.. 
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o( 16'76 made it illegal to trade; ro work, to travel on the 
Sunday; it closed the courts on that day.1 So far as the 
Legislature c·ould make it, the Sabbath was made a day of 
rest 

Neither the High Church reaction which occurred in the 
reign of Anne, nor the growth of Deism and doubt in the 
eighteenth 'century, were favourable ·to the puritanical con
ception of the Sabbath. The holy day resumed its old sense 
of holiday; and, if men abstained from toil, they devoted 
Sunday to amusement The upper classes set the example. 
They used their carriages and horses as a matter of course 
on the Sunday. Cabinet dinners were us\}ally given,2 C~binet 

Councils were frequently held, on the Sunday; and the even
ing of the first day of the week was the favourite date for 
fashionable entertainments. The custom of giving Cabinet 
dinners on Sunday fell into gradual disuse,s but the custom 
of holding Cabinets on Sunday remained in full force. It 
may, however, be worth while to place the circumstance 
beyond dispute, and, for the purpose of doing so, it may be 
convenient to show how many Cabinets in a particular period 
were held on Sundays. There was a Cabinet on the 9th, 
16th, and 3oth of March, on the 13th of April, and on the 

1 29 Car. II., c. 7· The Act did not make it illegal to travel; but it said 
that, if any one travelling on the Sunday were robbed, the Hundred should 
not be responsible, and the person robbed should be barred from bringing any 
action. 

2 Even in Scotland, the High Commissioner always gave his breakfast and 
dinner to the General Assembly on Sunday. This custom fell into disuse in 
1832, when Chalmers was Moderator, and declined to attend Lord Belhaven's 
entertainment. Life if Chalmers, val. iii. p. 340. 

3 So lately as 1847, Escott said in Parliament the Parks were crowded with 
• carriages every Sunday. Hansard, vol. xci. p. 842. Warburton said in 1835 

that, thirty or forty years before, Sunday was the favourite day for parties of 
gaiety. Ibid., val. xxvii. p. 234· Roebuck, on one of the many proposals made 
at that time to stop Sunday travelling, said that on a recent Sunday at noon 
he saw Wellington on horseback in Piccadilly ; in Hyde Park poor men were 
engaged watering the ride ; at Knightsbridge the soldiers were exercising ; at 
Hammersmith the Chief-Justice was .out riding with a servant behind him ; 
and at 3 P.M. he met Peel in the galleries at Hampton Court. Ibid., val. 
xxviii. p. I 54· A petition was presented to the Lords in r834, objecting to the 
custom of holding Cabinet dinners on Sunday. Ibid., val. xxiii. p. 472. 
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i xth and x8tlf of May r 8z8. On six out of~eleven ·.consec~- '--~. 
·tive SUndays Cabinet Cou~cils were beld.1 .... ~ ~ . : :-. . ~~ -: ~ · ,._< .< 

But though -~he uppe~ ;:lasSes .were devoting-. their .. S.4ndays to . ~· ~ 
pleasure, and ministers were occupying them:C\\•ith business;• ·~ 
large classes of' the people, affected by the religious movement 

. which Wesley had originated, were practising a stricter-observ-
ance of the Sabbath. In r8o9 Wilberforce himself reinon" 
strated with the minis-ter for fixing the_ commencement of the 
session on Monday, on the express ground· that the members 

·would te tempted. to break the Sabbath. 2 The remonstrance 
· was successful; the meeting .of Parliament was put off. This 
·circumstance may possibly be accepted as an indication of the 
· spread of stricter views respecting Sunday; and' the spread of 
these views produced a reaction against them. People who 
differed froni Wilbe~force had no patience with his opinions. 
One of them wrote-

" The Saints !-th~ api1_1g fan~tics that'talk 
All cant and rant, and rhapsodies' high-flown-· 

That hid you bauljt 
A Sunday walk, . 

And shun God's wo.rk as you should shun your own." 

Such lines afford. strong proof poth of the re;tlity of ·the 
Sabbatical movement and of the bitterness which it pro
voked.8 

1 Authority for these statements will. be found under the dates in. Ellen 
borough's Diary, but almost the same thing could be said of any other eleven 
.we~ks during which Parliament was sitting comprised jn the Diary. Ten years 
later the custom was abandoned, and Campbell, summoned to a Sunday 

. Cabinet in 1847, noted in his diary that no Sunday Cabinet' had been held for 
ten years. Autobiography, vol. ii, p, 227. 

2 Wilberforce's Diary, vol. iii. pp. 397• 398. 
3 It may be worth while adding that the "seven days week is a common ,. 

heritage of the Asiatic and African peoples .... It is found among the 
American tribes, , , . and in Africa with the Ashantees and the Gallas.'' 
The Egyptians had a decade or ten days wee}>. "Still. the seven days week 
was so well known to the Egypt-ians that Dicin Cassius notes the naming of the 
week after the seven planets. as an Egyptian custom." Cojeqso on tl)e Penta
'leuck, Part iv. p. us. The seven planets known to the ancients were Saturn,. 
Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon (ibid.; p. n9), and cf, 
Rawlinson's Herodotus, bk. ii. ch. lxxxii. note; Appendix, bk, ii, ch. vii •. The 
Jewish idea. of the Sabbath survived to the time of the; Maccabees, for when 
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In truth, there was some reason for sober . Christians dis
liking the Sabbatical legislation which the Puritans were 
favouring. In. 1794 Parliament, objecting to the liberal in

. terpretation which-the Courts were placing on the statute of 
Charles II., passed an Act prohibiting the baking of bread, 
meat, and pies on Sundays, except between the hours of nine 

·in the morning and one in the afternoon. The Act was 
slightly modified in 1821 and 1836; 1 but the principle re
mained and remains on the Statute Book, and a large party in 
Parliament was anxious to proceed much further. Three bills 
were introduced in 183.,4 to promote the better observance of 
the Sabbath. A clause to allow games to be played in the 
open air during other hours than those appointed for divine 
service was only carried by a small majority. Bills of the 
same character were introduced in 1835, 1836, and 1837. 
The numerous measures of the period authorising the con
Sunday struction of railways gave the "Sabbatarians,'' if 
travelling. the term may be used without offence either to 
etymology or feeling, opportunities of raising the same ques
tion. The House of Commons was frequently occupied with 
discussing the question whether trains should run on Sunday, 
and whether third-class carriages should be attached to those 
Mattathias, the father of Judas Maccabreus, fled from the persecution of 
Antiochus with a large following into the \vilderness, his followers were 
attacked by the king's orders on the Sabbath. The followers, taking the strict 
view of the Sabbath, declined to fight, and were massacred, men, women, and 
children, on. the spot (r Maccabees ii. 38); and cf. another account of a 
Sabbath massacre of Jews in the less accurate 2 Maccabees v. 24, by that 
''detestable ringleader" (as the author calls him) Apollonius. The Jews had 
the good sense, after these two reverses, to see that the old view of the .Sabbath 
doomed them to destruction. "Therefore they decreed, mying, Whosoever 
shall come to make battle with us on the Sabbath day, we will fight against 
him ; neither will we die all as our brethren. that were murdered in the secret 
places" (r Maccabees ii. 41), and cf, Josephus, Ant. /ud. xii. 6. 2. Probably 
this sensible law influenced the early Christian Church, in which rest from 
agricultural labour on Sunday was not even recommended until the sixth 
century. It bas been shown also that the sarue view influenced England in 
Tudor times. But, alas ! the English Church declared that the books ol 
Maccabees, which the Council of Trent pronounced canonical, were apocry
phal, and the Bible Society has ceased to print them. 

I For the Act of 1794, see 34 George III., c, 61 ; for the amendment to it, 
1 & 2 George IV,, c. so, sec. II ; 6 & 7 William IV., c. 37, sec. 14-
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trains. And though general convenience·ultlmatel,y prevailed 
over religious sentiment, and though it was concluded· that, 
if _trains were to run at all, there was no good ground for 
preventing· poor person.s travelling by them, we owe to these .. 

l discussions th~ fact that,. while in n.o: country i~ the world is 
( Sunday travellmg more general than m England, m no country 

is Sunday travelling made rpore inconvenient.1 

. But the_ chief struggle for Sunday observance was fought on 
other questions. Strict Sahbatarians, on the one hand, were 
anxious that the Post-Office should decline to trans-

. fe!!tfe~rs~.y 
act any business on the'Sunday, _while other men, ~--· 
i11ore lax and more liberal, desired, on the contrary, to throw 
open museums and libraries bn Sundays. The Sabbatarians 
achieved a ·vic~9ry. They succeeded in persuading the Post
master-General to issue. an: order prohil)iting the delivery of 
letters on Suhdays anywhere: . But the isolation to which this 
order condemned rural districts was so complete that it was 
hardly allowed to remai'n ,in" force for a couple of months. 
Measures of this character may be traced long after· they are 
reversed. • The wealthiest and greatest' city in the world still 
conse?ts, on the first day of every week, to be almost com-

, 1 ln case any readers of this book should care to p~rsue this subjeCt; it may 
facilitate their investigations if I add one or two references to some of the 
principal debates on the subject •. .In 1834 three bills were introduced into the "' 
House of Commons dealing with the Sunday question; one by Sir A. fo.gnew, 
rejected by 161 votes to 125 (Hansard, vol. xxiii. p. 356) ; ol1e· by, Hesketh 
Fle~two9d, rejected by 77 votes to 45 (ibid., p. n77); and one by Poulter, 
which was carried by 52 votes to 12. Ibid., p. II7cj. It was on this bill that 
the clause was engrafted authorising outdoor games. The claus~ was carried 
by 37 votes to 31 •. Ibid., vol. xxv. p. 194· This bill" wa.S reintroduced ln-1835, 
and thrown out by 54 votes to 43· Ibid., vol. xxviii. p. so8. In r836, on a 
bill of Agnew's, Roebuck threatened to propose ari amendment rendering any 
one attending a club on Sunday liable to a fine of £1o, closing Hyde Park and • 
the Zoological Gardens on Sundays, and imposing a penalty of £roo on any 
clergyman and £zoo on any bishop driving to church. .Ibid., vol. xxxiii. p. 
r8. Opposition of this kind seems to have had effect, ·for the bill was thrown 
out by 75 votes to 43· Ibid., p. 1078. For the bill of r837 see ibid., vol. 
xxxviii. pp. 541, x227. Mr. Gladstone, in 1844, opposed a clause which i!·was 
propo"sed to engraft on a railway bill compi@ng all railway ~ompanieno run 
one-third-.class train on Sunday,arid was·beaten by 73 votes to 41. Ibid., vol. 
xxvi. p. ngo. The Bishop of London tried to rest~re the bill to its original 
shape, but the matter was ultimateiy compromised. Ibid., pp. 1674, 1720. 
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pletely deprived of the means of communicating with the 
remainder of the kingdom. I 

Though the Sabbatarians were unable to carry all their 
' measures, they proved strong enough to resist with success 

other contrary proposals. In 1840 Hume moved an address 
to the Crown for opening the British Museum and the National 
Gallery on Sundays; and his proposal was defeated.2 Sab
batical ideas ensured its rejection. The Sabbatar:ians have 
never taken the same interest in Lent which they feel in 

Theatres Sunday. Perhaps for this reason they did not care to 
in Lent. enforce the strict rules which were applied to theatri

cal performances in Lent. From time immemorial no theatrical 
performance had been allowed at the Westminster theatres 
on Wednesdays or Fridays during that season. But in 1839 
Duncombe carried a motion against the Government, con
demning the restrictions. 3 The ministry declined to abandon 
the old rule, and endeavoured to satisfy the public by sanction
mg the performance of oratorios. But Duncombe was not 
satisfied; he declared the resolution of the Government to be 
an attempt 4 to defeat the manifest object of the House of 
Commons. Before another Lent came the Lord Chamberlain 
gave way, and authorised the performance of plays except 
in Passion Week and on Ash Wednesday. But even this 
concession brought fresh defeat on the Government. Dun
combe. immediately proposed that lectures on astronomy 
should be allowed during Passion Week, and beat the Govern
ment by a large majority.5 

Circumstances of this kind, which seem trivi~l and beneath 
notice, are in reality the signs and tokens by which the 
progress of human thought may be most easily traced. Three 
different movements were evidently in progress. , One party, 
jealous of State interference and alarmed at the growth of 
scepticism, was endeavouring to found religion on authority, 

1 The Post·Office order which took effect on the 23rd June 1850 will be 
found in Ann. Reg. I85o, Chron. 84. The orde! reversing it, in ibid. Cf. 
Hansard, vol. cxi. p. 484. 2 By 82 votes to 44· Htmsard, vol. lv. p. 730. 

3 The motion was carried by 92 votes.to 72. Hansard, vol, xlv. p. 1043. 
4 Ibid., vol. xlvi. p. 229. 5 Ibid., vol. !iii. p. 839. 
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and uncons(:iously setting a ·current in motion which ever 
flowed towards Rome. Another party1 angfy at the Romanis
irig tendencies of Tnictarianis~, was renewing th~ old puritanic 
modes of thought A third party was ~hdeav6uritlg'-' to te~ 
contile faith with doubt, to fourid the Ghutch on a broader 
basis; and to include in it men of various. views, by ~nlargirig 
its doctrines and limiting their application.) 

It has been attempted to show that these various tnove~ 
nients may be traced to a variety of. causes long antecedent 
to the nineteenth century. But, if any doubt still . 

. . h h O L" . d . h d . . · . . Scotland. extst t at t e xwr movement a tts bngm m 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it will possibly be 
removed if the student will compare the history of the ten 
years' conflict in Scotland with the history of the Tradariari 
reaction in England. · 

In one sense, indeed, it seems absurd to suppose that 
the English High Churchinah; whose whole aim was to identify 
the Church of modern England with primitive Christianity; 
could have any resemblai1ce to the Scotch .Pres-· 'tlie reseiri

byterian,, who' hcited Rome, whO' hated episcopacy, ·k!f~~~~· the 

\VbO declined even tO ieteiVe· the Sacrartlent b'n ~~~1li~~r~tlti 
his knees, and who would have preferred death ~~;i~:fu:~;..: 
to admitting the, doctrine for which Newman men~: 

was contending. Those people who fix their gaze on the 
trappings of religion will never accept the position which 
it is proposed to establish. But those who can regard the 
outward form and e,t'pressions of public worship as· the 
"leather or prunello," ahd can· look for the thing itself 
beneath its clothes, will probably have little difficulty in 
concluding that the Tractarian movement in England and 
the Disruption controversy in Scotland were attributable to 
the same causes, were marked by the same characteristics, 
and were only followed by different consequences because 
of a radical distinction between the character of the two 
peoples, 

What was the double cause Qf ·English Trattatlanism ? 
Tl!~. ,gro.~th .. of ~c.loubt iri· tbe. nation( ilE9 th_iU.91~~e~~~ce 
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of Parliament in Church matter.;;. What was the remedy 
which the Tractarian suggested? The restoration of authority 
to~ the Church; .. an authority which, on t!Je pne hand, should 
p@fe faith above doubt, and which, on the other hand, should 
The history s~ver- the Ch_prch from State control. In Scotland 
~~r~:~fo~·in the Church had always occupied a different position 
Scotland. from that of the English Church. The Reforma
tion in England had been the work of the Crown; and the 
T~dor monarch, in effecting it, had maintained all the old 
machinery of Rome. In Scotland, on the contrary, the 
Reformation had been forced on the Crown against its will 
by the peopJe; and the men who had taken a leading part 
in the- business had swept away all the arrangements of 
the Church of Rome. Thus in England the Church took 
an aristocrati<: shape. The king was its supreme head ; 

1 
the bishops were its aristocracy ; and the common clergy-

' men were mere servants, dependent for their living on the 
patronage which was studiously reserved in the hands of 
their rulers; in 'scotland the Church took a democratic form; 
its ministers were all regarded as equal; and patronage, if it · 
existed at all, was exercised subject to the right of the people 

1to reverse the fiat of the patron. I 
But there was a still broader distinction between the. two 

Churches .... In"England the Reform~d Church was content 
to receive its doctrines from its sovereign; and, though Con
vocation was consulted occasionally on articles or ritual, or 
even, as in x66x, on the revision of the Prayer-Book, it never 
assembled except on the licence of the Crown, and its pro
ceedings had no effect until they were ratified either by the 
Crown or by Parliament. A statute of Henry VIII. distinctly 
enacted "that no canons should thereafter be promulgated 
or enforced by Convocation unless the king's writ had been 
first issued to hold the Convocation,· and also his licence to 
make and enforce the particular canons; and Coke declared 
that this statute only. affirmed the previous law. Even this 
carefully limited autliority was only effectively employed on 

1 Buckle's History of Civilisation, vol. iii. p. 99-
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one occasion, in 16o3; and. since the Act of Uniformity no 
power excepf Parliament · has been able even to ·alter the 
canons affecting the_ clergy. alone.1 ~ · 

But it was quite otherwise with the Scotch .Church. The 
Church of Scotland, from _the ·period of the Reformation, 
~claimed to possess inherently the right an~ power The claim 

;of self-government, and to .be not only entitled but of the Scotch 

~~ound to i~terpret Scripture for herself. 2 And this Chur~h. 
'was no mere idle claim; it was steadily acted .on in Scotland. 
In 156o the Reformers drew up the Confession; at the end 
of the same·. year the first General Assembly of: the S~otch 
Church drew up the First Book of Discipline~ in 1578 it drew p 
up the Second .Book of Discipline; in 1647 it accepted the 
Westminster Confession of Faith.8 . It is true that the Royal 
Council refused to· confirm the First Book of Discipline, and 
that the Scotch Parliament adopted the Confession of 1560 
and the Westminster· Confession. · But the reluctance of the 
Royal Council to confirm- the Book of Discipline did not 
interfere with its validity; and the action of Parliament, in 
adopting the Confessions, was· supposed in no way to affect 
the claim of the Church. It.·was, and is; the curious con-
elusion of the Church, that, while the State had no right to 

t bind the Church, the Church .had equally no right to bind 
I the State. The adoption of a Confession by the Church only 
· affected the Church. The State was,supposed, by confirming 

it, to pledge the nation to the action :which the Church had 
alieady approved. 
_ No one, with even a moderate acquaintance with Church 
history, can doubt that the position which the Chu!ch of 
Scotland thus asserted closely. corresponded with the_ objects 
for which the Tractarians were striving. The Scotch 
Church had acquired the independence and authority which 

fNewman desired for the Church of England; and hence,. 
in 1834, when Chalmers, the ·most eloquent of Scottish 

1 25 Henry VIII., c. 19 ; 13 and 14 ·Car. II., c. A; Hallam's Const, Hist., 
vol. iii. pp. 242-247; Paterson's Liberty of the Press~ {ire., p. 384-

2 See the Ten Years' Conflict, by Buchanan, pp. I, 8, 10, n, xo+ The 
edition quoted is that of 1852. . 3 Ibid., pp. 45, 65, 103. 
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ministers, the man of whom Carlyle said, "I suppose there 
will never again be such a preacher in any Christian Church," 1 

came to London to lecture on Church Establishments, he 
found bishops, peers, and commoners ready to approve his 
opinions as well as to applaud his eloquence; the High 
Church party saw and felt that the most vigorous exponent 
of Church authority was the . great Presbyterian preacher of 
Scotland. 

If, then, the High Church party had understood its business 
in the seventeenth century, it would have strenuously supported 
the position of the Scotch Church. But the High Church 
Episcopacy party, in the seventeenth century, was thinking not 
in Scotland. of essentials but of trappings. The Stuart kings 
were opposed to the notion of an authoritative Church 
organised on a democratic basis ; the great Scottish nobles 
had a pecuniary interest in resisting the destruction of epis
copacy and patronage; and hence, throughout that century, 
while the masses o( the Scottish nation were contending for 
equality and authority, Crown and nobles were busily en
deavouring to restore bishops and patronage. 

The struggle was very sharp. Bishops were recognised in 
the First Book of Discipline, but abolished after the General 
Assembly of 1578.2 In 1584 the Scottish Parliament passed 
some Acts-known in history as the Black Acts-re-establishing 
the supremacy of the Crown and restoring Prelacy.3 The 
triumph of the Crown was, however, only short-lived. The 
attempt on British liberty by Spain, which culminated in the 
Armada, produced a strong reaction against Rome, and Prelacy 
which was supposed to be associated with Rome. 1 In I 592 
the Black Acts were repealed, and Prelacy was again abolished.4 

1 Carlyle's Reminiscences, vol. i. p. r6o. After Chalmers' death Carlyle 
wrote, "I believe there is not in all Scotland, or all Europe, any such Christian 
priest left." Carlyle's Life in London, vol. i. p. 408. 

2 Buckle's History of Civilisation, val. iii. pp. 96, 99; Buchanan's Ten Years' 
Conflict, vol. i. p. 65. In the revived episcopacy, the revenues of the see were 
usually handed over to some noble, and the bishop was appointed to collect the 
revenues and hand them ~ver to the favourite. Tile Tulchan Bishop, as he was 
called in Scotland, was little better than a land agent. 

a Ibid., p. 82. 4 Ibid., p. 86. 
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The Acts of 1592 did not settle the question •. In the first 
decade of the seventeenth century James, strengthened by his 
accession to the throne oJ England, succeeded in restoring 
bishbps tb the Church. l3tit, in r~J8, the first great blow at 
the monarchy was struck by the fresh abolition of the episco
pacy.1 It was the object of the Westminster Confession of 
Faith, which was adopted by the Scottish Parliament in 1649; 
to unite the English and Scotch Churches, and to banish 
bishops from both of them. But, in the language of a Scotch 
historian, the Restoration again forced on a reclaiming and 
resolute people a Piela tic and Erastian Church Government; 2 

and it required the Revolutiqn to restore the Westminster Con
fession and" the great Constitutional Charter ofi592." 8 Since 
that time, whatever else has been doubtful, there has been no 
doubt that the Scotch Church has· been founded on a Presby
terian basis. 

But Prelacy was not the only object for which the Crown 
was contending. It was simultaneously endeavouring to restore 

·patronage; and this struggle endured long after the Patti>nage in 

episcopacy had been abolished: It had its origin in Scotland. 

the Act of r567. This statute affirmed the principle that the 
examination and admission of ministers lay with the Kirk{ 
But it reserved the rights of lay or, as they were calied in Scot
land, laic patrons, and gave the patron an appeal first to the 
superintendent and ministers of the province, and afterwards 
to the General Assembly of the whole realm.4 This provision 
recognised to a large extent the rights of patrons. The suc
ceeding years, howevet, increased the democratic influences at 

·work in the Scotch Church, arid the Second Book of Discipline 
in 1578 declared that no persons were to "be intruded in any 
of the offices of the Church contrary to the will of the con
gregation to which they are appointed, or \vithout the voice of 
the eldership." 5 The Act of 1592 to a certain extent. modified 
this arrangement. Intrusion was again forbidden, but in the 

1 Buchanan's Ten Years' Conflict, :vol. i. p. ro2. 2 Ibid., p. IO'J. ,.,. 
3 Ibid., p. rrr. But cf., in reference to the whole paragraph, Buckle's 

Fiistotj! qf Civiliiation, vol~ iii. 'pp. ris-iso. • · 
4 Ten Years' Conflict; vol. i. pp. 56, 57, 58. i Ibid., p. 6g. 
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event of the eldership, or presbytery, ''refusing to induct a 
qualified minister, the patron was allowed to retain the fruits 
of the benefice in his own hands." l 

In England a settlement of this character would have been 
regarded as a victory for the Crown. The living in England 
meant its emoluments, and neither the Vicar of Bray nor any 
of the non-resident clergymen who lived in the succeeding 
centuries would have cared much about the duties of the 
benefice if they had enjoyed its revenues. But, in Scotland, 
Church feeling was so strong that tlie arrangement was regarded 
as favourable for the Church. There the ·living was regarded 
as a cure of souls; and the Scotch Churdi cared little for the 
emoluments of the parish if a minister could not be forced 
upon it against the will of the congregation and the people. 

The Stuarts, therefore, were not satisfied with the settlement. 
Impregnated with what the Scotch called "Erastian" views of 
Church government, they deliberately set themselves to modify 
the Act of 1592. Perhaps nothing more clearly illustrates. 
the radical difference between Church views in Scotland and 
England than· the circumstance that the word "Er:tstian," 
which in England is probably only intelligible to educated 
people, in Scotland _conveys a clear meaning to almost all 
classes. In England, indeed, as in Scotland, High Church
men are accustomed to condemn Erastianism, as they are ac
customed to condemn Arianism and Nestorianism. But the 
masses of the English nation, if they wen~ acquainted with 
the whole condition of the question, would certainly declare 
that Erastus was right as against Beza, just as they would con
clude that Arius was right as against Athanasius, and Nestorius 
was right as against Cyril. It is only the universal ignorance 
of the people on the nature of these struggles which induces 
them to regard Arianism, Nestorianism, and Erastianism as 
terms of reproach. It was no ignorance, however, which made 
Erastianism a term of reproach in Scotland. There Erastian-

. ism was accurately employed as the attempt of the Crown 
to. establish its authority over the Church; and the Scotch, 

1 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. p. 95-
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aiTayea almost to a man in. a determination-to resist the inter
ference of the State, rightly declared that the Stuarts w!'!re u~ing 
the weapons of Erastus. · James, 1ik:e Erastus, achieved some 
success.: In.r612 the-Ordinary was authori~ed to admit the. 
presbyter to a liying against the will of the cor{gregation;· I~ 
1638, however, the power of the O~dinary fell with the. aboli~ 
tion of episcopacy, and though' in I66z the Rescissory Act 
again restored Prelacy and patronage, iri r69~ the nomination 
of the minister' was entrusted to the eld~r.s,_subject-to-the 
a~l or dis'am~rciyaLoLthe~co.ngr~g~14on. 1 · _ 

A controversy so earnest and so protracted would in any 
case have left its mark on the character of a nation. But the 
effects were much more marked because either pa~ty Persecution 

to the, struggle celebrated its victory with excess. in Scotland. 

The Presbyterian victory in !649 made life almost intolerable. 
The Presbyterians spread over the country a universal gloom. 
"It mattered not what a man liked; · the mere fact of his 
liking it made it sinful. · Wh~tever wa; _n~tural was wr~ng!' 2 

But the Restoration, which might have been the blessed means 
1 of restoring cheedulhess to th~ household, only .brought torture 
iand death to the faithful. Never, even under the worst ofthe 
I Tudors, had Englimd 'suffered so bitter' a religious pe~secution 
as was inflicted on Scotland by the later Stuarts. A people 
already morose was inade sullen by cruelty .. The grim Calvin
istic doctrines gave them· a solace and a hope. Heaven was 
for them alone ; hell was for their to~mentors ; and even at 
the stake or at the block they could console themselves by 
reflecting tha:t theirs was the better part. 

Persecution in the seventeenth century had its usual effect 
of confirming the faith_ and hardening the _hearts of those on 
whom it fell. The victory of the Revolution left the See t' . p Ic;:Ism 
Church, purified and strengthened by fire, supreme. in Scothmd. 

But the ·Church thus purified was subjected, in the following 
century, to a much more dangerous enemy than either the 

l -Ten Year;• Conflict, vol. 'i. p. II3. The patrons received £35 each as 
compensation·; 'see Macaulay; vol. ii. p. 694- But Macaulay's account of the 
Scotch Churceh ·is not the most successful part of his History. 

2 Buckle's History of Civilisation, vol: iii. p. 269. 
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faggot or the thumbscrew. 'I.,he wave.~f in_difference.and d~1 
~h..§JV~P.~ ~ver England exerted its influence in Sc_otl~. 
The Union, which opened the colonial trade to Scotland, gave 
the Scotch for the first time new pursuits and new interests. 
The suppression of the old Scotch Legislature placed the 
supreme authority in a Parliament which had no sympathy 
with the peculiar views which Scotchmen entertained of Church 
government; and the ripening of the Scottish intellect brought 
the foremost thinkers of Scotland into close communion with 
ideas which were shaking Churches in other parts of Europe 
to their foundations. The Sc9t1_ish .. nationfelt the influence 
of ~uch great thinkers_as Hutchesol], who asserted the right of 
0ivate j~4g~ent,_andJiume,_who_<;leni~d the miraculous; 
nnd, just as in "England the divines preached morality and the 
people slumbered round the pulpits, so in Scotlan.d "empty 
and unmeaning essays on the beauties of virtue, cold and 
formal harangues which savoured as much of the school of 
Plato as of Christ, took the place of the strong uncompromising 
discourses with which the Scottish clergy of other generations 
had expounded the grand doctrines of Calvin to the faithful 
few." 1 

Such lethargy naturally gave the friends of patronage a fresh 
The Act opportunity. In I 712 Parliament passed a slJ.2!1. 
or 17'2• Act, restoring to patrons all the rights which had been_ 
taken from the~-bythe Act of 16go.2 It is a striking proof of - - . 

1 Macfarlane's Late Secession, p. 5. 
2 xo Anne, c. 12. This famous Act, which 132 years afterwards produced 

the disruption of the Scottish Church, was one of three Tory measures passed 
in 17II, (x) to tolerate the Episcopal clergy, (2) to discontinue the sittings of 
the Courts of Judicature during the Christmas holidays. Smollett says: "The 
chagrin of the Scottish Presbyterians was completed by a third bi!l, restoring 
the right of patronage, which had been taken away when the discipline of the 
Kirk was last established." History of England, vol. ii. p. 230. ·The Act of 
r69o had directed that the patrons should receive a "small and inconsiderable" 
sum of money as compensation for the loss of their patronage. But the heritors, 
&c., to whom the patronage was transferred neglected to make these payments, 
and consequently Parliament gR ve back the patronage. Any claim which the 
patrons may have derived from this neglect (and on this claim it is as well to 
see the comments of a Secession Churchman, Buchanan's Ten Years' Conjlict, 
vol. i. p. t27) was as good at the time of the Union as it was in 1712. As 
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the growth of religious indifferentism in Scotland during ihe 
eighteenth century that an Act which .fifty years before would 

\have provoked a civil war only produced a succession of mild 
protests. In . periods of indifference, patwnage ceases to be'· 
desirable to the patr-on or offensive to the congregation; It 
was held, too, that the Act .of Aime had only placed the patron 
in the position which he had occupied under the settlement of 
-1592. His patro!!.e_ge was restored, but his presentee could 
not be intruded on the congregation; anq, during the half
century cov.ered by the reigns of the two first Georges, lh.e 
General Assembly of the §cottish Church freg~l}tly_~ld~that 
a minister could not be intruded on' a parish_again§Uhe will 
~~gr£_gation.1 · - · ~ 
· Even in the seventeenth century, a minority of Scotchmen 
had been tainted with Erastianism. The religious atmosphere 
of the eighteenth century, of course, favoured its growth. · A 
~Y. rose_in_tJle_§~ot~h_C~_ur.ch_w.h~c_h_honestly-desirect...t1' 
increase instead of dirnin_i_s_hin.g_th_e_dghts_of.:.pgJrQns._J:ht 
Moderates, as they were_. called in' !koJl~g~,_iricrea,_sM_i;! 
mJmbers a~d- inc..ilJ.fluence, __ ti!LI!tM, in the ,!piQQle ... .PCth~ 
eighteenth centurx, theY. commal!d.eg a Il!~jQ.ritY, in the As" 
S'iWbly. The Moderates had ~reat advantag~11.ding 
~ leader, eloquent, learned and courag~Q!!E,.JrL · -

b h h
. - . 2 D . d f Robertson. Ro ertson, t e !stonaf!. etermme to en orc!! · .:.., . ...,~ 

-~-y;-~;n~onvictions, he sui;ceeded, in 1751, in intruding his 
brother-in-law,_§yme,s on a relucta,nt co~g~gation at All-;;;:; 
in the following~year he persuaded the Assembly to ~ 
a_J!linister,.Ric,hardsw,_Q11_;t...@.luctant cong!!giilign at Inver-

Parliament, at the Unio~. had agreeq to maintain the existing constitution of 
the Church, it·was not right for it ftv~ years afterwards to modify it. Macaulay, 
spei'king in ~845, put the JTI;lt\er !,Vith l1is u;;ual ~learness. "You boupd your
selves,': so l)e said, ''by the !Jnion, to maintain inviolate the constitution of 
th~ Church, and five years afterwards you changed it in a point which the 
p"ople of Scotland considered essential. •• Ha.nsa1·d, vol. lxxxii. p. 237. 

1 J3ucqanan's Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. pp. 133~139; and Hanna's Life oj 
Chal1!!!!r~. vpl. iii. p. 344 Sf<J. 

~ J3ropgham's Men of Letters, "Robertson.'' 
a Syme is bett~r known as the grandfatl1er of Brougham. For the account 

in the text, see Ten Years' Conllict, vol. i. pp. rs6-I6I. / 
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lfeitbip..&Jh~-A~t of Anne had restored the rights of patron_s, 
apJLRobertson had succeeded in making patronage a reality. 

"The-Moderates retained the power which they thus· secured 
m the Assembly of the Church for the best part of eighty 
years. During the first half of that period, the universal 
indifference of the nation made reaction impossible. During 
the second half of it, a variety of circumstances made it almost 
certain. In Scotland, as in England, a panic dread of revolu
tion was created by the scenes in France. In England, mis
sionary effort, due to new zeal, assumed a new phase at the close 
of the eighteenth century, and in Scotland increased religious 
activity led to the formation of a new Missionary Society.1 

An effort has been made in this chapter to trace the course 
of the Tractarian movement in the life of Newman, and 
to identify the Broad Church movement which succeeded it 
with the career of Hampden. If the same expedient were 
desirable in describing the great contest which tore the Church 
Thomas of Scotland into pieces, every one would select 
Chalmers. Thomas Chalmers as the hero of the episode. 
In the early years of the nineteenth century, Chalmers, then 
pastor of a quiet parish,. was devoting th~ best of his intel
lect to secular pursuits and scientific studies.2 As the first 

1 Up to the outbreak of the French Revolution the Society for the Propaga
tion of the Gospel was the only English Missionary Society. The Baptist 
Missionary Society was formed in 1792, the London Missionary Society in 
1795, the Church Missionary Society in 1799, and the Wesleyan Missionary 
Society in 1813. The Scottish Missionary Society was formed in 1796. The 
Moderates in the Scottish Church opposed missionary spirit on the double 
ground that missionary effort, in advance of civilisation, was useless, and that 
Missionary Societies, like other associations, were politically dangerous. Ten 
Years' Conflict, vol. i. pp. 169, 171; and cf. Li;e of Ck.almers, voJ. iv. p. Sg. 

2 Next to his illness, Wilberforce's Practical View seems to have been the 
work which exerted the chief influence on Chalmers. Hanna's Life of Chalmers, 
vol. i. pp. I84-187. How great the change was may be inferred from a passage 
in one of his speeches. He had been twitted with an anonymous pamphlet, 
published twenty years before, in which he had defended the union of pro
fessorships with benefices. He at once avowed that he bad been more devoted 
at the time to mathematics than to the literature of his profession, and be added, 
"Strangely blinded that I was ! What, sir, is the object of mathematical 
science? Magnitude and the proportions of magnitude. But then, sir, I had 
forgotten two. magnitudes. I thought not of the littleness of time ; I recklessly 
thought not of the greatness of eter•lity." Ibid., vol. iii, p. 78. 
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:decade of the century drew towards a close he was prostrated 
by affliction and iilness, and rose from a be.d of sickness to 
infuse new zeai and ~ew vigour into his Ch~uch. The success 
ful chemist was soon lost in the great preacher, and the fame 
of his earnest eloquence spread beyond the borders_ of his owh 
neighbourhood. It was perhaps both a sign and a consequence 

· of the change, that his first great effort, after he had secured 
a larger audience, was directed to reconcile science with 
revelation. The success which his atterhpt secured won for 
him years afterwards the distinction of a place among the 
authors of the "Bridgewater Treatises." But ho mere desire· 
to reph1ce· doubt by faith diverted Chalmers from the higher 
duties of a Christian pastoi:. No man ever lived 'vho knew 
better that the work which a mim finds to his hand to .do 
is the· first to· be done. He wished to reforrn society, but 
the reformation was to be commenced in his own Glasgow 
parish. 

For eight years Chalmers remained a zealous and successful 
minister in Glasgow. His removal in 1823 to the ·chair of 
Moral Philosophy in St. Andrews, and his transfer in 1828 
to the Chair of Theology in Edinburgh, gave him leisure for 
more catholic .work.1 In 1826, in a debate in the General 
Assembly, he took a part which was characteristic both of 
the times a'nd of the man. The earnest party was anxious 
to check the growing practice ·of a minister holding simulta
neou'sly a benefice·· in the Church and a professorship in a 
university. The Moderate party, on the contrary, wished to 
retain a system which was convenient to many persons. The 
Moderates were led at that time by Hope, the President of the 
Court of. Session, who, after defending pluralities, His views on 

went on to deny the right of the- General Assembly pluralities. 

to deal with the subject. "The Presbyterian religion and the 
Presbyterian form of government;'' he argued, "are in this 
country the creatures of statute. Both derive their existence· 
and their· doctrines, as well as their powers, from Parliament, 
and it is impossible that they could derive them from any other 

1 L~f'- of Chalmers, vol. iii. p. 208, 

VOL. V. 11 
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source." 1 B_y nine Englishmen out of ten such an argument 
would have been accepted as an axiom. To nine Scotchmen 
out of ten it was rank Erastianism. The Evangelical party 
in the Scotch Church at once protested against views which 
they asserted to be both dangerous and extreme. But it is 
a remarkable circumstance that, though Chalmers was present 
on the occasion, and took part in the debate, and though he 
strongly argued against the retention of pluralities, he did not 
address himself to the position which Hope had maintained. 
Instead of doing so, he argued, in language which any 
Englishman might have used, that the existence of pluralities 
injured the power of the Church, and weakened her claim 
for the division of parishes and the multiplication of cures. 
On the eve of a memorable struggle, he was thus defining 
his own position, and, while placing himself in the ranks of 
the party which he was destined to lead, was carefully avoiding 
identifying himself with the extreme claims which other men 
were rashly making. 

And the struggle was very near. The same causes, which 
at the close of the reign of George IV. shook the English 

Church, agitated the Scottish Assembly. The same 
The effect 
of theRe· apprehensions which Churchmen in England enter
form Act. 

tained after the passage of the Reform Act were 
felt in Scotland. R~m,j_ndeed,_in_Scg!lafld C!!~_!ed ~ 
t.!l?re_..y~olent reactio_~~..Jhe _Scottish people hac!_PI;t 
viously_!Jeen _deluded with .a representation' even more'-im
ar~t!Jan !hat of ~g~; and the Scottish Church seemed 
more likely to fall beneath the tempest because it was weaker 
than the English Church. There is, therefore, no room for 
surprise that the Evangelical party in the Church of Scotland, 
affected by the same influences, pursued the same policy as 
the Tractarian party in the Church of England. "To with
stand the liberalism of the day"-such Newman himself 
tells us-was the object of the Oxford movement; 2 "the 
defence and preservation of an Establishment" was the object 

1 Buchanan's Ten Years' Conflict, vol i, p. 183. 
2 Newman's Apologia, p. 104-
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in 1834 of the very men· who ultimately seceded from the 
Scotch Church.I 

While, then, the leaders· of the Oxford party were declaiming 
against the Erastianism ·of statesmen who were limiting the 
number of Irish sees and .rearranging the stipends of English 
bishops, the Evangelical party in the Church of Scotland was 
declaiming against the Erastianism of their fellow-communi
cants.who were presun1ing to set the rights of patrons against 
those .of the Church; and, while in E,.!J.g!i!!HL.N~wJ:p_an..~a_nd 
hji>Jello:w..:;lab~cmrers_w~re_.e!rivlng tq restore to tbe_Church 
the authority of which the Reformation had de2rived her, 
Scottish clergymen were anxious to reassert the authm;ity whi~h 
the Scotch Church had acquired at that· time. In England, 
indeed~where"the Churchhad never possessed the authority 
which Newman desired for her, the first. effort of the Oxford. 
school was directly to identify modern Anglican doctrine 
with pte-Tridentine Christianity; while in Scotland; where 
the authority of the Church had been frequently acknowledged, 
the first effort of the Evangelical party was to increase the 
efficiency of the Church. But, from 1833 downwards, there 
was a constant· parallel between the two ·movements. Autho
r..l!J., which was from the~~~ chief object i!l_England, 
s22!!..\:l~~.JI~~~ject in Scotland. · 

; In ~2 the first indications of the coming contest were 
visible to "'those who chose to look for them. Petitions were 
presented from synod and 2resbytery asking tre,--:-~· 

. , -- -· .. ----...... ~ The call_. 
G,;_~eral As~embly·to ma~<:_,Yl~ call_ t? the Im_n~~ · 
a,g~.£-~!fe<;!!J.e. The call, m 1ts ongmal shape, was a paper 
signed by the heritors, elders, and others of the parish, inviting 
aJ?.d calling a minister, of whose ministerial abilities, piety, and 
prudence they were assured, t0 undertake the office of their 
pastor. T.h,e fOJ:m.....oi.J:11e.£a1l_wa;;;_still_observed._ The pB,ron 
invited t4~o_llgr.e.ggtionJo~caU.his.)lp,mil1~e~e. Rut..,the call hiiE! 
become ~..mere form. One or two signatures,_:_~J~erhar.s not 
~gi.Eg~y _mem be.L9Lth.U..9.11g[ega.ti9.J2,.J:>pLto. s_q,nJ§ 

1· See the Report of the Select Committee of 1834 in Buchanan's Ten Years' 
Conflict, voi. i, p. 195· ' 

"' 
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~dent landlord or factor ~p,his estat~,''_wer_~3_c~e_9. 
over and over-again. as a sufficiept.ca)J.1 · It_ was the objecLoi 
th~ P.etiti~~rs·:~£ 1832_to give_efficacy_ to the form, a_!?d t9 
insist that the call should in future emanate from the _9:>1!· ---g_;egatiqn. 

The Assembly in 1832, however, had not yet shaken off the 
influences which had so long controlled its action. It rejected 
by a large majority a proposal to refer the petitions to a com
mittee. But this decision only instigated the friends of the 
Church to a bolder policy. In.r833 the Assembly was assailed 
with an increased number of petitions. The Moderate party, 
still leaning to the side of the patron, wished to throw on the 
presbytery the right of sustaining objections made against the 
presentee. The Evangelical party, influenced by the advice 
of Chalmers,..ds..sired_to_give the majority_9f the male members 

of the ct>ngregation an absolute veto on the nomi~: 
The veto. --- ·· 

,Uq~oth.parties.thus avoided the extreme. views 
o~olLowers. _The.Moderates admitted that the presbytery, 

· ~~t.a~isle_the_nomination ofthe.patron. Their opponent;; 
were prepared to exchange the !<i!JU'oc the vet<;>.· 
I~- ;-g33 the Moderates were again successful. By a narrow 

majority their proposal was adopted, and the veto defeated. 
But the victory was so !!arrow that the success of the reform 
was plainly only deferred. Accordingly, in the General 
Assembly of 1834, the veto was adopted by a coi1'Siderable 
majority. Clergy, presbytery, elders, and burgh elders, each 
of these, classed separately and collectively, proved to be in 
favour of the veto.s 

The Veto law of 1834 was only one of the signs which the 
Church of Scotland gave in that year of its growing activity 
It concurrently determined to raise chapels of ease to the 
status of parish churches, and to place the ministers of both 
on an equal footing; 4 and this decision was more important 
because Parliament was at the same time persuaded, on the 

1 Hanna's Life of Chalmers, vol. iii. p. 342. Buchanan's Ten -Years' 
Conflict, vol. i. pp. 200, ios. 2 Hanna's Chalmers, vol. iii. p. 353· 

3 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. p. 261. Macfarlane's Late Secession, ch. iii. 
4 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. p, 2g6. 
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advice of a Scotch member; Colquhoun, to declare that, where 
a new church or chapel was built in Scotland out ~f funds 
voluntarily subscribed, neither the patron of the The Chapel 

parish in which it was built, nor any other person, Act. 

should have the Tight of patronage.l A fresh incentive was 
thereby afforded to church_ extension. In- 1835 ·sixty-four new 
churches were eitHer built, or being built, in Scotland. " Sixty
four new churches," wrote the historian of the movement; 
"their congregations .destined to choose their ministers by their 
own free ~oice, and these mini~ters, all of them, by the Chapel 

- Act; entitled to take their places in the Courts of tbe Church." 
In the four years which succeeded the passage of the Veto law, 
"no fewer than x87 additional churches were built, or in pro
gress, a number exactly three times greater than had come into 
existencJ" during the preceding hundred years.2 More than 
£2do,o~o had been voluntarily raised for their erection.3 

It is ·remarkable that the Church addressed the State to 
. assist it to endow the new churches. It saw no harm, its 
.great leader certainly saw much good, in applying to Erastian 
sources for the necessary frinds.4 N uinerous petitions were 
presented from all parts of Scotland for State aid; and the 
Government Undertook, in I8JS, to appoint a Commission to 
inquire into the needs of the Church. 6 But the Commission 

1 Ten Years' Conjlict, vol. i, p. 3o6; 4 and 5 William IV., c. 41. 
2 lbid.,-pp. 303, 307· 
3 Han ria's Life'!! Chalmers, vol: iv. pp. 32 and 87. 
4 Ibid., · vol. iii. p. 459. Some members of the Church of. Scotland 

had desired to legislate in Parliament on the patronage question. Sinclair 
in z833 introduced a bill to relieve the Church of Scotland from the thral
dom of patronage,_ which had so long impaireq its usefulness and grieved 
the hearts and consciences of its most attached and zealous friends. Hansard; 
xix. 704. But, on the Speaker.saying that the measure could not be entertained 
without the consent of the Crown, it was withdrawn. Ibid., p. 718. In the 
following year· Ewing presented a petition for the repeal of the Act of Anne 
(ibid., vol. xxi. p. 868), and Sinclair moved for a Select Committee to inquire 
into the law of patronage. Ibid. p. 926. The Committee practically made no 
report, because, according to Buchanan, the passage of the Veto law had met 
the exigencies of the case, Ten Yearl Conjlict, vol. i. p. 195. But, in the 
following year, Johnstone, a Scotch member, aftej drawing attention to the 
proceedings of the Committee (Hansard, vol. xxviii. p. 882); asked for leave 
to intr-oduce. a bill abolishing lay patronage. Ibid., vol. xxix. p. 412. 

§ Ibid., vol. xxviii. p. 704, and vol. xxix. p. 138. 
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came to nothing. The Scotch complained of its composition.! 
They soon learned to suspect.that the Melbourne Ministry had 
little heart in its appointment. Its members talked of altering 
the law of teinds, as tithes are called in Scotland, and of ob
taining by the process additional funds for Church purposes. 
But they did nothing. Perhaps they could have done nothing. 
A reformed House of Commons was not likely to favour the 
increased endowment of an Established Church.2 

It was well, therefore, for Chalmers. and the Church that 
they relied on their own exertions rather than on State aid. 
Encouraged by the passage of the Veto law, animated by 
c"hai;"e!s' eloquenc~; anci urge<f.forward by-a va!Tety .of ~o;l
s'Iderations which wer~ infusing energy into every political a;1d 
religious movement, !h_e members of the Scotch Church proved 
tneii- zeal by -s~b~~ibing their thousands and tens of thousands 
fi. Churcl) work at home and for missionary effort abroai 
~~' for_f<?u~y~~? after the.passage of the Veto law, this great 
religious movement)lowed on without serious obstacle. Yet, 
e~n i~-;834,·a; event h~d occur~ed -which was ultimateiy ~ 
The Auch- a,gitate all S~q .. In August of that year Auch-
terarder t~rarder, a parish in Perthshire, lost its minjs~er. 
case. Lord Kinnoul, the patron of the parish, nominated 
Mr. RobertYoiii1g to the living; and, in accordance with. the 
1~ai p~actice, the presbytery directed the nominee to preach, 
ih order that the congregation might have an opportunity of_ 
~1 -Hanna's Life of Chalmers, vol. iii. p. 471. It was complained that of 

eleven members ten were adherents of the ministry. Hansard, vol. xxx. pp. I 

and 1073· 
2 Wellington said to Buchanan, who waited on him with a deputation, 'My 

firm conviction is, you will get nothing. The real question which now divides 
the country, and which truly divides the Hou~e of Commons, is just this-

\ 

Church or no Church ; ••. and the majority of the House of Commons-a 
small majority it is true, but still a majority-are practically against it.' Ten 
Years' Conflict, vol. i. p. 312. Wellington's opinion proved tolerably correct. 
In May 1837 Sir W. Rae moved a series of resolutions affirming the necessity 
of taking steps for extending the means for Church work in Edinburgh, and 
Russell, declaring that the motion obstructed public business, persuaded the 
House to pass to the order of the day by 217 votes to 176. Hansard, vol. 
xxxviii. p. 652; cf. ibid., p. 88r, and vol. xliii. p. 966. The reasons which 
induced the Government to hold back will be found in Hanna's Life of 
Chalmers, vol. iv. · p. 20. 
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_ ~ging of his qualifications._ YoungUJ.!'!::J.s:hi.ng_did_no.t 
commend him to_tfle~criti_!::.<tl_e_~r~J~thS!.Jiq>Jti§,_h~<tll~JJ£:~ 
~3~P~PJ!,.£>nly _thr~c-~rn~.fgrwar_dJ~g!!._his "c3:U· 
Tapresby~y thereupon d~cided 12..gb'¢ the heads ,.gfjami
lies an OQportunity~Qf~e.xpressiPg~th.eir_<iis~"e~~t;der_th¢~11_-e..!V 
Veto law, and~7_persons pr.otl!Ste_d_2gajnst_the_appgig_t~ 
ment. After so111e delay, due ·to circumstances which had 
roimmediate bearing on the case, th~,_pres~y~ry_rejected 
the nominee. I 
-§; f~~~ry1h.i!!g had .Qroceeded_~::J.§..!h<:., fra!Jler.s of the Veto 

law had intended. But there wg~,atJeast,o~.persoq immedi! 
ately interested inj:}ejssue who could )l:gj!y be expected to 
defer tci the decision of the m:~~by~!Y.:.-_1'he,presentee_decided 
on a122ealing from the Courts of the~{::hgrch_to.the.CourJscc.of 
t~ St~e, and he obtained, at any rate, the use of Kinnoul's 
'i7aine, to enable him to prosecute the appeal. As the appeal 
was originally drawn, the Court of Session was asked to declare 
that the stipend of the cure should be paid to the pursuer 
during the lifetime of the preserrtee; but, before the case came 
on for trial, the summons was amended, and the Court was 

• • - • ~~ 50;.- lij iilo 

ask~Q..1Q_a.f!ir!Jl~t)J,_9,L.,tl!_e_gr;_e~j:JJ'J~rJ'-Wfl.§~leg3:]lyJJPund.to~m,a~ 
ttil_l.of,,.the~qualifications of ~presentee,:~; _if_ they. fop_nd, 
them satisfactory, to adplit.hi!ll_.t<?..!.!2.C.x.<:!:lr"e__T.he~ca,se.Jb~w 
fgre, in its amended form, r~is.e_d_the~wlwle_issue_w:.hichJhc: 
"Keto law had a~parentl:>: determint!ci·_H_the_VetoJaw_,v,er~ 
~g _,Q!! .. )l!e_,,presbyter,y., .. th~re ,.copJ1_;bb,.no_Q,oubt .thatJ:he 
presbytery had been righ.t in.,.leje_0.i!}g_!he nominee. _ Bu!,_if 
the necessity for a call was me_rely_the la~·.;.pLthe~Church and 

. QO~ the law of the land,, the Civil Courts might n:fuse_t() 
~~Qgi1ise.the~proceedings~oCthe~General~i\._ssembl].:. And the 
latter view was adopted by the Court of Session.· Eight out - -o~t~j~ges declared that "the-f.~.ll!,.was_gpp~~ 

\ t~,.,g_m!. tlnH ,the ~~jection of the,..pr~sentee_'Y_as ther_efocr,s: 
~g~.!_Tht:-~e.sLd.ent~.oUhe_CH!!!~-l!lad.e.its~dedsion?mGr,e 

l Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. pp. 340-349; cf. passim, Life of Chalmers, 
vot iv, p. gr sq., and Macfarlane's Late SecesSion, ch. iv.· 

2 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i, pp. 390, 398. · 
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f~ible by adding,1 "That our Saviour is the head o~ the Kirk 
of Scotland, in any temporal, or legislative, or judicial sense, 
is a position which I can dignify by no other name than 
absurdity. TJ:le Parliament is the temporal head of the Churc~, 
ftom whose acts, and from whose acts alone, it exists as thl! 
National Church and derives all its powers." 
~-The decision of the Court of Session raised a ferment 
t~ro.ygho!lLSf~Qtla._nd. As Maister Saunders said, in Mr. 
Alexander's striking story,2 "It's eneuch to gar ane's bleed 
boil to think o't, aifter the noble struggles an' sufferin's o' oor 
covenantin' forbears to maintain spiritooal independence." 1:.hf: 
~erobly...of_:r.S3S.passe(La resolution pledging _itselfJo ckf~:n.d 
the exclus~vej~r_i~_9iction of the Church Courts in all matt.ill 
touching its doctrine, government, and discipline; 8 it deter
mined to appeal-from the Court of Session to the House-oi 
Lords. ~ut_ this appeal from _Cresar to Cresar only led ~0 
i~rea~d embarrassme~t. _1'he Lord.s-through Brougham 
and Cottenham-h~ld . that the presbytery in Scotland wa~ 

, only in the position of the bishop in England, and that it had 
~othing to do but to inquire into the qualifications of the_ 
n~minee in doctrine, literature, and life; and that, except for 
hJ!re~Y.JJg~l?-~~e, or immorality, the Church could not legally 
r.!je~~ t~~ Ratrsm'spresentee.4 

Civilised society is organised on the assumption that the 
decisions of its highest Courts must be upheld. Society 
assumes that the judges are right; but it also assumes that if 
they be wrong there is no use in questioning their decision. The 
man who will not accept the judgment of the Courts practically 
opposes himself to the power of the State. But this is exactly 
what a Churchman who takes his stand on authority seems 
incapable of perceiving. The Scotch Evangelicals were ready 
to allow that the Civil Courts had the exclusive right of dealing 

1 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. i. p. 393-
2 Joknny Gibb if Gusketneuk. Mr. Alexander's story, illustrating as it does 

the feelings of a Scottish parish, is less well known south of the Tweed than it 
deserves to be, 

3 Ann. Reg., r838, Chron. p. 88; Ten Yean' Conflict, vol. i. pp. 409-415, 
' Ibid., p. 423. 
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with all q~estions affecting the Civil position of the Church ; 
b~ they could not bring.J!!,::mselves to admit_that a temporal 
Court had the right·to determine what was, and what was not, 
a civil mattei;.JJJeJacJ~tbat~that JjghLwa.:s.s:i~to, t)Je. Gi~~- -
stance that the State as a whole must h_e strange! than _any 
~ganisation in the~Sta~ ... s;Qu\d not be driven into thei.tJ).~r
~Pc~io.n_~.,, TheY. assumed tb_e_j_lllP~te[ium of the ChurchJJUh\! 
imperio of the State, and _they could not see~that,. when the 
tiQ:ii,np;rii:fl~~th;~weake-;:;f,:.the,..t;o_mys_t.necess~i!Y .... 

_gj:v.e_way.1 

What, in these circumstances, was the Church to do? The 
Moderate party in the Assembly of I839 wished t9 bow 
to il decision which it seemed hopeless to resist, and to 
instruct the presbyte1ies to proceed as they would have 
proceeded before the passing of the Veto Act.2 C~b.a!.~,rs, 
and th.~~ggelicaJ· PE.!_y in the Assem.bl.Y., on the contrary, 
wished •to admit the· claims of the presentee to the emolu
ri1ei'if'S of the benefice, but· to· solemnly reaffirm -th~UI?!.~~e 
of non-intrusion, and to appoint a committee to consider how 
t~P!ivil~g~qf)heJ=:_h_u_r~;h--:m4J.a:P..tgtlf~main~ainej.:.~e 
adv~c~ which Chalmer~._gav~_a~p!._e_9: ~Y. the-~~e~qly,4 

artd a committee w~qppoin,t~.~ged with th~_sl.E~Y-2! 
consulting the Government on the necessitY. of maintaining 
the privileges. ~f the Established Church--:--
-Th-ecom-mfttee which was thus appointed did not effect 
much.- The -Prime Minister received it ·with a joke, the 
leader of the House of Commons with an argument for 

l How hopeless the contention of the Church was may be inferred from a 
passage in the Autobiograpky of Campbell, who argued the case of the Church 
in the Lords. He wrote in 1841: "Its recent pretensions were more extrava
gant than :my ever set up by the Church of Rome, and wholly incompatible 
not only with established law, but with the existence of settled government." 
Autobiograpky, vol. ii. p; 176. Campbell's view was not exaggerated. Buch
anan says: "In so far as it {the House of Lords) had assumed jurisdiction in 
these spiritual matters, the ground taken by the Church was this-that not only 
was it not the highest competent judicatory in the land, but that it was tiot a _ 
competent judicatory at all." Ten Years' Conflict, vol. ii. p. 140. 

2 Dr. Cooke's resolution to this effect will be found in ibid._ vol. i. p. 436. 
3 Life of Ckalmers, vol. iv. p. roo. 
• Ten Years' Conjlict, vol. i, p. 466, 
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delay, and the members of the deputation saw plainly that 
they had little to expect from a falling ministry in a hostile 
Parliament. Unable to obtain the help which they required 
from the Government, they turned to the Opposition, applying 
naturally to Aberdeen, the most prominent Scotchman on the 
Conservative side of the House of Lords. The Whig leaders 
had expressed sympathy with the Church, but had declared 
their inability to afford it relief. The Tory statesman under
took to legisla.te, but deelined to legislate on the only grounds 
Aberdeen's which would have been acceptable to the Assembly. 
Non·Intru- Aberdeen was willing to introduce a bill giving to 
sion Bill. 

the presbytery the power which the Assembly bad 
desired to confer on the people. 'l,'pe pres~ytery w_aLt,o 

, decide j~Q.ici~lly _on any~ objections raised to_ the presen~t;; 
·b)l_t_the_objections were .to. be_~specific objections, and th~ 
n:~ere fact that the presentee was unacceptable to the . cop
gregation was not to invalidate the appointme!J.!. A half
rmasttre o-f this kind might possibly have been accepted 
some years before. It was condemned by the Assembly in 
r84o, and Aberdeen,_ finding that the bill did not produce 
agreement, withdrew his measure.1 

While statesmen were thus failing to satisfy the Assembly, the 
dispute between Church and State was continually becoming 
warmer. The difficulty which had occurred at Auchterarder 
recurred at Lethendy, at Marnoch, at Culsalmond, and at 
T.he Mar- other places. The case of Marnoch, a parish in 
nQ.ghcase. the presbytery of Strathbogie, a presbytery in the 
adjacent counties of Banff and Aberdeen, attracted much 
attention. Th~ Jiving became vacant in 1837. The patrons, 
Lord Fife's trustees, appointed to it Mr. Edwards, a minister 
whof~ three years had assisted the previous incumbent 
o";;'ly one parishioner signed the presentee's call, 261 dissented 
f~m-his appointmenJ,_a!lil Edwards was rejected. Encouraged 

1 Life if Chalmers, vol. iv. p. x23 seq.; Buchanan's Ten Years' Conflict, 
vol. ii. p. 61 seq. For the ministry's refusal to legislate, cf. Hansard, vol. !iii. 
p. 225 ; for Aberdeen's bill, ibid., p. 1209; for the division on the second 
reading, ibid., vol. liv. p. 1241; for the withdrawal of the bill, ibid., vol. lv, 
p. 593-
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I
. by the decision in the Auchterarder case, Edwards appealed 
to the Court of Session; the Court ordered the presbytery to 
take_ t~e pres~ntee on trial; and th~ majority 'of the presbyters, 
declmmg to hsten to the congregat10n, obeyed the -Court. 1 

But the Presbytery, in thus obeying the Co!lrt; had failed 
to recollect the power of the Assembly. The Commission of 
the Assembly at once suspended the presbyters who had voted 
in the majority, and threatened to depose them from the 
ministry if they proceeded with the intrusion of the presentee. 
'l:.!J.e suspended ministers app_e_a.!ec!._~f..rctl!l..-the_J\ss~I!!,b}y_tc;>, 

l
~sar, and .a~_lLt~ __ c,gurJ~o,(~e.ssi().Q,,t. o~p.x_q~ibi.Lt_he~miJ1_ority 
from exerci~ing~y, ,ll!iDjgeria_l .._qr.._o~her..functio!].S ,in_ the pr~s
bytery; and by two decrees,. in the course o£_1839, the Court 
complied with the prayer of the petition.2 • · . 

~ The tension between State and Church was· seriously aggta~ 
vated in the following year. · The Court of Session, on the 
application of Edwards, ordered the presbytery to receive him 
as minister of Marnoch. 'th~~jority of the P.!e.§)?yt~·y_again 
o~yedJE~?!d~r_()ft_h~...fR..urt:~1~,e church of Marnoch w~s 
f£I.£e~L2P~, th~ :r.resentee wa~_dtily;..installed,_and_b"e~ca.m§ 
thenceforward the minister of !l!!-~!11P,ty_church.!__Such_a, 
challe_Ege the A_ssell:1_bly_~_uld~ha:t:_djy_ha!_e_jgiJ..ored.: it- pto-
~ . -
ceeded to carry out Its threat. In the name and by the 
authority of the Lord Jesus Christ, the alone king and head 
of the Church, seven ministers, the majority of the Assembly, 

~~~,fol'l11::llly_turned.out~Qf.the,minh;try.for.t.be.sin.of~obeyi!1g 
'Cresar.ra,ther tha11Jhe.CbJJrch.! 

Conduct of this kind did not increase the chances of a 
settlement. Yet a friend of the Church made one strong 
effort' to avert the disruption which was now evidently . 
approaching ... The 'Duke ~f ~rgyll_was connected, F·~ 
both by tradition and conv1ctwn, with the Church -
of Scotland; his high rank and his vast estates gave him

I Life if Chalmers, voL iv. p. qo seq.; Ten Years' Conflict, voL iL p. x8 seq. 
There is an excellent account of the Marnoch case in the novel I have already 
quoted, Johnny Gibb, p. 40. 2 Ten Years' Co11jlict, vo!. ii. pp. 31-49. 

3 Life of Chalmers, val. iv. p. 213 seq. ; Ten Years' Conflict, vo!. ii. p. 183 seq. 
4 Ibid., p. 277; cf. for the Strathbogie case, Ann .. Reg., i84o, Chron. "P·. sr. 
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weight in the House of Lords, and suggested to him the 
possibility of terminating the dispute by legislation. The 
Assembly, it was obvious, would not yield to the Court of 
Session ; the Court, on the other hand, could not yield ~o 
the Assembly; and the only chance of a settlement, therefore, 
lay in the alteration of the law in the manner in which the 
Assembly desired. On the 6th of May 1841 Argyll intro-

f 
duced a bill into the Lords, to give effect to the arrangements 
which the Assembly had endeavoured to establish by the Veto 
law of 1834. His proposal received the cordial support of 
the Assembly, but it naturally failed to secure much con-
sideration from the Lords.I The House of Lords would, in 
any circumstances, have disliked a measure which interfered 
with property, and they found ready excuse for refusing Argyll 
a hearing in the conduct of the Assembly and in the position 
of politics. The Assembly which was supporting Argyll's bill 
was the same Assembly which· was suspending ministers for 
obeying the law courts; the Parliament which Argyll was 
asking to legislate was the Parliament which was rapidly 
moving to its own dissolution. Before many weeks were over, 
it was, in fact, dissolved; before many months were over, the 
Whig Ministry was finally defeated, and the Assembly, instead 
of dealing with Melbourne and Russell, had to reckon with 
Peel and Aberdeen. 

The change of ministry was not calculated to advance the 
fortunes of the Scotch Church. As a general proposition, 

indeed, the Conservatives were identified with High 
The change • • • • 
?f Ministry Church, the Liberals w1th Broad Church, pnnc1ples; 
ll1 rS4r. d h A bl 11 . . h an , as t e ssem y was rea y ra1smg t e same 
issue as the Tractarian party, it might hope, on excluSively 
Church grounds; for Conservative support But the political 
composition of the Scottish Church interfered with this result. 
The Church of Scotland, Conservative in an ecclesiastical 
sense, has always been Liberal in a political sense. Based on 
popular support, opposed to aristocratic privilege, it is demo-

1 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. ii. p. 218. It was supported by the Assembly by 
230 votes to 105. Ibid., p. 244. 
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cratic both in its'origin and policy. Its·.attitude, moreover, 
was opposed to the spirit in which Peel was reorganising the 
Conservative party. He was ta,ki!]gJliS. stand in defence of 
l~nci_order; and the Scottish-Church "wa{defyif)g -ihehw 

(courts, and striking, by doing so, --at the foundations of order. 
In .the beginning of the session of 1842, Graham declared 
that the Government was determined to stand by the law. 
Campbell, a Scotch Tory, at once ''defied " the Secretary of 
State to carry out his threat, and introduced, on his. own 
behalf, a bill idel)tical wjth that which Argyll had la}d before 
the Lords in the preceding· year. The introduction of the 
bill forced the ministry to reconsider its hasty declaration. 
Graham asked that the measure might be postponed Graham's 

in order that the ministry might have an opportunity proposals. 

of itself attempting legislation. He had reason, so he stated, 
to hop·e that an opportunity· had arisen for arriving at an 
agreefnent. He hinted 'that the ministry desired to secure 
the patron his right of presentation, the heritors their right of 

jobjection, _a~d to vest th~ C~urch'Courts ·with p~wer to decide 
on the vahd1ty of the obJectwns.I ' . · 

The principles which Graham had thus enunciated were
apparently "identical with those on which Aberdeen had en· 
deavoured to legislate two years before ; and it was utJ.Iikely 
that the Assembly in 1842 would be satisfied with an arrange
rnent which- it had ·rejected in 1840. Conflict tends to increase 
rather than to minimise differences. In 1834 the Assembly 
had been content with a veto; in 1842 it"agreed to a resolu
tion that the existing difficulty could only be removed by the. 
absolute abrogation of the law of patronage.2 The Assembly 
which committed. itself to this resolution proceeded to draw 
up another document, containing a claim, a declaration, and a 
protest. It claimed, as of right, that the Church should enjoy 

· J her liberties~ an_d that she. should be protected " therein from 
the unconst1tutwnal and Illegal encroachments of the Court 

1 Hansard, vol. Jxi. pp. 6r8, 631, 64r, vol. lxiii. p. 97; Ten Years' Conflict, 
vol. ii. pp. 33~343 ; cf, Life of Chalmers, vol, iv. p. 279 seq. 

2 Ten Years' Conflict, vol. ii. p. 356. The resolution was carried by 219 
votes to 147· · 
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of Session." It declared that she could not "intrude 

I 
ministers on reclaiming congregations, or carry on the govern
ment of Christ's Church subject to the coercion attempted by 

the Court of Session." It protested that all "Acts 
The claim, 
declaration, of the Parliament of Great Britain, passed without 
and protest. 

the consent of the Church and nation, in alteration 
of or derogative to the government, discipline, rights, and 
privileges of the Church, . . . and also all sentences of Courts 
in contravention of the same government, discipline, rights, 
and privileges, are and shall be null and void." 1 

To give greater significance to this "noble and able docu
ment," as the friends of the Church thought proper to style 
it, the Assembly decided on forwarding it through the High 
Commissioner for presentation to the Queen. Graham only 
consented to lay it before her Majesty on the ground that his 
doing so committed him in no way to its principle and 
contents. But he told the House of Commons that the hopes 
which the Government had entertained of ~ettling the dispute 
had been destroyed by the Assembly's action; and, when the 
discussion on Campbell's bill was resumed, stopped the debate 
on the Speaker's pointing out the inability of the Commons 
to consider a\measure dealing with the patronage of the Crown 
without the consent of the queen.2 

The crisis was rapidly approaching its end. · But the Scottish 
Church made one more effort to effect its object without 
disruption. In November 1842 its convocation met in 
Glasgow. Its members drew up two series of resolutions, the 
one expounding their grievances, the other suggesting a remedy. 
They concurrently framed a memorial to Peel, distinctly 
stating that, if the remedy were not applied, they could not 
agree to remain in communion with the Church.3 They soon 
had their answer. In January 1843 they were told by Gral;am 
that their claim was unreasonable, andthat Gov~rnment could 

~ notadvise t~ queen -t;·;cqu~sc"e !n their demands.4_ :Fox 
IT en Y~ars' Co~j!ict,- ~6"1. ii. -pp.--;~6-;:-;nd App~ndix ; cf. Life o/ 

Chalmers, vol. iv. p. 291, and Appendix. 
2 Ten Years' Conj!£ct, vol. ii. p. 38o. Hansard, vol. lxiii. pp. 1428, rsss. 
3 Ten Years' Conjticl val. 1i. pp. q94, 399· 4 Ibid., p. 412. 
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-.Maule,- in March, ap12ealed from the_ ministry :to the Ii.2J-Ise 
-.~o!TI.m.<ms. But· the House displayed equal reluctance 

to concede the claims which the Church was making. By 
a decisive majority it declin'ed to enter upon the inquiry which ... . 
Fox Maule pressed on it. The Lords, immediately afterwar<l:s, 
took the same course; 1 and, on the 24th of May, 474 ministers 
voluntarily surrendered the advantages of the EShtl;>llshment 
a.ciLf2r_I11ed,Jhe.En~~=C-bJtl'ch~o(§-fQtl;!nd. · 

It is not every nation, it is not every age, which can produce 
the spectacle of nearly soo men leaving their. homes, abandon
ing 'their incomes, for the sake of opinion. It is The Seces

literally true that disruption was frequently a sen- sian. 

tence of poverty, and occasionally of death; to the ministers 
of the Church .. Well, then, might a great Scotchman of that 
time say that he was proud of his country,2 proud of the 
heroism and self-denial of which her pastors proved ·capable. 
But well also might a Scotchman of the present time say that 
he was proud of the success which Voluntaryism achieved. 
It was the good fortune of the Church that in the hour of 
her trial she had a worthy leader. Years before, while 
ministering. to a poor congregation in Glasgow, Chalmers had 
insisted on the cardinal doctrine that the poor should be made 
to help themselves.3 He applied the same principle to the 
Scotch Ch1,1rch. He saw that religion, like trade, profits by 
advertisement, and, boldly imitating a cry which the Con- , 
servatives had already borrowed from the Radicals, called 
on hisJriends around him to "organise, organise, organise." 4 

. It is not, however, the Church alone which deserves com
mendation. The nation supported the Church. Individual 
proprietors, indeed, with a narrow churlishness, in some cases 
refused the new congregations sites for the chapels which they 

1 Life of Chalmers, vol. iv. pp. 324• 327; Hansat;d, vol. lxvii. pp. 354, 510; 
vol. lxviii. pp. 37, 218. 

~ Lord Jeffrey in Life of Chalmers, vol, iv. p. 339· 
3 As minister of the Tron Church, Chalmers severed himself from the charities 

of the town, to make his poor feel that he bad nothing but spiritual help to 
offer; and he advocatei:l the payment of school fees, to make the poor inde· 
.pendent. Ibid., p.- 398. 4 Ibid., ·p. 3;i2. 
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desired to erect. Their conduct made no difference in the 
general result. In the four years which succeeded the Dis
ruption, the Free Church raised £r,254,ooo and built 654 
churches. Her ministrations were extended to every district 
and almost every parish in the land.l 

Such is the short history of the great Disruption which _corre
sponds with the Tractarian movement in England. ( Both the 
The con- Tractarian controversy and the Free Church of 
nection Scotland had their origin in the stirring events of 
between the 
Tractarian the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; both of 
and Disrup· 
tion con- them were shaped by the course which the Refor-
troversy. mation took in the two portions of Great Britain ; 
both of them were reactions against the religious indifferent
ism of the eighteenth century; both of them received their 
final impulse from the attack of the Radical party on Church 
Establishments in a reformed Parliament ; both of them strove 
to assert the authority of the Church; both of them desired 
to resist the interference of the State. The impulse was so 
closely similar in each case that both of them made their first 
advances in the same month and in the same week ; 2 and in 
the year in which Chalmers led the secession from the Church 
of Scotland, Cardinal Newman resigned his Oxford living. l 

Few things are more curious in the religious history of the 
world than the close para1lel which may thus be drawn between 
these two movements. The Scottish Churchman regards the 
Roman Catholic religion with abhorrence; the English ritualist 
contemplates the Scottish Calvinist with pity. To those who 
only look at the form and trappings of religion there is nothing 
in common betiYeen the gorgeous ritual of Rome and the 
austere simplicity of the Scottish worship. Yet closer ob
servers, who look at the man and not at his clothes, will have 
no difficulty in seeing that both Churches are founded on 

1 Ten Years' Conjlict, vol. ii. p. 468 ; Life of Chalmers, vol. iv. pp. 366, 487. 
2 Keble preached his Assize sermon on the 14th of July 1833. Sinclair 

introduced his bill to relieve the Church of Scotland from the thraldom of 
patronage two days afterwards. There is a curious letter of Chalmers against 
the Appropriation Clause of the Whig Ministry, which might have been written 
by Newman. Life of Chalmers, vol, iv. p. 24· 
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the same base-authority, and may perhaps be tempted to 
conclude that the accjde.nts of history, or of· politics,· or of 
climate, have made one man a Roman Catholic and another 
a Presbyterian.. , . 

If the two movements were in most respects identical both 
in time and in history, the impartial observer will award. the 
pain{ of ·earnestness to the Scotch. IndividuaL The Scotch, 

· • mOvement 
Englishmen, indeed, displayed a readiness to sacn- · marked by 

fice place and position, and to leave the loaves and ~~~~~~ness 
fishes of the Church of England for the frugal fare ~£\i:': part 

afforded by the Church of Rome. But in England people. 

r. these secessions were the acts of individuals ; in Scotland · 
'-secession was the act of a nation.. Earnest and sincere as 
the Tractarians were, there was never a moment \vhen the 
whole body would have deliberately departed from Goshen arid 
encampedin the wilderness. The issue raised by Hampden's 

· appointment to Hereford was precisely similar to that raised 
by Edward's appointment to ~arnoch. The Chapter of Here
ford behaved like the majority of the presbytery of Strathbogie. 
But, while the people of. Marnoch left. their church and wor
shipped in the fields, the people of Hereford still frequented 
the Cathedral. 

What was the reason which made the Church of Scotland 
firm to the end, and which made the High Church party in 
England feeble? (~ Church o[_~d had less The cause 

wealth than th~-~!lglish~Church,~but_the.authority or this. 

,.2f:C1la!mers_reged_Qn a more P.QR,glar_basis~tha,n_t!!_at_of 
{::ardin~LN.ewman.. The stake which the Dean and C-hapter 
of Hereford had in the Church was too large to -be lightly 
abandoned. The endowments of the Scottish Church, on the 
other han·d, were too small to exercise an equally controlling 
influence on opinion. The movement in the_ English Church, 
moreover, was an ~.isto~,rg_tic .. moyement, and the power of. its 
leaders would -have been destroyed if t~ey had stripped them
selves of their emoluments ; the movement in. the Scottish 
Church W?S ~..21~ular movemt,nt, and. the power of its leaders 
with the peoPJe was i~ by their resistance to the State. J 

VOL. V. X 
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The Church of Scotland stood firm while the Tractarian 
movement failed, because democracy is a stronger force than 
ari~o.c~acy. -

There was one other reason which gave greater vitality 
to the Scottish than to the English movement. The majority 

'of Scotch Churchmen forty years ago lived in an atmosphere 

1of faith; the majority of English Churchmen lived in an 
1 atmosphere of doubt. The Wesleyan of the present century 
prefers to be called a Nonconformist, and dislikes to be styled 
a Dissenter, and Churchmen occasionally find it difficult to 
understand the distinction which the Wesleyan thus draws. 
Yet the distinction is perfectly plain. The Wesleyan wishes 
it to be understood that, though he does not conform to 
the Church, he does not dissent from its teaching. And 
Churchmen should have no difficulty in the present day of 
understanding this distinction, because the position of many 
of them is the exact opposite of that of the Wesleyan. They 
dissent from much. of the teaching of the Church, but for 
various reasons they conform to its services. 

For, while the movements which have been described 
were in progress, a new movement which promises to be 
greater than any of them has been gradually gaining votaries. 
While the Newmans have been fighting for traditions and 
for forms, the thinkers have been speculating over the origin • 
of all religions. In 1838 Hennell published the "Inquiry," 
which changed the whole course of George Eliot's life.l 
In 1859 Darwin applied the doctrine of Natural Selection 
to the Origin of Species. It is not too much to• say that, 
just as in the seventeenth century astronomy enlarged man's 
ideas of space, and as in the first half of the nineteenth 
century geology enlarged his ideas of. time, so biology is now 
enlarging his ideas o(man. . 

Into the considerations to which this reflection leads it 
is not the business of the historian of the first half of the 
nineteenth century to plunge. It is not his mission to trace 
the conflct between reason and authority to its final issue, 

1 Life of George Eliot, \OI. i. p. 93 et sq. 
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or to predict when and where the decisive battle ·will be 
fought. For the result may be very slow in coming. Many 
of those who fight under the banner of reason have no 
desire to hasten the i:iefeat of authority; and, should the 
·victory at last arrive, many of them will hope that men 
will still agree in worshipping that Almighty and Incom
prehensible 1 AM, Who, whether H~ be called Nature, or 
Force, or Jupiter, or Jehovah, is • the All-pervading, All
sustaining Law; and in recognising that man's highest ioeal 
is that perfect Being, whose words and whose ·life are our 
comfort, our hope, and ·our ·example. She was a great. 
woman. who, in the dosing decade of her Ufe, bore witness 
to· the "one comprehensive Church, whose fellowship con
sists in the desire to purify and ennoble human life, and 
where the best members of all harrower churches ·may call 
themselves brother and sister in spite "of differences.''· 1 He 
was a still greater writer who laid down the maxim which 
man in a consCious humility may still repeat: "Bj!].me,"npt 
before th_ou hast examit~,~c;l_Jh~ truth : . understand first, and 
~'ta~.~~.t,"-~,;f~~.....,_, ___ ..,_, _____ .., --···'."'f"'"-" '. -. ~ . 

then re.b_uke." ' · · 
~-~ 

1 Life of George Eliot, vol. iii. p~ 243-



CHAPTER XXII. 

THE FOREIGN POLICY OF ABERDEEN AND PALMERSTON. 

IN forming the Cabinet of 1841, Peel decided on entrusting 
the seals of the Foreign Office to Aberdeen. The new minister 
Aheroeen was n'o stranger to Downing Street. Succeeding 
as Fore;gn Dudley in 1828, he had been responsible for the 
Minister. 

foreign policy of England for more than two years. 
tHe had begun his political career as the colleague of Palmer
stan ; he closed it as the head of a ministry in which Palmer
stan held office. Qgring almost the whole period, Palmerston 
was attached to the Liberal party, while Aberdeen enjoyed th.!; 
confidence of the Conservatives. Yet, in domestic policy,..from 
1232 downwards, J\perdeen ~was usually more liberal tha_n 
Palmerston. In foreign policy Palmerston was always mm:e 
liberal th;.il Aberdeen. If the questions which forced them-

l ~;lves into prominence in 1830 had recurred in 1841, the 
development of British foreign policy might have been sharply 
arrested. In 1841, however, the period of revolution was over; 

· the claims of struggling nationalities no longer engaged the 
attention of diplomatists; and a Conservative Foreign Minister, 
instead of promoting the ~ause of progress abroad, could busy 

• himself in soothing some of the wounds which his predecessor 
•had either inflicted or failed to heal. 

One wound had been festering for more than half a century. 
Ever since the close of the great war, which had cost England 
The· her noblest colony, differences had existed between 
~b':udri\~~t the. m~ther country on the one hand and the infant 
~tes. republic on the other respecting ·their boundary. 
Nominally, the question had been settled oy treaty. In reality, 
imperfect knowledge and inexact language had left it open; 

••• 
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and, for nearly sixty years, a chronic dispute existed as t"o the· 
precise line at which the authority of Britain terminated and 
the authority of the United States began. 

This dispute affected the entire boundary of country and 
colony. But it raged most acutely on or near the Atlantic 
seaboard. At that point, the treaty of 1783 had made the 
St. Croix the boundary, but it had taken fifteen years to decide 
which river was the St. Croix of the treaty. The primitive 
settlers. had raised a ·cross on almost every stream; and, just 
as in ·our own country, almost' every river was originally ,, the 
water,". so in America every river on which· a .cross stood was 
the St. Croix._I Irt 1798 a commission agreed to consider 
a little river flowing into the Bay of Fundy, neat its junction 
with the Atlantic Ocean, as the St. Croix of the treaty. It 
even erected a monument at the source of the stream as a 
record of its decision. One point in dispute had in this way 
been disposed of, but a much m·ore difficult question remained 
for' settlement. The tr~z.2!..! ... 723_<:l~~...ili~1>-o1!!l~¥ 
~the .. Jw.o •• co.untrie.s,should_b.e_c;lrri.e~L~~..,§9.u.rg~.;qf~t~ 
~ix due no,rt!Uill itjitr_l)ck.theJili;hl~hj_(:Jl . .SeP~!<l.!~.£. 
!h,; riy~~~~<U.nto"!!Je.St. Lawrens;J!_on. tl.!e .!!2.~E~ 
~a~~Jt..,8..!l..!.J1~,-.§,~2~. It was obviously the opinion 

l
o~ the diplomatists who signed the treaty, th~t a ?ackbone of 
h11ls ran between the St. Lawrence and the St. Crmx, and that 
all the rivers which rose on one side of the hills flowed into 
the St. Lawrence, while all the rivers which rose on the other 

. side flowed i'nto the·· Atlantic. Even in those days, a little 
jinquiry might pr~bably have disabused them of the impression. 
\Between the basms of the St. Lawrence and of the St. Croix 

1 were other rivers which flowed neither into the St. Lawrence· 

I. on the one side nor into the Atlantic on the other: The 
principal of these were the Ristigouche, which flowed into the 

I Bay of Chaleurs, and the St. John, which flowed into the Bay 
1 of Fundy. No highlands, therefore, existed which corre
! !!ponded with,thos«: described in the treaty. 

1 For the ·st •. Croix see, inter ali~, State Papers, vol. 'xxiii. p. 4o6; and cf. 
ibid. vol. xxii. p. 815-
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I!!-!.§.J:t-_:_t....fE~t!le! ~~te~pt was made to settle the qJ.Ies-
~· It was arranged at Ghent that commissioners should 

The award 
of the King 
of the 
Nether
lands. 

be appointed by the two countries to trace the 
boundary between them; and that, in the event 
of their failing to agree, the differences should be 
referred to .some friendly .sov~reign. The commis-

sioners, after a protracted investigation, formed opposite con
clusions, and the King of the Netherlands, on the invitation 
of both countries, accepted the arbitration. Diplomacy moves 
with halting footsteps. It had taken fifteen years from the 
treaty of 1783 to decide the St. Croix of the treaty. It took 
thirteen years from the treaty of Ghent to refer the further 
dispute to the King of the Netherlands. 

The first point for the King of the Netherlands to determine 
. was the spot at which a line drawn due north from the St. 
Croix cut the highlands of the treaty. When that spot was 
once ascertained, the boundary between the two countries was 
to run along the highlands till it reached the north-western 
source of the Connecticut River. From the Connecticut it 
was to run along the 45th parallel of latitude till it reached the 
St. Lawrence. There were, therefore, three points at issue: 
rst, the highlands of the treaty; 2nd, the north-western source 
of the Connecticut; 3rd, the 45th parallel. The King of the 
Netherlands fixed on one of the sources of the Connecticut as 
the source of the treaty; he decided that an old survey of the 
45th parallel was inaccurate, and that the parallel should be 
laid down anew; but he professed himself unable to determine 
the other point which had been referred to him. The language 

, of the treaty required that the highlands described in it should 
l directly separate rivers flowing into the St. Lawrence on the 
! one side and the Atlantic on the other, and no such highlands 
· could be found. Unable, therefore, to pronounce any decision 

on the point expressly submi.tted to him, the King of the Nether· 
lands suggested thilt the boundary should be drawn due north 
from the St. Croix till it reached the St. John; that it should 
r~n.up.the bed of the St.John till it reached its tributary Jhe 
~t. Francis, and that it "should run up the St. Francis to its 
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source, and thence along th(! highlan_ds to the source of tl;e 
c"~;;'r:~ct.icut) ': ., . ·-. -~- -?· -"'· . _._, ···--~. . ' 

"11le ·King of the Netherlands had virtually adopted the 
course which every arbitrator since the ·days of Solomon has 
followed. He had ordered the living child to be divided· 
between the two women.· On behalf of England, Palmerston · 
acquiesced in the decision. The Ameri<:an envoy at the 
Hague, on the .contrary, at once lodged a "protest The award 

. against it. His conduct was supported by his own ~~{}~1,~l · 
countrymen.. Loud dissatisfaction was everywhere SJil;~s •. 

· expressed at th~, king's decision, and the Senate of the United 
States refused to accept the award.2 

T.h.e.:..Sen~!~_J!!st~fi!:_d . its r~[l!t;aLby~asserting .. that .the wKing 
oQhe_Netherlands,h_ad_ex.£_~1..,b_i!._yg~s. He had been 
directed to ascertain the highlands of the treaty; and, unable 
to do this, he had. fixed on another .line which did not come 
U!!der the definition of 1783. The arbiter~ as the Legislature 
of Maine, the State principally affected, put it, instead of pro· 
nouncing a: ·decision ·had only given his advice; and it was 
open to ·either party to reject his counsel. The Senate of the 
United States, moreover, declared that it had constitutionally 
no power;to cede territory belonging to. any individual State, 
and that it could not acquiesce in the award without making 
such a cession. Instead, therefore, of accepting art unwe'!come 
decision,· ·it authorised the President to commence a fresh .. 

)negoti~tion wit~· the British Govern~ent. The arbitration" 
had failed; and. 1t was necessary to begm anew, a 

The award of the King of the Netherlands was given in the 
beginning of 1831. The refusal of the award by the Senate 
was not finally pronounced till July 1832. The offer of the 
American Government to commence a fresh negotiation was 
formally'communicated to the British Foreign Minister in the · 
following month, and the British Government suffered si~ 

months ·to pass before it replied Jo.A~ herican propo~al. 
The United Sta~es suggested ,i:i:iat, as the highlands of the 

1 State Papers, vol. xviii. p. 1249. 
2 Ibid., vol. xxii, pp. 772,. ??6, 78'1• . _8 l~id,, p. 77J, .and cf. 789-
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treaty could not be discovered in a line drawn due north from 
the St. Croix, the highlands nearest to that line which came 
within the definition of the treaty should be substituted for 
them. Palmerston, however, declined to accept the pro
position until a preliminary matter was arranged.1 The 
United States contended that the Ristigouche, which fell into 
the Bay of Chaleurs, and the St. John, which fell into the 
Bay of Fundy, were Atlantic rivers. Great Britain denied the 
contention, and the King of the Netherlands had supported 
the denial. In the interests of his own country, Palmerston 
declined embarking on a new reference to discover the dis
puted highlands, till both parties agreed to accept the decision 
of the King of the Netherlands, that the St. John and the 

Ristigouche could not be considered Atlantic rivers.2 
and ulti-l mately by This position the Government of the United States 
England. 

formally refused to adopt; and Palmerston, finding 
all progress impossible, withdrew his acceptance of the award 
of the King of the Netherlands. 3 

Thus, after rnore than fifty years of negotiation, the question 
remained unsolved. The United States claimed that the 
northern frontier should be carried north of the St. Croix to 
the highlands which immediately bounded the St. Lawrence. 
The British Government contended that the southern frontier 
of British America should be extended to the highlands which 
formed the southern watershed of the St. John. At last, at the 
end of 1835, Palmerston suggested that the disputed territory 
should be equally divided, and that Canada and the United 
States should both take one-half of it. The proposal sounded 
specious enough, but it was evidently inadmissible. The award 
of the King of the Netherlands would, as a matter of fact, 
have secured the United States three-fifths of the disputed 

· territory.4 A country which, rightly or wrongly, had refused 
three-fifths was not likely to. be contented with one-half. 

• Croker in the Quartef.ly Review blamed Palmerston severely for not 
accepting this line. Quarte"'rly Revieii; vol. lxxi. p. 563. The article is worth 
reading, though its arguments are not conclusive. Cf. Croker's Jfenwirs, vol. 
ii. p. 393 seq. 2 State Papers, vol. xxil. pp. 795· 86o. 

~ ~bid,, vol. X.J\iii. pp. 40$, 42r, , 4 lbid,, VQl. :!(Xii. p. 827. 
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Instead of the ·boundary which Palmerston suggested, the 
· United States proposed that the St. John should be made 

the frontier of the two countries from its source to its mouth. 
The proposal would have given New Brunswick a portion . 
of the disputed territory ·between the St.John and the St. 
Francis, but would have deprived it of a still more valuable 
territory between the St. Croix and the_ St. John. -It was at 
once refused by Palmerston, and the whole question, therefore,. 
was again involved in its original difficulty. 

In· the meanwhile a question which had only ·occupied the' 
leisure ofdiplomatists was gradua:ly acquiring fresh importance. 
While envoys ·and foreign secretaries. were winning The increas· 

logical victories, t,h~.;t<:r.ri!.<?.ryj,n"",d£sp!lt~""''Y5L1..kt£L~~-s- ~n~!~f~h~ 
~~3Pl1Jt!~2~~1J~--~'t~~IJ.· ~~Y~!d question. · 

· of haggling over forest and meadow, lake and river, had· to 
· ~tia06r .theTra~Iiviil'g ·-n;en-allii'W6;tJe~~it!l;;TIIs 
~---·-----,_-~-----~· .... ---------. <;, .... >.,-- ____ •.w;_'>_.. ... ..,.,· .. --. 

and inclinations of their own. The State of Maihe decided 
~....._,..,..,.~ .. ..,.,.~ ,. ........... - ~~"""":~"1,__.,. • ._..,_.,.~--..._......:.~~-i-

0~'\_s!Udin.g~~p. :its <:e!tS,Y.§~the~ iphaQj~a~l§~f.....§.9lll!'!~P.f .. ;.the 
di,:;p,u_ted~tenitory. In June r837, one of its officerS, Ebenezer 

I
,G~.ly, entered the district of-Madawaska, and commenced 
the task of enumerating the people. The authorities of New 
Brunswick promptly arrested him. The American· Greely's · 

Jenvoy in London remonstrated at the Foreign Office, =i, · ?r' 
r !112-. ci~~J,'!~eq~le~s~,and)hdemnityjor .• Gree!y_; W! <;,.OlOJ!ial 
a~_ti~c<gr.iec!,~h.~.iX.£P!l1Plaints,also __ tq" Palmerston; and 
urged him to forward them to Washington. The tempera~ 
ment of·the British Foreign Min!ster disposed him to support 

• tlie ar.guments of British colonists in preference to admitting 
the -complaints of his opponents. ~'til~<LJ5>~S:?JEPIY,_w_ith 
t~e _American daim,.an<:l _Gtee!y_r~J'!l~.JD--P~~s,g!}. In the 

r
autumh, however, which succeeded Greely's arrest .the lolly 
of allowing such a mafter· to remain unsettled received a fresh 

l
ill~~tration. Canada burst into rebellion ; .the resources of the 
British Government were taxed to suppres? the revolt; and 

.. dts difficulties would have been· latgely increased if the in• 
I surgents had obtaimid the co~ operation of the United States. 
\The States, however~ did -not' interfere ... "Not one single act 
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of border inroad or encroachment" was even committed by 
any citizen of the State of Maine on the disputed territory; 

a~d the Governor of New Brunswick, acknowledging 
and release. h bl" . d h" . h t e o. 1gat10ns un er w 1ch Mame had t u~ placed 
h~-~~izedfue opportunity for terminating a crisis by enlarging 
}!;benezer Gr~ely.l 

The conduct of the State of Maine and of the Governor of 
New Brunswick had done something to promote goodwill and 
fellowship among two great nations. :fu!fore Greely's relea!;)e, 
h2_wever, another occurrence· in another part of the frontier 
h~x-~ted fresh animosity. Some_la'\Vless per~ons-Americans 
a!J_d_ Canadians-had taken ad.vantage of the rebellion in 
Canada to seize a small island in the Niagara River above 
th~·_Falls, and to convert it into a sort of camp from which 
th,.~y_could .. sally into .the. adjacent territory.. ~avy Island, as 
the islet was called, was in Canada; but the men upon it 
~e. . dr.~w .their arms and supplies i~ a -;;;rl-steamer-
.;•t;ne. tl!...e (;aroline-from Fort Schlosser, a tavern, digni-

fied with the name of a fort, ou,...the American shore. Van 
Rensselaer, who was in command on the island, succeeded in 
collecting a force which was variously estimated at from soo 
to xsoo men. It was impossible for any Government to 
tolerate the continuance of such a force on its territory. 
C<:lone) M'Nab, WE?. _.s_ommanded th~_ ~ritish troops in the 
district, decided on seizing the Caroline and on thus isolating 

JVan Rensselaer. On the night of the 27th of December, the 
:boats despatched for the purpose Tounded the island on the 
!shores of which the Caroline was supposed to be lying. Uil
'luckily, fhe Caroline, instead of remaining near the island, was 
] anchored in American waters off Fort Schlosser. The service 
, was pressing ; there was no time for reflection ; the officer in 
:command of the expedition decided, at any cost, on fulfilling 

1 his orders. He attacked the steamer. At least one American 
I citizen was killed in the affray; the Caroline was seized, set on 
. fire, towed into the stream, and allowed to drift still burning 
· over the Falls of Niagara. 

1 State Papers, vol. xxvii. pp. 937-¢8. 
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- The story was· perhaps naturally exaggerateg in the. telling 
of it. Pictures of the burning steamer were sold by American· 
publishers; and American citizens-it was stated-had drifted 
on board the burning yessel to their fate~ These rumours,· 
though they found ready credence; had happily no foun<J,a. 
tion in fact. No one was on ·board the Caroline when she 
drifted over the Falls, and the only American oblood spilt on 
the occasion was· shed in the affray. which precetied her· 
capture. But the incident, ·notwithstanding, was sufficiently 
disagreeable. There could be no doubt that the British had 
seized. and destroyed an American ·vessel in Americim waters . 

. N2t_l)ipg,b'Ut.!'. a nece§!;}ty,_9{s~!&:ieJeqce,.imtaq~,J>2"&£~\l~LmJgg, · 
~l'iM...tlQ,. choice ~2L~!l!;.J1li,.an~<Ll}.!l.ID2,m..t:!11J:.or,;~7li~r~Jl/' 
eulJ;l-so the American Government afterwards contended, 
and the representative of the British Government impliedly. 

' admitted 1-il!~t\.fy,!(,J1?:.t,ha,4.Eccup;~fl~ . 
'rhe excitement which the proceeding created throughout

the United 'States increased the difficulties of the American 
Government. Martin Van Buren, who had entered· on the 
Presidency in the previous spripg, issued a temperate protla
·rnation enjoining ·neutrality.2 His Secretary, Forsyth, remon.: 

j 

s~_o_p. Palmerston, occupied with-oth"~7~s 
nearer home, paid no heed to these distant compl!lints. The 
British Foreign Minister had definitely entered on the~second 
part,of his career at the Foreign Office. British interests had 
apparently been secured by the burning of the Caroline, and 
the natural susceptibilities of the inhabitants of the United 
States seemed hardly worth consideration. 
· And three years passed b~fore anything occurred to disturb. 

his equan~mity. &.!11e-~Q.d,.,.~f..,!§42•;,how~'-:~~·-,a G.alJ~l!iflEi ·: 
Alexander M'Leod, visiting the State o( New York on business,. 
h~~u~:t~ .. ~of!st-, p~blicly. of. tqe part .J!hi~~h- M!l.eod's 

h.s..,~;:rl,_.PE!l2.r~~!J.Y~Pl~ye.cLip tl:}e .. c:l~struct!o~.-<?f1':~h.e a~~ .• ~ 
. Caroline. The State authorities arrested him, threw _hlrn-ulto 
~r"t,_:!Jnb1:p;~~~-him_;it~,m-~;;ciSC:~:eW?OfKr•t:~oo;s 

1 State Papers; vol. xxix. E·~H'!jd;lind v91. l(XX •. p, 198.. 

3 Ann. Reg., _IB3!!,-eilr0n. p. ~18. · • 
-~-
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arrest created intense excitement in both countries. A new 
President, General Harrison, was on the eve. of entering on 
his office; his partisans declared that the eagle of the United 
States had cowered under the lion of England I during Van 
.Buren's tenure of office, and they predicted that Harrison would 
initiate a bolder policy with M'Leod's execution. But this, so 
Palmerston told the United States minister in London, would be 
the signal for war. 2 T!J.eJ3rttish minister at Washington was in-

l str11ct~d "to demancl, formally, in the name oft he British Govern
')m.!;nt, the immediate release of Mr. Alexander M•Leod." s 

The demand forced Palmerston into an inconvenient avowal, 

I that the attack oil the Caroline "was a transaction of a public 
•' character," for which Britain itself, and not the persons engaged 

1in it, must be held responsible. Whether it was "a justifiable 
employment of force for the purpose of defending the British 
territory from the unprovoked attack of a banrl of British 
rebels and American pirates," as the British Government 
thought, or "a most unjustifiable invasion in ti'fne of peace 
of the territory of the United States," as the American 
Government contended, the responsibility for it could not 
be charged upon the individuals concerned in it, but must 
be brought home to the State which ordered or approved it. 
Such an argument was necessary to save M'Leod,4 but it 
exposeQ. Palmerston to a damaging retort. T~min)ster who 
w~ ~tyling,the crew of the Caroline rebels and pirates was 
the same minister who had suspended the Foreign Enlistment 
Act and encouraged the formation of the British Legion in 
Spain. "Yet it has not been imagined that England has at 
any time allowed her subjects to turn pirates." 5 England, 
however, which had last avowed her responsibility for the 

t destruction of the Caroline, must now show "upon what state 
• of facts and what rules of national law, the act was to be 

1....4nn. R~f{., z84r, Hist. p. 3zr. · . 
2 B;J.~e;~almerston,_ voi. Hi. pp. 46, 49· · 
3 State Papefi:vcLxxlx. p. 1127. 

• The Secretary to ~ited States Government at once took steps to 
protect him. See his letter to ·rvrr. J:;rittenden in State Papers, . vol. xxix. 
P· UJ9· . 5 ibid,. p. 11'34-
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defended." 1 The United St~tes Government .was, in short, 
willing to allow that M'Leod could not be held responsible, 
but it•,did so by charging the responsibility home on the 
British Ministry. The United· States Gov_ernment, · indeed; 
could_ not stop th_e proceedings which the. State of New 
York had commenced against M'Leod. "Persons confined 
under- judidal process," as. its Secretary put it, ~' qan only· 
be released by judicial process." 2 But it could at least take 
care that M'Leod should be provided with con;petent counsel, 
that his d~fence should rest on trl,le grounds, and that his 
acquittal sho~ld thus be secured.8 

Iq ... t~rpealll\:Qjle..,ap.o.th~L<q~stioE "1}.~4. ~~is~n-"'between~the r 
· UYB,<;oJ!P._.W.e_s. For some ·years Great Britain had maintained 
. a squadron on the coast of Africa, at a considerable T.h.e.J:ig!Jt 1, 

sacrifice of life and money. S.Q<)-'!9-im!»£~4,J]le ~ Q " 
s~~~~ I!l,~!;Y-Jl?J:e}gnw cromgr~~__Lt~ a.gr~e Jh!it Jhe .crvisers 
oJ.~<1~t_!Yc.~lw.ulq"have the ngqt ...!().J>_y}.l!Ell Jhe,merchant- • 
men.ofother coun_trj~s.Jor the purpose_ o(.ascertaining whet.her 
t~ym~e £¥~ii~lt~ ... ~lfr;r£::Sr~9;:"Rti~S: 4 ~1'he ~u ~ited 

jStates ??vernn:ent had not consented to this right of sea_rch, 
land Bntish crmsers therefore had no power to search American 
tvessels. In these circumstanct:s,_slavers naturally hoisted the 
(American flag, and claimed the exemption from search _whiGh 
jthe Americans enjoyed. British officers, intent on qmying 

1out their orders- and on suppressing an infamous traffic, con
i tended, however, that, though they had no right to search an 
~American vessel, they had power to examine a vessel u~der 
j"an American flag to see whether she was really. American 
f property or not. In March 1840 the. officer in command of 

;;. an American cruiser stationed at Sierra Leone assented_ to 
- this contention. He formally agreed with a British officer 

"to request each other to detain all vessels under American 
colours_ found to. be fully equipped .for and engaged in the 
sliwe-trade." He arranged that, if the vessels were proved 

1 State Papers, vol. xxix. p. II37· . 2 Ibid., p. II30. 
s There is a report of the· trial in Ann. Reg., '1841, Chron.'·p. ·289 •. 
4 By the Quintuple Treaty, a treaty to which the United States refused to 

be a party, and which,France refused to ratify. State Papers. vaL: xxx. p. 269. 
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to be American property, they should be handed over to an 
American cruiser ; . if Spanish, Portuguese, Brazilian, or English 
property, to a British cruiser.l 

Fortified by the agreement, and stimulated by the known 
anxiety of the Government to suppress the slave-trade, British 

, cruisers on the African coast redoubled their exertions. They 

\

. stopped suspicious vessels sailing under the American flag, exa
mined their papers, and in some cases, where their suspicions 
were aroused, proceeded to search them. These proceedings 
soon.produced complaints on both sides. The British Foreign 
Minister complained "of the application of the flag of the 
United States for purposes of the slave-trade." The American 

. Government complained of the conduct of British cruisers in 
· ~nwarrantably searching and detaining American vessels.2 The . 

language of the statesmen who conducted the correspondence 
on either part became warmer as it proceeded. The United 
States Government, insisting that the right of visit was the 
right of search under another name, expressed its final deter
mination "to admit no cognisance to be taken by foreign 
ships of those belonging to their citizens and under their flag, 
either for the purpose of ascertaining whether their papers were 
genuine or forged, or whether the vessels were slavers or not."S 
And the British. Government, while directing its officers not to 
detain or meddle with American vessels, declared that the 
British Government never could or would subscribe to the 
doctrine that every slave-trading pirate could protect herself 

·from search by merely hoisting a United States flag.4 · 
While Palmerston was thus expressing his determination,~~ 

Palmerston the debate was taking place which drove the Whigs 
succeeded from power. The ink with which his despatch 
by Aberdeen. . 

was wntten was hardly dry before Melbourne 
retired from. office, and Aberdeen replaced Palmerston in 
Downing Street. The . new Foreign Secretary continued the 

1 State Papers, xol. xxix. p. 624. 
~ Ibid., pp. 629-656, .and vol. xxx. pp. n28--II82. 
'bid., vol. XXX. pp. II42· ·. ' Ibid., pp. xrso, IISJo 
t The despatch is dated 27th of August z84z. 
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. correspondence, but he entirely changed the 'character of 
the negotiation by the. conciliatory nature of his ·language; 
Palme'rston's despatches had been more ·remarkable for the 
vigour of their arguments than for the courtesy ·of their tone. 
Aberdeen seemed above all things anxious that "no harshness 

. , pr asperity of expression should·. aggravate the difficulties of 
· · . a subject at all times too liable to produce excitement and 

'irritation."l 
A smooth answer turneth away wrath. . Aberdeen's c~n

ciliatory language prepared the settlement of· a controversy 
which· at one time had. seemed likely to lead to war. Peel. 
decided ot:~ sending a special ambassador to the United States 
with full powers to negotiate on all the subjects on which 
differences had arisen. He chose for ·the mission a gentleman 

-w1!~ ~i-~g~l~r 3.?~.~i ~cat!?~~ -~~r. th_e· ~ ~~Y.~"'"fh;fi-;:5? ;:M~~-
Lord Ashburton was known m England as a gentle- lj'!&op's 

-.....-- • 111)§~100. man wno, after a long and successful career :m . · 
business and 'iri Parliament, had filled high office in Peel's first 
ministry, and had been raised to the peerage by a title which 
had reminded his fellow-countrymen of his connection with 
one of the foremost -of constitutional lawyers; -He was known 
in the United States as the husband of im .American lady of 

• pos1t10n. English by birth, yet sympathising· with America 
from his marriage, "'h..~~h.a<L don~. h_isJ~~st j_p_iJ:!:y~y,e~rs~e >to 
pr~~-- t~e _unfortunate war_ of. 181.2. Arrived at an age 
when most men desire rest, he braved the discomforts of an 
Atlantic voyage, and risked the . mortification of possible 
failure, in the hope of rendering service to his ·country and 
his kindred. 2 • :·. -

Ash burton left England in February;. lie· arrived in the 
States in April I842- The north-eastern boundary was natu
rally the subject which chiefly engaged his attention; It was 
his object to purchase concessions on. the St. John by surren
dering a small strip of terrftory farther west. The c}iscovery 
that the 45th parallel ran half a mile south of th;ii~hl~h 
'-'~,.,:.·'*~~- "'""'WI£.>' .. •'•""......-""'; "''"";""""""~"\'Jo'" ~~ .............. -~~~·--.,.7' ........ _...,- ·_.":!,"" ~ ~; ·-::. •... '"'.~ ~ 

hJtd..-.h~el1,fixe<l.Jor.It.m,I7.98.,h:tc1 .• tll_~""ej'fe~~~of transferrif!g.~o. '-:·_ 
' 1 State Papers, vol. nx. p. n630 2 Ibid., p. 'I4llo . 
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Canada.many.settlers .. :w.ho had regarded themselves as citizens 
of the pnited States. £Ashburton ultimately offered to fix the 

i accepted instead of the ~eal parallel as the boundary between 
the two countries, provided that a strip of territory between the 

· Francis and the St. John which commanded the militar';• road 
' between Quebec and St. John, and which had been assigned 

by the King of Holland to the United States, was surrendered 
to Canada.) In money value the land which Ash burton sur
rendered was of more importance than the territory which he 
acquired, but the strip of ground which he gave up was given 
up to New York, Vermont, and other adjacent States ; the strip 
which he acquired was taken from Maine and Massachusetts. 
The negotiation, in consequence, nearly failed from the re
luctance· of these·States to sacrifice their own interests for the 
purpose of enriching other territories. Happily, however, the 

l States of Maine and Massachusetts agreed to accept a sum 
of money in return for their territory, and the question of 
.the north-eastern boundary was thus finaily settled.l 
1 The settlement of this question removed the chief diffi

, culty which the negotiators had to encounter. Ashburton, 
i., in justifying the destruction of the Carolt'ne, admitted that the 
·,violation of American territory was "~ most serious fact," an_d 
i expressed regret that "some explanation and apology for th1s 

\
occurrence was not immediately made." Conciliatory language 
of this kind disarmed the American Government. " Seeing 
that it is acknowledged," wrote Webster, "that there was a 
violation of the territory of the United States, and that you are 
instructed to say that your Government consider that as a 
most serious occurrence ; seeing, finally, that it is now admitted 
that an explanation and apology for this violation was due 
at the time, the President is content to receive these acknow
ledgments and assurances in the conciliatory spirit which 
marks your lordship's letter, and will make this subject, as a 

1 The negotiation will be found in State P!Zjers, vol. xxx. pp. 136-rSr. Cf. 
Quarterly Review, vol. lxxi. p. 573 et seq. The money payment from the 
United States to Maine and Massachusetts was arranged by Article V. of the 
treaty, which is printed in State Papers, vol, XXX. p. s6o. 
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l
complaint of violation of territory, the -topic of· no further 
discussion between the two Governments.'! 1 With -equal ease 
the embarrassing questi<Jn of the right of search was compro

>mised. The British claim was dropped; the two Governments 
~:'agreed to maintain sufficient and adequate squadrons on :the 
}'coast of Africa to enforce separately and respectively the laws, 
'rights, and obligations of each for the suppression of the slave 
,,trade, and to unite in all becoi_!ling representations and remon
htrances with any and all the powers within_ whose dominions 
llmarkets for the sale of slaves were allowed to exist.2 . 

Ashburton might fairly boast .that he had compo?ed the 
differences which had agitated two great and kindred · 

· - The Ash· 
"nations. Peacemakers, however, are rarely appre- ~b'ii_rion· 

ciated at their true worth. The treaty which Ash- ~ty. 
burton and Webster had -signed was publicly denounced in the 
United States as "a humiliating surrender;" in this country it 
was described in a Tory periodical as. a shameful capitulation; 
it was attacked by a Liberal. orator as the most. ignominious
treaty ever made by any minister. 3 " Nobody," said Palmerst_on 
afterwards in Parliament, "thinks it a good treaty; there is 
nobody who does not think it a bad and disadvantageo~ts 
-bargain for England." 4 Whatever everybody might think; .. 
however, few people were prepared formally to condemn the 
work. On Palmerston's motion the House of Common_s 
devoted two nights to its consideration. But, on the _se~ond 
night, the discussion came to an abrupt termination by the 
House being counted out. A little later the Lords, on 

~ 
Brougham'_s motion, voted the-ir thanks and their approval, 
and in the beginning of May a vote of thanks to Ashburton 
was accorded by the Commons. 5 _ _ _ 

Yet, well as Ashburton had done .his work, peace w.as not 

1 State Papers, vc;>l. xxx. pp. 199, 2or. 
2 See Articles VIII. and I ?C. of treaty. 
3 Quarterly Review, voL .lxxi. p. 574; and Hansard,.vol. lxvi. p. 113. 
• Ibid. , vol. lxvii. p. rr63. · - . - - - ' ·· .. 
5 For Palmer,ton's motion, ibid.; pp. n62, 1290; for the count out, 

· ibid., p. i3r3; ·for Brougham's motion, ibid., vol. lxviii. p._599; for-Hjlme's 
motion, iLicl., p. II59· 

VOL. V. Y 
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assured. Webster and he had fi;x:ed the boundary on the 
e_astern side of the_Ame~ican continent. The bound;;- on 
the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains was still uncertain. 

The entire empire of the Pacific coast of North America 
was originally claimed by Russia and Spain. Russian juris
TheOregon diction extended over the whole coast to 54• 40' north 
~pute. latitude ; the nominal authority of Spain stretched 
southwards from this parallel over a territory inhabited only 
by the Indian and the buffalo. In 1788, Meares, a British 
subject sailing under a Portuguese flag, temporarily settled 
at Nootka Sound, on Vancouver Island, for the purpose of 
building ~ vessel. The Spanish Viceroy of Mexico, in 1789, 
took possession of the settlement, and Meares appealed to 
the British Government. England was strong, Spain was 
wev\; and the Spanish Government consented to restore the 
building which it had taken, to pay Meares an indemnity, and 
to agree that- the subjects both of Spain and England should in 
future be undisturbed and unmolested in navigating and fishing 
the Pacific seas or in settling on the unoccupied Pacific shores. 
In 1795 Spain voluntarily retired from Nootka Sound. 1 In 
.!.§}~.England !lll<l t.h_e _U,:nit~d S!!J.tes agreed at Ghent to rpake 
the 49th parallel their com~on boundary from the Rocky 
Mountains on the west to the Lake of the Woods on the 
~~st.- But they fail~d to arrive at any agreement respecting 

Jih'cir boundary on the Pacific slope, and decided to hold the 
~erritory in joint occupation. Twelve months afterwards, the 

\jUnited States acquired, by the treaty of Florida, the whole of 
'the rights of Spain north of the 42nd parallel. 

This acquisition, though it gave the United States such 

1 
rights as Spain had previously exercised, did not materially 

1 strengthen tlie American claim. British and American states
men,2 who had ignored the rights of Spain while they were 
framing the treaty of I 818, could hardly be expected to admit, 
or entitled to assert, the validity of the Spanish title. In 

1 State Papers, vol. xxxiv. p. 94· 
2 The arrangement of 1818 lasted till 1828; it was then continued with a 

year's notice on either side. 
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default of a Spanish title,. each nation had- to urge the dis
coveries of its own subjects. It' was beycind' all question that 
Meares, a British subject, had settled at Nootka Sound in 
1788; that Captain V~ncouver, another British subject, had 
sailed through the straits which separate Vancouver Island 
fron:i the mainland in 1792; and that Sir Alexander Mackenzie, 
another British subject, had, about the same time, followed 
the .course of the Fraser River from its source to the sea. 
It was equally beyond doubt that Captain Gray, an American 
subject, had anchored in the Columbia River in the same 
year, and that in 1805 two other American subjects, Lewis 
and Clarke, had_ crossed- the Rocky Mountains, disc~"vered 
the head-waters of the Columbia, and followed it tO' the sea.l 
On the faith of these discoveries the Americans claimed the 
whole territory in dispute, or at any rate the whole of the 
Columbia Valley. The -Brit-ish, ·on the contrary, relying on 
the discoveries of Meares, Vancouver, and Mackenzie, insisted 
that portions of the territory belonged to the British Crown. 

With much wisdom Aberdeen desired to seize the oppor" 
tunity which the conclusion of the Ashburton tre~ty afforded 
for terminating every difference, and he accordingly invited the 
American Government to enter into a new negotiation respect-

-ing the western boundary. In November 1842, Webster, on 
the part of the United States, assented to this suggestion, and 
in December the President, in his annual Message to Congress, 
expressed a desire for a settlement, but omitted to tnenti~n that 
the British Government was already urging agreement on the 
subject-.2 The impression was thus produced thl!-t America was 
promoting, and Britain obstructing, the conclusion of an arran gee 
ment; and some Americans, conscious of the growing importance 
of the-disputed territory, decided on dealing with the matter with
out_further negotiation. In 1843 a bill was introduced into the 
s·enate of the United States for the organisation and occupation 
of the Oregon territory. It passed the Senate by a small majority, 
but it was-abandoned in the House of Representatives._s. 

• State Papers, vol. xxxiv. p. ICYJ, ro8. ~ Ibid., pp. 49 -ss. 
a Ann. Reg., r843, Hist. p. 316, 
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In December 1843 the President again drew attention to 
the dispute, declaring that he had "submitted to the British 
Government propositions for its settlement," but again omitting 
to mention that the British Government had originated the 
negot1at10n. The discourtesy of the President, however, did 
not diminish Aberdeen's anxiety to effect a reconciliation. 
Pakenham, the British Minister at Washington, was told to 
make the negotiation one of his "first objects;" 1 and Upshur, 
the American Secretary of State, assured him of his desire to 
carry on the discussion in a fair spirit of compromise, and to 
avoid anything that might produce a quarrel. 2 Unfortunately, 
almost immediately after making this promise, Upshur died; f 
his successor, Calhoun, immersed in other ousiness, bad either 
little leisure or little disposition for the negotiation. Towards 
the close of August r844, Pakenham and he met to talk, and 
to separate. The British Government proposed, on its part, 

ilthat the disputed ter;itory should be divided about equally 
,between the two countries by following the 49th parallel from 
the Rocky Mountains to the Columbia, the Columbia from 
this point- to the sea. The American Government, on the 

,.-,contrary, claimed the whole valley of the Columbia, and, 
·affecting to believe that negotiation had not exhausted its 
resources, declined an offer, which Pakenham was instructed 

tto make, to refer the matter to an arbitrator. 
In the spring of t,&4_S President Tyler completed his four 

years' tenure of office.- His successor, President Polk, owing 
his election to the Democratic party, and anxious to gratify 
his supporters by an uncompromising policy, declared in an 
inaugural address "that it was his duty to assert and maintain, 
by all constitutional means, the right of the United States to 
that portion of our territory which lies beyond the Rocky 
Mountains. Qur title to the country of the Oregon is clear 
and unquestiollitpJe, and already are our people preparing to 
perfect that title by occupying it with their wives and children." 4 

I State Papers, vol. xxxiv. p. 56. 
2 " If we should not succeed in effecting an arrangement, there shall be no 

quarrel." Ibid. p. 58. 8 Ibid., p. 6r. 4 Ann • .Reg., r845, Hist. p. 279. 
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These rash words, spoken in Washington on the 3rd, reached 
England on the z6th of March. They brought the two great 

· transatlantic countries to the verge of war. The Tt'mes imme-

~telt~~,r~i!.,_th~-~~R.!l ... \V~~-be w~Jro,m !he 
Briti_~<;:ro~?.:J.~ ... whicn it;_belg.ngs,.,_~P!);>Y -~r." Aberdeen in 
th'e"Lords, Peel m the Commons, repeated the same language. 
"I can only say that we possess rights which in our opinion rare 
~lear and unquestionable ; and by the blessing of God, and with 
your support, these rights we are fully prepared to maintain." 2 

Forturiately, however, for humanity, ·neither England nor 
·America was prepared to commit the grave crime of fighting 
about· a territory still inhabited by only a handful of peopie. 
The words which the President had uttered were, it was 
recollected, spoken before the formation of his Cabinet 
Buchanan, whom he appointed Secretary of State in !;ucces
siori to Calhoun, showed no disposition to imitate his chief's 
example. With the President's authority, the negotiation 
which had been temporarily interrupted ·was renewed, and 
the American Government .suggested that the 49th parallel 
should be made the frontier line from the Rocky Mountains 

$~to the Pacific, but t.hat any por~s ;sout~ ·of that line on 
}Vancouver Island which Great ·Bntam might select should 

be free to British subjects.3 Unfortunately, Pakenham refused 
the American proposal, 4 and the American. Government, an
noyed at its unceremonious rejection, at once withdrew it." 
Still more unfortunately, the President, in December 1845, 
declared that, compromise h<wing failecl, the time had arrived 
for terminating the Convention which sanctioned the joint 

, occupation of- the disputed territory ; 6 and the British Ministry 
formally decided on increasing. the arrpy and navy estimates. 
Both Governments were drifting on currents which threatened 
to bear them into collision with each other . 

• 
1 Times, z8th of March 184.5-

2 The words are Aberdeen's, Hansard, vol. lxxix. p. 124 j but Peel used similar 
language, ibid .. p. 199. War seemed so likely that Williams, a Radical mem
j:Jer, forbore from moving a reduction n tbe army estimates. Ibid., p. 210. 

3 State Papers, vol. xxxiv. p. 101. 4 Ibid., p. no. 
~ ~bid., p. 1;10, 6 Ibid., p. 134-
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For the moment the question of peace or war rested with 
the United States. The Senate passed a resolution in April 
1846, authorising the President to give the necessary notice 
at his discretion for the termination of the Convention of 
1827. But, in doing so, it avowed a hope that "the attention 
of the Governments of both countries may be the more 
eafnestly and immediately directed to renewed efforts for the 
amicable settlement of all their differences and disputes in 
respect to the said territory." The House of Representatives, 
however, in accepting the resolution, struck out this paragraph, 
substituted a less friendly one, and made it obligatory, instead 
of discretionary, on the President to give notice of the ter
mination of the Convention. Fortunately, both Houses agreed 
to refer the matter to a joint committee, which adopted words 
acceptable to both. The discretion of the President was 
restored; and both Houses consented to hope that "the 
attention of the Governments of both countries may be more 
earnestly directed to the adoption of all proper measures for 
the speedy and amicable adjustment of the difficulties and 
disputes relating to the said territory.;' 1 

The attitude of Senate and Representatives, however, would 
not of itself have ensured a conclusion of the dispute. An 
arrangement was secured by the wise forbearance of Aberdeen. 
He had the good sense to see that the friendship of the 
United States was worth more to England than a few hundred 
square miles of unsettled territory; and he drew up some 
distinct provisions for settling the question which he offered 
to incorporate in a treaty. '\:rnese provisions made the 49th 

, p~allel t~e boundary-line between the two countries on the 
mainland, but they reserved the whole of Vancouver Island
fo/_the Crown of Britain, and they made the navigation of the 
9olumbia free to the subjects of both countries:) The American 
Government accepted this offer, and the difficulty, which had 
been a source of danger for thirty years, was in this way removed. 

I The House of Representatives wished the paragraph to run, "that the 
attention of the Government may be the more earnestly directed to the im• 
portance of a speedy adjustment of all the differences and disputes in respec~ 
of the said territory." Ann. Ref., I846, Hist. p. 325. 
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' TJI~ewis~a-.-roundl)ess.,and-~cQmpleteness,.about~th!!~~P-ts~pf 
rj tlu~-~et'!I~Mini?.try,.which _must"strike~the ,most :s~ per_§f_i~},sritif·· 

l. T~don~z_·~-~~1Lcy_£.f the !iY.~Y-_e_ a~fl_Y_I __ i_ng __ ._~hLc:L_ i~,~-u-~~-d. 
forms a complete al_ld continuous chao.t~r. _.Its foreignp_olicy 
i~~rfr..£~irle·t~.- · Ne~~-ili7tt-t~·~u~~~r Siat~ h'a:a7c~ 
cepted the British conditions reached England on the very 
day on which the ministry announced its retirement; and 
Aberdeen had . the satisfaction of. stating the termination· of 
the controversy immediatelY. before Wellington rose. to com
municate the fall of the Administration.1 

·If the arrangement of this dispute had been the only advan
tage which this country owed to Aberdeen, his ad-

France .. 
ministration of the Foreign _Office should have been 
remembered with gratitude. In another quarter, however, he 
rendered equal service .. In 1841 France was angry at the 

·check which she had received from Palmerston in the East. 2 

~
If Melbourne had remained in office a good understanding 
between :French and English would have been almost im

- possi-ble. 4-cb.An_g. e,., __ o __ -f-:m_ i_ni-~t-·ers""'in..,both.,..~puntries,J'Ia-ppily 
\ enab~~.,}i!ff.~~·~-~ • .J?_..,,P.,~~ .. ~!'l:'@g!<.!!~ Guizot was a warm 

aOriilrer of Pe'el, ·and .. Peel's most iliustrious lieutenant ha-d a 
. sincere respect for France. " Il y avait," wrote Guizot, " entr~ 

les deux ministeres, des causes· de sympathie plus profondes 
que les bans rapports personnels; Sir Robert Peel et ses col~ 
legues etaient des conservateurs devenus liberaux, nou's etions 
des liberaux qui devenaient conservateurs." 8 "Moi, j'ai une 
ancienne idee politique bien simple, mais bien arretee," said 
Wellington to the French Minister in London; "c'est qu'on ne 
peut rien faire dans le monde pacifiquement qu'avec Ia France."4 

The better understanding which was thus promoted by the 

lministers was confirmed by a visit which the queen paid to 
Fran_ce)n.Sep_le_~"ber .• rM3· Louis Philippe, aft~reig~ of 

· thirteen . years, was still treated as a " parvenu " by Nicholas . . ~ . 
1 Hansard, vol. lxxxvii. p. 1037. 
2 "Le Traite du xs Juillet et notre .echec dans Ia question d'Egypte avaient 

reveille en France les vieux sentiments de mefiance et d'hostilite.contre l'Avgl~ 
terre." . Guizot, vol. vi. p. xs6. , a Ibid., p. 146. 

~ Ibid., vol. v. p. 268; and cr.' a similar declaration in vol. vi. p. xoJ. · .. 
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of Russia.1 The King of the French, therefore. derived real 
·advantages from a friendly visit of "the most powerful sove
reign in Europe." 2 Guizot and Aberdeen seized the oppor
tunity to talk over everything which concerned the two 

~countries. Thenceforward th.ey were not merely friends, they 
were colleagues. ~t:_s_ton had _approacheg every crisis 
with a desire to win a fresh diplomatic victory; Guizot a11.d 
A~~en .we;e always actuated by a wish to preserve the good 
,u;de?sta~di~g which they h-ad h;:tppily established.8 

Never ~as understanding more opportune. While Guizot 
and Aberdeen were discussing affairs at Chitteau d'Eu, events 
The Tahiti were in progress in another hemisphere, which, 
.!'Eia~. · under different guidance, might have produced war 
between Fr~nce and England. At the end of 1839 France 
had decided to acquire some island in the Southern Hemi
sphere, suitable as a naval station for its vessels and a penal 
settlement for its convicts. A French officer, Dupetit Thouars, 
who had recently returned from a long expeditionary voyage in a 
French frigate, recommended the ~~rquesas Islands for the pur
pose. The French Government adopted the recommendation, 

, promoted Tbouars, and sent him in August r84r, in the Reine 
· Blanche, to take possession of them ih the name of France. 

The Reine Blanche reached the Marquesas Islands in the 
spring of 1842. Dupetit Thouars took possession of them, 
received the submission of the chiefs, and, leaving a small 
garrison upon their shores and a corvette in the roads, sailed 
away, his instructions fulfilled and his mission completed. 
Thouars, however, was one of those officers who are not 
satisfied with literal obedience to their orders. S.Q~th-west 

o[ the Marquesas Islands are the Society Islands, among which...., 
T~l.li.ti is regarded as the " pearl of the archipelago" and the 
"queen of the Southern Seas." Without instructions from his 

'· Government, Thouars took upon himself to deal with Tahiti. · 
1 He refused to address him as. his brother ( Guizot, vol. vi. p. 335), ~r to 

send an ambassador to the Court of France. See Mr. H. Reeve's article on 
Ambassadors, Fncyclop<Edia Britannica, gth edition. , 

2 The expression is the Prince Consort's; see Sir T. Martin's Lije, vol. i. p. zBz· 
3 " Rien ne gAte plus les grim des affaires .'que les petites querelles1" was 

Guizot's wise axiom. Gui~ot, voL vii. p. 441. · 
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Tahiti,· like the Marquesas Islands, was nominally inde
pendent. But _its qu~e!1,_ Pom\!-.r~,-~a~. _JJnder,.the, influence 
of some English~ miss·i~v-arie;,,.,..., The .,chief of these, 
-~~";;" - - _.. .... _ ~~ ·· · -.- Thouars 

Pritdiara, a few years before, had received a com- and Queen 

~r;roo as consul from PalinerSton. On several Pomare. 

occasions, at Pritchard's instigation, Pomar~cfdnven Frenr:h 
~---~,~-- ... .....,..-.-"""l''"'~~l:.- ...... "k~ .. -""""" • ...:;..~ .....,..,.--~;:,.··---~- .. ~ 

I Ro~~~ .~t_~o-~~;- 111!ssi~~~~~ies fr?n: 3~r ~hores; Thouars him
seiT, four years before,. had forcec,i Po mare to pay two of 
t):Jese missionaries an inde~nity of zooo piastres. . Since this 
occurred, however, several French vessels,. touching at Tahiti; 
had-encountered what Guizot called" un mauvais vouloir vexa:~ 
toire.'' What could be more natural. than that a zealous French 
o~h;[{t~q£fj:t_},:.~!!f~ew" hi~· .~e~~ran~~~~~nd 
insist on a· fresh indemnity? 

..,_.-....... ~-~¢;!-.~:-·~ 

~ Pomare,_p.J:e§~~<:l._\V1~h= this ~deman<:I~in _I $42,. ~;_haq 
n~_here t~..!.ill'!Lf~R--!. . I'rit<:;har~t papps.neq,JQ_b~.J!IV~Y· 
a~ ~~-.. tqJ~~Y ... ~2·o-~ pi_3;_s_t_r~0I)_t_wep.ty-four 
hO~rs, or to submit to the occupation ofht:r~kinggqtp. "Since .- ....... - )!-....... ... . .-.,.-..-_-..-'t'f'-.{_~>Wl<',..,......_ ... ,..__~,.,..~ • 

l
we can. not govern by ourselves m the present state of th1.ngs," 
so she pathetically wrote, " without risking the loss of our 
islands, our liberty, and our authority, ·we invite the King of 

lthe French to take us under his protection." Thouars at 
once accepted, in the name of Louis Philippe, the offer which 

{
Pomare thus made. He arranged for the appointment of a 
P,J:..()_vjsjo!laLgovernment, composed of the French consul and 
two lieutenants of the Ret'ne Blanche, and for the hoisting of 
the French colours above the standard of Tahiti.1 

In ratifying Thouars' unauthorised proceedings, Guizot was 
at pains to assure the British Government that France would 
protect the Protestant missionaries and respect re-

Thouars' 
ligious freedom ; al_ld, in the course of a debate action 

. ratified. 
on a proposal for an extraordinary credit of about 
£24o,ooo for the suppo~t of the French establishments in 
the Pacific, he went out of his way to pay a very high compli
ment to the English missionaries. Aberdeen, satisfied with 
the assurances that he received, told the Admiralty officially, 

l Guizot's Mtmoires, vol. vii. pp. _43-50. State Papers, vol. xxxt p, 937-945. 
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that "although her Majesty's Government have not acknow
ledged the right of France to assume and exercise a protector
ship over the Society Islands, tgey_nevertheless do not intend 
to_call that right in question." 1 

Thus a delicate and disagreeable subject might possibly 
have been forgotten, if Britain and France had been repre
sented in Tahiti by agents with as much discretion as zeal. 
Pritchard Such, however, was not the character of the agent 
i!f:~:!'s of either country. In February 1843 Consul 
a'!th_or.ity. Pritchard, returning to his post, found P;;Dare driven 
from her c;rft~l-and degraded from her authority. He re-...... - .. ---. "' 

collected that Canning in 1827, Palmerston in 1841, and 

\
Aberdeen himself in J 842 had given him general instructions 2 

to extend his good offices to Queen Pomare. On the faith of 
!these orders, and with the aid of H.M.S. Vindictive, Pritchard 
1 restored Pomare to her own residence. The provisional 
!government which Thouars had established found itself power
)less, and the influence of Pritchard was again supreme. 

If these events had occurred within a dozen days' sail of 
England, only slight inconvenience would have resulted from 
them. But in 1843 it took the best part of a year to carry a 
letter from Tahiti to England, and its answer from England 
to Tahiti. The despatch in which Pritchard announced his 
proceedings in March only reached England in August. The 
reply, in which he was told that he had "misinterpreted" his 
The Society orders,8 was not received by him till he was no 
~~~:~1~:n· longer free either to carry out or to disobey his in. 
France. structions. . The agent of England, indeed, soon 
saw the downfall of his brief. authority. In N:ove.mber I~ 

l State Papers, vol. xxxi. pp. 948, 951, 953; and Gut'zot, vol. vii. pp. 55, 59· 
2 Canning had promised the late king "to affo~d to yourself and your 

dominions all such protection as his Majesty can grant to a friendly power 
at so remote a distance from his own kingdom," Palmerston had told 
Pritchard that her Majesty "will always be glad to give the protection of her 
good offices to Queen Pomare in any differences which may arise between 
Queen Pomare and another power." Aberdeen had told her that her Majesty's 
Government continues to take that interest in the prosperity of the islands 
which has heretofore been professed, State Papers, vol, xxxi. p. 955· 

s Ibid., p. g6o. 
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!b~ ~!g~!.5~L f!ance r~appeared 9n_:,;the J.itt!~~e~ i)..!l~!Y;.~t 
the turn which events had taken, he committed an act "violent 
e~~~~t;;(r~;u~· plu't stmpl~ {n~),~~es du droit public;': 1 he 
de.?.B~~g _P~~' ..?-IJd _ ~!!l]e~e_d.the Soc.i_ety.I!!l~'2d.~.,!,gJfrance. ~ 

Aberdeen, in March 1843, had d1sapproved Pritchard; 

Guj~~t,Jn.f.ePrt!fl.!Y-!.~!'I:~A~.gl':.e1.J.!l~ll~rs; ~.,.P~Ji~ 
~~,;.:.e~. illJl;.e~.M'f-~.z!e~':• ~~-dering .!b.tt._sitp pie "~!~c.I!~).()Jl. of..!bE 
treaty of 1842, and induced the French Chamber, after a violent 
debat~; t~'"approve his conduct in doing so.2 But, before the 
decision of the French Ministry reached Tahiti, the course of 
events had been ·again altered. Pritchard'"had prevailed on 

J

. Pomare to embark on board an English vessel; he had 
hauled down his flag, and announced the cessation of his 
functions- as consul; he had promised the nation armed 
assistance from Great Britain, and;' assuming the role of an 
Isaiah, he had desired the people to pray for such deliverance· 
as Hezekiah received:s 
·T_p_e...,Erench_.,\Yer~ ,natu,~ally ig,itftteA~a,L~i~.,-~<_.>~.dl!Gt; ~ 
~1 on tl}.~ night_of. . .!h.l! 2nci <;>(Mar~~. jQ_,tg_~- s_treets,,of 

. Papeiti, d~_g,~_hic;:,h..e.Er,.en,cl}~.~-ailor":as,the,objec~ Pritchard's 

of flt.l~,.gave-._them,an-excuse-"for action. On the _arrest. 

following morning D'Aubigny, the French commandant, de
clared Papeiti in a state_ of siege and ~rrs:~_J2iJ£!_l~!j.4 

, ~Four days afterwards D'Aubigny was superseded by Bruat, 
~the Governor of the Islands, who saw the error which his 
<subordinate had committed, transferred Pritchard from a 
1blockhouse where he had been temporarily confined to . a 
'French man-of"war, and asked Captain Gordon, the com
{mander of the Cormorant, an English vessel, to receive him on 

rfboard, and to carry him and his family from Tahiti. Pritchard 
iacceptedhisft(;!edom on these conditions, sailed in the Cormora11t 
to Valparaiso,- and {roin thence found his way to England. 5 

News of these proceedings, . brought by Pritchard himself 
to England in July 1844,. was r~.Y~Q,.JYh.~~!1-""l.lP.iYersa.l 

1 Guizot, vo!. vii. p. 65. . " Ibid., pp. 68, 74 · 
· s ibid., p. 75- For questions on the incident in Parliament, see Hansard, 
vol. lxxiii. pp. 328, 435· . 

1 t;Juizot, vol. vii. pp. 77-79- • .l G Ibid., p. 81 •. 
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shout of inciignation. Tahiti had been the cradle in which 
English missionary effort had been nurtured; many of the 
earliest missionaries had laid down their lives in the cause 
to which they had consecrated themselves; their pure example 
and zealous conduct had produced salutary change in the con
duct of the islanders. Even Frenchmen were ready enough 
to do justice to the excellent effects which had resulted from 
their labours. English Protestants unanimously thought that 
the interests of the Church of England were to be -sacrificed 
to those of the Church of Rome. Guizot in r843 had casually 
inquired of Aberdeen at Chateau d'Eu, the strength of "the 
Excitement saints" in the House of Commons. "When the 
inggland. slave-trade and the Protestant religion are con
cerned," was Aberdeen's answer, "they are all saints." I In 
1844 the French Minister experienced the truth of Aberdeen's 
statement. "The clubs, the newspapers, the drawing-rooms, 
the Parliament," 2 were furious at the conduct of the French 
authorities. Peel himself, speaking as First Minister, declared 
that "a gros~ ~utrage, accompanied with gross indignity," had 

\ been co~itt~cr on the British consuL He presumed that 
Ffi';;;~ ~ould at once make the reparation which Britain had 
a right to require.s 

Peel's speech, received with cheers, was one of the least 
creditable which he ever made. It brought France and 
England to the verge of war, and it did not even place the 
quarrel on accurate grounds. Pritchard, at the time of his 

\ arr~st, was no lon?er Brit~sh consul in Tahiti. He had volun-
tarily declared h1s functwns at an end when Pomare was 

I deposed. The outrage which Thouars had committed, tnere
' fore, was on a British citizen and not on a British consul ; 4 

(it constituted a private wrong rather than a public injury . . 
1 Guizot, vol. vi. p. I95· 
2 Guizot's own expression in his Memoir of Peel, p. r66. 
3 Hansard, vol. lxxvi. p. I575· -Sir T. Martin reports Peel's statement in 

even stronger language. Life of Prince Consort, val. i. p. 229. • 

4 This is clearly explained by Aberdeen. Hansard, lxxvi. p. 1643. But 
errors once made have a tendency to perpetuate themselves, and Mr. Evelyn 
Ashley falls into the same mistake. Palmerston, vol. i. p. 435· 
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Peel was forced to explain away his language, and to say that 
the reports of his speed~ were incorrect. 1 But this admi~-slo~ 
did not moderate his determination or that of the Cabinet. 
The ministry insisted that Pritchard should be allowed to 
return to Tahiti for a time, and that D'Aubigny and the 
French consul should be rec~lled. • Son1e ·of the Cabinet 
wished to despatch Pritchard in a man-of-War, with orders to 
remain at Tahiti till the French consul was withdrawn.2 

If the Cabinet had insisted on thi~ demand, war would 
probably have ensued between France and England. Guizot 
indeed, declared· privately to Brougham,·" Pour la guerre il 
faut que les fous s<;>ient devenus les maitres, ou que les .sages 
soient devenus fous; 3 but in ·national crises the conversion of 
the "sages" into the "fous" is a matter of ordinary occurrence. 
Luckily, on this occasion, the gods, instead of dementing two 
nations, made Pritchard himself unravel the diplomatic tangle. 
He had no taste for a journey from England to Tahiti and 
from Tahiti to England, for ·the sake of satisfy· The matter 

ing his countryrnen's susceptibilities. It naturally settled. 

occurred tci him that it il·ould be mo_r~P!9E~Q-~~-~.:2.Pl~il_l~.<!n 
i~c;:rn_n!ty,..fr.()m~Erance than to undertake two long and barren 
voyages. He threw out the hin.t to Aberdeen, who conveyed 
it to the :French Ambassador. The Government of Louis 
Philippe cordially adopted a suggestion which terminated an 
embarrassing quarrel; and the queen was able to announce, 
when she prorogued ~arliament, the end of the dispute. 4 

Its settlement enabled Louis Rhilippe to return the queen's 
visit. In October 18:1-A he passed half a dozen days at· 

1 Guizot, vol. vii. p. 89. 
3 Arnould's Denman, vol. ii. p. 167. 

. 2 Ibid., pp. 90, 91. 

4 Guizot, vbl. vii. pp. •98-104. The difficulty was not· over for the French 
Government. · The French Chamber only approved the .course which the 
French Ministry bad adopterl by a narrow majority of eight, 213 votes to 205, 

ibid., p. IIJ, and Louis Philippe undertook to pay the indemnity out of his 
civil list, ibid., p. 107. It is difficult to complain of an arrangement which 
5atisfied Peel, Guizot, and Pritchard, but perhaps the future historian of 
Christianity may be tempted to inquire what would have been the fate· of the 
Christian religion if Paul, supported by the whole power of Rome, had'recdved 
a pecuniary indemnity for his expulsion from Antioch. 
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Windsor.l His presence in England pleased both Court and 
people, and obliterated the unfortunate impression which the 
wretched squabble about Tahiti had created. The visit was 
the more timely because fresh events were occurring pregnant 
with peril. An obscure ,quarrel into which France had in the 
first instance been forced in Africa had been suffered to assume 
proportions of international moment. 

4E. in\!igr.iity offered to the French consul of the Dey of 
Algiers had led in' 1827 to the despatch of a French squadron 
to the African coast. An ineffective blockade was followed 

Algiers. 
in 1830 by more decisive action. A French 
army was sent to Africa,2 and Algiers was taken. 

1 Before the expedition sailed the French verbally assured 
the British that they contemplated neither territorial acquisi
'tion nor aggrandisement.3 After Algiers fell, opinion in 
~France loudly demanded its retention.4 The Government 
of July dared not retire from a possession which had been 
taken by the Government of Charles X. It remained at 
Algiers ; it even pushed its arms to l3~a on the east, and 
to Orgn on the west. But its generals made no progress. 
Bona was abandoned, Oran was lost, and the French found 
themselves unsafe beyond the immediate boundaries of Algiers. 

These unexpected difficulties made withdrawal from Algeria 
more and more improbable. Few nations have the grace 
to retire after victory, but perhaps in 1833 no nation would 
willingly have retired after failure. Surrounded by unex
pected difficulties, the French boldly avowed their determina
tion to remain in Algeria. The British Ministry acquiesced 

r in their doing so, provided they did not extend their conquests 
l to Tunis on one side or to Morocco on the other. 

From 1831 to 1841 the French were unable to make 

1 Sir T. Martin's Prince Consort, vol i. pp. 235-242. 
2 The French in the first instance desired to move in conjunction with 

Mehemet Ali. But Mehemet was dissuaded from joining the expedition by 
Aberdeen's remonstrances. See Ellenborough's Diary, vol. ii. p. 186. 

3 Wellington's Despatches, vol. vi. p. 579, and vol. vii. p. 54; and Ellen
horoug!t's Diary, vol. ii. p. 226. 

4 Wellington's Despatches, vol. vii. p. 121. The correspondence is reprinted 
\n Ann. Reg., 1833, Chron. pp. 3.54-371. 
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much progress. The severity of one of ~heir ·earlies! _com
manders:_the Due .de •Rovigo-stimulated opposi- m success of 

tion, and the· Arabs found an active and able leader the French. 

in the famous Abd-el-Kader. Peace was frequently con
cluded between the combatants, but each peace only proved 
a temporary truce, and was followed by a renewal of hostilities 
which did not always or even usually terminate to French 
advantage. Wearied with a struggle which was at·once costly; 
bl0ody, and inglorious, the Government of Guizot at: last 
decided on.taking effectual steps for concluding it. ~;~aM£, 
an officer who had shown ability in the previous campaign, 
was invested with the· supreme command and despatched 
to the seat of warfare. The French force in the colony 1 was 
gradually increased from 6o,ooo to. Ioo,ooo men. Bugeaud, 
despite the remonstrances of his officers, stripped his troops 
of artillery and baggage, and q.rganised them in light flying 
columns.2 His plan-of warfare was attended with remarkable 
success. The ·Arabs were everywhere worsted, their towns 
were taken,- th~;g_mie_s~rolt.e.l_l,l,lp, ,all<l.~Al:lEl:el~Kader.,sought 
a .r.duge~in,.,Morocco: " . -· 

This circumstance unluckily introduced fresh complications. (i 
Abd-el-Kader used the neutral territory to which he had' 
retreated as a recruiting ground. '(l!~~,Moors.who . . 

· d d h" d d h f · d Comphca· enl!§!.~ •. un. er~ -Is-or ers .crosse .. t e,- ronuer,-·an tions with 
. k d h E h p . k b Morocco. attg.se., • .t_~~ :xenc ,.ou~osts. nsoners-ta en y -

the French said that a member of the royal family of Morocco,s 
specially .-despatched by a son of the Emperor, was present 
with the Moorish troops. 

~ In the presence of these c?mplications, the ·French Govern
Jment ordered its consul at Tangiers to demand from the 
~Emperor of Morocco a dis~vowal ,of the raid on its territory, 

1 Guizot, vol. vii. p. 127, There is an excellent short history of the French 
in AJgeria in the new editiori of the Encyclaptedia Britannica, but the account 
in the text is mainly .founded on Louis Blanc, L'Histoire de Dix Ans, vol. v, 
pp. 137-I75• and Guizot's Mbnoires, vol. vii. pp. II9-238;· 

2 This order was originally given by Bugeaud in 1836 when he held an 
mterior-command. Guizot reprints it in his Memoires,.vo!. vii. p. 129. 

3 Ibid., p. 146. . 
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'

the recall of the Moorish troops, and the dismissal of Abd-ei
·Kader from Moorish dominions. It instructed him to assure 
fthe Emperor that France had no desire to seize an inch of his 
:fterritory, but to remind him that, if the Emperor could not 
'protect his frontier, France, in self-defence, must take the task 
!into her own hands. These instructions, published in London 
;in June 1844, made a profound impression on ministry and 
jpublic. ¥orocco had intimate trade relations with England; 
:Gibraltar drew many of her supplies from Tangiers; and the 
British people, with the experience of Algeria before them, 

1.were justified in concluding that war between France and 
1Morocco would be followed by the annexation of Morocco 
lto France. The excitement was increased by the nomination 
of one of J:-~uis Philippe's sons, the Prince de J oinville, to the 
command of the squadron which was stationed off the Moorish 
coasts. In England the prince was chiefly known as the 
author of a pamphlet compfaining of the inferiority of the 
French to the British navy; and it was seriously believed that 
he was urging his country to build steam vessels with a view to 
war with England.l They affected to regard his appointment 
as the first step· to the adoption of his views. 2 

If in such. circumstances Palmerston had.been auhe ForeJgn 
Office, the incidents in Tahiti an(l :tvrorocco might possibly 
h'i'w; led to .war. Happily, Aberdeen was of a different tern· 
~~e.nt. Oppose.d in 183o to the French occupation of 
~i~, ·he had the wisdom in 1841 to accept it as un fait 
accompli,s and to see in 1844 that the French, if they were to 
remain in Algeria, could not tolerate the conduct of Morocco. 

Th
• b Instead, -therefore, of indulging in puerile complaints 
e om· 

bara'!'ent of of proceedings which were unamidable, he directed 
Tangters. h B . . h l T . II I . . fl -- t e r1t1s consu at . angters to use a 11s m uence 
to indtice the Emperor to give way; he instructed the British 

1 It is worth while referring on this point to Hansard, vol. lxxvi. p. 975; vol, 
lxxxi. p. 505 et seq. ; but cf. the sensible remarks of Cobden in Political vVritings, 
vol. ii. p. 224. The pamphlet is entitled Note sur les forces navales de !a France, 
Paris, 1844. 2 Guizot, vo!. vii. p. 152. 

3 For Aberdeen's exact position, see State Papers, vo!. xxx. p. 359, and 
Hansani, vol. lxi. p. 124-
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Admiral on the coast to refrain from any'action which might 
induce the Moors· to think that they would re.ceive either 
material or moral support from Britain.l When the Moorish 
Emperor declined to yield, and the French were forced ·to 
order Bugeaud to cover the frontier and Joinville to bombard 

~Tangiers, Aberdeen almost alone in the Cabinet defended• a 
lpolicy of peace Happily, the submission of the Moorish 
~Court assisted his argum·ents. · France was able,' her objects 
... gained, to.retirefrom Morocco, and the British·peoplerecovered 

from the panic into which they had temporarily fallen. 
·This happy result was due to the moderation· of the two 

grea,t men who were responsible for the foreign policy o(Frahce 
and Britain. They received the usual reward. The entente' 

"The Opposition in England attacked Lord Aber~ ~;.:~:"~ 
'deen with reproaches;" "The Opposition in France France and 

Britain. 
denounced Guizot's foreign policy as basely sub-
servient to England." 2 Happily, both ministers were in
_ different to the sneers with which their system was assailed; 
and both of them were steadfast in maintaining the good 
understanding between the two nations which they had been 
themselves instrumental in proriwting. 

In consequence, foL.J..~....flr.l!t ~::J.Q9. . .,P.~IQ#-P,§_.,. the "Qnly. •. Jime 

l~.J.lj~Q.~y~,~~,~(qg~igg2.(fai__r§..,9~J£W~.9 "~~~.:,~t- -~:::i_?E.~ ~~ 
~~p~~-er.~--.S~qq~s,~~-<;1 with~ th~ ... ~o~~ .~OtiS}~_IAt .5i.!:f~~~.!!£~~}2 
~Sh. other's vie',Vs. It is hardly too much to say that neither 
Guizot nor Aberc\een ever took a step without first ascertaining 

· the other's wishes,. and that, in consequence, absolute harmony 
prevailed between the Foreign Offices ·of the two countries. 
During the whole time, n'loreover, throughout which this agree-

1 Guizot, vo!. vii. pp. 157, 158. . . 
2 These expressions are Mr. H. Reeve's, in the article on Guizot in Encyclo' 

pcedia Britannica. I have endeavoured throughout this chapter to distinguish 
the foreign policy of Aberdeen from that of Palmerston. There is no part of 
our recent history of which people are so profoundly ignorant as Aberdeen's 
foreign poiicy. Even historians like Mr. Kinglake declare· that "Lord Aberdeen 
was "rnuch bound by ,what his predecessor had been doing before him ; and; 

·speaking roughly, it may be said that, from the spring of r835 until the close of 
r8sr, our foreign policy bore the impress of Lord Palmerston's mind:" History 
o/ crimean War, Vol. ii. ·p. IOO, no\e, 

VOL. V, Z 
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ment' endured, a qliestion was under constant discussion on 
which the two ministers thought differently, and on which the 
traditions· of their two departments, and the apparent interests 
of their two countries, were opposed. Yet amidst these diffi
culties, Guizot and Aberdeen maintained their accord, and 
agre~d to subordinate everything to their paramount deter
mination to maintain peace. 

Spain had :it last escaped from the terrible sufferings of a 
protracted civil war, 1 but the defeat of the Carlists ·in I 840 
was followed by other dangers. A revolution broke out in 
The state Madrid ; Espartero, the general who had brought 
ofSpain, the civil war to a successful ending, succeeded in 
restoring order; the queen mother, . Christina, :finding her 
own authority slipping from her, withdrew into France; and 
early in r841 ~spartero· became Regent of Spain. 

Foreign nations had no concern with Spanish poHtics. 
However sinc;erely they might regret disturbances which were 
discouraging enterprise and arresting improvement, they had 
no reason and no right ·to interfere in the struggle between 
Moderados and .Progressists. Unfortunately, France and 
Britain had for years past thought otherwise. Ever since 
the struggle between Torreno and Mendizabal, in r835, the 
Moderados had looked to France, the Progressists to England.2 

In the eyes of diplomacy the retirement of Christina, who was 
identified with the Moderados, was a blow to France; the 
accession of Espartero, the chief of the Progressists, a triumph 

""" for England. 
An unlucky quarrel emphasised this difference. In 1841 

M. de Salvandy was ·sent as Ambassador of France to the 

The mission 
of M. de 
~a~'a~dr-

Spanish Court. He arrived in Spain towards the 
close of the year, and found himself in the presence 
of an unexpected dilemma. The Spanish Cabinet 

declared that he must deliver his credentials to Espartero as · 
regent, and not to Isabella as queen. The decision was sure 
to agitate the teacup which diplomatists confound with the 
world. !tis the peculiar privilege of an ambassador to have a 

1 Sec:. ante, vol, iv. p. 300 seg. 2 See ante, vol. iv. p. 30.$-
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right of access to the sovereign himself; -and this priviiege was 
so firmly established that in 1715 the Spanish Ambassador at 
Paris had presented his credentials to Louis XV.; a little child 
only five years old. , There could be no doubt, therefore, that 
Salvandy had a right· to a personal audience with Isabella:, 
who had more than twice the years of Louis XV. in r7r5. 
Salvandy thought that the ·slight . upon· himself should be 
avenged by the despatch of an arm)'to the Pyrenees; or at 
any rate· by the interruption of. diplomatic relations with 
Spain.1 His views were confirmed .by·the circumstance that 
he attributed the whole embarrassment to a British,. intrigue. 
Aston, a diplomatist of the school of- Palmerston, who had 
succeeded Villiers at Madrid, probably thought that 

The British· 
the chief obJ' ect .of his mission was to exaggerate the Minister at 

Madrid, · 
influence of Britain and to diminish' the po·wer of 
France. Instead of ·endeavouring to smooth the qifficulty, he 

. threw his-weight into the scale against the French Ambassador .. 
He forgot to reflect that he was no longer under Palme_rston's 
orders, and he received as his reward from Aberdeen one of 

1 the plainest reproofs ever sent from the Foreign Office to a 
·British Minister.2 Aberdeen, who gave it, took the unusual 
course of forwarding a copy of it to the French Government. 

The impression momentarily made by Aston's intrigue was 
removed by Aberdeen's conduct; and France and Britain, 
instead of. adopting contrary courses, drew closer together 
on Spa~_;i?J:~U~rs. The French Gove~tci!Splayed an 
e;peC"i'itl anxiety to terminate disorders in Spain, and· Guizot 
imagined that the best· means for terminating them might be ~ 
f3und in the marriage of the little girl who was~~~ g:. 
queen. ~ong. before lsabeiJa and her sister ~ ' 
'Fernanda had reached their teens, negotiations hl!-d been set 
on foot for their marriage. The queen regent desired that 
both her d~ughters, or at any rate that her eldest daughter, 
should marry one of Louis Philippe's many sons. But Louis 

. Philippe had too much prudence to incur the jealousy of 
'J3ritain for the sake of securing an unstable throne .for one 

~ Guizot, vo!. vi. p. sz8. 
_(!.._"" 

2 Ibid., PP· 33o-334-
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tof his family. He declined the proposal, but only on the 
tunderstanding that the throne which he refused for a child of 

Louis \his own sho.:;.\d not be offered to a rival, or pass 
Phi!ippe's 'awa_y from the Bourbon family. He expected the first posi. 
tion. !other reigning families of Europe to imitate his own 

\forbearance, and he insisted that the choice of the Queen of 
.Spain should be made from her own house, or from one of the 
~descendants of Philip V.1 

Animated by these views, he sent Pageot, who harl returned 
with Salvandy from Spain, on a special mission to London, 
to Vienna, and to Berlin, to suggest such an agreement re
specting the queen's marriage. Pageot made little progress. 
Aberdeen told him that Britain "did not recognise in France 
or in all Europe any right whatever to dispose of the hand of 
the Queen of Spain," and that, though there were political 
grounds for objecting to her marriage with a French prince, 
she ought to be free to choose a husband from any other 
quarter. The question, Aberdeen thought, was not European 

\but Spanish, and the only effect of Pageot's proposal would· 
be to "excite feelings of indignation and resistance in the heart 
of every Spaniard who values the dignity and independence of 
his country." 2 

Pageot's mission failed, but its failure had not much 
significance. The queen had not yet entered her teens, and 
all the intrigues of all the Governments of Europe could not 
make her ripe for marriage. Louis Philippe was forced to 
wait, and for nearly two years the question of a Spanish 
marriage ceased to trouble diplomacy. Grave events, how
ever, in the interval occurred in Spain. The Government 
of Espartero fell, and Espartero took refuge in England. 

Narvaez 
actedes to 
pOwer. 

Narvaez succeeded to power, and the queen 
mother, Christina, returned to Madrid. Isabella 
was declared of age; the law which had previously 

required the concurrence of the Spanish Cortes in her marriage 

1 .Revue Retrospective, p. sr; Guhot, vol. viii. pp. ro7, no. 
2 Correspondence relating to Spanish Marriages, Pari. Papers, 1847• N,o. 

59• pp. I-2, 
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was altered, and a new law was passed which merely required 
her to communicate her marriage to the Cortes. It stipulated, 
Jlowever,_thi!,t_nei.th~~ so.vc:;r.~Jgu..._p~§.S>V$~~~ir 

~ shciy)!i_contrac:Lmarri5ge,w~ith, a!}y p~rso1.1 exclu<it'!d~ by_tQ(!.}~1" . 
fr,9!D-the~s\lc:<;e~sion,_tq,the~Gw .. ~~}~ · 

~:- Only a few weeks after these events. Queen Victoria pa1d 
'• the visit to Louis Philippe which enabled Guizot and Aberdeen 
~ to talk over the policy of the two nations .. The two ministers. 

agreed that France and England ·should endeavour in future 
to act together on the Spanish question: Aberdeen officially 
declared that, though the British .Government continued to 
regard the marriage of the Queen of Spain as a Spanish ques
tion, it was ''disposed to concur in the proposition A 

1 of the Cabinet of the Tuileries, and t£..Le_£,2111lll~Q.g · nd 

I that the selection of the queen's consort should · 
· b~~from_t~ :-d~;;_;:;-dani; ,of~ Pnillp~V :»213o~un-

tries decided to stamp their new. policy by sending new re
presentatives to Madrid; and Guizot selected M. Bresson; 
Aberdeen, Ii.enry Bulwer, for the purpose.s · 

There were only eight.,pe.r,spris who came under the category 
from which Guizot and Aberdeen thus decided that the qu{!en's 
husband should be selected:-( 1) The three sons l:Qo.can,!i· . 

jof Don Carlos the queen's cousins · (2) the two ~i~}oi-thc 
' ' · ' ~ens 

sons of Don Fra_ncis, Don Carlos' younger brother; ~a: 
(3) the two brothers of the King of Naples, the queen's-~ncle_s; 
and (4) a prince .of Lucca. The French in 1843 were inclined 
to favour the Du~e..,~~ ... Cadiz, the elder son of Don Francis; 
the English, or Aberdeen, preferred CountA,.guila, the elder of 
the two Neapolitan candidates.4 · · 

Neither arrangement, however, suited· the queen mother, 

1 Pari. Papers, ia47, No. 59· p. 4· It does not say much .for the fairness of 
J<~glish writers, that this provision is suppr~;,sed by, I believe:.~ve~y ~rit~ 'Q'n the 
subject. 2 Ibid., 1847, p. 3·. _, · ··- 3 Guizot, "vol. viii. pp: 155, 159. 
-eRevue Retrospective, p. 298. The despatch from St. Aulaire to Guizot is 

dated July 18, 1845, but it is evident that the date ought to be 1843- It is 
melancholy to see a British Foreign Minister recommending the marriage of a -
child (herself the daughter of an uncle and niece) to an uncle ; but perhaps his 
-Grecian studies affected Aberdeen's judgment. A marriage which had- pro
:!uced a Nausicaa may have seemed good enough for a Queen of Spain. 
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who naturally thought that· she had a. right to be consulted 
on her daughters' marriages. She had originally desired to 
see them married to two of Louis Philippe's sons. Failing 
them; she desired to unite them to princes of high position. 

The Saxe· 
Coburg 
can~~ate. 

Ever since the marriage of Leopold with Charlotte 
of England, the Saxe-Coburgs had been rising in 
importance. Leopold himself was King of Belgium; 

his nephew, Albert, was husband to the Queen of England; 
another nephew had recently married the Queen of Portugal. 
The King of Portugal had a brother, another Leopold, whom 

\~b,risti~a though: wo!!-ld b~ a better h~sba~d fo~her daughter 

!
tn~n either Cadiz or Aqmla. She still, mdeed, . preferred .a 
French alliance, but, failing a son of Louis Philippe's, she 
favoured the suit of Leopold of Saxe-Coburg." I 

In the autumn of I~ the Queen of England paid a 
;econd visit to Louis Philippe. . The two sovereigns were 
again attended by Guizot and Aberdeen, and Guizot seized 
the opportunity of speaking to Aberdeen about the Spanish 
~arriages. The question was gradually attaiJting a more 
immediate importance. Isabella was in her sixteenth year; 
her young sister was growing up to womanhood. Spain had 
two princesses, not one princess, to . provide for ; and the 

. French Government had already intimated that, though it 
1 declined the throne of Spain for a French prince, it had no 
1 objection to see a French prince married to the queen's. 

·' sister.2 L Both Louis Philippe and Guizot, however, under-
\ took that the Due de Montpensier, the prince selected for 
)the sister's hand, should not _marry the Infanta till the queen 

- .... --- -#· 

1 Guizot, vol. vm .. p. 219-
2 This was originally suggested by Griizot through Bulwer in the summer of 

1845· Bulwer's Palmerston, vol, iii. p. 21,5. Stockmar's editors declare that 
the arrangem'ent was thought of by Guizot as early as r84o, and they base 
their conclusion, which they call a .. noteworthy fact," on a memorandum of 
Guizot's when Palmerston was in Paris in r84o. Palmerston, of course, was 
not in Paris in 1B4o, but in 1846, and the only "noteworthy fact" is, that they 
have turned a "6" into a "o," and have not had the knowledge to rectify 
their mistake. Stockmar, vol. ii. p. 132. Sir T. Martin, misled by this misprint, 
declares that the Montpensier marriage had been "long since matured, but had 
long since dropped out of the discussion." Prince Consort, vol. i. p. 348. 



l
was Il1~~:;i~1 

It? re-turn __ for .. this._ c_o~ce_~~ion, 
mrdeen arranged that the Coburg cand_tdate ~hou~di .l?!: 
rieither adopted nor supported;. and th~t;lno pt:ince, ._r10t ~f 
the House of Bourbon, should be recognised as, a. chiim~nt 

,for the hand of the queen:2 .J • . , - ·: - -. · ·. 
Aquila,. whose claim had· been supported, qy Aberdeen i~ 

. 1843, had married in the interval ~ princess of Brazil. Guizot 
thought that his .pretensions to_ the queen's hand The.Trapani 

might be passed on to his brother, the Count de c~.pte. 
Trapani.- The Neapolitan connection,· however, was not 
popular in Spain. -The queen mother disliked the stipula~ 
tions for t~e postponement of the Montpensier alliance_; and 

._ obstacles therefore still existed to the accomplishment o( the 
·arrangement which Aberdeen and Guizot were bo~h virtually, 
disposed to favour.-

These obstacles were, unfortunately, increased by th~ intrigue_s 
of the two· men whom Britain and France ha9. se_nt as thei,r: 
representatives' to Madrid. Bresson was the minister Bulwer and' 

who, in r83o, had supported the election of the ~· ·; 
Due de Nemours to the· throne of Belgiu_m.8. Bulwer was 
.the diplomatist who, in r84o, had helped ;to inflame Palmers ton 
against France. . It was almost as. certain that Bresson and 
Bulwer would: quarrel, as t~LP_it~llii'g1YS~dne Pr~ygp_J,into 
CO.W!!IJ~tio_n.~w.ould .... ~xplode. Bresson :reported that Bul wer 

.-•• n'est pas eleve et ses salons sont mal peuples.':' · Bulwer 
.._. ., ,. .. ;.,Af. L""'-1 . ;- .l, /:>-A ~f- W -trv..~ ...-. • . · _ 

1 I have retamed thts translatiOn, because tt represents Gutzot's meanmg, 
He wrote to Aberdeen (15th January 1847): "En disaht quant Ia reine aura des 
enfans je n'ai votilu indiquer aucun nombre' special d'enfans; ..• j'ai simple
inent voulu dire quant 'Ia reirie aura tine descendance a ·Ja queUe devra passer 
Ia couronne. C'est hi en-effet en frans:ais le sens de:cette expression generale, 
a voir des enfans, et, si je re !lJe, trompe, c'est aussi ce qu'on ent~l!-d en Anglais 
par to have children." · Aberdeen Private Correspondence. . . · 

2 Cf. Louis Pliilippe's account ih Revue Retrospective, p. 19: "Quant a Ia 
candidature du Prince Leopold de Saxe-Cobourg .·.:. je .repcinds qu'elle ne 
_sera niavouee ni appuyee par l'Angleterre, et qu'elle ne, vous g~nera pas." 
See also Gttizoi's account in Mbnoires; vol. viii. p. 227 ; and Stockmar's, vol. it 
p. 142- The latter says that no prin<:e, not: of the. H<:Juse of Bourbon, should 
be recognised and supported as. the English candidate, . But I can find no 
authority for the words in italics, which, of course, put a different construction 
oli Aberdeen's promise. _. 

a Ante, vol. iv. p. 236. Guizot, vol. viii. p. 2o6. 
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declared that .Bresson belonged by birth to the· middle class, 
and· was consequently vulgarly preoccupied with his position 
as ambassador.! Bresson, without much regard for Guizot's 
wishes, was determined on increasing French influence at 
Madrid. Bulwer thought his employers wrong in assenting to 
Guizot's principle, and, with characteristic insubordination, set 
himself to defeat the accomplishment of the Bourbon marriage. 

Bulwer and Bresson were thus busily undoing the good 
which their employers had done. Bresson insisted that 
Bulwer was intriguing for the Coburg matriage,2 and induced 
Guizot to believe that his principle was in danger. Bulwer, 

• on the contrary, asserted that the Trapani marriage was to 
be forced on without the knowledge of the Cortes.3 

In the midst of these intrigues, news reached Paris of the 
crisis which necessitated Peel's retirement in the autumn of 
1845· For a few days it seemed certain that Aberdeen's 
tenure of the Foreign Office was at an end, and that Palmer
stan would in · future control the foreign policy of England. 
Guizot had hitherto relied on the scrupulous fidelity with 
which Aberdeen had redeemed his pledges. Neither he nor 
Louis Philippe had any confidence in Palmerston. ~Fearing 
that the accession of the Whigs to office would redouble the 
The crisis activity of Leopold's partisans, he sent fresh instruc-
of •l!.!s· tions to Madrid, and desired Bresson, if the Coburg 
marriage seemed likely to succeed, to demand preference for 
Montpensier.4) The same ambitious considerations which 
made Christina and the Spanish Government prefer Coburg 
to Trapani would, so Guizot was justified in assuming, induce 
them to place Montpensier before Coburg. 

Peel's Government, however, did not fall. But, by this 
time, it was evident on both sides of the English Channel that 
the Trapani union was too odious to the Spanish people to 
be tolerable. Guizot's great principle was evidently imperilled. 

1 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 161, and Bulwer's Palmerston, vol. iii. p. 213. 
2 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 230. 3 Pari. Papers, 1847, No. 59, p. 4-
4 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 240. This letter was not communicated to Aberdeen, 

Greville, Part n. vol. iii. p. 53· The account in Greville of the whole of the 
uegotiat1on is of great importance, 
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Of the eight descendants of Philip V., the Coul).t Aq'4ila .~-a~ .·. 
married, the Prince of Lucca was married, Count Trapani 
was odious, and the selection was limited, to the three soJ;J.~ 
of Don. Carlos and the two sons of Don Francisco. Many · 
people thought that advantage would arise frp..£!...,l~J~ng' ' 
queen's union. with CpJJ.Q.t :rvfOI.Jtemo.li!ldhe eldes.t.csop.of.Don 
C~]§S,,...,Jii'~t'~s ~i~ll ~a;· i~--E~gia~d-~~s- t~~minated by th~ 
union of the Roses in the marriage of Henry Tudor with 
Elizabeth of York, so rival claims in Spqin might be blended 
in a child sprung from the leaders of either party. h M 

. . T e onte .. 
There was, however, one obstacle ·to th1s. arrange- molin candi· 

ment With the narrow opstina,cy which. charac- date. 

terised the Bourbons, Montemol1n refused to sacrifice the 
shadow to 'the substance. Defeated and an exile, he still 
asserted his rights divine, and insisted that Isabella must 
become the king's consort instead of his becoming the quee_n's 
husband.l Montemolin was, therefore, impossible, and the 

i'choice of tl:e queen was practically limited 'to the two sons of 
'Don Franc1sco da·Paula. · 

Here, however, grave difficulties arose. Christina was on 
·bad terms with Donna Carlotta, Don Francis' wife.2 After 
her death; in 1844, she transferred to Donna Carlotta's sons 
the dislike which she had felt for their mother. She had no 
fancy for her daughter's marriage with either of them, The 
Q.uke-oLGad-iz,S the eldest, and the least obnoxious to her 
of the two, was hardly regarded in London as a man. QQQ. 

~ry, the younger, had . incurred the queen's displea~ure 
by joining the Progr~ssists and identifying himself with the 
Opposition. In January 1846 he w~s ordered into exile. 4 

However much either Loui~ Philippe or Guizot might still 
cling to their principle, they could not deny the. difficulty 
of giving effect to it. On the 27thof February 1846,.he wrote a 
memorandum which he desired the French Minister in London 

1 Pari. Papers, 1847, p. 12, 
2 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 184-
s Palmerston calls him "an absolute and Absolutist fool." Bulwer's Pal· 

merston, vol. iii. p. 282. 
4 &e his letters in Revue Retrospective, pp. 444• 46I, 465, 
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to read to Aberdeen. C In this memorandum he declared 
Guizpt's that, in the event of the obstacles to a Bourbon 
d':~~~athe marriage proving insurmountable,.and the union of 
F?:~r~~ry the Queen or of her sister with Leopold or any other 
1846. · than a Bourbon becoming probable, France would 
consider herself free from her engagements, and would demand 
the hand either of Isabella or her sister for Montpensier.l } 

The fear which prompted the memorandum was almost 
:immediately realised. C~ristina, disliking Cadiz and Don 

'

Henry, was persuaded· by Bulwer to bring matters to an 
issue by boldly playing for the Coburg marriage. At Bulwer's 

~
nstigation she sent a message to Leopold's f~ther, o. ffering 

her d~~ghter's hand t~ Leop~ld. Bul~er had an opportuni~y; 
n wntmg the memoir of himself which he called a ... Life 

\,r Lord Palmerston," of defending his own conduct.2 · It will 
~seem to most persons inexcusably insubordinate, and to have 
\justified the severe censure which it elicited from Aberdeen. 

The British Foreign Minister, however, did something more 
lhan censure his agerit at Madrid. He disdosed the intrigue 

· which Buhver revealed to !lim to Guizot. The French Govern-
ment was delighted with the good_faith of a statesman who 

1 
communicated to it the indiscretions of his subordinates and 

, the intrigues of Foreign Courts; and the perfect understanding 
1 which was already established between France and England 
I was thus further cemented. Still, Aberdeen-though he pro-

Aberdeen's perly declined to be a party to an intrigue-main
~r~het~;nd tained his independence, and on the 22nd of June 
or June. told the Spanish Ambassador in London that he 
thought Don Henry the most eligible candidate for the 
throne ; but "if it should be found that no descendant of 
Philip V. can safely be chosen, . · .. it could be no cause 

\ of displeasure to Great Britain if they (the Spanish Govern
ment) were to select a prince from some other family." s 

Four days after this despatch was written, Peel's Govern-

1 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 254 ; Grevill~, Part ii. voL iii. p. 54· 
z Bulwer's Palmerston, vol. iii. ch. vii. 
8 Pari. Pailers, 1847, No. 59, p. 6. 
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'ment was: beaten on the Irish Coercion Bill, ·.and. Aberde~n 
ceased to be responsible for the foreign. affairs of England~ 
Six months before, a fear of what Palmerston's,. presehce 
at the Foreign Office might occasion had rendered· Russell's 
efforts to form a Government abortive. The apprehensions, 

. however,,whkh \\·ere freely expressed in December 'Palmerston 

were· no longer Jelt in June; ' In· the interval Pal- ~~o~~fgn 
merston had visited Paris. "His gl!y .and. easy ·office. 

manners" conciliated· Court .and sodety.· >"Ce t~rrible Lord 
Palmerston" became "ce cher Lord\Palmerston," ·and the 
objections to his succeeding to the Fofeign Office were thus. 
dissipated.1 Yet tl1e two men who were chiefly' responsible 
for the poliCy of France· towards Spain. were. not affected; by 
his· visit. Bresson at Madrid had not felt the influence of 
his presence; Guizot a:.f. Piuis had continued' to .regard him 
with suspicion. 2 1Jl,\;,£,~$~~f-Q..2.WB!ll@t~iJl:i;EI:lgJand~n 

. ~i~~~,~~~~<tJ&.vlb..~~~$~,9-f~XJ~PSb;-J?.JJ.ig,:::a.--:~&. t.&,:~?e · 
m!ro~.~-c~?.~.;'i.;3oe'Y~ ~;21JlPl!.~~~t~I}J)!:jo~}~J?:g~~g~I~t~~~ . 
""Tfie heirs of Ph1hp V. who came Withm Gmzofs· pnnc1ple 

were ·practically reduced to the two sons of ·Don Francisco 
cia Paula. France preferred the elder, . the Duke of Cadiz, 
whom Palmerston. called:" ati absolute and Absolutist fool," 
but who, there is ,authority for.•saying, was no such fool as 
Palmerston ·supposed; 8 England. the. younger, Don Henry, 
whom Spairr rejected' as a rebellious Progressist. · Christina 
had no taste for either match, and. Bresson saw, in . 

. Bres~o"n•s 
the ambition of the .queen, :a; .means of' thwarting C'bt!duct 

Palmerston and 6f raising the influence of France. ~~~adrid 
[ 0_n_th~~.th_of.J..l!ly.::..he · t~.R~l!,lliJ!.ls.eJf~thLresponsibility ~ 
~ oJ~~-tha~jf. !h~J:Iu~en ... m~rtie~ "Ca~iz, ~France .-would 

l Ashley's Palnu'r~lon,. vo1.:·i. p. 49~· ' ·· ·' · 
g Louis ·Philippe ·wrote on the 25th of July to Griizot :· ... Oh ! que j:ai bien 

fait de_ stiivre votre exc,)lent cons!!il, et de. me: ten.ir· avec .lui (Palmerst<:m at 
Paris) dans des generalites. quand il est venu." Revue. Rttrosj>ective, p. rSs ; cf. 
Guizot, val. viii. p. 279· - · . · - · ·· •· • · · 1 

• • · · . • 

· 3 Bulwer wrote to Aberdeen (gth January 1846): "The eldest son talked most 
sensibly, and is no such fool as: Aston sup"posed;" On the 3oth March'he 
described ·bini "·as·a prince 'not deficiimt in.sense, nor-without other quaJifica• 
tions to justify his pretensions.':· Aberdeen Private Correspondence. . .. 
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t
co~~t_!_o _th(! simultaneous union of Montpensier with the 
Infanta. Louis Philippe received the news of what Bresson 
h-acldone on the 2oth of July, and he at once insisted on his 
disavowal. Christina and Isabella must both be told, he wrote, 

· that Bresson was forbidden to say what he did say, and that 
.... tthe simultaneous celebration of the two marriages was in-

1admissible. Guizot, on the 22nd of July, forwarded Louis 
'Philippe's exact words.to Bresson, and on the 24th of July, 
Louis Philippe wrote to Guizot that a verbal disavowal would not 
be enough, but that th~· disavowal must be put in writing and 
j1anded to Christina.1 /Aberdeen himself had not behaved with 

t!. ·fnore scrupulous good Jaith than Louis Philippe was displaying. 
Unfortunately, at the moment when Louis Philippe was 

pressing for the disavowal of Bresson, news reached Paris 
which altered the situation. On the 2oth of July Palmerston 
Pall{lerston's handed Jarnac, French charge d'affaires in London, 
~{;%~'hh of \some confidential instructions which he had de
of:fury. "Spatched on the previous day to Bulwer. In the 
fi~st .P~rt of these instructions he enumerated the three candi
dates-Leopold, Cadiz, and Don Henry-whom he thought 
;,ere a1one . avairable for the queen's hand. Her Majesty's 

\Government-so he added-" have only to ex~ress their 
sincere wish that the choice may fall upon the one who may 
,be most likely to secure the happiness of the queen and to 
'fpromote the welfare of the Spanish nation." In the second 
~art he denounced arbitrary government in Spain, and inti
;mated a hop~ t~at " the p~esen.t minist:rs, or those who may 
isucceed them, will lose no trme 111 returnmg to the ways of the 
•constitution and to obedience to the law." 2 A more unneces
lsary or more unwise despatch could hardly have been penned. 
tThe first part offended every one in authority in France; the 
".'second part offended every one in authority in Spain. Louis 

Philippe called it "cette etonnante et detestable depeche." 
Guizot persuaded him that it was no time to direct Bresson to 

1 These letters are in the Revue Retrospective; see especially pp. 18o, 182, 
183. They are not referred to by Guizot in his Mtmoires. Their omission is 
the only suppressio veri with which it is possible to accuse that upright and 
excellent man, 2 Pari. Papers, 1847, No. 59• p. B. 
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withdraw the pledge which he had already given.1 Christina, 
thinking that "Les Anglais et Ia Revolution nous _menacent,"'..·· 
was frightened into the Cadiz marriage, and became only 
anxio~s to make '' les deux· mariages Bourbon le plus tot 
possible." 2 ·fin such circumstances event;;_ ~p.arched at-railway 

~s2eed. The Cortes was summoned for the 14th of September,3 

la~ notwithstanding the ~gQJ"O.~!!=[~ffi~!l:.§.~,ii~ces ~e mar- • 

. tw~J1-!:.tl:l!Jl~e,ES.!9n~)ocJged.~t .... _Paps-!'<~n.d_,_Madnd,4 i:'g"d cele- • 

~~?~, ~2..,'};!}-~~-g~""'"?_£.t.~~-,.,q':l~~n~.~PA.2_t;r,_:;ister"~o rate' 

~C~!~ ~-~ Mz.,l!tP~I?~L~·lYSEt~~~J~,ra~ect?p_.th~.x.g_tp of Qft_~~~r. 
British historians and writers ·have expressed a ·unanimous 

opinion on these events, and perhaps there is hardly an English
man alive who has not inherited· the conviction that Louis 
Philippe and Guizot acted as tr::i~rS.9]1ly~act It is a difficult 
and ungrateful task for anEnglishman writing for Englishmen 
to justify foreign statesmanship at the expense of a British states
man, and to induce a unanimous jury to reconsider its verdict. 

· Yet no one who investigates the whole circumstances for him
tself will endorse the uncompromising condemnation which a 
{score of writers have pronounced on Louis Philippe and Guizot. 
•f. Two things had been practically arranged at Eu; first, that the 
·,British Government should not support any candidate for the 
tqueen's hand who did not fall within Guizof's principle; second, 
fthat, .when the queen had married and had issue, her sister r should marry Montpensier. It is perfectly true that Palmers ton 
11 in his despatch ·of the 19th of July did not openly depart from 
t this understanding. He merely enumerated Leopold among 
~ ' i the suitors, and in doin? s_o only s~ated a fact wh~ch wasp~tent 
f to all the world. But It IS occasiOnally the btJsmess of d!plo
i matists to read between the lines, and endeavour to gather 

(

'·the true meaning of word~ instead of fa~tening on their apparent 
sense. No one who reads the correspondence can doubt that 
Louis Philippe and Guizot inferred from Palmerston's language 
that the virtual understanding with Aberdeen was annulled, 

1 Revue Retrospective, p. 186, and Stockmar, vol. ii. p. 171. 
· 2 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 303. ~ R~ue Retrospective, p. 321, 
' Parl. Papers, 1847, No. 59. pp. 20, 28. 
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and that the new ministry was initiating a new policy. It may, 
indeed, be said that Louis Philippe and Guizot were not justi
fied in breaking their own promises because they saw a hidden 

·meaning in language which the. rest of the world could not 
detect. But then, in common justice to them, it is right to 

, add that the hi1.den 1}1ean\!l.g which they detected was the true 
meaning. Palmerston's private letter to Bulwer, which accom

•'panied his official despatch, places this beyond all doubt 
: Palmerston was prepared to support either Leopold or Don 
I Henry; and, what was much more important, he was deter
·lmined to stop the Montpensier marriage. He was departing 

from. the arrangement at Eu, a.nd'E.nglishmen should theref?re 
reflect that England under hts gmdance was as much gmlty 
~fa breach of faith a~ Louis Philippe and Guizot.1 ~.., 
-:suCihere is· another charge of another kind which is at the 

same time made against the French king and his minister. It 
is said that they married ths,.queen _to a prince who was hateful 
to herself and who was· "not fit" to be her husband. The 
disgusting marriages forced· on royalty by political considera
tions do not commend themselves to any decent mind. But 
Palmers ton wa·s at any rate pr~cluded from raising this objection. 
He had himself, on the 19th of July, included Cadiz among 

.. \'\the possible candidates, and li .. e ought to have refrained from 
' \using the abusive terms, "~)," "b&>y," and so forth, which 

he heaped on bini afterwards. { But Hie fact is, that the reason 
which made Palmerston prefer Don Henry to Cadiz made the 
French prefer Cadiz to Dori Henry. Cadiz, brought up atnong 
priests, supported the Moderados. Don Henry was in exile 
from his support of the Progressists. And the queen mother 
who must have had some thought for her daughter's happiness, 
preferred the brother who was the mo,re acceptable to France/ 
( Any fair critic, then, who takes the trouble to unravel the 

\ facts, will hesitate to· throw the whole of the blame on Louis 
I See his letter of the Igth of July in Bnlwer's Palmerstott, voL iii.'p. 25S; 

Guizot, vol. viii. p. 309; and Part. Papers, l847, No. 59, p. 14. Since this 
paragraph was written, the argument in the text has been strengthened by the 
publicatioff of the accmint <>f Greville's interviews with Guizot and Madame d<; 
Lieven. Greville, Part ii. vol. iii. p; 6,-seg. 
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!
Philippe and Guizot. ILBresson intrigued at Madrid, B;tlwer 
had intrigued also. If the: French departed from the tinder
standing at Eri, Palmerston was ·concurrently departing from 
it. If there· was a breach of faith on one side,· there was a 

ibreach o~ faith on t~e .. other .. But, if it be only.:air to; liberat~ 
fFrench kmg .and mmister from the charges which ·weigh upon 
ftheir chara?ter,"i£Ls_:}~s> .. t .P9~s,~.ib1e~~g·~~q~!t ~~.e~ .oLa political 
t,e.,!!2~oi,..ili~~g~<1~!.Js!!ld· ·. The Bnt1sh alhance was a much . 
~more important thing to France than the.Montpensier marriage, 
(~nd king and minister sacrificed the greater for the lessei 
lobject. "Je ne vous parlerai plus d'entente cordiale," wrote j' 
Palmerston to Jarnac, "parce ·que ce qu'on nous annonce par • 
rapport aux affaires de· l'Espagne rie nous prouve que trop 
ciairement qu'on ne sent plus a Paris· ni de co!§ialite ni 
d'(mtente."l cAll the labours of Aberdeen and· Guizot- were 

l thus lost, and Britain and Fra~ce were once n;ore isolated. 
su·ch a result was 1i10re unfortunate· because another cloud,. 

the harbinger of trouble, was. already visible. on. the: p~litical 
horizon. While· the statesmen ofWestern· Europe were occu~ 
pied with' the trumpery· question wliether Coburg or Bourbon 
shoiild sit on an u"i;stable throne in Spain, nations were brood~ 
ing over their wrongs ·a~d conspiring against their oppressors. 
Couriers· hurried through .Europe :discussing , the miserable 
claims of rival princes. No statesman· thought it worth while 
to employ·a messenger for the sake of conveying aJew words 
of pity or nope to millions of Poles or millions ofitalians. . · 

It'happened that in February 1846 an abortive insurrection 
hroke out among the Poles of Silesia. · The inhabitants oftlie 
little republic of ·cracow 2 sympathised with the inc , 

d . . . d cw:JJJ(. stirgents; an arms,· ammumt10n, an .money were ,. 
\collected in the city. Afraid of an insurrection, and .. unable 

to preserve order, the authorities appealed to :Austria for 
assistance, and on the x8th. of February an Austrian corps; 
10bo to xzoo strong, entered the town. For four days order 
i1·as thus preserye9.,. On the zznd ~he .Poles drove out the 

.. I Bulwer's 'Palmerston, vol. iii. p. 239. 
~ For Cracow, see ante, voJ,, iv. p; 312, c ... 
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Austrian troops, established a provisional government, and 
called on their fellow-countrymen to rise.1 The victory of the 
insurgents, however, soon ended. On the 3rd of March six 
battalions of Russian troops marched into Cracow, and the 
insurrection was at once quelled. Soon afterwards an Austrian 
force, under General Collin re-entered the town, and on the 
12th of March was left in sole occupation of it.2 

The British Government was disposed to regard these pro
ceedings as inevitable. In one of the last despatches, which 
he wrote from the Foreign Office, Aberdeen admitted that the 
three Northern Powers had been forced "at every hazard" 
to put down the revolt "as quickly 'and effectually as possible," 
and that they were entitled "to take proper steps to secure 
themselves against any recurrence of the same dangers." 8 

Palmerston adopted the same view, and at the end of the 
session of 1846 declared that "he had too high an opinion" 
of the three Powers "to believe that they can feel any dis
positi~n to deal with Cracow otherwise than Cracow is entitled 
by treaty engagements to be dealt with." • 

If France and England had remained friends, the three 
Powers might possibly have justified Palmerston's opinion. 
The estrangement of the Western Courts, however, afforded 
autocracy an opportunity. On the 6th of November, less 
than four weeks after the Montpensier marriage, Metternich 
informed the Austrian Ambassador in London that the three 
Powers were unable to tolerate any longer in their midst 
"a_ geographical atom hardly perceptible on the map of 
Em:qpe," which had become the den of an active anti-social 
propaganda ; and that Cracow, having destroyed its political 

\existence by its own hand~! ~everted to the Power to which 
it had formerly belonged.6 From 1785 to 1809 

· · Its annexa-
tlo'iito it had formed part of Austria; to Austria it was 
Amtrl?-· again assigned. Identic despatches communicating 
the same decision were simultaneously addressed to the 

1 Part. Papers, 1847, No. 71, p. 2. 

a Ibid., p. 19. 
o Part .• Papers, 1847, No. 71, pp. 24, 37· 

2 Ibid., pp. 3-12. 
4 Hansard, val. lxxxviii. p. 8go. 
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Prussian and Russian Ambassadors in London by their re
sr.ective Governments. 

Palmerston received these communications "with~g_eep regret 
a!2s:t .. wit]1,muj::h~surprise." The independence of Cracow .had IJ 

formed part of the general arrangements which·· the great 
Poivers had made at Vienna for the settlement of Europe. 
What Europe had: laid down Europe alone could alter, and 
the British Government felt itself bound to protest ·against the 
execution of the policy which the three Northern Powers had -
announced to it. 1 The protest was supported a few days later 
by a similar or even stronger.remonstrance from France.2 The 
fact that it had been· made was formally recorded two months 
afterwards in the Queen's .Speech on the opening of Parlia

ment3 But t~I;~tes.t fell.li~e~.!,?,e J:>~~~:~_g}!.ll,S~~~"gun· 
on the ears of the autocratic Powers of Nor.therfl.-,:;t.nd,Eastern 

- • -L~-~--~·,.;~,..e.~'-':"'1:.-•;,oo.__,..,.:::',.,_~:· ... _.."{ • .,' .. -••••O,•-..;- "•'-"' 

~:"Even if France and England had been in accord, they. 
could have done little to prevent the outrage: With France 
and England at variance, ·autocracy had nothing to fear. ' 
· One man, however; in the House of Commons thought 
that something might be· done. f.{,l]1Ile, reverting to a policy 
which had been fashionable fifteen years before,4 desired 
to stop the interest on the Russian Dutch loan.· ..He failed 5 

tq secure the support which Berries had obtained for a similar 
proposal in the unreformed Parliament.6 . Russell declared 
that he had consulted the law officers, and that .these authorities 
thought that paymeqt should be made.7 The leaders of tht: 
protectionist party went even further than the Prime Minister. 

,...Bentinck elaborately defencled the conduct ·of autocracy, and 
Disraeli formally declared that he had no sympathy ;ith the 
Poles.8 

1 Pari, Papers, 1847• No. 71, p. 40. 2 Ibid., p, 52. 
3 Hansard, vol. Jxxxix. p. 4· For Metternich's view of the occupation and 

annexation, cf. .lvlbnoires de Metternich, vol. vii. pp. 193 et seq,-and pp. 359-368. 
4 Ante, vol. iv. p. zs·s. • _Hansard, vol. lxxxix. p. I83, vol. xc. p. 86x. 
6 Ante,'vol. iv. p. zs6. . 7 Hansard, vol. XC. p. 894· 

,y,-- 8 "\Vhen I hear of the infamous partition of Poland, although as an 
Englishman I regret a political event which I think was. injurious to our 
country, I have no sympathy with the race which was partitioned." This 
passage is preceded by the magnificen~ burst, "A great nation is .th~t.whi~;!l 

. - . o.- -·- 2 A. 
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At the time at which these discussions took place, the 
leaders of the protectionist party, in association with the 
Radicals, were contemplating the overthrow of the Govern· 
ment on another question of foreign policy. 

In 1834 the Quadruple Alliance had established Donna 
Maria on the throne of Portugal.l In 1836 Stockmar suc

ceeded in providing the child-queen with a husband, 
PortugaL F d' d fS C b . · ' b --;::z er man o axe- o urg, a cousm of Pnnce Al ert. 

The young prince was accompanied to Portugal by a German, 
Dietz,2 who essayed to play at Lisbon the part of Stockmar. 
The marriage was followed by several changes. The Due da 
Terceira succeeded to the first place in the ministry, and the 
queen's husband became commander-in-chief. His appoint
ment was intensely unpopular: riots occurred in the capital, 
the troops rose against the authorities, and the queen, who 
had hitherto been reigning under the conditions of Don 
Pedro's Charter of 1826, was forced to accept the Radical 

· Constitution of 1820. 3 This violent revolution was followed 
by nearly ten years of comparative quiet. The old Charter of 
r8z6 was restored in r842 without disturbance, and a ministry 
of which Terceira, Palmella, and Costa Cabral were leading 
members, entered on a course of constitutional government. 

Constitutional government, however, is a plant of slow 
growth on Continental soil, and politicians reared in the 
atmosphere of autocracy seem incapable of adapting themselves 
to parliamentary institutions. The Costa-Cabral Ministry, as 
it was called, gradually became unpopular. Measures of 
sanitary reform, imposing fresh taxation, 4 irritated the popu
lace. On the 1oth of May 1846 the inhabitants of Northern 
Tlll:.revolt Portugal, always ready to engage in a revolutionary 
of.JJl46· movement, rose against the Government. Cabral 

was forced to leave the country, and Palmella was entrusted 
with the task of forming a new Administration. 

prgduces great rn.!:n· _)~-is n_ot by millions of population that we prove the 
magnitude of the mind." Hansard, vol. xci. p. 86. 1 Ante, vol. iv. p. 298. 
-2 Martin's Pnnc/'consort, vol. i. p. 4I4-

3 Life of Saldanha, vol. i. p. 445· 
' lhid., vol. ii. p. 63; cf, Ann. Reg., 1846, Hist. p. 295· 
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The ministry which Palinella formed proved unable to 

suppress the revolution. Oporto; the second city of the 
kingdom, led the revolt, .and the queen's authority became 
almost daily more restricted. Conservative statesmen, alarmed 
at the spread of disorder, conclpded that stronger men were 
necessary for the preparation of stronger measures. Palmella 
himself desired Saldanha, .the hero of Terceira,1 to undertake 
the government: Saldanha, conjecturing that a forrr1al attempt 
to recast the ministry might lead to an armed resist- ~al£\a!>ha!s .Q; 
ance, decided on effecting his own accession to· coup d'etat. 

office by a coup d'hat. On the evening of the 6th of October 
he repaired to the Queen's palace, summoned Palmella, asked. 
him formally whether he were prepared to put down the 
revolution, and, on his professing his inability to do 'so, 
called on him to resign. Decrees were at once signed annou~c
ing the change of Government, and conferring the. command. 
of the troops o"n Saldanha himself. Lisbon sullenly acquiesced 
in a military revolution which it had no power to prevent.2 

It was not, however, in Lisbon that action was chiefly 
required. Oporto was the centre of the revolt, and the chiefs 
of the party who were in arms in the North were given a new 
excuse for their conduct by the lawlessness of Saldanha's coup 
d'etat.3 Terceira, despatched to the North to restore authority, 
was arrested and flung into Foz; 4 and Saldai]ha found it 

. necessary to act against the force which was in arms against 
queen and ministry. 

1 
The war which thus broke out was attended with horrid 

cruelty; one side threat_ened the queen with~ L~uis 
XVI.; 6 the queen, on the other side":, was induced to put her 
name to a proclamation directing that prisoners should im-

1 Ante, vol. iii. p. 153. 
2 The account of the·coup d'etat from Saldanha's point of view is in his Life, 

vol. ii. p. 92 seq.; cf. English account in Pari. Papers .relating to Portugal, 
1847, p. I, 

3 See Das Antas' letter to the queen; in which he professes himself devoted 
to the queen and country: "The whole country ..• has seen with horror and 
indignation the treasonable attempt' of a few men who have imposed ·upon your 
Majesty an Administration openly opposed to the national will." Ibid., p. 3q. 

4 Ibid., p. IO; and Saldanha, vol. ii. p. 104- 6 Ibid., p. 103. 
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i mediately be shot.1 Fortunately for Saldanha's reputation, 
I the impotence of his army made the decree a dead letter. He 

won one considerable victory, but he was unable to follow up 
his advantage.2 The rebels again took heart; the civil war 
still continued, and an exhausted country remained the un
fortunate prey of rival armies. 

When· t4e coup fi'etat of October t<?ok pla~e, Howard de 
Walden represented, or misrepresented, his country at Lisbon. 
Forgetting that he was an ambassador, he adopted the tactics 
of a partisan.s Fortunately for England, he left Lisbon 
and repaired to London. His conversation with Palmerston 
induced the Government to send an officer to visit the head
quarters of the J u.nta, and impress on Das Ant as the hopeless
ness of resisting the queen's authority. Colonel Wylde, who 
~-e's was selected for the duty,4 was in one respect under 
-ct?0

• a special disqualification. He was attached to the 
Prince Consort's suite, and half Portugal ascribed the evils of 
the country to a Saxe-Coburg marriage. Probably, however, 
no one could have succeeded in Wylde's position. The Junta 
threw difficulties in the way of his landing at Oporto, and Das 
Antas turned a deaf ear to his arguments.5 

It was thus plain that Wylde's mission had failed, and that 
neither queen nor Junta was strong enough to bring the civil 
war to a conclusion. Adjacent Powers watched the protracted 
struggle with an ill-concealed impatience. Spain, which had 
from the first desired Saldanha's success, stationed a force 
on the Portuguese frontier, and the vigorous remonstrances 
of the British Minister at Madrid hardly prevented Spanish 
intervention.6 

Hitherto the contest had been a struggle between Liberals 
under Das Antas and. Conservatives~ under Saldanha; but Dom 

* 
1 Pari. Papers, p. 62. Saldanha declared that the decree was meant only 

as a threat, Saldanha, vol. ii. p. 120. 

2 Par!. Papers, p. n6 et seq. ; and Saldanha, vol. ii. p. 135 et seq. 
3 See, for instance, his letter to Saldanha in Saldanha, vol. ii. p. So. 
' Colonel Wylde's instructions are in Pari. Papers, p. 12. 

& Ibid., pp. 48 b, sr. 
G Ibid., pp. 15, 43 ; cf. Ashley's Palmers/on, ·vol. ii, p. IS. 
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Miguel's friends gradually pe~ceived that, while they gained 
nothing from standing aside,. they might obtain much from 
taking part in the struggle. Thtt Mjg~/i_joined.:Qas Antas, 
a:nd a war of parties became a ·war of dynasties. The Spanish 
Gov{!rnment had with difficulty been persuaded to remain 
neutral while L>as Antas was struggling with Saldanha. It 
openly professed its intention of interference if Dom 

Miguel were once arrayed against Maria.l The ~~ 
Portuguese Government asked· Palmerston whether he would 

1
~·, intervene under the Quadruple Treaty of. 183.4,2 and Palmer- ~ 

·stan, ref\!.l'Wg_aid but offering intervention, directed Wylde 
· to endeavour to bring. about an understanding between the 

Government and the insurgents.8 Saldanha, however, had· 
asked for material not moral help; and · the proposal of 
Palmerston only made him repeat his application to Spain for 
armed assistance. 4 • • 

In fact, Saldanha's. position was becoming . daily more 
difficult. He was forced to confess that he saw no prospec~ 
of bringing the struggle. to a conclusion. His queen ordered~ 
him to make overtures to the enemy; his colleagues turned \ 
again to France, Spain, and England for help in their ex- ' 
tremity. Spain, towards the end of March; moved i2,ooo (Jlen ' 
.to the Spanish frontier; Guizot desired M. de Varennes to 

'express his readiness to render any assistance which. the 
Queen of Portugal desired; and Britain saw)"to her dismay, 
that, whether . she . interfered or not, foreign intervention . 
would immediately take place in PortugaJ.5 
· These facts induced Palmerston to adopt a new policy. It 
was one thing to leave Portugal to settle her own quimels ;· it 
was another thing to stand by arid see them settled by other 
Powers. ~he Quadruple Treaty, .indeed, gave no express right 

f of in .. terference~.. !!_ .. ha. sLh. ~e_n..fr:atJ1e.\i.to~P.I9£!!. !'~-.ili. t;.~e~p.g}si~m 
l. o£_:Pgn. . .c;Carlos_a1J.d .• J::>.oJll Jdiguel..Jrom""tl!.e,..J'.eni_Qs,u~, . and 

neither Carlos nor Miguel was in Spain or Portugal. Neither, 

1 ['ar/. Papers, pp. IOI, II3, 2 Ibid., p. 151. 
a Ibid., p. 156; Life of Saldanha, vol. ii. p. 150. 
4 Pari, Papers, pp. 158, I7'l. 5 Ibid., pp. 226, 227, 27.5-
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then, by the letter nor by the spirit of the treaty was there any 
case for interference. But, if this were true of Britain, it was 
also true of France ; and if, notwithstanding, France chose to 
interfere, it followed that Britain might also intervene on 

f 
general principles of policy. The Cabinet assented to this 

\view, and on the sth of April I847 authorised Palmerston to 
t ~ea. conditional offer ofhelp to t~e Queen of Portugal. _ 

Nothing, perhaps, was more remarkable in the despatch in 
which Palmerston communicated to Portugal the decision of 
P•lmerston the Cabinet than its reasoning. It began by stating 
offers to that Britain had no right to interfere under the 
interfere. 

treaty of 1834; it proceeded to give the Queen of 
Portugal some very good advice for terminating the civil war; 
it went on to declare that, if the opposition of Saldanha pre
vented her from opening negotiations with the insurgents, the 
British Government would undertake the duty; but that in 
that case the Portuguese Government must, as a preliminary 
measure, agree upon four conditions-( I) a general amnesty; 

r 
( 2) a revocation of all the decrees issued since Saldanha took 
office; (3) a convocation of the Cortes; and (4) the appoint-

4 ment of a neutral Administration. If the Government at 
: Lisbon assented to these conditions, the British Government 
: would instruct Wylde to lay them before the Junta at Oporto. 

I If the Junta should, notwithstanding, continue the war, "the 
. British Government would concert with the Governments of 
l France and of Spain the best means of affording effectual 
1 assistance to the Queen of PortugaJ.l 

These terms were equally distasteful to the Junta and 
J• Saldanha. The Junta was reluctant to submit to the conse
~quences of defeat at the moment when victory seemed assured 

Saldanha desired to send a special ambassador to London for 
the purpose of further negotiation. 2 But both parties were 
powerless to resist the new forces which were arrayed against 
them. Saldanha's ministry_ was replaced by a Government ................... __ 

1 Par/. Papers, p. 236. The private instructions which accompanied the 
despatch are in Bulwer's Palmers/on, voL iii. p. 332, 

:1 Pari. Papers, pp. 287, 348. 
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~-to accept Palmerston's conditions) '"The four Powers 
wnich had signed the Quadruple Treaty agreed on the military 

· meas·ures necessary for enforcing their terms on the Junta. 

{

The fleet of the Junta; with D~s~as himself, was captured 
by the Br-itish. The Junta, se~ii'ig further resistance hopeless_,,_ 

-yielded to necessity. A C"onvention was signed, and civil war 
in Portugal ceased. 2 _ >: 

These events excited consternation in this country. Non~ 
interv~ntion in the affairs of .other countries was the favourite 
rule of Whig politicians. -Yet "there was little in 

The Por· 
· the conduct of the British Foreign Office compatible tuguese 

with" this principle. a The friends of Miguel and 
debates. 

the enemies of Palmerston were equally angry with the minister's 
policy, and determined to mark their disapproval of it. In 
Portugal the supporters of Donna Maria had been frightened 
by the combination of Miguelites with the Junta. In England 
the ministry was alarmed by a junction of protectionists and 
Radicals. Hume_ asked the Commons to affirm "that the 
armed interference of the Government between political parties 
in Portugal is unwarrantable in· principle, and likely to·lead to 
serious and mischievous consequences." 4 Stanley asked the 
Lords to pass a similar resolution.6 The ministry anticipated 
defeat and prepared for resignation. But the new allies had 
no cohesion. P$~f!JO_,t1:1e~d~fe!J-ce,o£,the;ministry. The 
protectionists, fearing that they might sustain defeat, allowed the 
debate to come to a premature conclusion and the House to be 
counted out. The Lords, hearing of this catastrophe, brought 
their own discussion to a close, and motions which had at one 
time seemed pregnant with ruin produced nothing but ridicule. 6 

At the time at which these discussions took place, another 
question of equal importance was occupying the attention of 
diplomatists. 

1 Ann. Reg., 1847, Hist, P· 347· 
2 Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 27 ; Saldanha, vol. il p. 201. 

3 Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 24-· Lord Dalling refrains froin expressing -
any opinion on the matter. · · 

4 Hansard, vol. xciii, p. 384 ~ Ibid., p. 540. 
6 Ibid., p. 620, Martin's Prince Consort, vol, i. p. 415. .Greville, Part ii. 

rol, iii. p. 90· 
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. Switzerland, since I8IS, had been the refuge of the un
fortunate exiles of other nations. They brought to the country 

of their choice the ideas which they had formed in 
Switzerland. h I d f h ' b' h d' I ' P ] d • t e. an s o t e1r Irt • Ra Jca s m o an or 
Germ~ny, they did not cease to be Radicals in Switzerland. 
The twenty-two cantons into which Switzerland was divided 
had been united in 18I5 on the basis of cantonal equality 
The Ra9icals declared that the weight of each canton in the 
Federation should be proportionate to its population. In a 
country whose people consisted of Roman Catholics and 

~
Protestants, a struggle which had its origin in a mere question 
of policy soon de\·eloped into a religious contest,l and the 
Swiss, forgetting their common history and origin, ranged 
themselves under opposite leaders in rival camps. 

At the commencement of the struggle, the revolutionary 
party succeeded in establishing popular government in most 
of the cantons, and in transferring authority from the small 
executive council, which had previously exercised it, to the 
great or gr;1pd council of the canton, which represented the 
people. Elated by success, the ;Radical Government which 
was formed in Zurich took, in 1839, the bold step of nominat
ing St:?JlSS to a Chair of Theology in its University. 2 Even 
at the present day orthod.ox Christians would resent such an 
appointment. The selection of the eminent author of the 
"Life of Jesus" for such a post was regarded in 1839 as an 
outrage on religion. The Radical Government of the canton 

, was driven from power, and fell a victim to the reaction which 
it had created by an abuse of its authority. 

The struggle thus commenced in Zurich soon extended to 
other provinces. In I84o the Protestant canton of Aargau 
decided on suppressing Roman Catholic convents. In I844 
the Roman Catholic canton of Valais declared that the Pro
testant religion should no longer be tolerated.3 Thereupon 

1 See Mr. Marier's despatch in Pari. Papers, relative to the affairs of Switzer
land, 1847--8, pp. 140, 141. 

2 Guizot, Memoires, vol. viii. p. 429 ; Ann. Reg., 1847, Hist. p. 353· 
3 Guizot, vol. viii. p. 425. There is an excellent account of the Revolution 

in Valais in Ann. Reg., 1847, Hist. pp. 356--36o. The whole of the chapter is 
written with exceptional ability. 
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the canton of Aargau insisted on the assembly of an extr~-. 
ordinary Diet; its deputies rose in · the Diet to . 

• • · . The Jesuits. 
demand the expulswn of the Jesmts from Switzer-
land. They secured little or no. support,. and the conduct 
of Valais might possibly ha.ve been forgotte~ if the grand 
council of Lucerne had not immediately afterwards decided 

~on the introduction of Jesuits into that cap ton. .This decision, 
which produced disturba"nces in Lucerne, changed the policy 
of the Diet , In 184"4 only one canton and a half had sup-

(

.,ported the proposat'f~~ the expulsion of the Jesuits. In 1845 
~ten cantons and a half decreed their expulsion. The Roman 
.Catholic cantons, alarmed at the violence of the passions which ·~ 

~ the Romanists had excited, form\!d themselves into The Sander· 

'

a S~d or defensive league. The Diet of bund • 

. 
1846 retaliated by declaring the league illegal, and by insisting 
on the expulsjon of the Jesuits. It ordered General :Q!l[our to 

' execute its orciers, and to employ force against the Sonderbund. 
These decisions filled Europe with alarm. Metternich, on 

the part of Austria, regarded the formation of the Sonderbund 
as equivalent· to the disso\ution of the Confederation,. and 

~ . . 

. desired that. the great P()wers of Europe should intervene .. 
Guizot, on the part of France, proposed that the religious 
dispute should be referred to the arbitration of the Pope, that 

[ the five Powers should themselves .offer to mediate on ques- · · 

I tions of. genera~ policy, .and that, if these terms were declined, 
the Confederation should be declared at an end.1 Palmerston, 

\
~lon the part of England, ·_ref. used to .admit.. that .the formation 
; of the Sonderbund had dissolved the ConfederatiOn, T~,_vict~ry 
and proposed that the five Powers should offer their or ~t. 
mediation on the understanding that if it . were refused ~o 
intervention should take place, and that if it were accepted 
the Jesuits should be expelled, the Sonderbund dissolved; and 
the civil war cease. 2 The proposal of Palmerston effectually 
separated England from the other Powers. Guizot himself 
declared that it gave France the opportunity of avenging the 

I Pari. Papers, p. 21!, and cf. Ashley's Palmers/on, vol. ii. ·p. ,5o 
2 Pari. Papers, pp. 227-231, 
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treaty of July by forming another Quadruple Alliance, in which 
England should have no part.1 But the advance of Dufour 
saved the British Minister from this catastrophe. Friburg 
fell on the IJth, and LUCerne surrendered on the 24th 
of November.2 Palmerston, instead of supporting the views 
of the Diet, found it chiefly necessary to· advise its leaders 
to be moderate. The Diet wisely abstained from vindictive 
measures; its temperate conduct deprived Austria of any 
excuse for interference; and a revolution, which at one time 
seemed pregnant with disaster to Europe, ran its course with
out producing serious complications. 

Yet the danger which was thus averted in Switzerland was 
already arising in a neighbouring country. Italy, palpitating 

Italy. 

patriots 
abortive 

under the iron heel of a foreign autocrat, was almost 
openly preparing for the death-struggle which her 

impatiently expected. In 1843, 1844, and 1845 
risings in Bologna, in Calabria,8 and in the Papal 

1 GuiJJot, vol. viii. p. 482. 
2 Ann. Reg., 1847, Hist. p. 372, and Pari. Papers, p. 265. Cf. on the 

whole subject, Memoires de Metternick, vol. vii. pp. 107, 451. 
3 The insurrection in Calabria (for debates on which see Hansard, lxxvii. 

p. 747, and lxxviii. p. 31) incidentally raised a great constitutional question. 
In the seventeenth century Cromwell had assumed the right of opening letters 
passing through the post. The right was formally conferred by statute in the 
reign of Anne, and confirmed by the Post-Office Act of 1837. Graham, believ
ing that "a great act of violence and bloodshed might be prevented" in t~is 
way (Life of Bishop Witbeiforce, vol. ii. p. 248), decided in 1844 on opening 
the letters of an Italian patriot, Mazzini. The matter was brought before the 
House of Commons by Duncombe (Hansard, vol. lxxv. p. 892), who moved 
for a Select Committee to inquire into the complaint. He was beaten (ibid., 
p. 1305), but a Select Committee was subsequently appointed on Graham's 
own motion to investigate the subject, The Committee's report exonerated · 
Graham and defended the practice. May's Constitutional History, vol. iii. p. 
48. In the meanwhile Duncombe bad incidentally learned that his own letters 
were also opened (Hansard, vol lxxviii. p. 141), and with this real grievance, 
early in 1845, again moved for a Select Committee. Ibid., vol. lxxvii. p. 668. 
Lord Howick proposed, and Disraeli seconded, an amendment for the appoint
ment of a Select Committee to inquire into the allegation that Duncombe's 
letters had been opened. Hansard, p. 901. Lord Howick's motion was rejected 
by 240 votes to 145 (ibid., p. 1022), and Duncombe was subsequently refused 
leave for the introduction of a bill to secure the inviolability of letters. Ibid., 
vol. lxxix. p. 328. These parliamentary decisions only imperfectly represented 
the feelings of the public, Sir E. May rightly says that Graham's avowal that 
Mazzini's letters had been opened encountered "a tumult of disapprobation" 
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States proved the intensity of agony in a discontented people. 
But in 1846 the death of Gregory XVI. opened a new page 
in Italian history. The conclave selected ·Mastai Ferretti, 
a prelate of irreproachable character and of liberal The election 

opinions, as Gregory's successor; and Ferretti, who of Pius IX. 

took the title of Pius IX, entered on his office with a desire to 
terminate' abuses and to promote improvement., 

In Rome, as in Italy, there were. in .1846 three distinct 
parties. The Sanfedisti, or the p~JJ!gi.ls .... oL the.,f1:olyi\Faith, 
supported by the whole force of Austria and Metternich, 
desired to preserve the autocracy of the Pope and to starnp 
out every attempt a:t revolution. The. party ot;,""'y,_qgpg..Jtaly, 
on the contrary, with Mazzini at its head, was striving by overt 
and covert means to drive Austria out of the Peninsula: and to 
establish an Italian Republic. Between the Sanfedisti and the 
Republicans, and equally opposed to both of them, a few 
Italians, desirous of more moderate measures,· were advocat· 

~;,...,.r.,. __ _._..-.,IJ.;~·~....-..;,;,.,...-'.·~,--..._~~ 

ing constitutional reforms and a confeoeracy of Italian States. 
These men, of whom d' Azeglio, Balbi, and Gioberti were the 
most conspicuous, relied on Rome as the centre of ~talian 
faith, and on Piedmont as the centre of Ital,ian fotc_e. Their 
views were supported by the representatives of Britain and 
France in Italy. 

The election of Pius IX. to the Papal Chair raised the 
hopes of constitutional reformers. The new Pope had read 
their writings and shared their views.1 His earliest action 
fConstitutiona/History, vol. iii. p. 47); and Denman, speaking as Chief-Justice, 
expressed his doubts whether the Secretary of State, acting alone and as an 
individual minister, had the right to open letters under the Act of 1 837. 

• Arnould"s Denmatz, v~l. ii. p: 163; see also Lord Campbell's opinion in Life 
of Campbell, vol. ii. p. 187. Thirty-six years passed before public attention· 
was again directed to the opening of letters passing tbrou~h the post by a 
Minister. But it is probable that the practice is more usual than is generally 
supposed. Russell privately admitted in 1854 that th·e Whig Gr)Vernment had 
ordered letters t.o be opened during the Monmouth riots. Life of Bislwp 
Wilberforce, vol. ii. p. 247 ; and cf. for general subject, Greville, .Memoirs 
Pt. i. vol. ii: pp. 249, 289. . ' 

1 See Giuseppe Pasolini, .Vemorie raccolte da suo jiglio. This book, which 
has been traqslated into English by the Dowager Lady Dalhousie, contains a 
very interesting account of Pio N ono, during the period in which he was Bisho~. 
of Imola, immediately before his election to the P~pacy. . 
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evinced his desire to move along the path which these authors 
had indicated. He commenced his Papacy by liberating the 
His liberal political prisoners whom his predecessor had con-
policy. · fined in the fortress of St. Angelo ; he followed up 
the amnesty by issuing a commission to consider and prepare 
·a measure of judicial and administrative reform ; 1 he made 
Cardinal Gizzi, a liberal prelate, Secretary of State ; early in 
184 7 he instituted a State Council of men, nominated indeed 
by himself, but selected for their popularity; and he promised 
the formation of urban and civic guards.2 

This new and liberal policy excited enthusiasm. The aii 
of Italy rang with applause of the new Pope; and the people, 
rightly concluding that Pius IX was more liberal than his 
advisers, indulged in the cry, "Viva il Papa Pio Nono Solo I" 
But the policy which created enthusiasm in Italy. caused a 
feeling of distrust in Vienna. The statesmen of Austria and 
of the petty courts, which basked under the sunshine of 
Austrian protection, saw with alarm the progress of reforms 
which they thought inconsistent with their own security. The 
Disliked by Austrian garriso'n, which in accordance with the treaty 
Metternich, of 1815 occupied the citadel of Ferrara, made some 
local disturbances a pretext for entering the t~wn and parading 
its streets ; and, when the Apostolic Legate protested against 
the outrage, Mettetnich defended the conduct of the troops.s 

The attitude of the Austrian troops in Ferrara was, however, 
• only one sign of Metternich's policy. In August 1847 he 

took occasion to communicate his fears and his views to the 
great Powers of Europe. Revolution, he had persuaded him
self, was already completed in Rome andTuscany; 4 tJJ.e.~evolu

tionary party was aiming at the union of all Italy under one 
Ciovernment. But this object was absurd. For Italy, so he 
declared in a formal despatch, was "a geographical name; 5 

'"'i'"j;;;t Pape;.s relating to Italy, 1846--7, Pt. L pp. 21, 26. 2 Il~id., p. 59· 
3 Ibid., pp. 85, 101 ; Garnier Pages, L'Histoire de Ia Revolution, vol. i. p. 

18. Cf. as to Metternich's opinions on Pius IX.'s concessions, Mlmoires 
de Metternich, val. vii. pp. 251-256. 

4 See his conversation with Lord Ponsonby in Pari. Papers, p. 74-
6 Cf. his letters to Apponyi, " L'Italie est une expression g~ographique," 

tc. Mlmoires, vol. vii. p. 415. · 
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fthe existence of its several States was based on principles of 

11 general public right; the position of their sovereigns was 
~guaranteed by Europe.'' The arms· of Italian revolution, so 

he complained in a second despatch, threatened those portions 
of the _Austrian Empire whic? are situated beyond the Alps. 
These Austria intended to keep; these she would know how 
to defend. For the present she wished to ascertain whether 
the great . Powers of Europe shared her views . and would 
unite with her in common action.1 The -peace of the w~rld, 
in Metternich's opinion, was dependent- on their decision. 

There could be little doubt that· the opinions which Metter
nich thus expressed in 1847 were consistent with the proceed" 
ings which he had persua<ied Europe to adopt in ·r82z; But 
the answer which he at once received proved the advance 
which British foreign policy had made in twenty-five years. 
No change, began Palmerston, with a· sneer at the but su 

' Austrian occupation of Cracow, can properly be made P'~r~elby 
. . . l h" h . bl' h d Palmerston. m the terntona arrangements w tc were esta 1s e __...,. 
at Vienna without the c~nsent of all the Powers who were 
parties to the settlement of r 8 r 5· Thi~ pgi_ni()n....h.er M~Je:,s.ty:s 
Governmeg!_.has' ha_d_Qccasion~·long~g2JQ.,.£;Rress to_the 
Cabinet of Vienna. · As for Italy, he went on to say, her 
~-~ .. _......._....._ . . ------
~j~§!iELG0~_!:11~t_lililg~Y.~~fqr_.!!niting 
its ~y~:raU?t.~t~...i!l one fede~p~blic. _BI!.tJ! k?e.w thl!t 
~p,_wJ.d.~Jy -~P.~_a_Q, ~l}~_w.:eU.:f~~Qded __ disconte11t ~existed .. in 
H .. s .provinces, .and -it -hoped. that -the-great -influence of-Austria 
would be used in enc6uEg~g_Ee~~~ary !E'~~~2n<!..i~PIOVe
l~ts. 2 A few days afterwards he wrote in still stronger terms 
to the British Minister at Vienna, that h.e felt assured that the 
Austrian Government could have no int~nt·ion ofS'eiZing-u-pon 
a-ny· reforms~ t11e Italian -Siates~~i!&h-t ~d.Qpt as a prete_2{t 
"for_~f!y_aggr.essi()rt...'!,h,e:~r_t;P_~i!: ::_rritories.'' If such 

l
aggressi~n were contemplated in Sardinia, Mefterni~h. would 
do well· to recollect that "the Crowns of Great Bntam and 

_ Sardinia have long been bound together by the ties of fai_thful 

1and intimate alliance, and Great Britain can never forget and 
1 Pari. Papers, pp. 78, 79· 2 Ibid •• p. 8I.) 
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; repudia,te claims founded tjpon such honourable grounds." 
If aggression were contemplated in Rome, Metternich should 
remember that "no invasion of the territory of that State could 
take place without leading to consequences of great gravity 

·and importance." 1 Language of this character was unusually 
serious. The British Ministry increased its significance by 

Lord despatching immediately afterwards Minto, a near 
Minto's ·relative of the Prime Minister, on a special mission to 
mif'sion. 

Italy. ¥._into was instructec! to support reforms both 
i~cj_inil!:_ind_Rome.: Everywhere in Italy he was to assert 
that the_moral influence of England w;ts on the side of progress. 
- Mehernich was naturally alarmed at Palmerston's attitude,~ 
and he had soon other cause for fear. In September 1847 the 
Austrian garrison at Milan thought proper to stop soine fete~ 
held in honour of the appointment of a new archbishop. Blood 
.was she~ in the act of repression; and the Milanese, angry at 
·the slaughter, resolved on a new method of showing their dis
content. Austria was dependent for her revenue in Lombardy 

·. on the profits of the lottery and on the monopoly of tobacco.4 
The Milanese resolved neither to smoke nor to play. The 
Austrians were irritated at this sudden resolution. Austrian 

officers puffed the smoke of their ci2:ars in the faces 
Disturb· ~ 
ances at of the people ; Austrian patrols protected any Lorn-
Milan. 

bards who disregarded the self-imposed law of the 
city. Conduct of this kind soon led to blows. The garrison 
used its arms; blood flowed in the streets; and the hatred 
with which army and people mutually regarded one another 
was increased by this deplorable incident. 

Nor was it in Milan alone that commotion was visible. In 
Venice, in Piedmont, in Lucca, in Parma, in Tuscany, and in 

\..Naples the closing months of 1847, and the opening weeks of 
1848, witnessed the wild tumult of p9pular agitation. In some 
of these places the repressive measures to which autocracy 

1 Par!. Papers relating tn ftaly, p. us. 2 Ibid. p. 128. 

S Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 45· 
4 Par!. Papers, p. 134. The lottery produced 8,200,000, the tobacco mono

poly 6,726,ooo lire. Garnier Pages, vol. i. pp. 26, 27; cf. Pari. Papers, Pt 
ii. pp, 8, IO, 
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resorted were te~potarily succes~fJII. I.n others of the.m the 
party of progress.obtained considerable advantages. In Pied: 
mont, the king, imit~ting the Pope's.example, inaugurat~d liberal 
government; in Tuscany, the Grand-Duke conceded ~eforms; 
and was rewarded by the annexation of Lucca to his territory; 1 

in the two Sicilies; an abortive insurrection in 1847 was.Jol~ 
lowed by a more successful movement .in January 1848. The 
Sicilians, winning a victory over the Neapolitan troops, forced 
the king to grant a constitution. · In ·venice, on the contrary, 
Manin and Tommaseo, the-patriotic leaders who inflamed by 
their eloquence the aspir1'!tions of their fellow-citizens, were 
flung by the Austrians into prison. Vain are the measures of 

, repression. Austria could have taken no steps so 'well calCu
lated to increase their popularity and enlarge their influence.2 

Thus in the winter of 1847-8 the political atmosphere of 
Italy was charged. with electricity, and revolution an4 . auto- . 
cracy loomed like' two mighty clouds, whose collision was 
imminent; ready to discharge their contents over the fated 
land. The shock was ultimately precipitated by unexpected.-. 
qccurrences in another country. 3 From 1840 to 1848 the 
Government of Guizot had regulated the foreign policy. of. 
France with a prudence which was usually admirable. 
But ·in domestic matters Guizot made the mistake, 
which the Liverpool Administration had committed 

The fall 
of Louis 
Philippe. 

in England thirty years before, Q[ .. opp!J~ing _rerorms.! because 
1 The terms on which the annexation was made will be found in Part. Papers 

relating to Italy, Pt . .i. p. 176. 
• The best connected account of these events is in Garnier Pages, vol. i. 

pp. II-SO; cf. A1zn. Reg., 1847, History. pp. 394-402. Disraeli, in Life of 
Bentinck, p. 358, claims Manin as a Jew. Basevi, the ·patriot advocate of 
Milan, was also a Jew (Morley's Cobilen, vol. i. p. 438); and cf. the whole 
passage, which gives an interestil}g account of Italy in 1847· 

8 So little was the Revolution of February 1848 foreseen, that on the 3rd of 
February, Normanby, British Ambassador at Paris, commenced a despatch: 
"Ope .cannot conceal frorp ~:meself that th_;_.,I!!_ain p_oi_li!2'PO!J}Vl_li!!h.the~whole 
direction of European_politicsisJiJ<elyfor.so!lJe time to turn is the course 
,~hich.Ausiri~-:::!th~ t~e- r";"e!'t.fe~_weeks.may.tak;;in:-i(;iy:" Part. Papers 
relating to Italy, Pt. ii. -p. 46. 

4 "' M .. Guizot,' disait un jour Sir R. Peel a Lord Aberdeen, 'fait beaucoup 
de concessions a ses amis; moi je n'en fais qu'a mes adversaires.'" Guizot, 
Menwires, vol. vii. p. 3-
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~ thev were new, and of maintaining institutions because they· 
'we;e old. In a purely constitutional country such a policy 

would sooner. or later have produced the fall of the ministry. 
In France it was attended with graver consequences, because 
the Crown in that country was identified with the policy 
Qf the Executive. Louis Philippe and Guizot were not 
merely sovereign and minister: they were colleagues in a 
Cabinet The sovereign reaped some of the-popularity which 
resulted from the minister's successes, but he bore also much 
of the blame which attached to his failures. It seemed im
possible to get rid of a minister who was identified with the 
throne without shaking the throne itself; and a change of 
policy, which in England would have produced a ministerial • 
crisis, in France involved the fall of a dynasty.l 

It was the object of Guizot during the whole of his admini
stration to pursue a moderate course. His moderation kept 
him in power for seven years. The Right criticised his policy, 
the Left advocated reforms; but the Right was always ready 
to help the minister to defeat the Left, the Left was equally 
ready to enable him to defeat the Right. Such a policy 
answered very well while Left and Right were more opposed 
to each other than to the ministry, but it was doomed to 
-inevitable failure if Right and Left once agreed to forget their 
own differences for the sake of defeating the Government ; and 
in the course o( 1847 they agreed on a common alliance. 2 

Reformers in France had for years desired to extend the 
franchise and to purge the Chamber of paid functionaries. 
Reform in From I 840 to I 84 7 these proposals were the frequent 
France. subjects of parliamentary discussion. In 1847 the 
Radicals, despairing of a parliamentary victory, decided on 

, attempting extraneous agitation by holding political banquets. 
The banquets kindled enthusiasm among the people, they 
created disquietude in the king. "Trop pere et pas assez 

1 The French seem incapable of devising a sovereign who shall reign and 
not govern, and hence Napoleon III.'s words, "We make Revolutions in 
France, not Reforms" (Cobden, vol. ii. p. 247), seem perpetually true. Cf. 
Stuckmar, vol. ii. pp. 2I7-229o 

~ Guizot, ilfem~irer, vol, viii. p. 534-
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. peuple," I however, Louis- Philippe consoled himself with the 
reflection that he had a majority in the Chamber. He refused 
\6 accept Guizot's offer to retire ; he could not understand that 
the forces whiCh were gathering outside the Chamber could over
whelm tbe legal representatives of the people." 2 

Thus France at the close of I 84 7 was slowly dividing her
self into two camps, whose leaders were animated by opposit~ 
and irreconcilable ideas._ King and Government relied on the 
Chamber, the Opposition ·depended on opinion. In theory 
Louis Philippe's position was unassailable. In his speech 
from the throne in the commencement of 1848 he declared 
that, in the midst of an agitation prepared by men who were 
both hostile and blind, he relied on the powers which the 
Constitution entrusted to him.3 His reliance was riot vain; 
the Chamber gave him a majority; 4 and the ministry, enc 
couraged by its success, decided on stopping the banquets. 
Its decision necessarily brought it into conflict with the 
Opposition. The ·one side affirmed, the other denied, .the 
power of the Crown to stop them.- With inuch good sense 
both parti~s agreed to test their legality in the ordinary 

· tribunals, and in the meanwhile allow a large banquet in 
Paris to go on.5 But the extreme members of the Radical 
Opposition were not satisfied with this pacific solution of a 
delicate embarrassment. They used every means to The Paris 

convert the banquet inio a great demonstration,· Pb<l!itical 
~nquet 

they openly avowed a desire to defeat the intentions st'ip.ped. 

of the Executive; and they invited the National Guard to 
come without their arms and take part in the procession. 
Even in England in 1848 such arrangements would have 
created alarm ; in France they produced consternation. The 
ministry hurriedly met, and determined to stop the banquet.6 

. - . 
1 Lamartine, L'Histoire de la Revolution de r848, vol, i. p, 17. 
2 Ibid., p. 47, and Guizot, vol. viii. p. 544· 
3 See L'Histoire de Ia Revolution, vol. i. p. 48, The precise words of the 

speech will be found in Guizot, ilfemoires, vo]; viii; p. 545-
4 Ibid. p. ssr. 5 Ibid .• p. ss6. 
6 Ibid., p. 568. The proclamation is inaccurately described by Lamartine, 

vol. i. p. 53· 
VOL. V. z B 
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The prohibition seemed, in the first instance, likely to be 
obeyed. Odilon Barret, a Liberal whose bluff figure and 
vehement oratory would have made him in England a success
ful agitator,1 advised his friends to give way. But this course 
did not commend itself to the more energetic members of the 

party. One of them, Lamartine, who had lived for 
Lamartine. 

nearly sixty years without acquiring repute, but who 
in the last few months had become famous as the historian of 
the Girondins, understood the situation much more thoroughly 
than Barrot. He saw that if the members of the Opposi
tion abandoned their programme they would sacrifice their 
authority. Forced by the Government to choose between the 
shame of retreat and the dangers of resistance, their honour 
and their cause equally forbade them to withdraw. The die 
was cast; the challenge had been given. The hour for de
liberation was over; the time for action had begun. 2 

Notwithstanding the enthusiasm which Lamartine created 
by his. advice, the immediate decision ot the Opposition was 
unfavourable to his views. The banquet was abandoned,s and 
Louis Philippe congratulated himself on the victory which he 

-had won.4 He understood as little as Barret the nature of 
the crisis or the feeling of the populace. The morning which 
followed this decision dawned upon an excited city. Crowds 
assembled in the boulevards and paraded the faubourgs; 
the students of the Schools assembled in the Place de la 
T,be,Revolu- Madeleine, siwg the Marseillaise, and, forced the 
~of doors of the Chamber of Deputies. The Govern-
e ruary. ment called out the troops, and entrusted them with 

the task of preserving order. Towards nightfall a few barri
cades were erected in parts of the city. But no collision 
occurred between troops and people, and no blood was spilt 
during the day.6 

1 The opinion is Cobden's ; see Life, vol. i. p. 417, 
2 Lamartine, vol. i. pp. 57-61. For Lamartine's own account of his previous 

career, see<ibid., pp. 74'"79· 3 Ibid., p. 62. 
4 Guizot, vol. viii, p. 576: "Le roi vint a moi le visage rayonnant, ' Eh 

bien! vous venez me feliciter: c'est qu'en effet !'affaire tourne a mervei!!e.'" 
6 Lamartine, vol. i. p. 67. 
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·In the'Tuileries the Royal Family watched with alarm the 
progress of the movement. ·Self-constituted advisers came to 
the king and assured him that the safety of the monarchy 
demanded the sacrifice of the .ministry. The queen told M. 
Duchatel, a. member of the Cabinet, that Guizot, if he con

·sulted the interests of the Crown, would resign, 1 ahd LoJ.\iS 
Philippe was reluctantly' induced to inform his minister that 
.he was under the necessity of parting from him. Guizot 
himself announced his 'own fall to the Chamber, The·fall 

and added that Mole had been charged with the or_g~izot. 
formation of .a ministry. Paris was in the throes of a· revolu
tion ; populace and soldiery were preparing for the encounter; 
and France, for all intents and purposes, was !eft without 
a Government . 

. And the struggle was already beginning. As the night wore 
on, a body of people armed with pikes and staves surrounded 
the Foreign Office. and denounced the ministry. A battalion 
of troops stopped the approach of the m:ob. In the confusion 
·a musket was either accidentally or · purposely discharged. 
Th~ troops, thinking themselves attacked, fired·on the people; 
Many persons in the crowd were struck down by their fire. 

<The people drew the corpses of those who were slain through 
the city. Cries for vengeance, appeals to· arms, demands· for 
barricades, rang through street and boulevard.2 · Guizot, (lis
missed from his functions and yet not-relieved by his successor, 
hurried to the Tuileries and urged that the commanq of the 
troops should be entrusted to a competent military man. He 
found Mole announcing his own failure, and urging that Thi~rs · 
should be sent for, Bu~,a\Jd, the hero of Algeria, was, on 
MolJ's nomination and with Guizot's consent, entrusted with 
the duty of restoring order.3 

"II est nn peu tard,;' said Bugeaud,4 as he retired from the 
Tuileries to carry out his instructions. Yet m0re time was 

1 Guizot, vol. viii. pp. 580, s8r. 
2 Ibid., p. 591 seq.,· Lamartine, vol. i. p. g6. . ..... 
s I have followed Guizot's account, which differs in some respects from 

Lamartine's. Cf. Garnier Pages, vol. iv. pp. 221-414-

4 Guizot, vol. v.iii .. p. •so3. 
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to be lost before he was allowed to begin. Thiers and Barrot, 
Bugeaud in who was associated with Thiers in the new minis
command. try, desired to make one more effort •to preserve 
order without employing force. Odilon Barrot, in particular, 
ran through the boulevards, and used all the influence of his 
presence and his voice in support of peace. Like Bugeaud, 
he was " un peu tard." His appointment to office on the 21st 
would have conciliated a people and stopped a revolution. 
On the 23rd the tide which had overwhelmed the ministry 
had already swept past good Liberals like Barrot and Thiers. 
New men were required in a new crisis; and, with an instinct 
as remarkable as it was unforeseen, the people were clamouring 

"for Lamartine.l Louis Philippe, however, had no intention 
of sending for Lamartine. He imagined that he had to deal 
with a constitutional crisis ; he could not persuade himself 
that he was confronted by a revolution. On the evening of 
the 23rd of February, while the tocsin was summoning the 
populace to arms, he saw nothing but an tmeult. Dn the 
morning of the 24th, while the people were pillaging the 
Palais Royal and firing the edifice, Bugeaud was forced to 
stand idly by without stopping the catastrophe. 31,ooo troops 
were collected in Paris for the defence of the monarchy; 2 the 
victor of Algeria had been nominated to their command ; and 
the troops were disheartened by forty-eight hours of inaction, 
their commander was paralysed by the orders of his king.3 

But the awakening soon came. M. de Remusat burst on 
the Royal Family at breakfast, and revealed the naked truth. 
Troops and people were fighting within three hundred paces 
of the breakfast-table. Aware at last of the situation, the 
king put on his uniform, mounted his horse, and showed 
himself to his troops. The troops were cold, and the National 
Guard hostile. Dismayed by events, whose gravity was at last 

The king rfJealed to him, the king returned with a heavy 
abdicates. heart to his chamber. De Girardin, a journalist 

of repu~, declared to him that his abdication could alone 

l lamartine, vol. i. p. n4. 2 Guizot, vol. viii. pp. 575 note. 
8 Lamartine, vol. i. pp. n8, 136. 
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save the monarchy. Another came while he was still deli
berating to tell him· that his troops were ·flying before the 
'People, and the king abdicated in favour of his grandson, 
the 'Comte de Paris,i · -The reign of Louis Philippe was over; but royalty, so some 
of its supporters thought, might still be saved in the person 
of a child. The Duchess of Orleans was a youthful widow. 
A young~and pretty woman, accompanied by her innocent 
and orphan child, would, so they argued, have more influence 2 

than the most eloquent speech of the ablest statesman.· Accom- _ 
panied by her children and esc.otted by her friends, the Duchess 
was persuaded to go to the Chamber of Deputies. ··.Like every 
other step which was taken by her family during the Revolution, 
her move was "un pen tard.". On the eve· of her arrival, 
Lamartine, surrounded by Liberal deputies urging him to save 

\. the State, had declar.c::d for a Repul;>lic. While the princess 
was standing before the deputies, a boisterous mob burst into 
the Chamber and interrupted the. debate. The· Princess, 
forced. to retire amidst the surgi'rig crowd, was .separated in 
the confusion from het child. A rump only of the. Chamber 
remained at their post, and voted the appointment of a Pro-
visional Government. 3 · 

The remarkable Government which was thus constituted 
consisted of eight members, but the soul of the eight was 
Lamartine. At his bidding the Government, which 

. . • APro• . 
.-.· wa~ mtended to represent the people, adJourned to visional 

the people's palace-the Hotel de Ville. Through Government. 

streets which were r~d with blood, surrounded by a mob 
1 Lamartine, vol. i. p. 28, Cf, Garnier Pages, vol. v. p. r2r seq. The 

Duke of Orleans w·as thrown -from his carriage on the 13th of July r842, and 
died from the effects cf the fall. His death (he was the eldest of Louis 
Philippe's sons) left the little Comte de Paris-a child-heir to the throne. 
Guizot was consequently compelled to bring forward a Regency Bill to provide 
for the contingency of Louis Philippe's death before the Comte de Paris was 
of age. The bill, which '~as ultimately carried, gave the Duchess of Orleans 
the charge of her child, but conferred the Regency on the Due de Nemours. 
The arrangement was not popular in France, and led to serious a'tacks on the 
minister. His own conduct is explained in Memoirei, vol. vii. p. 24 seq. 

2 Lamartine, vol. i. p. 152. 
3 Ibid., pp. x6r, 170, 176, 213, 219. 
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intoxicated with success, Lamartine walked on foot to the 
Hotel. There, in a small room, with difficulty protected 
from the mob, the Provisional Government commenced its
organisation. The army fortunately rallied behind the only 
men who ~epresented order; the Republic was proclaimed ; 
the influence of Lamartine was constantly exerted on the side 
of moderation. The mob, after hours of doubt, was satisfied 
with its victory. Passion itself was cooled by success. The 
establishment of the Republic meant triumph for some, safety 
for others, necessity for a!J.l 

In the meanwhile king and queen fled for their lives 
from the throne to which they had been raised by one 

revolution and from which they had been hurled 
The flight 
ofLouis by another. It was creditable to the French that 
Philippe. . 

both the Government and the people placed na 
obstacle on their· departure. The postmaster at Versailles 
placed his best horses at the king's disposal, bidding him 
to spare them not, but save himself. The sailors, who recog
nised him on the coast, facilitated his departure and prayed for 
his safety. An English packet-boat afforded him an asylum 
and carried him to England. 2 His son-in-law, the King of 
the Belgians, gave him Claremont to reside in; and the 
exiled monarch gladly accepted the home in which Princess 
Charlotte had passed her short wedded life, and which, since 
the Revolution of x8Jo, had remained unoccupied. 

These events created a profound impression both in England 
~·and on the Continent. The news of Louis Philippe's fall 

M
he • arrived in London on the evening of the 25th of 

r February, and on the following Monday Russell 
.Revo u-

11"/min gave a formal pledge that the ministry would not 
~· in . any way "meddle with the i~ternal affairs of 
France." a But; in truth, danger of interference was avoided 

' Lamartine, vol. i. pp. 222, 248, 250, 447· The concluding words in the 
text are Lamartine's. 2 Ibid., vol. ii. pp. 65, 76, 77· 

s H.msard, vol. xcvi. p. 1389. The news of the Revolution reached the 
House of Commons on the 25th, and gave rise to the well-known incident of 
Hume telling the occurrence to Peel. The story is told by Cobden in Speeckes, 
vol. ii. p. 548, and is retold by Mr. Morley in his Life of Cobden, vol. i. p. 407· 
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by the feelings of the Foreign Minister. The consideration 
by which Palmerston was chiefly actuated was a distrust of 
Guizot. The fall of Guizot was, in his eyes, a fresh guarantee 
for peace. "Continue at your post" _was· the short instruction 
which he sent to the British Minister .at Paris on the first 
tidings of the Revolution. "Of course, the French Govern-

- tnent cannot expect that we,.should send you formal credentials 
to a _Government professedly provisional and·temporary,"____9 
so he wrote two days, afterwards,-" but we shall take no 
hostile step towards them, and shall not bring you away as 
long as they continue to maintain their authority, and to 
use it with moderation and for purposes of order/' L "I 
firmly believe," so he wrote on the 29th of February to the 
British Minister at Berlin, "Lamartine to mean peace and no 
aggression." ·«The only chance for tranquillity and •order in 

~ France," so he wrote on· the same day to ~onsonby at Vienna, 

"tuo g!~~EP-2-~.:-!E>~-L~_!!lilttine." 2 
· _ , 

'tile-disposition. w?ich _ 'Y:J.S almo~~ _ instin«tjve,in. Pah.l}_e.rston 
'!i!!::~,,Ji''"' ...... ~~.~~~..:;;,;~:"""~·~""¥~~--"Z.:.~ ..... "';,.:·J • .-· .. , ~-~...:-,4, 

to support Lamartme was undouotedly_ ~treng~he~ed __ by .the 
-~~~<"""!:--=···~·tr:···~;~·~.:;,.,-~~t~ ,::~--,_. _...!'f-.~~.'i:?:'"~.z;!f-..'!;~~~~- :.::;.·~~..,.,.:i"'~~;-'1. ~--

c'§1~SL~Jl~'-~2,~~!-! g~~ment. Lamartme mdeed 
excited some alarm by declaring in a circular that "the 
treaties of 1815 had ceased to exist." 8 But it was soon 
evident that, whatever opinion he might entertain about the 
treaties of I8rs, he was sincerely desirous of peace with 
Europe and with England. 4 'f.he army was ind~ed strengthened, 
and corps of observation were stationed on the Pyrenees, on 
the Alps, and on the Rhine; 5 but these arrangements. were 
accepted by Europe as m~asures of defence and not of 
defiance. In one memorable instance, .moreover, Lamartine 
went out of his way to display his .disposition to re~ain- on 
good- terms with Britain. Ireland sent a deputation of Irish
~en to procure his active sjimpathy, and Lamartine coldly 
told them that it was not "convenable" for France to inter
vene in the affairs of a country with which she wished to 
remain at peace. 6 

1 Ashley's Palmerston, vo!. ii. pp. 71, 73· 
3 Lamartine, vol. ii. p. 39· 
6 Ibid,, pp. 43• 45, 46, 51. 

2 Ibid., pp. 74• 75· 
4 Ibid., vol. ii. p. ~ 
6 Ante, p; I<)Q. 
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If in England the Revolution created little alarm, in_ Germany 
it occasioned an uprising which shook society to its centre; 
and in and in Austria events occurred which directly affected 
Austria, j British foreign policy. On the 13th of March the 
people of Vienna rose, defeated the troops, forced Metternich 
to fly, and the emperor to promise constitutional institutions. 1 

Sudden and unforeseen as had been the convulsion which had 
<cost Louis Philippe his throne, it seemed regular and natural 
when compared with the uprising in Vienna. Austria had 
been the chosen home of autocracy ; the throne of the Haps
burgs had stood firm amidst disasters which would have rocked 
other monarchies; the ministry of Metternich had survived a 
dozen Administrations in neighbouring countries. There were 
precedents for Guizot's flight ; no human being, a fortnight be
fore, would have ventured on predicting Metternich's downfall. 

The news of Revolution in Vienna was received with a cry 
of joy by the down-trodden populations of Italy. In Venice 

. the people collected in masses before prison and 
a?~aly. ';. palace, and forced the Governor, on the r6th of 
March, to release their leaders, Tommaseo and Manin. On 
the 17th the tricolour was raised in the Piazza San Marco; on 
the r 8th Manin busied himself in forming a national guard ; 
on the zznd he seized the Arsenal, and compelled the Austrians 
to evacuate the city. A ~Provisional Government was esta
blished, and Venice was free. 

'Awed by the ~ast garrison which Austria had established in 
Lombardy, Milan had heard of the Revolution in Paris, and 
had made no sign of sympathy.2 But the fall of Metternich 
and the uprising in Venice agitated her more profoundly. The 
Archduke Regnier, the Austrian Viceroy, sought safety in 
flight; his lieutenant, seized by a mob which attacked and 
occupied the palace, was forced to sign decrees authorising 
the formation of a civic guard and entrusting the security of 
the city to the municipality. The general in command, how
ever, Radetzky, declined to acknowledge an order issued by 

1 Garnier Pages, vol. i. p. 69. . 
·2 Part. Papers, "Affairs ofltaly," Part ii. p. 143· 
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a governor in custody, and eniployed his troops to dear the 
streets and demolish the barricades which the people were 
already erecting. The contest thus begun on the 18th of 
March was renewed on the :tgth, The bells tang an alarm 
from the steeples; the inhabitants hurled stones· and tiles 
from the house-tops on the troops: Radetzky· swept the 
streets ·with grapeshot. ·The Milanese mamifattuted arms 
from the itort of the railings and the stones of the pavement; 
Pent in a walled town; whose fortresses were occupied by a 
hostile soldiery; th-ey had only ofie. alternative, to conquer or 
to die. But the great Manttian had told them eighteen 
centuries before that "de~pai~,;.Qf,,.Hfe.,.the. rneil,J!s .of,,)i:Ving 

\ 
su.~s," and the line proved true ehbugh in ~Han in 1848. 
For five days the contest proceeded. Before day broke on 

i the sixth morning, Radetzky sullenly evacuated the town. 
The Austrian ~r~y sought safety in its q~adrilateral fortresses 
beyond the Mmc1o,1 • 

This victory, one of the greatest ever Wort by a people against 
an army, led to other results. The King of Piedmont, orHhe 
23rd of March, threw in his lot with the Lombards; and on 
the 25th ordered his arn1y to cross the Ticino; the Grand
Duke of Tuscany: set his troops in n1otion to support the cause 
of Italy; the Pope blessed the volunteers who set out from 
Rome with the same object; ev~n Naples sent her contingent 
to support the Lombards ; 2 and, for a month, all Europe · 

1\ believed that the defeat of Austria was irretrievable; and that 
the independence of Northern Italy was secured. . 

The confidence of Italy and the fears of Austria led to 
events of extreme importance. itr.ly, determined on owing 
her liberation to her own exertions, r~fused the armed assist-

1 ..Pari. Papers, Part ii. pp. 2r8, 264;. Garnier Pages, vol. i, pp. 78-gr, u8, 
I have ventured in the text bn giving Dryden's rendering of Virgil's fine line. 

2 Gamier Pages, vol. i. pp. T47· rss. r6s. I74. r88 ; Par!. Papers, Part ii, 
pp, r84, 284, 290. I have inserted these dates, as they are frequently misstated, 
Sir T. Martin, for instance, assumes (•) that the insurrection broke out in' Milan 
on the rst. of March; (2) that it preceded (a) the Venetian tiprising, (b) the 
Revolution in Vienna ; and (3) that Charles Albert hesitate<;! " for weeks" 
bef9re he threw in his lot with the national party, All these statements (Life 
of Prince Consort, vol. ii •. pp. 8, 9• ix) are erroneous, 
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ance which Lamartine offered her from France.1 Austria, on 
the contrary, forced on her knees by disaster, appealed tG 
Palmerston for the good offices of Britain. :· Ficquelmont, 
t:ho was both Metternich's successor and disciple, declared 
that Britain, and Britain alone, could -stop the attacks upon 
,Austria which Piedmont and Tuscany were preparing; and 

.... that, if the attacks were continued, he should attribute them 

\

'to Britain 2 Language such as this made no impression on 
the statesman who held the seals of the British Foreign Office. 
He told Ficque1mont that he was misinformed, and that he 

:felt no surprise at his ignorance of British policy, considering 
'how mistaken his opinion had proyed as to the supposed 
;contentment of the people of Lombardy and Venice.3 He 
lsent off a private note to the British Minister at Vienna, 
·advising the Austrians to give up their Italian possessions 
1quietly and at once.4) 

It must have cost Ficquelmont a bitter pang to appeal again 
to a minister who was prodigal of good advice and chary of 
sympathy. But the increasing difficulties of Austria left him no 
alternative. Britain was the sole Power which had influence 

A,ustrian with Piedmont. 5 A word from Palmerston was worth 
overtures. more than 2o,ooo men, and Ficquelmont, on the 
15th of April, urged the British Minister to arrange a sus
pension of hostilities, during which Hartig, an Austrian dip
lomatist of repute, might make overtures to the Sardinian 
Government.6 Palmerston consented to propose the armistice, 
though he took the opportunity of reasserting his opinion that 

· "things have gone much too far to admit of the possibility of 
~ any future connection between the Italians and Austria.T But 

1 Garnier Pag~s. vol. i. pp. 2CYJ, 230, 241, 429, 432, 439· 456. 
2 Pari. Papers, Part ii. p. 190. 3 Ibid., p. 236. 
4 Ashley's Palmers/on, vo!. ii. p. 86. 
5 Ficquelmont wrote: "The fate of Italy is in the hands of England; you 

are at present the sole Power which has influence there; it is the greater 
because it is single." Par!. Papers, Part ii. p. 324. But Ficquelmont is 

·corroborated by Garnier Pages, who writes with the soreness of a French 
minister who found his own Cabinet's offers of armed assistance rejected for 
the sake of the passive support of Bdtain, vol. i. p. 270. 

6 Pari. Papers relating to Italy, Part ii. p. 333· 
7 Ibid., pp. J49, 3S2, 353; cf. Ashley's Palmers/on, vol. ii. p. 85. 
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nothing ·came of the proposal which was rhus made. Hartig, 
instead of addressing hiti.1self to Piedmont, busied himself with 
~~ging Lombardy and Venice to return to their allegiance, 
The Sardinian Government naturally refused to give Austria 
the respite which afforded the Austrian an11y its chief chance,1 

and Ficquelmont, instead of applying direct to Turin, deter
mined on conducting a new negotiation through London. 
Baron Hummelauer, who was selected fpr the purpose, was 
charged whh t'b.e ··proposal that the Lombardo-Venetian 

~kingdom should receive a distinct national administration 
under th~ lieutenancy of an Austrian Archduke.2 Four~and

twenty hours of the: ·liberal atmosphere of London induced 
Hummelauer to modify these conditions, and to otfer·to cut 
Lombardy free~HoYri'"'ifif~coiinection-witli the"'Empire.s · Even 

· with this condition Palmerston would hav~ nothing to do, and 
Hummelauer was persuad~d to return to his Government and 
submit to it the proposal that not merely Lombardy, but 

,

Venetia,·s.ho. uld be severed from. the A. ustrian Empire.4 Terms 
"' whioh Austria in 1859 only conceded after defeat to the 

armed strength of France ·seemed inadequate to Palrrierston 
and Italy in 1848.5 · · : · 

So far everything pointed to the ultimate success of the 
Italian arms. A double victory, at the close of May, increased 
the confidence of the Italians. Peschiera fell, and Radetzky, 
ve.nturing out of his lines, experienced a defeat, which ·seemed, 
dedsive; at Goito. 6 yet success itself was creating The difficul· 

division and. difficulty. Jealousies .·were aJready ties' of Italy. 

arising between Venice ·and the ·Venetian provinces; the 
Republican party in Italy saw with unea:sinessthe desire of 
Lombardy •. to ·throw in its fortunes with the· ,Piedmontese 
monarchy. A quarrel on a miserable detail led to a fresh 

1 Par!. Papers, Part iL p. 4or. 2 Ibid., p. {72. 
3 Ibid., p. 477 ; cf. Garnier Pages, vol. i, p. 475· 
4 1bid., pp. 532, 567. . ., 
5 The terins which Hummelauer offered through. Palmerston were offered by 

Austria on the r3th of June direct to the Provisional Government of Lombardy, 
but were rejected on the.rBth of June. Garnier Pages, vo!. i. p. 470; Pari. 
Papers, Part ii. p. 6og. 6 Ibid., pp. g,o, 551; 
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struggle in Naples between autocracy and the people; and 
the king, winning the victory, recalled both troops and fief:;! 

-·.from Northern Italy.l Even the Pope displayed an increasing 
reluctance to take part in an armed struggle with Austria.2 

On the other hand, whatever distrust the Austrians might feel 
for the Emperor, they had a bitter hatred of their Italian 
fellow-subjects. Austrian reinforcements were accordingly 
poured into Radetzky's position till his army became equal 
or superior to its opponents. But the Austrians had a 
greater advantage than they derived from the defection of 
N a pies and from their own reinforcements. Like the Eng
lish at the Boyne, they were led by a competent general. 
Radetzky had been forced into one premature movement by 
the necessities of Peschiera. He did not commit a second 
error. Instead of attempting a fresh advance towards Lom
bardy, he threw himself on the forces which blocked his road 
towards Venice. Vicenza capitulated on the uth of June; 
Padua immediately followed its example. Treviso surren
dered on the 14th, 3 and Venetia, with the exception of Venice, 
was practically again subjected to Austrian authority.4 .. 

These great successes did not tempt Radetzky into the 
error of a premature movement. Awaiting his reinforcements, 
Lombardy he let a month pass before he delivered his final 
r~co~'l,uered. blow. At last, on the 22nd of July, he moved 
out of his fortresses, and struck hard at the strong position 
\vhich the Piedmontese army held on his right flank. The 
battle which then ensued raged for three days. The Piedmon
tese, driven out of Custozza, which gave the name to the 
engagement, hurriedly retreated across the Mincio. Radetzky 
followed up the retiring columns and arrived with a victorious 

1 The quarrel arose on the question whether the deputies should swear to be 
faithful to the Constitution as it shall be developed and modified by the two 
Chambers together with the king, or whether the words modified and reformed 
should be substituted. This wretched detail caused a contest which enabled 
Bomba to recover his authority in Naples, to reduce Sicily to submission, and 
to withdraw 2o,ooo men from the seat of war. What mighty issues turn on 
the use of little words! Par!. Papers, pp. 512, 546. 

2 Ibid., pp. 421, 438 ; Garnier Pages, vol. i. p. 307. 
3 Pari. Papers, Part ii. pp. 59S• 617. 4 Ibid., Part iii. p. 32, 
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The city which had heroically· driven 
surrendered without a struggle by the 

army before 1\lj!an. 
\ out its garrison. was 
· King. of Piedmont. I 
.. This vict~ry practically sealed the fate of Lombardy. Alone, 
Italy had no chance of (urtherresisting Austrian progress. But 
.th.ere was one succour which it seemed still possible Piedmont · 

for her to obtain. · In the hour of her defeat, Pied- appeals to 
France. 

mont turned for the help which she had refused at · · 
the moment of her victory, and begged that a J.:rench army 
might enter Italy. But new statesmen and new ideas by this 
time regulated. the counsels of France. The Pro~ The state 

visional Government of February had fallen in June, of France. 

and Lamartine, after a brief and brilliant rule, had faded like 
a meteor into obscurity. The Provisional Government had in 
fact, from its first formation, been characterised by one weak
ness. It wasan attempt to combine in one Cabinet hostile 
el~ments which were ir1capable of fusion. Between Lamartine, 
who animated its policy, and Louis Blanc, who occupied a 
place in its council chamber, there was nothing in common 

"' but a name. Both professed an attachment to republican 
instit~tions. But the repu~li<;t-";hich Lamartine desired w~s 
a revival of the monarchy without the monarch; the republic 
at which Louis Blanc aimed was the sovereignty of the people. 
This radical disti11ction was certain sooner or later to lead 
to disagreement. The general election which immediately 
followed the Revolution returned an Assembly animated by 
the moderate views of Lamartine.~ , Louis Blanc was at once 
excluded from office, 8 and the reins of power were confided 
to moderate men alone. It could hardly be expected that 
the mob of Paris would quietly tolerate an alteration which 
symbolised its own defeat. On the advice of Louis Blanc, the 
Provisional Government had undertaken to provide work for 
the people. His retirement indicated that the work might be 
take!} away fro~ them. Influenced by this consideration, the 
mob rose on the. 15th of May and swept into the Chamber; 

J Farl.Fapers, pp, 77, 8o, 82, 84, us. 132. 
2 Lamartine, vol. ii. p. 359· a Ibid., p. 4,g. 
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After hours of anxiety, the rising was suppressed.1 But, in 
the following month, a new rising of a more formidable char
Cavaignac acter occurred. Amidst the roar of battla, the 
dictator. Assembly voted supreme power to Cavaignac, a' 
general whom Lamartine had himself selected for the com
mand of Paris. 'U,le foreign and domestic policy of Frane{! 
~~ thus entrusted to a military m.,aq.2 

It was thus to Cavaignac, and not to Lamartine, that Italy 
was forced to turn in the hour of her defeat; and Cavaignac, 
instead of flying to her assistance, offered to join with England 
in mediating between her and her conquerors.3~France and 
England had no difficulty in agreeing among themselves on 

British and 
the terms whicn· they should offer to the combatants. 

French Palmerston_imagined,_or_professed to believe, that 
mediation. · • · 1 b b-~tr~,.m the hour _of her v1ctory, wou d. e .ready 
to renew the offer which she had made in the crisis of her 
defeat. 4 But Austria, though she consented to negotiate, 
d~clined to adopt the British basis.5 Hostilities were sus
pended, but no other steps were taken. to effect a durable 
arrangement. Other Powers, Germany and Prussia, with 
Austrian sympathies, desired in the interval to range them
selves with France and England· in the task of peacemaking. 6 

. At last, on the 25th of September, the Austrian Ministry 
f formally declared that no cession of territory would be made 
l by Austria. 7 The minister who had won the game had no 

intention of surrendering the stakes to his enemy. 
If the great drama which was being played on the theatre of 

Europe had occupied only· Italy as a stage, this declaration 
must necessarily have terminated the Italian upris

Revolu-
tion in ing. Unfortunately for Austria, Italy was not the 
Hsary. only portion of the Empire whose people had long 
sighed for freer atmosphere. For twenty years Hungary had 

1 For a further reference to the fighting in Paris, see Malmesbury's Memoir1 
9/ an Ex-Minister, p. 171 ; and cf. Garnier Pages, vol. ix. p. 175 seq,, and voJ. 
xi. p. 430 seq. 2 Lamartine, vol. ii. p. 488, 

3 Part. Papers, Part iii. p. 109. 
• Ibid., p. 98. 
e Ibid., p. 424. 

5 Ibid., p. 245 ; cf. p. 482. 
7 Ibid., p. 455· 
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desired constitutional government. In the autumn of 1847 
the Liberal members .of the Diet, led by Kossuth, carried an 
address against the Administration ; 1 and, encouraged by their 

·victory, proceeded to the- consideration of further reforms. 
While they were still occupied with these labours, news arrived 
of the startling events which had occurred at Paris. Kossuth 
at once advised the Diet to insist ·on a radical change of 
system and the appointment of a responsible ministry. 2 The 
emperor, in the presence of revolution in Vienna, was unable 
to resist the Diet, and the demand which Kossuth had formu
lated was consequently conceded. A ministry of which Count 
Batthyany was the head, and in which Kossuth regulated the 
finances, was app-ointed.s This conce_ssion, made by a re
luctant but impotent autocrat, made Hungary autonomous. 
Even, however, in Hungary home rule was -not" universally 
popular. The territory which we know as Hungary is peopled 
by mixed races. In the south the Magyars predominate ; in 
the north the Slaves are the most numerous. But, in 
immediate contiguity to Southern Hungary, the annexed 

__ territories of Slavonia and Croatia are inha~ited by·a .purely 
Slavonic people. These men saw in the. autonomy of Hungary 
the supremacy of the Magyars, while they. desired independ• 
ence of their own. In the beginning of March they elected 
Baron Joseph J ellachich as their principal magistrate or Ban, 
and proclaimed their own independence.4 

Thus, from the outset, ~evolution in Hungary was com" 
plicated by the aspirations of rival races. The Hungarians at 
once demanded that the Ban of Croatia should 
place himself under the orders of their o~n. Pala- M:~:~and 
tine. The impotent Government at Vienna professed jealousy. 

to ~mply with their wish, and instructions were sent 'to" 
l Part. Papers relating to Hungary, p •. 7• 
2 Ibid., p. 34 The Diet thre~ aside its ordinary business, and at Kossuth's 

bidding, in an incredibly short time, passed thirty-one Acts,· which "effected a 
radical change in the Hungarian Constitution, and in the future· independence 
of the kingdom." The Acts are summarised by--Mr. Blackwell in a despatch 
from which th.is extract is taken. Ibid., p. 65. Mr. Blackwell's papers are 
singularly exhaustive and able. 3 IJ?id., p. s:z. · 

4 Ibid., pp. 49• 58, 6o, 
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Jellachich to submit. But the Ban was privately inform(ld 
that the Imperial Government hoped for his disobedience; · 
and J ellachich, interpreting his instructions by the private 
intimation, naturally declined to yield to the Hungarian de
mand. Supported by Austria, he as naturally desired to 
restore the authority of the Emperor. Thus, while the Italian 
and Magyar subjects of Austria were. either fighting for or 
compassing their own independence, the Slavonic races we,re 
endeavouring to maintain the integrity of the Empire.l 

The turbulent inhabitants of·the hilly countries which lie 
upon the frontiers of the Ottoman and Austrian Empires are 
always ready to appeal to arms. At the close of August 1848 
Jellachich collected a force to march upon Pesth. Even in 
her decay, Austria could not tolerate civil war among her own 
subjects; and she sent General Lamberg to Pesth to negotiate 
an arrangement. He arrived at the end of September: but 
the Diet at once disowned his authority; and an unknown 
assassin, translating its language into action, stabbed him to 
death in the public street. At the time of this shameful 
murder Austria had apparently regained some of her lost 
authority. She had reasserted, through Radetzky, her supre
macy in Italy ; and her emperor, who had fled to Innspruck 
in the spring, had lately returned to Vienna. He ventured on 
attempting one last act of authority: on the 3rd of October 
he dissolved the Hungarian Diet; and, placing Hungary 
under martial law, appointed J ellachich to the supreme· 

command. His action excited a memorable re
The second 
Revolution sponse. Vienna plainly understood that the cause 
in Vienna. oU.ellachich was the cause of autocracy; that 
Hu!!gary was. in arms for freedom; and, rising against its 
r1,1lers, forced the. emperor to fly to Olmutz.2 

The emperor had fled. 'Vienna was in revolt. J ellachich, 
posing as the supporter of the empire, laid siege to the 
rebellious city. Kossuth, identifying his cause with that of .. 
the Viennese, moved to her assistance. The first advantage 
was with J ellachich. Vienna at the end of October fell; 3 and 

l.Parl. Papers, pp. -j2, 78, 81. 2 Ibid .• pp. 82-91. s Ibid., p. 97· 
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'jellachich, co-bper~ting .with Windischgratz, the commander 
of the Imperial anny, i-nvaded Hungary. The operations in 
... --th'at province were attended in .the first instance with. fresh -

·Austrian successes, but the victories of his ·generals did not 
restore th~. ·authority of' the emperor. Palmerston had for 
months I;>een advising liim to re,sign his sceptre into_ firmer 
hands. 1 On the znd of Qecember, the emperor, actin'g on 
this counsel, abdicated in favour · of his nephew, . Fta~cis 
Joseph, a lad of sixteen. The prince th_us raised to a throne 
shaken -by revolution in Italy and Hungary, was fated to see 
his Empire bereft of its Italian provinces and stripped The 

of its supremacy in Ge~many. · Yet .'Austria ·and ~(";;!~cis 
its- emperors are apparently capable .of surviving m.9.: 
misfortunes. which would be ruinous to other states and other 
rulers. The lad who ascended the throne amidst revolution, 
and who was ·destined in two memorable wars to experience 
defeat, will be remembered for a reign of unusual length and 
of unusual prosperity. · 

At the time of the new emperor's accession in 1848, -the 
'i_mmediate danger to the Empire seemed greatest in Hungary. 
Every bulletin, indeed, announced a- fresh. Austrian success. 
Every despatch which Ponsonby wrote to Palmerston detailed 
a new victory. The bulletins of princes an'd the despatches 
of ambassadors, however, require to be read between the 
lines ; and, before January was over, the Austrian forces, 
which were nominally pursuing the flying Hungarians in 
Transylvania, were only saved from disaster by a Russian 

'Corps crossing the frontier and moving to their assistan~e.2 

Even Russian aid did not turn the balance; and at last, on 
the.;,roth of March, a Polish general, Bern, ·who commanded 

\the insurgents in Transylvania, •inflicted a severe defeat on 
Russia and Austria at Hermannstadt.s . '!;:..-...-,-...;.-.- _,_.,_..__. __ .~,. ... 

1 Ashley's Palmers/on, vol. ii. pp. 85-87. Palmerston never measured his 
words When he wrote about Royal personages. In r846 he described the man 
who became two months afterwards King of Spain as an absolute and Ab
solutist fool. In 1848 he described the Emperor of Austria as the next thing 
to an .idiot ! Is it necessary for a Foreign Minister, even in his private corre
spondence, to write in such a way? 

2 Pa1-t. 1'apers relatiTtg to Hunl,'ary, pp. 134, 135. 
VOj:.. V, 

3 I bid., p. 169. 

? {.: 
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The embarrassing difficulty which Austria encountered in 
Hungary infused new heart into the Italians. They had seen 
with regret the conclusion of im armistice; they saw with 
dismay that the terms of the armistice were not observed 

. by the combatants. Austria, complaining that the 
Increasmg p· d fl h d . . d . . 
excitement l 1e montese eet a not retire from the Adnat1c, 
in Italy. · refused to give up the military armaments which 
had been ceded to her at Peschiera.1 Radetzky, dominant 

iat Milan, imposed a fine of millions of livres on the chief 
inhabitants of the town.2 These occurrences increased the 
prevailing bitterness. Italians in every province longed for a 
renewal of the struggle. The Romans, finding that the Pope 
was reluctant to move, rose against their rulers, struck Rossi, 
his minister, dead on the steps of the Cancelleria,s and forced 
the Pope to fly to Gaeta. The armistice still continued ; 
Brussels even was appointed as a trysting-place for the Con
ference; but the negotiations for which the armistice had been 
concluded, and for which the Conference had been arranged, 
were perpetually postponed. 

Delays of this kind were advantageous to Austria, and 
therefore irritating to Italy. The war party in Piedmont 
constantly acquired greater importance, and the king found 
it necessary to adapt his phrases to its aspirations. In opening 
the Chamber, on the rst of February r 849, he talked of the 
confidence which animated a reorganised army, of the prospect 
The w~r of resuming the war with firm hopes of victory, and 
resumed, of the sacrifices which the nation was still prepared 
to make. His speech was answered by the Chamber i.n a still 
more warlike address; and· the deputies, forgetting the re
sponsibilities of their position, clamoured for immediate war. 
These utterances on the part of monarch and Chamber 

1 Parl. Papers ?-elating to Italy, Part iii, p. 490. 
2 Ibid., pp. 592, 634. 
3 Ibid., p. 607; cf. Guizot, vol. viii, p. 407. Guizot has left a beautiful char

acter of Rossi, in which he applies to him Villars' words on Marshal Berwick's . 
death at Philips bourg: "J'avais toujonrs bien dit que cet homme-la etait plus 
heureux que moi. La mort de M. Rossi peut inspirer Ia meme envie, et il 
c!tait digne du meme bonheur." Guizot, vol. viii. p. 415. For Rossi, see also 
Hansard, vol. cv. 370; and Pasolini's Memoin, 
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made the preservation of peace-almost impossible. The sole 
chance of preserving it lay in the. immediate commencement 

. of the Conference at Brussels ; and Austria· showed no signs 
of appointing an envoy to represent her. She was at last 
persuaded to send a diplomatist, Count Colloredo,"'to London, 
to discuss the possibilities of the negotiation. But Colloredo, 
instead of entering on the discussion, presented an angry 
remonstrance on the tone of the Royal Speech at Turin, and 
made a new declaration that Austria would not enter the Con
ference· at all until she was assured that no cession of .territory 
would be required of her. This threat made it perhaps im
possible for the King of Sardinia to rein in his eager subjects. 
In an evil hour for Italy and himsdf, on the 12th of March, he 
gave notice of the conclusion of the .armistice. On the 2oth, 

· when the required eight days' notice had expired, he moved out 
jof his lines at N~ra, and crossed the Ticino: He had not even 
\a~tended !o the g&'pel precept ofweighin.g his ow? st_rength and 
;that of h1s enemy. Radetzky at once p1erced h1s hnes, forced 
rhim to retreat, and defeated him at Novara. Monarch and 
fnation were both prostrated by the blow. Charles a~d ter· 

~Albeit abdicated.· His son,. Victor Emmanuel, con- mmated. 

Lcluded peace on the terms dictated to him by his enemy; 1 

.and for another ten years Italy ·was at the mercy of Austria . 
. . Throughout these occurrences Britain, with :Palmerst~n as 

Foreign Minister, had pursued a remarkable policy. He had 
never concealed his sympathy with the Italians, al)d , 
h . f h ; . d h h f l f h . Palmers tons Is sense o t e JUStice an t e. ope u ness o t e1r Jta)ian (/ 
cause. t. When Radetzky was beaten, he :had urged JiB!tcy. 

·Austria to cede Venice. When Radetzky was victorious, he 
had_!. done his best to procure the cession of Lombardy. Even 
after Novara, he endeavoured t!) moderate the demands of 
Austria. The attitude which he thus assumed undoubtedly 
encouraged Piedmont to persevere in a struggle when she 
had better have made terms; and _bjg""§NP.P9.:r:t, .... tl.!.~!:.~for.,e,.,iJJ.:. 
O.Et~~~-.S .. hLJ~JI..J312J$4Qarl\l,.than~gooQ.~_,!l..J1..ig,IJ~r ... 

1 For authority for these statements, see Pai'l. Papers 1'/!lating to Italy, Part 
iv, pp. Io8, 138, 178, IOQ, .226, 227, 229, 
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se.§~eJ ~ conte.sLof_L8A8_,_ thoug!_J.)tjnded iq,.ilisa,iter ~l1-nd 
·. r failureLgid_moreior Italy-thanany CO~?P.romise.; _since it won 
' fo!J~e-r J~-erespe,ctand .simpathy of Europe.J For autocracy 

the decisive victory did not come one moment too soon. 
Almost at the time at which the news reached 

Russia 
interferes in Vienna that the Italian uprising was practically 
Hungary. crushed, intelligence arrived or the defeat of the 
Russians and Austrians in Transylvania. It was apparent 
that Austria, though she had crushed Italy, could not hope to 
secure the restoration ot her authority in Hungary, and, in 
her distress, she turned to Russia for further assistance. She 
did not turn in vain. Russia knew that Polish troops were 

11fighting in the ranks of th-e insurgents; she saw that the chief 
'Hungarian successes had been won by a general of Polish 
'birth. She identified the cause of Hungary with that of 
l Poland, and feared that Hungarian successes would lead to 
Ia fresh insurrection in her own territory. Russia, therefore, 
was ready to place Paskievitsch, the most famous of her 

.generals, and r 2o,ooo of her troops at the disposal of the 
autocrat at Vienna. She was prepared. to anticipate a fresh 
insurrection in Poland by the old familiar remedy of stamping 
out revolution in Hungary.l 

Russian help gave a new character to the struggle. Kos
suth, indeed, persuaded the Hungarian Diet to denounce the 
House of Hapsburg as perjured in the sight of God and man, 
and to _decree its deposition; 2 and the Hungarians thence
forward fought not for their rights under the House of Austria, 

but for their separation from the Empire. The con
The Hun. 
garians test, however, was from the first hopeless. The 
defeated. 

victory of Radetzky and the Russian advance had 
combined to secure success for the new Austrian Emperor. 
The Hungarians had the satisfaction of maintaining a gallant 

! struggle for several months. An outbreak of cholera in the 
Russo-Austrian army 3 increased to a ceriain extent the diffi
culties of the allies. But the unequal contest could not long 

1 Par!. Papers 1·elating to Hungary, pp. r6g, r85, rgz, I94· 
2 Ibid., pp. I93· 256, 264- s Ibid., p. 253· 
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continue. .In July and August _th_e Hungarians suffered a 
succession of reverses. Kossuth, despairing of success, sur

!rendered the supreme power to a military man, Georgey: _'file a ' 11:1!£ ··'r 

}latter, surrounded by the enemy's forces, and b~aten at Temes-
Jwar, was forced to- surrender. Comorn, ~he last remaining · 
~stronghold of Hungary, capitulated, and autocracy was able to 
announce the conclusion of the stJruggl~. 1 

~ Palmerston had repeated in this case the policy which he 
had pursued in respect to Italy. When the fortune of war 
declared against Hungary, he had urged Austria to 
consent to some arrangement which would satisfy 
the nati~nal feeling of the Hungarians, and would 
maintain unimpaired the bond of union which had so long 
connected Hungary with the Austrian crown. 2 When the 
contest was concluded, he had -urged the Austrian Govern
ment to "make a generous use of the successes whicil- it has 
obtained," and to pay "due regard to the ancient constitu
tional rights o(Hungary." 3 He received from Schwatzenberg, 
the Austrian Minister, a reply which ought to have taught him 
that statesmen unprepared to enforce their counsels had better 
be cautious about offering their advice. "The world," wrote 
Schwarzenberg, "is agitated by a spirit of general subversion. 
England herself is not- exemp\ -from the influence of this 
spirit; witness Canada, the island of Cefalonia, and finally, 
unhappy Ireland. Ji£t,..J.Y..h.~.re~~e_r_r$!V:9.!.LJ~Et;:<J.J<.s"' o~.l';~ith,ip 
the vast limits of the British Empire, the English. Government 
'~""?.'_..,.,~;.H·£~.'~P~-~~ • < -·¥~ -~-- ~ -~-· , .. ·~. '. : ·- ·1 

~~!Y~-~~<?,_ws;ll~)V,~:~ :~:.f~intain _ -~h~ ,a,_}l~~ori,t_yo~ t~_e, law, ~e 
It, even· at the .pnce of torren t~_of blood. _It IS not for us to 
bTa'"~~- her. Whate;er ii;ay fie"' the --opi'nion _which we form 
as:t;to .•. the measures of repression employed by the 
British Government, . . . we consider it our duty to re
frain from expressing that opinion, persuaded as we are 

_ that persons are apt to fall into gross errors in making them
~ selves judges of the often so complicated position of foreign 

nations." 4 • 

1 Parl. Papers, pp. 323, 347, 387. 2 Ibirl., p. 286. 3 Ibid., p. 348. 
4 Parl. Papers relating to Hungary, p. s86. 
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To this despatch Palmerston did not even venture to reply; 
and the Austrians, secure in their victory, proceeded to wash 
Austrian out rebellion with blood. Even before victory was 
re~. assured, Haynau, the Austrian general, had threat-
ened to reduce Pesth to "a heap of ashes," if even only a part 
of its inhabitants transgressed the rules which he saw fit to 
impose upon their conduct.· "Death, at the shortest notice, 
without distinction of rank or sex, shall be the portion of 
every one who, by word, deed, or the wearing of revolutionary 
badges, shall dare to support the cause of the rebels." 1 When 
victory was secure, still more violent remedies were applied to 
disorder. Forty or fifty officers were summarily shot; one . 
lady was ordered to sweep the streets of Temeswar; another 
lady was stripped and flogged by the soldiery. Many of the 
leading Hungarians were hanged; and Louis Batthyany, who 
had presided over the Hungarian Ministry, only escaped hang
ing by inflicting a wound on his neck which procured him a 
more honourable death-he was shot 2 

Austrian vengeance was not satisfied with consigning an 
illustrious statesman to death and with hanging patriots by 
the score. It desired more victims, and it saw with impatience 
that thousands of the Hungarians had crossed the frontier and 
entered Turkish territory. Kossuth himself, Bern, Dembinski, 
a Polish general, and sooo others thus sought safety. Auto

Iiungarian 
r~p.~.··cr~es 
:n":.ilflifY· 

cracy at Venice and St. Petersburg was concerned 
to learn that these men, whose names were on the 
lips of every patriot, had thus escaped from its 

clutches. The Porte, however, was a weak and timid Power, 
and autocratic sovereigns never doubted that it would be com
pelled to attend to their directions. The treaty of Passarowitz 
had pledged Austria and Turkey to ~bstain from sheltering 
r~£_ej§ _or mah';ontents. Th£! treaty of Kainardji had pledged 

I Par!. Papers relating to Hungary, pp. 288, 303. If more than ten 
persons were gathered together in the streets and did not disperse at the 
first summons, the military patrol were ordered to fire on them. Ibid. 
p. 304· 

2 Ibid., p. 387, 390; cf. Mr. (afterwards Sir A.) Cockburn's speech in 
Hansard, cviii, 509, in which a category of Atlstrian executions is given. 
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Russia and Turkey to deliy~r _up,, or, a_t lc:ast to banish, dis-
~--- .. ."·-,«- ~.y""'·-·~"V--···"'- ,.. ..... ~.·-~ .. , ...... ~ .. ...._ ~· 

o.ReOient:,::a;i)a~t-raitorous ,subje<:;ts, I On the faith of these two 
tr~aties, Russia and Austria presented simultaneous demands 
at the Porte for the surrender of the fugitives. Russia even 
sent a special envoy to Constantinople to enforce her demand. 
Fortunately, the British Embassy at the Porte was held by 
Stratford Canning, the only Englishman of.the century who 
has made a first-rate reputation as a diplomatist. ·He at once 
advised the Porte to refuse the d~mand. The Porte, without 
courage to adopt his advice, took the temporising course of 

· sending a special mission to St. Petersburg. The Austrian 
\,..and Russian Ambassadors, irritated at the delay, abruptly broke 

\ 
off diplom.atic relations with Turkey.. Their irritation was 

·perhaps natural. The move of the Porte gave time for the 
~Western Powers to interfere. Palmerston addressed a strong 
t remonstrance to Vienna and St. Petersburg, and ordered the 
~British fleet to move up to the Dardanelles. De -r:ocqueville, 

!
who held the seals of the French Foreign Office; imitated his 
.example, and despatched a squadron to Smyrna .. The The demand 

V. d S . p . b h d for their autocrats of 1enna an t. eters urg, ex aus.te extradition 

with the struggle in which they had been engaged, refused. · 

l were in no mood for .a fresh war 'with the Western Powers;' 
lRussia, with some dexterity, availed herself of the Turkish 
~mission to St. Petersburg to modify her demand and ask only for 

\.
·~the expulsion of. Polish refugees from Turkish territory. Austria, 
linstead of demanding the surrender of the fugitives, only asked 
1for the detention of some thirty of them ir1 the interior of Turkey; 
~nd the Western Powers, having effected their chief object, con

~ ~ented to withdraw their fleets from their menacing position. 2 

1 Pari. Papers, r85r, "Correspondence t.especting Refugees from Hungary," 
.pp. 28-30. . . . 

2 Ibid., pp. 4, ro, r6, 17, 28, 42, 53, 71, II9; cf. Ashley's Palmers/on, 
vol. ii. pp. IQ1-I20. It ought, perhaps, to be added that the correspondence 
did not end at this point. Palmerston objected to the- new Austrian demand 
that the principal refugees should be imprisoned by Turkey, and it was only 
after two years' negotiation that· the Porte mustered up courage to ·liberate 
Kossuth. Throughout the negotiation Palmerston was as badly represented 
by Ponsonby at Vienna as he was ably supported by S. Canning at Constanti· 
nople. To Ponsonby he administered a severe and deserved reproof. Ashley's 
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During these _ ne_gotiations Palmers ton had displayed a 
yjgorous determinatio'j; ~hich -11ad raised his reputation both 
iii-England and on the Contine_!lt. His interference on pre
"vfous 9CCasionsJl<J.d .frequen_tly been with weak Powers, and 
b1S--:condl}ct tqwards such natiqns as Portugal or N~ples ha.<! 
~-c~sionally borne too close a resemblance to the tyrannx. 
!Jlich _a st:ong boy commonly exercises over a weak on.~. 
,But it was impossible to apply this criticism to his policy in 
1848 and r849. During those years he stood at bay against 

' the great autocratic Powers ·of Europe, and he retrieved the 
discredit which attached to his failure in Hungary and Italy · 

, by the success of his efforts to induce the Porte to resist the 
demands of its powerful neighbours. 

Palmerston, however, was probably stimulated by his 
achievement- to enter upon a more doubtful undertaking. 
The British fleet was still in the East, ready for any further 
service required in that quarter; and the disorganised con
dition of the Greek Government made it easy to discover 
The state of grounds for new interference. Greece, in fact, had 
Greece. been a source of anxiety to British statesmen from 
the first establishment of the new kingdom. Otho of Bavaria, 
who wore the crown, had norie of the qualifications which 
fitted him for his position. Training and temperament pre
vented him from entrusting the government to his ministers. 
He had neither the ability nor the vigour which would have 
enabled him to have conducted it himself. The affairs of 
Greece naturally fell into disorder, and the representatives 
of European Powers at Athens struggled one against another 
The Revolu· for their own interests. The British Minister, Sir 
~ri'fl~3· Edmund Lyons, whom Guizot regarded as a rude 
and imperious sailor, ascribed all the evils of the country to 
the monarch, and thought that constitutional revolution was the 

Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 122. It should, moreover, be stated that a delicate 
question incidentally rose from Sir W. Parker, who commanded the British 
fleet, taking up a position inside the Dardanelles. Parl. Papers, p, 61, 
Palmerston's official commentary on this proceeding will be found in ibid., p. 
67; his private commentary in Ashley's Palmers/on, vol. ii. p. 120; the Austrian 
protest against the act in Part. Papers, p. 74; the Russian in ibid., p. 81, 
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only remedy for t):Hi kingdom.l He had his way; in September 
~43 the people of Athens rose, rang the alarm, and, assisted 
bythe troops, proclaimed the Constitution, 2 · · 

Se~en years before constitutional government had been thus 
established, Otho, .with the ideas of a king and the means of 
a bankrupt, had commenced building a palace at Athens .. 
M;any a Naboth had a field which it was convenient to add 
to the Royal garden; and the .king· seized the property which 
he required without taking the trouble of paying Mr. Finlay's 

for it. Among others, Mr. Finlay, a British subject, . claim. 

who had devoted much of his life to the Greek cause, and 
whose "histories preserve his memory, had purchased a plot 
of land which, coming within the king's ring-fence, the king 
seized. Finlay, failing to obtain redress, appealed in 1842 
to Aberdeen, who instructed Lyons to press the Claim on the 
attention of the Greek Government. But the instructions 
were not very urgent, and Lyons' movements, after the 
Revolution of 1843, were not very rapid. He either made 
no report on the subject from 1843 to July 1846, or, _if he 
made any report, the Foreign Office never thought proper to 
publish it. On the rst of July 1846 he admitted that his 
remonstrance had failed, and that he had been unable to 
obtain redress for Finlay. . 

His report reached "London at a ·critical- moment. · Palmer
st on had just resumed his seat at the Foreign Office; he 
seized the oppo~y of ~g a little essay_QJ!.JhL<itJ!i~§ 
o,Lk.fug~~~nq· th~rights . .pCBritish-subjects. Evert in despotic 
monarchies, land was not" arbitrarily wrested from private 
individuals for the mere convenience of the sovereign; and, 
il,Otho cared to go to Pots.Q.Jl...m,..hL.CO.!ll<L ... sJilLsS!.~_J:h~JawQ.\lS 
mill which testified tothe scrqp.M!o_us_r.egar.d_paid~by_the~Gr.e.at. 
~e.ric;k. to~the. rights. oLone:..oLthe~b llmblesLoLP.is~sll.Qj~ds. 
The conduct of Frederick the Great might worthily be- imitated 
by Otho the Little. In any event, Palmerston expressed "the 
)ust_h.opeJl_n_<i_~onqd~expectatio.l1_of_b.er_Majesty~s.Gove~~ 

1 Guizot, voL vi. p. 259. ~ Ibid., vol. vii. p. 276 et se~. 
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"ment, that no further delay will take place in affording redress 
tl?- anaggrie"ved)3ritish subject." r · ·--

Greece, in the first instance, displayed every disposition 
to pay attention to the remonstrance. Colletti, the Greek 
Minister, could not, indeed, understand why such a fuss was 
made about a paltry piece of land. But he professed his 
readiness to leave the decision of the dispute to some practical 
man, in accordance with the provisions of the law. Finlay, on 
his part, accepted the proposition ; and Palmerston probably 
concluded that his strong remonstrance had borne fruit, and 
that the claims of an aggrieved British subject were making 
fair way towards settlement. 

But the "law's delays," and the devices of those who 
administer the laws, are numerous. The promise of arbi
tration was forgotten; Finlay's claims were shelved ; and 

• it required in 1847 another despatch from Palmerston, 
threatening measures which would be painful to England 
and disagreeable to Greece, to force the Greek Minister into 
another step. He invited Finlay to lay his case before the 
nomarch of Athens, and offered him, through that official, 
a drachma a pic for his land.2 Finlay himself valued his 
land at 15 or r6 drachmas a pic; or, as he had 3000 pies, 
at 45,ooo to 48,ooo drachmas, and naturally refused the 
nomarch's offer. T]le. Greek Government, after a lor1g. cor
r~pQEQence, fell back on its offer . to arbitrate. But, as 
it insisted on retaining the appointment of the umpire in its 
own hand~,-P·almerst~n summarily rejected the propos~l 8 

Other causes of difference had; in the meanwhile, arisen. 
In October 1846 a band of brigands, disguised as Greek 

Other soldiers, seized the Custom-House at Salcina, plun-
claims. dered six boats belonging to the Ionian Islands, 

robbed the whole of their crews, and beat some of them.4 

A little before, Stellio Stumachi, an Ionian suspected of rob-
1 Par!. Papers relating to Greece, p. 16. Palmerston was so much pleased 

with his Sans souci argument, that he subsequently reproduced it in the House 
of Commons. Hansard, voJ. cxii. p. 391. · 

2 A pic is 27 inches, a drachma B~d. 
1 Par/. Papers, p. 45· 4 Ibid., pp. 177-186. 
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bery, was-so it was alleged-thrown into prison, tortured and 
bastinadoed, for the purpose of extorting from him a confession 
of the crime: 1 while, in January i848, some Gre~k soldiers 
at Patras arrested the coxswain and boat's crew of H.M.S. 
Fant0me.2 These outrages were very. serious. But they have 
been forgotten by most people, whose ' attention has been 
.concentrated on the case of M\ Pacifico, or ~£B:.-..:gaci_fi,£!?, as 
~tE ... IJ.!?IJ~!ly~ cal\e.Q., ~J~~' ll.~!\~tiy~."Pf .... GU>_raltar, who ~,'l:s~.,E&e 
victim of an atrocious riot in the s~ring of 1847· 
~.-. ....... ~~""-·,~~>-.W"o~~-~~~--~~~~~~- t'.'> 

~- It had been the custom of the Greeks for many years to 
~elebrate the feast _of Easter by burning- an effigy of Judas 
Iscariot. It happened that, at Easter 1847, one of the 
Rothschilds was staying at Athens ; and the Greek Govern
ment, unwilling to insult the wealthiest capitalist in Europe, 
forbade the burning of the effigy. (:The Greeks, deprived of 
the privilege of burning the image o( a dead Jew, determined 
to avenge themselves by an attack on a living one ; and, after .. 
service on Easter Sunday, broke into Don Pacifico's Don 

house, i, s:-vearing dr~adfully," beat his wife and Pacifico._ 

children, smashed his furniture, tore his papers to pieces, and 
robbed him of his money and jewels. · Palmerston, informed 
of the outrage, at once .instructed Lyons to obtain from Don 
Pacifico a detailed statement of his .losses, and, if the claim 
seemed reasonable, to require t-he Greek Government to dis
charge it.J~Perhaps it was too_ much to expect either Jew or 
Christian ·to forego such an opportunity of improving his 
position. Don Pacifico sent in a claim for £3r,soo. The 
greater part of it was made for some papers which had been 
destroyed, and which were the original vouchers for a claim 
which Don Pacifico had for years been vainly pressing on the 
Portuguese Government.8 Palmerston adopted the demand 
which Don Pacifico thus made. He ordered application 
after application to be addressed to the Greek Government 

1 Par!. Papers, p. 193. sP.q. The case against Stumachi's version of the story 
is excellently put by Stanley, who calls Stilmachi "this highly resp~ctable 
burglar." Hansard, vol. cxi. p. 1300. 2 Par!. Papers, p. 275. 

3 Don Pacifico was Portuguese Consul-General at Athens. 
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for its settlement. Nothing, however, came of his represen

The British 
fleet sent to 
Greece. 

tations. From March 1847 to January r85o, 
the British Minister failed to obtain redress ; a_nd 
Palme~o.~,_,'I_Yeary,.of a protraqed ,CO!respondt;!!fe,, 

d~Ji-.QR br:inging matters, to an issue .. by despatching the 
I B.til~h fleet,, \vhich had finished its ":ork at. the Dardanelles, 

to the neighbourqood of Athens. 1 

·sir W. Parker, who commanded the British fleet in the 
Mediterranean, arrived off Salamis on the uth of January. 
He landed at the Pin:l''!US on the 15th, and with Mr! }Yyse, 

\- ,who had replaced Lyons at Athens, sou,ght an intervie~ on 
urgent affairs with the Greek Minister. 'i.t was now time, so 
Wyse told the Greek, that the claims should be settled; if 
they were not settled in twenty-four hours, he should present 
a formal demand for their settlement; and, if they were not 

1 Sir Theodore Martin says: " Neither Mr. Finlay nor Don Pacifico had 
sought to establish their claims in the courts of the country." Life of Prince 
Consort, vol. ii. p. 270. Mr. M'Carthy uses almost the same words: "Neither 
Don Pacifico nor Mr. Finlay had appealed to the law courts at all." History 
of Our Own Times, vol. ii. p. 43· Both authors have overlooked the fact that 
neither Don Pacifico nor Mr. Finlay had a legal remedy open to them. With 
respect to Don Pacifico, it is impossible to take proceedings against a mob 
whose constituent parts are unknown. With respect to Mr. Finlay, the 
Revolution of 1843 had thrown a veil over "the unconstitutional acts ot the 
preceding years of the monarchy ; " and as he would have had no grounds of 
action against the Crown while the Crown was despotic, so he had no grounds 
of action after the Revolution for acts done while the despotism endured. 
Pari. Papers, p. 7· Such, at least, was Mr. Finlay's view, which was tacitly 
accepted by the Foreign Office and never contradicted by the Greek Govern
ment. It is idle to talk, therefore, of Mr. Finlay and Don Pacifico not appeal
ing to the law courts. Mr. M'Carthy further says, when, after a long lapse of 
time, the arbitrators came to settle the claims of Don Pacifico, it was found 
that he was entitled to about one-,thirtieth of the sum he had originally de
manded. Par!. Papers, p. 48. This is quite as misleading as his other state
ment. Don Pacifico cl\limed £4916 for effects destroyed, and £26,6r8, the 
amount of his claims on Portugal, the vouchers e>[ which had been destroyed. 
Ibid., p. 57· He was assigned, under the Drouyn de Lhuys Convention, 
£4000 for his effects and £r440 for the interest on this sum, in addition to a 
further sum of £soo (with interest £r2o) as compensation for his personal 
sufferings. It was arranged that his claim on Portugal should be referred to 
arbitration, and that he should only be paid on that portion of it which the 
Portuguese Government would have acknowledged if the vouchers had not 
been (iestroyed. Ibid., Part ii. pp. 274, 277• The sum which be so received 
was trifling, 
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'settled in twentyofour hours ~ore, he would. not answer for 
the consequences. ·The claims were not settled; ai:td'·Parker, 
iri compliance with Wyse's instructions, proceeded · . .. 

. . , . , . . . . 1he opera· 
to put a httle pressure on the Greek Government. tiotisof 

b · , . -~ b 1 Th b h .the fleet • . y seiZmg a ,ew ·gun oats. e gun oats,· ow- . 
·\ever, were crazy ~essels, and the Greeks declined t~ give. way., 
~Parke~ accordingly p~oceeded to seize Greek merchan~c~essels. 
iexch!Slvely engaged m Greek commerce; By the m1ddle of 
~February. ~ore than forty mer~hantmen were in ·t~e custody 
¥of the Bnt1sh fleet.2 

These drastic measures created a flutter of excitement in 
diplomatic circles. As soon as the ne\vs reached: England, 
Brunnow, the Russian Ambassador af London, demanded 
an ''explanation of a proceeding the serious importance. of 
which it was impossible" not to recognise. 8 · Two days after
wards, Drouyn· de Lhuys, who represented the French Re~ 
public at · St. James's; called on Palmerston and offered 'the 
good offices of France.4 The offer found Palmerston in a 
state of irritation. . The refusal of the Greek Government 
to yield was ·due,· as he thought, to the advice· .of the repre• 
sentative of France. This advice was consistent with the 
policy which France had continuously pursued of thwarting 
him at Athens, and inconsistent with the duties .and obliga
tions of a good neighbour. · Irritated as he· was,· he had too 

. ·much good sense to avoid the chance of extricating himself 
from an embarrassing situation. He accepted the· French 
offer, and ordered Wyse to abstain from adding ·to the· 

l 
string·ency of the m~a:sures which he was applying. 6 · Palmer
stan's assent enabled the French Government to 
d h B G d.• J • . . d The media· · espatc aron ros, a · 1p omat1st acquamte tion of 

V~vith the British Foreign Minister, to Athens.6 France. 

Gros reached. the Pirreus on the 5th of March ; 7 . and, .on the 

1 .It was characteristic of Palmerston that,in directing an action which very 
nearly precipitated a war, he could not refrain from a pun. "If the Greek 
Government does not strike," he wrote to-' Wyse, "Parker must do so." 
Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii, p. I35· 2 Part. Papers, .x8so, pp. ,2, 22,· 16~ 

3 Ibid., xBso, p. x6. 4 Ibid., p. xg. · 
o Ibid., pp. 2o, .36._ 6 Ibid., p. 90· 7 Ibid .. p .. 236. 
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2oth, proposed to Wyse that the British, on one side, should 
liberate the vessels which they had seized, and that the 
Greeks, on the other, should pay a sum of money to the 
British Minister to be distributed among the claimants. 

Cwyse objected to this proposal on the ground that it favoured 
the impression that Greece was only buying back her own 
ships instead of complying with the demands of Britain; 
that it made no provision for that portion of Don Pacifico's 
claim which related to the debt due to him by Portugal; 
and that it contained no apology for the affront which had 
been committed in the arrest of an officer of H. M.S. 
FanttJme.l ~ But, just as the arrangement proposed by Gros 
was distasteful to Wyse, so the alternative suggested by 
Wyse was objected to by Gros. The good offices of France 
seemed unlikely to lead to any pacific solution of the con
troversy. But France was not ready to abandon her attempt 
without one more effort. When the news of the probable 
failure at Athens reached London, Drouyn de Lhuys snggested 
that Palmerston and he were more likely to arrive at an un
derstanding than Wyse and Gros. (On the 15th of April he 
produced a draft convention, to which Palmerston assented. 
Under the new treaty the Greek Government was to pay the 
sum of £8soo in satisfaction of the British demands; and on 
the payment. of this sum the Greek merchant-vessels were to be 
released. It was to apologise by letter for the arrest of British• 
sailors, and on this apology the Greek gunboats were to be 

'released; and it was to undertake to satisfy any claims which 
Don Pacifico had on the Portuguese Government, and which 
the Portuguese Government would have admitted if the vouchers 
in Don Pacifico's possession had not been destroyed. 2 Wyse 
and Gros were both instructed that this convention was to fall to 
the ground if, before its receipt at Athens, they had succeeded 
in arriving at a settlement themselves. ') 

Unfortunately, some days before the convention reached 
Athens, Gros and Wyse had found that it was impossible to 
arrive at an agreement. Wyse had consequently directed 

1 Part. Papers, pp. 26o-266. 2 Ibid., rsso, p .. 272. 
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the British Admiral to resume the measures of coercion which 
had been temporarily suspended; I and the Greek . 
G . . h · f r h' h . Coerc1ve overnment, m t e presence o a wrce w IC It was ~(ves 

hopeless to resist, at length gave way. . It con- ~ed. 
sented to pay over to Wyse a sum of 33o,ooo drachmas, or 
£n,479; r8o,coo drachmas to be applied to the extinction 
.of the various claims of the British Government, Greece 

and· the remaining· I so,ooo to be set aside for the yields. 

purpose of meeting any sum which it might be determined 
was. due to Don Pacifico from Portugal, and which Portugal, if. 
~Don Pacifico's vouchers had not been destroYed, would have 
consented to have paid.2 

This solution of the long controversy brought this country 
to the verge of war. F..t.'\U£.~ .... !!.~~~1\y ..th~.'l!gl:!.t _,.§};le ,Jl.::td .. be!!n 
treated with scant courtesy; she had gone out of her way to 
~ ........ ~~.~~··?-;,:;:~_:;:·-?- -..,.;lfj:•::-::,- • 

tender her gocid offices, and· an arrangement had been con· 
eluded whi~h her representative thought unfair. It appeared, 
moreover, that Gros, at the last moment, had suggested a 
method which might have avoided the resumption of coercive 
measures. He had received a despatch from his own Govern-

\ ment stating. that Palme.rston had promised, if a. difference 
! arose between himself and Wyse; that the dispute should be 

referred to London. He had engaged, i£ coercive measures 
were suspended pending the receipt Of fresh instructions, that 

•I8o,ooo drachmas should be provisionally lodged with Wyse. 

\

But Wyse had received no· instructions from London :Qmu n de 

correspo~ding with . those which· Gros had received ~: re· 

.. ;from Pans. He refused t~ ac~ept the new proposal, 
· or to postpone the application of force ; s and t~~SP 

\ ~r.gmt:Ef,.anpw~.g;;;;;R$£h~g~j~!}Y~~'?Y.~.9:;:;;a~~!hi~~"t,t
t ~ufJ,,recalled,Drouyn.de.Lh!lY,S~fr.om,Lpg.Q2].:,:_ 

· These events created a prodigious· sensation in England. 

f 
It was seen that for a trumpery claim of a few thousand 
pounds, the justice of which was doubted by many English~ 

. men, and which was enforced from a weak Power in a manner 

1 Pari. Papers, pp;· 294, 3i8. 
3 Ibid~, 18so, p. 36o. · 

2 Ibid., pp. 372 •. 373· 
4 Hansard, vol. cxi, pp; IOI, 159; 237· 
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\ which many other Englishmen thought brutal, the risk of war, 
~·first '-':ith Russia and then with France, had been lightly 

The Lords encountered. The Lords, on Stanley's motion, 
\censure. formally censured the whole proceeding,1 and the 
Palmerston. "" 

ministry was brought to the verge of ruin by the 
vote. But the singular circumstances which had placed the 
Whig Ministry in office helped it in the hour of its defeat. 
The divisions of its· opponents made it almost impossible for 
them to succeed to power. Some means, its was obvious, 
were necessary to afford it an excuse for disregarding the ver
dict of the Lords, and an expedient for the purpose was easily 
found. A few days after the decision of the Lords, Roebuck 
submitted a motion to the Commons approving the principles 
on which the foreign policy of the Government had been regu
lated. The terms of the motion enabled Liberals who dis
The approved coercion towards Greece to vote with 

\!:;;;::,~nhis their party with a safe conscience. The memorable 
conduct. speech in which Palmerston, "from the dusk of 

.one day to the dawn of another," expounded and defended his 
whole conduct of the Foreign Office rallied others in the 
defence of the man, who disliked the policy of the minister; 
and thus by a large majority the House adopted Roebuck's 
motion. The ministry and the minister were saved. 2 

These occurrences naturally reduced the risk of war. It 
was plain to France that, however discourteously she had 
been treated by Palmerston, the affront was personal and not 
national. T)le Ls>rds had formally censured the minister; 

I and the Commons had not ventured to reverse the censure, 
b~t-had only approved the general principles of his policy. ' 
France cou],f lwno~rably rest satisfied with the result, and 
The Gre··t again ·resume her relations with England. It was 
Exhibition. fortunate that she was able to do so; for, while the 
roar of arms had hardly subsided in Europe, steps were in 
progress for instituting a great national demonstration in favour 

1 Stanley's speech (Hansard, vol. cxi. p. r293) is the best statement of the case 
against Palmerston. This motion was carried by 169 to 132. Ibid., p. 1401. 

2 By 310 votes to 264. Hansard, vol. cxii. p. 739· 
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·of pe.ace. It occurred to some benevolent individuals th?t the 
progress of art might be accele-rated, and that the bonds of 
good feeling might be ·strengthened, if the choicest productions 
.of ali ;ations .could be collected in· one building fot publfc 
d{splay. The idea found a warm. supporter .in the d.iscreet 
an·d_ good prince .who was the husband of the qu_een; and, 
though 1t was opposed by some· men on .public grounds, and 
by ·some others for private reasons, it co~mended itself to the 

'sense .6f~·the people. By a fm:tunate ;nspiration, Paxton, the 
head:gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, suggested that the 
building which it was necessary to erect for the purpose of the 
Exhibition should be made of iron and glass; and a structure 
was accordingly· provided which was . perhaps in itself more 
marvellous and attractive than the marty beautiful and interest
ing objects which were ultimately collected in it. 

In this place, however, it is impossible to describe either 
the ·building or the collections which it contained, or eve~ 
to make more than the briefest reference to the opening 
ceremony. N·ever, in the many years during which Heaven 
had willed that she should- bear rule in the world's noblest 
Empire, was the queev to perform the chief ,part in a more 
impressive pageant.. The day was worthy of the queen; 
and the queen, "grateful to the great God who seemed 
to pervade all and to· bless all," was worthy of the day. 
For in that hour, when the riches of a world were collected 
in her capital; when her husband was reaping the merited 
reward of exertions which had previously excited criticism 
and abuse; when she saw for the first time the varied pro
duce of the many countries inhabited by strange races and 
influenced by various climates which submitted to her sway; 
when she might have been pardoned for being puffed up by 
the greatness of her position and the extent of her Empire, she 
had only one thought and one desire, t0 give God the praise. 

But it was otherwise with the crowd collected in the build
ing. . In their enthusiasm at the brilliancy of the spectacle, 
in their deep thankfulness at the prospects which it offered 
to a troubled· world, they could not forget the "frail and 

VOL. V. 2 D 
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weak" lady, on whose " pal~" i brow rested the crown of 
so many territories; and so, as she moved through the bril" 
liant throng, the voices of many choirs and of many people 
raised the joyous shout, "God save the Queen ! " ' 

And they might well shout; f6r never since that winter's 
night in Palestine, when the old Christian ~tory relates that 
angels sounded the ,wondrous ·song ·Of peace on earth and 
goodwill towards men, had so fair a promise of peace 
dawned on a war-harried world. It seemed no idle' fancy. 
that war itself was passing away with that famous Captain 
who, a generation before, had brought the greatest of modern 
wars to a conclusion, and who now w~lked, an old and feeble. 
man, in the train of his queen. In that· building, through 
whose crystal roof the sun's rays were beaming, the colours 
of many nations were blended in peaceful harmony, the people 
of many countries were mingled in peaceful intercourse, the 
productions of many climates were collected in peaceful rivalry. 
The Primate was praying for peace ; the queen was pro
claiming peace; the people were predicting peace. Peace! 
There was no peace I _It.was a,palace of brittle glass •. r . 

1 These epithets are from Thackeray's May-Day Ode. 



·. CHAPTER XXIII. 
''\· ., . . . 
; WHIGS, CONSERVATIVES, AND PEELITES. .. . ~. ~ -~ 

·GIRCUMS~ANCES in 18So had ten&d t~ strengthen the position 
-of· the Whig Ministry. The policy pursued at the Foreign 
Office was as popular in the country as it was un- .. 

• · . . · , · The positwn 
popular m the House of Lords. The people, only &t'P.'•'"" 
slightly. acquainted· with .Dcin Pacifico's case, but ~· 
satisfied that Palmerston had asserted the rights of the British 
citizen abroad, approved his action; and his colleagues, though 
disliking his procedure, shared the· popularity which attached 
to his measures~ The attack, which at one moment ;eemed 
likely to wre~k the Government, thus improved its prospects, 
and its 'stability was further increased. by· the unfortunate ac~i
dent which immediately afterwards ·Jed to the death of Peel: 
Thenc.eforward, Russell was deprived of his mo.st powerful 
champion and his. most formidable rival. So long as Peel 
lived, a large number of reflecting persons regretted that the 
re!ris of Government were entrusted to other, hands; wi.th his 
death, most· moderate men desired the continuance of Russell 
in office. No other alternative apparently existed except the 
formation of a Protectionist Ministry. Thus, a session which 
had seem~d pregnant· with ruin to the Administration con
Cluded without sensibly weakening its position, and the storms 
which had raged in June were succeeded by a great calm. 
Before two months of the recess were over, Britain, f~om John 
o' Groat's to the Land's End, was convulsed by a new agitation,· 
which, raised without warning and stimulated without reflec
tion, threw the ministry into disrepute. 

Nearly three centuries before the Russell Administration 
the Reformation had deprived the Church of Rome of an 

4'9 
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official home. on English soil; the tone of thought and the 
existence of penal laws had, since that time, made a 

The Church C h l' , l'k l · 
of Rome in · at o IC reactiOn un 1 e y. But a few people had re-
England. mained faithful to the Church of their forefathers; a 
handful of priests had braved the risks attendant on the dis
charge of their duties to it; and Rome had succeeded in 
maintaining some sort of organisation in England. In the 
first instance, her Church was placed under an arch-priest. 
From 1623 to 1688 .it was placed under a Vicar Apostolic, 
or a Bishop, nominally appointed to some foreign see, with 
a brief enabling him to discharge episcopal duties .in Great 
Britain.l This policy was not very successful. Smith, the 
second Vicar Apostolic,2 was banished in 1629, and, though 
he lived till r655, never returned to England. The Pope did 
not venture on appointing a successor to him for thirty years. 
In r685, encouraged probably by the notorious Catholicism 
of the Court, he made John Leyburne, a member of an old 
English family, and a prelate who "behaved on all occasions 
like a wise and honest man," 8 Vicar Apostolic of· all England. 
Three years afterwards, on the eve of the Revolution, he 
divided England into four vicariates. 4 This arrangement en
dured till r84o. In that year Gregory XVI. doubled the 
vicariates, and appointed eight Vicars Apostolic. 

The Roman Church is a cautious but persistent suitor. She 
had made. a fresh advance; she was awaiting a fresh oppor
tunity. The eight Vicars Apostolic asked the Pope to pro
mote the efficiency of their Church by restoring the hierarchy. 
The time seemed ripe for the change. ( r.) In defiance of the 
Act of 1829, Roman Catholic bishops had been appointed to 
several Irish sees, and no objection had been raised to their 
appointment. (2.) An Act of Parliament dealing with chari 

1 William Bishop, Bishop of Chalcedon, was the first Vicar Apostolic. The 
brief will be found in Brady's Annals of the Catlwlic Hierarchy in England 
and Scotland, p. 68. 2 Ibid., p. 82. 

3 Macaulay, vol. ii. p. 469. Mr. Brady says that Macaulay is mistaken in 
calling him a Dominican. It is, perhaps, more significant that Macaulay, 
writing three years before rSso, calls him a bishop, vol. ii. p. 565. 

4 Brady's Catholic Hierarchy, p. 146. 
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table bequests in Ireland had authorised the appointment of 
a Commission on which Roman Catholics were enabled to 
serve; 1 and the prelates of the Church of Rome placed upon 
it had been recognised in it. as "our trusty and well-beloved" 
archbishops. (3.) In 1847 Clarendon had induced Lord Grey 
to recognise the jurisdiction of Reiman Catholic bishops in the 
colonies. 2 (4.) The great religious movement whose history 
has been traced in a previous chapter had led to the con
ver~ion of many clergymen and laymen to the Church of 
Rome.s Encouraged, or misled, by these circumstances, the 
Pope prepared Apostolic letters, distributing the eight vicari
ates into eight bishoprics. He showed the letters which he. 
had prepared to Minto, who happened to be at Rome on a 
special ernbassy to the Italian States. Minto paid so little 
heed to the matter, that he did not take the trouble to make 
himse~f acquainted with the documents which were laid before 
him.4 The Revolution, occurring immediately afterwards, gave 
the Pope other things to think about than the re-establishment 
of t}1e English hierarchy. For two years nothing more was 
heard of. the 'conversion of vicariates into bishoprics, · 

But the scheme had not been abandoned; and, in the 
autumn of 185o, the Pope, restored to the Vatican by French 
bayonets, issued a brief for "re-establishing and ex- the Pope's 

tending the Catholic faith in England." England brief of xsso 

and Wales were divided into twelve sees. One of them, West
minster, was made into an archbishopric; and Wisemart an . 
Irishman by extraction, who had been Vicar Apostolic'{)( the 
Lond01~ D~strict and Bishop of Melipotanms, was promoted 

1 Ante, p. us. 
2 For debates on this, see Hansard, voL c. p. 1210; vol. cii. p. 439· 
S There is an account of these conversions in ibid., vol. cxiv. p. 37 ; and cf 

ante, pp .. 279, 287. 
4 The rlocuments seem .really to have been laid before Minto. Cf. Brady's 

Catlwlic Hierarc!zy, p. 355, but Minto omitted to ascertain their contents. 
Hansard, vol. cxiv. pp. 155, 179. Perhaps he paid less attention to the matter 
because the ministry of which he was a member was at the time introducing a 
bill to re-establish diplomatic relations with Rome. Ibid., vol. xcvi. p. 16g. 
The bill passed the Lords (ibid., p. 1384), but was dropped in consequence of 
the Revolution of 1848. 
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to it. Shortly afterwards a new distinction was conferred upori 
him, and the new archbishop was made a cardinal.1 

The publication of the brief created a ferment in England. 
The effect of the Pope's language. was increased by a pastoral 

from the new archbishop, in which he talked of 
creates a 
ferme"t in governing, and continuing to govern, his see with 
England. episcopal jurisdiction; and by the declaration of 
an eminent convert that the people of England, who for so 
many years have been separated from the see of Rome, are 
about of their own free will to be added to the Holy Church. 
For the moment, High Churchmen and Low Churchmen forgot 
their differences in their eagemess to punish a usurpation of 
what was called the queen's prerogative. The Prime Minister, 
instead of attempting to moderate the tempest, added violence · 
to the storm by denouncing, in a letter to tbe Bishop of. 
Durham, the late aggression of the Pope as "insolent and 
insidious, ... inconsistent with the queen's supremacy, with 
the rights of our bishops and clergy, and with the spiritua1 
independence of the nation." In many English and Welsh 
counties meetings were held, denouncing the Pope's action, and 
plerlging the nation to resist the attempt on its liberties. 2 • 

Amidst the excitement which was thus occasioned, Parlia
ment met. The Speech from the Throne alluded to the 
The Eccle· strong feelings excited by "the recent assumption· 
siastical of ecclesiastical titles conferred by a foreign Power." 
Titles. Bill. 

It announced the queen's "resolution to maintain 
the rights of [her] crown and the independence of the nation 
against all encroachment, from whatever quarter it may pro
ceed;" and it declared that a measure would be introduced 
into Parliament to maintain, "under God's blessing, the 

1 There is a copy of the brief in Brady's Catholic Hierarchy, p. 358. 
2 Ann. Reg., r85o, Hist., p. 198. All the biographies of the period, of course, 

contain matter regarding the crisis. Cf., e.g., Stephen's Hook, p. 454; Martin's 
Prince Consort, vol. ii, p. 335· The author, who was then a child, taken to 
see Kean play King John, recollects the thunders of applause with which King 
John's speech was received by the audience:-

"Tell him this tale; and from the mouth of England 
Add thus much more-that no Italian priest 
Shall tithe or toll in our dominions," &c. 
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reugwus iiberty which is so justly prized by the p~ople.'' 
It hardly required such words as these to fan the spreading 
flame. · In the ·debate on the Address, hardly any notice 
was taken of any subject except the "triple tyrant's insolent 
pretension." 1 On the first Friday .in the session, .Russell 
.:ntroduced a measure forbidding the assumption of territorial 
titles by· the priests and prelates of the -Roman Catholic 
Church ; .declaring air gifts made to them; and all acts done 
by them, under those titles. null and void; and forfeiting to 
the Crown all property bequeathed to them. 2 He hoped by 
these provisions to prevent "an insult to the Crown, an inte1'~ 
.ference with the rights of the Established Church, and an 
attac\ upon the independence of the nation." s 

The sense of the House was with Russell. Leave for the 
introduction of the bill was granted by a majority of more 
than six to one.4 But the motion made on the Its recep-

7th was only carried; .after four nights' debate, on ~ion. 
the 14th of February. The small body of Irish and English 
Roman Catholics naturally resisted a .measure which could 
not but be offensive· to. them. Advanced -Liberals, like 
Cobden, Milner Qibson; and Bright, voted· against the minis. 
try; while Graham and Mr. Gladstone, on whom the mantle 
of Peel had. fallen, stayed away .from the division. There 
was much then, both in· the debate and in the division list, 
to fill the ministry with anxiety. It was, perhaps, more 
significant that the measure which aroused opposition a-mong 
some of the minister's ordinary supporters excited no enthu
siasm among his usual opponents. Disraeli admitted the 
gravity of the occasion, but laughed at the smallness of 
the remedy. Bright pointed out the glaring inconsistency 
between the measure and the Durham letter. The letter - . 

1 The words are from Inglis, who 5ighed. for the days of Perceval as minister, 
who '.'would have sent a fleet to Civita Vecchia and have compelled the triple 
tyrant to renounce his insolent pretension." Ha11sard, vol. cxiv. p. 82. But 
other speakers used language almost as strong. Stanley, e.g., spoke of the 
insolent aggression, p. 25 ; Dudley Stuart, of "the gross piece of insolence," 
p. 151. Hume said " no notice had been taken of any other matter," p. roo. 

2 Ibid., p. 187. a Ibid., p. 208. 
4 By 395 votes to 63. Ibid., p. 699. 
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had declared that the danger to the Church from within 
was greater than the danger from without. Yet the measure 
dealt with the smaller, and attempted no remedy for the 
greater danger. I The enthusiasm of the people might be on 
the side of the minister, but men of sense were already either 
condemning or laughing at his bill. 

One thing, however, was apparent. Whether the measure 
were wise or unwise, the minister was in earnest. An appeal 
was made to him after the second night's debate to postpone 
the discussion, and he declined to take up any Government 
business until his motion had been disposed of.2 His de
termination did not prevent the interruption of the debate. 
On the 11th of February, Disraeli drew attention to the severe 
distress amongst the owners and occupiers of land, and asked 
the House to declare it to be the duty of ministers to introduce 
without delay such measures as might be most effectual for 
their relief.8 His speech had an importance of its own. It 

Disraeii's 
motion for 
the relief of 
the agri· 
culturists. 

announced his determination, at any rate in the 
existing Parliament, to abstain from meddling with 
free trade; it expressed his desire to help the land
lords and the farmers by obtaining for them some 

relief from fixed burdens. But the division was much more 
significant than the speech.· After two nights' debate, Disraeli 
was only defeated by a narrow ·majority of 14.4 The pro-

1 In the Durham letter Russell had said, "There is a danger, however, 
which alarms me much more than any aggression of a foreign sovereign
clergymen of our own Church, who have subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles, 
and acknowledged in explicit terms the queen's supremacy, have been the most 
forward in leading their flocks, step by step, to the very edge of the precipice. 
The honour paid to saints, the claim of infallibility by the Church, the super
stitious use of the sign of the Cross, the muttering of the Liturgy so as .to 
disguise the language in which it is written, the recommendation of auricular 
confession, and the administration of penance and absolution-all these things 
are pointed out by clergymen of the Church of England as worthy of adoption • 
• • • What, then, is the danger to be apprehended from a foreign prince of no 
great power, compared to the danger within the gates from the unworthy sons 
of the Church of England herself?" Ann. Reg., rSso, Hist., p. 199· Cf. for 
other statements in text, Hansard, vot cxiv. pp. 243, 256. 

2 Ibid., p. 362. 8 Ibid,, pp. 374-414-
4 By 281 votes to 267. Ibid., p. 6o4. 
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· tectionists had not been so near a victory since Peel had 
adopted the principles of free trade. 

Shaken by the effects of this division, uneasy at the pro
tracted strife on the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, the ministry 
desired to make a vigorous effort to retrieve its position. A 
good Budget would, it was thought, reunite a party . 
d. d b 1. . k The Budget. 1stracte y re 1gwus controversy. It was nown . 
~hat the revenue had been unexpectedly large; that consider
able savings bad been effected in the expenditure; . and it 
was assumed that a growingincome and a cautious economy 
would combine to place a considerable surplus at the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer's disposal.l Unfortunately for 'the 

_ministry, this knowledge quickened expectation; and exagge
rated rumours were freely circulated of the surplus which 
it was supposed that Wood would have at his command. 
When the Budget was proposed, on the night which succeeded 
the decision on the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, there was a 
general disappointment on discovering that the surpl{1s avail-. 
able for distribution did· not quite reach £i:,goo,ooo. Still, 
this sum, if it were not adequate for effecting 'the reforms 
to which Disraeli had pointed, was sufficient to enable the 

1 The revenue of x85o had been estimated at £5z,z85,ooo, the expenditure 
at £so,763,ooo. Ante, p. 227. In 1851 Wood declared that the revenue 
would probably reach [52,656,000, that the"'expenditure would probably 
only amount to £50,134,000, and that the surplus would reach £z,szx,000 • 

. He did not venture, however, for the ensuing year (185x-s2) to place the 
revenue at more than £52,140,000, the expenditure at less than £50,247,171, 
and the surplus at. more than £1,892,8~. The actual Budget figures were 
as follows :- • 

Revenue, 1851-52. Expenditure, 1851-52. 
Customs • £20,400,000 Debt .£28Jog2,QCXJ 
Excise , 14,ooo,ooo ConsoL Fund 2,600,000 

Stamps. 6,310,000. Army . 6,593.945 
Taxes 4,348,ooo Navy . . 6,537,055 
Income-Tax • 5·380,000 Ordnance 2,424,171 
Post-Office 830,000 Miscellaneous 4,000,000 
Crown Lands 16o,ooo 

£50,247,171 Miscellaneous 712,000 Surplus 1,8g2,829 ---
£52,140,000 -.----

£sz,r4o,ooo 
-Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. 703 et seq. 

cf'; 
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Chancellor of the Exchequer to remedy some of the ills of 
which the agriculturists complained. But, to their sorrow and 
disappointment, they found that, instead of attending to their 
complaints, he was intent on taking some further steps in the 
direction of free trade. Foreign coffee had ltitherto paid a 
duty of 6d., colonial coffee of 4d. a pound. Wood proposed 
to place an uniform duty of 3d. on all kinds of coffee. Sawn 
timber had hitherto paid a duty of 20S., hewn timber of I5S. 

To the dismay of country gentlemen, who had acres devoted 
to timber and pheasants, Wood proposed to reduce these 
duties by one-half. Foreign seeds had hitherto paid a duty 
of ss., colonial seeds of 2s. 6d. per cwt. Wood proposed to 
fix the duty on all seeds at rs. These changes respectively 
absorbed £r76,ooo, £286,ooo, and £3o,ooo of the surplus.1 

One other change of much more importance was proposed 
at the same time. For rather more than one hundred and 
The fifty years a tax had been imposed on windows. 
window-tax. In the first instance it had been associated with a 
house-tax. All houses were required to pay a tax of 2s. But 
an additional tax of 4s. and 8s. was exacted from houses with 
ten or twenty windows. These taxes were increased in the 
reign of Queen Anne, separated in Pelham's Ministry, trebled 
by Pitt, augmented by Addington and Perceval, and afterwards 
reduced by Robinson. 2 In r834 Althorp had been induced 
to repeal the house-tax.s It may be doubted whether he would 
not have acted more wisely if he had maintained the house-tax 
and repealed the window-duty. .The rent of a house is not 
an accurate test of its occupier's income, but it is a much 
better test than the number of windows which the house 
contains. 

The inequality of the window tax was not the only objection 
to it. Its existence was deplored by the sanitary reformer. 
Air and sunshine are among the first requirements of healthy 
dwellings, and the window-tax induced every builder to shut 

1 Hansard, vol. cxiv. pp. 728-734. 
2 Ibid., vol. xcvi. p. 1255, where a good history of the tax is given. For 

Robinson's reductions, see ante, vol. ii. pp. 151, 184-
3 Ante, vol. iii. p. 436. 
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out the sun and exclude the air. Poor' men were unable to 
afford the luxury of adeqt.late windows fot their dwelling-rooms, 
or of any windows for their closets. Lord ·Duncan, the grand
son of the· great admiral wh~se famous victory placed him 
among the foremost of England's. naval heroes, had the merit 
of drawing attention to the evils of the tax in 1845, in 1848; 
an9 in 185o.l On each occasion he experienced defeat. But 
the defeat of 185o partook of the nature of a drawn battle i 
and in 1851 Wood decided on abolishing the tax. The sur". 
plus, however, did not enable him to sweep it away . without 
providing a substitute. He therefore determined to retrace 
the steps which Althorp had taken in r834, to substitute a 
house-tax for a window-tax, but to exempt from the new tax 
all houses worth less than £2o a year. The change, he esti~ 
'mated, would involve a· loss to the revenue of £7or,ooo a year.2 

There was nothing in this Budget which it was easy to 
criticise, but there was nothing in it to excite enthusiasm. 
Free traders complained that· it did nothing for trade. Country 
gentlemen declared that it did nothing for agriculture. All 
that the farmers had secured by thegreat debate on Disraeli's 
motion was the remission of £3o,ooo of taxation on seeds. 
Before the House had recovered from its disappointment, 
Locke King, the member 'for Surrey, .the second Locke King's 

son of Lord King, asked for leave to i'ntroduce a bill motiOI;· . 

to place householders in -counties on the same footing in 
respect to the franchise as householders in towns. It is not 
usual to oppose preliminary motions of this character. The 
fate of bills in the House of Commons is usually decided on 
the debate on the second reading, and their introduction is 
generally .conceded as a matter of courtesy; Russell, however, 
on this occasion deviated from the customary course. He 

1 The motion in r845 was for inquiry. Hansard, vol. lxxviii. p. I054-
Duncan was·beaten by 93 votes to 47· Ibid., p. 1092. The motion of 1848 \Vas 
{or repeal, and was rejected by 160 .votes to68. Ibid., vol, xcvi. pp. 1254-1297.
The motion of 1850 was only rejected by So votes to 77; Ibid., vol. ex. p. 99· 

2 The window-tal( yielded £r,Ss6,ooo. The new house.tax of ·rs. in the 
pound on l1-ll dWelling-houses, and of 9d. in the poulld on all shops, &c.; wa5 • 
estimated to yield £r,rss,ooo. Ibid., vol. cxiv. p. 726. 
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admitted the necessity for the further extension of the fran
chise; he promised that the Government would introduce a 
measure for extending it in the course of 1852 ; and he asked 
the House, on receiving this assmance, to reject Locke King's 
motion. His speech split his party into two sections. Advanced 
Liberals who desired reform supported Locke King, and Russell 
could only hope for a majority by enlisting support from the 
Opposition. The Conservatives, almost to a man, were op
posed to Locke King, but the defeat of the Government was 
a much greater object to them than the rejection of a motion 
which pledged the House to very little. Instead of support
ing the ministry, they walked away; and Russell, in a thin 
House, comp9sed almost entirely of his own friends, was 
defeated by a majority of nearly two to one.l His situation 
had become intolerable. The Ecclesiastical Titles Bill could 
only be carried by the assistance of his opponents; the division 
on Disraeli's motion made it doubtful whether the Budget 
could be carried at all. Locke King's success placed him in 
a new dilemma. Men who had experienced the humiliations 
which had been heaped on the Government during the decline 
and fall of the Melbourne Administration could not desire to 
cling to office when their power had departed from them. The 
Cabinet unanimously decided to retire, and on Saturday morn
ing, the 22nd of February, Russell placed his resignation in 
the queen's hands. 

Then ensued a singular crisis. The queen, taking the 
ordinary course, sent for Stanley as the recognised leader 

of the Opposition. But Stanley, hesitating to 
The mi11is· ffi . h .1 p ]' b ,. 
terial crisis accept o ce m a ost1 e ar lament etore every 
of rSsr.. other expedient had been adopted, advised her to 
strengthen her old ministry by consolidating the Whigs with 
the s·mall body of distinguished men who had been identified 
with the fortunes of Peel. The attempt was made and failed. 
Aberdeen and Graham 2 declined to join the ministry unless 

1 By 100 votes to 52. Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. 86g. 
2 Russell had frequently endeavoured to obtain Graham's help, offering him 

the Admiralty, the Governor-Generalship of India, &c. ; see Greville, second 
reries, vol. iii. pp. 87, 92, 259, 4ro. 
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the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill was ·abandoned; and Russell, 
though he offered to modify the measure, declined to with
draw it. The failure of the. proposed coalition forced the 
queen to apply again to Ab~rdeen,, and Stanley. Each of 
these statesmen felt that he was too weak to stand alone; I 
and Aberdeen was still more unwilling to join the protec
tionists than to coalesce with the Whigs. On the exhaustion 
of every expedient, the. queen, on the advice of Wellington, 
turned once more to her old advisers, and Russell was 
persuaded -to resume place. It would be misleading to add 
that he returned to power.2 

The circumstances in which the ministry had quitted office, 
as weli as those in which it resumed it, justified a considera
tion of its policy. On the 7th of March, Grey, as Secretary 
o( State for the Home Department, explained the alterations 
which his colleagues had decided on introducing into the 
Ecclesiastical Titles Bill ; ·while, · on the 4th of 

• The Eccle• 
Apnl, Wood, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, siastical 

stated the modifications which it was intended to Titles Bill. 

make in the Budget. The second edition of the Ecclesi
astical Titles Bill was not mote acceptable to Churchmen 
and Conservatives than the first. In its original shape the 
measure had prevented Roman Catholic prelates from doing 
any acts, receiving any gifts, or succeeding to any property 
under territorial titles. In its amended shape the bill merely 
made it illegal fqr them to assume titles of this character. It 
was declared by Grey that it would be a "national protest" 
against the act of the Pope.s It was not, however, clear why, 
if a national protest only were· required, it .was necessary to 
legislate a~ all. During the negotiations in the preceding 

I According to Lord Malmesbury, Stanley's refusal was due to the timid 
conduct of Herries and Henley. Memoirs iJf an ex-Minister, p. 207, Cf. 
Greville, second series, vol. iii. p. 387; and Edinburgh Review, No. 332, 
p. 517· 

2 The explanations on this crisis are in Hansard, vol. cxiv. pp. 996, 1029, 
Cf. Martin's Pripce Consort, vol. ii. p. 346 et seq. ; Stockmar's lkfetnoirs, vol. ii, 
p. 245; Recollections and Suggestions, p. 257 ; and Lord Aberdeen's letter to 
Princess Lieven in Edinburgh Review, No. 324• p. 554 

8 Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. II34· 
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crisis, Aberdeen and Graham had suggested to Russell that 
parliamentary resolutions, asserting the right· of the Crown, 
would effect alL that was necessary. Grey's admission made 
the suggestion unassailabJe, and ·Russell himself lived to admit 
that Aqerdeen and Graham were right.l UI]fortunately, the 
author of the Durham letter could not easily abandon legisla
tion which was offensive to Roman Catholics, and which did 
not sati'sfy Churchmen. The original bill, said Inglis, was 
milk and water; by some chemical process the Government 
had extracted all the milk. 2 A great prelate, who had the 
good sense to disapprove its provisions, recorded in his 
correspondence that it was called Lord John's leaping-bar,· 
to afford exercise in jumping over it.S 

Other exercise, however, the bill afforded in abundance. 
Its second reading led to a debate which was protracted over 
seven nights. 4 Four more nights were occupied in the dis
cussion on going into committee. A whole evening was sub
sequently occupied by a debate on the formal motion for the 
postponement of the preamble.6 The continuous discussions 
did not even end at this point, and the measure, which had 
originally been introduced on the first available night of the 
session, did not reach the Lords till the 7th of July, and did 
not pass the Peers till the end of that month. In its course 
through the Commons, Churchmen and Conservatives suc
ceeded in enlarging its scope and its application. On the 
motion of Thesiger, a lawyer who had filled the Solicitor
Generalship under Peel, and who lived to be twice Chancellor 
in a Conservative Ministry, its preamble was extended to all 
briefs and rescripts of the Pope similar to that of the previous 
September. Its operation was consequently applied to briefs 
under which the Pope had, in previous years, without attracting 
notice or censure, C'tlnstituted Irish sees.6 The amendment 

1 Russell's Recollections and Suggestiom, p. 257. 
2 Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. II4r. 
3 Life of Whately, vol. ii. p. 260; and for Whately's opinion of the measure, 

ibid., p. 248. 
4 It was carried by 438 votes to 95· Hansard, vol. cxv. p. 6r8. 
5 Ibid., vol. cxvi. pp. 1048-r096. 6 Ibid., vol. cxvii. p. 1325 seq. 
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placed Russell in a fresh·difficult'y. The Roman Clitholics, · 
in the early part of the session, had complained that he ha~ 
receded 'from· the promise _.of" his youth and •; placed himself 
at the hea_q of the bigots of the Empire." 1 They .were forced 

. now to· rely on ~his assistance against .Thesiger. ·All. tht! iri
. fl.uence- of the ministry, however,' was unable to secure the 
defeat of the new amendment: A motion made in the Lords 
to exclude Ireland from the· bill was defeated by a The bill 

large majority; 2 and the bill, which had occupied becomeslaw. 

the greater portion of the session, and which had kindled !so 
much animosity, at length became law.3 

. Discussions of t\1is character, protracted tl~roughout the 
session, occupied the chief part of the time of .the Legislature. 

· But, in the intervals between these debates, Parliament found 
· leisure for the concurrent consideration of financial subjects. 

In February the Chancellor of the Exchequer had .estimated 
the surplus at £r,89z,ooo, and had. proposed to The Budget 

devote £492,000 9f this amount to the reduction amended. 

of the duties on· coffee, timber, and seeds, and to incur a loss 
of £7or,ooo by the substitution for the window-tax of a duty 
"of IS. in the pound ori houses, and 9d. in the pound on 
shops.4 His proposal was received with disapproval, and the 
protectionists, with Herries as their spokesman, gave notice of 
an alternative proposal for the reduction of the inccime-tax.0 

Alarmed at the opposition which his scheme had provoked, . 
Wood decided on abandoning that portion of it which dealt 
with the duty on s~eds, and on reducing the rates for the new 
ho.use-ta~ from Is. and 9d. to 9d. and 6d.~ His amended pro
posal placed a clear issue before House and .country, and the 
alternative which Berries was suggesting was defeated. 7 A 

l Hansard, vol. cxiv. p. 1339· 2 Ibid., vol. cxviii. pp. x486- 1513. 
s Archbishop Whately bas already been quoted. It may be w.otth while 

adding the opinion of so clear a thinker on the proposal to omit Ireland from 
·the Act. He believed the Act in general to be a great evil, but a still greater 
evil if confined to England. It was saying to t~e English Roman Catholics, 
"You are weak and loyal, and therefore we trample on you; to the Irish, you 
are strong and rebellious, therefore we leave you alone. Life, vol. ii. p, 248. 

4 Ante, p. 428. 5 Hansard, vol. cxv. p. n33. 
,. 6 Ibid., p. rosS. 7 By 278 votes to 230. Ibid., p~ n¢. 
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few days after his defeat, Disraeli, in an elaborate speech, 
asked the House to declare that, in any relief to be granted 
by the remission ot reduction of taxation, due regard should 
be paid to the distressed condition of the owners and occupiers 
of land in the United Kingdom,1 and was only beaten by a 
majority of 13.2 Three weeks afterwards, Hume proposed to 
limit the duration of the income-tax to only one year, for the 
purpose of enabling the House to institute an inquiry into the 
incidence of the .duty. With the aid of the Conservative party 
he carried his motion,8 and Russell was constrained to consent 
to the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into the 
tax.4 With this concession the ministry was·enabled to secure 
the acceptance of its reconstructed Budget. 

These discussions, if they had stood alone, would have done 
much to impair the reputation of the ministry, and unfortu
nately for the Whig Cabinet defeat was not confined to the 
discussions on the Budget. Lord Naas, the eldest son of 
The spirit' Lord Mayo, a politician whose early careei' afforded 
duties. . only an imperfect promise of his future eminence, 
had, in the preceding year, drawn attention to an injustice 
incidentally occasioned by the spirit duties. The customs duty 
on spirits was calculated on the quantity taken out of bond; 
the excise duty on spirits was calculated on the quantity 
placed in bond. But a cask of spirits tends continually to 
lose volume from evaporation and leakage, and as whisky im
proves as it matures, and the best whisky is bonded for many 
years before it is consumed, the home distiller was placed 
under a disadvantage. Twice in r8so Naas brought the 
matter before the House, and on each occasion he succeeded 
in inflicting defeat on the ministry.5 In May r851 he re
peated the motion. The ministry, treating it as an attempt 
to reduce the duty on spirits, tried to defeat it, but, on a 
division, only succeeded in securing the same number of votes 
as Naas. The Speake.r gave a casting vote with Naas, and 

1 Hansard, vol. cxvi. p. 48. 9 By 263 votes to 250. Ibid., p. n8. 
3 By 244 votes to 230. Ibid., p. 496. 4 Ibid., p. $II. 

5 Ibid., vol. cxi. p. 1097 ; vol. cxii. p. 950. 
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the Government was consequently placed in a fresh dilemma .. 
The power of the Executive was obviously falling from- its 
hands into the hands of the House of Commons; and a· 
Whig member, who had some knowledge of the traditions of 
politics, appealed to Russell to resign.1 

But Russell did not resign. Beaten by Naas in May; again 
beaten oy him in June ; defeated in July on a proposal to 
relieve attorneys from special duties-he persevered with the 
task of carrying on tb.'e government. He was able to do· so, 
not because either House or country had much confidence in 
his Administration, but because neither House nor country had 
ariy confidence in any possible successor. If, moreover, in . 
other matters; the ministry drifted hither and thither on a tide 
of uncertainty, one department of the Government , 
continually spoke with no feeble sound. G/[bg~~' ~ons 
indeed, who have read the preceding chapter may £..."-JiY· 
q,o_ubt.,.wheth~the~,.._(OJ;eigv~~P.Q.Jlcy,~L.falmer§_ton,.was".eith<er 
·s~~~,_pen_(!fic;Ll!l"'-~'~s=~h~-[9I,ejgl_l~Ps>]i~LEf,.A):lerd~_!f· 
But no one acquainted with the history o(-the times cai1 

deny t~g-~~~~E2=~-'C?!.!~~t!~~£,t~y~""l!;t,,Qrdirr9-i-Y~~~1g1_i~h
men. Men are only schoolboys of an older growth. The 
~:!:-

man, like the boy, is always ready to believe that the 
fellow· who is not ready with his own blow is liable to be ..,. 
forced to submit to the blow of his adversary. The virtues 
of a smooth answer seem good enough for gospel or pulpit, 
but ni_ne men out of ten think the maxim -out of place in 
foreign politics. · • 
itFew statesrpen who have filled the British Foreign Office 

have shown a more instinctive aversion from smooth answers 
than Palmerston. He was a man of action; and his despatches 
are those of a strong man, the representative of a strong 
nation, conscious of his own strength and of that of his 
country. During his first thirty months at the Foreign Office 
Palmerston achieved an almost unprecedented success. The 

1 Hf:!nsard, vol. cxvi. pp. 627,631. The ministry had also been beaten on a 
motion of Lord Duncan's for paying the moneys of the Woods and Forests 
into thk Ex~hequer ; cf, Memoirs of an ex-Minister, p. 209. 

VoL. V. 2 E 
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independence of Belgium, the settlement of the Greek frontier, 
and the Quadruple Alliance were the fruits of his administra
tion. Perhaps his success induced hiin to believe that firm 
language and a bold front would never fail to accompliSh his 
objects. But they did nothing of the kind. The, questions 
which arose in Europe and the East from 1834 to 1841 were 
settled not by Palmerston's words, but by force; and the policy 

I of the minister brought the country at different times to the 
• verge of war with Russia, with France, and with the United 
States.) 
( Whatever judgment, moreover, may be ultimately pro
nounced on Palmerston's foreign policy, it_ is difficult to 
d~enq the _manner in which he executed it. Grey, indeed, 
so long as he remained at the head of affairs, exercised an 

d
• d effective control over every department of State. 
1sapprove 

by his But Melbourne had neither the temperament nor 
colleagues; the disposition to impress his own character on the 
policy of the Administration. He was the Chairman of the 
Cabinet rather than the Prime Minister. Unwilling to control 
his .colleagues, he had an additional reason for leaving the 
Foreign Minister alone. For Palmerston had not only a will 
of his own which it was not easy to curb, but he became, 
in the course of 1839, the Prime Minister's brother-in-law. 
This connection made him almost supreme. In 1840 he 
proved the strength of his character and the independence 
of his conduct. R,ight or wrong, his Eastern policy was 

• di?likf!<Lby, the Prime Minister and by the leader of the 
· Ilouse oL Commons, and actively opposed by two of his 

otb.er. colleagues.1 

The alarm which Palmerston excited by his policy and 
independence was so great that it .r.revented the formation 
o.f a Whig Ministry in December 1845· But Palmerston 
was as dexterous as he was bold. His timely visit to Paris 
at Easter 1846 dissipated the apprehensions which his conduct 
had occasioned, and he was suffered to return to the Foreign 
Office. Within three months Fra11ce aJad England were again 

1 Ante, vol. iv. p. 33I ; and Greville, Memoirs, second series, vol. i. p. 298 seq. 
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on the brink of war. Wheth~r Paimerst~~·~ despatch of the· 
19th of July, on the subject of the· Queen of Spain's marriage, 
was or was not responsible for· this result is a point on which' 
a difference of opinion may fairly exist. But there is no doubt; 
that the· despatch itself_ was written by the minister without 
consulting his colleagues.1 -In the following year he took. 
the extreme course of threaterting to suspend· diplomatic . 

}relations with France, ,,without informing either the Prime 
~Minister or any othe( member of the Cabinet. 2 In 1848 
the werit a step- farther .. A despatCh to Bulwer, the British 
JMinister at 1)1adrid, which led to Bulwer's disniis?al frorii 
(Spain, was -written not only w~thout· _th_e knowledge, but in 
\defiance of the orders, of the Pnme Mrmster.B . - ' 

These instances, which could be easily multiplied, will 
perhaps be sufficient to illustrate th.L£<?EJ!.l}!P_tuo.~n .. ilif
f~~l!S~-!YLt.h-F.h1£!1. !'~!ln~.r~~n __tre~e~. his coJ.l._e~g~es. He 
was probably encouraged in his conduct by observing that, 
however greatly they disapproved his procedure, they did not 
control'him. ·The-re was, however, one other person in the 
State who' was not prepared to: submit with equal patience to • 

1 See a very curious story on this subject in Grevilk, second series, vol. iii. 
p. 298. · 2 Ibid., vol. iii, p. 62. _ 

3 On the 16th of March 1848 Palmerston addressed' a despatch to Bulwer 
at Madrid, recommending the adoption- of a legal and constitutional course of 
government and the enlarging of the basis of the government. Bulwer com
municated the despatch to the Spanish Government, and the latter took the 
extreme step not merely of protesting against· it, but of returning it.. There
upon Palmerston addressed two other despatches to Buhver, on the 19th and 
20th of April-one approving what Bu'lwer had done, the other strongly com
menting on the conduct of Spain, Upon these, the Spanish Government sent 
Bulwer his passports and ordered him to leave .Spain. For these e'Cents, .. see 
Par!. Papers, Sess. 1848-(1) Correspondence between the British Govern
ment and the Government of Spain; (2) Appendix to ditto;. (3) Despatch from 
Sir H. Bulwer to Viscount Palmerston, dated London, May 30, 1848; and cf. 
Life of Prince Consort, vol. -ii. p. 66. It has lately transpired that Pa'lmerston 
wrote one of the despatches not merely without the knowledge of his colleagues, 
but in opposition to the directions of the Prime Minister .. Greville, Memoirs, 
Part ii. vol. iii. p. ·r69. For some severe but 'just strictures on Bulwer's con
duct, see ibid., p. 181. Bulwer wanted Palmerston to send a fleet to Cadiz, 
demanding instant satisfaction; and Palmer~ ton himself proposed prompt and 
decisive measures. Happily, the Cabinet was firm. and refused to sanction this 
course. Bulwer's Lift of Palm'efston, Vol, i{i. ch. vii. 
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the minister's independence. The policy which Palmerston 
disliked by pursued towards _Ge;;Dany,- towards Italy, and 
the queen. to]:.args other countries was not always acceptable 
to the queen; and her Majesty, like her ministers, not merely 
disliked the policy of the Foreign Secretary-she resented 
also, like them, his manner of conducting it. 

Many of the questions with which diplomacy was occupied 
during the Russell Administration had a special interest for 
the British Court. One. of the candidates for the hand of the 
Queen of Spain was nearly related to the queen's husband; 
another prince of the House of Saxe-Coburg was husband to 
the Queen of Portugal; intervention in Cracow raised inci
dentally various subjects connected with the future of Ger
many; while the Revolution of 1848 shook Prussia to its 
centre, and raised issues on which a German prince could not 
help feeling a warm interest and desiring to influence foreign 
policy. 

Precedent and practice, moreover, seemed to justify the 
interference of the Court on questions of foreign policy. Less 

than a century and a half before the reign of 
The rela 
tionsofthe Victoria, an English sovereign had been his own 
Crown with 
the Foreign Foreign Minister; and, though no other king had 
Minister, ~t~red to imitate the example of William III., 
many subsequent sovereigns had exercised a conti'ol over 
foreign policy different" from that which they had exerted over 
domestic policy. The practice of the departments s(Oerned 
to justify their interference. Despatches from abroad were 
forwarded to the Crown so s~on as they were received. 
D,!spatc;;~es to foreign Courts were submitted to the Crown 
before they were signed. The sovereign of the day occa
sf~nally altered and frequently criticised these documents. 
He naturally assumed that a policy thus conducted was his 
own policy. 

This impression was increased by the language of society, 
of Parliament, and of the Statute Book. The army of Britain 
is her Majesty's army; the navy, her Majesty's navy; the 
public men, who owe their place to the confidence of the 
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House· of Commons, are . .h~i Majesty's m1histers; their .:sub7 
or~iiiates are _her Majesty's Civjl Service; th.e representatives 
of Britain abroad ai:e her. Majesty's iunbass_adcirs. An able 
and 1 industrious sovereign, sincerely anxiOtis to promote the 
liappiness of his sul;ljects and the weal· of his" country,. may 

\ .. easily imagine that he has a. right to influence a policy ·aic" 
v tated by his own servants at home to his own servants abroad; 

and enforced by his own troops and his own vessels. 
The opinion, however, which a well-interi,tioned sovereign 

was likely to entertain was being gradually' affected by the 
progress of events. In modern England power is. gradually. 

passing from 'the sovereign to. the people. The ::f~!i~h~ 
change, indeed, is being much more. slowly effected Reform Act. 

in foreign than in domestic affairs. The m~mbers ·of the 
House of Commons, as a body, have no acquaintance with 
the business of other nations, and have no 'patience t9 address 
themselves to the task of mastering its details. Except in 
crises of national importance, they are content to leave the 
negotiations ·with other Powers in the hands of the Foreign 
Minister: When crises, however, o( national importance occur, 
the reformed House of Commons shows ·an increasing dis
position to interfere. Before i8j2, when questions of foreign 
policy arose, the House used usually to wait till the negotiations 
were ~mplete, and then either approve or condemn the 
course which the ministry had followed. A ·reformed House 
Uo~ Commons is perpetually insisting on _being ~ade acquainted 
with the progress of events. It reqmres to have every de
spatch, every. telegram, comrhunicated-,.to it almost as soon as 
it is received. 

Singularly enough, these changes, which are tending·. to 
deprive the sovereign of authority, are increasing the power 
of the ministry. It has been stated in a previous chapter 

. of this work that a Liberal Ministry in a reformed Parliament 
l ventured on -asking for and succeeded in obtaining measures 
J of repression for Ireland which Liverpool or Castlereagh 

would not have 'thought of demanding. There was no ob
jection-so ran the usual apology-to entrust unconstitutional 
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powers to a constitutional ministry. But the same circum
stances which thus tended to increase the power of the 
Executive at home tended to raise the influence of the Foreign 
Office abroad. The Foreign Minister who felt that the 
Cabinet of which he was a member represented the people 
was in a different position from the sovereign who represented 
nothing but the principle of primogeniture. He spoke with 
more power, he acted with more independence, than any 
sovereign would have ventured on doing.· 

The change which was thus being effected was quickened 
by the temperament of the Liberal Foreign Minister. Palmer-

stan was one of those men who derive pleasure 
Palmerston's 
impatience from work and acquire confidence from responsi
of control. 

bility. He was always at his best when he was 
spj>reme; and he was much better fitted 6y nature to devise 

{and carry out a policy of his own, than to aim at a policy 
of compromise by consulting other people. Master of his 
own department, he knew that no other· person had so much 
information as himself; confident in his own judgment, he 
did not care for the advice of others. Counsel, too, was 
attended with this inconvenience-it involved delay; and 
Palmerston always preferred the certainty of to-day to the 
uncertainty of to-morrow. Even the references which it was 
the custom of his department to make to the sovereign were 
attended with the sam'e disadvantage. They occupied time 
when despatch was essential.1 The old idea of asking instruc-

! tions from a sovereign seemed inapplicable to a system.in which 
'the sovereign was bound to act on the advice of a minister. 

1 Lord Palmerston's biographer declares that "during the discussion about 
the Spanish marriages, Lord Palmerston lost three weeks in answering a 
communication from ·Guizot by having to send drafts backwards and forwards 
while the Court was moving about in a cruise on the western coast. Guizot, 
in his subsequent notes and despatches, was always throwing this delay in his 
face." Ashley's Palmers/on, vol. ii. p. 195. The despatch in which the delay 
occurred is evidently that of the 22nd August 1846. Correspondence 1·elating 
to Spanisk Marriages, p. 12; and cf. Guizot's allusion to it as "plus rl'un mois 
apres rna proposition," &c., ibid., p. 44· The Court had passed much of the 
preceding month at Osborne, but it did not go on a yacht excursion till the 
r8th August, four days before the despatch was sent. Martin's Prince Consort, 
vol. i. p. 339· 
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A close observer might p'ossibly have seen indications of, 
difference between minister and Court soon after the formation 
bf the Russell Administration; On the first question· ofim'[)ort
ance ·which aro·se, Court and minister held the :same views .and 
used the same language. - But perhaps · Palmersto·ii. The differ- __ 

saw with impatience that even og this subject the ~~~~~ ~!,~ 
Court had established a private communication with ~ffi~~g~nd 
the mother of the young Queen of Spain. I In the the Court. 

following year the Court showed anincreasi~g disposit~on to act 
alone. The queeri's husband and the British Foreign Minister 
were both agreed in desiring alliance with Germany. But the 
queen's ~11sband, with the natural instinct of a Gerrrian, desired 
to strengthen Germany by consolidating her commercial interest 
in a Zollverein or Customs Union. Palmerston, on the con-

v-- trary, looked on ; the ·zollverein with the prejudices of his 
. countrymen, and regarded its developinent as injurious· to· 
British trade. 2 Slight differences of this kind increased the 
indisposition ·of the minister to -consult the prince, and qf 
the prince to consult the minister.8 The prince thought 
!P~l~erston's policy in Sp~in and Portugal quite wrong.4 lie · 
idtsllked the matter, he dtsapproved the manner, of. many of 
Palmerston's despatches. 6 

- Relations between Court and minister were thus soon
strained. The tension became much greater after the Revolu-

1 The Edinburgk Review stated some years ago, and the statement has 
never been contradicted, "If our own information is correct, which we believe 
it to be (but this is unwritten history), a.direct overture was made by the Queen 
of Spain _to the Queen. of England, to the effect that she was tired of the French 
intrigues, and that if England would promise to support her she would marry 
Prince .Leopold out of hand, and send ·the ·French Ambassador about his 
business." Edinburgk Review, vol. cxli. p. 294. I have reason to believe 
that the communication came not from the Queen.of Spain, but from the queen 
mother ; but that the allegation is otherwise accurate. -

2 Martin's Prince Consort, ·vol. i. p. 448. 
• 3 During the Cracmv difficulty the prince was anxious that the public should 
be adequately instructed on the ·subject, and asked a well-known litera-ry man 
to undertake the task The gentleman to whose hands the task was entrusted 
asked leave to cons)llt Paln1erston, and the prince replied that he did not see 
any necessity for consulting_ the·F9reign Secretary, though he had no objection 
to his consulting the Prime ·Minister. _ 

'4 Martin's Prince Consort; vol.- i, p. 426. 5 Ibid. 'vol. ii. pp. 65, 301. 
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tion of 1848. The Foreign Office was abnormally active, and 
the Foreign Minister, receiving and writing scores of despatches 
every week, was naturally tempted occasionally to save time 
The com· and trouble by avoiding a reference to the Court. 
f~~i~~u~~ In June r849 the Court formally complained of these 
in 1849 circumstances to Russell. Palmerston rejoined that 
and rBso. 

when despatehes were sent to the Court much time 
was lost before they were returned, and a compromise was 
ultimate(y effected under which Palmerston undertook to sub
lmit every despatch to the queen through the Prime Minister, 
!and the queen undertook to return them without unnecessary 
delay.1 An arrangement of this kind was not likely to endure. 
Before many months were over the queen again complained 

tof the conduct of her minister. D~P!l~hes,_ she declru;ed, 
;were written without her knowledge and altered without her 
ati"thorlty; and Britain, which "ought to stand highest in the 
e";teem of the world, . . . was detested, mistrusted, and treated 
with indignity by even the smallest Powers." 2 

l Martin's Prince Consort, vol. i. p. 302. 
2 Ibid., vol. ii. p. 303. The letter from which the extract in the text is 

taken was written by the Prince Consort to the Prime Minister on the 2nd of 
April r8so-i.e,, during the crisis on the Greek affairs. Six weeks after
wards the French Ambassador was recalled, and the Prince Consort, writing 
to the Prime Minister in the queen's name as well as his own, said: "We 
are not surprised that Lord Palmerston's mode of doing business should not 
be borne by the susceptible French Government with the same good humour 
and forbearance as by his colleagues." Ibid., p. 275. In the second part of 
the Greville Memoirs queen and prince are credited with much stronger lan
guage. Talking to Clarendon, who was dining with her, the queen "exploded, 
and went with the utmost vehemence and bitterness into the whole of Pal
merston's conduct, all the effects produced all over the world and all her own 
feelings and sentiments about it." Afterwards Prince Albert ''poured forth with· 
out stint and reserve, all the pent-up indignation, resentment, and bitterness 
with which the queen and himself have been boiling for a long time past. 
What he enlarged upon with the strongest feeling was the humiliating position 
in which the queen was placed in the eyes of the whole world. The conscious
ness that all the world knew that· she utterly disapproved of all that was done 
in her name, and that she was powerless to prevent it, was inconceivably 
mortifying and degrading." Greville Menwirs, Part ii. vol. iii. p. 317. The 
prince's reference in the text to Britain being detested, mistrusted, and treated 
with indignity by even the smallest Power is probably to Naples. Mr. Reeve, 
in editing the Greville kfemoirs, says that Lord Palmerston had connived at 
a supply of arms being furnished to the Sicilian insurgents. The editor of the 
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- In the beginning of r8s6 relatio.hs -between Coilrt and 
minister -yvere strained· to. the point of snapping. But the 
events of that year prevented or postponed a rupture. The 
success of Stanley's attack in the Lords compelled the n?inistry 
to rally round Palmerston; its existence was in fact' identi
fied with its foreign policy; while after Roebuck's motion 
the Foreign Minister became the h~ro 'of the hour.' _He was 

lstrong in th~ confidence of the Commons and in the fresh 
~proof ·which he had -given· of his own . ability. ·For~ some 
months nothing more was heard of the complaints of th~ 

Cro_wn. I~~~~-~~.~t <i~J-Jl!."~<C~-~~t;~~2E·2!2!Y~V$J~_..th~~gl!.t~-11 
:~:g~Y.l~~Qmpl;!In~_<l.oCt;h.~-~~ • .Y~rJO\l,%,t;.e,g~~-~~ ~-!~--~~!~ .... ~-2!-~ad 
S~_<?.[~_!?-_..<lr;e~~3.tte~tLOI?,_ a:ng th<;>yght;fit to ,e!J1!)2,.<;JY The ~ueen's 
her co-mplaints. in a -written . lll.emoranqum. She mernoran- . 
-·-· ---------- --·------ ~~- ··- --- ·"' dum of 85 !insisted that she should· have a distinct explana- ' o. 

\tion beforehand of her minister's policy; that, after she had 
,sanctioned a measure, it should not be arbitrarily altered; and 
tthat she should be fully informed ofa1l that passed between 
lthe Foreign Office and· foreign countries before decisions of 
'importance were arrived atl 

For more than a year after this memorandum had been 
written, nothing occurred to increase the strain in the rela~ 
tions between Court and minister. In the autumn of 185I, 
Kossuth, the patriot of Hungary, paid a visit·to England; the 
enthusiasm with which he was everywhere received caused a 
not unnatural annoyance to Austria ; queen and prince sym
pathised with the feelings of the Austrian Court ; and Russell 
w~,~l~~med at Jeawi9g .th_?:~, _with ~an_ ptter disregard 7fth,e 

Times became accidentally acquainted with the circumstance, and charged the 
Government with it. "No notice was taken of this first charge. It was there
fore repeated in stronger language; Upon this Lord John Russell (who knew 
·nothing of the matter) took it up, said- he_ -must· inquire into itr and that the 
charge must be- contradicted or the practice .stopped. On inq~iry he found. 

! it was all·perfectly true, and then it was that he cmnpelled Lord Palmersfon, 
_Sorely against his will, to make a formal official apology to the King of Naples.' 
Greville lvfemoirs, Part ii.: vol. iii; p. 272 note. · The apology to which I presume 
that Mr: Reeve alludes will be found in Papers 1·dating to Naples and Sicily, 
1848-9; p. 619. : . 

1 For the document, see Marrin's Prince Consort; .vol. ii. P: 3"5·: 
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s~<:eptibilities of Austria and of the sympathies of the queen, 
Kossuth in P~almerston intended to receive Kossuth at Broad-
England. l d H" . d d ~s. IS pnvate remonstrance pro uce no 
effect; and he had to summon the Cabinet, and ask it to 
determine that the Foreign Minister should not be allowed to 
receive Kossuth. Palmerston could not venture to disobey 
the mandate of his colleagues. But he took an early oppor
tunity of publicly displaying his sympathies. A deputation 
from Finsbury and Islington waited on him at the Foreign 
Office. Addresses were presented to him in which the. 
Emperors of Russia and Austria were called despots, tyrants, 

-' and odious assassins; and the Foreign Minister, instead of 
reproving the language, expressed gratification at the de~ 
monstration.l 

Palmerston's conduct on this occasion created alarm both 
in society and at Court, and, if the queen had had her way, 
would have led to the Foreign Minister's dismissal. Russell, 
however,did not venture on quarrelling with his colleague on 
this ground. Whatever society or Court might think, the 
people were on the side of Kossuth ; and Palmerston, removed 

lJrom office for supporting a great rebel against autocracy, 
would have become a hero. For the moment, therefore, 
Russell submitted to his colleague, and tolerated conduct 
which he could not approve. He had not, however, to bear 
with him long. · A few days afterwards Palmerston committed 

\ 
a fresh indiscretion, and the career of the Foreign Minister 
was abruptly terminated. 

It has been alr.eady stated in this work that the Government 
of Lamartine had perished in the Revolution of June, and that 

France 
under the 
Republic. 

supreme power had been entrusted to Cavaignac· 
The Government of Cavaignac lasted till December 
1848, when the nation, entrusted with the task of 

choosing a ruler for three years, selected as its President 
Louis Napoleon, the nephew of the Great Napoleon. For 
three years the new President filled his position with dignity 

l Greville Memoirs, Part ii., vel. iii. pp. 413-416 ; Martin's Prince Consort, 
rol. ii. pp. 4o6 seq. ; Edinburgh RevieW, No. 324, p. 557· 
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and discretion. But these qualities alorie \vere not sufficie?t 
to give permanence to. bis Government or to ensure his re
election in January r852. The President con-sequently deter-. 
mined to secure his own supremacy by an act of vigour. On 
the first night of December 1851 decrees were posted on the 
walls of Paris, dissolving the Assembly, proclaiming a state • 
ofsiege, and convoking the French people, invest'ed The coup ; • 

with universal suffrage, in electoral coHeges. On d'etat. 

the, same night some of the most conspicuous men in France 
were arrested by the President's.order and flung into prison.1 

So soon as news of these,.events reached England; the queeri 
and prince wrote to Russell, enjoined .a policy oL neutrality, 

t and directed that instructions to this effect should be sent to 
~Norman by at Paris.\1 -In so doi1~g the q'ueen undoubtedly 
treated her rrtinisters ·as her agents, and not as. her advisers. 
The Cabinet, ho\,·ever, adopted her decision, and thus became 
responsible for it. Orders were sent to Norn1anby to make 
no change whatever in his relations· with-_ the -French Govern~ 
ment, and to do' nothing that could " \v'ear the appearance 

l of interference in the internal affairs of France." Qnluckily, 
two days before this despatch was written, Palmerston had · 
expressed to W alewski, the French Ambassador in London, 
a strong opinion ''on the _necessity and advantage for France 

. and Europe of the bold and .decisive step taken by the 
President." This assurance had much more effect than the 
cold and formal despatch subsequently sent to Normanby. 
Whatever the _British Ambassador at Paris might say or do, 

\
the Foreign Minister 6f France knew that Palmersti:m- ap· 
,proved Napoleon's action. Annoyed at finding that the 
official language- which he was instructed to hold was at • 
variance with the opinions which Palmerston ~as expressing, 

1 I- have not thought it necessary in this history to give a detailed account "of 
- events which ·are so familiar to English readers as the previous career of Louis 

Napoleon and the incidents of the coup d'!tat. 
2 According to Lord Malmesbnry, Louis Napoleon believed in· xSso that, 

althongh Palmerston was in his favour; Normanby \Vas intrigtiing again-st him, 
and corresponding privately with Prince Albert. Meittoirs of aiz ex-Mittister, 
p. 192, 
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N ormanby formally coinplainea of the position in which· he 
was placed. His complaint, like every other foreign document, 
was sent to the Court, and the queen ins.tantly insisted on 
knowing whether there was any foundation for the asseition 
of the French Government, that Palmerston had expressed 
Palmerston approval where Court and Cabinet had enj.oined a 

~· is dismissed. policy of neutrality. Palmers ton, instead of explain-

J 
ing his conduct, entered into a long defence of the President's 
action; and Russell dismissed him from his office.l 

In this affair, as in many other matters of which the queen 
had previously complained, Palmer~on erred both in matter and 
manner. ~£2Q.dll£t was both treacherous to his colleagues 
and dis..sourt~ous to his que~n. wp.atever apology niay be 
pleaded for a busy minister wlio acts on his own responsibility, 
tl;lere can be no excuse for the mell!ber of a Governme1;t who 
d~~berately defies the decision of the Cabinet. When his 
colleagues had formally directed that he should not receive 
Kossuth, it was intolerable that he should allow a deputation 
to address to him language offensive to Ru·ssia and Austria. 
It was equally indefensible that he should have consented to 

·send instructions to Normanby in glaring contradiction to the 
language which he had used to Walewski:2 Nor is it possible 
to excuse his conduct to the queen. The fact that the policy 
oLthe _country is the policy of the minister and not of the 
sovereign affords no ground for the minister neglecting to 

1 Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii. pp. 2oo-2rr ; Martin's Prince Consort, vol. ii. 
p. 4II seq. Palmerston was succeeded by Lord Granvill~. and Russell made an 
ineffectual attempt to strengthen his ministry by offering office to Macaulay. 

2 It is perhaps right to add. that Palmerston had communicated his private 
opinion to N ormanby, two days before he sent him the decision of the queen and 
Cabinet. But that private letter is not to his credit. "As to respect for the 
law and constitution (he wrote), it is scarcely a proper application of these 
feelings to require them to be directed to the day before yesterday tomfoolery 
which the scatter· brained heads of Marrasi and Tocqueville invented for the 
torment and perplexity of the French nation, and I must say that that con
stitution was more honoured by. the breach than the observance." Ashley's 
Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 203. To call De Tocqueville, who had, perhaps, the 
clearest head of all contemporary French statesmen, scatter-brained, is almost 
as striking a proof of the writer's heedlessness as it is a remarkable instance 
of the bad taste of many of his private letters. 
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make the· ·sovereign· acquaint~:d · wit!} it.. There 1s p.othing 
wt;ng=the'r-;( ·G; o~ the ~o7rtrary;-m~h that is the reverse 
of wrong_..;.in the "sovereign desirifig to understand the p'olicy 
of her Cabinet; and the least that the· minister can do .is to 
give the sovereign full materials (or forming a correct judg
ment, and to guide her in arriving at it. Common courtesy 

4 

fdemands this' course, and the claims of courtesy are not 
lessened when the sovereign happens to be a woman. 

Palmerston, moreover, was not merely guilty of disrespect 
to his sovereign, ~~--w,a\illEg .J.!L.!~sp~~,. to _h_i!],§,~Jf. A 
Secretary of State, by virtue of his office, has a right of access • • to the Crown. A Secretary of State told-as Palmerston was 

l 
told in 1849-to communicate with the Crown through the 
Prime 'Minister should at once have placed his resignation in . 
the queen's hands. .If he had done sohe would have been 
spared the humiliating reproof which he received in 185o. It 
is difficult to understand how, with that reproof before him; he 
could have remained in office.. The minister who do~s not 
enjoy the confidence of the Crown cannot discharge his duties 
to the people j and the· minister who does not assert the pri'd
leges which his office confers cannot hope to tiphold its dignity. 

If, however, Palmerston's conduct cannot be justified~ he 
was not the .only offender. It is the maxim of the British 
Constitution that the Crown can do no wrong. Some minister 
is responsible for all its actions. The Prime Minister, there-

l 
fore, and ~ot the queen, ought to ·be held a~swerab.le for the 
course wh1ch he allowed the queen to take -m 1849, in 185o, 
and in 1851. In each of these years Russell suffered her 
Majesty to take a course which she ought not to have taken. 
The memoranda of r849 and r8so-if they should have been 
written at all-should haye issued from the Prime Minister and 
not from the sovereign. But at least one of these memoranda 
should. never_ have been issued. Circumstances may -neces
sitate the removal of a minister from office; but nothing can 
justify his retention in power, deprived of the p,rivilege of 
personal c<;>inrriunication with the Crown which _his office 
ought to confer. 
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It is also a mat.ter of regret tl'lat the Prime Minister should 
have allowed the sovereign to assert a claim which reads as if 
it'had issued from the pen of a Tudor sovereign. "Ministers" 
-so said Elizabeth on one occasion 1:-" should not presume 
to db things of their. own heads without direction .. " The 
queen requires the Foreign Minister-so wrote her Majesty:_ 
to ''distinctly state what he proposes in a given'case, in order 
that the queen may know as distinctly to what she has given 

~.·her Royal sanction. Having once given her sanction .. to a 
measure, that it be not arbitrarily altered or modified by the 
minister." Interpreted by her action in 1851, when she her
self directed the policy to be pu~ued. towards France, it is 
difficult to detect any substantial difference between the claim. 
of Elizabeth. and the position of her Majesty.2 Yet such a 
claim was' not only opposed to the political feelings of the 
nineteenth century, but is incqnsi_stent with the restraints which 
h~_Maje~ty has habitually placed upon }Jerself. For it is ol)ly 
bare justice to .. add that no_British sovereign-and perhaps 
no sovereign that ever lived-has •. ever understood the duties · 
oL_a constitutional ruler so well as the queen. She rightly 
claimed, even ·in this dispute, that, though she had almost 
invariably differed from Palmerston, she had always supported 
the policy of her Cabinets There could have been no diffi
culty, in such circumstances, in explaining to her t_he grave 
objection that attached to her-words in 1849, 18so, and 1851. 

Palmerston's dismissal led to serious embarrassments. The 
crisis of the previous spring had proved the difficulty of form
ing. any ministry, and the Whig Government, weak before, 
was made dangerously weaker by the loss. The events, more
over, which had directly led to Palmerston's removal, had 
• 1 Froude's Hi.rtory of England, vol. xii. p. 67, 

2 The queen's language in r8sr, on learning of the coup d'etat, was distinct. 
She thinks it of great importance that Lord Normanby shouid be instructed 
to remain entirely passive, and should take no part whatever in what is pass
ing; and the Prime Minister's answer left no doubt as to his interpretation of 
her language: "Your Majesty's directions respecting the state of aifairs in Paris 
shall be followed." Martin's Prince Co?ZSo1·t, vol. ii. p. 4IL Most people will 
agree that the policy was right; but, right or wrong, it is plain that it was 
initiated by the Crown and not by the Cabinet. 8 Ibid,, p. 308. 
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in them"selves intensified tht: ·difficulties of .. th~ positi~m ... 
For tbe people, co.nsc. io'us .th.at a> N. apo_· leon, by ~ ·· ' ~ - The ·pa~ic;: of ~ .. 
~n act .of yigour whic]f France' had confirmed, had rss~-·· ., 
made hiJ!1self"suprerne,. ~nd conCluding that a ne\y.Napo~eRnic1 .'.· 
despotisri1 .:would inevitably lead to fr~sh Napoleonic·aggres"'' · 
sio"ns,: w~re seized with the old fear of France which. the. 
~~voiutiot:l ci£~848 had temporarily allayed .. The newspapers1· 

teemed with: fetters and articles proClaiming and. deploring the .• • 
defe11'celess condition of the country. · · 

v;~;ned by th~ disastrous consequences ~hich had followed 
. their proposals in 1848, the Whig Ministry did not venture 
on a: repetiti.on of. th~ he%ic policy which it had theri un
folded. Instead of attempting to. comply with alf the demands· 
6£ the alarmists, it" considered what were the smaliest remedies : 
which. th~ public safety. required. ·It was nafural ·in such * 
circtimst~nces that it should ren;w its project for_ embodying · ' 
the militia. Though' th~ word only came into genera} use· 
in tbe seventeenth century,2 and though th~ force w~s hardly 
.organised in its J!10dern for·rri till after the Restoration, cpn
stitmional h}storians regarded th~ .nlilitia a~ the oldest .and 
most. legitimate bra:nch of th.e. military t:orces. -~ .The f~w per-·
sons who have read the ·p~mphlets of Trenchard. and ¥oyle 
and Somers may recollect how many of the Whigs, after the~·· 
Revolution, had advocated its institution, and opposed .the .· 
formation of a stan<;ling army.3 The Whigs under Russell 
revived the policy which. their ance;;t~r.s had propounded one 
hundred and fifty, yea!S before, :and, while· the nation was. 
clamouring for more soldiers, decided on reconstituting the 
militia; . . 

1 Cobden's Political Writings, val. ii. p. 237. 
2. The earliest trace of the word is in the sixteenth century. Its. first us~ in • 

a well-known classic is, I believe, by Bacon: "Let any prince or St~te. ·think, 
soberly of his forces except his militia of natives "be of good and valiant soldiers.·~: 
Bacon's Essays, Essay xxix.. • · 

3 Macaulay deals with this famous paper warfare in his History. val. v. p. 7· 
This is the unrevised portion of the work, and the text is foun·ded on the argu
ments of Trencliard on one side and of Somers on .the otlier. There is no 

. reference :in "the text to Moyle's ·treatise, but no doubt that would have been 
referred to in the notes if Macaulay had lived io revise the· volume for the press. 
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It was an essential characterisfic of the militia, on its original 
establishment in the reign of Charles II., that it was local in 

its constitution and government. It was organised 
The militia. and trained under the Lieutenants of counties. The 
local character which the force thus assumed endured for 
nearly a hundred years. In 1757 a panic fear of French 
invasion induced Parliament to place it on a new basis. Till 
then each parish had been compelled to provide its own quota 
of men. In that year the liability was transferred from the 
parish to the individual. Lists of all tnen liable to serve were 
sent to the Lieutenants of counties, who selected by ballot 
a certain number of men from ~ach parish. At the same 
time the force was placed under the direct control of the 
Crown. The Crown was empowered to call it out for training, 
and, in certain circumstances, to embody it for actual service. 
When so called out or so embodied, it was place_d under 
military law. 

For half a century more this force was the only militia. 
In the crisis of the great war it did not seem sufficient. By 
The local a series of Acts passed between 18o8 and 1812, the 
militia. regular militia was consequently supplemented by 
1;-hat was called the local militia. This force, like the regular 
militia, was raised by ballot. But, unlike the regular militia, 
it could only be called out for the suppression of riots or in 
case of invasion, the appearance of an enemy on the coasts, 
or of rebellion. It could not, even in the gravest crisis, be 
moved out of Great Britain.l 

These forces coexisted during the concluding years of the 
great war. After Waterloo, the necessity for their existence 
was less apparent. Economy was the order of the day; and 
the House of Commons, which had refused to- continue the 
inco~e-tax, was not likely to encourage the continuance of 

1 Any one who wishes to supplement this slight sketch of the history of the 
militia should refer to Clode, Military Forces if the Crown, vol. i. p. 31 et seq.; 
Manual if Milita1-y Law (published by the Parliamentary Counsel's Office), pp. 
199-2II ; Hallam's Constitutional History, popular editio!l, vol. ii. pp. 128-134• 
and vol. iii. p. 262; and Mr. O'Dowd's article on Militia in the Encyclop<Fdia 
Britannica. 
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·,the ·militia; The 'annuar training was suspended iri 18 r 6 ; 
.the ballot was ·suspended in !829; and, though the statutory 
ma<;:hinery for· raising, organising, and training the force still 
e'xi§teo, nothing more was h(O!ard of the militia till after the 
Revolution of t848.. · 

. In de~iding, therefore, to reorganise the militia, the Whig 
Ministry had the choice· of two. separate forces. It decideci 
of{· reconstituting not the regular but the local militia. .Such 
a·proposal did not satisfy alarmists. Palmetston at once gave 

.expresslpr to. their views by suggesting that the House should 
·reverse the project and reconstitute the regular militia. The 
House cheered his speech and apparently. ·shared his senti
~ents. Encouraged in this way, he proposed and carried 
four. days afterwards the omission of the word "local" from 
Russell's resolution; anc} the Whig Ministers, cor- The Whigs 

rectly interpreting their defeat as indicative of their resign . 

. decreased authority, placed their resignations in the queen's 
hands.1 · 

~t1S§ell's rt:signation marks a distinct epoch in the political . 
history ofE.nglan·d. -.For ·more than. sevent;en: .years. he and 
hT;-·g~e-;_t-rival,l>eel, had led the House of Com-

·n· l fh The mons. · unng twe ve out o t ese seventeen years i:liaracter 

the lead had been on Russell's shoulders. Except V~L 
Pitt, no other man who has lived in the present century can 
boast that he has led the House of Commons for a dozen 

·years. (The historian of the period naturally compares .him 
with Peel; anQ.~in.this.contrast,there,is,muchjn.,.which-Russe)l 
h.~~.JQ.~ .• a<iv~i1l~ge_.,2J£! ••. !.t!;i,,_rivaJ. I~l),,,tiJe ... h!!PPie!Jlo£i..~,..of 
socia.l converse, Russell's co.nvers'!tipn. had a charm_ whkh 
~.QpJg_LJ_~rdly.Jifgll"ni}i}~r· 1i.if1~·e!ger Ql!§i.n.~.~~-~f 
t~tate, .!!1~l!.JY~r~<'U!!!Ia.5:!~ .... to .. RE~.sylt ~y""h_is. teinper_;.- they 
w~~p~e.d ... }?Y.)>e_el. ~rexdist_the.h<'!~d~lll~Y. RIO· 
n_9unce.on.the.two mip.~~fl,JP~ P,eart will,decide for. ~ussell 
between the two men. ---... ~-~-:-:, ..... ~. -~ - .,~ 

1 For the debate, Hansard, vo!. cxix. p. 550; for the division, 136 votes to 
125, ibid., p. 874; for Russell's resignation, ibid. p. 882. The Government 
was defeated by 136 votes to 125. Ibid., vol. cxix. pp. 550, 874, 882. 
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~In their political careers, moreover, Russell had in one 
respect an advantage. J:Ie was the most consjstent of states
l!!.en, wl)ile Pe~l_:was one of the most inconsiste,pt. ~pnl!s

t~ncy with R!!.ssell was almost a defect, just as inconsistency 
in Peel was, perhaps, a _merit. It was Peel's misfortune or 
his -fault that he was compelled throughout his career to fling 
overboard, one after another, the opinions which he had either 
inherited or formed. It was Russell's misfortune or fault that 
he had thought out his opinions in early life with such care 
that he was not always able to enlarge them.; He remained 
at sixty what he was at twenty. Men, however, living in a 
progressive age cannot afford to stand still when all around 
them is in motion. Politics are not exempt from the law of 
evolution by which the physical and moral world are alike 
governed. 

In cha,r_m of mann~r, in_ consistency of conduct, Russell 
may be preferred to Peel. In the higher attributes of states
n;;_nship, Peel was superio;~to. Russell. T,.he reader who 
studies Peel's parliamentary career is struck with its success; 
th~ ~tudent who analyses Russell's life in Parliament will be 
SEP.!ised ~t itsfailure. v\~h.e~her he were dealing with financial 
matters, or with constitutional questions, or with social sub
jects, Peel almost invariably succeeded in carrying his measures 
in the _shape in which he designed them. The measures of 
R,E_s~ell, on the contrary, ill their final shape fre~e~tly differed 
f!:<ltn ,thei_roriginal drafts. It might be said of them, "There's 
a divinity that shapes our ends, rough-hew them how we will." 
Tjl_~.J3udgets of his Administration were altered as no Budgets 
had ever been recast since the time of Vansittart. The Irish - . - ... 
policy _o( the_ Whigs was marked by a series of inconsistencies. 
Melbourne's second ministry was founded on the necessity 
of an Appropriation clause. Russell's own adn1inistration wa& 
formed on opposition to Coercion. Before Melbourne re
signed, Appropriation was finally abandoned. Before Russell 
had been eighteen months in office he was forced to consent 
to ~ Coercion Bill. But the inconsistency which marked the 
policy of the Whigs in these matters runs through other 
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measures. Hardly a:ny bill 'which they introduced became 
I~J!l. i~s-s>!Jgi9a(Sli_iip~MJillY_~.~i~HZes~hicl!J!i~yurged 
f~r.9_!ls ~(tl:le first !mportan~e n~ver._kec~me)~w atalJ., ~ 

·Even in Russell's long career, nothing is.more singular than 
the fact that he was succeeded by_Oerby, for·Stanley had just 
inherited his· father's title. Twenty~two years Defore,· H: . 
Stanley and he, in the same ministry and under the ce:cfe,il,~ 

• · · Lord Derby. 
same leader, had fought the same cam;e, and had 
been promoted to the Cabinet· on the same day. Since then, 
contrary impulses had carried them far apart; and Derby, un
willing even to renew the negotiations with the old followers 
of Peel which he had commenced the year before, was com
pelled to form a Cabinet from among his immediate supporters. 
Four peers, .Lonsdale, Salisbury, Northumberland, and Hard
wicke, became respectively President of the Council, Privy 
Seal, First Lord of the .Admiralty, and Postmaster-General: 
Sugden, who had been law officer in Peel's first ministry, and 
Chancellor of Ireland in 1841, was made Lord St. Leonards 
and Chancellor; the Board of Trade was conferred on Henley; 
the Board of Control on Herries. Malmesbuty, an ar11iable 

.nobleman, whose fa~her had 'served in diplomacy, became 
Foreign Minister. Pakington, a country gentleman of. mode
rate means and fair_ capacity, was sent to the Colonial.Offic~. 
The Home Office was entrusted to a barrister who had :been . 
half-a-dozen years in-Parliament; who,. both on his father's and 
on his mother's side, inherited blood which had produced 
statesmen, but who in these pages must be free both from 

' censure and from praise. 
These, with one exception, were· the chief members of the 

new Government. The lead in the Commons was entrusted • 
to the remarkagle man who had organised rebellion 

· Disraeli. 
against Peel, who had rallied the protectionists 
against Russell, and who had gradually become the acknow~ 
!edged leader of the Tory party.. With a keen insight, Disraeli 
secured the Chancellorship of the Exchequer for· himself. , It 
might, indeed, have been objected at the time that he had less 
knowledge of finance than many of his colleagues; .and that 
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Derby had at his disposal suclt men as Henley, who would 
have commanded the confidence of country gentlemen, and 
Berries, who was versed in the traditions of the Treasury. 
Disraeli, however, probably reflected that, while a strong man 
may make his mark in any great department, a strong man 
armed with the power of the purse must necessarily be supreme. 
He increased his own power by placing a personal friend of his 
own-Lord John Manners-at the Office of Works. Vivian 
Grey had thus the satisfaction of. meeting Eskdale and Henry 
Sydney in the Cabinet. 

Whatever opinion may be formed of the capacity of the 
ministry, no Cabinet of the century had contained so little 

experience. Of the thirteen gentlemen who com
The inex-
perience of posed it, only two, Derby and Berries, had ever 
the Ministry. . C b. . b l sat m a a met Counctl efore. On y one other, 
the Chancellor, had held high office. So completely had the 
Tories separated themselves from the leader under whom they 
had marched to victory ten years before, that, with the solitary 
exception of Derby, no member of the Peel Cabinet could be 
found to take office in the new ministry. 

Inexperienced as the members of the Government were, 
they had special difficulties to contend with. The accidental 
circumstance which had placed Russell in a minority in the 
House of Commons had not given Derby a majority in that 

House. With Whigs and free-traders against him, 
Its policy. it was even doubtful whether he could command a 
majority in the Lords. He was forced at the outset to disarm 
a portion of his opponents by announcing that, though still 
in favour of a tax on corn, he should take no steps to alter 
the legislation of the previous Parliament till the country had 
received an opportunity of expressing an opinion on its policy, 
In the meanwhile the ministry would address itself to other 
measures-to the organisation of the militia, to social and legal 
reforms. To a new Parliament would be entrusted the task of 
deciding between the rival advantages of protection and free 
trade.1 

1 Hansard, vol. cxix. p. 898 seq. 
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This declaration was undoubtedly discreet. Moderate men 
were willing enough to give the new ministers a fair trial; and, 
Cobden and his old associates found, themselves almost ·alone 
in their reluctance to tolerate a ministry which declined to 
state whether it intended to adhere -to free trade. The 
members of the Corn Law League reassembled to maintain 
the principles which they _had asserted six years before. Their 
leader, Cobden, desired to stop the supplies,l arid thus force 
the Governrnent to appeal to t-he country. But the Whigs, 
conscious of their own weakness, and aware that time a:lorie 
could heal their divisions, were well content to let matters 
take their course. All parties tacitly understood that a. ·short 
session would be followed by a dissolution. No object was 
to be gained by indefinite debates which only postponed the 
date ofthe appeal to the people. - . 

The m"inistry, thus freed from any serious opposition, suc
ceeded in passing some useful measures. One of them alone 
requires mention in this chapter. The panic- which The Militia 

had induced the Whigs to introduce a Militia Bill Bill. 

still prevailed, and the Tories were compelled to Jake some 
steps for the sake of allaying fhe alarm. Engla.nd, indeed, 
nominally possessed an army of I6o,ooo men, But that force 
only numbered one-fourth of t-he Russian army, one-third of 
the French army, one-half of the Prussian army, and barely 
exceeded the army of Belgium. Moreover, the Empire which 
the force was required to defend comprehended one·sixth of 
the population and one-eighth of the habitable surface of the 
globe; and the army was scattered through these vast posses• 
sions. It- was impossible to concentrate more than z-s,ooo 

_men at any spot; and even this force could riot be assembled 
without leaving the metropolis and the sovereign to the' pro-
tection of pensioners and police;2 -

The new ministry, like the old Government, thus forced 
to addres~ itself to the task of improving the defences of the 
country, decided that the most economical and least objection
able course was the reconstitution of the militia. But it 

1 Morley's Cobden, vol. ii. p. u6. - 2 Hansard, vol. cxx. p. 270, 
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avoided the errors which had· proved Jatal to the Russell 
Cabinet. Instead of reviving the old local militia, incapable 
of being moved out of Great Britain and recruited by com
pulsory ballot, the Home Secretary proposed to form a regular 
militia, available for service in every part of the United 
Kingdom, and recruited by voluntary enlistment. He did 
not, indeed, venture to abolish the machinery for the ballot, 
but he retained it only as a reserve to which it might possibly 
be necessary to resort. Voluntary enlistment under the new 
scheme was to be the rule; compulsory service was only to 
be enforced when voluntary measures . had been tried and 
failed. 

The measure differed in most of its details from that which 
had been introduced by Russell, but it was founded on the 

The bill same basis-the necessity for increased defence; 
carried. and on the same principle, the reconstitution of the 

militia. It should consequently have been the business of the 
Opposition to support its principle and to criticise its details. 
Russell made the mistake of attacking a measure which 
consistency should have made him support. His conduct in 
doing so injured his own position. In the Commons, Palmer
stan, still sore from his past treatment, supported the bill; and 
moderate men of all parties, imitating Palmerston's example, 
gave the Government a great majority.1 In the Lords, Wel
lington gave the proposal the support of his high authority. 
The bill rapidly became law, and the queen had the satis
faction of assenting to a "measure . . . wisely adopted for 
the better organisation of ... a constitutional force which, 
limited to purposes of internal defence, can afford no just 
ground of jealousy to neighbouring Powers, but which, in the 
event of any sudden and unfor~seen disturbance" abroad, 
would essentially contribute to the protection of the country.2 

Such a measure would have conferred credit on any ministry. 
Introduced by men new to public life, it added largely to the 
reputation of the new Government. A ministry chosen only 

1 The second reading was carried by 315 votes to 165. Hansard, vol. cxx. 
p. uS.s. 2 Ibid., vol. cxxii, p. If27· 
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from a n1inority in Parliament had been supported in its chief 
measure by large n~ajotities ; it had shown that it possessed 
skill to devise, and capacity to carry, a bill of the first im
portance. Yet the success of the measure was not ·The death of 

the only thing noteworthy about its passage. The Wellington. 

debate on its second reading in the Lords was memorable as 
the last occasion on which Wellington spoke in that House. 
The Duke had long survived the time which Solon and David 
agreed in thinking was allotted to the life of man. Born in 
1769, he had completed the eighty-third year of his age. Yet 
when, in the middle of September, it was known that the old 
man was gone, the news came like a shock of surprise. The 
foremost figure had been called off the stage, and the curtain 
had dropped for ever on a mighty past. It was true that the 
chief work of the Duke's life had been done before most of 
the men who followed him to his grave had left school, and 
before the sovereign whom he served so faithfully had been 
born. But great work survives the doing of it; and Welling
ton had done such a work as. few soldiers have· ever done. 
He had given England thirty-se~en years of peace. The 
blood of Waterloo was hardly too dear a price to pay for such 
a blessing. 

With Wellington, the soldier, this book has no direct con
cern ; with Wellington, the statesman, it has had frequently to 
deal. Yet Wellington's political career was the out- His char· 

come of his military success ; he would never have act1:~ an
1
d 

• • • • • po Ibca 
been the F!rst Mmlster of the Crown If his sword career. 

had not made him the first man of the age. .lie."'~~~ 
ID!iqpe_ppsiti~njg~R~iC.~)1~!8!Y· ·I .• Uvp,1J!f!,J~.~9Jlti;\L~ • .t.o 
s_ey_.that .~he,...p,l!.d~--~~,c> ..... P..?]J~}_P!i~-~lBI~~ ... i.J?.~l=E,;.~~"'~ 
RTinciRles iQ the. sepse in which the word is used by ordinary 
~~~U"'~t:'>l-,...-&,.~~ , ...... -~~"_,_":"';.-"': ..... ~· '~ --.;,. 

politicians. It was the object of his-political career--to enable 
~-. -.Aio.t=, ~-- ~ ~ . .,.~ - . .,-.. .-:; .• ·~· .. ·~- ........... _ ... -- ... - ............ ""·~.,.~;:'"-;;':"$ 

l
t~~~~~~,.,_Q.9Y--e!J].!Pe.Et _1(), be. carr~eq _o_n ;...,al1cl, .i£~!£li.§_~~g, 
h,e.,.,.wC!s~r_e.§:QY ~JiS.t.~llJhe ... g~s_tionj J?_n :t~hich5?Idinary. 

1~i£1~t~~~t,a.J1d~ .. 2£.iaV. Thus it came to pass that, while be 
~was Prime Minister, the Dissenters were gratified by the repeal 
'bf the Test Acts, and the Roman Catholics were appeased 
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:by the removal of their disabili.ties. Thus, again, after the 
Reform ~f.:t he set himself the task of inducing the Lords to 
submit to the decrees of the Commons. In a House where 
Lyndhurst led the Tory party, and Brougham was ever ready 
to thwart his old colleagues, he did much to counteract the 

;mischief, and to make the conduct of Government practicable. 
(. His position, his wealth, his reputation, helped him to do 
this. The greatness of his success had placed him above 
susricion; and the man who had obviously nothing to ,"Vii'J 
c;uid afford to do things which, in other men, prompted the 
suggestion of unworthy motives. He was judged by a standard 
different from that applied to other persons ; and it was re
garded, and rightly, as the extreme of honesty on his part to 
do that which men were ready enough-unjustly-to charge 
Peel with dishonesty for doing. Partly from this reason, 
partly from a recollection of what he had done, 1~.-enjoyed 
a popul\lrity such as perhaps was never reached by any other 
sW,j~ct. With the exception of one brief period of his career, · 
when his declaration against Reform drew on him the tempo
rary hostility of the populace, h~ was the hero of the nation ; 
and no hero ever deserved better the reverence which was 
paid to .h~m. 

His_striking c]laracteristic was his judgment. J!e had no 
d.o..EJ2!,Jn _addition, c;apacity and courage. He could not have 
fought Salamanca without the one, he would not have held 
Waterloo without the other. But in capacity he was not, 
possibly, superior to Moore ; in courage he was not superior 
to Gough. He was a great general, not because he had a 
gr~aLintellect, b~t because he made fewer mistakes than other 
men. The calm, even judgment which made him great as 
ageneral ·made-him great as a statesman. H,.e did not suffer 
himself. to. be swayed by passion and prejudice. He formed 
his opinions on the circumstances as they arose, and with 
rare exceptions his decisions have commended themselves to 
posterity. 

His services were great almost beyond precedent. His 
rewards were not unprecedentedly but exceptionally great. 
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Some men will prob~bly conclude that they were eJ.'travagant, 
and therefore. mischievous. It may be hoped that. a' day will 
ultimately ·come when the highest _honours will not be re- . 
served for mere warriors. In that time the· Ccibdens and the 
Stephensons may change places in the .world's estima;tion with: 
the select company to whom the Crown has awarded titles or · 

' Parliament has granted. pensions. But it may be hoped that 
. even then posterity will recollect that the soldier whq was their·· 
~J1_£ego!~ Q,erp~)!~S }n -~ve1y ~enst. ~,.g~el!-~,~mf!.tt;.;et!l;t!_ .. arp_oJ?.g_ 
~~~~r2li?r.t~i'9.l~ers.~ ~~~~j_Eg!_!_i~~~ [o~. ~h~,!xc<::ll~nc.e 
of his Jv.ork ; .. that, wgethe.r in ~he fi~lq or)n J,he senate, l~e~Aid 
'~~ --- ....... '•' ·-~~-· ;-• _,_ • ~-.v'···-- __ ,,,h' •:0, 't';:' •. ';' , __ ..... ~~..._ 

~.ith ,all his might .wha~~~r...,.h,~Jqund..._f2~ ... pJs~c~a!1A Jg -~~;. t,h!,t 
he was true throughout his life to..,~Crown and~country ;~anq, 
~~--~~ .. ~- ·--~--~""'-~. ~~ .... -~-"""'- ~~-""' --· ....... ...._ -·-: .. ( .. , __ . 
th;lt .. · he.~lived . and :died .cthe ,npblest work:, of. God.~A~ .. hQI}est_ 
.,,~- .-,~ .. - -'--~-- ·"""""'-;--·· . . "'-· -- . .. . .. . .. . .. -~·· - - .......... ~--""""~ 

man . 
.,._His death, which occurred on the 14th of September, took, 
place during the recess ; his funeral, which was· celebrated · 
with extraordinary pomp on the r8th of November, The dissoJ;. 

was deferred till. after .the meeting of the new Parlia- · tion of rBs•
ment. Fbr ParJ:iament, prorogued on the rst of j uiy; had 
been immediately afterwards dissolved.' The .electors were 
thus afforded. the opportunity, which Derby had' expressed a 
desire that they should receive·, of pronouncing between the 
free trade· which, had been adopted by Peel and th~ protection 
to which the new ministry was supposed .to desir~ to return,! 
The result was pronounced with an emphasis which it was 
impossible to mistake. The new ministers gained some 
strength-the influence which all governments possessed made 
this circumstance certain. A few of the prominent supporters 
of Peel lost their seats-the dislike which the masses usually 
feel for politicians who belong to neither of the parties of the 
State accounted for and explained their defeat. But the slight 
changes in the composition of the House of Commons made 

• 1 The desire was not shared by Disraeli. He wrote on the 19th of August 
to Lord Malmesbury: "We ought now to be for as complete free trade as we 
can obtain, and let the English farmer, and the English landlord too, buy the 
best and the cheapest silks for their wives and· daughters," . Memoirs of an 
ex-l11inister, p. 26o, 
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it plain that the country was r1ot prepared for any reversal 
of policy. The electors had deliberately abandoned protec
tion in 1847, they showed no disposition in 1852 to do away 
with free trade. · 

There was no room for surprise at the decision of the 
country. In the years which had passed since 1846; a greater 

eloquence than even Cobden's had made the people 
There· 
suits of cling to the victory which they had won. Facts had 
free trade. told decisively in favour of Cobden and Peel, and 
had falsified the predictions of Disraeli and Bentinck. In the 
interval nearly £6,ooo,ooo of taxation had been swept away, 
and the revenue was as Jarg~ in the end as it had been 
in the beginning. So far from the manufactures being 
affected, British exports had increased from £s8,ooo,ooo to 
£ 78,ooo,ooo. The shipping trade, instead of being destroyed 
by the Navigation Act, was more prosperous than before. 

· The poor, instead of suffering from foreign competition, had 
never been so well off as at the end of 1852. On the 1st 
January 1853 there were less than 8oo,ooo paupers in the 
whole of England and Wales. Such a thing could not, pro
bably, have been said of any previous New Year's Day in this 
century. Stich a thing, unhappily, could not be said again for 
another twenty-three years. Even the landowners, for whose 
sake the battle of protection had been fought, were not worse 
off from cheap corn. The assessment under Schedule B is 
based on the rental of agricultural land, and the assessment in 
1852 was higher than it had been in 1845.1 

These facts spoke with so much eloquence that it was im
possible for protectionists· to ignore them. Instead of doing 
so, they endeavoured to account for the increasing prosperity 
of the country by other circumstances. In 1851 gold in vast 

1 The revenue of the year ending 5th January 1846 amounted to £57,556,486; 
that of the year ending 5th January 1853, to £57,726,goo. The taxes repealed 
in the interval exceeded those imposed by £s,8oo,ooo. The British expons m 
1846 amounted to £57.786,876, in 1852 to £78,0]6,854~ There were J,I99o785 
tons of British shipping in 1846, 3·759,278 in I852; !67,491 tons of shipping 
were built in 1852, The assessment under Schedule B amounted to £46,J28,8u 
in r845, and to £46,681,488 in 1852, 
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quantities had been discovered in ·Australia. It is·a common 
error to confound gold with wealth, and a large 

. • · . . • The effects 
addltlon to the stock of gold m the world was of the dis· 

supposed'to account for an apparent ~ddition to its ~~rci?nof 
riches. Few subjects are more difficult to determine Australia. 

than the exact consequences of an· increase or· a! decrease in 
the supply of gold. But, in the long-run, the increase· or the 
decrease in the supply ofgold must have the same effects as 
the increase or decrease in' the supply of. other articles.. If 
corn increase more rapidly than the_ demand for it, its price will 
fall; in the same way, if the production of gold. be increased 
more rapidly than the demand for. it, its price will fall. 'Con
versely, if either 'the population grow more rapidly than the 
wheat-l?upply, or the demand for gold increase more rapidly 
than its supply, the price of wheat and gold will rise. 

The price of all articles 'is really measured ii_l the same.way. 
The price of wheat is expressed, for instance, by stating the 
amount of another commodity for which a quarter of wheat 
may be exchang~d. In the earlier ages of. mankind the ox 
was the. ordinary standard of value. Thus, when Glaucus and 
Diomed change their armour in the Iliad, Diomed obtains 
arms worth ·a hundred oxen for arms which had ·only cost nine 
~xen. ·But in· later ages gold and silver have been. universally 
adopted ··as 'th_e measure of value,. and all civilised nations, 
instead of .expressing the value of an article in oxen, express 
it by . stating the amount of ·gold or silver which it will 
purchase .. · 

This circumstance make~ it a little more difficult to .measure 
the rise and fall in. the value of gold than the rise and fall in 
the vahie of any other article. A rise in the value of corn 
is usually expressed with sufficient accuracy by stating the rise 
in its price in gold. A rise or fall in the value of gold can only 
be ascertained by comparing its value with all or many of the 
other articles with which gold is commonly exchanged. ln 
no other way is it possible to determine whether the variation 
in the pric@ is due to an alteration in the value of this or that 
commodity, or to a change in the value of gold itself: 
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In modern history the discovery of America is the event 
which had most effect on the price of the precious metals. 
It threw vast quantities of them on the European markets,1 

and, so high an authority as Adam Smith has declared, reduced 
their value to about a third of what it had been before. But 
it may be doubt~d whether this conclusion is really accurate. 
Even Adam Smith admits that the value of gold did not sink 
as rapidly as the value of silver, anrl there are some reasons 
for thinking that the rise of prices which occurred in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth. centuries was due rather to the 
undoubted fall in the value of silver than to the more doubt
ful fall in the value of gold. 

Gold, at any rate before the discovery of America, was only 
I Gregory King, in a curious pamphlet written in I688, which will be found 

printed in Tooke's Thoughts and Details on the Higk and Low Prices, Appen. 
dix No. ii., estimated that when the West Indies were discovered there were 
only £45,000,000 sterling of the precious metals in Europe and £soo,ooo,ooo 
in the world. He further estimated that in the succeeding r8o years the pro
duce of gold and silver in the world bad amounted to £I,2oo,ooo,ooo, and that 
£s2o,coo,ooo of the amount had been brought to Europe. Half of the whole 
stock, he considered, bad been consumed; and the stock in I6g8 was placed 
by him at £8so,ooo,ooo in the world, of which he calculated that £225,000,000 
were in Europe. The Economist, in a valuable paper published on the 7th 
June I879, said that in the 383 yP.ars ending I875 the silver produced had 
amounted to I8o,830,575 kilogrammes, and the gold to g,so8.sos. Sir C. 
Wood, speaking in I844, said that in the reign of Henry IV. gold was reckoned 
to be to silver as I to Io, in that of Elizabeth as I to II, in that of James I. as 
I to I2, in that of Charles.II. as I to 14, and in I844 as I to IS and a fraction, 
Hansard, vol. lxxiv. p. I350. Adam Smith says-! believe more accurately
that before the discovery of the mines of America an ounce of fine gold was 
supposed to be worth from ro to I2 ounces of silver, but that about the middle 
of the seventeenth century an ounce of fine gold came to be worth between I4 
and IS 011nces of silver. Wealth Of Nations, vol. i. p. 330· Adam Smith's 
conclusions are supported by the Economist in the paper which I have already 
quoted, where gold is placed as I to 10.75 of silver in I497• as I to IS. ro 
in I648, and as I to I5,46 in I8oi. The annual production of gold was esti· 
mated by M 'Culloch iri I844 ( Comnw·c. Diet., ad verb. " Precious Metals") 
as £g,oso,ooo, the annual consumption in arts and coinage as £6,440,000, and 
the consequent addition of the stock as £2,6Io,ooo. It may be worth while 
adding to this account, that in the days of Homer gold seems to have been 
only II times more valuable than xa"'AK6s, that in the days of Herodotus it was 
I3 times more valuable than silver (book iii. ch. 95), and that it appears, from 

·an admirable note by Sir J. G. "Vilkinson, that its value was.reduced to IO to 
1 in the days of Alexander. It long continued at these proportions. Rawlin.· 
Jon's Herodotus, vol. ii. p. 403, note. 
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ten times more valuable than silver in Europe. .Gold, after 
the discovery of America,. rose in value· till it was fifteen times 
more costly than silver. These proportions endured a( the 
commencement of the present century. In r8r9 legislation, 
which, for the firsttime in English history, based ·tl}e CJ.lrrency 
on gold, had probably the effect -of further raising· the value 
of that metal; and in i8z'r · go!d was siiteen times (or; more 
exactly, !5.95 times) more valuable than silver in Europe. 

· At this· time two causes were- simultaneously. producing, a 
change in the value of.the precious. metals, and ·a slighter 
change in t~e relative values of gold and silver. ' The first 
of these was the series of revolutions in. Spanish 1\merica, 
which, throwing a continent into disorder, reduced the Ameri~ 
can supply of gold and silver to about one-third of its former .. 
proportions.1 The second :was the discovery of gold:fidds 
in the Ural Mountains in r823, which gradually placed Russia 
at the head of gold-producing countries.2 . To the former 
cause was in· a great measure due the ·remarkable fall of 
prices s which was one of the characteristics of the peace, 
and which an imperfectly instructed writer referred to the 
resumption of cash payments. To the latter cause may more 
directly be attributed the circumstance that silver,· compared 
with gold, became a little more valuable. than it was in i821. 

What the discovery of gold in the Urals had done in r823; 
the discovery of gold in Australia did more elfecrually in 
r8sr.4 The annual supply .of gold. was at once trebled, or 

1 From 47,o6r,ooo to r6,o36,ooo dollars. Mr.· Jacob, writing to Tooke, 
Thoughts and DetailS on the High and Low Prices from 1792 to r822, seconc! 
edition,. p. 380. 

2 Ibid., p. 391, and E;ncyc!optEdia Britannica, ·ad verb. ·"Gold," p. 743· 
M'Culloch places the annual Russo-Asiatic supply.of gol<). at £2,6oo,ooo. 
Commerc. Diet., ad verb. ·, • Precious Metals." 

3 Only in a measure, .however. The peace'had probably the effect of liberat
ing much hoarded bullion, and this bullion, brought into cirqtlation, had the 
effect of increasing the supply. This circumstance and other matters such as 
the increased consumption of gold in arts, &c., must be weighed by' a~y one 
who.exhaustively deals with the whole .question. I have endeavoured in the 
text, however, rather to suggest than to settle the point, which has only an·· 
incidental connection with this history. · · · 

l According ·to the Etzcycloptidia Britannica (ad verb. "Gold") t.lie average 
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perhaps quadrupled. Undoubl!edly some effect was conse
quently made on prices. But the effect was probably only 
slowly and gradually felt. Gold was absorbed in vast and 
unprecedented quantities in the arts, and the supply which was 
actually available for barter was not immediately augmented 
to the same degree. Of the increased production, however, 
there was no doubt; and superficial thinkers pleaded it as the 
cause of various matters which they found it difficult to explain. 
In Alison's judgment, it at last redressed the inconvenience 
which had resulted from the suspension of cash payments. 
In the opinion of baffled protectionists, it accounted for the 
prosperity which, falsifying all their predictions, had followed 
in the steps of free trade. But the country generally paid no 
heed to these explanations. Enough for it that Bentinck 
had proved wrong and that Cobden had proved right. No 
arguments, however specious, could induce it to abandon 
free trade. 

This circumstance was plain enough to Disraeli. Ever 
since 1847, he had been suggesting that agriculture might be 

compensated by a readjustment of taxation for the 
Jo~~;::t~r losses which he still contended had been inflicted 
protection. on it by free trade. If it were impracticable to 
restore protection, it was possible to repeal the taxes which 
pressed heavily on the land. His attitude convinced many 
persons that he was preparing to surrender in office the 
principles which he had uniformly avowed in opposition. 
The preliminary Budget which he produced in April 1852 
confirmed this suspicion. To the a.musement and delight of 
the free-traders, amidst the "sullen silence" 1 of his own 
friends, he dilated on the prosperity of the country and on 
the success of free trade. Derby himself, astounded at the 
language of his lieutenant, attempted to resuscitate protection 
in an after-dinner speech at the Mansion House.2 Disraeli 
annual supply increased from !,760,500 ounces in the decade 1841-50 to 
6,350,180 ounces in the lustrum r851· 55· But of course, if M'Culloch is right 
in placing the production of gold in 1842 at £g,oso,ooo, the writer in the Ency· 
clopa;dia Britannica has underestimated the supply at that time. 

1 Ashley's Palmers~n, vol. ii. p. 231. 2 Hickman's Beacon!fieli, p. 182, 
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cared not for his leader's opinions. In an address to his con· 
stituents, he had the effrontery to declare that the time. was · 
gone by for recurring to protection. The spirit of the age 
tended to free intercourse, and the producer. had nothing to 
expect but fair treatment. All· that the Legislature· could do 
for him was to diminish the cost of production) 

When Parliament met in November, ·moreover, it was 
evident that Disraeli, and not Derby, was shaping the policy 
of . the Cabinet. The ,Speech from the throne ·re-echoed his 
language,2 and the recommendations of the Speech were 
repeated by ministers. In the Lords, Derby emphatitally 
declared that, in regard to free trade; he was prepared to sub
mit to the decision of the country. In the. Commons, Disraeli 
announced that the Budget would at once be brought forward, 
and that Parliament would then receive p~actical proof that 
the ministry was loyally intent on carrying out its new prin; 
ciples. Never had convert been more eager to prove the 
sincerity of his conve~sion than Derby and Disraeli to show 
that the Administration was founded on a policy of free trade. 

In heaven there is more joy over one. sinner that repentetl~ 
than over ninety-nine just men who need no repentance. Such 
a joy, however, was not felt in 1852 by free-tniders Mr. Villiers' 

in the House of Commons. They could not tolerate resolutions. 

protectionist ministers pursuing a policy of free trade. They 
would not even patiently wait for. the development of the 
measure which the ·ministry had promised to produce. On 

. the first available night of the session, Mr. Villiers, whose long 
and consistent advocacy of free trade in corn had given him 
an ascendency which no other free~trader, except Cobden, 
enjoyed, brought forward some resolutions affirming the ad-

1 Hickman's Be"aconsjidd, p. 183; cf. Life of Lord Beiu:on!fletd, by O'Connor, 
p, 44I• 

2 "If you should be of opinion that recent legislation,. in contributing with 
other causes to this happy result, has at the same time inflicted unavoidable 
injury on certain important interests, I recommend you to dispassionately con
sider how far it may be practicable equitably to mitigate that injury, and to 
enable the industry of the country to meet successfully that unrestricted com
petition to which Parliament in its wisdom has decided that it ·should be 
subjected." Hansard, vol. cxxiii. p. 20, 
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vantages which had ensued froJn th~ adoption of free trade, 
declaring that the Act of 1846 was a wise, just, and beneficial 
measure, asserting the necessity of maintaining and extending 
the same policy, and pledging the House to consider any 
measures -consistent with these principles,! 

Mr. Villiers' notice placed Disraeli in some difficulty. Ready, 
for the sake of power, to adopt the legislation of r 846 as ·the 
basis of his policy, he was not yet prepared to pronounce it 
Disraeli's "wise, just, and beneficial." These odious epithets, 
amendment. as he called them, implied that his own conduct in 
opposing Peel had been unwise, unjust, and injurious. Instead, 
therefore, of accepting Mr. Villiers' resolutions, he endeavoured 
to substitute for them a colourless declaration ·of the duty of 
adhering to a policy of free trade. 2 In substance there was 
no difference between the policy to which Mr. Villiers as,ked 
the House to adhere and the policy which Disraeli professed 
his readiness to adopt The ministry, however, not .unnaturally 
declared that, while it was ready to accept a resohition of its 
own framing, it should treat the adoption of Mr. Villiers' pro
posal as a proof that the House had no confidence in its 
professions and its measures. · 

But the Whigs were hardly yet prepared to accept office; 
the old differences between the free-traders and themselves 
were not composed; the recent rupture between Palmerston s 
and Russell was not healed. Moderate men, moreover, thought 
that it was not desirable that the ministry should be defeated 
on an abstract proposition; they preferred that it should be 
afforded an opportunity of proving its sincerity and its capacity. 

P l 
, In these circumstances Palmerston came forward 

a merston s · 
alterna~ive with alternative resolutions attributing the prosperity 
resolutiOns, . 

of the country to free trade, and •declanng that 
this policy should be "firmly maintained and prudently ~x-

I Hansard, vol. cxxiii, p. 35r. 2 Ibid., p. 4II. 

s I have not thought it necessary to refer to the original negotiations in 
February to induce Palmerston to i<;>in the Tory Ministry. See for the offers 
to him, Ashley's Palmerston, vol. ii. p. 230; or, again, for the renewed offer 
made to him in the summer, ibid., p. 248·; and cf. as to these and other 
negotiations, Memoirs of an .ex-Minister, pp. 281, 282. 
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tenoed." ·I . ·If there had_ :be~n little. differe~ce in_ .substance 
between ·the resolutions' ·of Mr. Villiers and the amendment 

:of Disraeli, t~~re _~as equally little di,fference b~tween the 
ahernative ·of Palmerston ·and either of the propo_sals for which 
he substitut~d · it: The Governme_nt, however, thought itself 
able tc::> accept froin Palmerston a propositio~ \Vhich it could 
not accept from ·Mr. Villiers; and the .omission of the "odious 
epithets~· g·ave it" an excuse for doing so. The followers of 

"!?..eel _were equally, r~ady to accept from Palmerston a declara
.tion which they did -~ot'choose to accept from Disradi. Thus 
everythi~g •'iepd~d _to the settlement of an artificial wliich are 

·corrtroyersy by the adoption .of Palmerston's expe- adopted. 

client. ·.Mr. Villiers' resolutions were rejected,· and Palmer
ston'_s alternative adopted by a large majority.2 

_ With Palmerston's help, Disraeli had gotten a victory; but 
-it'was ~-victory wl'iicl). would have ruined the career of any 
-other politician. The man who had won his reputation "by his 
-persistent ·attacks on Peel, and who had risen to ascendency 
'by his uncompromising defence of protection, had flurig aside 
'hrs old opinions and betrayed -his old friends for the sake 
'of securing a· few more days of office. I-t was. the striking 
circumstance' nf Disraeli's career, however; that the public 
accepted at his hands with a laugh changes which it would 
have met in a~y other statesman with a repro9f. For the . 
moment the defeat of Mr. Villiers strengthened the -position 

·of the Government. It is possible that, if it had discharged 
~;t_n·y ·necessary business, and adjourned Parliament, it might· 
,have ·secured some more months of office. But, with a fatal 
confidence· in his qwn powers, Disraeli)had undertaken .at 
ort~e to produce his Bupget ; and ~ccordingly, a 

1 · • • ~ ,. •. The Budget 
week af~er the victor,y, he rose. to explain the of Dece.mber 

rilflnner in· which he ·proposed to conciliate his old zSs•; 

supporters without deceiving 'his new friends. It has passed 
'·' 

1 Haniard, voL cxxiii. p. 458. 
-2 Mr. Villiers' resolutions were rejected by 336 votes to 256. 1-bi<;l!', p. 696. 

Palmerston's were adopted-.by 468 votes t'o 53· Ibid., p. 70I. The minority 
consisted of Conservatives who were still true to the cause which their leader 
had -thrown over. 

VOL. V. 2 G 
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into a tradition to say that the speech in which he explained 
his plan was one remarkable for its ability. Men of genius 
-and Disraeli ranks in geniu~ above all his political con
_temporaries-can always make able and effective speeches; 
and the dullest subject in the hands of a pedant can be in
vested with the interest of a romance when it is entrusted to 
a man of parts. For more than five hours Disraeli interested 
the House, and almost succeeded in persuading his audience 
that his scheme was as wise as it was specious. But the elo
quence of genius, when it is divorced from knowledge, has this 
disadvantage. Its effects are less permanent than those of the 
solid arguments of its commonplace opponents. Splendour 
and effect have their triumph on the day, while sober reason 
succeeds on the morrow. 

According to Disraeli, the era of unrestricted competition 
had begun. Protection was an obsolet~ doctrine which it was 
hardly worth while discussing. Free trade, in the manner in 
which it had hitherto been devised, was an imperfect system, 
which it was necessary to complete. The legislation· of 1846, 
r848, and 1849 had dealt with corn, sugar, and ships. Yet 
the farmers who grew corn, the colonists who grew sugar, the 
merchants who owned ships, were fettered with restrictions. 
These restrictions the great proph~t of protection, who had 
now become the prophet of unrestricted competition, under
took to remove. The shipping interest was harassed by 
various regulations respecting pilotage, insurance, and othei> 
matters. It was burdened with heavy taxation for lighting 
the coasts. Disraeli offered to transfer £roo,ooo of this 
taxation to the Consolidated Fund, and to relieve the shipping 
interest to the same extent. So far for ships : next as to 
sugar. It was impossible to inaugurate the new era of un
restricted competition without dealing with the grievances of 
the West Indies. Unfortunately for Disraeli, facts, which had 
falsified all his predictions respecting corn, had destroyed all 
his arguments respecting sugar. The admission of foreign 
sugar to the markets, instead of destroying the West Indian 
trade, had been followed by a large increase in the trade in 
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. colonial sugar. The colonie~, which sent only 4,094,ooo cwt. 
of sugar to E;ngland in the first ten months of I851, con
signed s,J 7 J,OOO cwt. of sugar to England in the first ten 
months Of 1852 1 while the supplies of. foreign refined sugar 
fell from 'z68,ooo' cwt. in November I85I to 24J,OOO cwt. in 
November x8sz, 11nd t.he supplies of foreign unrefined sugar 
decreased· in a still greater proportion. The writer who had· 
declared that the colonies "were already overwhelmed" by 
slave-grown sugar;1 who had preserved the famous boast· of 
Bentinck, that he had "saved the colonie's" and rung "the 
knell of free trade" by -carrying in a Select Committee a 
differential duty of xos. in favour of colonial sugar,2 had 
to protest that, call him traitor, call him renegade, he could 
n~t recommend "a differentia·! duty ~o. prop up a prostrate 
industry which is actually commanding the metropolitan 
market." 8 · 

Tardily convinced, therefore, of the folly· of hisold methods, 
budorc~d to do something in red~mption of his old pledges, 
Disraeli' proposed to conciliate the colonists by allowing them 
to retine sugar in· bond for the home markets. It was sup
posed that foreign qugar contained a larger proportion of 
saccharine matter than colonial sugar. It was asserted, there
fore, ·that the payment of duty on the raw commodity favoured 
the foreign producer; and it was urged that equality would be 
established if the sugar were refined in bond and the duty paid 
'on the raw commodity. Such an arrangement had already 
been :effected in the case of sugar intenaed for exportation.4 . 

Its extension to sugar ·intended for home consumption· had 
been recommended by Bentinck; and Bentinck's proposal had 
occupied just three lines in the political biography.5 Some
thing, however, had to be done for the colonists; protec
tion was impossible; and; instead of it, Disraeli offered the 

1 Lord G. Bentinck, p. 316. 2 Ibid., p.·388. 
3 Hansard, vol. cxxiii. p. 850, 

.4 By the 3 and 4 William IV., c. 6x. 
5 Life of Lord G. Bentinck, eigh~h edition, p. 395· It is characteristic of 

Disraeli, that he had paid so little attention to a proposal which was to become 
the basis of his policy, that these three lines are hopelessly inaccurate. 
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smallest 6f c:oncessions-to al!ow them to refine sugar in 
bond. 

There was nothing in these proposals calculated to excite 
enthusiasm. The relief to merchants and colonists was too 
small to attract support. There was still, however, the great 
landed interest to deal with, and Disra~;li had fought the battle 
of the landowner as no man had ever fought it before. In 
1846 and 1847 he had resisted free trade; in 1849, 185o, and 
1851 he had advocated the remission of local burdens. "Reci
procity being impossible," as the editor of his "Speeches" after
wards put it, "the next best thing was to obtain compensa
tion for the landed interest." 1 He had the opportunity in 
December 1852 of carrying out his own proposals. Though 
protection was already abandoned, there was no obvious reason 
to prevent his redeeming the pledges which he had given· to 
the agriculturist. But facts had acted unkindly towards Dis
raeli. The prosperity which had followed free. trade had re
duced the burden of the poor-rate, and the arguments which 
had been based on a high expenditure had been weakened or 
destroyed by a low one.2 To the consternation of his friends, 
to the amusement and delight of his oppon~nts, Disraeli with
drew all his former recommendations, with the solitary excuse 
that he had "greater subjects to consider than the triumph of 
obsolete opinions." 3 But, just as he had been forced to do 
something for shipowner and colonist, so he felt constrained 
to extend some boon to the farmers whom he had betrayed. 
Instead of repeating his old remedy, which was open to the 
fatal objection that it relieved the landowner alone, he offered 
to reduce the malt-tax by one-half, and to repeal the old war
duty on hops. He threw out, at the same time, a bait for the 
rest of the community, by proposing gradually to reduce the 
duty on tea from 2s. zld. to rs. a pound. 

The proposals which were thus made involved an immediate 
1 Lord Beaconsfield's Speeches, vol. i. p. 208. 
2 The expenditure on the poor fell from £6,18o,ooo in 1848 to £4,<)62,000 

in 1851. Hansard, YO!. cxxiii. p. 858. 
s Ibid. Mr. Kebbel has had the wisdom to omit the first and damaging 

half of the December speech from Lord Beaconsfield's collected speeches. 
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loss" of revenue of £3,7oo,ooo.l But, in addition to ·these 
changes, Disraeli suggested another _ alterati~n. The income~ 
tax, which had been temporarily renewed for a year in x85 1;· 
and which had been continued in !8$2; expired in r8s3. and 
Disraeli determined, on again renewing it, to alter its applica
tion. It had hitherto been assumed that the profits of the 
farmer were e'quivalent to one-half the rental of -the farm. 
Disraeli decided that the farmer should in future pay a tax on 
one-third instead of on one-half of his rent. But this was not 
the only boon which he offered to him. Permanent incomes 
and life incomes had hitherto been charged on the sarne basis. 
Disraeli proposed that incomes derived from the rent of land 
and from fu'nded property should continue to pay at the full 
rate of 7d~ on each pound, whil~ the incomes derived (rom _ 
farming, froin trade, and from salaries should pay at the re
duced rate of Std. In compensation for the loss caused by 
these exemptions, he extended the tax to funded property and 
salaries in Ireland, to ail industrial -incomes of £roo; and to 
all incomes arising from property of £so a year. 

The income-tax in the form thus ·proposed ·would--'Disraeli 
imagined-produce about the same sum as the tax in its pre
vious shape had yielded. But it was still incu:l:nbent on him 
to provide for the serious loss occasioned by the- remission of 
one-half of the ma)t-ta.x, the war-duty on hops, and the gradual 
reduction of the tea-duties. Half of the necessary amount he 
proposed to· obtain from the surplus with which the prosperity 
of the country provided him; the other half he sought to pro
cure by applying to income the repayment of the advances 
to local authorities which had previously been used for the re
demption of debt; by extending the house-tax to £ ro house· 

_holders, and-by raising its rate from 9d. to IS. 6d . 
1 Malt-Duty (one-half) . 

Tea (first instalment of 4;l;d.) 
Hops • 

. · £2,500,000 
900,000 
300,~ 

£3.700,000 
It was intended to reduce the duty on tea at once to zs. Iod. per lb., and sub
sequently by 2d. annually till the amount was Is. Hansard, vol. cxxiii. pp. 
Bn 879. 
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The Budget which was thus. proposed does not deserve 
much attention as a measure of finance. Its arrangements, 
which were in the first instance commended as plausible, were 
shown to be both unjust and unwise by the criticisms of 
financiers. Either intentionally or inadvertently, Disraeli had 
thrown the whole cost of the relief which he gave to the con
sumers and the farmers on the .£10 householders. People 
dwelling in houses whose rent ranged from .£1o to .£zo were 
precisely those whose incomes amounted to from .£so to .£150 
a year; and these persons, who were perhaps the least fitting 
objects for taxation, were to be simultaneously subjected to the 
burdens of income-tax and house-tax. This cardinal blot was 
exposed by Mr. Gladstone,1 and its demonstration confirmed 
the House in its determination to have nothing to do with the 
Budget. But, though the :gudget of 1852 does not deserve 
The final much attention as a fiscal scheme, it requires careful 
::~td~f' consideration as the last expedient of protection. The 
protection. protectionists, under Disraeli's guidance, had begun 
by resisting free trade, and they had been beaten ; they had 
endeavoured to procure compensation for the landed classes, 
and they had been_ beaten; and their leader had finally pro
duced a compromise, and had again been beaten. From that 
time forth the principles of free trade were not seriously ques
tioned, and protection ceased to be a watchword among 
responsible statesmen. ~ 

It was a serious misfortune to the country gentlemen 
throughout the struggle, that their cause was a selfish cause, 
and their leader an unscrupulous leader. The country gentle
men of England fought the battle of protection on the worst 
position which they could have chosen. Many of them, 
perhaps most of them, honestly believed in the necessity for 
protecting British industry; but, by selecting corn as their 
battle-ground, they created an impression that they were only 
eager to protect their own rent-rolls. If, however, the protec
tionists seemed to be engaged in the defence of their own 
incomes, their leader seemed only intent on satisfying his own 

1 Hansard, vol. cxxiii. p. 1671. 
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ambition. He subordinated .his principles to his career, and 
flung away position after position for the sake _of achieving a 
personal success. 

That the game was played. with courage and. 'dexterity, 
Disraeli's enemies will admit. That it ·was played scrupu
lously, his friends will· hardly contend. Even in the last hour 
of the struggle, he clung to a chance straw floating near him 
f;r support, and condescended to appeal to the free-traders 
for help against the Whigs.1 Such an appeal could hot have 
been made by any person who had been earnest in the cause 
of protection, though ft was natural enough in a politician 
who preferred power to consistency. But the expedient failed 
to allure. Nothing but the shame of resorting tb it Clung 
to its proposer; and the ministry, .defeated on the Budget 
by a sufficient majority, had no alternative but to resign. 2 

In ordinary circumstances, the fall of the Derby Cabinet 
would have been followed by the return of the Whigs and 
Russell to office. ·In the circumstances of December . 

. . . . The fall of 
185z, such a result was Unattamable. -The W~1gs th~.perby 
had been unable to stand . in the preceding .Par- Mm,stry .. 

liament; they were numerically weaker _in the ·new House 
of Commons, a:nd they were divided by the· estrangement ·of 
Palmerston from Russell. But there was another circum-' 
stance in 1852 which no neutral politician could avoid notic: 
ing. The followers of Peel ·still held aloof from both the· 
great parties of the State, and among them· we.re the ablest 
and most experienced· of living statesmen. Acquainted with 
these facts, and anxious to terminate "the unsatis- . · 

·. Aberdeen 
factory epoch of government upon sufferance wh1ch fo:T?s a . 

had resulted from the disorganisation of parties since m•mstry. 

1846," 3 the queen, on receiving Derby's resignation,·sent for 
·Aberdeen, Peel's most trusted lieutenant, and Lansdowne, the 
oldest member of the Whig party. She obtained from Lans-

1 Morley's Cobden, vol. ii. p. 126, 

2 The majority was 305 votes to 286. Hansard, vol. cxxiii. p. I6g3. For 
the resignation, ibid.,. p. 1709. 

a Martin's Prince Consort, vol. ii. p. ,482. 
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downe a promise of support, and.she then entrusted Aberdeen 
with the formation of her Government. 

It was the joking remark of Derby-made both to the 
queen and a private friend-that Aberdeen could not satisfy 
all the claims upon him without including at least thirty-two 
persons in the Cabinet.1 As a matter of fact, the new Cabinet 
contained only thirteen members. Aberdeen himself took 
the Treasury. Four others of Peel's colleagues-Mr. Glad
stone, Newcastle, Graham, and Sidney Herbert-became 
respectively Chancellor .of the Exchequer, Colonial Minister, 
First Lord of the· Admiralty, and Secretary at War. Rolfe, 
who bad been Solicitor-General in Melbourne's Ministry, and 
who had been made Vice-Chancellor and Lord Cranwortb 
in 185o, was raised to the Woolsack. Russell and Palmerston, 
the leading members of the Whig party, received the seals 
of the Foreign Office 2 and of the Home Office. Lord 
Granville became President of the Council; the Duke of 
Argyll, a peer of high rank and great promise, Privy Seal. 
Molesworth became First Commissioner of Works ; Wood, 
President of the Board of Control; and Lansdowne consented 
to serve the Cabinet without office. 

England, so Disraeli had said in the great debate which had 
been followed by the defeat of the Derby Ministry-" England 
does not love coalitions." s The phrase has been often quoted; 
and the Aberdeen Administration has frequently been regar<ied 

1 Martin's Prince Consort, vol. ii. p. 482; and Life of Campbell, vol. ii. p. 3II. 
2 Russell consented, in the first instance, to accept the Foreign· Office with 

the lead of the Commons. On reflection, he declared such a course im
possible; and he was ultimately prevailed upon (partly by Macaulay) to accept 
the Foreign Office for a few weeks only, when he surrendered the seals to Lord 
Clarendon, retaining the lead of the Commons. Edinburgh Review, No. 324, 
p. 568 ; cf. Trevelyan's Macaulay, vol. ii. ch. xiii. It may perhaps be worth 
while adding that four Prime Ministers of the present century, Sidmouth, 
Goderich, Wellington, and Russell, have subsequently accepted lower office. 
Wellington is an exception to every rule. Goderich and Sidmouth ranked so 
low as Prime Ministers, that they had no reputations to destroy. Russell's 
example indicates that a man who has once served in the highest place liad 
better refuse all subordinate offices. 

3 Hansard, vol. cxxiii. p. r666. Communications had been carried on 
between Whigs and Peelites from the previous July. An account of them will 
be found in Edinburgh Review, No. 324, pp. 559-563. · 
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as a·coali:ion ministry, And rn one sense no doubt the popu-' 
Ia~ verdict is accurate .. Aberdeen succeeded in combining in' 
one Government the· men who had· seven years before fought 
against each other under Peel and.Russell. • The ministry thus 
represented· a coalition of parties, but it did .not comprise a 
conflict' "Of opinion. It was composed almost ex- Its char· . · 

clu;ively .of men in favour of moderate progress and acter. 

free trade: Moles,vor.th was the only member of the Cabinet 
who could possibly have .been called a Radical; and. Moles-. ~ 
worth wa~· only a ·wealthy country gentle·man of advanc~d W~ig: 
views. Mr. Gladstone was the only menibe.i: of the Cabinet · 
who was eventually destined to adopt . much of the Radical 

. programme; and Mr. Gladstone, in 1852, was still a Con
servative in name. and sympathy. . Such men as Cobden and. 
Bright, who were earnest in their Liberalism,· found no ad
mission to the new ministry. Even Milner Gibson, who. had 
held a subordinate piac~ in the Russell Ministry, was exclu'ded 
from office. Mr. Charles Villiers was the only prominent 
meml:ier of the Anti-Corn-Law League admitted to .it, arid 
Mr. Villiers was relegated to an obscure and unimportant office. 

Yet, th~ugh the new Cabinet had no room for such men· 
as Cobden or Bright, it included probably· a larger share of 
ability and experience. than a'ny other Administration 
, · . . ll k ·k . The capa· of the century. It Is· a we - nown remar of city of its 

Macaulay that the line which divides the two great members. 

partie~ of the State is a very narrow one, and that the best 
men on both sides are to be found nearest to the dividing 
line. The ·members of the Aberdeen Cabinet were taken from 
the immediate neighbourhood of the dividing line. The 
Cabinet, besides the Prime Minister, contained Russell, an 
ex" Prime Minister; Palmerston, a future Prime Minister; and 
Mr. Gladstone, who was destined as Prime Minister to rival 
the achievements of his former chieftain Peel. 

But there was another circumstance about the Cabinet 
which wa~ even more remarkable. It included three men-: 
Aberdeen, Palmerston, and Granville-who, with· a brief inter· 

: val of i hundred days, had regulated the foreign policy ot 
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England from '1828 to x8sz. • A Cabinet which included 
Aberdeen and Palmerston seemed to comprise every system 
of foreign policy. Yet, in foreign policy, as in other matters, 
the Cabinet was only a Cabinet of transition. Its composition 
pointed to the termination of one epoch of history, a peiiod 
which had been marked by the rivalry of Peel and Russell, 
of Whigs and Conservatives. But its composition also showed 
that, though the period was concluded, a new period had 
hardly commenced. A long interval of compromise and in
action at home, disfigured by war abroad and mutiny in India, 
was to succeed before a new conflict was again to be waged, 
under Mr. Gladstone and Disraeli, between the rival forces of 
progress and reaction. 

Symptorrls of the future struggle were indeed visible. The 
most successful critic of Disraeli's Budget speech was Mr. 
Gladstone. ·His speech at once made him the recognised 
exponent of Peel's financial principles, and he was included 
thenceforward among that tiny company of great men, who 
may be counted literally on the fingers of one hand, who in 
England have displayed conspicuous financial ability during the 
last two centuries.I Such a fact ought not to have created 
surprise among his contemporaries. In the great financial 
debates of the preceding decade, Mr. Gladstone had towered 
above all his contemporaries except Peel. In the session of 
1853 he had the opportunity of showing that he had con
structive ability of the highest order by producing the greatest 
Budget which had been brought forward since that of 1842. 

Circumstances undoubtedly favoured the minister. Disraeli, 
in April r8sz, had estimated the revenue at £sr,6zs,ooo; 

Mr. Gladstone, in April 1853, was in a position to 
Mr. Glad· 
stone's state that it had actually yielded £531089,ooo. 
Budget. 

The expenditure in the Budget of 1852 had been 
reckoned at £sr,164,ooo, and it had only amounted to 

1 For the other four great financiers, see ante, vol. i. p. 36. Burton, in his 
Reign o/ Anne, vol. i. pp. 27 and 35, calls Godolphin "the greatest financial 
minister that ever ruled Britain." But this only proves that, however com· 
petent Burton may have been io write the Book-Hunter and the History o/ 
Scotla11d, he had no knowledge of finance. 
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£so,78z,ooo. The surplus which Disraeli had computed 
at £46r,ooo 1 had reached £~,46o,ooo. Seldom . had th'e 

· revenue proved more elastic; :unhappily, however, the panic 
dread of France which had arisen in r85r, and which had 
not yet been allayed, forced the ministry to- propose fresh 
expenditure for both army, navy, ordnance, and militia, and 
reduced'the (!l!;timated surplus of 1853-4 to about_ one-third of 
the actual surplus of r8sz-3, or to £8o7,ooo.~. 

A surplus of •this character was not large ; and it was also 
affected by one consideration. _ Technically, tbe income-tax 
expired in 1853; and Mr. Gladstone, like Disraeli, was obliged 
to attend to the remonstrances- of"the ·critics who objected-to 
the tax itself or. to its inequalities. Unlike Disraeli, however, 
Mr. Gladstone shrank ·from the. alm!:lst :impracticable _task 
of distinguishing between permanent and industrial incomes; 
and, instead of atte'mpting to remedy a possible inequality by 
a readjustment of the income-tax itself, decided to redress the 
balance by imposing a fresh tax on property. · Realty in Eng
land was originally subject to th(;! payment of a heavy succes
sion duty on each heir succeeding to the estate ; for-as has 
been well said-" the·. casualties incident to feudal tenure were 
practically taxes on succession." 8 , But the country gentlem-en _ 

1 Disraeli's first Budget is in Hansard, vol. cxxi. p. It. I have not thought 
it n~cessary to give any minute detaif of it. The estimated expenditure is in 
ibid., p. 27 ; the estimated revenue and surplus in ibid., p. 34- . 

2 The figures in the Budget ~ere as follows :- ' 

Customs 
Excise • 
Stamps. 
Taxes . • 
Income-Tax . 
Post-Office • 

Revenue. 

Crown Lands 
Miscellaneous and Old 

Stores 

£2o,68o,ooo 
q,640,000 
6,700,000 
3-250,000 
s.sso,o\lo 

goo,ooo 
390,000 

780,000 

Expenditure. 
Debt • . •· £27,804,o6o 
Consolidated Fund 2',5o3,ooo 
Army • · 6,o25,ooo 
Navy • 6,235,000 
Ordnance • 3;os3.ooo· 
Miscellaneous 4,476,000 

· Commissariat 557,000 
Militia . • 530,000 
Kaffir War • 200,000 
Packet Service 8oo,ooo 

--Ibid., vol. cxxv. p. 1355; and cf. p. 1423. 
3 Mr. Trevor, quoted in Report of Commissioners of br./and Revenue, 1870, 

vol. i. P·. 94·- · . 
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of England in the seventeenth ~ntury succeeded in liberating 
their persons and their property from the old feudal obligations 
which they had inherited; and a Parliament of landlords in 
the eighteenth century refrained from resuming the burdens 
from which their ancestors had relieved themselves. In the 
seventeenth century a probate duty was first imposed ; in the 
eighteenth century a legacy duty was first intr~duced. But 
the probate duty -pressed with unequal severity on the 
smaller estates, and a proposition to extend the legacy duty 
to · real property was rejected by an unreformed House of 
Commons.1 

Hence a tax . was already in existence, applicable to all 
personal property which passed by will, and which had never 
been extended to real property and to personal property 
passing by settlement. Mr. Gladstone decided in r853 on 
terminating these exemptions. He anticipated that, as the 
new tax gradually came into force, it would add some· 
£ z,ooo,ooo a y'ear to the resources of the State. 2 With this 
sum at his disposal,· he was able to make an elaborate pro
posal for the reduction of the income-tax. That impost he 
proposed to continue for two years at 7d. in the pound, to 
reduce it after two years to 6d., and after three years to sa. 
Thus he desired to provide for the ultimate abolition of two
sevenths of the income-tax, and to supply, or rather more 
than supply, the deficiency by a succession duty. 

The introduction of a succession duty constituted the main 
feature of the Budget of r853. In addition, Mr. Gladstone 
applied the income-tax to incomes exceeding £roo a year, 
charging t.hem, however, at a lower rate than that at which 
larger incomes were taxed ; he extended the tax to Ireland, 
remitting at the same time the debts recently created due 

1 The scheme for extending the legacy duty to real property was withdrawn 
after it had been carried through one of its stages by the Speaker's casting vote 
in 1796. Report of Commissioners of Inland Revenue, 1870, vol. i. p. 97· 

2 The succession duty was expected to produce £soo,ooo in r853-54< 
£r,2oo,ooo in r854-55, £r,6oo,ooo in rBss-56, and £2,ooo,ooo in r856-57· 
Hansard, vol. cxxv. p. 1399. The usual criticism at the time was, that these 
estimates were much too low ; they proved to be much t<;>o high. Report oj 
Commissioners of Inland Revenue, IS7o, voL i. p. 97• 
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from Ireland to the Treasury; and he increased . the duties 
on .Scotch spirits from 3S, sd:- to 4S. Sd., on Irish spirits froril 
2S. Sd. to 3S. 4d. a -gallon, assenting to the proposal which 
Naas had made, and which t~e Whig Ministry had hitherto 
resisted;- that allow;wce shou!Cl in future be ~ade for the waste 
of spirits in bond. _ 

T-hese various changes raised the surplus of £8o7,ooo,-with 
which Mr. -Gladstone set out, to one- of £2;rsr,ooo. With 
thi~ surplus he proposed to repeal the: duty on: soap; 1 to 
-reduce the 'duties- .on tea, advert-isements, c-arriages, dqgs, 
men-servants, apples, cheese, cocoa, butter, raisins, and on 

- ,133 other -articles;. to abolish the duties o'n ~ 123 other 
articles,2 to reduce the rates- of postage to the colonic,$, -and 
to trust largely to the recovery, which all experience _proved 
invariably took place in the revenue aft~r-- remissions of 
taxation, to replace the loss which these changes would in 
the first instance involve. 

A Budget of this comprehensive character had rarely been 
brought forward by any financier.- It emphasised in a striking 

l The repeal of the tax on soap marks.an epoch in financial history which is 
worth observing. Adam Sinith had condemned 'taxation on the necessaries 
of life, especially mentioning salt; leather, soap, and candles. Wealth of 
Nations, vol.-iii. p. 337: The ta? on salt was largely reduced 'in 1822 (ante 
vol. ii. p. 125), and expired in r825; the tax on leather.in r83o (ibid., p. 443); 
the tax on candles in r83! (ibid., vol. iii. p. 203). The repeal of the tax on 
soap, therefore, completed the work. which Adam Smith had advocated nearly 
a century before. Cf. Dowell's' History of Taxation, vol. ii. p. 322. 

, 2 These changes involved the following loss:-

Soap,Duty. 
Life Insurance 
Receipt Stamps 

. £I1t26,()()9 
29,000 

155.000 
Stamp Duties 
Advertisements 

'. 

Carriages, Men·:Servants, Dogs, Horses, Post-Horses. 
Tea_ •• 

_ Postage, Colonial 
Apples, Cheese, Cocoa, Nuts, Eggs, Oranges, Lemons, 

Butter, Raisins 
·Reduction of duties on 133 minor articles of food 
Abolition of duties on r23 ditto 

-Hansard, vol: cxxv. p. 1423. 

so,oop 
x6o,()()() 
3?:0,000 • 

g,ooo·,oao 
4o,ooo ·, 

70,000 
53.000 

·. 
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manner the superiority of Mr. Gladstone to Disraeli. But Mr. 
Gladstone was· not satisfied with this great scheme. Consols 
which could be paid off at a year's notice stood at a little over 
par. The New 3 per cents., which could not be paid off for 
another twenty years, stood at about 103. The difference 
between the price of these two stocks represented the value 
of the guarantee of the Government to pay 3 per cent. on the 

. "new threes" for a further twenty-one years. Mr. Gladstone 
assumed that, by guaranteeing some of the stock which had 
no guarantee, he could appropriate for the public benefit the 
increased value which would thus be imparted to it. ·He 
therefore decided to offer the holders of the Old 3 per cent, 
stock the right of exchanging it either for Exchequer Bonds 
or for 3i or zi per cent. stock. Not more than £3o,ooo,ooo 
either of Exchequer Bonds or of the New zt per cent. stock 
was to be issued, but no limit was to be placed on the issue of 
the New 3! per cent. stock.l 

Such, briefly stated, were the great 'financial proposals of 
1853· From one point of view they were singularly unfortu
nate. The new succession duty did not realise one-fourth of 
the sum which its author was advised that he might rely on 
obtaining from it. Long before two years were over, circum· 
stances occurred which made it necessary indefinitely to post· 
pone the proposal for progressively reducing the income-tax, 
and which, by depressing the price of stock, made any large 
voluntary conversion of debt impracticable. The financial 
arrangements of r853, therefore, compare unfavourably with 
those of 1842 and 1845· Peel's great Budgets can be judged 

1 Exchequer Bonds were practically a new security. They were to bear 
interest at the rate of £2, 15s. per cent. up to 1864, and at the rate of £2, 1os. 
per.cent. up to 1894. Hansard, vol. cxxv. p. 818. Mi·, Gladstone felt himself 
able to float them from the circumstance that the outstanding Exchequer Bills 
o~ly'bore, at the time, £1, 1os. per cent. interest. Holders of Consols and 
Reduced Threes were to be at liberty to exchange £zoo of either of them for 
Exchequer Bonds, or for £82, 1os. New 3~per cent. stock, producing£2, 17s. gd. 
a year and irredeemable for forty years (ibid., p. 829), or for £no of irredeem
able 2! per cent. stock (ibid., p. 833). In addition to these proposals, Mr. 
Gladstone simultaneously arranged for the consolidation of the old South Sea 
stocks. Ibid., p. 814 But this portion of his scheme was not of sufficient 
importance to make it necessary to dwell upon it. 
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·from their results. Mr.· Gladstone's first Budget can only be 
judged from its intention.. Yet in breadth, in comprehension, 
in boldness, in knowledge, and in originality it may be com
pared with Peel's greatest ~fforts. Search English history from 
the days of Halifax to the present time, and it is in1possible to 
try it by a severer test~. 

Yet there was one defect in the Budget which was indeed 
chata~teristic of its au.thor, but which ought to ha~e ~indere·d. 
its proposal. It was marked by the over-confidence {he defect-. 

of a good man who. believed in the regeneration ofthe · 
• ". · · Budcret. 
of the· world. Youth naturally looks forward, 'and, ~ . 

. though Mr. Gladstone had passed his forty-third birthday, he _ 
retained in middle ~ge the physical vigour and the mental 
freshness of -youth. With a~supreme falth in the ultimate 
improvement of mankind, he . could not bring himself ' to 

·believe that progress would be iu'terrupted in his own time 
by ,the calaJ?ity of a great war. . Instead of dealing wi~h a 
known present, he was thus induced to rely on an unknown 
future, -and to' speculate on the growing revenue of coming 
years.· . " _ 

.. From the sta~dpoint oLa prudent financier, such confidence 
'was unwise. The sad experience .of accumulated centuries 
has proved that man is among the most cruel and combative 
of animals ; and, till either his nature be altered, or the deeper 
causes which lie at the root of modern wars be. e~tirpated; '* 
fighting will not cease in the .world. There is reason for 
fearing, indeed, that the order· which emanates .from civilisa
tion in itself leads to ''ivar. For order produces the growth of 
population; and peoples overtaking theii· means of subsistence 
struggle to conquer the opportunities which they find it more 
difficult to obtain at home in the -possessions of their .weaker 
neighbours. The same great laws which threw uncivilis'eo 

_hordes of Celts and Goths on early and medireval Europe are 
throwing equally great hordes of civilised Europeans on savage 
countries. Some great nations already encamped on the. 
margin of the ocean are- straining across the- sea to new con
tinents, are ·driving the Maori or. the .. Indian into a narrower 

·"' 
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and narrower interior, and are seizing the lands on which 
these primitive men have hitherto roamed and fought at will. 
Other natio_ns, still remote from the ocean, are pressing for
wards with the accumulating force. of a growing flood to the 
seas. But both the Russian as well as the German and 
Englishman, ever· sending their swarms of colonists from the 
parent hives, are only obeying the eternal law of nature . 

. They are great, they are growing, nations; and the law of 
evolution which requires that the fittest should survive has 
determined that weaker peoples should give way before them. 

These circumstances, however, were not apparent to every 
one in r853. The memory of the Great Exhibition of rSsi: 
was still green; the reign of peace had just been proclaimed. 
The few doubters who pointed to the tramp of armies abroad, 
and to the defenceless condition of England at home, seemed 
like the old pagans clinging to the ideas in which they had 
been reared, while a new and brighter faith was regenerating 
humanity. What if, only seven years before, France and 
Britain had suffered estrangement on the petty question of 
the marriage of a Queen of Spain? What if, only five years 
before, half Europe had stood in arms against autocracy, and 
kings had been arrayed against peoples, and peoples against 
kings? What if, only three years before, Britain had herself 
extorted satisfaction from a minor Power by force of arms? 
What if, in defiance of the treaties of rSrs, a Napoleon was 
again supreme in France, and Britain was again resorting to 
the old military machinery which had been discarded since 
the great war? The reign of peace had been proclaimed from 
pulpit and from platform; it had been inaugurated in Hyde 
Park; and the wisest statesmen failed to see that commerce 
and progress, instead of terminating warfare, :vere inventing 
new reasons for bloodshedding. 
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